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Foreword to Volume I
Joel S. Demski

It has long been recognized that accounting is a source of information. At the
same time, accounting thought has developed with a casual if not vicarious view
of this fundamental fact, simply because the economics of uncertainty was not
well developed until the past four decades. Naturally, these developments in
our understanding of uncertainty call for a renewed look at accounting thought,
one that formally as opposed to casually carries along the information perspective.
Once this path is entered, one is struck by several facts: Information is
central to functioning of organizations and markets, the use to which information is put becomes thoroughly endogenous in a well crafted economic analysis,
and uncertainty and risk sharing are fundamental to our understanding of
accounting issues.
This is the path offered by the remarkable Christensen and Feltham
volumes. Their path takes us through equity and product markets (Volume I)
and labor markets (Volume II), and offers the reader a wide-ranging, thorough
view of what it means to take seriously the idea that accounting is a source of
information. That said, this is not academic technology for technology's sake.
Rather it cuts at the very core of the way we teach and research accounting.
Once we admit to multiple sources and multiple uses of information, we are
forced to test whether our understanding of accounting is affected seriously by
ignoring those other sources and uses of information, both in terms of combining information from various sources for some particular use and in terms of
reactive response to other sources when one, the accounting source, is altered.
It is here that the importance of thinking broadly in terms of the various sources
and uses comes into play, and the message is unmistakable: accounting simply
cannot be understood, taught, or well researched without placing it in its natural
environment of multiple users and multiple sources of information.
The challenge Peter and Jerry provide is not simply to master this material.
It is to digest it and act upon it, to offer accounting thought that is matched, so
to speak, to the importance of accounting institutions.
We are deeply indebted to Peter and Jerry. That debt will go unattended
until we significantly broaden and deepen our collective understanding of
accounting.

Preface to Volume I

In 1977, Tom Dyckman, then Director of Research for the American Accounting Association (AAA) encouraged Joel Demski and Jerry Feltham to submit
a proposal for a monograph in the AAA Research Monograph series, "on the
state of the art in information economics as it impacts on accounting." Joel and
Jerry prepared a proposal entitled:
"Economic Returns to Accounting Information in a Multiperson Setting"
The proposal was accepted by the AAA in 1978, and Joel and Jerry worked on
the monograph for the next few years, producing several of the proposed chapters. However, the task went more slowly and proved more daunting than
expected. They were at separate universities and both found that, as they wrote
and taught, they kept finding "holes" in the literature that they felt "needed to
be filled" before completing the monograph. This, plus the rapid expansion of
the field, meant they were continually chasing an elusive goal.
In the early nineties, Joel and Jerry faced up to the fact that they would
never complete the monograph. However, rather than agree to total abandonment, Jerry "reserved the right" to return to the project. While, at that time, he
did not expect to do so, he did have 500 pages of lecture notes that had been
developed in teaching two analytical Ph.D. seminars in accounting: "Economic
Analysis of Accounting Information in Markets," and "Economic Analysis of
Accounting Information in Organizations."
Over the years, Jerry had received several requests for his teaching notes.
These notes had the advantage of pulling together the major work in the field
and of being done in one notation. However, they were very terse and mathematical, having been designed for use in class where Jerry could personally
present the intuition behind the various models and their results. To produce a
book based on the notes would require integration of the "words" and "graphs"
used in the lectures into the notes (and there were still holes to fill).
Peter Christensen had been a student in one of Jerry's classes in 1986. In
1997, Peter asked Jerry if he was going to write a book based on his lecture
notes. When Jerry stated it was too big a task to tackle alone, Peter indicated
his willingness to become a coauthor. This was an important factor in Jerry's
decision to return to the book, since he had worked effectively with Peter in
publishing several papers over the preceding 10 years. Also of significance was
our assessment that young researchers and Ph.D. students would benefit from
a book that provides efficient access to the basic work in the field. The book
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need not try to provide all the latest results and it need not "fill the holes". The
objective is to lay an integrated foundation that provides young researchers with
the tools necessary to insightfully read the latest work in the field, and to
develop their own theoretical analyses.
Parallel to Jerry's two Ph.D. courses, the book is divided into two volumes.
Economics of Accounting: Volume I - Information in Markets
Economics of Accounting: Volume II - Performance Evaluation
Chapter 1 gives an overview of the content of Volume I, while Chapter 16 gives
an overview of the content of Volume II. Each volume is divided into several
parts.
Volume I Part A.
Part B.
Part C.
Part D.

Information in Markets
Basic Decision-Facilitating Role of Information
Public Information in Equity Markets
Private Investor Information in Equity Markets
Disclosure of Private Owner Information in Equity and
Product Markets

Volume II - Performance Evaluation
Part E. Performance Evaluation in Single-Period/Single-Agent
Settings
Part F. Disclosure of Private Management Information in SinglePeriod/Single-Agent Settings
Part G. Contracting in Multi-Period/Single-Agent Settings
Part H. Contracting with Multiple Agents
The three chapters in Part A are foundational to both volumes. However, with
occasional exceptions, one can read the material in Volume II without having
read Parts B, C, and D of Volume I. Jerry begins both of his Ph.D. courses by
ensuring all students understand the fundamental concepts covered in Part A,
since these courses are offered in alternate years and the students differ with
respect to which course they take first.
Students often seem to find it easier to grasp the material in Volume II, so
there is some advantage to doing it first. However, conceptually, we prefer to
cover the information in markets material first, and then consider management
incentives. The advantage of this sequence is that management incentive
models assume the manager contracts with a principal acting on behalf of the
owners. The owners are investors, and Volume I explicitly considers investor
preferences with respect to the firm's operations. Furthermore, while most
principal-agent models implicitly assume incentive risks are firm-specific, there
are models that recognize that incentive risks are influenced by both market-
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wide and firm-specific factors. To fully understand the impact of the marketwide factors on management incentives, one needs to understand how the manager can personally invest in the market so as to efficiently share market-wide
risks with other investors. The first volume provides the necessary background
for this type of analysis.
Acknowledgments
Our greatest debt is to Joel Demski. Joel and Jerry were colleagues at Stanford
from 1967 to 1971, and collaborated on some of the early information economics research in accounting. Their initial work focused on the role of accounting
information in facilitating management decisions, and culminated in the book,
Cost Determination: A Conceptual Approach. In that book they recognized that
accounting had both a decision-facilitating and a decision-influencing role, but
the book focused on the former. While completing that book, Joel and Jerry
were exposed to work in economics which explicitly considered information
asymmetries with respect to management's information and actions. They
recognized that this type of economic analysis had much to contribute to our
knowledge about the decision-influencing role of accounting. In 1978 they
published a paper in The Accounting Review, "Economic Incentives in Budgetary Control Systems," which would later receive the AAA 1994 Seminal Contribution to Accounting Literature Award. One of Joel's many Ph.D. students,
John Christensen, was instrumental to Peter's interest in accounting research.
In recent years, Peter, as with Jerry, has had the opportunity to learn much from
working with Joel on joint research.
We also want to acknowledge our debt to other coauthors who have
significantly contributed to our knowledge through the joint research process.
These include Joy Begley, Hans Frimor, Jack Hughes, Jim Ohlson, Jinhan Pae,
Martin Wu, and Jim Xie. Their names are mentioned frequently throughout the
two volumes, as we describe some of the models and results from the associated
papers.
As noted above, Jerry' s Ph.D. lecture notes provide the foundation for much
of the material in our two volumes. Jerry acknowledges that he has learned
much from preparing the notes for his students and interacting with them as they
sought to learn how to apply economic analysis to accounting. The accounting
Ph.D. students who have been in Jerry's classes as he developed the notes
include Amin Amershi, Derek Chan, Peter Clarkson, Lucie Courteau, Hans
Frimor, Pat Hughes, Jennifer Kao, Claude Laurin, Xiaohong Liu, Ella Mae
Matsumura, Jinhan Pae, Suil Pae, Florin Sabac, Jane Saly, Mandira Sankar,
Mike Stein, Pat Tan, Martin Wu, and Jim Xie. Some have been Jerry's research
assistants, some have been his coauthors (see above), and Jerry has supervised
the dissertations of many of these students. In addition to the accounting Ph.D.
students, Jerry's Ph.D. seminars have been attended by graduate students in
economics, finance, and management science, as well as a number of visiting
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scholars. All have contributed to the development of the material used in this
book.
We are particularly appreciative of colleagues who have read some draft
chapters and given us feedback that directly helped us to improve the book.
These include Hans Frimor, Jim Ohlson, Alex Thevaranjan, and Martin Wu.
Recently, Anne Adithipyangkul, Yanmin Gao, and Yinghua Li (three current
Ph.D. students) have served as Jerry's research assistants and have carefully
read through the recent drafts of all of the chapters. We are thankful for their
diligence and enthusiasm. We are grateful to Peter's secretary, Lene Holbaek,
for her substantial editorial assistance.
Jerry's research has been supported by funds from the American Accounting Association, his Arthur Andersen Professorship, and the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of Canada. Peter's research has been supported
by funds from the Danish Association of Certified Public Accountants, and the
Social Sciences Research Council of Denmark.
The writing of a book is a time consuming process. Moreover, every stage
takes more time than planned. One must be optimistic to take on the challenge,
and then one must constantly refocus as various self imposed deadlines are past.
We are particularly thankful for the loving patience and good humor of our
wives. Else and June, who had to put up with our constant compulsion to work
on the book. Also, Peter has three sons at home, Kasper, Esben, and Anders.
They had to share Peter's time with the book, but they also enjoyed a sabbatical
year in Vancouver.

Peter O. Christensen
Gerald A. Feltham

Preface to Volume II

As we stated in the preceding "Preface to Volume I," Volume II focuses on
accounting's decision-influencing role in the form of providing performance
measures that are useful for incentive contracting. Part A of Volume I contains
three chapters that provide foundational material on the decision-facilitating role
of information: single-person decision making under uncertainty, decisionfacilitating information, and risk sharing, congruent preferences, and information in partnerships. If the reader is not familiar with the basics, you are encouraged to read those three chapters before reading this second volume.
While it is helpful to have read Parts C, D. and E of Volume I before reading Volume II, it is not necessary for the vast majority of topics. The exceptions
are the few sections in Volume II in which we consider either private investor
information or the impact of economy-wide versus firm-specific risks, assuming
only the latter are diversifiable.
Chapter 16 gives an overview of the content of Volume II, which is now
divided into the following four parts.
Part E. Performance Evaluation in Single-period/Single-agent
Settings
Part F. Private Agent Information and Renegotiation in Single-period/
Single-agent Settings
Part G. Contracting in Multi-period/Single-agent Settings
Part H. Contracting with Multiple Agents in Single-period Settings
Acknowledgments
This second volume is a direct outgrowth of the work Joel Demski and Jerry
started in their 1978 Accounting Review paper, "Economic Incentives in Budgetary Control Systems." This paper later received the AAA 1994 Seminal Contribution to Accounting Literature Award. Joel is referenced many times throughout this volume because he has produced a number of significant papers dealing
with agency theory. Other co-authors of papers referenced in this volume are
Hans Frimor, Christian Hofmann, Florin §abac, Martin Wu, and Jim Xie. We
are also very thankful to Hans Frimor, Christian Hofmann, and Florin §abac for
their detailed comments on recent drafts of several chapters. Earlier drafts were
read by Alex Thevaranjan, and Martin Wu, as well as by three Ph.D. students
who are currently finishing their dissertations: Anne Adithipyangkul, Yanmin
Gao, and Yinghua Li. We are thankful to all who have contributed to the two
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volumes, and we are grateful to Peter' s secretary, Lene Holbaek, for her substantial editorial assistance.
Jerry' s research on the second volume has been supported by funds from his
Arthur Andersen Professorship, his Deloitte and Touche Professorship, and the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. Peter's research
has been supported by funds from the Danish Association of Certified Public
Accountants, and the Social Sciences Research Council of Denmark.
Our wives. Else and June, have endured the long, and often consuming,
process as we worked to complete a second volume of over 600 pages. We
again thank them for their loving care and good humor. Also, Peter has three
sons, Kasper, Esben, and Anders, who have had to share Peter's time with the
book.

Peter O. Christensen
Gerald A. Feltham

CHAPTER 16
INTRODUCTION TO PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

The following are excerpts from Chapter 1 of Volume I of the Economics of
Accounting. These introductory remarks are applicable to both volumes.
In their book on cost determination, Demski and Feltham (1977) characterize accounting as playing both decision-facilitating and decision-influencing roles within organizations. In its decision-facilitating role, accounting
reports provide information that affects a decision maker's beliefs about the
consequences of his actions, and accounting forecasts may be used to
represent the predicted consequences. On the other hand, in its decisioninfluencing role, anticipated accounting reports pertaining to the consequences of a decision maker's actions may influence his action choices
(particularly if his future compensation will be influenced by those reports).
We adopt these two themes, but broaden the perspective to consider the
impact of accounting on investors, as well as managers. We view accounting as an economic activity - it requires the expenditure of resources, and
affects the well-being of those who participate in the economy. Obviously,
to understand the economic impact of accounting requires economic analysis.
The relevant economic analysis is often referred to as information
economics. It is a relatively broad field that began to develop in the
nineteen-fifties, with significant expansion in the nineteen-eighties. Much
of information economic analysis makes no explicit reference to accounting
reports. In fact, even the information economic analyses conducted by
accounting researchers often do not model the specific form of an accounting report. Nonetheless, many generic results apply to accounting reports.
Furthermore, the impact of accounting reports depends on the other information received by the economy's participants. Hence, it is essential that
accounting researchers have a broad understanding of the impact of publicly
reported information within settings in which there are multiple sources of
public and private information.
In our two volumes, we consider the fundamentals of a variety of
economic analyses of the decision-influencing and decision-facilitating
roles of information. While many of these analyses do not model the details
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of accounting reports, our choices reflect our convictions as to the analyses
that are relevant for understanding the economic impact of accounting.
While the two volumes contain many references to recent research, we
do not seek to comprehensively cover recent research. Information economic research has grown significantly, and our focus is on fundamentals.
New researchers, particularly Ph.D. students, find it difficult to find time to
read the fundamental work in the field, and this makes it difficult for them
to fully grasp the recent work. Our two volumes stem from two Ph.D. seminars at The University of British Columbia. The first considers economic
analyses that are pertinent to the examination of the role of accounting
information in capital markets. The second considers economic analyses
that are pertinent to the examination of the role of accounting information
in motivating managers. Hopefully, by developing an understanding of the
fundamentals in these two areas, new researchers will be able to gain a
broad understanding of the field, and then will be able to efficiently read
and understand the recent work that is of interest to them. (Christensen and
Feltham, 2003, p. 1-2)

The focus in the first volume is on the decision-facilitating role of information,
with emphasis on the impact of public and private information on the equilibria
and investor welfare in capital and product markets. The focus of this second
volume is on the decision-influencing role of contractible information (e.g.,
verified, public reports) that is used to influence management and employee
behavior.
A key distinction between the analyses in the two volumes is that in (the)
first volume, managers of firms are not explicitly modeled as economic
agents - they do what they are told by shareholders, and do not require any
incentives to do so. In the second volume, managers are economic agents
with personal preferences, and the theme is the role of information for
performance evaluation. (Christensen and Feltham, 2003, p. 2)
The two volumes are each divided into four parts. Part A (Chapters 2, 3, and 4)
of the first volume sets the stage for both volumes. Chapter 2 reviews the basics
of representing beliefs, preferences, and decisions under uncertainty. Chapter
3 reviews the basics of representing decision-facilitating information in a single
decision maker context. Basic concepts of efficient risk sharing are discussed
in a partnership setting in Chapter 4. If you are not familiar with the concepts
discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, then we recommend that you read those
chapters before beginning to read this second volume.
The four parts of this second volume are as follows. Part E has five chapters (17 through 21) that discuss various aspects of the contract between a principal and a single agent in a single-period setting. The three chapters of Part F
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(22 through 24) extend the single-agent/single-period model to consider postcontract/pre-decision information, pre-contract/pre-decision information, and
renegotiation of the contract before it is terminated. The four chapters (25
through 28) in Part G consider several types of multi-period models, while the
final two chapters (29 and 30) in Part H consider some multi-agent models.
With the exception of the basic material in Part A of Volume I, most of the
content of Volume II can be read without having read Volume I. The exceptions to this occur in a few sections in which we explicitly consider market risk
(i.e., economy-wide, non-diversifiable risk) in settings in which we emphasize
the role of investors as owners of the firm or as sources of information that is
impounded in the market price of a firm's equity.
In this introductory chapter we first provide a simple depiction of a principal-agent relationship. Then we briefly describe the content of the various
chapters in each part. These descriptions also provide some perspective on why
we have included the topics contained in these chapters, and how they relate to
each other.

16.1 AN ILLUSTRATION OF A PRINCIPAL-AGENT
RELATIONSHIP
Stimulated by a paper on sharecropping by Stiglitz (1974), Demski and Feltham
(1978) introduced agency theory to accounting.^ At a subsequent conference
sponsored by the Clarkson Gordon Foundation, Atkinson and Feltham (1981)
presented a non-mathematical paper that discusses the economic analysis of the
role of accounting reports in evaluating and motivating worker effort. The conference was attended by both academics and professional accountants. To help
the audience to understand the fundamental nature of agency theory, Feltham
prepared an overhead of the cartoon described on the following page. It is
designed to capture the key elements of an agency relationship.
There are three individuals in the cartoon. The man in the top hat is an
investor who provides the initial capital, including the farm, required for production. The man in the straw hat is difarmer who provides the effort necessary
to manage and operate the farm. The man in the "green eye shade" is an accountant who is hired to provide an independent report of information that is
relevant to the contract between the investor and the farmer. The events depicted in the cartoon are as follows.

^ Demski and Feltham received the American Accounting Association's 1994 Seminal Contribution to Accounting Literature Award for this paper.
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Panel 1: The investor {di principal) provides capital "$" to the farmer (an
agent), in return for a contract "C" that specifies the terms of their relationship.
Panel 2: The farmer uses the investor's capital and his own effort in production.

Figure 16.1: The investor, the farmer, and the accountant.
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Panel 3: The outcome from the capital and effort is also influenced by
random events, such as rain. The farmer is resting from his labor at the
fishing pond. The accountant (a monitor) is "spying on" the farmer is the farmer shirking or merely getting a "second wind"?
Panel 4: The farmer harvests the outcome from the capital, effort, and random events. The accountant is there to record the size of the harvest,
and gives a copy of his report "R" (on the farmer's fishing and harvest,
and perhaps the rain) to the farmer.
Panel 5: The accountant also gives a copy of his report to the investor.
Panel 6: It is now time to settle up. The accountant collects his fee, the
investor collects his share of the harvest (the "$" in the wheelbarrow)
based on the contract "C" and the auditor's report "R". The farmer
retains the remainder of the harvest (the stack of "$" behind him).
The terms of the contract will depend on a variety of factors. The following
questions and comments identify some of those factors.
- The contract must be acceptable to both parties. What factors affect their
preferences? Both the investor and the farmer are likely to prefer more
$ to less, but they may differ in their aversion with respect to variations
in the $ they may receive? In addition, the investor has preferences
with respect to the terminal (i.e., end-of-contract) value of his farm.
- The farmer has preferences with respect to the effort expended in operating the farm. In what tasks is this effort expended and does the mix affect the value of the harvest and the terminal value of the farm? Also,
how does the mix affect the "cost" of the effort to the farmer?
- Are there other farmers the investor can hire, and are there other investors
(farm owners) who would be willing to hire the farmer? What would
be the terms of these alternative contracts? Who has the bargaining
power with respect to any gain (surplus) from the investor contracting
with the farmer instead of each contracting with the next best alternative?
- What contractible information will be available when the contract is settled? Will there be an accurate or noisy count of the harvest? What
about its value (which depends on quality as well as quantity)? Will
there be direct information about the farmer's level of effort in the
various tasks the farmer undertakes? Will there be direct information
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about random uncontrollable factors that affect the harvest, such as the
weather or infestations of locusts?
- Does the contractible information include the market values of the unsold
harvest, the land, and the equipment as at the start and at the end of the
contract?
- Will the farmer receive information that will affect his beliefs about the
consequences of his effort choices? Is this information private, or does
the investor receive the same information? Is it received before or after
the contract is signed? If it is received after the contract is signed, is it
received before or after the farmer expends his effort? If only the farmer receives this information, does he communicate it to the investor?
Is he motivated to report truthfully?
- Can the investor and farmer credibly commit not to renegotiate the contract before harvesting?
- Will the investor employ the farmer for more than one period? If yes,
will the initial contract be for one period or for multiple periods? What
long-term commitments are enforceable? For example, can the investor
and farmer preclude future revisions to the contract that are mutually
acceptable at the time the initial contract is renegotiated? Can the
farmer leave at the end of a period even though the contract continues
beyond that date?
- Will the investor contract with other farmers, i.e., does he own other
farms? Will the contract with one farmer be influenced by information
about other farms and farmers, e.g., because they are affected by correlated uncontrollable events? Will the farmers coordinate their effort
levels? Can the farmers collude and share their aggregate compensation differently than specified by the investor?
- What are the accountant's preferences and what form of contract does he
have with the investor? Will the accountant diligently collect the desired information? Will he report it truthfully, or will he collude with
the farmer? Can an independent auditor be hired to verify the accountant's report? What factors affect the diligence and truthfulness of an
independent auditor?

The implications of many of the issues raised above are explored in subsequent
chapters. We now briefly describe the content of those chapters.
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16.2 BASIC SINGLE-PERIOD/SINGLE-AGENT SETTINGS
Part E, which consists of Chapters 17 through 21, considers a variety of issues
within the context of simple settings in which a principal contracts with one
agent for one period, and all reports are received by both parties at the end of
the contracting period. We do not model the source of those reports, i.e., the
characteristics of the information provided by an accountant's reports are
exogenously specified.

16.2.1 Optimal Contracts
In much of our analysis we assume the principal owns a firm that consists of a
production technology that requires input from an agent to produce an outcome
that is beneficial to the principal. The principal hires the agent from a competitive labor market by offering the agent an employment contract. The agent
accepts the contract if, and only if, his expected utility from this contract is at
least as great as his expected utility from the next best alternative. The latter is
referred to as his reservation utility level.
The agent's input into the firm is often referred to as effort. In Chapters 17,
18, and 19 we assume the set of alternative effort levels is either finite or single
dimensional, and the effort alternatives are ordered such that "more" effort
directly reduces the agent's expected utility (i.e., is more costly to him) and
increases the firm's outcome (i.e., cash flow or terminal market value). The outcome varies with both the agent's effort level and random, uncontrollable
events.
The Basic Model
In Chapter 17 we assume the outcome (e.g., the value of the realized net operating cash flow over the firm's lifetime) is contractible information (e.g., an independently verified public report of the outcome is issued at the end of the
period). In Chapter 18 we relax that assumption and consider performance
measures that may not include the outcome. This is the case, for example, if the
outcome is not fully realized until some date subsequent to the termination of
the contract, or is only reported to the principal. Accounting reports can play
a particularly important role in this setting since they provide interim measures
of the final outcome.
As is standard in the agency theory literature, we generally assume that only
the agent knows what actions he has taken, i.e., his actions are not contractible
information. Therefore, while the principal can choose the actions he would
like the agent to take, the principal often cannot directly force the agent to take
those actions. Instead, the principal offers the agent a contract that induces the
agent to take the desired actions. A contract and the desired actions are incentive
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compatible if the contract is acceptable to the agent and induces him to choose
the desired actions.
It is useful to view the agent as both the supplier of a factor of production,
e.g., effort, and potentially a partner in the sharing of the outcome risk. Ideally,
the agent would be paid the market price for his effort and the two partners
would efficiently share the outcome risk. This is possible, for example, if there
is a costless monitor who provides a contractible report of both the agent's
actions and the outcome produced. Throughout the book we frequently determine the optimal contract assuming such a report is produced. The resulting
contract and outcome are referred to diSfirst-best,and this serves as a useful
benchmark against which we compare second-best contracts. A second-best
contract is the contract that maximizes the principal's expected utility given the
available contractible information, the agent's preferences, and the agent's
reservation utility.
First-best Contracts
Section 17.2 identifies four different conditions under which the first-best outcome can be achieved with a contractible report of the outcome, but no report
of the agent's actions. To avoid achieving first-best so as to give scope for
exploring the impact of alternative performance measures (which can include
accounting reports), we assume there is no direct contractible report of the
agent's actions. In Chapter 17 we assume the outcome is the only contractible
information, the principal is the owner of the production technology, and has all
the bargaining power. In Chapter 18 we introduce alternative performance
measures, and also consider settings in which the agent owns the production
technology and has all the bargaining power.
Second-best Contracts
In Chapter 17 we briefly consider settings in which both the principal and agent
are risk averse, and explore the relationship in these settings relative to the
partnership relation in Chapter 4 (Volume I) in which the agent has no direct
preferences with respect to his effort. The principal's decision problem consists
of choosing a compensation contract and the actions which maximize the principal's expected utility subject to three types of constraints. First, there is a contract acceptance constraint (which many papers call the reservation utility
constraint). It requires the contract and desired actions to provide the agent
with an expected utility that is at least as large as his expected utility from his
next-best alternative employment. Second, there are one or more incentive
compatibility constraints, which ensure that the agent's expected utility from
implementing the actions desired by the principal is at least as large as the
agent's expected utility from implementing any other actions. Third, there is a
set of constraints that ensures that the compensation paid given each possible
outcome level is at least as large as the agent's minimum compensation level.
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If the set of alternative actions is finite (see Section 17.1), then the set of
incentive compatibility constraints is finite. On the other hand, if the set of
possible actions is an interval on the real line (see Section 17.2), then there are
an infinite number of incentive compatibility constraints. To facilitate our
analysis, we identify sufficient conditions for all incentive constraints to be
satisfied if a single local incentive constraint is satisfied. If the set of actions is
an interval on the real line, then these latter conditions permit us to use a firstorder approach to characterize the agent's effort choice.
It is important to note that if the principal is risk neutral and the agent is risk
averse, then, from a risk sharing perspective, it is optimal for the principal to
bear all the outcome risk. However, if the agent's actions are non-contractible,
the outcome is contractible, and the outcome is influenced by the agent's costly
actions, then it is optimal to offer the agent a contract in which his compensation
varies with the outcome if it is optimal to induce more than minimal effort. That
is, in this setting, the agent bears outcome risk because the outcome is informative about the agent's actions, not because it has value to the principal. This
point is highlighted by the fact that the optimal contract varies with the likelihood ratio associated with each outcome level. This characterization highlights
the fact that it is the relative probabilities that determine the compensation level,
not the relative value of the outcomes.
The Mirrlees Problem
The support of an outcome probability distribution is the set of outcome levels
that has a positive probability of occurring for a given action. The first-best
result can be achieved if the support of a performance measure changes with the
effort level such that there is a set of performance levels that has a positive
probability of occurrence if, and only if, the agent provides less than the firstbest level of effort. The agent is paid the first-best fixed wage if those
performance levels do not occur, and is threatened with a severe penalty if they
do. This is not possible if the support is constant. However, if the support is
constant, severe penalties for very low performance levels may be used to get
arbitrarily close to the first-best results. If conditions are such that this occurs
(see Section 17.3.3), then a second-best contract does not exist and we have
what is called the Mirrlees Problem. Throughout the book we either assume
this problem does not exist (e.g., the severity of the possible penalties is limited)
or the penalty contract is not allowed (e.g., contracts must be linear).
Randomized Contracts
A randomized contract consists of a set of two contracts (one preferred by the
principal and the other preferred by the agent) from which one is randomly
chosen after the set is accepted by the agent. Virtually all of the literature
assumes it is optimal for the principal to offer the agent a non-randomized contract. Section 17.3.4 briefly discusses the fact that there are conditions under
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which the principal strictly prefers to offer a randomized contract. Throughout
the remainder of the book we adopt the standard approach in the literature and
assume a non-randomized contract is optimal.
Agent Risk Neutrality and Limited Liability
Most agency theory models assume the agent is risk averse and, hence, must be
paid a risk premium if his contract imposes incentive risk. Assuming the agent
is risk neutral simplifies the analysis, but it removes the risk premium and often
results in a setting in which the first-best result can be obtained by selling or
leasing the firm to the agent. While the first-best contract is a useful benchmark, it is not an interesting setting in which to explore the role of accounting
reports.
Section 17.4 demonstrates that implementation of the first-best result with
a risk neutral agent is avoided if there is limited liability (i.e., the principal
cannot receive more than the outcome), and the amount the principal receives
must be a monotonic function of the firm's gross outcome. In that case, a debt
contract is optimal, and the debt is risky, so that the agent does not bear all the
risk and does not implement the first-best effort level.
Throughout the book, we avoid achieving first-best by assuming the agent
is risk averse. Chapter 23 is an exception. In that chapter, we assume the agent
is risk neutral, but the first-best result is not achieved because, prior to contracting, the agent receives private information about the random events affecting the
outcome from his effort.^

16.2.2 £A: P^5/Reports
In Chapter 17 we assume the firm's outcome is contractible and, in much of the
Chapter 17 analysis, it is the only contractible information. Chapter 18 considers multiple measures, including non-outcome measures. The analyses provide
insights into how performance measure characteristics affect the principal's
expected net outcome. These insights are applicable to both accounting- and
non-accounting-based measures.
If the outcome from the agent's action is not contractible, then the role of
performance measures depends on who "owns" (i.e., consumes) the residual net
outcome and whether the "owner" is risk neutral or risk averse. The agent, for
example, is deemed to "own" the outcome if he physically controls it and there
is no contractible report of how much outcome he has. On the other hand, the
principal "owns" the outcome if he will receive it, even if that occurs some time
after the termination of the agent's contract. Sections 18.1 and 18.3 assume

^ Several chapters, including Chapter 17, have technical appendices. We do not, in general,
mention them in this introduction.
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"outcome ownership" by a principal who is, respectively, risk neutral versus
risk averse. Section 18.2, on the other hand, assumes "outcome ownership" by
the risk and effort averse agent.
If a risk neutral principal owns the outcome (as in Chapter 17), then his
primary concern is efficiently motivating the agent's effort. An effort-informative performance measure is required, and a noise-informative report can be
valuable because it reduces the incentive risk premium paid to the agent. If the
principal is risk averse, then an outcome-informative report can be valuable in
facilitating risk sharing.
If a risk averse agent owns the outcome, then an outcome-informative report
can be valuable in facilitating risk sharing. If the primary report is influenced
by the agent's action, then a moral hazard problem is induced and an actioninformative report can be valuable.
Some of the analysis in Chapter 18 can be viewed as an extension of Blackwell's informativeness result for decision-facilitating information (see Chapter
3 of Volume I). In Chapter 18, our measures of informativeness are applied to
ex post (i.e., post-decision) reports, and focus on action (incentive) and state
(insurance) informativeness. A report is action (incentive) informative if it is
influenced by the agent's actions, and it is state (insurance) informative if it is
correlated with the uncontrollable events that influence either the outcome or
action informative reports.
The likelihood measure is a useful tool in assessing the relative value of
alternative reporting systems and in representing reports in settings in which the
reports are used strictly to provide efficient effort incentives. If a proposed
report will not change the likelihood measure obtained with the existing reports,
then the proposed report has no value. On the other hand, a statistic (that provides a less detailed description of the reports) is as valuable as the detailed contents of the reports if all sets of reports that result in the same statistic have the
same likelihood measure. We refer to this as a sufficient implementation statistic or a sufficient incentive statistic.
The likelihood measure is a random variable and Section 18.1.2 establishes
that one reporting system is more valuable than another if the likelihood measure distribution function for the latter system dominates the former based on
second-order stochastic dominance. That is, greater variability of the likelihood
measure is valuable since it results in a lower risk premium for incentive risk.
Accounting reports generally report a linear aggregation of detailed information in the accounting system. Section 18.1.4 identifies settings in which a
sufficient implementation statistic is a linear function of the detailed information.
A risk averse principal or a risk averse agent may be able to share risks with
others by trading in the capital market. In Chapter 5 of Volume I, we consider
a single-period model of efficient risk sharing in a competitive capital market.
Section 18.3.1 uses results from that analysis to consider a setting in which the
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firm's outcome and performance measures are affected by both economy-wide
and firm-specific events. The principal represents well-diversified investors
who are effectively risk averse with respect to the economy-wide risks, but risk
neutral with respect to the firm-specific risks. He offers the agent a contract that
uses firm-specific incentive risk to induce the desired effort level, but provides
the agent with his efficient level of economy-wide risk. A key point in this
analysis is that economy-wide risks are efficiently shared because the agent can
adjust his exposure to that risk by trading event-securities for the economy-wide
events. However, the firm-specific risks are not avoidable by the agent and are
imposed by the principal as a means of dealing with the moral hazard problem
created by the non-contractibility of the agent's actions.
Costly Conditional Acquisition of Additional Performance Information
Management accounting often includes reports that compare actual performance
to some standard, with the expectation that the system will generate additional
information to explain any "significant" differences. This led several authors
to develop agency theory models in which there is a primary report and a secondary report. The primary report is generated each period, but the costly
secondary report is only generated if the primary report falls within some prespecified "investigation set." Section 18.4 examines models of this type.
Likelihood measures and the shape of the agent's utility function play key
roles in determining the set of performance measures that trigger investigations.
For example, in one setting, the gross benefit of investigation is independent of
the likelihood measure if the agent has a square-root utility function. Hence, for
any given cost it is optimal to either always or never investigate. On the other
hand, if the agent has an exponential or logarithmic utility function, then the
gross benefit of an investigation is decreasing in the likelihood measure. Hence,
for any given cost it can be optimal to investigate reports with low likelihoods,
but not those with high likelihoods. The low likelihood events may be low
probability events, but that is not necessarily the case.
It is important to recognize that a conditional investigation strategy is only
effective if the agent acts in the belief that the investigation strategy will be implemented. Hence, the principal must be able to make a credible ex ante commitment to implement the proposed strategy. Otherwise, once the agent has
taken his action it will not be optimal for the principal to pay the cost of the secondary report.

16.2.3 Linear Contracts
Chapter 19 considers linear contracts in settings in which a risk-neutral principal
"owns" the outcome. The chapter begins by demonstrating that the optimal
contract is linear if the agent has logarithmic utility for consumption and the
distribution function for the performance report is from the one-parameter expo-
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nential family (e.g., a normal distribution with known variance). The second
section begins with the fact that any contract based on a binary performance
measure (i.e., there are two possible reports, e.g., one or zero) can be expressed
as a linear function. This is then extended to a repeated agency problem with
independent binary performance measures. The optimal incentive contract is
a linear function of the number of "ones" that are reported if the agent's utility
function is exponential with a monetary effort cost. A one-dimensional Brownian motion is a natural extension of the repeated binary model to a setting in
which the agent generates a continuum of binary outcomes. This setting can be
represented as a one-period model in which there is a single normally distributed performance measure (based on the aggregate outcome from the onedimensional Brownian motion) for which the optimal contract is linear.
Extension of these results to multiple signals is problematic. For example,
two binary performance measures do not, in general, yield an optimal incentive
contract that is a linear function of the number of "ones" for each signal. Furthermore, two performance measures that are individually represented by a onedimensional Brownian motion measure must be represented as a three-dimensional Brownian motion when used together. Hence, the optimal contract cannot be represented as a linear function of two normally distributed random
variables.
An implication of the analyses described above is that the optimal contract
is not linear except in some very limited cases. Nonetheless, many analyses in
the past decade have restricted the contracts to be linear and have, therefore,
identified the optimal linear contract rather than the optimal contract. Section
19.1 discusses the basics of the Z£7V model, in which L refers to linear contracts,
E refers to exponential agent utility (with a monetary effort cost), and A^ refers
to normally distributed performance measures. The likelihood measure is linear,
but the optimal contract is concave, not linear. However, restricting the contract
to be linear significantly simplifies the analysis. In particular, the agent's certainty equivalent is a linear function of the mean and variance of his compensation minus his effort cost.
Extensions of the basic LEN model are used extensively throughout the
book. For example. Chapter 20 considers aZ£7Vmodel with multiple tasks and
multiple performance measures. Chapter 21 considers a normally distributed
market price as a performance measure in a LEN model. Chapters 25 through
28 consider a variety of multi-period Z£7V models, and Chapter 29 considers a
multi-agent Z£7Vmodel. We caution the reader to constantly keep in mind that,
in these settings, linear contracts are not optimal. Using linear approximations
has a long tradition in accounting. However, we should be watchful for conditions under which it is a poor approximation or yields misleading results. For
example, in Chapter 27 we introduce a QEN contract that uses quadratic functions to implement some useful indirect incentives that are overlooked in the
standard linear contract.
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16.2.4 Multiple Tasks
In Chapters 17 through 19 we assume that the agent's actions can be interpreted
as the level of effort expended in a single task. That is, the actions can be
ordered by the intensity of effort required, with the assumption that more effort
is more costly to the agent and provides a higher outcome. In Chapter 20 we
introduce multi-task models in which the agent's action is represented as a
vector which describes the effort expended in each task. More effort in any
given task is more costly to the agent and provides a higher outcome, but there
can be many effort vectors that incur the same cost, but result in different outcome levels. Hence, in choosing a reporting system and the contract on the
available contractible reports, the principal must choose both the aggregate level
of induced agent effort and the allocation of that effort across tasks. Of course,
while the principal is concerned with how the allocation of effort affects the
outcome, the agent allocates his effort based on how that allocation affects his
compensation, and that depends on how that allocation affects the performance
measures used in the agent's compensation contract.
Multi-task LEN Model
Section 20.1 describes a basic multi-task model that uses the first-order approach to determine the optimal contract. The insights that can be generated by
that model are limited and, hence, we base our subsequent analysis on a multitask Z£7V model. The expected outcome is a linear function of the effort vector
and the agent's cost is an additive quadratic function of the effort in each task.
There are multiple normally distributed performance measures, for which the
means are linear functions of the vector of effort levels. Closed form solutions
are derived for the optimal incentive rates for each performance measure and for
the optimal effort level in each task. The relative allocation of effort across
tasks will not, in general, be the same as the first-best allocation.
If a single performance measure is used, then the relative allocation of effort
depends on the relative sensitivities of that performance measure to the effort
in various tasks. A performance measure is defined to hQ perfectly congruent
if its relative sensitivities are the same as the relative benefits, which implies
that the first-best allocation of effort is achievable with that single performance
measure. However, it will not be optimal to induce the first-best levels of effort
unless the performance measure contains no noise or the agent is risk neutral.
Multiple Performance Measures
In single-task models, an additional performance measure can have value if it
reduces the risk premium paid to the agent to compensate him for his incentive
risk. This result also applies to multi-task models, but in these models an additional performance measure can also have value if it helps overcome the incongruity of the first measure.
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In single task models with unit variance in the performance measures, the
relative incentive rates applied to two performance measures depend on their
relative sensitivity to the agent's effort, adjusted for the correlation in the two
measures. In multi-task models, adjustment must also be made for the lack of
alignment between the performance and the relative benefits of the tasks, and
for the lack of alignment between the two performance measures.
Insights are provided by examining several special cases. These include
settings in which both measures are perfectly congruent with the outcomes, one
is a sufficient statistic for the two measures, one is perfectly congruent and the
other is purely insurance-informative (i.e., it has zero sensitivity to the agent's
effort), the two performance measures are independent and myopic (i.e., influenced by the effort in different tasks), one measure is perfectly congruent and
the other is myopic, and effort in one task has positive benefit whereas effort in
the other task is merely "window dressing" (i.e., it is costly and influences the
first performance measure but produces zero benefit). A common theme in the
analysis of the special cases is that an additional measure can be valuable even
if the first measure is perfectly congruent (due to incentive risk reduction), and
if the first measure is not perfectly congruent, a second non-congruent measure
can have value because a better allocation of effort can be achieved using two
non-congruent measures instead of one.
Induced Moral Hazard
In most agency models there is a moral hazard problem with respect to each task
since each action is assumed to be non-contractible and personally costly to the
agent. However, there are many settings in which the agent takes actions that
are not personally costly, e.g., the choice of investment projects funded by the
principal. We illustrate how the existence of some actions that are personally
costly, and some that are not, can give rise to moral hazard problems with
respect to both types of actions. The latter are termed induced moral hazard
problems, and they arise if both types of actions influence performance measures that are used to motivate the agent's choice of the first type of action. We
provide a single performance measure example to illustrate this point, and then
identify sufficient conditions for two performance measures to induce first-best
investment choice while inducing the second-best effort choice. Then we
explore the inducement of under- and over-investment if the conditions for
inducing first-best investment are not satisfied.
A key point of this analysis is to demonstrate that performance measures are
often influenced by a variety of actions. The incentives may be focused on actions that are personally costly to the agent, but care must be taken due to the
inefficient spill-over effects on the choices of actions for which the agent has no
direct preferences.
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Incentive Implications of Non-separable Effort Costs
Section 20.3 describes some multi-task models that emphasize the incentive
implications of the nature of the effort costs, rather than the performance measures. The first class of models considers settings in which the agent's actions
have both personal benefits and personal costs. In this case, incentive compensation supplements the agent's personal effort incentives. The second class of
models consider personal costs that are constant below some threshold level of
aggregate effort. Examples are provided in which the lack of performance
measures for some tasks can make it optimal to pay a fixed wage, so that the
agent can be requested to undertake the threshold level of effort and then allocate it to the tasks that will yield the largest expected outcome to the principal.
Log-linear Incentive Functions
The final analysis in Chapter 20 demonstrates that the analysis of a multi-task
LEN model can be employed in a setting in which the agent has a multiplicatively separable exponential utility function and the performance measures are
log-normally distributed. The key is to restrict the compensation function to be
a linear function of the log of each performance measure.
An appealing aspect of this model is that the support of a log-normal distribution is bounded below at zero, whereas normally distributed random variables
can be negative.

16.2.5 Stock Prices and Accounting Numbers
Chapter 21 explores the use of the firm's end-of-contract stock price as a contractible performance measure. That price reflects the investors' end-of-contract
information, which can include public contractible reports, such as published
financial statements, and non-contractible information that is common knowledge to all or some investors.
Stock Price as an Aggregate Performance Measure
If all information is common knowledge, then the stock price efficiently reflects
the information in those reports with respect to the firm's future cash flows.
However, that does not imply that the stock price is an efficient aggregate
performance measure. Section 21.2 examines the conditions under which the
stock price is an efficient aggregate performance measure, i.e., the conditions
under which the relative weights placed on a pair of reports in the stock price
are the same as the relative weights placed on those reports in an optimal linear
contract. For example, the stock price is an efficient aggregate performance
measure if there is a single performance measure or if there is a single task and
two performance measures whose relative correlations with the outcome equal
their relative sensitivities to the agent's effort. As suggested by the second
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example, there are conditions under which contracting only on the stock price
is efficient, but those conditions do not generally hold.
Stock Price as a Proxy for Non-contractible Investor Information
Section 21.3 considers settings in which the stock price reflects both non-contractible investor information and public reports, such as published financial
statements. Generally, both are reflected in the optimal compensation contract
even though the public information is impounded in the stock price. In examining contracting in this setting it is useful to replace the price with a statistic
that removes the effect of the public information and reflects only the investors'
non-contractible information (plus noise). Interestingly, if the contract is written on the stock price and the accounting report, then it is quite possible the
coefficient on the accounting report will be negative even though it would be
positive if it was used with the statistic representing the non-contractible report.
The investors' non-contractible information may be known by all investors
or only by those who pay to acquire it. In the latter case, we endogenously
determine the fraction of investors who are informed using a rational expectations model similar to the model in Section 11.3 of Volume I. Endogenizing the
information acquisition can have a significant effect on comparative statics. For
example, an increase in the noise in the price process reduces the informativeness of the price with respect to that report if the fraction informed is exogenous. However, if the fraction informed is endogenous, then the increase in
noise results in an increase in the fraction informed and no change in the informativeness of the price.
Options versus Stock Ownership in Incentive Contracts
In the standard LEN model, the agent's effort only affects the mean of the
performance measure distribution, not the variance. The optimal contract in that
setting is concave (except at the lower bound). As a result, a linear contract is
a better approximation to the optimal contract than is a convex, piecewise linear
contract. Hence, it is not surprising that the analysis in Section 21.4 establishes
that the principal's expected net outcome is higher if he uses stock grants
instead of option grants as components of the agent's incentive contract in a
setting with exponential utility and normally distributed outcomes with constant
variance.
To obtain insight into the role of stock options in incentive contracts, we
examine the shape of the optimal contract in a setting in which the agent's effort
increases the mean and the variance of the outcome. If the impact on the variance is sufficiently strong, then the optimal contract is convex in the "middle"
and then concave in the two "tails." The image is such that we refer to it as a
butterfly contract. Now a convex, piece-wise linear contract is a better approximation to the optimal contract than is a linear contract. Hence, an option contract may dominate a linear contract. The key here is that if the variance is
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increasing in effort, then more effort will result in an increase in the probabilities in both tails. Consequently, the threat of low compensation when there is
a low outcome can deter the agent from working hard if he owns stock. Options
prevent this deterrence.

16.3 PRIVATE AGENT INFORMATION AND
RENEGOTIATION IN SINGLE-PERIOD SETTINGS
Chapters 22 through 24 consider models that serve as bridges between the
single-period models of Chapters 17 through 21 and the multi-period models of
Chapters 25 through 28. In multi-period models, the end-of-period information
for one period is pre-decision information for subsequent periods. Furthermore,
contracts may be renegotiated at the start of each period. Chapters 22 and 23
consider single-period models in which the agent receives pre-decision information, while Chapter 24 considers single-period models in which there is postdecision renegotiation of contracts.

16.3.1 Some General Comments
Revelation Principle
In all three chapters we invoke the Revelation Principle. This principle states
that under appropriate conditions (e.g., full commitment by the principal and
unrestricted agent communication), there exists an optimal contract that induces
the agent to fully and truthfully report his private information. Hence, the principal can focus on contracts that induce the agent to reveal his private information before the outcome is realized. The standard mechanism for accomplishing
this is for the contract offered by the principal to contain what is called a menu
of contracts. In Chapter 22, the agent accepts the contract, observes his information, chooses from the menu, and then chooses his action. In Chapter 23, the
agent observes his information, simultaneously accepts the contract and chooses
from the menu, and takes his action. In one scenario in Chapter 24, the agent
accepts the contract, randomly chooses an action, and then chooses from the
menu (at the renegotiation date).
Communication of Perfect versus Imperfect Private Information
The principal is never worse off with agent communication. However, agent
communication has zero value if he has perfect information about the end-ofcontract performance that will be reported given each possible action. On the
other hand, we provide examples in which communication of imperfect information has strictly positive value. For example, we provide a model in which
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the agent is paid a fixed wage if he reports bad news, whereas if he communicates good news, he is given a risky contract to induce positive effort.

16.3.2 Post-contract, Pre-decision Information
The Value of an Informed Agent
The example mentioned above illustrates that pre-decision information can be
valuable because it facilitates more efficient effort choices. On the other hand,
the information can have a negative effect because it facilitates shirking by the
agent. The discussion in Section 22.5 illustrates that, in general, comparing the
results with private pre-decision information versus no pre-decision information
involves subtle trade-offs.
Delegated Information Acquisition
Instead of treating the information system as exogenous. Section 22.6 considers
endogenous information acquisition by the agent. Information acquisition is
personally costly, but the information is used to make an investment choice that
is not personally costly. The incentives used to motivate information acquisition may create an induced moral hazard prohlQm with respect to the investment
choice. Subtle issues arise in setting the optimal contract when there is communication and an induced moral hazard problem. For example, it can be useful
to induce the agent to choose investments that increase the informativeness of
the outcome with respect to the agent's information acquisition activity.
The Optimal Timing of Reports
Section 22.7 considers two pre-decision information acquisition dates and
explores the impact of the timing of when the private reports are received and
when they are communicated to the principal. Under sequential communication,
the agent reports his observations when they are made, whereas with simultaneous communication he reports both observations after he makes the second
observation. Sequential communication is always weakly preferred to simultaneous communication, and in some cases the preference is strict.
Examples are used to illustrate a variety of effects including exogenous
probabilistic verification of a report and the role of early imperfect information
in predicting future perfect information.
Contracting on Market Prices and Management Disclosure
Finally, Section 22.8 examines a setting in which non-contractible investor
information is reflected in a firm's market price unless the agent issues a more
informative report. The Revelation Principle does not apply since the principal
cannot commit the investors to ignore the agent's report. The manager can
manipulate his report, but not the investors' other information. Interestingly, a
model is considered in which full disclosure by the manager dominates (is
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dominated by) no disclosure if the informativeness of the investor's private signal is low (high). Furthermore, an example is provided in which it is optimal
for the contract to induce the manager to only partially reveal his private information, and thereby permit partial indirect contracting on the investors' private
signal through the market price.

16.3.3 Pre-contract Information
Agent risk aversion plays a key role in most of the models examined in this
book. However, in pre-contract information models it is common to assume that
the agent is risk neutral.^ In this setting, the principal cannot achieve first-best
by selling or renting the firm to the agent since the efficient selling price varies
with the agent's information. To induce the agent to accept the contract and
communicate his information, the menu must be such that the agent earns
information rents (i.e., his expected compensation exceeds his reservation wage)
unless he has the worst possible information.
Imperfect Private Information
While communication can be valuable if the agent's private information is
imperfect with respect to the outcome, this need not be the case if the agent is
risk neutral. This is illustrated in Section 23.3 in a setting in which the number
of possible outcomes is at least as large as the number of possible private signals, and a spanning condition is satisfied. An example is used to illustrate this
point, and to then illustrate that spanning is not sufficient if the agent is risk
averse.
Mechanism Design Problems
In the models discussed above the cost of an agent's action is common knowledge, but there is uncertainty about the outcome that will result. Private precontract information affects the agent's belief about the likelihood of the outcome resulting from his action choices. In mechanism design problems the
agent chooses the outcome, but is uncertain about the cost he will incur in producing the chosen outcome. His private pre-contract information affects the
agent's beliefs about the cost he will incur.
The initial section on mechanism design problems discusses model assumptions that are sufficient to yield a contract that induces an outcome function that
is monotonically increasing with respect to the agent's private information.

^ At the time of contracting, the agent is an informed player and the principal is uninformed.
We assume that the uninformed principal offers a contract, or a menu of contracts, to the informed agent. Hence, the analysis is significantly different than in signaling games (see Chapter
13 of Volume I) in which the informed agent offers a contract to the uninformed principal.
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This is followed by an analysis of a setting in which there is a positive probability the agent is not informed, after which we consider a setting in which the
agent endogenously decides whether to become informed prior to contracting.
Impact of a Public Report on Resource Allocation
Section 23 A A discusses a mechanism design model that is used to explore the
impact of public and private information on investment decisions. In the basic
model with no public report, the principal supplies capital to the agent in return
for some contracted outcome level. The amount of capital required to produce
a given outcome level is equal to the outcome times a random fraction that is
revealed to the agent prior to contracting. The agent personally retains the
difference between the capital supplied and the capital used. The optimal
contract is characterized by a "hurdle" such that if the reported investment cost
parameter is greater than the hurdle, zero capital is provided. On the other hand,
if the agent reports a cost parameter below the hurdle, the capital provided
equals the amount required to produce the maximum output if the cost parameter equals the hurdle.
The analysis then introduces a public report that is received prior to the
agent receiving his private signal (and before he selects from the menu of contracts). The information system partitions the set of possible private signals,
reducing the set of possible private signals the agent might receive. This reduces the expected information rent the principal will have pay to the agent and
increases the set of signals for which the principal induces positive investment.
Therefore, the public information generally has positive value to the principal,
but negative value to the agent.
The latter result differs from the reporting of public information in a postcontract, pre-decision information setting. In that case the principal is often
better off with the public report, but the agent is indifferent since he will reject
the contract if he does not expect to receive his reservation utility.
Early versus Delayed Reporting of Private Information
Section 23.4.5 uses a mechanism design model to explore the impact of the
agent's report to the principal in a setting in which the agent receives imperfect
information before contract acceptance followed later by the receipt of perfect
information. The analysis is similar to the analysis of the timing of reports in
a post-contract, pre-decision information model in Section 22.7. The principal
strictly prefers to receive an early report, but there is a loss in social welfare
because the expected reduction in the agent's information rents more than offsets the principal's expected gain. We again use an example to provide insights
into the factors that yield the key results.
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163A Intra-period Renegotiation
In Chapters 22 and 23, the agent receives private pre-decision information. In
the former, the agent receives the information after contracting and cannot quit
the firm after observing his private signal. In the latter, the agent either receives
the information prior to contracting or can quit after observing his signal.
Hence, the differences in the two chapters illustrate the impact of differences in
commitment to a contract. Chapter 24 explores the impact of other commitment
limitations in single-period models.
Most agency theory models assume that the principal and the agent cannot
make a mutually acceptable change in (i.e., renegotiate) the contract after it has
been signed. However, it is frequently the case that the principal and agent will
prefer to renegotiate the contract after the agent has taken his action if the
original contract was based on the assumption of no renegotiation. Furthermore,
the ability to renegotiate often makes the principal worse off, from an ex ante
perspective, which is why it is often exogenously precluded.
Renegotiation-proof Contracts
Section 24.1 considers a standard single-period agency model, but with the
added dimension of contract renegotiation after the agent has taken his action.
If a risk neutral principal conjectures that a risk and effort averse agent has been
induced to take some specific action, then after the action has been taken, there
will be an ex post Pareto improvement if the principal agrees to pay the agent
a fixed amount in return for absorbing all of the agent's incentive risk. Of
course, if this is anticipated by the agent, he will take his least cost action, and
if this is anticipated by the principal, then the initial contract will be a fixed
amount that is sufficient to compensate the agent for his least cost action. Consequently, the inability to exogenously preclude renegotiation makes the principal worse off
Section 24.1 considers a renegotiation-proof contract that contains a menu
from which the agent chooses after he has taken his action. The contract is
designed to induce the agent to take a randomized action strategy and the menu
is designed to induce him to truthfully reveal his action choice. Hence, the
contract is similar to the pre-decision contracts in Chapters 22 and 23, and is
also similar to the signaling contracts considered in Chapter 13 of Volume I.
Agent-reported Outcomes
Section 24.2 extends the analysis to consider a sequence of two actions with
contract renegotiation between the first action and the first outcome, which
precedes the second action and second outcome. In the basic setting, the two
outcomes are contractible information and the agent is induced to randomly
choose his first action and then reveal his action by his choice from a menu of
contracts (as in Section 24.1). The analysis is then extended to consider a set-
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ting in which the agent issues unverified reports of the period-specific outcomes, subject to the constraint that the total reported for the two periods cannot
exceed the actual total (i.e., there is a limited audit). Interestingly, with agent
reporting, there exists a renegotiation-proof contract that does not involve randomized first-period actions. Furthermore, the principal strictly prefers to
contract on agent-reported outcomes with a limited audit instead of fully audited
outcome reports.
Renegotiation Based on Non-contractible Information
Renegotiation can be beneficial if it takes place after the principal has observed
the agent's action or after the principal and agent have observed an imperfect
signal about the agent's action. This benefit holds even if the principal's observations are not contractible. In fact, the principal can achieve the first-best
result if there is anticipated renegotiation after he makes a non-contractible
observation of the agent's action. The key to this result is that the principal can
offer to replace the agent's incentive contract with a fixed payment that accurately reflects the agent's information about the forthcoming compensation.
Hence, in the end, the agent bears no incentive risk.
Principalis Privately Informed
The analysis in Section 24.3 assumes both the principal and the agent make a
non-contractible observation of the imperfect performance measure. In Section
24.4, only the principal makes this observation. Renegotiation is now replaced
with a menu of contracts which is used to induce the principal to truthfully
reveal his private information. In this setting, incentive issues are associated
with both the principal and the agent, and the budget balancing constraint
restricts the effectiveness of the incentives. To "break" this constraint, a risk
neutral third party is introduced.
Resolving a Double Moral Hazard Problem
Chapter 24 concludes by considering a simple model in which both the risk
neutral principal and the risk averse agent take personally costly non-contractible actions. There are no contractible performance measures. However, the
ownership of the firm is tradeable and the principal observes the agent's action.
In this setting, the principal offers the agent a contract that specifies a wage and
a buyout price, with the stipulation that after the principal observes the agent's
action, the principal will choose whether to retain ownership and pay the agent
the wage or sell the ownership to the agent for the buyout price. Interestingly,
despite the fact there are no contractible performance measures, the principal
can achieve the first-best result.
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16.4 MULTI-PERIOD/SINGLE-AGENT SETTINGS
We now consider models in which the agent takes a sequence of actions possibly following a sequence of periodic reports. Consumption and compensation
can occur at the end of each period, but their timing can differ through borrowing and saving. Chapters 25 through 27 assume there is full commitment so that
the principal and the agent can preclude contract renegotiation throughout the
term of a contract, and they can preclude early termination of the contract.
Chapter 28 considers settings in which there is limited commitment.

16.4.1 Full Commitment with Independent Periods
Chapter 25 examines several basic multi-period issues when there is full commitment. To simplify the analysis, we consider a sequence of periods with independent, period-specific performance measures.
Agent Preferences
Most of our analyses are based on either time-additive {TA) consumption preferences (i.e., the sum of a sequence of period-specific utility functions), or aggregate-consumption {AC) preferences (i.e., a single utility function defined over
an aggregate measure of consumption). The agent's "cost" of effort is represented by either an effort-disutility {ED) function which is deducted from the
utility for consumption or an effort-cost {EC) function which is deducted from
the agent's consumption.
Exponential AC-EC preferences are simple to use since there is no wealth
effect, and the timing of information, compensation, and consumption is irrelevant. Exponential T^-^'C preferences also have no wealth effect, and the timing
of compensation is irrelevant if there is borrowing and lending. However, the
timing of information is relevant, since the agent is motivated to smooth consumption.
On the other hand, there are wealth effects with TA-ED dinA AC-ED preferences. For example, the cost of inducing a given level of effort increases with
the wealth of the agent. As a result, the timing of reports matters.
Multi-period LEN Model
A single-period, single-taskZ£7Vmodel (i.e., linear compensation, exponential
utility, and normally distributed performance measures) was introduced in
Chapter 19 and extended to consider multiple tasks in Chapter 20. Multi-period
Z£7V models are used extensively throughout Chapters 25 through 28.
We consider both^C-^'C and T^-^'Cpreferences. As we demonstrate, both
are tractable, but the latter provides more interesting insights. For example, in
our TA-EC models we allow the agent to have a consumption horizon beyond
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his employment contract - it can even be infinite to reflect the agent's bequest
preferences. During the life of the agent's compensation contract, performance
measure noise results in random variations in compensation, which are spread
over all future periods. Interestingly, the agent's inter-temporal trades do not
affect either his effort choices or the principal's optimal contract choice.
The actions induced by a linear contract are the same for both TA-EC and
AC-EC preferences, and the basic form of the optimal contract is the same in
both cases. The key difference is in the form of the nominal risk aversion
parameter used to compute the agent's certainty equivalent.
In the TA-EC model the risk aversion used to calculate his certainty equivalent reflects the agent's ability to spread random variations over future periods.
Hence, his effective risk aversion increases as he becomes older, if he has a
finite consumption planning horizon.
T Agents versus One
Section 25.5 explores the benefits and costs to the principal of retaining the
same agent for all periods. There are no wealth effects with exponential TA-EC
or ^C-^'C preferences and, as a consequence, there is no benefit to replacing an
agent. However, we demonstrate that with TA-ED dinA AC-ED preferences it is
optimal to retain agents who earn low compensation in the first period and replace those who earn high compensation. This, of course, requires interim
reporting.

16.4.2 Timing and Correlation of Reports in a
Multi-period LEN Model
Chapter 26 extends the basic multi-period LEN model introduced in Section
25.4 by allowing performance measures to be stochastically and technologically
interdependent. Our primary focus is on the impact of inter-period correlation
of performance measure noise in a setting in which the agent has T^-^'C preferences. However, we also consider ^C-^'C preferences and the impact of aggregation of reports.
Earlier reporting of a signal that is informative about random variations in
compensation can be valuable because it facilitates more extensive smoothing
of consumption. Of course, while smoothing is valuable with TA-EC preferences, it has no value with AC-EC preferences.
A performance measure is "action informative" if it is influenced by the
agent's actions, "insurance informative" if the noise in the report is correlated
with the noise in an action-informative report, and "purely insurance informative" if the performance measure is insurance informative but not action informative. While early reporting of any of these reports can be valuable to the agent
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given exogenous incentive rates, the issues are more subtle if the incentive rates
are optimally chosen by the principal.
A single-action, multiple-reporting-date example with an action informative
measure and a pure insurance informative measure is used to illustrate that, with
optimal incentive rates, there is positive value to reporting the action informative report as soon as possible and to reporting the pure insurance measure no
later than the action informative report. Notably, there is no value to reporting
the pure insurance informative measure earlier than the action informative
report.
The key to this last result is that in an optimal contract the principal uses the
pure insurance measure to remove some of the risk associated with the action
informative measure. This can be done when the latter is reported and does not
involve the agent smoothing consumption.
On the other hand, it is costly to the principal to delay the report of the pure
insurance informative measure beyond the report date for the action informative
measure. The problem with the late report of a pure insurance informative measure is that when the action informative measure is reported, the agent cannot
distinguish between its insurable and uninsurable components.
Early reporting is often achieved by reporting less precise measures. With
^C-^'Cpreferences, the principal prefers preciseness - timing is immaterial, and
there is no demand for an imperfect interim report. However, with T^-^'C preferences there is a tradeoff between timeliness and preciseness, and an imperfect
interim report can be valuable.
Two Agents versus One
In Section 25.5 we establish that with full commitment, interim reporting, and
independent performance measures, the principal is indifferent between hiring
one agent for two periods or two agents each for one period. If the noise in the
two performance measures are correlated, then disaggregate reporting permits
the principal to use a performance measure for motivating one agent and insuring the other. Hence, two agents are preferred to one. The contracts are identical if the agents are identical and they havQ AC-EC preferences. However, that
is not the case if they have TA-EC preferences, since the first agent is able to
smooth his incentive compensation over two periods, whereas the second agent
cannot. Comparisons are also made for settings in which agents differ in their
productivity.

16.4.3 Full Commitment with Interdependent Periods
Chapter 27 considers settings in which there is stochastic and technological
interdependence across periods. This occurs if the uncontrollable events are
correlated across periods and the actions in one period affect performance
measures beyond the current period. Also, we consider settings in which the
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performance measure in one period is informative about the marginal productivity of effort in a subsequent period.
Orthogonalized and Normalized Performance Statistics
In Chapter 27 we use orthogonalization and normalization to modify the representation of normally distributed performance measures. Orthogonalization
transforms stochastically interdependent reports into stochastically independent
performance statistics. The resulting statistic for each period only reveals the
"new" information provided in that period. Interestingly, the orthoganalized
statistics are generally technologically interdependent even if the initial representations of the reports were technologically independent.
Normalization uses the principal's conjecture with respect to the agent's
actions to construct performance statistics that have zero mean if the agent' s actions are equal to the principal's conjecture. That is, a normalized statistic is effectively equal to the difference between the realized value of a report and a
standard or budget that is equal to its (conditional) expected value if the agent
takes the conjectured action. In equilibrium, the agent's action choice equals
the principal's conjecture, but in choosing his action the agent considers the
possibility of deviating from the principal's conjecture.
The induced effort in any given period depends on direct and indirect incentives. The former refer to the incentive rates applied to the statistics directly affected by the action. The indirect incentives arise from the fact that the agent's
action affects the reports that will be used in producing the orthogonalized statistics and in determining the posterior means used in producing the normalized
statistics.
Information Contingent Actions
In the basic multi-periodZ£7V model the only source of uncertainty is the additive noise in the performance measures. This additive structure plus the lack of
a wealth effect (due to exponential AC-EC preferences), and the restriction to
linear contracts, results in second-period incentive rates and, thus, second-period
actions that are independent of the first-period performance reports. In section
27.3 we first use a first-order approach to obtain insight into the characteristics
of an optimal contract based on the stochastically independent performance statistics (not constrained to be linear). Even though there are no wealth effects
and the first-period performance report is uninformative about the second-period
effort productivity, the characterization of the optimal contract shows that in
contrast to the multi-period Z£7Vmodel the second-period action varies with the
first-period performance report. This is due to the fact that the variation in the
second-period contract induces positive indirect first-period incentives. The
characterization of the optimal first-period action shows that it is influenced by
direct first-period incentives and two types of indirect incentives. The first type
is referred to as an indirect "posterior mean" incentive. It is due to the impact
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of the first-period action on the principal's beliefs about the second-period performance measure when the two performance measures are correlated. The
second type is referred to as an indirect "covariance" incentive. This incentive
is due to the impact of the first-period action on the covariance between the
first-period performance report and the agent's conditional expected utility of
the second-period contract. The latter incentive is only present if the secondperiod contract varies with the first-period performance report.
Second, we consider modifications to the linear contracts that capture these
key aspects of the optimal contract, yet are analytically tractable. The central
element in these changes is to allow the second-period incentive rate to vary
linearly with the first-period report. This causes the second-period effort cost
and risk premium to vary, creating effort-cost risk and risk-premium risk. Two
quadratic functions based on the agent's conjectured actions are introduced to
insure the agent against these two risks. We refer to this as a QEN contract.
Varying the second-period incentives with the first-period report creates
costs in the second period (i.e., the effort-cost and risk-premium risks introduced above), but those costs are offset by the benefits of the indirect firstperiod covariance incentives created by this variation. Interestingly, while
increased positive covariance between the two performance measures has a
negative effect with a Z^'A^ contract, it has a positive effect with a g£7V contract.
Learning about Effort Productivity
In Section 27.4 we consider two settings in which the first-period report is
informative about the output productivity of the agent's second-period effort.
The first is an extension of the LEN model, which we call the QEN-P model.
The preferences and performance measures are the same as in the Z£7V model,
but the second-period productivity is random and correlated with the first-period
report. A ig£7V contract is used. In this case there are two reasons for letting the
second-period incentive rate vary with the first-period report. First, it creates
indirect first-period covariance incentives of the type described above. Second,
it provides more efficient direct second-period incentives, i.e., the induced
second-period effort is positively correlated with its second-period output productivity.
Our second setting uses a two-period model in which the first-period action
influences the information revealed by the first-period report about the secondperiod productivity. Optimal contracts (that are not constrained to be linear) are
identified. A key feature of this example is that the optimal first-period effort
reflects both its output productivity and its impact on the informativeness of the
first-period report about the second-period productivity.
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16.4.4 Inter-period Renegotiation
The analyses in Chapters 25,26, and 27 assume that the principal and agent can
fully commit to a long-term contract. Chapter 28 assumes there is limited commitment and, at the end of a period, the principal can make a take-it-or-leave-it
offer to the agent to change the terms of the contract.
Section 28.1 identifies conditions that are sufficient for a sequence of shortterm contracts to replicate the results that could be achieved by a long-term contract with full commitment. These conditions include, for example, preferences,
technology, and public information (not necessarily contractible) such that, at
the start of each period, the principal knows the agent's beliefs about the outcomes from his actions and his induced action choices for any possible contract.
The multi-period exponential utility functions introduced in Chapter 25 play a
key role in these results.
Section 28.2 examines the impact of inter-period contract renegotiation in
a two-period model. The renegotiation takes place after the first-period reports
have been issued and the first-period compensation has been paid. We characterize both optimal contracts and optimal linear contracts with contract renegotiation, and compare those characterizations to the full-commitment contracts
examined in Chapter 27. The performance measures and payoffs are linear and
normally distributed, and can be stochastically and technologically interdependent. However, the contracts are based on stochastically independent performance statistics that may be technologically interdependent (from the agent's
perspective). Furthermore, the first-period performance measure may be informative about the marginal productivity of the second-period action.
A key feature of inter-period renegotiation is that at the renegotiation date
the principal bases his contract offer strictly on his posterior beliefs at that date.
He ignores ex ante considerations, which play a central role in full-commitment
contracts. Only direct incentives apply to the second-period action choice in a
two-period model. However, as with full-commitment contracts the agent's
choice of first-period effort is influenced by direct first-period incentives and
the two types of indirect incentives introduced above. In contrast to full commitment, the indirect co variance incentive only occurs with renegotiation if the
first-period performance measure is correlated with the second-period performance measure and the second-period marginal productivity of effort. If the
correlation between performance measures has the same sign as the correlation
between the first-period performance measure and the second-period productivity, then the correlations are defined to be congruent. If they are congruent, then
the payoffs from the optimal renegotiation-proof and full-commitment contracts
are very similar. However, if they are incongruent, then full-commitment
strongly dominates renegotiation because the former can make much more effective use of the indirect covariance incentives.
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The analysis is extended to consider two variations in the basic renegotiation model. In the first variation, the agent can always choose to leave at the
end of the first period. In the second variation, the principal can commit to
either retain or to replace the first-period agent. Deferred compensation can be
used to retain an agent for two periods in a setting in which the agent would be
otherwise motivated to act strategically in the first-period and then leave.
Switching costs can also serve to deter termination of the contract. If switching
costs are zero, the principal will prefer to retain (terminate) the initial agent if
the indirect incentives are positive (negative).

16.5 MULTIPLE AGENTS IN SINGLE-PERIOD SETTINGS
In Chapters 17 and 18 we focus on single-agent, single-task, single-period
agency models. Chapter 20 introduces multiple tasks performed by a single
agent in a single period. Then, Chapter 25 through 28 consider multiple tasks
performed by a single agent over multiple periods, with a possible change of
agent at the end of a period. In Chapters 29 and 30 we very briefly consider
some key issues that arise when multiple agents perform multiple tasks within
a single period. Chapter 29 considers multiple productive agents, whereas
Chapter 30 considers settings in which one agent is productive, while the other
is a monitor of the productive agent.

16.5.1 Multiple Productive Agents
We begin Chapter 29 by revisiting the partnership model introduced in Chapter
4 of Volume I. The original model focuses on risk sharing and assumes that
either the partners' actions are contractible information or they do not incur any
personal costs in taking those actions. Now we assume all partners provide
effort that is personally costly and non-contractible. "Budget balancing" and
"free rider" problems occur if the aggregate outcome is the only contractible
information. These problems can be partially dealt with by committing to give
away some of the aggregate outcome if the performance information indicates
that all partners should be penalized. Introducing partner-specific performance
measures is also shown to be useful, as is the addition of a general partner who
does not provide effort, but provides additional risk sharing capacity and, more
importantly, permits the partnership to avoid the "budget balancing" constraint
with respect to the productive partners.
In Section 29.2 we move from the partnership interpretation of multiple
effort averse agents with an effort neutral general partner to an agency interpretation. The general partner is now called a principal. To focus on incentive
issues and simplify the risk sharing issues, we assume the principal is both risk
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and effort neutral, and offers incentive contracts to risk and effort averse agents
who operate the principal's firm. We view the principal as a Stackleberg leader
who specifies the payoffs for a subgame played by the agents. If the performance measures are correlated or are jointly affected by the actions of multiple
agents, then the incentive compatibility constraints are potentially much more
subtle than in single-agent settings. The agents choose their actions in a simultaneous play game and to be incentive compatible, their action choices must
constitute a Nash equilibrium. However, there may be multiple Nash equilibria
and the agents' choice may differ from the equilibrium preferred by the principal.
For example, consider a setting in which there are separate action-informative performance measures for two agents. If the performance measures are
correlated, then using the measure for one agent as a standard in the contract
with the other agent can reduce the incentive risk premia. Assume that the contracts are such that one agent finds it optimal to provide high effort if he believes the other agent is providing high effort, i.e., this is a Nash equilibrium.
However, there may be other Nash equilibria which the agents prefer, e.g., both
agents provide low effort and claim their poor outcomes are due to bad economic conditions.
One mechanism for dealing with the joint shirking problem described above
is to offer one agent an optimal "single-agent" contract based on his own performance measure (so he will not benefit from joint shirking). Then his performance measure can be used as a relative performance measure in contracting
with other agents.
In the basic multi-agent model (e.g., in Section 29.2), the principal contracts
directly with every agent. In Section 29.3 we consider a setting in which the
principal contracts with one agent (the branch manager) who in turn contracts
with a second agent (the worker). In effect the principal sets the terms of the
size of the pie (the compensation pool) and allows the manger to determine how
the pie will be divided. This can be viewed as descriptive of either decentralized contracting or centralized contracting subject to agent renegotiation or
collusion.
In the partnership setting introduced in Chapter 4, in which the partners are
risk averse and effort neutral, the efficient partnership contract gives each partner a linear share of the total outcome if all partners have HARA utility functions with identical risk cautiousness. In that setting, centralized and decentralized contracting produce the same results. As established in Chapter 4, in this
setting efficient contracts produce congruent preferences among the partners.
In an agency with a risk and effort neutral principal and risk and effort
averse agents, the optimal centralized contract will assign all risk to the principal, except for the incentive risk that is assigned to each agent. A key feature
of a decentralized contract is that the risk averse manager will choose to take on
some of the worker's incentive risk and to assign some of the manager's incen-
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tive risk to the worker. In addition, while the marginal impact of the agents'
actions on the principal's payoff plays a central role in the agents' incentive
rates chosen by the principal, the manager will ignore the principal's payoff in
his contract choice, unless the principal's payoff is also the performance measure used in the agents' contracts. Centralized and decentralized contracting produce identical results if the agents are identical and contracting is based on the
principal's aggregate payoff However, more generally, decentralized contracts
involve inefficient risk sharing and inefficient allocation of effort among the
agents. Nonetheless, the principal may prefer decentralized versus centralized
contracting if the manager has "local" information about the worker's performance that is not available to the principal.
In Section 29.4 we consider settings in which the agents have private precontract information. Recall that in Chapter 23 we consider single-agent models
with private pre-contract information. In this type of model, the agents can be
risk neutral since information rents replace risk premia as the central focus.
Some of the insights generated by the pre-contract information models are
similar to insights provided by the basic principal/multi-agent models described
above. However, there are differences.
The Revelation Principle applies and the agents are offered menus of contracts that induce them to truthfully report their information. The cost incurred
by an agent depends on the outcome he produces and an agent-specific state
(i.e., the models considered are mechanism design problems). The states are
correlated so that it can be optimal to use both agents' outcomes in specifying
the compensation for each agent. We consider two formulations of the principal's problem. In the first, the principal is assumed to induce each agent to
report truthfully under the assumption the other agent is motivated to report
truthfully. In the second, the principal is assumed to induce each agent to report
truthfully even if he believes the other agent will lie (i.e., truthful reporting is
a dominant strategy). With risk neutrality, it is possible to attain first-best using
the two performance measures. However, that is not possible if the agents are
risk averse, since the agents must bear risk, for which they are compensated.
If the states are correlated, then subgame issues arise in this setting just as
they did in the basic multi-agent model. Care must be taken specifying the truthtelling constraints. It is not sufficient to require truth-telling to be an optimal
response given that the other agent is telling the truth. The principal must also
ensure that the agents cannot benefit by colluding in what they report. Similarly
to the basic multi-agent model, one way to accomplish this is to offer one agent
a contract in which truthful reporting is an undominated strategy, and then use
his truthful report in contracting with the other agent.
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16.5.2 A Productive Agent and a Monitor
In the final chapter of the book, we introduce a monitor (e.g., a supervisor or an
auditor) as an agent who provides information that is useful in contracting with
a productive agent. Our coverage is relatively brief, and is restricted to models
in which the principal offers outcome- and report-contingent contracts to both
the monitor and the productive agent. Hence, we do not consider settings in
which the auditor's incentives stem from threats of litigation or from reputation
effects, i.e., we consider internal auditors as opposed to external auditors hired
on a fixed fee basis.
In the models considered in this chapter, the cost of the worker's action
(e.g., the output produced) is random and the worker has private pre-contract
information with respect to his cost. Hence, the models are similar to the
models in the mechanism design problems considered in Section 23.4. As in
Chapter 23, the privately informed worker earns information rents if he has
"good news". The key difference is the introduction of an internal monitor who
reports private information he obtains about the agent's information, which is
used to reduce information rents (and improve production efficiency). In these
settings both the worker and the monitor are induced to truthfully report their
private information. As in the prior chapter, care must be taken in specifying
the incentive compatibility constraints. The contracts induce each agent to
report truthfully and to take the actions desired by the principal, considering
both unilateral choices by each agent and coordinated actions by the two agents.
In this chapter we introduce indirect mechanisms for dealing with the subgame issues associated with coordinated actions by the two agents. Section 30.1
considers a basic model in which there is an informed worker and a costly
monitor. The cost of the worker's action is affected by a random state variable,
which he observes. The monitor can also observe the state, but only if he incurs
a cost. An indirect ("whistle blowing") mechanism is introduced for inducing
the worker to report truthfully and for inducing the monitor to incur the information cost and report truthfully. The monitor reports first and then the worker
has three choices: accept, reject, or counter-propose (with apre-specified "sidebet"). In equilibrium, the monitor will acquire the information and report truthfully, and then the worker will accept the contract. With risk neutrality, this
mechanism can achieve first-best.
The preceding model is extended to a setting in which the monitor's information is imperfect - it partitions the worker's information. An indirect "whistle blowing" mechanism is again used, but does not achieve first-best.
Section 30.2 considers variations on a model in which the worker has
perfect information about the state that influences the costs he will incur in
producing a given level of output and the monitor can obtain imperfect information about the state. Both agents are risk neutral and have limited liability (i.e.,
there is a lower bound on the compensation they can receive). Two benchmark
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cases are considered, one has a perfect monitor and the other has no monitor.
No information rent is paid and the output is efficient if the monitor is perfect,
whereas information rent and inefficient output are used to motivate the worker
if there is no monitor. Extensive analysis is then provided for a model in which
the monitor's information is costless (he is employed for other purposes) but imperfect, and he will report truthfully because he has no incentive to lie. The
worker is induced to produce a high output in the good state and low (possibly
inefficient) output in the bad state, and the monitor is instructed to obtain and
report his imperfect information if the worker produces the low output. The
worker receives a base pay for the output produced and is penalized for a low
output if the monitor makes a type II error (i.e., the principal incorrectly rejects
the worker's claim that his low output is due to a bad state). The worker must
be compensated for the expected cost of this incorrect penalty, but using a
penalty based on the monitor's imperfect report allows the principal to reduce
(and possibly eliminate) the information rent and increase the low output level
that are used to motivate the worker's effort. Comparative statics provide
insights into how the quality of the monitor's information affects the low productivity output and the information rent received by the worker if he has good
news. Two measures of information quality are considered. One assumes there
are no type II errors and varies the probability of type I errors (i.e., erroneously
accepting a claim by the worker that his low output is due to a bad state). The
other measure of quality assumes the errors are symmetric, i.e., both types of
error are equally likely. Interestingly, in both settings, first-best results can be
achieved with less than perfect information. Of course, the risk neutrality of the
worker is crucial for this result. Also, the size of the penalty that can be imposed affects the quality of the information necessary to achieve first-best.
We define collusion to involve side-payments between agents for the purpose of inducing coordinated actions that differ from the actions that would be
induced by a contract if there were no side-payments. Hence, collusion goes
beyond the coordinated actions that created the subgame problems discussed in
Chaper 29. Of course, as stated earlier, delegated contracting (see Section 29.3)
can be viewed as equivalent to a model with collusion.
The impact of collusion between the worker and the monitor is explored in
Sections 30.2.3 and 30.2.4. We refer to a monitor as collusive if there is a
potential for collusion. The fact that a monitor is collusive does not mean collusion occurs. Recall that in settings where contract renegotiation is possible,
it does not occur if the principal offers a renegotiation-proof contract (see
Chapters 24 and 28). Similarly a collusive monitor will not engage in collusion
if the principal offers a collusion-proof contract. Nonetheless, as the analysis
demonstrates, collusiveness can destroy the value of the monitor, partially
reduce his value, or have zero impact on his value. As we demonstrate, there
are three factors that affect the loss of value due to collusiveness. The first is
the set of feasible lies the monitor can tell. The second is the restrictiveness of
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the monitor's limited liability. The third is the probability of a type II error is it positive or zero?
Two types of mechanisms for controlling collusion are considered: a reward
option and a penalty option. In our example, if the principal ignores the possibility of collusion, then the manager will bribe the monitor not to issue a report
that would result in the manager being penalized. The principal can counter this
collusion by offering a reward to the monitor for issuing a negative report.
The chapter, and the book, concludes with a model in which a costly external monitor (with exogenous incentives, e.g., the threat of litigation or loss of
reputation) is hired to audit the report of a costless, collusive internal monitor
(whose collusiveness is costly to the principal). The external monitor is only
hired with positive probability if the worker's outcome is low and the internal
monitor accepts the worker's claim that his low outcome is due to a poor state.
The manager and internal monitor are penalized if the external monitor reveals
that the internal monitor lied.

16.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The reader should keep in mind that accounting reports have both decisionfacilitating and decision-influencing roles. This volume focuses on their decision-influencing roles, but at times considers information that is decision-facilitating. Most of our representations of information are relatively generic and do
not encompass the institutional and structural details of accounting numbers.
However, our choice of topics is based on our judgment as to the fundamentals
of information economic analysis that are particularly relevant for accounting
researchers who are interested in management incentives.
The agency theory literature began by focusing on single-task/single-period
/single-agent models. These establish the fundamentals. However, the multitask, multi-period, and multi-agent models that have been developed more
recently, provide more scope for insights into the characteristics of accounting
that affect its value in influencing decisions.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN
SEsfGLE-PERIOD/SINGLE-AGENT
SETTINGS

CHAPTER 17
OPTIMAL CONTRACTS

We now introduce a model of a two person "partnership" known as the principal-agent model. It introduces incentive issues by assuming that actions are
unobservable and the contracting parties may have direct preferences with
respect to actions, as opposed to the standard partnership in which actions are
observable and preferences are defined over monetary outcomes (see Volume
I, Chapter 4). The basic principal-agent model assumes that the principal owns
a production technology. In order for the technology to be productive he must
hire an agent to perform a task. How the agent performs the task is unobservable to the principal, but it affects the probability distribution of the monetary
outcome of the production technology. The incentive problem is caused (in
part) by assuming that the agent has direct preferences with respect to what he
does in the task (usually interpreted as the agent's effort), as well as his compensation (i.e., his share of the monetary outcome), while the principal is only
concerned about the monetary outcome (net of the compensation paid to the
agent). If the monetary outcome is the only contractible information available,
then the sharing rule between the principal and the agent can only depend on the
monetary outcome. Furthermore, the sharing rule based on the monetary outcome is the only mechanism available to the principal for inducing the agent to
make action choices that are consistent with the principal's preferences. More
generally, other performance measures may exist, and the monetary outcome
may not be reported within the time frame of the contract, but we leave exploration of such settings until Chapter 18.
In this chapter we assume the principal and agent share the outcome x from
the production technology operated by the agent, and cannot share the risks
associated with that outcome with any other parties. The principal can represent
a sole proprietor or a set of partners who own and finance the production technology, and hire the agent. Alternatively, as explored in Chapter 18, the agent
can own and operate the production technology, and the principal can represent
a set of investors who contract to share the agent's risk and provide investment
capital. The capital market is not explicitly considered. However, the results
obtained here are consistent with those obtained when the agency operates in a
capital market, provided all risks are firm-specific, and therefore cannot be
mitigated by appropriate investments in other firms (e.g., the market portfolio).
The impact of economy-wide risk within a market setting is examined in Chapter 18.
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The model examined in this chapter has an initial date at which the contract
is signed and the agent exerts effort in a single task, and a terminal date at which
the outcome x is realized and shared by the principal and the agent. The principal and the agent have the same information prior to signing the contract, and
there is no additional information until the outcome is realized. In later chapters
we extend the basic model to settings in which there are other performance
measures at the contract termination date, the agent allocates effort among a
number of tasks, the agent receives private information prior to taking his action
and possibly prior to accepting the contract, and there is a sequence of action
and consumption dates.
In this chapter we first (Section 17.1) introduce the basic principal-agent
model, and provide a general discussion of the optimal contract when the agent
has a finite number of alternative actions. In Section 17.2 we characterize firstbest contracts, which, for example, apply if the principal can observe the agent's
action. Section 17.3 explores the impact of the agent's risk and effort aversion
on the characteristics of second-best contracts, which apply if the principal cannot observe the agent's action. Finally, Section 17.4 explores the characteristics
of the second-best contract if the agent is risk neutral, but has limited liability
constraints. Brief concluding remarks are provided in Section 17.5.

17.1 BASIC PRINCIPAL-AGENT MODEL
17.1.1 Basic Model Elements
As in the partnership model (see Volume I, Chapter 4), the outcome xe X<^ M
is determined by the action a e A (which, in this case, is an unobserved choice
by the agent) and the outcome adequate events 9 e 0. The principal and the
agent have homogeneous beliefs about 9 and those beliefs are denoted by a
generalized probability density function (p{9). However, it is useful in this
analysis to suppress 9 and focus on x as a random variable whose distribution
depends on a. For example, if 0 is finite, then the generalized probability density function for x given a is

(p{x\a) = Yl K^)'
6>(x,a)

where

0(x,a) = {9\ x(9,a) = x,9 e 0}.

The principal's share of x is denoted TT and the agent's share is c, so that TT = x
- c. We generally assume that the principal has unlimited resources so that 77
= J'is the set of possible values of TT, but we assume (unless stated otherwise)
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that the agent cannot be paid less than a finite lower bound c, so that C = [c,oo)
is the set of possible compensation levels for the agent.
A compensation scheme (contract) specifies the amount to be paid to the
agent at the contract settlement date. To be enforceable, the payment specified
by the contract must be either fixed or at most vary with the contractible information available at the contract settlement date. To be contractible, the information must be acceptable to the court, or whatever institution is used to enforce
the contract. In the basic model, it is assumed that the outcome x is the only
contractible information. Hence, the agent's compensation scheme in this setting is c: X ^ C and the set of possible compensation functions is denoted C.
The principal's preferences are assumed to be a function of only his share
of X, i.e., it is represented by a utility function if'.U^M, where 77 is the set of
possible values of TT. The principal has no direct preferences with respect to the
agent's action a. However, the agent's preferences may depend on both his
consumption c and his action a, i.e., his preferences are represented by a utility
function u'^'.C^A^ M.
The agent's utilityfunction is generally assumed to be separable, by which
we mean it can be expressed as u\c,a) = u(c)k(a) - v(a), with k(a) > 0. We
consider three basic forms of separability:
(a) Additive separability:

u''(c,a) = u(c) - v(a) (i.Q.,k(a) = 1);

(b) Multiplicative separability:

u''(c,a) = u(c)k(a)

(i.e., v(a) = 0);

(c) Effort neutrality:

u^'ic.a) = u(c)

(i.Q.,k(a) = 1
and v(a) = 0).

The principal's and agent's preferences with respect to consumption are assumed to be increasing and concave, i.e., i/' > 0, i/" < 0,u' >0 and u" < 0. If
k(a) is not constant, we assume u(c) is non-positive, so that increases in both
k(a) and v(a) reduce the agent's utility, thereby representing more costly effort.
The exponential utility function with a monetary cost of effort K(a) is an
important example of a multiplicatively separable utility function.
Lemma 17.1
If the agent has a negative exponential utility for consumption and effort
imposes a personal cost K(a) in the form of a reduction of consumption, then
the utility function is multiplicatively separable, i.e.,
u''(c,a) = - exp[- r(c - K(a))] = u(c)k(a),
where

u(c) = - exp[- re] 3ndk(a) = exp[r7c(a)],
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and r is a parameter representing the agent's risk aversion.

17.1.2 PrincipaPs Decision Problem
In our discussion of partnerships we provided a general characterization of
Pareto efficient sharing rules. In the analysis presented here we adopt a slightly
different perspective. The principal is assumed to "own" the production technology that generates x, and he hires an agent from a market for agents. To
entice an agent to accept his contract, the principal must offer a contract that
provides the agent with an expected utility at least as great as the agent's "reservation utility" U, which is the expected utility the agent could obtain from his
next best alternative.
Observe that this approach assumes that the principal has all the bargaining
power. In Section 17.4 and in Chapter 18 we consider settings in which the
agent owns the technology and has the bargaining power, and he contracts with
the principal to share risk (and possibly obtain capital). The principal's expected utility from sharing the risk (and providing investment capital) must be at
least as great as from his next best alternative. Interestingly, the basic character
of the optimal contract is the same in both settings.
In specifying the principal's decision problem, we view him as selecting
both the contract c that he offers to the agent, and the action a he will induce the
agent to select. Of course, it is the agent who selects the action. Hence, the
contract must be such that it induces the agent to accept the contract and to
select the specified action a. In agency theory we typically assume the agent
will select the action a specified by the principal if, and only if, the agent cannot
increase his expected utility by doing otherwise. Hence, the principal's decision
problem is
Principars Decision Problem:
maximize

U^(c,a) = f u^(x-c(x)) d0(x\a),

cEC,aEA

subject to

(17.1)

'^
X

U^ca)-^

juXcix),a)d0iAa)>.U,
X

(contract acceptance)

(17.2)

U%c,a) > U\c,d),

V a e ^ , (incentive compatibility) (17.3)

c{x) > c,

(feasible consumption)

y X e X.

(17.4)
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In (17.1) the principal maximizes his expected utility of his share of the outcome 7r(x) = X - c{x) that will result from his choice of compensation scheme c
E C and induced action ae A. His choice of c and a must satisfy the constraints
(17.2)-(17.4). Constraint (17.2) is often referred to as the agQnVsparticipation
or individual rationality constraint, and it ensures that the agent has no incentive not to accept the contract (in which case we assume he accepts).
Constraints (17.3) (one for each a) are usually referred to as the agent's incentive compatibility constraints. They ensure that given the compensation scheme
c, the agent has no incentive not to take the action a specified by the principal.
That is, the action specified by the principal must be at least weakly preferred
by the agent over all other actions, i.e., the induced action maximizes the agent's
expected utility given the accepted compensation scheme, which can be expressed equivalently as^
a E argmax U^(c,d).
deA

Finally, constraint (17.4) ensures that the agent gets his minimum wage for all
outcomes.
The principal's decision problem represents a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium to the sequential game shown in Figure 17.1.^ The game starts with the
principal proposing a contract z = (c, a), which the agent then accepts or rejects.
If the agent accepts the proposed contract, he then chooses his action. Constraints (17.2) and (17.3) represent the sequential equilibrium conditions stating
that it is incentive compatible for the agent to accept the contract and take the
action specified by the principal.

Principal proposes
a contract z

v^^ ,
r ^
Agent accepts contract

^^
^ ^ \

Pay-off

Agent selects action a

Figure 17.1: Principal's decision problem as a sequential game.

^ Argmax is the set (of actions in this case) that maximizes the following objective function. If
there is a unique optimum, then the set is a singleton, but the notation allows for the possibility
of multiple optima so that the set contains more than one element.
^ The concept of sequential equilibria is discussed in Volume I, Chapter 13.
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17.1.3 Optimal Contract with a Finite Action and Outcome
Space
We now consider settings in which A and X are finite sets. With A finite, the
incentive compatibility constraints can be written as a set of |^ | - 1 incentive
constraints,^
U\c,a) > U\c,a\

yaeA\{al

(17.3f)

and, similarly, withXfinite, the consumption feasibility constraints are a set of
\X\ constraints,
c(x)>c,

VxeX.

(17.4f)

Given this formulation, the Lagrangian for the principal's decision problem is:
a -UP{c,a)^X[U\c,a)-U}
+ E

fi{a)[U\c,a)-U\c,a)} ^ Y. ii^)\.<^)-^l

aEA\{a}

(17.5)

XEX

where X,{jd{d)} ^^^\{^}, and {^{x) }^^X^XQ the multipliers associated with the constraints (17.2), (17.3f) and (17.4f), respectively.
For a given action a to be induced, the principal's compensation scheme
choice can be viewed as consisting of \X\ choice variables, i.e., the compensation level c{x) for each possible outcome x e X. Differentiating with respect
to each c(x), x e X, provides the following first-order conditions characterizing
the optimal compensation scheme:
- u^'ix-c{x))(p{x\a)
+

E

+ Xu'{c{x))k{a)(p{x\a)

ld{d)u'{c{x))[k{a)(p{x\a) - k{d)(p{x\d)^ + ^{x) = 0.

deA\{a}

The multiplier (f(x) is zero if c(x) > c, in which case the compensation c(x) satisfies

^ \A\is referred to as the cardinality of the set and represents the number of elements, i.e., in this
case, the number of alternative actions in the set.
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uP'{x-c{x))
u'{c{x))

k(a) 1 +

22

ju(^)L(^\^'>^) > 0, (17.6)

aEA\{a}

L(x I a, a)

k(d) (p(x\d)
k(a) (p(x\a)

The left-hand side expression, M(x,c), is the ratio of the principal's and agent's
marginal utilities. If the agent has no direct preference for actions, as in the
partnerships examined in Volume I, Chapter 4, the principal is only concerned
with efficient risk sharing, and the ratio is a constant. However, if the agent has
direct preferences for his actions (and some of the incentive constraints are
binding), then the right-hand side of (17.6) varies with the outcome x.
The L(x I a, a) function on the right-hand side reflects the relative likelihood
that outcome x will occur given the "desired" action a versus the undesired
action a. Since probabilities must sum to one for all actions, it follows that if
there is an outcome x' that is more likely with a than with a, then there must be
another outcome x" for which the reverse holds. Consequently, L(x\ a,a) is
likely to be positive for some outcomes, but negative for others, and this is
definitely the case ifk(a) = 1 for Ma E A.
Since the principal's and agent's marginal utilities for their outcome shares
are positive, the ratio M(x,c) is non-negative. Hence, the left-hand side of
(17.6) is always non-negative. However, the preceding comment implies that
the right-hand side can be positive or negative. This creates the possibility of
a comer solution. In particular, if for any x e Xthe multipliers 1 and ju(d), a
E A\{a} are such that
k(a) 1 + 22

//(^)i(x|^,^) < M{x,c\

aEA\{a}

then (f(x) > 0 and c{x) = c, i.e., the agent is paid his minimum compensation.

17.2 FIRST-BEST CONTRACTS
If none of the incentive constraints (17.3) are binding (so that ju(d) = 0 for all d
E A), then we say the contract is first-best. In that setting, there is "no incentive
problem" and the optimal contract achieves fully Pareto efficient action choice
and risk sharing. If some of the incentive constraints (17.3) are binding, then
there is a non-trivial incentive problem and we say the optimal incentive contract is second-best (with respect to risk sharing).
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Definition First-best Contracts
A contract z = (c\ a*) is first-best if it maximizes (17.1) subject to (17.2)
and (17.4) in the principal's decision problem.
The following proposition characterizes the efficient risk sharing given the firstbest action choice.
Proposition 17.1
If the contract z = (c, a) is first-best, there exists a multiplier 1 such that c(x)
satisfies
M(x,c(x)) = lk(a),
c(x) = c,

if M(x,c) < lk(a), or

if M(x,c) > lk(a).

If t\iQprincipal is risk neutral, then u^(7r) = n and if'{n) = 1. In that case, M{x,c)
is independent of x and we write it as

u (c)
where w(-) = u~^{') denotes the inverse of the agent's utility for consumption."^
Hence, w{u) is the cost to the principal of providing the agent a utility ofu, and
M{c) is the principal's marginal cost of increasing the agent's utility at the compensation c.
Proposition 17.2
If the principal is risk neutral and the agent is risk averse with a separable
utility function, then the first-best compensation scheme is a constant wage
for all outcomes that occur with positive probability given a*, i.e.,
c\x)

= ^ ( ^ + K^*)) ^ c\
^ k(a') '

VxeXforwhich (p(x\a') > 0.

Of course, if the principal is risk neutral and the agent is risk averse, efficient
risk sharing calls for the principal to carry all the risk.
Grossman and Hart (GH) (1983) identify some conditions under which the
first-best result is achieved.

"^ Observe that w{u{c)) = c. Differentiating both sides yields w'{u{c)) u'{c) = 1, which impHes
w' = \lu'.
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Proposition 17.3 (GH, Prop. 3)
Assume the agent's utility function is separable and the outcome x is contractible. The first-best result can be achieved if one of the following conditions holds.
(a) The agent is effort neutral and the two utility functions i/ and u belong
to the HARA class with identical risk cautiousness.
(b) T\iQ principal is risk neutral and the agent is either effort neutral or the
first-best action is his least cost action, i.e,
a* minimizes w(( U + v(a)) lk{a)).
(c) The agent is risk neutral and has sufficient wealth.
(d) Shirking is detected with a sufficiently large positive probability, i.e.,
if the agent takes an action that is less costly to him than a*, there is a
sufficiently large positive probability that x will reveal that he has not
taken a^.
Given effort neutrality, result (a) follows directly from our discussion of partnerships in Volume I, Chapter 4, and is the case examined by Ross (1973).
Recall that if the partners have HARA utilities with identical risk cautiousness,
then the Pareto efficient sharing rules are linear and they induce identical
preferences over actions. Note also that given the first-best action, first-best risk
sharing can be obtained without restricting the two utility functions, i.e., the
restriction to the HARA class with identical risk cautiousness is to create
identical preferences over actions.
Result (b) identifies two settings in which it is optimal to pay the agent a
fixed wage. The principal is risk neutral, and hence efficiently bears all risk,
and paying a constant wage to the agent does not cause an incentive problem
either because the agent is effort neutral or the principal fortunately desires to
induce the action the agent will select if he bears no incentive risk.
Result (c) establishes that agent risk neutrality (with or without effort neutrality) is sufficient to achieve first-best as long as x - TT* > c (for all x which
have a strictly positive probability of occurring given a*), where n^ is the fixed
amount paid to the risk averse principal. In this case, the firm is sold (or leased)
to the agent, who in effect bears all risk. He will then make the optimal effort
selection a^. Section 17.4 examines the impact of binding limitations on the
agent's ability to bear risk.
Result (d) is generally referred to as a setting in which there is "moving
support," where the support for the distribution given action a is the set of outcomes that have a strictly positive probability of occurring.
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Definition
X{a) = {X I (p{x I a) > 0, X e X} is the support of(p{x \ a). The support is constant (nonmoving) '\fX{a) ^X,\la
eA.
Penalties cannot be used to achieve the first-best result if the support is constant.
On the other hand, it may be possible if we have moving support, i.e., '\iX(a)
varies with a. However, to achieve first-best using the threat of penalties, we
must have the following:
(0 X{ay\X{a) ^0foYSi\\aeA^^{aeA
\ U\c\a) < U\c\a) }, i.e.,
there are outcomes that have a positive probability of occurring if the
agent selects an action a that is less costly to him than a*, but have zero
probability if he selects a*;
(//) u\c\a) [1 - 0(a)] + u\c,a) 0(a) < u\c\a\
where

0(a) =

^

y a e A\

(p(x\a).

xEX{a)\X{a*)

If the above conditions hold, then the first-best result can be achieved by paying
the first-best wage, c(x) = c*, for each outcome that has a positive probability
with a* (i.e., x e X(a*)) and threatening to pay the minimum wage, c(x) = c , for
any outcome that has zero probability with a* (i.e., x e X\X(a*)). Observe that
the payment of c is merely a threat - it will never be paid (given that the agent
is induced to select a*). Of course, this is only possible if 0(a) > [u\c\a) uXc\a*)] I [u\c\a) - u''(c,a)] for all a E A\ This will tend to hold if either the
probability of detection, 0(a), is relatively large, or the loss in utility when
shirking is detected, uXc\a) - u\c,a), is relatively large.

17.3 RISK AND EFFORT AVERSION
We now focus on settings in which first-best contracts cannot be achieved, i.e.,
at least some of the incentive compatibility constraints are binding. Consequently, we assume the agent is both risk averse and effort averse, i.e., u' > 0,
u" <0, and either k' >0 with U<OOYV' >0. On the other hand, we do not view
an agent's risk bearing ability as a significant part of most incentive contracts.
Therefore, we generally assume that thQprincipal is risk neutral, i.e., 1/(71) = TT,
so that he would bear all risk in a first-best contract. This ensures that any risk
borne by the agent in a second-best contract is for incentive purposes. Incentive
risk is costly to the agent, but he is compensated for that cost and, hence, it is
indirectly costly to the principal.
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To exclude the possibility of using moving support (in combination with
sufficient penalties) to achieve the first-best result, we generally assume the
support is constant across the alternative actions. Furthermore, we assume the
optimal action is not the agent's least cost action.
Our maintained assumptions in this section can be summarized as follows:
(a) the principal is risk neutral;
(b) the agent is both risk and effort averse, with a separable utility function;
(c) there is constant support;
(d) the optimal action to be induced is not the agent's least cost action.
These assumptions are sufficient to ensure that the first-best result is not achievable.

17.3.1 Finite Action Space
In this section we further make the following regularity assumptions:
- A ^ {a^, ..., a^), with c\a^ < c\a^ if ^<7,
where

^^j,
c {a) = w[
^ k(a) '

i.e., the set of actions is finite and the actions are ordered in terms of the
fixed wage that would be required to compensate the agent for his effort;
- X = {xi, ..., x^}, with x^ < x^ ifh< /, i.e., the set of possible outcomes is
finite and ordered in terms of increasing outcomes.
A Two-stage Optimization Approach
The assumption that the principal is risk neutral permits us to separate the principal's decision problem into two stages. In the first stage, we determine, for
each action, the contract that induces the particular action at the lowest possible
expected cost - the expected cost for action a is denoted c \a). In the second
stage we determine the optimal action by maximizing the principal's expected
profit.
The contract used to induce an action can be stated as c = { c^,...,%}, where
c^ = c(x^). However, GH state the principal's decision problem for a given
action in terms of u = {u^, ..., % } , where u^ = u{c). The advantage of this ap-
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proach is that the objective function is now convex (since u{c) is concave and,
hence, w{u) is convex) and the constraints are linear. Hence, the Kuhn-Tucker
conditions yield necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality.
The Principars Decision Problem for Inducing Action Uj:
N

c^(a) = minimize
u

^

w(u^ (p(x.\a),

(17.If)

i=l

N

subject to lf(u,aj) = k(a) ^

_

u.(p(x.\a) - v(a) > ^ , (17.2f)

i=l

U\u,aj) > U\u,a,l
u,>u(cl

V / = 1, ...,M, / ^ y ,

V i = 1,...,7V.

(17.3f)
(17.4f)

In general, all actions may not be implementable, i.e., there may not exist a
feasible solution to the program for inducing aj in which case we set c \a.) = oo.
However, note that there is at least one action that can be implemented at a finite
expected cost, namely the least cost action which can be implemented at its firstbest cost.
Also, we cannot rule out the possibility of a corner solution in which
(17.4f) is binding for some x^. GH avoid this by assuming that C = (c,oo) with^
lim u(c) = -oo.
Given this assumption, (17.4f) is redundant, and we can restrict our attention
to interior solutions. Hence, the Lagrangian for the above constrained minimization problem is
N

/

M

/

- v{a^ - u\

N

Y^MAYI
/=1

_\

N

a = X! ^(M)(p(?^iW) - ^\Ka^Y.u^(p{x^\a^

u.[k(ap(p(x.\ap - k(a)(p(x.\a)]

- [v(ap - v(a)]

V i=\

^ Note that for efficient risk sharing in partnerships (with no personal costs), the weaker condition
Km u'{c) = oo is sufficient to preclude comer solutions (see Volume I, Chapter 4).
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Differentiating with respect to u^ provides the following characterization of an
interior solution
M

w'{u) = k(ap

+ X! M^L(^iWp^j)

(17.60

^=1

Let c/ = {cj, ..., cjj}, where c | = w(u^) represents the optimal second-best
contract for implementing action ap as determined by the solution to the above
problem.
The second stage is to identify the optimal second-best action a^ by comparing the cost of each possible action to the expected gross outcome it will
generate, i.e.,
a^ E argmax E[x|a.] - c\a).

(17.T)

The optimal second-best contract for implementing a^ is denoted c^
Proposition 17.4 (GH, Prop. 1 and 2)
Given the above assumptions with either additively or multiplicatively
separable agent utility, there exists a second-best optimal action a^ and compensation plan c^, and that solution is such that the participation constraint
is binding, i.e.,
U^cla"^) = U.
The existence of a solution to the principal's cost minimization problem for a
given action is ensured by the fact that the cost is bounded below (by the firstbest cost of implementing the action), the set of constraints (17.2f )-(17.3f)
form a closed set, and there are a finite number of alternative actions. The key
to the participation constraint (17.2f) being binding is the assumption that the
agent's utility of consumption is unbounded from below. To see this, suppose,
to the contrary, that there is a solution u to the principal's decision problem for
inducing some action aj for which the participation constraint is not binding.
Since the agent's utility of consumption is unbounded, there is another contract
u' in the additively separable case, defined as
u- = u^ - £*, / = 1, ..., N,

£* > 0,

which satisfies the participation constraint and is less costly to the principal.
The contract u' clearly satisfies the incentive compatibility constraint since
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U%vi',a) = E M.>(x.|a,.) - v(ap = U"(u,ap - e.
i=\

Similarly, in the multiplicatively separable case a feasible less costly contract
u' can be found as
u-^u^iX

+ e),

i = l,...,N,

£*>0,

M

with

UXu\a)

E u.' (p(x.\a)

= k(a)Yl

= UXu,a)(l

+ e).

i=\

Hence, a contract u for which the participation constraint is not binding cannot
be an expected cost minimizing contract for inducing aj. However, note that if
the agent's utility of consumption is bounded below, for example, by zero for
the square-root utility function, the participation constraint may be a non-binding constraint. Intuitively, the reason is that inducing a given action is based on
the difference in utility associated with "rewards" for good outcomes and penalties for "bad" outcomes. If the lower bound constrains the utility for "bad"
outcomes, then the utility for "good" outcomes necessary to induce the desired
action can result in an expected utility greater than the agent's reservation utility. On the other hand, if the optimal contract is such that the utility for "bad"
outcomes strictly exceeds the lower bound, then the participation constraint will
be binding, based on the same reasoning as for the case with unbounded utility
of consumption.
Characteristics of Optimal Second-best Compensation Contracts
The optimal contract for inducing an action, including the second-best action,
is characterized by (17.6'). The parameters A, /z^, ..., //y_i, //y+i, ..., //^ are nonnegative Lagrange multipliers, and ///> 0 only if the agent is indifferent between
aj and a^ at the optimum.
Proposition 17.5 (GH, Prop. 6)
If the second-best action a^ = a^ withy > 1, then there is at least one less
costly action a^, /<7, such that ///> 0 and U^{c\a^) = U\c\a).
The key for this result is that if all the incentive constraints for less costly actions a^, /<7, are redundant in the optimal solution, those actions can be omitted from the principal's decision problem, i.e., we can set the action space to be
A' = {ap .... a^} without changing the optimal solution. Since the second-best
action a^ is now the least costly action for the agent, it is optimally implemented
by a fixed wage compensation scheme. However, a fixed wage will induce a^
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(and not a^ in the original problem and, therefore, some of the incentive constraints for the less costly actions must be binding in the optimal solution.
An important point to recognize from (17.6') is that the amount paid to the
agent for a given outcome does not depend on the value of the outcome to the
principal. Instead, the amount paid depends on the inverse of the likelihood of
the outcome given the action to be induced relative to other actions between
which the agent is indifferent (i.e., actions for which the incentive constraints
are binding). That is, while the value of the outcomes to the principal affect
which action he chooses to induce, the use of the outcome to induce the desired
action reflects its information content about the agent's unobservable action, not
its value to the principal. However, while the concept of information content
is similar to its use in discussing inferences about random variables, it is important to recall that the principal at the compensation date is not trying to draw
inferences from the outcomes about what action the agent selected. At that date,
he knows precisely (i.e., has a rational conjecture with respect to) the action the
agent selected given the contract that was offered to the agent at the contracting
date. Instead, the interpretation is that an optimal contract that induces a given
action and shares the risk efficiently is related to the information content of the
outcomes about the agent's action.
In Volume I, Chapter 2, we identified the relation between the monotone
likelihood ratio property (MLRP) and first-order stochastic dominance for an
arbitrary set of parameters co e Q. We now introduce MLRP into the agency
context.
Definition Monotone Likelihood Ratio Property
The probability distribution for x given a satisfies the monotone likelihood
ratio property (MLRP) if for any pair of outcomes (x/^,x^), h < /, and any pair
of actions (a^,aj), ^<j\ it holds that

^(xj^p

g)(x-\aj)

That is, lower outcomes are more likely with lower cost actions. Recall that
MLRP implies first-order stochastic dominance (FSD), which implies E[x|aJ
< E [x I a,]. Given our previous assumption about the ordering of the action indices, both the expected outcome E[x|ay] and the first-best cost c*(ay) are increasing in 7".
MLRP implies that the likelihood ratio ^(x^ | a^l(p{x^ \ a^ is decreasing in / if
/<7, so that L{x^ \ a^, a^ is increasing in /. Hence, in implementing any action aj
it follows immediately from (17.6') that the agent receives higher compensation
for higher outcomes //the binding incentive constraints consist only of actions
that are less costly than a^.
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Proposition 17.6
Consider the optimal second-best contract c^^ for implementing aj. MLRP
implies that c^^ is nondecreasing in x^ if//^ = 0 for all ^>j.
Is MLRP sufficient for //^ = 0 for all ^>jl NO! GH provide an example satisfying MLRP in which M = 3,7 = 2 is the second-best optimum, the constraints
for both / = 1 and / = 3 are binding, and the resulting compensation contract is
nonmonotonic and we provide a similar example at the end of this section. This
example illustrates that while MLRP implies that a higher outcome is "good
news" when comparing a more costly action to a less costly action, it does not
imply that the optimal second-best compensation contract pays more for a
higher outcome. The reason, of course, is that a compensation scheme that
always pays more for higher outcomes may induce the agent to exert more effort
than the principal prefers. In so doing, the agent would "earn" an expected
utility higher than U and not provide sufficient return to the principal to pay for
this additional compensation.
The following condition is sufficient to ensure that the optimal second-best
compensation contract never pays less for higher outcomes.
Definition Spanning Condition
The spanning condition (SC) is satisfied if there exists a pair of probability
functions cp^ and cp^ on X such that
(a) /(x,), ^^(x,) > 0, V/ = 1,...,7V;
(b) for each a^ e A there exists a weight C(^y) e [0,1], for each actiony, such
that
cp{x,\a;) = C(^,)^^(x,) + (1 - C(^,))/(x,),

V / = 1, ..., N;

(c) (p^ and (p^ satisfy MLRP (i.e., (p\x^)/(p^(x^) is nonincreasing in /).
Observe that if there are only two outcomes (i.e., N = 2), then spanning is
always satisfied (i.e., we can let (p\xi) = (p^{x^ = 1 and Ci^j) = (p(x2\aj)).
Furthermore, if A^ > 2 and the spanning condition is satisfied, then we can view
aj as determining the probability of obtaining one of two fixed gambles, which
makes it effectively equivalent to a two-outcome setting. In fact, many results
that are easy to prove in the two-outcome setting can be readily extended to the
N (or even infinite) outcome settings with SC. Observe that SC implies the
MLRP for the distributions induced by the alternative actions.
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Proposition 17.7 (GH, Prop. 7)
If the agent is strictly risk averse, then SC implies that the second-best optimal contract is nondecreasing in /, i.e., c^ < c,
< cNj '
Proof: Let kj = k(aj), cpy = ^(x^l^y), and Q = Ci^j)- The first-order condition
(17.6') for an expected cost minimizing compensation contract can be expressed
as
Vu

w Xu) = kjX + kjY. fi^

eJ

^EJ

where

(P,j

heJ

fi.k
CO,
heJ

and J is the set of actions for which the incentive constraints are binding. The
first two expressions on the right-hand side are constant, while the third varies
withx^.
SC (which includes MLRP) implies that for any set of actions J ^ {1, ...,M}
and any normalized, non-negative weights
(Pi^

H

C(Pi + ( l - C ) ^ /
H

qcp"Hi-gvi
is either nondecreasing (^ > Q or nonincreasing (^ < Q in x^, where

c = E ^/C/6/

Of course, a cost minimizing compensation contract cannot be nonincreasing
(unless it induces the least cost action in which case it is a fixed wage). Hence,
it must be nondecreasing.
Q.E.D.
Proposition 17.5 establishes that the incentive constraint for at least one less
costly action is binding. If there are only two alternatives (i.e., M = 2) and ^2
is to be implemented, there is one binding incentive constraint. If there are
more than two alternatives (i.e., M> 2) and a^j > 2, is implemented, then there
may be multiple binding constraints. However, there are settings in which only
the incentive constraint for aj_i is binding. If that is the case, then MLRP implies that the optimal contract is nondecreasing in /.
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Appendix 17A considers a condition known as the concavity of distribution
condition (CDFC) which, with MLRP, is sufficient for the incentive constraint
for aj_Y to be the only binding constraint and the compensation contract to be
nondecreasing in /. Unfortunately, the examples provided in the literature of
distributions that satisfy the CDFC condition seem very contrived. Based on
Jewitt (1988), Appendix 17A also considers an alternative set of conditions that
are satisfied by most "standard" distributions, but requires the agent's utility of
compensation, i/oc(-), to be a concave function of x^ for the second-best compensation contract. However, in any case, those conditions are sufficient, and not
necessary, conditions for a single, adjacent incentive constraint to be binding.
A Finite Action/Outcome Example
We now illustrate the above analysis using a simple numerical example with
three possible outcomes and three possible actions. The three outcomes are
good, moderate and bad, represented by Xg> x^> x^, and the agent's compensation for the corresponding outcomes are c^, c^, c^. The three actions are high,
medium, and low effort, represented by a^, a^, and a^, with v^> v^> v^ representing the corresponding disutility levels. Panel A of Table 17.1 specifies the
outcome probabilities for each action. Consistent with the outcome and action
labels, a^F^'-dominates a^, which in turn F^'-dominates a^.
We assume the agent has additively separable preferences and we use the
following data for our numerical example.
u{c) = c\

VH =

55, VM = 40, VL = 0; U = 200.

The magnitudes of the outcomes affect which action the principal chooses to
induce, but they are immaterial to the determination of the optimal incentive
contract for inducing a given level of effort.
If it is optimal for the principal to induce on]y a low level of effort, then it
is optimal to pay the agent a fixed wage ofu~^( U + Vj) = 200^ = 40,000. If he
chooses to induce either high or medium effort, then the principal must impose
incentive risk on the agent. The principal's problem for determining the optimal
incentive contract for inducing medium effort is
minimize .20 c^ + .60 c^ + .20 c^,
subject to .20 c/' + .60 cj' + .20 c / - 40 > 200,
.20 c;/^ + .60 cj' + .20 c / - 40 > .54 c/^^ + .40 cj' + .06 c / ,
.20 c/^ + .60 cj' + .20 cj' - 40 > .06 c/^ + .40 cj' + .54 cj' - 55.
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This problem can be readily solved using a program like "Solver" in Excel. To
do so, we transform the problem by using the utility levels i/^, u^, Ug as the decision variables so that the objective function is convex and the constraints are
linear. In the constraints we also collect terms so that all decision variables are
on the left-hand side and all constants are on the right.
minimize

.20 u^ + .60 u^ + .20 Ug,

subject to

.20 u^ + .60 u^ + .20 Ug > 240,
- 34 u^ + 20 u^ + .14 Ug > 40,
.14 u, + .20 u^ - .?>4u > - 15.

^b

^m

^g

Panel A: Probabilities ^(xj o^)
«//

.06

.40

.54

«M

.20

.60

.20

«L

.54

.40

.06

Panel B: 0 ptimal compensation c(x,) to induce a,

c\a)

a„

23,066

65,025

71,000

65,734

«M

21,805

70,225

67,492

59,850

«L

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

Panel C: Likelihood ratios Z(x^ a^,a^r)

X = 480

l^i

«//

.7

1/3

- 1.7

11251

«L

- 1.7

1/3

.7

ni.lAl,

Panel D: Likelihood ratios L(x^ 6*/;, a IJ )

1 = 510

l^i

CIM

-7/3

-.5

17/27

0

ai

-8

0

8/9

25.781

Table 17.1: Probabilities , optimal contracts, and HIcelihoods for finite
action/outcome example.
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The solution to this problem is presented in Panel B of Table 17.1, along with
the optimal contract for inducing the high level of effort. Insight into the shape
of the compensation functions for inducing a^ and % can be obtained by considering the likelihood ratios reported in Panels C and D in Table 17.1. The
optimal contract for inducing a high level of effort is relatively straightforward.
The fact the multiplier //^equals zero while //^ is positive tells us that the incentive constraint for moderate effort is not binding. That is, if the incentives are
sufficient to deter low effort, then they also deter moderate effort. With only the
incentive constraint for a^ binding and w'{u) = 2u^ = 2c/^', we have, for example,
Cg = [V2(l + jUiLi^gWi^^H))? = ['/2(510 + 8/9x25.781)]' = 71,000.
The fact that the likelihood function is increasing with x^ implies that the compensation is increasing in x^. Again it is important to point out that, given that
the principal is risk neutral, the compensation increases with x^ because large
outcomes are more likely with high effort than with low effort, not because the
amount available is larger.
This latter point is highlighted by the optimal compensation contract for
inducing moderate effort. Observe that both incentive constraints are binding,
which results in positive values for both ju^ and //^. The latter implies that if the
principal offers a contract that focuses on inducing the agent to choose a^ instead of a^, then the contract will induce the agent to work "too hard", i.e., to
choose a^. If the principal does not want the agent to work too hard, then he
must, in a sense, penalize the agent for getting a high outcome instead of a
moderate outcome. This is illustrated as follows:
Cg = [ViiX + //^Z(x^|a^,aJ + fiHL{Xg\aH,aJ)f
= [1/2(480 + 122.743x0.7 - 27.257x 1.7)]2 = 67,492.
The deviation from the base pay of (/4 x 480)^ = 57,600 reflects a bonus because
this outcome is more likely with a^than a^ less a penalty since it is less likely
with a^ than with a^j (the likelihoods are +0.7 and - 1.7, respectively).
Observe that the monotone likelihood property is satisfied by the example,
but not the spanning condition. Hence, due to the lack of spanning, we can have
two binding incentive constraints, and this can lead to a non-monotonic compensation for inducing a^ (which is less than maximum effort). Furthermore,
even if there is a single binding incentive constraint, it need not be the adjacent
constraint (as in the contract for inducing a^). To illustrate the result with spanning, see Table 17.2 in which we have changed the probabilities for moderate
effort to (p(xi I aj^ = (p{x^ | a^) x 1/6 + (p{x^ \ a^) x 5/6.
Only the likelihood ratio for the adjacent incentive constraint is reported for
each induced action, since only that incentive constraint is binding. This, plus
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the monotone likelihood property, then implies that the compensation is monotonically increasing.
Xb

x„

^«

Panel A: Probabilities ^(x;| a,)

a„

.06

.40

.54

«M

.14

.40

.46

«i

.54

.40

.06

c\a)

Panel B: Optimal compensation c(x,) to induce a,
Qfj

7,439

65,025

74,939

66,923

«M

26,678

57,600

69,344

58,673

«I

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

Panel C: Likelihood ratios Z,(x, a^,%,)
«L

-20/7

Panel D; Likelihood ratios Z,(x,a^,a^f)

X= 480
0

l^i

20/23

53.667

1 = 510

l^i

0
253.125
-4/7
4/27
Table 17.2: Probabilities , optimal contracts, and lil celihoods for finite
action/outcome example with spanning.
«M

17.3.2 Convex Action Space
The preceding analysis assumed that the set of actions A is finite. In this section
we relax that assumption. To keep things simple, we assume that the action a
is unidimensional, the agent's utility function is additively separable,X'ls finite,
and the principal is risk neutral.
The key change is that the set of actions is now an interval on the real line,
i.e.,
A = [a,a] ^ M,
and (p(Xi I a) has constant support and is twice differentiable with respect to a E
A,yx,eX:
(p^x^la) = d(p{Xj\a)lda and (p^J^Xj\a) = d(pjj^\d)lda.
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While multiplicatively separable functions can be readily handled, much of the
initial literature focused on additively separable utility functions. Hence, we
assume
u\c,a) = u(c) - v(a),

with u' > 0, u" <0,v' > 0, v" > 0,

with C = [c,oo) representing the set of feasible consumption levels.^
The principal's and agent's expected utilities are now differentiable with
respect to a, and we introduce the following notation:
N
i=\
N

Uyc.a) = Yl u{c)(pj^x^\a) -

v\a),

i=\
N
i=\

Principars Decision Problem
In the basic formulation of the principal's problem in the introduction to this
chapter, incentive constraint (17.3) is stated in its generic form. Note that in this
formulation (17.3) represents an infinite (and even an uncountable) number of
constraints. However, if ^ is convex, then a necessary condition for inducing
action a is that it be a local optimum for the agent given the contract c. Given
that (p{Xi I a) is twice differentiable, this implies that to satisfy incentive constraint (17.3), c must satisfy the following two conditions:
U^{c,a) = 0 and U^J^c.a) < 0.
While these two conditions are necessary, they are not sufficient to ensure that
the agent will select a (since there may be other local optima). Of course, if c

^ The measure used to represent the level of effort is inherently arbitrary. For example, we can
always define it to be the level of disutility v, so that the agent's utility function is written as
u''{c,v) = u{c) - V and the probability of outcome x^ is expressed as (p{x.\v). The relation of this
revised model to the initial representation can be characterized as follows: (p{x.\v) = (p{x.\v~^{v))
and the set of alternative "actions" is [v,v] with v = v"^(v(a)) and v = v"^(v(a)). Of course, other
representations are possible as well, e.g., in some settings it is useful to assume a is the probability of the good outcome in a binary outcome model or the expected outcome.
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is such that U^{c, a) = 0 and U^J^c.a') < 0.,\/ a' E A, then the agent's decision
problem is globally concave and he will implement action a.
In the analysis that follows, we adopt the approach that was common in
most of the early agency theory literature. In particular, we assume that the
single first-order condition for the agent's incentive constraint is a sufficient
representation of the infinite number of incentive constraints (17.3), i.e.,
U^ic.a) = 0.

(17.3c)

In that case, the Lagrangian for the principal's decision problem can be restated
as
a = UP{c,a) ^X[U\c,a)

- ^ ] +// ^ / ( c ^ ) + f^ ^. [c. - c ] ,

(17.5^')

i=\

and the associated first-order conditions are:
c;. -(p{x^\a) + lu'(c?)(p(x.\a)
a: U^(c,a) +lU^(c,a)
since

+ juu'(c) (p^(x.\a) + ^. = 0,

+ ju U^J^c.a) = U^(c,a) + ju U^J^c.a) = 0,
U^(c,a) = 0.

Let the "local" likelihood ratio be defined as
L(x. I a)

g)^(x.\a)
(p(x.\a)

This brings us to a key expression that characterizes the optimal incentive contract. If a E (a,a) and c^ > c, i.e., we have a strictly interior solution, then (f^ =
0 and the above first-order conditions imply :^' ^

^ If the principal is risk averse, then M(c) is replaced by M(x, c) =if'{x- c)lu'{c). In this setting
we could also consider a lower bound onx - c (reflecting the principal's limited wealth or limited
liability considerations).
^ With multiplicative separability of the agent's utility function the first-order condition for the
optimal incentive contract is given by
M(c.) = k{a)[X + ju[k'(a)/k(a) + L(x.\a)]].
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M{c) = i + //Z(x,.|a),

and

// = -

Vic,a)
°

(17.6")

•

(17.7")

Note that (17.6") is applicable to the contract used to implement any action,
whereas condition (17.7") applies only to the second-best optimal action. Observe that M{c^ > 0 for all c^ > c, and
lim M(c^) = 0,

if, and only if,

c- -^ c

lim u'(c^) = +oo.
^i^ ^

The likelihood ratio Z(x^ | a) must be positive for some outcomes and negative
for others (since its expected value is equal to zero). If for some x^, L{x^\a) is
sufficiently negative (and // is positive) that
X + juL(x.\a) < M(c),
then consumption constraint (17.4) is binding and c^ = c.
Since the incentive constraint is an equality constraint, it is conceivable that
ju could be positive, negative, or zero. Many papers assume that ju is positive,
or use indirect arguments to establish that it is positive. Jewitt (1988) provides
a "direct" argument for the case in which the principal is risk neutral.
Proposition 17.8 (Jewitt 1988, Lemma 1)
If the principal is risk neutral, then ju satisfying U^(c,a) = 0 and (17.6") is
positive.
Proof: Solve (17.6") for g)^(x.\a%
(p^(x.\a) = ^(p(x.\a)[M(c)
M

- l].

(17.8)

= Mv'ia).

(17.9)

Substituting into U^(c, a) =0 gives
J2 u(c)[M(c)-l](p(x.\a)
i=\

Summing both sides of (17.8) across all / = 1, ..., N and recognizing that
ll^(p^(x.\a) = 0, establishes that
E[M(c.)] = L
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Hence, (17.9) can be interpreted as stating that the covariance of u{c^ and M{c^
is equal to juv'(a).^ Since M(c^) and u(c^) "move" in the same direction, they
have nonnegative covariance, and since v^^) > 0 by assumption, it follows that
// > 0. We can rule out // = 0, since, with a risk neutral principal, (17.6 ") would
imply that c^ is a constant and a constant wage cannot satisfy U^(c, a) =0 if
v'(a) > 0.
Q.E.D.
A Hurdle Model Example
We now introduce the basic agency version of what we call the "hurdle"
model. ^^ It is a simple model with two possible outcomes for the principal and
a convex action space for the agent. This model is extended and used several
times throughout the book to illustrate some of the reported results.
The agent's action is depicted as jumping over a hurdle of random height
/z, which is uniformly distributed over the interval [0,1]. The agent's action is
a e [0,1], which represents the height he jumps and is equal to the ex ante probability he will clear the hurdle. If he clears the hurdle, there is a high probability
(represented by 1 - £*) he will generate a good outcome x^. On the other hand,
if he fails to clear the hurdle, there is a high probability he will generate a bad
outcome x^ <x^. More specifically, the outcome probabilities given the agent's
action a and hurdle height h is
\ - s

if a > h,

e

if a < h,

(p{x^\a,h) = \

where ee [0,/4).

Hence, the prior probabilities and their derivatives for the two outcomes given
a are
(p(Xg\a) = a{\ -Is) + 8,

(Pa(?^gW) = (1 "2£'),

(p(xi^\a) = a{2e - 1) + 1 - £*,

(pJ(Xjj\a) = -(1 -2e),

and the expected outcome given a and its sensitivities to a and e are
E[x|a] = {Xg-Xj)(p{Xg\a) + x^,
E J x | a ] = (x -x^)(l-2e)

> 0,

' Cov[w,M]= E[(w - E[u])(M - E[M])] = E[u(M - X)] - E[u]xE[M - X] = E[u(M - A)], since
E[M-1] =juE[L] =0.
^^ The hurdle model was introduced in Volume I, where it was used to illustrate decision making
under uncertainty (Chapter 2) and the value of decision-facilitating information (Chapter 3).
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E^[x|a] = {x -x^{\

-la)

> 0, for a < Vi,

^ae\-A<A = -2(X^-X^) < 0.

Observe that the expected outcome is a linear increasing function of a with a
marginal productivity decreasing in e. The expected outcome is a linear increasing function of £* with a slope decreasing in a for a < Vi. With a = /4, the expected outcome is independent of e.
The likelihood ratios for the two outcomes are
\-le
> 0,
a{\-le) + e

L(x\a)

L{xAd)

2s- 1
<0,
a{2e-\) + \ - e

since e< Vi, and a<\. Note that as £*increases, the likelihood ratio for the good
outcome decreases, whereas the likelihood ratio for the bad outcome increases.
Hence, both the marginal productivity of the agent's action and the information
content of the outcomes about the agent's action decrease in e.
In the following numerical example we assume the agent has additively
separable preferences and use the following data:
u{c) = ln(c); v(a) = a/(l -a);

U = 0; x^ = 20; x^ = 10.

The optimal contracts are shown in Table 17.3 for varying values of e. The
optimal jump size is decreasing in e as both the marginal productivity of the
agent's action and the information content of the outcomes about the agent's
action decrease in e. Although the agent jumps lower for higher values of e, the
expected profit to the principal is higher due to the expected outcome being an
increasing function of e.
UP(c,a)

S

Cb

a

e = 0.00

10.526

5.775

0.868

0.274

e = 0.05

10.560

5.606

0.823

0.239

5 = 0.10

10.612

5.405

0.775

0.198

f = 0.15

10.686

5.168

0.722

0.148

s = 0.20

10.788

4.887

0.665

0.086

e = 0.25

10.925

4.551

0.603

0.005

Table 17.3: Optimal contracts for varying values of e.
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In order to focus on the impact of the information content of the outcomes about
the agent's action we consider how the expected cost minimizing contract for
inducing a ^Vi varies with e. Note that with a = Vi, the expected outcome is not
affected by e. In particular, the principal's expected profit is solely determined
in this case by the risk premium paid to the agent for the expected cost minimizing contract that induces him to select a^Vi}^ The expected compensation cost
can be written as the sum of the risk premium, T(£*), and the agent's certainty
equivalent, CE{d), i.e.,
E[c(x)|a] = T(£*) + CE(a),
where the certainty equivalent satisfies the agent's participation constraint,
u(CE(a)) - v(a) = U.
Likelihood ratio

Risk premium

0.08
0.1
0.04
0.06
Parameter e
Figure 17.2: Likelihood ratios and risk premium for inducing
a = Vi for varying values of e.
0

0.02

The risk premium for inducing a = V2 and the likelihood ratios for the two outcomes are shown in Figure 17.2 for varying values of e. Note that the risk

^^ Recall from Chapter 2, Volume I, that the risk premium is defined as the agent's expected
compensation minus the certainty equivalent of his compensation.
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premium and the variation in the likelihood ratios are inversely related, i.e., the
more variation there is in the likelihood ratios, the lower is the risk premium.
Of course, this is due to the fact that it is the variation in the likelihood ratios
that determines the information content of the outcomes about the agent's unobserved action. We will return to this issue in Chapter 18.
Sufficient Conditions for Using a First-order Incentive Constraint
The preceding discussion assumed that imposing ^^(c, a) = 0 as the incentive
compatibility constraint is sufficient to result in a contract that will induce the
agent to select a. This is not always the case, since local incentive compatibility
does not imply global incentive compatibility (see Appendix 17A). However,
Jewitt (1988) identifies conditions that are sufficient for that to be the case.
Proposition 17.9 (Jewitt 1988, Theorem 1)
If the principal is risk neutral and u%c,a) = u(c) - v(a) with u' >0,u" <0,
v' > 0, v" > 0, then the first-order approach is valid if the following conditions (a)-(d) hold.
(a) (0 G^(a) = ^

0(x^\a) is nonincreasing and convex in a for each

1 =1

value of/ = 1,..., A^.
(ii) E[x\a] is nondecreasing and concave in a.
(b) L(Xi\a) is nondecreasing and concave inx^ for each value of a.
(c) The function wM~^(m) is concave.
(d) The optimal incentive contract in the first-order problem is interior, i.e.,
c. > c.
Proof: Let c solve the associated first-order problem. By Proposition 17.8, //
> 0. (17.6"), conditions (b) and (d) imply that M{c^ = A + //Z(x^|a) is nondecreasing and concave for all /.
Condition (c) implies u{c) is a concave transformation of M(c^). Hence, the
above implies that u{c^ is nondecreasing and concave in x^ for all /.
The final step is to prove that U%c,a) is concave preserving (to ensure
global concavity), and Jewitt (1988) claims that condition (a) is necessary and
sufficient for
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N

Q{a) ^Y.

co{x)(p{x.\a)

i=\

to be a nondecreasing concave function of action a for any nondecreasing, concave function (o{x^, such as u{c{x^).
Q.E.D.

Condition (a) ensures that an action a second-order stochastically dominates a
randomized action strategy with the same expected action. The conditions (b)(d) ensure that the agent's utility is a concave function of x^. Convexity of v(a),
then implies that the agent prefers not to randomize between actions. Hence, the
incentive constraints cannot be binding for several distinctly different actions,
since the agent then could select a randomized strategy over these actions and
obtain the same expected utility. ^^
Jewitt demonstrates that a sufficient condition for (a) is that the production
technology x ^f(a, 9) is a concave function of a for each state of nature 9, which
is a very natural assumption in a production context. Jewitt suggests that condition (b), i.e., L{Xi\a) is nondecreasing concave in x^ for each value of a, can be
interpreted as the variations in output at higher levels being relatively less useful
in providing "information" on the agent's effort than they are at lower levels of
output. For many "standard" distributions the likelihood ratio is a linear increasing (and thus concave) function of x^ (see below and Appendix 2B). As
demonstrated in Appendix 17C, condition (c) is satisfied for all HARA utility
functions with risk cautiousness less than or equal to 2 (which includes the
square-root, the negative exponential, and the logarithmic utility functions).
Jewitt does not include condition (d) because he does not impose a lower bound
on the compensation in the statement of the principal's decision problem.
Exponential Family of Distributions
Jewitt (1988) states that any member of the exponential family of distributions
satisfies his condition (a) (he actually uses a stronger condition) in an appropriate parameterization, provided the expected outcome is concave in a. In particular, any density which can be written in the form^^

^^ Note the similarities between these conditions and the sufficient conditions for the local
incentive constraint being the only binding incentive constraint with a finite action space.
^^ These densities are an important class since they are those possessing sufficient statistics (see
Appendix 18A). Appendix 2B characterizes a number of the classical members of the oneparameter exponential family. Observe that it includes distributions with X finite (binomial), X
countably infinite (Poisson), and absolutely continuous distributions overX = [0, ^) (exponential
and gamma) and over (- oo^ + oo) (Normal).
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(p{x\a) = 0(x)^(a)Qxp[a(a)if/(x)],

(17.10)

with a and yf nondecreasing, satisfies condition (a(0) of Proposition 17.9.
Observe that for this class of distributions
L(x\a) = a'(a)ii/(x) +

^-fl,

Hence, satisfaction of condition (b) of Proposition 17.9 requires \i/{') to be concave.
Corollary (Jewitt 1988, Corollary 1)
Let the outcome density satisfy (17.10) with ^(x) concave. Then conditions
(a) and (b) of Proposition 17.9 are satisfied, provided only that E[x|a] is
concave in a.
Appendix 17B provides examples that satisfy the above conditions and demonstrates that they satisfy conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 17.9.

17.3.3 Convex Outcome Space - The Mirrlees Problem
The prior analysis has assumed that X is finite, although our discussion of the
exponential family introduced distributions that were absolutely continuous on
an interval in the real line. We now focus on absolutely continuous distributions and assumeX = (x,x), with the possibility that the lower bound can be -oo
and the upper bound + oo.
Much of the prior analysis, where A can be either finite or convex, can be
extended to the case in which X ^ J? is convex. However, Mirrlees (1975) has
identified a potential problem in this case.
We know that if there is moving support, so thatX(a)\X(a*) ^ 0, and sufficiently severe penalties can be imposed, then the first-best solution can be
obtained by paying a fixed wage for x e X{a^) and threatening to impose a
severe penalty if an "unacceptable" outcome occurs. The key here is that the
penalties need never be imposed, provided the agent takes first-best action a^.
To ensure that there is an "incentive problem," i.e., the first-best solution
cannot be achieved, we usually assume constant support, i.e., X{a) = X, V a e
A. However, under some conditions there may be no solution to the second-best
problem. Instead, it may be possible to get "arbitrarily close" to the first-best
solution by imposing "severe penalties" on a "small" set of "bad" outcomes.
To provide insight into this issue, consider the following distributions and
utility functions:
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Distribution:
Exponential:

(p{x\a) ^ - exp - -L

X=[0,-),

L(x\a) = — (x - a),
Normal:

(p(x I a)
y/lna

exp

a

-(x - af

,

X

= (-00,+00),

2a^

L(x\a) = —(x - a),

=>

Z, 6 ( - 00, + oo) .

Utility Function:
Log:

Square-root:

u{c) = ln(c),

C = (0,-),

M(c) = c,

^ Me

u(c) = \[c,

C = [0,-),

M(c) = 2fc,

-Me[0,oo).

(0,00).

Observe that with the exponential distribution A + //Z is positive for all x e (0,oo)
if, and only if, a > filX, which would result in an interior solution for c(x) for all
X with either the log or the square-root utility functions. Since u'{c) ^ 00 as c ^
0, it is likely that this condition will be satisfied. It will certainly be satisfied
with the log utility function since u(c) ^ -00 as c ^ 0. With the square-root
utility function, we have a comer solution \ia < ju/l, i.e.,
c(x) = Oforxe 0,-[//-Aa] .
On the other hand, with the normal distribution, 1 + juL is negative for all x < a
- IcF^/ju. This can be handled with a square-root utility function by letting let
c(x) = 0 for those values of x, but that is not possible with the log utility
function. Hence, we have a problem with normal distributions and the log
utility function, since // > 0 implies 1 + juL< 0 for some values of x and Mmust
be positive. In fact, a solution to the second-best problem does not exist unless
we impose a positive lower bound on consumption, i.e., C = [c,oo) with c > 0.
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The following theorem (due to Mirrlees, 1975) characterizes the nonexistence of a second-best solution when L ^ - o o a s x ^ x and u{c) ^ - oo as c ^ c.
Proposition 17.10 (Mirrlees 1975, Theorem 1)
Assume MLRP holds with
(a) lim L{x\a)

= -oo^

(b) uXc,a) = u(c) - v(a% v'(a) > 0, v"(a) > 0,
(c) lim u(c) = -oo, u'{c) > 0, u"{c) < 0,
c^ c

(d) if{x-c)

= X - c, i.e., risk neutral principal.

Under these assumptions it is possible to approximate arbitrarily closely,
but not attain, the first-best optimum.
Proof: Let {c\a^) denote the first-best contract, where c* is the first-best fixed
wage, and consider an x^ > x such that cP^(x^ | a) < 0. Given x^, consider a contract that pays a fixed penalty c^ for outcomes below x^, and another fixed wage
c for outcomes above x^ (with c< c^ <c'' <c). The two wages are such that
the agent gets the same expected utility as with the first-best contract, and such
that the first-best action a* is incentive compatible. That is, c^ and c satisfy the
following two conditions:
= u(c*),

(17.11)

- vXa^) = 0,

(17.12)

agent expected utility: u(c) - [u(c) - u(c^)]0(x^\a*)
agent action choice: - [u(c) - u(c^)]0^(x^\a^)

/
I.e.,

u(c*) - v'(a*)

c =u

(
and

cP - u-^ u(c*) + v'(a*)

0(x^|a*)l

1 -

> c\

0(xP\a')

0,(xP\a^) j

< c\

which is possible since uic^) can range between u{c) and -oo. Observe that
(17.11) and Jensen's inequality imply
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c> E[c|a*] = c - (c-c^)cP(x^|a*) > c*.
For any large number ^ > 0, we can choose x^ so small thatL{x\a^)< - K,\/x
<x^. Hence,
]_ ^ _ 0(xP\a')

=> lime = c* and limE[c|a*] = c*.

Q.E.D.

17.3.4 Randomized Contracts
The vast majority of the principal-agent literature ignores the possibility of
randomized strategies. However, there are a few papers, most notably Fellingham, Kwon, and Newmann (1984) and Arya, Young, and Fellingham (AYF)
(1993), that have considered randomized contracts. In a randomized contract,
the principal offers a pair of contracts with a stipulation of a randomization process that will choose between the two contracts after the agent accepts the randomized contract but before he selects his action. ^"^ Why might randomization
be valuable to the principal? The agent's ex ante expected utility will equal his
reservation utility. However, if the maximum expected utility the principal can
achieve with non-random contracts for alternative agent reservation utility levels
is convex in the region of the agent's reservation utility,^^ then it will be optimal
for the principal to offer a pair of contracts such that the agent's expected utility
is greater than his reservation utility if he gets the "good contract" and less than
his reservation utility if he gets the "bad contract." This type of situation is
depicted in Figure 17.3(a).
AYF focus on additive and multiplicatively separable utility functions in
which the utility for compensation is negative exponential, i.e., we have either
(a) Additive separability:

u''{c,a) = u(c) - v(a),

^^ This type of randomization is termed ex-ante randomization. Gjesdal (1982) considers ex-post
randomization between incentive contracts after the agent has selected his action. He shows that
separability of the utility function is sufficient to ensure that ex-post randomization is not optimal.
^^ Stated alternatively, the set of possible principal and agent utilities that can be achieved with
alternative non-random contracts is not convex in the region of the agent's reservation utility
level.
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(b) Multiplicative separability: u''{c,a) = u(c)v(a),

with u(c) = - exp[- c/p], v'(c) > 0, and v"(c) > 0.
AYF assume that the incentive constraint is characterized by the first-order
condition for the agent's choice problem. If c(x) induces the agent to select
action a, then
(a) E^[u(c(x))\a] = vXa),
(b) E^[u(c(x))\a]v(a) =E[u(c(x))\a]v'(a).
Now observe that if c(x) is increased by a fixed amount k>0, then u(c(x) +k) =
-exp[- c(x)/yo]exp[- k/p] with exp[-^/yo] < 1, from which it follows that
(a) exp[ - k/p]E^[u(c(x)) \ a] < v'(a),
(b) exp[- k/p]E^[u(c(x))\a]v(a) = exp[- k/p]E[u(c(x))\a]v'(a).
From (b) we observe that the compensation level has no impact on the action
choice when there is multiplicative separability. This implies that the secondbes^ action is independent of the reservation utility level and that E[x - c(x, U) \
a( ^ ) ] is a decreasing, concave function of the reservation utility. The latter implies that there are no gains to randomization (AYF, Prop. 2).
From (a) we observe that the compensation level affects the action choice
when there is additive separability - the larger k the less the effort induced by
c(x). This implies that the larger the reservation utility, the more expensive it
is to induce a given effort level, and hence the less the effort that will be induced.
AYF (Prop. 1) prove that randomization is beneficial in case (a) if ^^^(x | a)
= 0 (e.g., if (p(x\a) = a(p\x) + (1 - a)(p\x)), and
[v'(a)]^> -v'(a)[U

+v(a)l

The key here is that under the assumed conditions, while E[x - c(x, U) \ a( U]}
is decreasing in the reservation utility, it is convex around the specified U
(resulting in a non-convex set).
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Gain from
^randomization

Maximum, expected
payoff for \given
reservation irtility level

Maximum expected
payoff for a I
reservation util^ level

Figure 17.3: Expected utility frontiers with additive and multiplicative
separable negative exponential utility.

17.4 AGENT RISK NEUTRALITY AND LIMITED
LIABILITY
If the agent is risk neutral, the first-best result can be attained provided all risk
can be shifted to the agent (see Proposition 17.3(c)). There are essentially two
mechanisms for shifting the risk to the agent. First, the agent can "purchase"
the firm, i.e., the agent makes a lump-sum payment to the principal in return for
ownership of the outcome x. Of course, this can only be achieved if the agent
has sufficient capital to purchase the firm. Second, the agent can "rent" the firm,
i.e., the agent agrees to pay the principal a fixed amount after the outcome has
been realized. This requires that the agent has other resources that he can use
to make up the shortfall between a low value of x and the amount of the rent.
This result was recognized early on, so that virtually all of the initial principal-agent models assumed the agent is risk averse. This has shifted somewhat
in recent times. A model is much easier to analyze if the agent is risk neutral.
Hence, a researcher will typically make that assumption as long as there is
something else in the model assumptions that precludes implementation of the
first-best result. There are two such factors: the agent does not have sufficient
resources to implement the first-best result or he has private information at the
time of contracting (a setting we will consider in Chapter 23).
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Innes (1990) provides an analysis in which the agent is assumed to be risk
neutral and does not have sufficient resources to implement the first-best result.
He makes the following assumptions:
- the agent is an entrepreneur who owns a production technology, but has
no investment capital;
- implementation of the production technology requires the agent's effort
a and investment of ^ units of capital;
- the principal (investors) will provide the amount q if offered a contract in
which the expected payment equals q (given the assumption of investor
risk neutrality and a zero interest rate);
- limited liability precludes contracts in which the principal makes payments to the agent at the end of the period;^^
- (p{x\a) satisfies MLRP, A = [0,a], andX = [0,oo);
- u''(c,a) = c - v(a), with v'(a) > 0, v"(a) > 0, i.e., the agent is risk neutral
and effort averse. ^^
Unlike the previously discussed models, the agent owns the production technology and has the bargaining power. He offers a contract to the principal (investors) that provides an expected return on the capital invested that is equivalent
to the return that could be obtained in the market. Let 7t(x) represent the amount
paid to the principal. Hence, the agent's consumption is c(x) = x - 7t(x). The
agent's decision problem is
maximize E[x-;r(x)|a] - v(a),
7t,aeA

subject to E[;r(x)|a] > q,
0 < 7t(x) < X, V X e X,
E[x - 7t(x)\a] - v(a) > E[x - 7t(x)\a'] - v(a'),

\/a' E A,

^^ Both debt and equity financing generally have limited liability in the sense that the holders of
these claims cannot be required to pay for the firm's liabilities.
^^ Innes allows for a slightly more general form of utility function, u\c,a) = k(a)c - v(a).
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where the last constraint is the incentive compatibility constraint that ensures
that the agent is at least weakly motivated to provide the effort a given the payoff function offered to investors.
Monotonic Contracts
Innes introduces the following monotonicity constraint:
7t(x +s)> 7t(x), V (x, e) e M^^.
He argues that this constraint can be viewed as the result of the principal's and
agent's ability to "sabotage" non-monotonic contracts. For example, after observing a perfect signal about the firm's profits, investors may be in a position
to reduce the firm's actual profits, or the agent may supplement the profits (by
borrowing on a personal account).
In a debt contract, n{x) = min{x,Z)} where D is the designated nominal
amount to be paid to the principal in return for q. That is, if the outcome x is insufficient to meet the obligation to pay D, then the outcome x is paid to the principal.
Consider a monotonic contract 7t(x) that induces action a, i.e., E^[x|a] =
Ea[^(^) I a] + v'(a), and identify the debt contract that provides the principal with
the same expected return, i.e.,
D

f x(p(x\a)dx + D0(D\a)

= E[7t(x)\a].

0

Innes' Lemma 1 proves that
D

fx(p^(x\a)dx

+ D0^(x\a)

<EJ^7t(x)\a],

which implies a(D) > a (Innes' Lemma 2), i.e., the debt contract will induce a
higher action than any arbitrary monotonic contract. As depicted in Figure 17.4,
the key here is that moving to a debt contract reduces the amount the agent
receives for low values of x and increases what he receives for high values, i.e.,
the agent has a call option on x with strike price D. This gives him stronger
incentives to achieve the high outcomes.
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Figure 17.4: Debt contract and general monotonic contract.

Let a{D) represent the action induced by debt contract D. Innes' Corollary 2
demonstrates that a{D) is a continuous function and he notes that increasing the
action from a to the induced action a{D) will make both the principal and the
agent better off Hence, it immediately follows that the optimal monotonic contract is a debt contract.
Proposition 17.11 (Innes 1990, Prop. 1)
A solution to the agent's problem (with a monotonicity constraint) exists
and has the following properties:
(a) ;r(x) = min{x,Z)},

VxeX,

(b) E[;r(x) | a] = ^,
(c) a<d

^ first-best effort choice.

That is, while a debt contract is the best monotonic contract, the optimal debt
contract will induce less than the first-best level of effort.
Non-monotonic Contracts
If the monotonicity constraint is dropped, then there is a greater range of feasible contracts. Innes identifies two possibilities here. First, it may be possible
to obtain the first-best result. Second, if the first-best result cannot be attained,
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then it is optimal to use what Innes calls a live-or-die contract. In that contract,
there is an outcome cut-off x^ such that x<x^ goes to the principal and x> x^
goes to the agent, i.e.,
7t{x)

X

\/ X

0

Vx>x'^.

<x\

The argument for the optimality of the live-or-die contract is similar to the
argument for a debt contract when there is a monotonicity constraint.

Live-or-die contract
a X Live-or-die contract

Figure 17.5: Live-or-die contracts.
A live-or-die contract is used as a starting point for assessing whether the firstbest result can be achieved. Observe that the first-best action a* is such that
Ea[-^l^*] " v'{a^). The first step is to identify an outcome x* such that

(xd0^{x\a*)

= 0,

i.e., a* maximizes the expected payment to the principal in a live-or-die contract
in which x* is the cutoff. If x* is also such that

fxd0(x\a*)

> q,
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the first-best can be achieved (see Innes' Propositions 3 and 4) with the following contract:
V X < X*,

;r*(x)

V x>x*,

(

where

xd0{x\a*)dx

The key here is that
Ea[x|^*] = E^[7r*(x)|a*] + v'(^*) = v'(^*),
because TT' has been constructed so that E^[7r*(x) |a*] =0 and E[7r*(x) |a*] ^ q.
Now consider the second case, which occurs if x* is such that

(xd0{x\a*)

< q.

The first-best result cannot be achieved here and the optimal second-best contract is a live-or-die contract in which the induced effort is less than a^ (see
Innes' Proposition 2) and the principal receives an expected return of ^. The
argument for the optimality of the live-or-die contract is the same as the argument for the optimality of a debt contract when there is a monotonicity constraint. The live-or-die contract provides the maximum incentive for the agent
to expend effort.

17.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter lays a foundation for the analysis in subsequent chapters. The
agency model in this chapter is simple in that there is a single agent, who performs a single task for a single period, and the outcome from his effort is the
only contractible information. For most of the analysis, the principal is risk
neutral and the agent is risk and effort averse. The outcome from the agent's
action belongs to the principal, and he must compensate the agent for his reservation wage, the cost of his effort, and a risk premium associated with the incentive risk used to motivate the desired intensity of effort.
The following can be viewed as the key results of the chapter. First, Proposition 17.1 characterizes a first-best contract and Proposition 17.3 identifies con-
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ditions under which it can be achieved. Second, Sections 17.3.1 and 17.3.2
identify several characteristics of second-best contracts, including identification
of conditions under which the agent's compensation is an increasing function
of our likelihood measure, which is an increasing function of the firm's outcome
(see Propositions 17.6, 17.7, 17.8, and 17.9).

APPENDIX 17A: CONTRACT MONOTONICITY AND
LOCAL INCENTIVE CONSTRAINTS
Several agency papers introduce a concavity of distribution function condition
(CDFC) to facilitate the analysis by providing a set of conditions that are sufficient for the optimal incentive contract to be characterized by an increasing
compensation scheme and a single binding incentive constraint which only considers the next most costly action relative to the second-best action. Unfortunately, this condition is not intuitively appealing because it is not satisfied by
"standard" distributions. Based on Jewitt (1988), we provide a less restrictive
condition on the distribution function which is satisfied by most standard distributions. For example, it is satisfied if the production function exhibits decreasing marginal productivity of effort for each state of nature (see Jewitt, 1988).
On the other hand, since the Jewitt condition is based on second-order stochastic
dominance (as opposed to first-order stochastic dominance for CDFC) additional conditions are needed on the utility function and the likelihood ratio to
ensure that the agent's equilibrium utility of compensation is a concave function
of the outcome.
Monotonicity and Local Incentive Constraints with a Finite Action Set
The following analysis examines a setting in which the set of actions is finite
and the agent's preferences are additively separable. We let cpy = (p(xi\aj) and
Vj = v(aj) with Vi < V2 < ... < v^, i.e., the actions are strictly increasing in their
"cost" to the agent (and, hence, Cy* < c/ fory < /).
The following sufficient conditions for the optimal incentive contract to be
nondecreasing are also sufficient conditions for a single binding incentive constraint which only considers the next most costly action relative to the secondbest action. Therefore, we consider a relaxed version of the principal's decision
problem for inducing an action aj in which the incentive constraints (17.3f) are
substituted with a single "local" incentive constraint that only considers the next
most costly action aj_i, i.e., A = {aj_^, a.} and
UXu,aj) > UXu,aj_,).
The optimal incentive contract in the relaxed program is denoted c..

(17.3f')
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In the relaxed version of the principal's decision problem (and in any setting
in which only the adjacent incentive constraint is binding), the optimal contract
is characterized by the likelihood ratio L{x. \ a.^,a). The distribution is defined
to satisfy the "local" MLRP, if L(x.\aj_^M) is nondecreasing in /.
Definition Concavity of Distribution Function Condition
If the agent's preferences are additively separable, the concavity of distribution function condition (CDFC) is satisfied if for any hjje
{1, ..., M)
there exists a (f e [0,1] such that^^
v^. = ^v, + ( l - a v , where

0,<^0,, +(l-a0,„

V/ = l,...,7V,

0.j = Yl Vy •
i=\

That is, CDFC is satisfied if the "utility" cost of aj is expressed as a weighted
average of the utility cost ofa^ and a^, and aj FS-dominates a gamble between
a^ and a^, with probabilities equal to the utility cost weights. Hence, if the compensation function is nondecreasing, the agent (weakly) prefers aj to a randomized strategy over a^ and a^ with an equal expected utility cost.
The following proposition identifies sufficient conditions for the secondbest incentive contract for inducing aj to be such that it is nondecreasing in the
outcome, and such that only the incentive constraint for aj_i is binding.
Proposition 17A.1 (GH, Prop. 8)
If the agent is strictly risk averse with additively separable preferences, then
"local" MLRP and CDFC imply that the optimal second-best contract c^^ for
inducing aj satisfies
M(cjj) = 1 + juL(x.\aj_^,aj),

i = I, ..., A^,

with 1, ju = jUj_i > 0, and is nondecreasing.
Proof: The first-order condition in (a) characterizes the second-best contract
for inducing aj with A (by Proposition 17.6), and U%c.,a.^) = U%c.,a) = U
by Proposition 17.4. Now show that there does not exist an lower cost action
a^, /<7 - 1, such that U%c.,a) > U%c.,a). Assume the contrary.
Let (fbe such that Vj _^ = <^v^ + (1 - <^)vj. Local MLRP and CDFC imply that

^^ Note that the condition is more appropriately termed a "convexity of distribution function
condition" since the distribution function at any given outcome is a convex function of the
"utiHty" cost of effort.
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N

N

i =\

i =\

which violates the assumed condition.
Now show that there does not exist a more costly action a^, i.e., c^ > Cj\
that would be preferred to ^y for the chosen contract, i.e., ^^(c.,a^) > U\c.,a).
Assume the contrary.
_
Proposition 17.4 implies that U\c.,a.^) = U\c.,a) = U. Let (f be such
that Vj = (?v,_i + (1 -^)Vh. Local MLRP and CDFC imply that
N

N

i=\

i=\

which violates the assumed condition.
Hence, c. implements aj not only with the action set A, but also with the
full action set^, and is no more costly than the optimal contract for inducing a^
with the full action set^, so c. = cj.
Monotonicity of Cy follows immediately from the first-order condition in
(a) and local MLRP with // > 0.
Q.E.D.
As noted, the CDFC is not satisfied by "standard" distributions, and may therefore be difficult to justify. However, note that the proof of the proposition is
based on an FSD argument. Since the agent is risk averse, it is natural to consider weaker conditions on the distribution function combined with an SSD
argument. However, even though the agent is risk averse, the second-best compensation scheme may be sufficiently "convex" so that the composite function
i/oc(x) may not be a concave function of x. Hence, in addition to a condition on
the distribution function, we also need conditions to ensure that i/oc(x) is concave in order to use a second-order stochastic dominance argument.
Let

Gy - E ^(^J«A
l=\

i = 1,..., N;j = 1,..., M,
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denote the accumulated distribution function.
Definition Convexity of Accumulated Distribution Function Condition
If the agent's preferences are additively separable, the convexity ofaccumulated distribution function condition (CADFC) is satisfied if for any hJJ
e {1,..., M) there exists a (f e [0,1] such that
v^. = ^v, + (1 - ^)v, -

G, < ^G,, + (1 - ^)G,„

V / = 1, ..., N.

That is, CADFC is satisfied if the "utility" cost of aj is expressed as a weighted
average of the utility cost ofa^^ and a^, and a^ SS-dominates a gamble between
a^^ and a^, with probabilities equal to the utility cost weights. Hence, if the
agent's utility of compensation i/oc(x) is nondecreasing and concave, the agent
(weakly) prefers a^ to a randomized strategy over a^ and a^ with equal expected
utility cost.
Note that CDFC implies CADFC, whereas the converse does not necessarily
hold, i.e., CADFC is a weaker condition on the distribution than CDFC.
Definition Concavity of Utility of Compensation Condition
If the agent's preferences are additively separable, the concavity of utility
ofcompensation condition (CUCC) is satisfied \fw c (x) is a concave function of X.
Note that the condition is on the optimal incentive contract in the relaxed program and, thus, satisfaction of the condition depends on endogenously determined Lagrange multipliers. However, the following lemma provides sufficient
conditions for CUCC in terms of (almost) exogenous characteristics of the problem.
Lemma 17A.1
If the agent's preferences is additively separable, CUCC is satisfied if the
following conditions hold:
(a) The local likelihood ratio Z(x. | aj_^,a) is increasing and concave in x^.
(b) The function u°M~^{m) is concave.
(c) Theoptimalincentivecontractintherelaxedprogramisinterior,i.e., c.. > c.
Proof: The optimal incentive contract in the relaxed program is characterized
by
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M ^ P = ^ + idL{x^\aj_^,a^,

with // > 0 (by Proposition 17.6) whenever c.. > c. The agent's utility of compensation can therefore be written as
w^cix) = u'^M~^(l + juL(x\a.-^,a)),
which is concave in x by (a) and (b). (c) ensures that there is no "flat" part of
the utility of compensation for low outcomes (in which case it would be impossible to satisfy CUCC).
Q.E.D.
Condition (a) is satisfied by most standard distributions (see Appendix 2B),
while condition (b) is satisfied for all HARA utility functions with risk cautiousness less than or equal to 2 (see Appendix 17C - this includes the square-root,
the negative exponential, and the logarithmic utility functions). If the risk cautiousness is above 2, CUCC may still be satisfied if the local likelihood ratio is
sufficiently concave and ju is sufficiently high. Whether condition (c) is satisfied depends on the optimal solution, but in most analyses one wants to make
sure that it is satisfied.
Proposition 17A.2
If the agent is strictly risk averse with additively separable preferences, then
"local" MLRP, CADFC, and CUCC imply that the optimal second-best
contract c/ for inducing aj satisfies
M(cjj) = 1 + juL(x.\aj_^,aj),

i = I, ..., A^,

with 1, JU = jUj_i > 0, and is nondecreasing.
Proof: The proof is the same as for Proposition 17A.1 except that the SSD
argument is used instead of an FSD argument. Local MLRP, i.e., L(Xi\aj_i,aj)
is nondecreasing in /, and CUCC imply that u^ is nondecreasing and concave in
/ for c^.. Hence, CADFC impHes for any ^<j <h and (f e [0,1] that
N

N

E ^iVtj ^ E ^i(^vt, + i^-Ovth)'
i=\

i=\

The proof then proceeds as in the proof of Proposition 17 A. 1.

Q.E.D.

Observe that in the convex action space case, Jewitt assumes E[x |a] is nondecreasing and concave in a (see Proposition 17.9). This along with SSD
ensures that U%c,a) is globally concave, which is sufficient for the first deriva-
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tive to identify the action a that is induced. Proposition 17A.2 is based on conditions that ensure that a local optimum is a global optimum without ensuring
global concavity.
Monotonicity and Local Incentive Constraints with a Convex Action Set
The following analysis now considers settings in which the set of actions is a
convex interval on the real line. The conditions for contract monotonicity are
basically the same as in the case with a finite action space, i.e., the local incentive constraint is a sufficient representation of the full set of incentive
constraints.
Recall from Volume I, Chapter 2, that MLRP implies that LJ^x^\a) =
dL{Xi\a)ldXi > 0, with strict inequality for some x^, and <Pia(^) < 0 (i.e., FSD),
where
^/(^) = Y. Vii^)

^nd

g)^(a) =g)(x,\a).

i =\

Lemma 17A.2
Assume MLRP and // > 0, then c^ is a nondecreasing function of x^.
Proof: If// = 0, then we have Pareto efficiency, which implies c^ is nondecreasing in x^. If// > 0, then 1 + juL(Xi \ a) is increasing in x^, which in turn implies that
Ci is nondecreasing in x^, since M(c^) can only be increased for larger x^ if c^ is
increased.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 17A.3
Assume MLRP and a E (a,a), then // ^ 0.
Proof: Assume// =0. This implies x^ - c^ is strictly increasing in x^. The latter
implies that Uf(c, a)>0 for Mae A, due to FSD implied by MLRP. However,
for (17.7") to hold with // = 0, we require Uf(c,a) = 0. A contradiction.
Q.E.D.
Definition
If the agent's preferences are additively separable with v'(a) > 0 and v"(a)
> 0, the probability function (p^a) satisfies the concave distribution function
condition (CDFC) if
0 , J a ) > 0,

yx,eX,aeA.

While MLRP requires the distribution function <Pi(a) to decrease as a increases,
CDFC requires it to decrease at a decreasing rate. The MLRP condition is
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satisfied by most "standard" distributions if we view disutility as an increasing
function of the mean of those distributions. However, those "standard" distributions do not satisfy CDFC. Rogerson (1985) provides a "contrived" distribution
that does satisfy these two conditions:
( ^ \ a-a

0Xa)
X^Nj

In using MLRP and CDFC to characterize the second-best optimal contract,
Rogerson introduces three specifications of the principal's decision problem:
(0 Unrelaxed:

max (17.1)

subject to
(17.2),
(17.3: a e argmax U\c,a')),
and (17.4);

(a) Relaxed:

max (17.1)

subject to
(17.2),
(17.3c: U:ic,a) = 0),
and (17.4);

(///) Double Relaxed:

max (17.1)

subject to
(17.2),
(17.3r: ^/(c,a) > 0),
and (17.4).

Proposition 17A.3 (Rogerson 1985, Prop. 1)
If a solution to (///) exists and a solution to (/) exists with a^ > a, then
MLRP and CDFC imply that if (c^a^) is a solution to (Hi), then
(a) it is also a solution to (/), with c^^ nondecreasing in x^,
(b) if a^ <a,it is also a solution to (ii), and the principal would prefer the
agent to provide more "effort," i.e., U^(c\a^) > 0.
Recall that in the finite action case we used MLRP and CDFC (from GH) to
establish that only one incentive constraint is binding - the constraint for the
action that is the next most costly action to the agent. Thus, it is not surprising
that these conditions are also sufficient to permit us to replace the set of incentive constraints in (/) with the "local" first-order condition in (//).
The alternative set of conditions based on Jewitt (1988) is considered in the
text.
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APPENDIX 17B: EXAMPLES THAT SATISFY JEWITT'S
CONDITIONS FOR THE SUFFICIENCY OF A FIRSTORDER INCENTIVE CONSTRAINT
Jewitt (1988) provides the following examples which satisfy his sufficient
conditions (see Proposition 17.9) for the use of a first-order incentive constraint.
In the first example, the set of possible outcomes is binary, whereas in the
second that set is a convex set of the real line. In both examples, effort is represented as the expected outcome from the agent's actions, i.e., E[x|a]. This
representation is always possible, and it ensures that Jewitt's condition (a(/0)
is satisfied. Of course, he also requires that this definition of a results in v{a)
such that v'{a) > 0 and v"{a) > 0, which is a restrictive assumption.
A Binary Outcome Example
In the binary outcome example, X = {xi,X2} and a E A = [xi,X2], with
(p (xj I a) =

and

(p(x2\a) = 1 - (p(x^\a) -

This formulation can be used for any two-outcome example in which (p{x^ \ a) is
a decreasing function. Interestingly, as the following demonstrates, this representation satisfies Jewitt's conditions (a(0) and (b).
(a(/))

G^{a) = 0(x^\a) = (p(x^\a)
I

G2(a) = <I>(xi\a) + 0(x2\a) = G^(a) + 1,
which has the same properties as Gi(a).
(b)

(p^(x^\a) =

(p^(x2\a) =

=^ L(x^\a) =

=^ L(x2\a) =

< 0,

> 0.
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Therefore, L{xi\a) < 0 < L{x2\a), \/ a E A, and the concavity condition
is automatically satisfied because there are only two possible values of

In addition to satisfying Jewitt's condition (a), this example satisfies MLRP
(sinceL(x^\a) <L(x2\a)) and CDFC (since ^uai^) " 0)An Exponential Distribution Example
In this example, x e [0,oo) and (p{x\a) has an exponential distribution (which
belongs to the exponential family with 9{x) = l,^(a) = a(a) = Ma, and ^(x) =
x):
(p{x\a) = -exp
In this case,
L(x\a) = —(x - a)

L (x\a) = — > 0

L (x\a) = 0,

which satisfies MLRP and Jewitt's condition (b). Furthermore,
0(x\a)

= f-exp

dz = - exp

^,(x\a)

1 - exp

•exp|--| < 0,
f< 0

if X e (2a, oo),

> 0

if X e (0,2a].

^aa(^\^) = - ^ ( 2 a - x ) e x p

Hence, the distribution satisfies FSD, but does not satisfy CDFC for x > 2a. To
test Jewitt's condition (a(0) we compute
G(x\a) = f 0(y\a) dy = x + a exp

G^(x\a) = ll + - exp

1 < 0,

a,

Vxe(0,-),
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GaaiA^)

exp

> 0, V xe(0,oo).

Hence, G{x\a) is decreasing and convex.

APPENDIX 17C: CHARACTERISTICS OF OPTIMAL INCENTIVE CONTRACTS FOR KARA UTILITY FUNCTIONS
HARA utility functions were introduced in Volume I, Chapter 2. If the agent's
utility for consumption is HARA, then
if a = 0, yg>0,

-lie-^'P
u{c) ~ ^

^ ^^
1
[ac^P}
a -1

if a = 1, c + ^>0,
\-\la

if a ^ 0,1, ac + yf > 0,

where a is the agent's risk cautiousness. The analysis in this chapter establishes
that, if the principal is risk neutral, optimal contracts take the general form:
M-\m{x))

if mix) > M{c\

c

otherwise,

c(m(x))

where m{x) is a linear function of the likelihood ratios for x given the induced
action a relative to the alternative actions for which the incentive constraints are
binding (see, for example, (17.6), (17.6'), and (17.6")).
Observe that with HARA utility functions:
if a = 0, yg>0, c>c,
M{c)

c + j3

if a = 1, c > c> -yff,

u'{c)
if a ^ 0, 1, c > c> -fila.

Hence, for m = m(x) > M(c),
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M~\m) = \m -/]
a-'(m''-j3)

if a=0, yg>0,

m>e-^>0,

if a = 1, m > c + fi>0,
if a ^0,1, m> [ac + yg]^^^>0.

Furthermore, the relation between the agent's utility for consumption and the
likelihood measure m is

u(M-\m))
[

-pm-^

if a = 0, yf >0, m > ecip

\nm

if a = 1, m> c + fi>0,

a-l

if a ^0,1, m> [ac + yg]i/«>0.

From the above we can readily characterize how the agent's compensation and
utility vary with the likelihood measure m for m > M(c). Of course, for m <
M(c), the compensation is equal to c.
Proposition 17C.1
If the agent has separable utility with HARA utility u(c) for consumption,
then form > M(c):
(a) the agent's compensation is a strictly concave (convex) function of the
likelihood measure m if the agent's risk cautiousness a is less (more)
than 1, and is linear if a = 1;
(b) the agent's utility is a strictly concave (convex) function of the likelihood measure m if the agent's risk cautiousness a is less (more) than 2,
and is linear if a = 2.
Proof: In the proof we assume that the set of possible values of m is a convex
set on the real line, so that c(m) and u''M~^(m) are continuously differentiable
functions. The results also hold if the set of possible values ofm is finite.
(a): Recall that c(m; =M~\m).
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c'{m)

Pm-^

if a = 0 , yg>0,

1

i f a = l, m > c + yff>0,

m^"^

if a ^ 0 , 1 , m> [ac+ yg]^^^ > 0.
if a = 0, yg>0,

-jim
c"{m)

(b):

du(M-\m))
dm

m>e-^,

0

if a = 1, m>c + /]>0,

(a-l)m«-^

if a ^ 0 , 1 , m> [ac+ yg]i/« > 0.

fim-^

if a=0, yg>0, m > e"^^,

m

if a = 1, m> c + ^>0,

m

a-2

-ipm
d^u(M-\m))
dm^

m>e-^,

if a ^ 0 , 1 , m> [ac + yg]i/«>0.
-3

if a = 0 , yg>0, m>e-^^,
if a = 1, m > c + fi>0,

-m~^
(a-2)m

oc-3

if a ^ 0 , 1 , m> [ac + yg]i/«>0.
Q.E.D.

Observe that if there exist likelihood measures m < M(c), then the compensation
and utility levels are flat, with c = c and u(c) = u(c) for those values of m. This
does not disturb the convexity of either c(m) or uoM~\m). However, the linear
cases become piecewise linear, and the concave functions are not concave over
the entire range.
Most analytical research is based on a general concave utility function or
assumes the utility function is either exponential or square-root. The exponential utility function has a = 0, which implies that the optimal compensation and
utility functions are strictly concave functions of the likelihood measure for m
> M(c). The square-root utility function, on the other hand, has a = 2 (since 1
-V2 = /4), which implies the optimal compensation is a strictly convex function
of the likelihood measure, while the utility function is linear (or piecewise linear
if there exists m < M(c)).
In the first-stage of the GH approach we minimize the expected compensation cost to induce a given action. This is equivalent to minimizing the risk
premium paid to the agent, since the risk premium is given by
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7r{c,a) = E[c|a] - CE{c,a),

where the certainty equivalent is given by the participation constraint as the
first-best cost of implementing a (provided the participation constraint is binding), i.e.,
CE(c,a) = w

; ^,
^ k{a) '

where w(-) = u~^{') denotes the inverse of the agent's utility for consumption.
In subsequent analyses, with additive separable utility functions of the
HARA class, we use properties of the change in risk premium that occurs when
the level of utility is increased by the same amount for all outcomes. That is, for
a given compensation contract c that implements a we consider another compensation contract c^ defined by
u{c^{x)) = u(c(x)) + A, \/ X e X.
Clearly, if c implements a, c^ also implements a since^^
argmax f u(c(x))d0(x\a)
aeA

- v(d) = argmax f [u(c(x)) + l]d0(x\a)

'^
X

aeA

- v(d).

'^
X

The risk premium paid to the agent for contract c^ is given by
7r(c^,a) = (w{u{c{x)) +X)d0{x\a)

- wU [u{c{x)) + X'\d0{x\a)y

Increasing the level of utility, increases the variance of the compensation and,
therefore, one might think that the risk premium paid to the agent also increases.
However, due to wealth effects on the agent's risk aversion, the relation between the utility level and the risk premium is more complicated than suggested
by this intuition. The following proposition demonstrates that the risk premium
increases with X if the agent's utility is a concave function of the likelihood
measure (or, equivalently, the derivative of the inverse utility function, i.e.,

^^ In this analysis we do not consider the impact on the participation constraint. In subsequent
applications we consider cases in which the level of utility is increased for outcomes that are
affected by the agent's action and decreased correspondingly for outcomes that are not affected
by the agent's action. The variation is such that it leaves both incentives and the agent's expected
utility unchanged.
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w'{'),^^ is convex). On the other hand, if the agent's utiHty is a convex function
of the HkeHhood measure, the risk premium decreases as the utility increases.
Proposition 17C.2
If the agent has an additively separable utility function, the risk premium
n{c^,a) is increasing (decreasing) in X if the agent's utility is a concave
(convex) function of the likelihood measure m.
Proof: From the definition of the risk premium and Jensen's inequality we get
that
M^iA

= fwXu(c(x)) +X)d0(x\a)

- w'[f[u(c(x))

+l]d0(x\a))

>(<) 0,

if, and only if, w'(-) is convex (concave). Now recall that w'(u(c(m))) = M(c(m))
= m. Hence, w'(-) is the inverse function of i/oc(-) so that w'(') is convex (conQ.E.D.
cave) if, and only if, i/oc(-) is concave (convex).
Of course, if the agent's utility for consumption is HARA we can use Proposition 17C. 1 to obtain the result that the risk premium is increasing (decreasing)
in 1 if the risk cautiousness is less (more) than 2, and independent of A if a =2.
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CHAPTER 18
£ A : P 0 5 r PERFORMANCE MEASURES

In Chapter 17 we assume that the action a and the event 6 are not observable,
but there is a verified report of the final outcome x. Hence, incentive contracts
can be based on the reported outcome. In this chapter we allow for the possibility that the outcome may not be contractible. If it is not, then inducing more
than the agent's least cost action will require the use of incentives based on
some alternative performance measure that is contractible and is influenced by
the agent's action. Furthermore, it is potentially valuable to use more than one
performance measure. This chapter explores the relation of the characteristics
of alternative performance measures to the principal's expected payoff, and the
form of the optimal incentive contract.
We continue to focus on a single-task setting, so that the key benefit from
a superior set of performance measures takes the form of a reduction in the risk
premium the agent must be paid for taking a given level of induced effort. Of
course, a reduction in the risk premium may lead the principal to offer a contract
that induces more effort.
Since the outcome x is not necessarily contractible information, it is important to designate whether the principal or the agent is the residual "owner" of
that payoff That "ownership" may derive from legal or physical considerations. For example, the principal may own the production technology and will
ultimately receive the final payoff, even though that payoff may not be realized
until sometime subsequent to the termination of the compensation contract with
the agent. On the other hand, the agent may physically control the payoff such
that he can consume the difference between the outcome received and the
amount he is contracted to pay to the principal.
We first (Section 18.1) consider the setting in which a risk neutral principal
"owns" the outcome. In that setting all risk is ideally borne by the principal and
a performance measure is beneficial if it permits the principal to impose less risk
on the agent while still inducing a given action (or permits inducement of a
more preferred action). In Section 18.2, a risk averse agent "owns" the outcome.
In this setting a performance measure has two potential roles: as a mechanism
to facilitate the sharing of the agent's outcome risk, and as a mechanism to
provide incentives for the agent's action. Section 18.3 considers the setting in
which a risk averse principal "owns" the outcome. This provides results similar
to those in Section 18.2. However, in that section we focus on a setting in
which there are both economy-wide and firm-specific risks and the principal is
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a partnership of well-diversified shareholders. While well-diversified shareholders are risk neutral with respect to firm-specific risk, they are risk averse
with respect to the economy-wide risk. We show how their risk preferences
with respect to economy-wide risk can be represented in a simple way by using
risk-adjusted probabilities for the economy-wide events, and illustrate how this
translates into an optimal compensation scheme. Section 18.4 considers optimal
costly acquisition of a secondary performance measure conditional on a primary
performance measure. Section 18.5 concludes the chapter with some brief
remarks.

18.1 RISK NEUTRAL PRINCIPAL "OWNS" THE
OUTCOME
The simplest case to consider is one in which the principal is risk neutral and he
ultimately receives the output x, so that there are no risk sharing concerns - only
incentive issues. In Section 18.3 we consider the setting in which the principal
is risk averse.
Basic Elements of the Model
The agent again chooses an action a e A, which generates an outcome x e X.
The contractible information is denoted j ; e 7, which is the outcome of an information or performance measurement system rj. It can be multi-dimensional and
may include x, but we allow for the possibility that x may not be part of j;. We
assume Xand Fare finite sets to avoid potential technical problems associated
with convex sets. However, given suitable regularity, the analysis can be extended to settings in which X and Fare convex sets - and much of the literature
assumes that to be the case.
The joint probability function over Xx Y given action a and performance
measurement system rj is denoted (p{x,y\a,fi), and the marginal probability
functions are (p{x\a) and (p{y\a,fi). We assume the cost of the information
system is separable, so that rj does not affect the gross payoff x.
The principal is assumed to be risk neutral, while the agent is risk and effort
averse with an additively separable utility function:^
i/{n) =7r =x - c,

u\c,a) = u(c) - v(a), u' > 0, u" < 0, v' > 0, v" > 0.

Principars Decision Problem
For the main part of the analysis we focus on the first stage of the Grossman and
Hart (1983) (GH) approach in which we identify the least expected cost contract

The analysis can be readily extended to consider a multiplicatively separable utility function.
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for inducing an action a that is not the agent's least costly action, i.e., there is
at least one other action ae A such that v{a) < v{a).
The principal's decision problem is essentially the same as in Chapter 17,
except that in this setting the agent's compensation contract is defined over the
anticipated contractible information;;, i.e., c\Y^ C= [c,oo), and the probability
function over the contractible signals depends on the performance measurement
system that is used.
c\a,f])

= minimize
c(y)

J^ c(y) (p(y\a,rj),

(18.1)

yeY

subject to
U\c,a,n)

- E

u{c{y))(p{y\a,n) - v{a) > U,

(18.2)

yeY

a E argmax U\c,a',fi),
a'

(18.3)

EA

c{y)>c, yyeY.

(18.4)

We assume that^ is an interval on the real line, i.e., A = [a,a], and that (18.3)
can be represented by the first-order condition for the agent's decision problem,
i.e.,^

^ Jewitt (1988) identifies conditions under which the first-order incentive constraint is appropriate
in a setting in which j^ = (3^1,3^2) ^^^ (p(y I ^) = (p(yi I ^) (piyi I <^)^ i-^-? the two signals are independent
(see his Theorems 2 and 3). Theorem 3 invokes conditions (b) and (c) from his Theorem 1 (see
Proposition 17.9) and requires that 0{y^\a) be quasi-convex in (y^,^), / = 1, 2. Quasi-convexity
implies that if 0(y^i Ia^) < 0(y^21'^^)'then 0{Xy^^+{\ - X)y^2\^a^ +{\ -X)a^) < 0(y-2\a^) for all j^^^,
y^2 ^ Y-, a\a^ e A, and A e [0,1].
Sinclair-Desgagne (1994) identifies conditions under which the first-order incentive constraint is appropriate in a setting in which j^ = (y^,..., y^), x is a function of j^, and Y^ is finite and
ordered. Sinclair-Desgagne demonstrates that the use of the first-order incentive constraint results
in identification of the second-best contract and action if the following conditions on (p(y \ a) hold:
(a) MLRP: cpiy \ d)l(p{y \ a^) is nondecreasing in y whenever d > a^.
(b) SDC:

For at least one dimension h (with j^ = iyn^y-i))
Qiyh^y-h\^) =

J2

(pit,y_h\a)

is nondecreasing in a, i.e., g^ > 0 at every a, yj^, midy_,^, where Q is the upper
cumulative probability of signal yj^ at y _,^.
(continued...)
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U:(c,a,rj) = 0.

(18.3c)

The first-order condition characterizing the optimal incentive contract (for c(y)
> c) is^
M(c(y)) = X + fiL{y\a,rj\
\
where

M(c) =

,

and

L(y\a,T]) =

u'(c)

(18.5)
(p (y I a, fj)
.
(p(y\a,rj)

18.1.1 ^-informativeness
Observe that in this setting the principal is not concerned about risk sharing
(since he is risk neutral). His only concern is to minimize the expected cost of
motivating the agent to accept the contract and select action a. Therefore, he
wants to select a performance measurement system rj that facilitates this objective. This means he is concerned about the relation between the agent's set of
alternative actions and the set of possible performance measures.
Definition A-informativeness
Performance measurement system if is at least as ^-informative as performance measurement system rf if there exists a Markov matrix B (or
Markov kernel) such that
V ^il^B
where

{ox (p{y'\a,n') = [ b(y'\/)

d0(y'\a,rj')l

^ ^ [(p(y\a,rj)]^^^^^Y^ and B ^ [ %^ | r ) lir^ixirV

Note that the likelihood functions used in the above definition describe the
relation between the performance measures y and the action a, whereas the
relation ofy to x is immaterial. The usefulness of this definition is demon-

^ (...continued)
(c) CDFC: For at least one dimension /z, Qiyn^y-h \ a) is concave in a, i.e., Q^^ < 0 at all a,
^ If A is finite, then (18.3) is expressed as U\c,a,fj) > lf(c,a',f]), \/ a' e A,a' ^ a, and the firstorder condition for ciy) is expressed as
M(c(y))=A+ Y. M(^)L(y\a',a,rj),
a'eA
a' *a

whQYQL(y\a',a,rj) ^ 1 - - ^ M ^ k l .
(piy\a,rf)
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strated by the following basic result from GH, Gjesdal (1982) (Gj), and
Holmstrom(1982)(H82).4
Proposition 18.1 (GH, Prop. 13; Gj, Corr. 1, and H82 p. 334)
If the principal is risk neutral and rf is at least as ^-informative as rf, then
if is at least as preferred as rf for implementing any a e A/\.Q.,
c\a,f]^) >

'c\a,ff'),

\/aeA.

Furthermore, \fu"<0 and B » 0 (i.e., all elements are positive) and a is not
the agent's least cost action, then rf is strictly preferred to rf for implementing a.
Proof: Let c^ be the cost minimizing incentive contract for implementing a with
if. An "equivalent" contract can be constructed for rf if we introduce a randomized compensation plan where c^{y^) is paid with probability b{y^\}P') ifrf
reports y . This randomized contract has the same incentive properties as c^ and
has the same expected cost.
Strict preference given B » 0 follows from defining a contract c^ that for
eachy pays the certainty equivalent of the above randomized contract givenj;^,
i.e.,

^V) - uA E u{c'{y'))b{y'\y^)\.
The contract (? induces the same agent preferences over actions and the same
expected utility to the agent. Since the induced action is not the agent's least
cost action, c" is not a constant wage. Hence, B » 0 and Jensen's inequality
imply that

for eachy, so that the expected compensation cost for ^ is strictly lower than
fore.
Q.E.D.
The proposition implies that the relation between y and x or ^ is irrelevant only the relation between the performance measure y and a matters. Further^ The maximum value of information in this context is (E[x|a*] - c*(a)) - (E[x|a''] - c*(a'')),
where d" minimizes cid) ov^A. That is, the best the principal can do is the first-best and he need
do no worse than pay a fixed amount which induces a"".
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more, if the signals from rj^ are a "strictly garbled" version of the signals from
if, then the latter is strictly preferred. Note that this is a stronger result than in
Chapter 3, where we considered (Blackwell) 0-informativeness with respect to
ex ante information used in single person decision making. The key here is that,
when the agent is strictly risk averse and implementation of a requires a risky
incentive contract, strictly better information always permits strict improvement
by "fine-tuning" the contract so that its "riskiness" and, thus, the risk premium,
is reduced.
Now consider replacing an information system with one that reports "less"
information, but with no loss in value. The following sufficient statistic result
is the same as the factorization theorem in Chapter 3 (Proposition 3.2).
Lemma 18.1
Let //^ represent performance measurement system i//: Y^ W. Performance
measure y/(y) is a sufficient statistic for y with respect to a if, and only if,
there exist functions (p(if/\a,rj''') and g(y) such that

viyW.v) = g(y)9(¥(y)W,v'),

yyeY^aeA.

(18.6)

Note that ifi//(y) is a sufficient statistic forj; with respect to a, then //^ is at least
as ^-informative as tj with the Markov matrix defined by
[ g(y)

if ¥(y) = ¥.

[0

otherwise.

biyW) =
Of course, contracting on i// cannot be more valuable than contracting on y,
since the sufficient statistic is a function of j ; and the principal can commit to
ignore the additional information in y. Hence, we get the following result.
Proposition 18.2 (H82, Theorem 5)
If y/(y) is a sufficient statistic for j ; with respect to a, then

c\a,rj) = c\a,rf).
Hence, there is no loss of value of substituting performance measure;; with a
performance measure y/ that provides the same information about the agent's
unobserved action. The additional information inj; (about 9 or x) compared to
y/ cannot be used to reduce the cost of implementing a.
In particular, note that if y/iy) is a sufficient statistic for a, the likelihood
ratios are the same whether the performance measures ^ orj; are used, i.e., from
(18.6) it follows that
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L(y\a,rj)
g(y) (piviy) I ^. ^^)

(piviy) I ^. ^^)

Therefore, given the characterization of the optimal incentive contract in (18.5),
it is not surprising that performance measure y/ is as good as y.
On the other hand, ify/iy) is not a sufficient statistic forj; with respect to a,
does that imply that it is less costly to implement a with rj than with rf, i.e.,
c \a, fj) < c \a, rj^) ? Not necessarily. The problem is that (18.6) is too strong
a condition in the sense that it must holdfor all a. For example, if ij/iy) equals
the likelihood ratio for the action being implemented, (18.6) may not hold for
all a, and yet there is no scope for a strict reduction in the cost of implementing
the particular action. Therefore, we introduce a concept of a statistic sufficient
for implementing a particular action a. That concept focuses directly on the
likelihood ratio.^
Definition Sufficient Implementation Statistic
Performance measure ij/iy) is di sufficient implementation statistic for action
a if for all ^ e !F it holds that
L{y'\a,n)-L{y"\a,n\

^ y\y" e Y{yj) ^ {y e Y\iif{y) - yj).

(18.7)

Note that if (18.7) holds for all aeA, then (18.7) implies (18.6).^ The definition
is satisfied if all j ; with the same statistic have the same likelihood ratio for the
particular action.
Proposition 18.3 (H82, Theorem 6)
Assume y/: Y ^ !F is not a sufficient implementation statistic for a, and let
cf\ !F^ Cbe a nonconstant interior compensation contract that implements
a. Then there exists another compensation contract c/: Y ^ C that strictly
reduces the expected cost of implementing a.

^ Note that for any statistic, (18.6) can always be satisfied for a particular a. However, the
likelihood ratio is the key characteristic of an optimal incentive contract. Therefore, the definition of a sufficient implementation statistic for a particular a has to focus on the likelihood ratio
instead of a factorization of the probability function.
^ To see this, observe that if ^ reveals the likelihood ratio for all a, then, since d\\n(p{\ij\a,fj)\lda
= L(y/\a,f]), it follows that

(p{\l/\a,rj^ = exp f L(y/\a,rj*^) da
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Proof: In this proof we construct a variation in the contract of based onj; such
that the expected cost and the agent's incentives are unchanged, but the agent
is better off due to reduced risk. Since the contract is interior, the expected cost
can then be reduced by subtracting a constant "utility" amount from the agent's
compensation for each signal y.
Since y/ is not a sufficient implementation statistic for a, there exists a
statistic ^1 and disjoint sets of positive measure Y^^, Y^2^^\= {y\ ¥(y) " ¥1}
such that
L(Y,,\a,r]) * L(Y,,\a,^).

(18.8)

Since c/ is not constant (in which case it would implement the least cost
action), there exists another statistic ^2 ^ ¥1 such that cj{\i/^ > 0/(11/2) and Y2
= {y\ y/(y) = 1^/2} is of positive measure.
Define the following variation^

c/(y) = c/(¥(y)) + /n(y)'5„ + in(y)^n + i2(y)^2,
where/ii(y) = 1 ifj; e Y^^ and 0 otherwise, and similarly for/i2(y) and/2(y), with
Sii, di2, and 62 representing numbers (changes in the compensation contract) that
we choose. Condition (18.8) ensures that we can select ^2^0 and S^, 6^2 such
that the variation leaves the principal indifferent, i.e., there is no change in the
expected compensation,
Ac = d^^(p(Y^^\a) + S^jVi^ul^)

^ ^2^(^2l^) ^ ^'

and induces the agent to take the same action, i.e., there is no change in the
agent's marginal utility,

+ u'(c^(il/^))d^(p^(Y^\a) = 0.

^ When we construct a variation of compensation contract c/(-) using S('), think ofS as specifying the "direction" of the change in the contract. More specifically, we can think of the new
contract as

where €> 0. The marginal impact of the change is then assessed by taking the derivative with
respect to £^and then evaluating the derivative at £^ = 0. Hence, we evaluate the change at c/(-).
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The change in the agent's expected utility is
AW ^ u'{c:{i,,,))[d,,f{Y,,\a)

+ ^,2^(7i2l«)] +

u'{c:{^,^))8MY^\a).

The fact that cj(^i) > 0^(1^/2) implies u'(c^(if/i)) < uXCaiWi)) ^i^d, hence, given

= uXc:(iff,))Ac

= 0.
Q.E.D.

Hence, if performance measure i//(y) is not a sufficient implementation statistic
for a, the risk premium paid to the agent can be reduced by using performance
measure 3; instead ofi//(y). The reason, of course, is that 3; is more informative
about the agent's action than y/(a), and that additional information is useful for
reducing the risk premium paid to the agent.
The above analysis has focused on the cost minimizing contract for implementing a particular action. Of course, if performance measure y/(y) is not a
sufficient implementation statistic for the optimal action, then contracting on
i//(y) leads to a strictly inferior solution compared to contracting on y. Determining the latter depends on identifying the optimal action. More generally, it
is obvious that if ^(y) is not a sufficient implementation statistic for any action,
then it must also hold for the optimal action. Hence, we use the following
definition in obtaining the subsequent result.
Definition
Performance measure ^: Y^ Wis globally ''incentive" sufficient if (IS J)
is true for dXX a e A and all i// E W. On the other hand, i// is globally
''incentive" insufficient if for some i// (18.7) is false for all a E A.
Note that if y/(y) is globally "incentive" sufficient, performance measurement
system //^ is at least as ^-informative as rj, but y/(y) is a function of 3;, so contracting on performance measure i//(y) is as good as contracting on y directly,
but no better. On the other hand, if ^(y) is globally "incentive" insufficient for
y, then contracting on 3; is strictly better than contracting on i//(y).
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Proposition 18.4 (H82, Theorem 6)
Assume^: Y^ Wis globally ''incentive'' insufficient foxy. Letc^: W^ C
be an optimal nonconstant compensation contract such that the agent's
optimal action choice a^ e (a, ^] is unique. Then there exists another compensation contract (^\Y^C that yields a strict Pareto improvement.
The proof is basically the same as for Proposition 18.3. While this proposition
focuses on a Pareto improvement, and the proof is constructed to make the agent
better off, continuity of the utility functions and an assumption of interior
optimal contracts imply that the principal can be made better off (by a small
fixed "utility" reduction in the agent's compensation).
Adding a Signal
Holmstrom (1979) (H79) considers the special case of comparing the reporting
of X to the reporting of x and an additional performance measure y. We will
present the essence of his analysis, but will do so by comparing a system that
reports a single signal y^ to one that also reports a second signal y2. He introduces the following definition.
Definition
Signal 3^2 is defined to be informative about a given y^ when there does not
exist a function b{y2\y\) such that, for all a e A,
(piy^yiW) = b(y2\yi)(p(yi\a% for almost every 0^1,3^2).

(18.9)

Otherwise, signal 3;2 is defined to be noninformative given jv^^
If signal3;2 is noninformative about a given jv^^, there exists a function b(y2\yi)
such that (18.9) holds for dXXa e A, which implies that, for dXXa e A,
vSyx^yM) = b(y2\yi)g>a(yiW) and L(y^,y2\a) = L(y^\a).

(18.10)

Hence, the statistic y/: YiXY2^ !F defined by y/(yi,y2) =yi is globally "incentive"
sufficient for (y 1,3^2) ^i^d, therefore, the additional performance measure is not
valuable. On the other hand, if signal 3;2 is informative about a given y^, the
statistic ^(y 1,3^2) " J^i is globally insufficient for (y 1,3^2) and,^ therefore, we get

^ Footnote 21 of H79 restricts the analysis to distributions for which (18.9) is true for either all
a or no a. This is essential for (18.10) to imply (18.9) (by integration).
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from Proposition 18.4 that y2 is a valuable performance measure in addition to
y^.^ Hence, we get the following result.
Proposition 18.5 (H79, Prop. 3)
Let c(yi) be an optimal compensation contract based on y^ for which the
agent's action choice is unique and interior in A. There exits a compensation contract ciyi.y^) which strictly Pareto dominates c{y^ if, and only if,
(18.9) is false. That is, an additional signal 3;2 is valuable in addition toj^^
if, and only if, it is informative about a given j;!.
Based on Amershi and Hughes (1989) we further discuss in Appendix 18A the
relation between sufficient statistics and the information used in constructing an
optimal incentive contract.

18.1.2 Second-order Stochastic Dominance with Respect to the
Likelihood Ratio
In this section we summarize some results from Kim and Suh (1991) and Kim
(1995). They focus on comparing the distribution function for the likelihood
ratio L for alternative information structures. The agent is penalized (i.e., paid
low values of c) if Z is small (i.e., very negative) and receives large bonuses
(i.e., is paid high values of c) if Z is large. The point of their analysis is that
greater variability in L permits more effective use of penalties and bonuses. In
particular, if the distribution function for Z with rf second-order stochastically
dominates that with rf, then if is preferred to rj^ by the principal for implementing a.
Kim (1995) provides an analysis in which he considers a set of information
systems H ^ {^} in which each system produces a signal 3;.^^ His setting is one
in which the outcome x is "owned" by the principal, but is not contractible
information. The action set A is an interval of the real line and the incentive
constraint is assumed to be characterized by the first-order condition of the
agent's decision problem.
The optimal contract for inducing the agent to select action a using information system rj is characterized by (18.5) with explicit recognition of the fact
that the optimal contract and the Lagrange multipliers depend on the information system in place, i.e., if c(y,;/) > c,

^ H79 uses a different approach to prove the necessity part of the proposition. He constructs a
variation that induces an increase in the agent's effort without increasing the cost.
^^ Kim (1995) allows for multi-dimensional performance measures. However, this is of no real
consequence in his analysis since the likelihood ratio is always single dimensional.
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M(c(y,rj)) = l(a,rj) + ju(a,rj) L(y\a,rj),

where

L(y \ a, rj)

(18.11)

(p{y\a,fj)

The likelihood ratio L plays a key role in the analysis. When viewed across the
different performance measures, the likelihood ratio is a random variable. Let
/ = L{y I a, fj) denote this random variable, and let 0{l \ a, rj) denote the probability
distribution function for /, i.e.,
0{l\a,fj) = Pr{Z < l\a,T]} = Y.

ViyW^V)^

y 6 Y{l,a,rj)

where

Y(l,a,rj) = {y\ L(y\a,rj) < I }.

Proposition 18.6 (Kim 1995, Prop. 1)
Assuming the first-order approach is valid, performance measurement
system rj^ is strictly preferred to performance measurement system rj^ for
implementing any a E (a, a], if 0(1 \a,rj^) strictly dominates 0(1 \ a, rf) in the
sense of second-order stochastic dominance.
Proof: Consider a setting in which the principal will use performance measurement system rf with probability a e [0,1] and rj^ with probability \- a (see
Section 18.4 for a similar setting in which this approach is further developed).
That is, we can formulate the principal's decision problem as in the basic model
except that
U\c,a\a)

= aUP(c\a\rj^) + (\ -

a)U\c\a\rj\

U\c,a\a)

= aU%c\a\rj^) + (\ -

a)U\c\a\rj^),

where c^ and c^ are the incentive contracts for rj^ and rf, respectively. The
Lagrangian in this setting is
a - a[UP(c\a\ff) +XU\c\a\ff)
+ (l-a)[UP(c\a\rj')

+ juU^(c]a\rj^)]
+ W(c\a\rj')

+ juU^(c\a\rj')]

-XU.
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The first-order conditions for the optimal incentive contracts with either rj^ or
ff are similarly characterized by (18.5):^^
M(c^(y.)) = X + fiL{y^\a,fj\

i = 1,2,

if the compensation is interior forj;. Otherwise, c'(y^) = c.
Note that both the principal's and the agent's expected utilities are linear in
the probability a. This implies that the optimal probability a will always be a
corner solution, i.e., a = 0 or a = 1. Differentiating the Lagrangian with respect
to a yields the following expected marginal benefits of increasing a:
B ^ d^lda = [UP{c\a\rf) + XU\c\a\rf)

+ juU^(cla\rj^)]

- [UP(c\a\rj') +W%c\a\rj')
= E

+ juU^(c\a\rj')]

[c'(y,)-u(c'(y,))M(c'(y,))](p(y,\a,rj')

- E

[ ^'(yi) - <c'{y,)) M{c'{y,)) ] (p{y,\a,n\

where the equality is obtained by collecting terms and substituting in the M{-)
based on the preceding first-order condition. Hence, it is optimal to choose a
= 1 (which is what we need to show) if, and only if, 5 > 0.
Note that the incentive contracts only depend on the performance measurement system rj' and the signals y through the likelihood ratio, i.e., we can write
c\m{l)) = c(m(l)) where the likelihood measure m is defined by m(l) = 1 + jul
(and m(l) = M(c) on the lower bound for c). Hence, if we define the function
/(•)by
/ ( / ) = c(m(l)) - u(c(m(l)))m(l),
we can write B as follows

B = '£f(l)<p(l\a,fj') - J2f(l)<p(l\a,fl').
I

I

The function/(•) is a strictly concave function since

^^ We assume that the agent knows a when he selects a, but he does not yet know f]\ Hence,
there is a single incentive constraint, implying that ju is not dependent on f]\ However, //' is
contractible information, so that c depends on both y and rj\
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f(l)

= c'{m{l))fi - [u'{c{m{l)))c'{m{l))fim{l)
= -

f"(l)

+ ^/(c(m(/)))//]

u(c(m(l)))ju,

= - u'(c(m(l)))c'(m(l))ju^

<0,

where/' = - uju follows from the fact that m = l/u' and/" < 0 follows from the
fact that u" < 0 implies c'(-) > 0 (for any interior compensation). Since/(•) is
strictly concave and 0{l\a,ff) strictly dominates 0{l\a,ff) in the sense of
second-order stochastic dominance, we get that^^

B = Y.N)(p{i\a,n') - J2f(0<p(iW,n')>o,
and, thus, a = 1 is optimal.

Q.E.D.

Note that the random variable / always has a mean of zero. Hence, 0{l\a,ff)
SS-dominates 0{l \ a, rf) if, and only if, the probability function (p{l \ a, rf) differs
from (p{l\a,ff) by adding mean-preserving spreads.^^ This illustrates the point
that more variation in the likelihood ratio is desirable - it implies that there is
a wider range of information upon which to efficiently place penalties and rewards (see also the hurdle model example in Chapter 17). Interestingly, the risk
imposed on the agent (as indicated by the risk premium he is paid) decreases as
the variation in the likelihood ratio increases.
In relating his analysis to that of GH, Gjesdal (1982) and Holmstrom (1979,
1982), Kim (1995) obtains the following results (see Kim, 1995, for proofs).
Proposition 18.7 (Kim 1995, Prop. 2, 4, and 5)
(a) If ff is more ^-informative than rf, then 0{l\a,ff) SS-dominates
0{l\a,ff'). However, the converse is not necessarily true.

^^ Strictly speaking, we here ignore the fact that the SS-dominance relation may be due to
likelihood ratios where the compensation is on the boundary.
^^ Kim (1995) states his proposition in terms of mean-preserving spreads, and then interprets that
to mean that 0(l\a,rj^) second-order stochastically dominates 0(l\a,rj^). The equivalence
between the two concepts is given by the following result.
Lemma (Rothschild and Stiglitz 1970, Theorem 2)
The distribution for a random variable X second-order stochastically dominates the distribution for another random variable Y with the same mean, if, and only if, the probability
function for Y differs from the probability function for X by adding mean-preserving
spreads.
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(b) Letj; = (yi^yi) ^nd assume rj^ only generates j^^, while rj^ generates both
yi and3;2- Then 0(1 \a,rj^) SS-dominates 0(1 \ a, rf) for all ae (a, a], and
0(l\a,rj^) strictly SS-dominates 0(l\a,ff') for some a e (a,a] if and
only if yi is not a sufficient statistic for j ; = (yi^yi)These results demonstrate that the SSD relation between the distribution functions of the likelihood ratios is a weaker condition than^-informativeness but,
nevertheless, is sufficient for ranking the information systems by Proposition
18.6. In the case of the conditional value of an additional signal, the SSD relation is equivalent to the Holmstrom (1979) result that the additional signal is
incrementally informative about a.
Kim (1995) also relates his results to the Blackwell-theorem (see Proposition 3.7) in the sense of ^-informativeness. Proposition 18.1 establishes the
sufficiency of the Blackwell relation in an agency setting. The question raised
by Kim (1995) is whether it is necessary for such a Markov kernel to exist to
ensure that rf is preferred over rj^ for all agency preferences. In addressing this
issue, recall that the structure of the agency problem is restricted to be one in
which the principal is risk neutral and the agent is risk averse with additively
separable preferences. Hence, Kim loses some of the generality that pertains to
the original Blackwell result - which considered any payoff function. Given
that limitation in the analysis, he then claims that the "necessary part of
Blackwell's theorem does not hold in the agency model" (see Kim 1995,
Proposition 3). He provides an example as his proof. Essentially the point is
that, by Proposition 18.7(a), the SSD relation can hold even if the Blackwell
relation does not and, by Proposition 18.6, the SSD relation is sufficient for rf
to be less costly than rj^ for all agency problems (that satisfy Kim's basic assumptions).
The above results provide a partial ordering between information systems
that are distinguished by ^-informativeness or mean-preserving spreads of the
probability functions for the likelihood ratios. Kim and Suh (1991) seek a complete ordering in terms of a simple measure such as the variance of the likelihood ratio. They accomplish this by either restricting the agent's utility for
compensation (to be a square-root function) or by restricting the underlying
probability functions (to normal, log-normal, or Laplace families).
Proposition 18.8 (KS, Prop. 1)
(a) lfu(c) = 2c^' and the optimal incentive contracts are interior, then tj^ is
more valuable than tj^ in inducing action a if, and only if, Var(/|a,;/^)
<Var(/|a,;/').
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(b) Assume that cpiy \a,rj^) and (p(y \ a, rf) belong to the normal, log-normal,
or Laplace families. Then rf is more valuable than rj^ in inducing action a if, and only if, Var(/|a,;/^) < YdiX(l\a,ff')}^
Proof:
(a): A key feature of the square-root utility function is that it results in a compensation function that is the square of a linear function of / (see Appendix
17C), i.e., M(c) = c^' =^ c(l,a,fj) = [l(a,fj) + ju(a,fj)l]^. Since /has zero mean,
it follows that
E[c|a,;/] = [>1(^,//)]^ + [ju(a,fj)]^YsiY(l\a,fj).
Since the optimal incentive contracts are assumed to be interior, the agent's participation constraint is satisfied as an equality. Using again that / has mean zero,
it follows from the participation constraint that >l(a,;/) = V2[U+ v(a)], and from
the incentive compatibility constraint that//(a,;/) Var(/1 a,;/) = V2v'(a) for rj = fj\
if. Hence,
E[c|a,;/] = - k/j + v(a)

+ ^v'(a)ju(a,T]).

Finally, ju(a,rj^) > id(a,ff) ^ Var(/|a,;/^) < Var(/|a,;/^).
(b): KS demonstrate that for these distributions, Var(/|a,;/^) < Var(/|a,;/^) if,
and only if, 0(1 \a,ff) strictly SS-dominates 0(1 \ a, rf), and then Proposition 18.6
gives the result.
Q.E.D.

^^ The three classes of distributions have the following characteristics:
Normal
(P

Log-normal

-iy-y{a)y

exp

\y-y{a)]

-exp
y

-M\^y-y(a))^

^[\ny-y{a)]

Laplace
exp --^|j^-K«)

±'-y'{a)

a"
y'{a)
o

Var(/)
y{a)

=

E[y|a]

12

E[lnj^|a]

y\d)

\ P \
E[y|a]

2
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18.1.3 A Hurdle Model Example
The hurdle model provides a simple setting in which we can illustrate the value
of alternative performance measures. Recall (see Section 17.3.2) that the action
space is continuous with a e [0,1], and there are two outcomes x^ > x^. For
simplicity, we assume there is zero probability of the bad outcome if the agent
clears the hurdle, i.e., £* = 0. Note that in this case the outcome can be written
as a function of the hurdle and the agent's action, i.e.,

f

x

if a > /z,

Xj^ if a < h.

That is, the hurdle represents the underlying state. The hurdle is uniformly distributed over the interval [0,1]. Hence, the prior probability for the good outcome is simply the height of the agent's jump, i.e., (p(Xg\a) = a.
In our numerical examples we use the following data:
u(c) =c'';

v(a) =a/(l-a);

U = 2.

Only the Outcome Is Contractible Information
If the outcome is the only contractible performance measure, the agent is paid
outcome-contingent wages dependent on the likelihood ratio for each outcome,
i.e.,
L{Xg\a) = l/a;

Z(x^|a) =

-1/(1-a).

The expected cost minimizing contract for inducing a = /4 is shown in the first
row of Table 18.1.
An Additional Contractible Performance Measure
Suppose now there is an additional ex post performance measure;; that can take
one of two equally likely values j;^ andj;^. Performance measure j ; is informative about the hurdle, and the posterior density function for the hurdle is given
by
(1 + A:) - Ikh

ify = 7^,

•(1 - A) + 2kh

if 7 =y„,
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with ke [0,1]. The signal j ; is uninformative about the hurdle if ^ = 0, and its
information content increases with k (see Figure 18.1).^^

Hurdle h

Figure 18.1: Posterior density function for hurdle given
performance measure y with ^ > 0.

Note that the agent's action does not affect the likelihood of the two signals;;^
andj;^ (nor the informativeness ofj ; about the hurdle). Hence, we can write the
joint probability function for x andj; given a as

^^ To see this note that
(p(y\h;k) -V2(pQi\y;k\
and consider two values of ^ with k' < k". We can then find a Markov matrix B with

= Vi

biyL\yH) %/,IJ^/,)

. k' . k'
1 + — 1- —
k"
k"
. k' . k'
1- — 1 + —
k"
k"

such that
(p{y\h\k') = (p(h\y^;k") b(y\yj + (p(h\y^;k") b(y\y^),

y -yi^yn,

V/z e [0,1].
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(p{x,y\a) = (p(x\y,a)(p(yX
where
1
f 0(h=a\y)
(p(x\y,a) = ((p{x\h,a)(p{h\y) dh = i
{
[l-0(h=a\y)

if X = x ,
if X = x^.

Hence, the likelihood ratios are given by

^^'

0(h=a\y)

^^'

l-0(h=a\y)

Substituting in 0(h=a\yj) = a((p(h=a\yj) + ka) and 0{h^a\y^
- ka), we get

= a{(p{h^a\y^

w
I ,
1 (P{h-a\yj)
1
L(x ,y^\a) =
< —,
^
a (p(h=a\yj) + ka
a
L(x^,y^\a) =

<

.
I- a

1 - a((p(h =a\yj) + ka)
L{x y^\a)

J.
I .
L{x^,y^\a) =

1

(P(h-a\yj^)

^ ^

a (p(h=a\y^) - ka
(P{h-a\y^)
1 - a((p(h =aIJ;^) - ka)

a
>

1
I- a

Clearly, the outcome x is not a sufficient statistic for (x,y) with respect to a for
^ > 0 (since the likelihood ratios vary withj;). Hence, the additional performance measure;; is valuable in addition to x. This occurs even though the agent's
action does not influence the characteristics ofj;. The key here is thatj; is informative about the state and, thus, the principal can use it to insure (i.e, remove)
some of the incentive risk that is necessary if x is the only contractible performance measure.
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4

L{Xg,yH\a^^^)^^—
3
2

L{Xg,yL\a=V2)

1
0

L{xj,,yH\a-V2)

•1
•2

L(xj,,yL\a=y2)

•3

.

•4

0

,

;

.

^ ^ ^ - - ^ ^ ^
:

,

:

,

:

*** *%

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Informativeness parameter k
Figure 18.2: Likelihood ratios for a = Vi with varying
informativeness parameter k

Figure 18.2 shows how the likelihood ratios for inducing a = Vi vary with the
informativeness of j ; about the state (hurdle). Note that an optimal compensation contract will reward the agent for the "high hurdle signal" j ; ^ and punish
the agent for the "low hurdle signal" y^. Note also from Figure 18.2 that a
higher k, implies that the mean-preserving spreads of the likelihood ratios also
increase (since all four likelihood ratios have a probability of % when (p(Xg\a) =
a = V2 and (p(y) = V2). Hence, the variation in the likelihood ratios on which the
rewards and punishments can be based increases with the informativeness of 3;
about the state.
Table 18.1 shows the optimal contracts and Lagrange multipliers for varying values of the informativeness parameter k with ^ = 0 corresponding to the
case with contracting only on the outcome. Of course, the expected compensation costs (or equivalently the risk premium) decrease with k, since the additional information in y about a increases with k. However, note that even
though the variations in the likelihood ratios on which the rewards and punishments are based increase, the compensation scheme becomes less risky (since
the risk premium goes down) as k increases. This is reflected by the fact that the
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sensitivity of the agent's compensation with respect to variations in the likelihood ratio (i.e., //(A:)) goes down as k increases.^^
c ^{a, k) cixg,y,) c{xt,yd

c(.Xg,yH)

cix^^yH)

X{k)

fiik)

0.00

13.000

25.000

1.000

25.000

1.000

6.0

2.000

0.25

12.937

22.562

0.562

27.562

1.563

6.0

1.969

0.50

12.750

20.250

0.250

30.250

2.250

6.0

1.875

0.75

12.437

18.062

0.063

33.063

3.062

6.0

1.719

1.00

12.000

16.000

0.000

36.002

3.999

6.0

1.500

k

Table 18.1: Optimal incentive contracts for inducing a ^Vi for varying
informativeness of j;.

18.1.4 Linear Aggregation of Signals
A demand for aggregation of signals in performance evaluation may arise because reporting all basic transactions or signals about performance may be too
costly and impracticable. Aggregation is particularly common in accounting
information systems. Observe that in inducing a particular action a, we can
always replace a multi-dimensional signal with a single-dimensional representation without losing any valuable information. This is because the likelihood
ratio Le M, and the optimal second-best compensation contract is a function of
y only through L. The issue, therefore, is how the aggregation is performed.
Banker and Datar (1989) (BD) identify necessary and sufficient conditions on
the joint density function of signals y = (y^, ...,y„) under which linear aggregation of the signals is optimal}^ That is, these conditions are such that there
exists di sufficient implementation statistic that is a linear function of the signals.
BD assume thatZ(y|a) is continuously differentiable with respect to each
j;^, / = 1, ..., ^, and that (p{y\a) has constant support (all a e A) and satisfies

^^ Note that X is not affected by k. This is due to the fact that with square-root utiHty it follows
from the characterization of optimal incentive contracts and the participation constraint that X =
2{U + v{a)). Of course, this presumes that the participation constraint is binding which in turn
is assured by an optimal interior contract. Even though the optimal contract is not interior for k
= 1, the participation constraint is binding in the example.
^^ Amershi, Banker, and Datar (1990) relate this analysis to the Amershi and Hughes (1989)
analysis discussed in Appendix 18A.
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MLRP with respect to each of the elements of j;. The optimal compensation
contract is then assumed to be characterized by^^
M{c{y)) ^X + juL(y\a)

(18.12)

subject to boundary conditions in which c(y) = c if A + juL(y\a) < M(c).
Definition
The optimal compensation contract is based on a linear aggregate of (the
elements of) y (where j ; eY^ W) if there exist weights 6^, ...,d^ and a contract c'^'.R^C such that
c(y) = c^iyfiy))

and

^(y) - ^

d.y..

(18.13)

i=\

BD are particularly interested in settings in which the signal weights are independent of the utility function u(c), although they can depend upon the action
a that is to be implemented.^^
Proposition 18.9 (BD, Prop. 1)
When the principal is risk neutral, a sufficient condition for the optimal
compensation contract for inducing a to be based on a linear aggregation of
the signals y, represented by

i=\

with y/(-) independent of the agent's utility function, is that the joint density
function is of the form:
(p(y\a) = exp f g{y/(y,aXa)da

+ t(y)

(18.14)

where g(-), ^i(-)? •••? ^n(')? ^^^ K') ^^e arbitrary functions. Further, in this
case,

^^ For ease of notation, we suppress the dependence on the performance measurement system rj,
which is kept constant in this analysis.
^^ We refer to BD for proofs.
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dc{y)ldy. _

d^

dciy)ldyj "

dfa)'

The key characteristic of distributions satisfying (18.14) is that the likelihood
ratio can be expressed as a function of a linear function of the signals, i.e.,
L(y\a) = g(y/(y,a),aX
so that the optimal compensation contract is based on a linear aggregate of j;.
Note that this does not imply that the compensation contract itself is a linear
function ofj;. A broad subclass of joint density functions satisfying (18.14) is
given by:
cp(y\a) = cxp[j2U ^i(^)yi - r(a) + t(y)].

(18.15)

This subclass includes, for example, a multivariate normal distribution in which
a influences the means of the distributions of each variable.
Corollary
If (p(y I a) satisfies (18.15), then the optimal compensation contract for inducing a can be written as c^(^), where i//(-) is a linear function of j ; (and the
action to be implemented).
Proof: (18.15) is a special case of (18.14) ifdi(a) = A-{a), giy/.a) = i// - r'{a),
and t{y) is the constant of integration.
Q.E.D.
The following proposition shows that the joint density satisfying (18.14) is also
a necessary condition for the optimal compensation contract to be based on a
linear aggregate of j ; if the result must hold for all actions in A?^
Proposition 18.10 (BD, Prop. 2)
A necessary (as well as sufficient) condition for the optimal compensation
contract to be written as c^(^(y,a)), y/(y,a) = Si(a)yi + ... + S„(a)y„ for inducing all a E A,is that the joint density function is of the form in (18.14).
In the above analysis the weights on the signals can depend on the action to be
implemented. BD also consider the conditions under which S^(a) = d^,\/ a E A.

^^ BD give an example in which the optimal compensation contract for inducing the optimal
action is based on a linear aggregate of j^ even though the joint density does not satisfy (18.14).
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This holds if ij/iy) = S^ S^y^ is a sufficient statistic for j ; with respect to a, i.e.,
there exists a function g(y) such that

Relative Signal Weights
BD examine the relation between a signal's "precision" and "sensitivity" and
the relative weight it is given in the linear aggregation of the signals.
Definition
ThQ precision of signal;;^ is h^ia) = 1/Var(y^|a) and its sensitivity is y^J^a)
= dE\yi\a]/da.
Proposition 18.11 (BD, Prop. 3)
If the joint density function ofj; = (y^, ...,y„) is of the form

(p(y\a) = exp

'E(A,(a)y, ^ t,(y))-r(a)

(18.16)

i=\

S.(a)

then

dj(a)

=

h.(a)y.^(a)
=
.
hj(a)yj^(a)

That is, if thej^/s are independent (which is implied by (18.16)), then the relative weights assigned to a pair of signals is equal to the relative value of the precision of the signal times its sensitivity to changes in a, where the precision and
sensitivity are evaluated at the action to be implemented. The following proposition considers a case in which the signals are correlated.
Proposition 18.12 (BD, Prop. 4 and Corr. 2)
If the joint density function ofj; = iyi.yi) is of the form
(p{y\a)
= exp[zfi(a)3;i ^ A^{a)y^^ t^{y;) ^ t^{y^-yy;)
then

where

- r{a)\

y ^ 0,

\y^(a) ) - /2V
yo(^)yoJ^)l
^dAa)
— = hAa)
iv )v^uy
)yia\ n^
d^{a)
h^(a) {y^^(a) - y^(a)y^^(a)]

y.(a) =

Coy(y^,y2\a)
Var(y. | a)

= Coniy^.y^la)

a^(a)
^--,
o^a)

(18.17)
^^^^^^
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^/^(^) = Var(y^|a),

which implies that y^a) = y.
BD refer to the expressions in the square brackets in (18.18) as the adjusted
sensitivity of the signals. It reflects the fact that the information contained in
one signal is partially reflected in the other signal if the signals are not independent.
Now consider the special case in which y^J^a) > 0 and 3^2/^) " ^•> i-^-? the
action influences the first signal but not the second.
Proposition 18.13 (BD, Prop. 5)
Ifthejoint density function of3; = (yi,3;2) belongs to the class in (18.17), and
y\a<~^) ^ ^' >^2a(^) " ^' hi{a) > 0, and h2{a) > 0, then
8^{a)
8^{a)

=

CoY{y^,y^\a)
Var(y21 d)

= -CovY{y^,y^\a)

G^{a)
o^d)

.

Observe that d^id) is nonzero ifj^^ and3;2 ^^e correlated. Hence, even though 372
reveals nothing about a directly, it is used in deriving the optimal performance
measure because it is informative about the uncontrollable factors influencing
y^ (which is influenced by the action d). Further observe that ifj^^ ^^dy2 are
positively (negatively) correlated, then y2 will be given negative (positive)
weight. That is, if the two signals are positively correlated, the agent will
receive higher compensation if he obtains a high value ofj^^ with a low value of
3^2 than with a high value of 3;2- This is consistent with the concept of basing
compensation on how well the agent does relative to some other "standard" or
other measure that reveals whether the uncontrollable factors were favorable or
unfavorable. That is, the agent receives higher compensation if he obtains a
"high" outcome in "bad" times than in "good" times and, conversely, he is not
penalized as severely for a "low" outcome in "bad" times as he is for a "low"
outcome in "good" times.
BD make the observation that two signals, y^ 3ndy2, should be aggregated
into a single measure j^^ + y2 if, and only if, the intensity (sensitivity times precision) of the individual components are equal.
Impact of Changes in the Scale of a Signal
Consider a pair of signals y = (yi,>^2)? ^^^ assume that the second signal is replaced by a linear transformation of that signal, i.e., 3/ = (yi,y2) where y2 = ky2
+ b. Observe that changing the scale of a signal does not change its informativeness. In particular, it is relatively straightforward to prove that using 3/ in-
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stead ofj; will result mprecisely the same action choice and compensation cost
- the optimal incentive contracts will have the following relation:

Observe that transforming y2 will change both the precision and the sensitivity
of the second signal. In particular,
h^Xa) = h^ia)/]^
and

3^2a(^)= ^^2/^)-

Furthermore, the transformation will change the relative weight assigned to the
two signals:

dl{a)

^2(^)

If ^ > 1, then the contract based on the transformed signal will place relatively
more weight on the first signal - but that is merely an offsetting adjustment.
The transformed second signal is more sensitive than the untransformed signal,
but that is offset by the decreased precision.

18.2 RISK AVERSE AGENT "OWNS" THE OUTCOME
Now consider a setting in which the agent "receives" or "owns" outcome x.
This may be a setting in which the principal owns the technology that generates
X but cannot directly observe the x that is produced, so that the agent can consume any amount not paid to the principal. Alternatively, this may be a setting
in which the agent owns the technology that produces x and he seeks to obtain
capital from and share his risk with the risk neutral principal. In this setting we
have two roles for a performance measure y\ as a mechanism to facilitate the
sharing of the agent's risk fromx; and as a mechanism to provide incentives for
the agent's action.
In this setting the contract is ;r: 7 ^ M, which specifies a payment n from the
agent to the principal. To simplify the analysis, we assume there is no lower
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bound on the agent's consumption, which is c = x - niy)?^ Hence, the principal's decision problem is:
maximize U^{n,a,f]) = ^
7i(y),a

7t(y) (p(y\a,rj),

(18.T)

yeY

subject to U%7t,a,rj) = X^ X^ u(x-7t(y)) (p(x,y\a,rj) - v(a) > U, (18.2')
xeX yeY

a E argmax U\n,a',fi),
a'

(18.3')

EA

We assume that^ is convex and constraint (18.3') can be represented by
U:{n,a,fj)-0,
(18.3c0
Forming the appropriate Lagrangian and differentiating with respect to n{y)
provides:

Y, u'i^ - ^(y))A
XEX

1.

+ Jd
(p{y\a,fj)

(18.50

(p(y\a,fj)

Observe that ifx andj; are independent, i.e., (p{x,y \a,rj) = (p{x \ a, rj) (p{y \ a, rj), then
y reveals nothing about x and cannot be used for risk sharing. In that setting,
7t(y) = TT^, a constant, and the induced action is
a"" e argmax U^{7f,a\f]^) = ^
a'eA

u(x-7i^) (p(x\a') - v(a'),

XEX

i.e., the result is the same as if there is no contractible information.
Pure Insurance Informativeness
We first consider information that reveals nothing about the agent's action, but
is informative about the uncontrollable events that influence the outcome x. We
assume that events 9 e 0 define an outcome adequate partition on the state
space S, so that we can express the outcome as a function x = x{9,a).

^^ If there is a lower bound c_ and j^ does not reveal x, we must either restrict niy) to be such that
X - niy) > c for all x andy such that (p(x,y\a)> 0 orwQ must introduce the possibility that the
agent can declare bankruptcy if x - 7t(y) < c, possibly with a deadweight bankruptcy cost being
borne by the principal.
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Definition Exclusively 0-informative
Performance measurement system rj is exclusively ©-informative if
V a E A,

(p{y\9,a) -(p{y\9\

i.e., conditional on 0 the action does not influence the signal;;,
and
(p(y\9) ^ (p(y)^ for some (y,^),
i.e., the signal j ; is not independent of ^.
Recall that in Chapter 3 we introduced the concepts of an outcome relevant partition of the state space S (the coarsest outcome adequate partition) and the
informativeness relation between two information systems. We now introduce
the concepts of payoff relevance and 9 informativeness for a given action.
Definition Payoff Relevance for Action a
©{a) is a payoff relevant partition of S for action a if it is the coarsest
partition such that for each 9 e ©{a)
x{s\a) = x(s]a),

V s\s^ E 9.

Definition At least as ©(a)-informative
Performance measurement system rf is at least as ©(a)-informative as rf if,
and only if, there exists a Markov matrix B such that

where

x\ ^ [(p(y\9)\0^^^\^\Y\ ^^d B ^ [ % ^ | / ) ]|^2|,|^i|.

Proposition 18.14
If the agent "owns" x and is strictly risk averse, a system that is exclusively
©-informative has positive value (relative to no information). Furthermore,
if a^ would be implemented with rj^ and system rf is at least as ©(a^)informative as //^ then rf is at least as preferred as ;/\ with strict preference
if//^ is not at least as 0(a^)-informative as rf.
Proof: Set n{y^) such that
E
9E0{a)

u{x{0,a)-n{y^))cp{0\y^)
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u{x{9,a)-n'{y'))b{y'\/)(p{9\/).

This new contract has the same incentive properties as TI" and provides U to the
agent. By Jensen's inequality, it provides the principal with at least the same
level of utility. Strict preference follows \fb(y \y^) e (0,1) for some3;/,3;2 such
that n^iyl) ^ n^iyl)- Alternatively, ifj;^ is a function of^ (i.e., rf is a collapsing
of ;/^) 3ndyi,y2 are two signals such that3;^(yi) ^y^(yl) and (p{x\yl,a) ^ (p{x\yl,a)
for some x e X, then n^iy^) cannot satisfy the first-order conditions for bothj;!^
3ndy2 (except in anomalous cases).
Q.E.D.
The key here is that tj provides a basis for insurance without raising any moral
hazard problems (e.g., hail insurance)?^ There is no need here for the agent to
be effort averse to obtain the above result.
Insurance/Incentive Informativeness
Now consider the case in which rj is not a pure insurance reporting system (i.e.,
it is not exclusively 0-informative). If x (i.e., 9) is revealed by j ; , then (p{x\y,a)
= 1 if X = x{y,a), and the first-order condition becomes

M{x{y)-n{y))

-X

^n(y I ^)
+//^^VTT(p(y\a)

Hence, if two systems both reveal x, then we can compare those systems on the
basis of their relative ^-informativeness, and we will get the same results as if
a risk neutral principal "owns" the outcome. Therefore, we focus here on cases
in which j ; does not fully reveal x. Of course, the system must reveal something
about X, otherwise it has no value.
Definition Insurance/Incentive Informativeness
Performance measurement system rj isXa-informative (insurance/incentive
informative) if ^(xlj;,^) ^ (p(x\a), for at least somej; e 7, and isXA-informative if it is Xa-informative for dXXa e A.
ff is at least as XA-informative as rf if, and only if, there exists a
Markov matrix B such that
^^ Hail storms are a major risk for the crops on the prairies, but farmers can insure themselves
against that risk by buying hail insurance. The contract is such that the farmer buys insurance for
a nominal amount per acre, for example, $1,000 per acre. In case of a hail storm, the contract is
settled by paying the farmer the nominal amount per acre times the number of acres insured times
the average percentage of the crop destroyed in those acres. A key feature of this contract is that
the insurance payment is independent of the value of the crop and, hence, the payment is independent of the farmer's skills and effort.
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where ^ ^ [(p(y\x,a,rj)\^^^,^^^^,^Y^ and B ^ [ % ^ | / ) ]|^2|,|^i|.
Proposition 18.15 (Gjesdal 1982, Prop. 2)
If the agent "owns" x and is strictly risk and effort averse, then rj has positive value if it is X4-informative (and has zero value if it is notXa-informative for any a). Furthermore, if//^ is at least as X4-informative as rj\ then
fj^ is at least as preferred asrj\ with strict preference if//Ms not at least as
X4-informative as tj^.
Proof: Set 7t(y^) such that
X) u(x-7t(y^))(p(x\y^a) = Y.
XEX

y^eY^

Yl u(x -7t^(y^)) b(y^\y^)(p(x\y^,a).
^^^

This new contract has the same incentive properties as n^ and provides U to the
agent. By Jensen's inequality, it provides the principal with at least the same
level of utility.
Strict preference follows if b{y^ \y^) e (0,1) for some3;/,3;2 such that 7t^(yl)
^ ^^(yi)' Alternatively, ifj;^ is a function of^ diwdy^^yl are two signals such
that3;^(yi^) ^ y^iyi) and (p{x\yl,a) ^ (p{x\y2,a) for some x eX, then n^iy^) cannot
satisfy the first-order conditions for bothj;!^ ^^^yl (except in anomalous cases).
Q.E.D.
Observe that informativeness about the outcome is crucial, because the primary
purpose of the contract is to reduce the risk that must be borne by the agent.
However, if a signal used for risk sharing is influenced by the agent's action,
then a comparison of one signal to another must simultaneously include bothXand ^-informativeness.

18.3 RISK AVERSE PRINCIPAL "OWNS"
THE OUTCOME
If the principal is risk averse and "owns" the outcome x, but there is no report
of X that can be used in contracting with the agent, then the situation is very
similar to the preceding case. In particular, there is both an insurance and an
incentive demand for information. However, in this case the system is valuable
if it is ^-informative even if it is not 0-informative (the principal wants to
motivate the agent's action choice even if he cannot share his risk with the
agent). The similarity to the preceding case follows from the fact that both the
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insurance and incentive properties of the reports are relevant when comparing
systems.^^
Proposition 18.16
If a risk averse principal "owns" x, there is no verified report of x, and the
agent is risk and effort averse, then performance measurement system rj has
positive value if it is either ^-informative orX-informative. Furthermore,
if//^ is at least as X4-informative as rf, then it is at least as preferred, with
strict preference, ifff is not at least as X4-informative as rf.

18.3.1 Economy-wide and Firm-specific Risks^^
We now consider a setting in which the production technology is "owned" by
a "principal" who is a partnership of well-diversified shareholders in an economy where there are both economy-wide risk and firm-specific risk (see Section
5.4.2). It follows from the analysis in Section 5.4.2 that the principal's (i.e., the
shareholders') preferences can be represented as if he is risk neutral with respect
to the diversifiable firm-specific risk, whereas he is risk averse with respect to
economy-wide risk.
We assume the economy-wide event 9^ e 0^ is contractible information and
is not influenced by the agent's action, i.e., (p(0^ \ a) = (p{9^. The outcome relevant firm-specific events are not contractible, but the contractible performance
measure y is influenced by both the firm-specific and economy-wide events as
well as the agent's action, as represented by the joint conditional probability
function (p{y,x \ a, 9^. If we ignore the possibility of a lower bound on compensation, the compensation contract is a function c\ 7x 0^ - M, where both 7 and
0g are assumed to be finite sets.
The objective of the principal is to maximize the market value of the firm
net of compensation to the manager (agent). If the capital market is "effectively
complete" with respect to the economy-wide events, there exists a unique riskadjusted probability function for the economy-wide events (p{9) such that the
market value of the firm is given by (see Section 5.4.2):

U\c,a,fj) - E
eee

E
yeY

T.[^-^(y^Se)^V(yMa.9)c^{9),
XEX

^^ The proof is basically the same as for Proposition 18.15.
^^ Ideally, the reader will have studied Volume I, Chapter 5 (or will have studied finance theory
that deals with efficient risk sharing when there is diversifiable and non-diversifiable risk) before
studying this section. That background would help you understand the assumptions made in this
section. However, the material in this section can be read without that background.
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That is, the market value is the risk-adjusted expected value of the conditional
expected residual payoff to the shareholders given the economy-wide event.
The key here is that the risk adjustment of the probability function only pertains
to the economy-wide events - the firm-specific risk can be diversified and,
therefore, well-diversified shareholders do not require a risk premium for taking
on that type of risk. We assume the capital market is large and competitive such
that the agent's action has no impact on the risk-adjusted probabilities.
In a market setting the agent may also be able to trade. We assume that he
is not able to trade in claims for his own firm. This would enable the manager
to (partly) undo the firm-specific risk in his compensation and, thus, be detrimental to incentives provided through his compensation. Of course, if the firmspecific events are publicly observable and the agent can trade in a complete set
of firm-specific and economy-wide event claims, the first-best solution can be
obtained by selling the firm to the manager and let him insure his risk through
trading in the capital market. However, the capital market is typically incomplete with respect to firm-specific claims.
On the other hand, it is unreasonable to assume that the agent cannot trade
in diversified portfolios. Consequently, we assume that the agent can trade in
a complete set of event claims for the economy-wide events. Hence, when
designing the optimal compensation contract, the principal must consider both
the agent's action choices and his trading in economy-wide event claims. The
payoff from the portfolio acquired by the agent is denoted w = w(0^). We
assume that the agent has no initial wealth so that the agent's portfolio problem
given the compensation scheme c and action a can be formulated as
maximize

subject to

UXc+w,a,rj) = Y. Y. u\c{y,9^)+w{9^),a)(p{y\a,9^)(p{9^),

Y.

J2

[c(yA)M^e)]'P(y\^AMOe)

9^E0

yeY

The first-order condition for the agent's position in the event claim for economy-wide event 9^ is given by
U:(c+w,a\de^r])<p(9J - y<p\9J = 0,

V^^,

where y is the Lagrange multiplier for the agent's budget constraint and
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ul{ciy,e^yw{9^),a)fiy\a,e^),

Vd^.

;EY

If there is no firm-specific risk, so that the outcome x can be written as a function of the agent's action and the economy-wide event 0^, i.e., x = x(a,0^), the
first-best solution can be obtained by selling the firm to the agent.^^ In that case,
the agent obtains x(a,0^) - F*, where F* is the first-best market value of the
firm. It then follows from the agent's first-order condition for his portfolio
choice that the agent's optimal portfolio of economy-wide event claims will be
such that
ul(x(a,8J

- r

+ w(8J,a)cp(8J

= ycfiOJ,

\/8^.

Consequently, for an optimal portfolio the agent's marginal utility of consumption is proportional to the risk-adjusted probabilities for the economy-wide
events. That is, the sharing of the economy-wide risk is efficient and the agent's
action choice is first-best since the agent bears all the costs and benefits of his
action. Therefore, there must be firm-specific riskfor an incentive problem to
exist]
Suppose (c,w,a) is an optimal contract. Now consider the compensation
contract c^ defined by

c^iyA) = c(yA) ^ HOel
This contract gives the agent the same consumption possibilities in all contingencies (y,^e) and, therefore, leaves the agent's action incentives and expected
utility unchanged compared to (c,w). Moreover, it follows from the agent's
budget constraint that c and c^ are equally costly to the principal. However,
since w solves the agent's portfolio problem given the compensation scheme c,
the agent's optimal portfolio choice with c^ is not to trade in any of the event
claims. Hence, we can assume without loss of generality that the principal
chooses among compensation contracts for which the agent has no incentive to
trade. Note that this does not imply that the agent's portfolio choice is a nonbinding incentive constraint.
We can now formulate the principal's decision problem for inducing a particular action a as follows, assuming the first-order conditions are sufficient conditions for the agent's incentive constraints.

^^ Alternatively, in this case, the first-best solution might also be achievable with a penalty
contract that severely punishes the agent if the outcome reveals that he has not taken the first-best
action.
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c \a, rj) = minimize J ]
O,E0^

Yl ^CV' 6>^) ^ (v I ^^ ^e) ^ (^e)'

(18.r')

yEY

(18.2^0

subject to U^{c,a,fj) > U,
Ul{c,aM9^cp{9^-yc^{9^

= 0, V ^, e 0„ (18.3p'0
(18.3c'')

U^(c,a,T]) = 0.

where c\a,fj) is the market value of the market value minimizing compensation contract that implements a given performance measurement system rj.
There are two main differences between this decision problem and those
considered earlier with a risk neutral principal. Firstly, the principal and the
agent use different probabilities for the economy-wide events. The principal
uses the risk-adjusted probabilities for the economy-wide events reflecting the
risk premiums attached to those events. The agent uses the unadjusted probabilities, since his marginal utility of consumption is affected by the firm-specific
risk and is, therefore, not proportional to the risk-adjusted probabilities. Secondly, there is an additional incentive constraint for the agent's portfolio choice.
This may be a binding constraint, since the agent has the possibility of mitigating the impact of the economy-wide events on his compensation through his
portfolio choice of economy-wide event claims.
Assuming the agent has a separable utility function, the first-order condition
for an optimal compensation contract is given by^^
M(c(y,^J) = k{a)

X + d{e^

fi

k(a)

(p(y\a,6)

(18.19)

where A, S(0^), and ju are the Lagrange multipliers for the corresponding constraints in the principal's decision problem. The impact of the agent's notrading constraint appears as a term related to his risk aversion, whereas the
impact of the differences in the beliefs for the economy-wide events enters as
a simple multiple of the ratio between the agent's probability and the investors'
risk-adjusted probability (i.e., the inverse of the valuation index for the econ-

Note that (p(6^) and (p(6) have the same support (see Chapter 5).
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omy-wide events). When the risk-adjusted probability is relatively low, i.e.,
aggregate consumption is relatively high, the agent receives a relatively high
compensation, and vice versa. That is, the principal sets the compensation such
that it is positively "correlated" with aggregate consumption. This occurs for
two related reasons. Firstly, the market value of a compensation contract is
lower, the more positively correlated it is with aggregate consumption, ceteris
paribus. Secondly, since the agent can trade in economy-wide event claims and
the compensation contract must be such that he has no incentive to trade, he
must have a relatively low conditional expected marginal utility for the economy-wide events for which the event prices are relatively low.
In order to disentangle these two effects and to abstract from the effects of
variations in the agent's risk aversion, we assume that the agent has an exponential utility function which is either additively or multiplicatively separable, i.e.,
u''{c,a) = - exp [- r(c-K(a)) ] - v(a), so that k(a) = exp [ rK(a) ]
with

multiplicatively separable:

K\ K" > 0 and v{a) = 0,

additively separable:

K(a) = 0 and v' > 0, v" > 0.

This implies that
M(c) = r~^ exp [re],

——
u'{c)

= - ^^

and — — = rK'(a).
k(a)

Hence, by taking logs of both sides of (18.19) and rearranging terms, the firstorder condition becomes

r

where

ln|

+ In l(a,e^)

X{a,9^) = X - rd{9^) + rjUK'(a);

+ ju^-—-—

| + K(a)

(18.20)

K(a) = ln(r) + rK(a).

Proposition 18.17
Suppose the agent has either an additively or multiplicatively separable
exponential utility function. Ifj; and 0^ are independent, i.e., (p(y\a,0^) =
(p{y\a), then
(a) the agent's no-trading constraint (18.3p") is not binding, and
(b) the agent's compensation is additively separable inj; and 9^.
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Proof: To show (a) suppose (c, a) is an optimal contract for the principal' s decision problem in which the agent cannot trade in economy-wide event claims.
The optimal compensation contract is determined by an equation similar to
(18.20) except that the ^(^g)-term is fixed at zero so that )i{a,9^) does not
depend on 9^. We now show that this contract leaves the agent with no incentive to trade, i.e., there exists a Lagrange-multiplier y independent of the economy-wide event such that the agent's no-trade constraint (18.3p") is satisfied.
Inserting the structure of the optimal contract given by (18.20) using the
assumption thatj; and 9^ are independent, we get that

U^(c,a,T]\9J = 2^ ^—77- ^(^) +/^ , , ,
Qxp(-K(a) +rK(a)) (p(y\a)
(P(y\ci) )
yeY (p(9J V

Hence, defining y by

1^ U(a) + // , , ,

^(yl4

shows that the agent has no incentive to trade. Since the principal can do at
least as well with the imposition of a no-trading constraint as with permitting
agent trading, and {c,a) is feasible with agent trading, {c,a) is also optimal with
trading permitted.
(b) follows immediately from (18.20), given independence and (a).
Q.E.D.
The proposition demonstrates that if the economy-wide event is not informative
about either the agent's action or the agent's conditional marginal utility of
consumption given 9^, the variation in the agent's compensation due to the
economy-wide events is solely derived from an efficient risk sharing of the
economy-wide risk between the principal and the agent. That is, the sharing of
the economy-wide risk and the provision of incentives through the firm-specific
risk are separable. In order to minimize the market value of the compensation
contract the principal chooses the compensation so that it is highly correlated
with aggregate consumption. If the agent cannot trade, he requires a risk
premium for taking on that type of risk. That tradeoff is precisely such that the
marginal rates of substitutions for the economy-wide events are equated for the
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well-diversified shareholders and the agent so that the agent has no incentive to
do any additional trading in economy-wide event claims.
At first glance it may seem surprising that the no-trading constraint is not
binding when the agent has additively separable exponential utility since this
utility function exhibits wealth effects. However, recall that the agent has only
one consumption date. Hence, his trading only affects the variation in his consumption across the economy-wide events and not the level of consumption. If
the agent has an initial consumption date (at the contracting date) so that he can
shift the level of consumption between consumption dates, the no-trading constraint will be binding for the additively separable exponential utility function.
In that case there will be a tension between the intertemporal allocation of consumption and optimal incentives (which we explore in Chapter 24). However,
the no-trading constraint will still be non-binding for the multiplicatively separable exponential utility function with multiple consumption dates since the
level of consumption has no impact on action choices for this utility function.
In general, we expect the performance measure y to be correlated with the
economy-wide event, and to be influenced by the agent's action. Consequently,
the economy-wide event is expected to be insurance informative. For example,
knowledge of the economy-wide event can be helpful in making inferences
about whether a good outcome is due to the agent working hard or to favorable
market conditions. In such cases, there will be tension between the sharing of
economy-wide risk, the agent's trading, and optimal incentives. Intuitively, if
the agent can trade in economy-wide event claims, the principal cannot as
efficiently allocate incentive bonuses and penalties across the economy-wide
events as would be possible if the agent could not trade in these claims. When
the agent can trade in these claims, he will have an incentive to "insure" (i.e.,
"smooth") these bonuses and penalties through his trading. We illustrate this
in the following section using the hurdle model.

18.3.2 Hurdle Model with Economy-wide and Firm-specific
Risks
The hurdle model provides a simple setting in which we can illustrate the impact
of economy-wide risk and agent trading of economy-wide event claims. Recall
from Section 17.3.2 the action space is continuous with a e [0,1] and there are
two outcomes x^ > x^. We now introduce two economy-wide events, 0e^ {^g->
9j^}, which we refer to as the good and the bad events, respectively. The hurdle
/z is a firm-specific event which is independently uniformly distributed over the
interval [0,1]. If the agent clears the hurdle, i.e., a > h, and thQ good event
obtains, then the good outcome Xg occurs. Otherwise, the bad outcome x^
occurs. Hence, the probability of the good outcome given a is (p(x \ a) = a(p{9X
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whereas the probability of the bad outcome given a is ^(x^ \a) = (1 - ci)(p{9^ +

vie,).
The good event is associated with "large" aggregate consumption compared
to the bad event. Hence, the risk-adjusted probability for the good event is less
than or equal to the original probability for the good event, i.e.,^(^ ) < (p{6\
and vice versa for the bad event.
In the following we assume that the agent has an additively separable exponential utility function and consider the optimal contract for inducing a = Vi.
We use the following data:
u{c) = - exp[-c]; v(a) = Aal{\ - a ) ;

^ = - 1;

(p{9^) = f{e,) = V2.
Risk Neutral Shareholders and No Agent Trading
Note that the outcome is only informative about the agent's action in the good
event - the bad outcome obtains with certainty in the bad event. In order to
illustrate the impact of the differences in information content for the two events,
we assume initially that the shareholders are risk neutral so that the risk-adjusted
probabilities are equal to the original probabilities for the two economy-wide
events. Furthermore, the agent is exogenously precluded from trading. The
optimal contract is shown in Table 18.2 along with the agent's expected marginal utilities conditional on the economy-wide events.
c\a)

c(x^,e^)

c(xt„Og)

c(xi„0b)

0.155

0.542

-0.323

0.200

u%c,a\e;)

0.982

0.818

Table 18.2: Optimal contract for inducing a = V2 with risk
neutral shareholders and agent exogenously
precluded from trading.
We can view compensation as imposing two types of risk on the agent: outcome risk and event risk. In this example, the outcome risk only occurs if the
good event occurs, and is required to induce the agent to select a = V2. Event
risk is imposed if the agent's expected marginal utility in the good event differs
from his expected marginal utility in the bad event. Since the shareholders are
risk neutral, there are no risk sharing reasons for imposing event risk. However,
Table 18.2 reveals that event risk is imposed. The reason for this is that with
additive utility, the outcome risk premium required to induce a given action a
can be reduced if the compensation in the good event is reduced (see Appendix
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17C). Of course, this reduction must be offset by an increased compensation in
the bad event (so the participation constraint is satisfied), which creates event
risk for the agent. The greater the reduction in the good event compensation,
the lower is the outcome risk premium, but the greater is the event risk premium. The contract in Table 18.2 makes an optimal tradeoff between these two
types of risk premia.^^ If event claims are available, the compensation contract
is such that the agent has an incentive to buy claims for the good event and sell
claims for the bad event (since the conditional expected marginal utility is
higher in the good event than in the bad event).^^
Risk Averse Shareholders and No Agent Trading
Now consider the setting in which the shareholders are risk averse and, therefore, require a risk premium for taking economy-wide risk. This is depicted as
the risk-adjusted probability for the good event being less than the original
probability for that event. For the purpose of our numerical example we set
(p{0 ) = A (< (p(0 ) = VT). Suppose again that the agent is exogenously precluded from trading. Table 18.3 shows the optimal contract along with the
agent's expected marginal utilities conditional on the economy-wide events
times the ratio of the original and risk-adjusted event probabilities.

c\a){c\a))
0.146(0.173)

t/>,a|^,)x^(^.)V(^.)

c{x^,eg)

c(Xh,eg)

c(Xi,6'i)

0.832

-0.211

0.036

0.835 x.5/.4 = 1.044

0.965 X.5/.6 =0.804

Table 18.3: Optimal contract for inducing a ^Vi with risk averse shareholders ((p(0 ) = A) and agent exogenously precluded from
trading.

^^ Chapter 25 uses a similar argument in an intertemporal setting where utility levels are shifted
between multiple consumption dates.
^^ It can be shown that if the agent's action does not affect the probabilities for the outcome in
the bad event, the following relation holds between the optimal compensations in the good and
the bad event (see Christensen and Frimor, 1998),
M{c{x„0,)) = E[M(c)\a,e^].
Since M(-) = \/u'(') and 1/w' is a convex function, Jensen's inequality implies that
U:ic,a\d,) < ir:(c,a\d,X
SO that the agent has incentive to buy claims for the good event in return for selling claims for the
bad event.
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Note that the agent is paid more in the good event and less in the bad event
compared to the setting in which there is no risk adjustment of the probabilities
for the economy-wide events (see equations (18.19) and (18.20)). This is a consequence of the fact that paying compensation in the good event has a lower
market value than paying the same amount in the bad event - the expected compensation (0.173) is higher, but the market value of the compensation contract
in Table 18.3 (0.146) is lower than that of the compensation contract in Table
18.2 (0.164). However, there is a tradeoff between shifting compensation (and,
thus, utilities) from the "expensive" bad event to the "less costly" good event
and a higher risk premium paid in the good event to induce the agent to jump.
This tradeoff is such that the agent's marginal utility conditional on the events
is now lower in the good event than in the bad event. However, the agent still
has an incentive to buy claims for the good event and sell claims for the bad
event since the claim for the good event is relatively cheap, i.e. the conditional
expected marginal utility times the ratio of the original and risk-adjusted probabilities is higher for the good than for the bad event.^^
Risk Averse Shareholders and Agent Trading
Now consider the setting in which the shareholders are risk averse and the agent
can trade in claims for the two economy-wide events. Without loss of generality the optimal contract is determined such that the agent has no incentive to
trade, i.e., subject to the constraint (18.3p"). Table 18.4 shows the optimal contract along with the agent's expected marginal utilities conditional on the economy-wide events times the ratio of original and risk-adjusted event probabilities.
In order to eliminate the agent's incentive to trade, the agent's conditional
expected marginal utility must be reduced for the good event and increased for
the bad event compared to the contract in Table 18.4. This is achieved by paying
the agent less in the bad event, and more in the good event but with a higher
variability (to maintain inducement of a = Vi). This tends to further increase the

^^ As in the risk neutral shareholder setting (see footnote 28), it can now be shown that
M(c(x„d,))xf{d,)l<p(d,)

= E[M(c)|a,0Jx^'(0p/^(^p.

Jensen's inequality now implies that
U:(c,a\0,)>^<p(e,)l<^(9,) < U:(c,a\d,)x<P(d,V<P(0,),
SO that the agent has incentive to buy (sell) claims for the good (bad) event. More generally, the
optimal contract is such that the agent has incentives to buy claims for the event in which the outcome is most informative about the agent's action, and sell claims for the other event.
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outcome risk premium paid in the good event to induce the agent to jump.^^
Hence, the agent's trading opportunities make it more costly to induce him to
jump because of the higher risk premium he must be paid in the good event
(where his utility level is relatively higher than without trading opportunities).

c\a){c\a))
0.159(0.218)
\u:{c,a\O)^<p{9)l(p{0)

c(x^,dg)

4xt,0g)

cfe^i)

1.139

-0.113

-0.077

0.720x.5/.4 = 0.900

1.080X.5/.6 =0.900

Table 18.4: Optimal contract for inducing a = Vi with risk averse shareholders ((p(0 ) = A) and agent trading.

18.4 COSTLY CONDITIONAL ACQUISITION OF
INFORMATION
The preceding analyses have focused on determining the value and use of alternative information with no explicit consideration of information system costs.
The separate examination of the value of information has a long tradition in the
information economics literature. The basic perspective is that information will
not be acquired unless it is valuable, so identifying information characteristics
that give it value is the first step in any analysis. Second, it is useful to assess
the relative value of information systems so that we know whether one system
might be more desirable than another from a value perspective. However, the
final choice of the system must ultimately be based on a comparison of the alternative systems' relative values and costs.
In this section we explicitly consider a setting in which the acquisition of
additional information is conditional on the primary signal that is reported. In
this setting, the cost of acquiring the additional information plays a central role
because the decision as to which primary signals induce the acquisition of additional information is based on a comparison of the acquisition cost versus the
expected benefit from that acquisition for each possible primary signal. Several
papers have examined this issue, e.g., Baiman and Demski (1980a,b), Lambert
(1985), and Young (1986). The following analysis is based primarily on the
paper by Lambert. In most papers the primary signal is the outcome x, but we
adopt a more general approach and treat the former as a special case. The prin-

^^ This is reflected by the fact that the optimal Lagrange multiplier for the agent's action constraint is /i = 0.446 for the contract with agent trading in Table 18.4 as opposed to /i = 0.298 for
the contract without agent trading in Table 18.3.
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cipal is assumed to be risk neutral so the key aspect of the primary signal is its
informativeness about the agent's action.
Basic Model Elements
We return to a setting in which a risk neutral principal "owns" the outcome x e
X, which is the result of the action ae A implemented by a risk and effort averse
agent with an additively separable utility function u^'ic.a) = u(c) - v(a), with u'
>0, ^/''<0, a n d v ' > 0 .
There are two possible signals, y^ e Y^ ^ndy2 e Y2. The primary signal j^^
is always reported, whereas the secondary signal 3;2 is only reported if the principal pays a cost K. The decision to incur the cost K may be contingent on the
observed primary signal y^.
(p{yi,y2W) is the joint probability of the two signals given action a, and
(piy^ I a) is the marginal probability of signal;;^, / = 1,2. The principal's posterior
belief about 3;2 given j ; ! and a is given by (p{y2W->y\) " ^(yi?>^2k)/^(yi k)-^^
The principal's investigation strategy is denoted a\ Y^ ^ [0,1], where a{y^
is the probability that the principal "investigates," i.e., he pays to have3;2 reported, given the primary signal j ^ ^ It is important to observe that the analysis assumes that the principal commits to a particular investigation strategy a at the
time he contracts with the agent. That is, the investigation is based on a fixed
investigation rule, and is not based on an ex post decision by the principal.
Otherwise, it would be rational for the principal, ex post, not to investigate after
the agent has taken his action (under the assumption that the investigation strategy a will be implemented).
We represent the compensation contract as consisting of two components:
^(yi.3^2) = ^(yi) + ^(yi.3^2). where
c\ 7i - [0,oo) specifies the basic amount that is paid if only the primary
signal is reported, i.e., there is no investigation.
d\ Y1XY2 ^ [-^(yi),~) specifies the "bonus" (possibly negative) that is
paid if both j ; ! and3;2 ^^e reported, i.e., ifj^^ is reported and an investigation to determine y2 is made.
Principars Decision Problem
We again focus on the first stage of the GH approach and determine the least
cost strategy and compensation contract for inducing the agent to take an arbitrary action a (which is not his least cost action). The principal's first-stage

^^ Baiman and Demski (1980a,b) assume independence, i.e., (p{yi,y2\ci) = (p(y\\^)(p(y2\^)^ but
Lambert (1985) permits the two signals to be correlated.
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decision problem is as follows, assuming that^ is convex and the incentive constraint can be replaced by the agent's first-order condition:^^
c "^{a) = minimize c (a, a, c, d)
a,c,3

E

(l-«(y,))c(y,)

+ «(yi) J2 [^(yO + ^(y^yi) + '^]^(yil^^yi) <p(yiWX
subject to U''(a,a,c,S) > U,
U"(a,a,c,d) = 0,

c(y,)^0, Vj, 6 7„if«(y,)<l,
c(y,) + Siy^y^) > 0,

V (y„y,) e Y, x Y„ if a(y,) > 0,

a(y,)e [0,1], \/y, e Y„
where

U%a, a, c, d)

E

[ 1 - a(yi)] u(c(y^))

3^2e^2

The Lagrangian (omitting constants and boundary conditions) for this decision
problem is:
Sf = c(a,a,c,d)

- lU^(a,a,c,d)

-

juU^(a,a,c,d).

The first-order conditions that characterize the two components of the optimal
compensation contract (assuming an interior solution) are
no investigation: M(c(yi)) = 1 + juLiy^ \ a),

^^ See Jewitt (1988) for a discussion of conditions under which this can be done in the conditional
investigation case considered by Baiman and Demski (1980).
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investigation:

M{c{yi,y^) = A + idL{yi,y2\a).

Observe that when there is investigation, the likelihood ratio can be written as
^
L{y^.y2W) = ^
(piyvyiW)

"

, I , + ^
-LiyiW)
v(yM)
(p(y2\yv^)

+ L(y2\y^,a).

Note also that E[Z(y2 bi?^) Ij^il " 0? which implies E[L(y^,y2 \ a) ly^] = L(y^ \ a) so
that the likelihood ratio with investigation is a mean-preserving spread of the
likelihood ratio without investigation. Lambert interprets this as implying that
the additional incentive information provided by an investigation is not systematically favorable or unfavorable with respect to the agent's action.
Optimal Investigation Policy
In the principal's decision problem, the objective function and the participation
and incentive constraints are all linear in a(yi), for QSichy^. This implies that the
probability of investigation will always be a corner solution, i.e., for QSichy^ we
have either afy^) = 0 or afy^) = 1 .^^ Differentiating the Lagrangian for the principal's decision problem with respect to aiy^) yields:
- [B(y^) -K]g)(y^\a%
where B(y^) = c(y^) - Y. ^(^1.3^2)^0^2^1.^) - K^CVi)) [^ + ML(yi\a)]
+ Y. ^(^(yi'>y2))[^ + ML(yi,y2\a)]g)(y2\yi,a).

The optimal investigation policy is determined by a trade-off between the cost
and benefits of an investigation, so that a is either zero or one.
Proposition 18.18
The gross benefit of an investigation is positive for eachj;!, i.e., B{y^ > 0,
and strictly positive if j^^ is not a sufficient statistic for (y 1,3^2) with respect
to the agent's action. The optimal investigation policy is to investigate if,
and only if, Bfy^) > K.

^^ This assumes that the optimal compensation contract is interior - otherwise, it may be optimal
to use a randomized investigation strategy. In the subsequent analysis we assume the optimal
compensation contract is interior.
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Proof: It follows immediately from minimizing the Lagrangian that it is optimal to investigate with probability one if, and only if, B{y^ > K. Otherwise, no
investigation is optimal.^"^
Next, show that 5(yi) > 0. Let m{l) = A + jul (= \lu'{c{m{l)))) denote the
likelihood measure, and let (as in the proof of Proposition 18.6) the function/(-)
be defined by
/(/) = c{m{l)) -

u{c{m{mm{l).

The gross benefits from an investigation can then be written as

Biy^) - f{L{y^\a)) - Y. f{L{y^,y^\a)) (p{y^\a,y^).
As is shown in the proof of Proposition 18.6,/(-) is a strictly concave function
of/. Hence, Jensen's inequality and E[L{y^,y2 \ a) \y^ = L{y^ \ a) imply that B{y^
> 0, with a strict inequality ifL(y^,y2\a) varies with3;2Q.E.D.
Of course, if an investigation is costless (i.e., K = 0), it is optimal to investigate
for all signals y^, since, at worst, the additional information in the secondary
signal can be ignored. If j^^ is not a sufficient statistic for (y 1,3^2) with respect to
the agent's action, there is a strict gain to an investigation. Hence, there is a
non-trivial tradeoff between the gross benefits and the cost of an investigation.
This tradeoff depends on the factors affecting the gross benefits and, of course,
on the acquisition cost. These factors are the agent's utility function, the likelihood ratio for the primary signal, L(yi\a), and the informativeness of the
secondary signal about the agent's action giveny^^
Informativeness of Secondary Signal Independent of Primary Signal
Initially, we consider the case in which the informativeness of the secondary
signal about the agent's action is independent ofy^. Let 0(l2\a,yi) denote the
conditional distribution function for the likelihood ratio for the secondary signal, I2 = L(y2\a,yi), given the primary signal.
Proposition 18.19
Assume the informativeness of the secondary signal about a is independent
of the primary signal, i.e., 0(l2 \ a,y^ is independent ofy^. The gross benefit
of an investigation depends only on y^ through /^ = L{y^ \ a), and it is de^^ Note, however, that the benefit function itself depends on the optimal investigation strategy
through the impact of this strategy on the multipliers X and ji. Hence, if there is some subset of
primary signals for which Biy^ = /c, the optimal investigation strategy may be a non-trivial randomized strategy with a{y^) e (0,1).
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creasing (increasing) in /^ if the optimal incentive contract with investigation is such that the agent' s utility, i/ o c o m(-), is a concave (convex) function
of the likelihood ratio, and independent ofl^ifu^c^ m{-) is a linear function
of the likelihood ratio.

Proof: When the conditional distribution of/2 = L{y2 \ a,y^ is independent ofj^^,
the gross benefit of an investigation can be written as
B{yi) = fill) -

Y.f(li+L(y^\a,y^))(p(y^\a,y^)

where/(•) is defined as in the proof of Proposition 18.18. Hence, the gross
benefit of an investigation depends only ony^ through Z^, and

where

/'(/) = - u(c(m(l))) ju.

Since any ju satisfying the incentive compatibility constraint on the agent's action choice and the first-order condition for an optimal incentive contract is
positive (see Proposition 17.8), the claim follows from using Jensen's inequality
and the fact that E[l^ + l2\a] = l^.
Q.E.D.
In this case the additional information provided by an investigation about the
agent's action is independent ofy^. Hence, the benefit of an investigation is
highest for those y^ where the risk premium for imposing incentive risk on the
agent is lowest. This risk premium depends on the utility function and the level
of expected utility given jv^p If the agent's utility, u°c°m{-), is a concave (convex) function of the likelihood ratio, this risk premium is increasing (decreasing) in the level of expected utility (see Proposition 17C.2).^^ Moreover, the

^^ Note that if the agent's utiHty is a concave function of/, an investigation is "bad news" for the
agent, since the additional risk in the Hkehhood ratio, L{y2 \ a), caused by the investigation is a fair
gamble. On the other hand, if the agent's utility is a convex function of/, an investigation is
"good news" for the agent.
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level of expected utility given j ; ! is increasing in the likelihood ratio for the first
signal, L{y^ \ a). Hence, the risk premium is lowest (highest) for small values of
L{y^\a) if the agent's utility is a concave (convex) function of the likelihood
ratio. However, if the agent's utility is a linear function of the likelihood ratio,
the benefit of an investigation is independent of L{y^\a) (and, thus, also ofj^^).
If MLRP holds for L{y^ \ a), then the above result can be applied directly to
y^. In this setting, we have "lower-tailed" investigation when i/ocom(-) is concave in the likelihood ratio, and "upper-tailed" investigation when i/ocom(-) is
convex in the likelihood ratio.^^ Ifu^c^m{-) is linear in the likelihood ratio, the
optimal investigation policy is independent of the primary signal (i.e., only the
total probability of investigation matters).^^
Note that the investigation region has nothing to do with whether the values
ofy^ are unusual or not. MLRP is merely a condition on the likelihood ratios.
While the upper and lower tails represent unusual events for a normal distribution, one can construct distributions in which much of the mass is in one of the
tails and yet the MLRP condition holds.
If the agent's utility function is a member of the HARA class, we can use
Proposition 17C.1 to relate the benefits of an investigation to the agent's risk
cautiousness.^^
Corollary
If the agent's utility function for consumption is a member of the HARA
class, then the gross benefit of an investigation is decreasing (increasing) in
L{y^\a) if the agent's risk cautiousness is less (more) than 2, and independent of L{y^\a) if the agent's risk cautiousness is equal to 2 (i.e., square-root
utility).
Informativeness of Secondary Signal Depends on Primary Signal
When the informativeness of3;2 depends ony^, an optimal investigation is not
only determined by the likelihood ratio for the primary signal as in the previous
analysis, but also by how the informativeness of the investigation varies with
the primary signal. Note that by Proposition 18.6, we can rank the informativeness of an investigation for different primary signals y^ by a SSD relation between the conditional distributions for the likelihood ratio for the secondary sig-

^^ Young (1986) considers two utility functions for which the agent's utiHty is a concave function
of / for small / and a convex function of / for large / resulting in a "two-tailed" investigation
policy.
^^ This can include null and full investigation, but also a randomized investigation strategy
independent of the primary signal (see the hurdle model example below).
^^ Proposition 17C. 1 is stated in terms of the likelihood measure m{l) = X + jil instead of directly
in terms of the likelihood ratio /. However, note that m{l) is linear such that u°c° m(l) is concave
(convex) in / if, and only if, u°c{m) is concave (convex) in m.
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nal given the primary signal. Of course, if the agent has square-root utility, the
benefits of an investigation do not depend on the likelihood ratio L{y^ \ a) per se,
but only on how the informativeness of3;2 about a given j ; ! varies withy^.^^ In
general, the two effects interact and the optimal investigation policy is determined by the relative sizes of those effects. However, if the two effects go in
the "same direction," lower- or upper-tailed investigation can be sustained as
optimal investigation policies.
Proposition 18.20
Suppose MLRP holds for L(y^ \ a), and let 0(l2 \ a, l^ denote the conditional
distribution function for the likelihood ratio for the secondary signal, I2 =
Lfyil^^yi)^ given the likelihood ratio for the first signal /^ = Lfy^la).
(a) Ifu^co m(-) is a concave function of the likelihood ratio, and 0(l2 \ a, //')
SS-dominates 0(l2\aJ{) for all // < //', lower-tailed investigation is
optimal.
(b) If i/ocom(-) is a convex function of the likelihood ratio, and 0(l2\aJI)
SS-dominates 0{l2\af(') for all // < //', upper-tailed investigation is
optimal.
(c) lfu°c°m{-) is a linear function of the likelihood ratio, and 0{l2\aJ(')
SS-dominates 0{l2\aJ(), the benefit of investigation is higher for //
than for //'.
Proof: We only show (a) since the proofs of (b) and (c) are similar. Since
MLRP holds for L{y^ \ a) there is a one-to-one correspondence between y^ and
/i = L{y^ I a) so we can write the benefits of an investigation as

h
where/(•) is defined as in the proof of Proposition 18.18. For // < I" we get
5(//) - 5(/i")
/(/,')-/(/,")

Y.f{i{^i^q>{i^\a,ii) - Y.m' ^h)<pihwj;')

^^ Note that in this setting, Proposition 18.8 imphes that the benefits of an investigation is
increasing in the conditional variance of the likelihood ratio for the second signal given j^^ (see
also Lambert 1985, Prop. 3).
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= \Ai;)-Y.N;^h)<pihw;)\ - /(//') - Y.N;'^h)v{hw;)\
L

;,

J

L

;^

J

where the first inequality follows from Proposition 18.19, and the second inequality follows from 0Q2 \ a, //') SS-dominating 0{l2 \ a, //) and the fact that/(-)
is concave as shown in the proof of Proposition 18.6.
Q.E.D.
A Hurdle Model Example
The hurdle model in Section 18.1.3 provides a setting in which we can illustrate
the preceding results. The primary signal is the outcome x e {x^,x^} with
(p{Xg\a) = a, and the secondary signal is one of two equally likely signals;; e
{yL^yu}^ with posterior distributions for the hurdle given by
[(1 + ^) - 2kh

ify

= y^,

[(I-

ify

=y^,

cp{h\y) =
k) ^ 2kh

with the informativeness parameter k e [0,1]. The likelihood ratio for the
secondary signal given the primary signal is L(y\x,a) = L(x,y\a) - L(x\a), and
are shown in Figure 18.3 for a = /4.
NotethatZ(y^|x^,a=/4) = -Z(y^|x^,a = /4),Z(y^|x^,a=/4) = -Z(y^|x^,a=/4),
and (p(yjj\Xg, a=V2) = cpiy^ | x^, ^=V2). Hence, the distribution of the likelihood ratio
for the secondary signal given x^, is the same as the distribution of minus the
likelihood ratio for the secondary signal given x^. This implies that the informativeness of the secondary signal is independent of the outcome x such that
Proposition 18.19 applies.
In order to illustrate the results in Proposition 18.19 and its corollary we use
a power utility_function, u{c) = c^, with risk cautiousness equal to 1/(1 -p).
Furthermore, U = 2, v(a) = a/(l- a), and the informativeness parameter is ^ =
V2. Table 18.5 summarizes the optimal investigation policies for varying values
of the utility power/? and the investigation cost K.
Note that for a = Vi, both outcomes are equally likely. Hence, consistent
with the corollary to Proposition 18.19, the gross benefit from investigation is
decreasing (increasing) in the outcome ioxp = .45 (/? = .55), whereas it is the
same for both outcomes in the square-root utility case. If the investigation cost
is low {K = .15), full investigation is optimal with/? = .45, whereas upper-tail
investigation is optimal with/? = .55.
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L{yjj\x^,a=V2\

1.5
1

0.5
0
^L(yL\Xg,a=y2)

-0.5
-1

-1.5

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Informativeness parameter k
Figure 18.3: Likelihood ratios for secondary signal for a ^Vi
with varying informativeness parameter k.

a(Xg) = 0

a(Xg) = 0

«(Xy) = 1

«(Xy) = 1

a(Xb) = 0

a{xt) = 1

«fe) = 0

a{xt) = 1

p = 0.45, K = 0.15

18.375

18.171

18.255

18.069

p = 0.45; K = 0.25

18.375

18.346

18.430

18.419

p =0.50; K = 0.15

13.000

12.946

12.946

12.900

p = 0.50; K = 0.25

13.000

12.996

12.996

13.000

p =0.55; K = 0.15

9.829

9.837

9.815

9.827

p =0.55; K = 0.25

9.829

9.887

9.865

9.927

c ^ {a,a)

Table 18.5: Minimum expected compensation cost, c\a,a), for inducing a =
Vi for varying investigation policies, utility functions, and information costs.
On the other hand, if the investigation cost is high (K = .25), lower-tail investigation is optimal with/? = .45, and null investigation is optimal with/? = .55.
In the square-root utility case, full investigation is optimal for a low investi-
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gation cost, whereas for a high investigation cost lower- and upper-tail investigation dominates both null and full investigation. In the latter case, only the
total probability of an investigation matters, i.e., a{x^ + «(x^), and not how this
total probability is split between the two outcomes.
In all the reported cases in Table 18.5, the optimal compensation is strictly
positive for all signals and, thus, the contract is interior. Hence, the optimality
of lower-tail versus upper-tail investigation depends exclusively on whether the
agent's utility is a concave or convex function of the likelihood ratio for the primary signal. Table 18.6 summarizes the optimal investigation policy in a setting in which the non-negativity constraint onthe agent's compensation is binding for the bad outcome {p = .45; K = 1.25; U = 0; k = Vi).
c^{a,a)

aiXg)

aix^)

c(x^)

cixt)

<Xg,yH)

ciXg,yL)

10.884

0.441

0.000

20.765

0.000

35.038

13.840

Table 18.6: Optimal contract with binding boundary conditions.
First, note that there is upper-tail investigation even though the risk cautiousness
is less than 2. Of course, the reason is that investigation for the bad outcome
cannot impose any additional penalties on the agent (but only reward the agent).
Secondly, a non-trivial randomized investigation policy is used for the good
outcome.
When the induced jump is a = /4, the informativeness of the secondary
signal is independent of the primary signal, but that only holds for this particular
induced action. Figure 18.4 shows the likelihood ratios for the secondary signal
given the primary signal for a = % and varying informativeness parameter k.
The distributions of the likelihood ratios for the two primary signals cannot
be ranked on the basis of SSD. However, it appears that the likelihood ratio for
j ; ^ given the good outcome is significantly higher than minus the likelihood ratio
for y^ given the bad outcome, so that there is more variation in the likelihood
ratio for the good outcome than the bad outcome. Table 18.7 summarizes the
optimal investigation policies for ^ = 1, TC = 0.15, and varying values of the
utility power/?.
Note that upper-tail investigation is optimal with square-root utility. In this
setting, the cost of imposing additional risk on the agent is independent of the
primary signal and, hence, the additional variation in the likelihood ratio for the
good outcome compared to the bad outcome makes it optimal to investigate for
the good outcome and not for the bad outcome. For a risk cautiousness moderately less than 2 (p = .45), upper-tail investigation still dominates lower-tail
investigation even though the cost of imposing additional risk on the agent is
higher for the good outcome than the bad outcome. If the risk cautiousness is
decreased further (p = .40), the impact of the varying cost of imposing addi-
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tional risk on the agent dominates the impact of the variation in the likelihood
ratios such that lower-tail investigation dominates upper-tail investigation.
When the risk cautiousness is higher than 2, the two effects both go in the direction of upper-tail investigation (even though no investigation is optimal when
the agent has a sufficiently high risk cautiousness).

L{yL\xt,,a=V4)

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Informativeness parameter k
Figure 18.4: Likelihood ratios for secondary signal for a = %
with varying informativeness parameter k.

c^{a,a)

a(Xg) = 0
«(XA)

a(Xg) = 0

a(Xg) = 1

a(Xg) = 1

«fe) = 0

= 0

p = 0.40

10.114

9.947

9.999

9.874

p = 0.45

7.568

7.540

7.515

7.510

p = 0.50

6.037

6.072

6.017

6.066

p = 0.55

5.038

5.105

5.037

5.113

p = 0.60

4.344

4.429

4.356

4.446

Table 18.7: Minimum expected compensation cost, c'^(a,a), for inducing a
% for varying investigation policies and utility functions.
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18.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Chapter 17 began the analysis in this volume by examining the characteristics
of optimal contracts in principal-agent settings in which there is one agent
performing a single task in one period and the only contractible information is
the principal's payoff from the agent's action. Chapter 18 has continued the
focus on single-agent, single-task settings, but has explored the impact of alternative ex post performance measures. As we have seen, if the payoff is not contractible, then the characteristics that make a performance measure valuable
depend upon whether the principal or the agent "owns" (consumes) the residual
payoff, and whether they are risk averse or risk neutral.
Risk sharing issues arise if both the principal and agent are risk averse or if
the agent "owns" the payoff and is risk averse. In those cases a performance
measure can be valuable because it facilitates risk sharing, i.e., it is informative
about (correlated with) the payoff Risk sharing is of only secondary interest
throughout much of this volume. Hence, to focus on incentive issues, most of
the analysis in this volume assumes the principal owns the payoff and is risk
neutral, while the agent is effort and risk averse. In that case, a set of performance measures is valuable only if at least one of the measures is action informative (i.e., the probability distribution function is influenced by the agent's action
choice). Additional measures have value if they facilitate reducing the risk
premium that is due to incentive risk. For example, a measure can be valuable
even if it is not influenced by the agent's action choice, as long as it is informative about (correlated with) the noise in an action-informative performance
measure. Observe that while, for investment purposes, investors value information about the noise in a firm's payoff (e.g., terminal dividend), that information
has no value in contracting with the firm's manager if the payoff is not contractible (e.g., his contract will be terminated before the firm is terminated). Hence,
value-relevant information is not necessarily incentive-relevant.
The preceding remarks highlight the fact that in a single-task setting, the
focus is on motivating the intensity of effort with the least amount of incentive
risk (in the sense of the smallest risk premium). A report of the payoff is only
of interest in contracting to the extent the payoff is informative about intensity
of the agent's effort. Thus, an agent's compensation will vary with the likelihood ratio for a given payoff, not its dollar value.
However, a somewhat different perspective occurs if the agent has multiple
tasks. As explored in Chapter 20, when there are multiple tasks, the principal
is concerned about motivating both the intensity of effort, and the direction (i.e.,
mix) of that effort. This raises issues of performance measure congruity in addition to performance measure noise. The congruity of a measure depends on its
alignment with the payoff
Other factors affecting the value of performance measures arise in settings
in which the tasks are performed sequentially over time (see the multi-period
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models in Chapters 25 through 28) or by more than one agent (see the multiagent models in Chapters 29 and 30).

APPENDIX 18A: SUFFICIENT STATISTICS VERSUS
SUFFICIENT INCENTIVE STATISTICS
The following results come from Amershi and Hughes (1989) (AH) and we
refer to that paper for proofs. AH focus on settings in which there is a vector
of possible performance measures;; = (y^,...,;;^). They examine whether (and
under what conditions) the principal is necessarily worse off if he receives less
than a sufficient statistic for y. Proposition 18.2 establishes that the principal
is never worse off with a sufficient statistic than with any other representation
of the information. This follows from the fact that

L(ii/\a,rj'^ =

cp (xi/1 a, ff)
= L(y\a,rj)
g)(if/\a,rj'^)

if ^ = ^(y),

which implies thatj; and ^result in the same compensation levels (i.e., allj; that
result in the same statistic y/ also result in the same optimal compensation level).
Observe that the likelihood ratio L(-) (and the induced compensation function c(-)) is a statistic, and we call it a sufficient "incentive" statistic since it provides all the information necessary for specifying the optimal compensation
level for a given action a. The question of whether a sufficient statistic is necessary for implementing the optimal compensation plan is equivalent to asking
whether Z(-1 a, rf) is a minimal sufficient statistic (or whether Z(-1 a, rf) is invertible with respect to a minimal sufficient statistic).
Observe that the likelihood ratio L{-) is a one-dimensional statistic, i.e., L\
YxA ^ M. Consequently, it can only be a sufficient statistic for a family of
distributions {(p.A) if the minimal sufficient statistic for that family is onedimensional.
In examining the "necessity" of a sufficient statistic, AH pay particular
attention to the exponential family of distributions (see Volume I, Chapter 2 for
a characterization of the one-parameter family of exponential distributions).
Definition
A family of distributions {(p,A} is a member of the exponential family of
rank r > I in Y if:
(a) There exist real-valued statistics i/zf. Y^ J? and parametric functions af.
A ^ M,i = I,..., r, such that (p(y\a) is of the form
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(p{y\a) = 6(y)fi(a)Qxp Yl «/(^) ¥i(y)
i=\

(b) The systems of functions {1, ^i(y),..., y/r(y)} ^^d {1, ai(a),..., aX^)}
are linearly independent over Y and ^, respectively, where fi(a) is a
scaling function that makes (p(y\a) = 1 under integration over 7. The
functions a^ia) are called distribution parameters.
Observe that the rank of an exponential family is not the dimension of the signal
y = fyi,..., y^), but rather the dimension of the minimal sufficient statistic i//(y)
= (^i(y),..., y^riy))' Effectively, this dimension depends on the number of "unknown parameters." For example, the normal distribution in which a influences
only the mean is a member of exponential family of dimension 1, whereas the
normal distribution in which a influences both the mean and the variance is a
member of the exponential family of dimension 2. These characterizations hold
for a signal that consists of sample size m, for any m > I. (See Volume I,
Section 3.1.4.)
Proposition 18A.1 (AH, Prop. 1)
If {(p,A} belongs to the exponential family of rank one, then the principal
strictly prefers every sufficient statistic to all nonsufficient statistics.
Proposition 18A.2 (AH, Theorem 1)
Assume {(p,A} is such that the density functions (p(y\a), a e A, are continuous in y with fixed support 7. For all a e A, the likelihood ratios
L{\i/{y) I a, fj''^ are strictly monotone in some one-dimensional minimal sufficient statistic y/iy) if, and only if, {(p,A} belongs to the exponential family
of rank one.
The monotonicity of Z(^(y)|a,;/^) establishes its invertibility. Without monotonicity we have a setting in which two statistics y/^ and ^ can induce the same
likelihood ratio (which implies the same compensation level) and, hence, the
compensation function is based on "less" than a minimal sufficient statistic.
The above theorem establishes that of all the continuous distributions one can
imagine, only those in the exponentialfamily of rank one have one-dimensional
sufficient statistics that result in monotone likelihood ratios.
Proposition 18A.3 (AH, Prop. 2)
If all actions in the set^ are "relevant," then in any agency characterized by
{(p,A}, the principal strictly prefers a sufficient statistic to all nonsufficient
statistics if, and only if, {(p,A} belongs to the exponential class of rank one.
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Proposition 18A.4 (AH, Theorem 2)
Assume Y^Y^x...xY^ and the signals are independent, identically distributed random variables with densities ^(y,!^), / = 1,..., m, that are continuous
in y^ with fixed support for dXX a e A. If there exists a one-dimensional
sufficient statistic, then {(p.A) belongs to the exponential family of rank
one.
Corollary (AH, Corollary 1)
Assume {(p,A} satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 18A.2. Every nonsufficient statistic is also globally ''incentive'' insufficient (see the earlier
Holmstrom definition) if, and only if, {(p.A) belongs to the exponential
family of rank one.
Corollary (AH, Prop. 3)
For every agency with statistical structure {(p,A} that belongs to the exponential family of rank r > 1, an optimal incentive contract is always a nonsufficient statistic.
The key factor that leads to the last result is that if more than one parameter is
influenced by the agent's action a, the sufficient statistic has more than one
dimension. However, while the likelihood ratio is monotonic in each component of that sufficient statistic, there is more than one sufficient statistic that
results in the same likelihood ratio. Hence, neither the compensation level nor
the likelihood ratio that generated it is sufficient to infer even a minimal sufficient statistic. That is, in this setting, the principal does not use all the ''information '' provided by a sufficient statistic in constructing an optimal compensation contract. Of course, he can always use a sufficient statistic in constructing the optimal compensation contract, since he can "ignore" any information
he does not require.
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CHAPTER 19
LINEAR CONTRACTS

A compensation contract is defined to be linear if there exists a constant/and
another constant or vector v such that c(y) =f+v-y, whenever/ + v y E C =
[c,oo) and c(y) = c otherwise, where y is perhaps a multi-dimensional performance measure and c is an exogenously imposed lower bound on consumption.
The use of linear contracts in agency theory is appealing on two grounds. First,
restricting our analysis to linear contracts makes some analyses more tractable
and some results more intuitive. Second, many contracts observed in the "real
world" appear to be linear or at least piecewise linear.
There are two basic approaches to the use of linear contracts in the agency
theory literature. The first approach is to restrict the analysis to the set of linear
contracts, whether the optimal contract is linear or not. In the early years of
agency theory this would have been viewed as a major flaw in any research
paper. However, as we have learned more about the implications of optimal
contracts, the perspective has shifted such that it is now the view of many
researchers (including ourselves) that a simplification to the set of linear contracts is justified, if the analysis provides insights that are believed not to be
confined to settings with linear contracts. In Section 19.1 we review this
approach in the simple setting in which both the performance measure and the
agent's action are single-dimensional. In Chapter 20 we consider settings in
which the performance measure and the agent's action are both multi-dimensional. Chapter 21 reviews models in which one of the performance measures
is a market based performance measure such as the stock price. The second approach is to restrict the analysis to conditions under which the optimal contract
is linear. However, as we shall see in Section 19.2, this only occurs under
highly specialized conditions on preferences, beliefs, technology, and information.
Sufficient Conditions for the Optimal Contract to Be Linear
Before we proceed into the main analysis of settings with linear contracts, it is
useful to review sufficient conditions for linear compensation contracts to be
optimal within the basic principal-agent model. Of course, if the performance
measure is binary, any compensation function can be expressed as a linear function of the performance measure. Hence, we generally assume that the performance measure has more than two possible signals. In the analysis that follows
we further assume that the principal owns the outcome and is risk neutral, the
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agent's utility function is u%c,a) = u(c)k(a) - v(a), with u'(c) > 0, u"(c) < 0,
k(a) > 0, k'(a) < 0, v'(a) > 0, and either k(a) = 1 or v(a) = 0, for all a. The
agent's consumption set is C = [c,oo), the set of actions ^ is a convex set on the
real line, i.e., A = [a, a], and we assume the agent's incentive constraint can be
represented by its first-order condition. Given these assumptions, and considering a E (a, a), the optimal contract is characterized by (see Chapter 17)
M(c(y)) = lk(a)

where

+ ju[k(a)L(y\a)

L{y\a)

+

k'(a)],

w (y\a)
= -^^9^,
(p(y\a)

(19.1)

whenever the right-hand side is such that M(c(y)) > M(c).
Proposition 19.1
Sufficient conditions for the compensation contract to be linear are that u(c)
= ln(ac + fi), ac + yf > 0, a > 0, and L(-\a) is a linear function of j ; (e.g.,
(p(y\a) is from the one-parameter exponential family).
The proof is straightforward, given (19.1) and the fact that with log-utility u'(c)
= a/(ac + yff), which implies that M(c) = c + fila. However, with log-utility we
must be careful if the signal space 7 is convex in which case the first-best solution might be approximated arbitrarily closely if, for example, the performance
measure is normally distributed (see Proposition 17.10).
Even though optimal contracts are linear with log-utility and linear likelihood ratios, this provides no significant advantage in terms of analytical tractability since there is no simple representation of the agent's expected utility. As
we will see in the following section, linear contracts combined with exponential
utility, on the other hand, is the "magic" combination for providing analytical
tractability.

19.1 LINEAR SIMPLIFICATIONS
In this section we consider a setting sometimes referred to as the LEN framework which stands for "Linear contracts", "Exponential utility", and "Normally
distributed performance measure."^ That is, compensation contracts are exogenously restricted to the class of linear contracts, the agent's preferences are
represented as a multiplicatively separable exponential utility function in c and

The following analysis is similar to that found in Hughes (1988).
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a, and the performance measure is normally distributed. The search is for an
optimal contract within the class of linear contracts. No mention is made of
overall optimality at this point. An attractive feature of this approach is that it
gives a very simple characterization of the "optimal" contract. To summarize,
our basic assumptions in this section are:
(a) The principal must choose the compensation contract within the class
of linear contracts, i.e., within the class of functions

iff + vj; e C and c{y) = c otherwise }.
(b) The principal is risk neutral and the agent has a multiplicatively separable, negative exponential utility function with c = -oo^ i.e.,
u''{c,a) = -exp[-r(c - K(a))] = u(c)k(a),
withu(c) = - Qxp[-rc],k(a) = exp[r7c(a)],
> 0, which implies

K'(a)>0,K"(a)>0,K"'(a)

M(c) = — exp[rc].
(c) The contractible performance measure is normally distributed with
mean a and variance a^ (which is in the one-parameter exponential
family of distributions), i.e.,3; ~ N(a,cr^), which implies that^

L(y\a) = —-(y-a).
o
In general, an optimal compensation contract is characterized by
M = Xk{a) + ju[k(a)L + k^a)].

^ Note that if the agent's action only affects the mean of a normally distributed performance
measure, we can always express the action as equal to the mean of that measure and adjust the
agent's cost function accordingly. That is, there is an indeterminancy in how we express the
agent's cost function and how the action affects the mean of the performance measure.
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Assumptions (b) and (c) imply that^
c{y) = K(a) + — Inr\ 1 + ju[rK'(a) + — ( y - ^ ) ]
r
a'
Hence, an optimal contract with assumptions (b) and (c) is a strictly concave
function. On the other hand, if we also impose the linear contract assumption
(a), we obtain a significant simplification in the analysis."^ The key here is that
if c is a linear function ofj; andj; is normally distributed, then c is normally
distributed. Hence, we can then use a slightly generalized version of the relation in Proposition 2.7 to obtain
U\c,a)=

-Qxp[-rCE(v,fa)l

where the agent's certainty equivalent is given by
CE{v,fa) = va + f - Virv^o^ - K(a).
The sum of the first two terms in the certainty equivalent is the expected compensation, the third term is the risk premium, and the fourth term is the monetary cost of effort.
With a linear contract, the agent's incentive constraint can be expressed as
the first-order condition based on the certainty equivalent CE(), i.e.,
CEJ^v,fa) = V - K'{a) = 0

-

v = K'{a).

(19.2)

Assume the agent's reservation utility has a certainty equivalent of zero, i.e., U
= - 1. Hence, given a and v, the contract acceptance constraint can be expressed
as the requirement that
f-K{a)

^Virv^G^ -va.

(19.3)

The principal's decision problem is

^ If c = -oo, the Mirrlees condition discussed in Proposition 17.10 applies even with a multiplicatively separable utility function. That is, an optimal contract does not exist and a penalty
contract can be used to obtain a result that is arbitrarily close to the first-best result. We exogenously exclude this possibility here, for example by assuming that the lower bound on consumption is finite.
^ Note that when we restrict the contracts to be linear, we cannot use penalty contracts as in the
Mirrlees argument to get arbitrarily close to first-best even though c = -0°. That is, there
generally exists an optimal contract within the class of linear contracts which is not first-best.
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maximize U^(c,a) = b(a) - (va + / )

subject to (19.2) and (19.3),

v,f,a

where b(a) is the expected outcome to the principal, i.e., b(a) = E[x \ a], and we
assume b"(a) < 0. Of course, if the performance measure is the outcome, then
b(a) = a, but that does not generally have to be the case.
Incentive constraint (19.2) specifies the incentive wage parameter v required
to induce a given action a, and participation constraint (19.3) specifies the fixed
component/required to satisfy the agent's reservation utility.^ Hence, we can
substitute them into the objective function to simplify the principal's decision
problem to an unconstrained optimization problem,
maximize

b{a) - V2r[K'(a)f'a^

- K(a).

Differentiating with respect to a provides
bXa) - K'{a) - rK'{a)K"{a)G^

= 0,

and the optimal action satisfies
K'(a)[l

+ rK"(a)a^]

= b\a).

(19.4)

A common cost function used in the literature is K{a) = Via^. In this case K '(a)
= a and K"{a) ^\, which implies that the optimal action (given linear contracts)
is given by
a-v-b\a)l{\+rG^).
Proposition 19.2 (Hughes 1988, Prop. 8.1 and 8.2)
An agent who either faces more risk or is more risk averse will be induced
to work less hard and will get a lower incentive wage.
Proof: Let^ = rcr^, i.e., the agent's risk times his risk aversion. Totally differentiating first-order condition (19.4) with respect to a and q yields
[K"{a)[\ + qK"{a)\

+ qK'{a)K"'{a)

- b"{a))da

+ K'{a)K"{a)dq

= 0.

^ Note that the assumption of a multipHcatively separable exponential utility function is of utmost
importance for this simple separation of incentive and contract acceptance concerns, since it is
the only concave utility function that has no wealth effects.
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With the assumptions that TC^^^) > 0, K\a) > 0, K'\a) > 0, and b"(a) < 0, this
implies that
da
dq

<o,

which by (19.2) implies that
— < 0.
dq

Q.E.D.

Of course, the key here is that as ^ = ra^ increases so does the risk premium for
a fixed incentive wage. Hence, the principal's trade-off between providing
incentives for action choices and the risk premium paid to the agent changes
such that it is optimal to lower the induced action in order to reduce the risk premium. However, note that if the risk in the performance measure, cr^, increases
with the risk aversion r fixed, the agent's compensation risk, v^cr^, and, thus, the
risk premium may decrease or increase. This depends on the specifics of the
problem.^

19.2 OPTIMAL LINEAR CONTRACTS
In this section we draw upon the important work of Holmstrom and Milgrom
(1987) (HM). The setting is very similar to the one examined in the previous
section, but some key differences result in a setting in which a linear contract
is optimal. We simplify their setting slightly, e.g.,
- the principal is risk neutral (HM permit him to be risk averse);
- K{a) is independent ofj; (HM permit K to be a function of both j ; and a).
The key features of their model are exponential utility and the agent chooses a
sequence of actions with each of those actions generating independent binary
signals. In Section 19.2.4 we extend the model to a setting in which the agent
by his action choices continuously controls the drift of a continuous-time
Brownian motion for the outcome. We start our analysis with a simple oneaction/binary-signal model (in which case we know that any contract can be
written as a linear function of the performance measure).

^ With the cost function given by K{a) = Via^, the agent's compensation risk increases as a^
increases.
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19.2.1 Binary Signal Model
We consider a simplified version of HM's basic model, and adapt their propositions to this context. Suppose that
Y = {y^, y^},

two contractible signals with y^ > j;^;

A = [0,1],

the action set could be any interval or
finite subset of [0,1], but we will assume
that a can be any amount between 0
and 1;

(Pg(a) = I - (pi,{a) = a,

the action is expressed in terms of the
probability of the good signal;;^;

u''(c,a) = -exp[-r(c -7c(a))], multiplicatively separable exponential
utility with c = - oo;
K(a),

cost of action a, with K'(a) > 0 and K"(a)
>0;

c = (ci,,Cg),

compensation contract, where c^ is the
compensation paid for signal y^, i = b, g.

Definition
A compensation contract c implements action a with certainty equivalent
CE(c,a) = wif
g

U%c,a) = 5^ u(c. - K(a))(p.(a) = u(w), and a e argmax

W{c,a').

a'eA

i=b

Let C{a,w) be defined as the set of contracts c that implement action a with
certainty equivalent w, and denote the set of actions that can be implemented
with certainty equivalent w
A\w)^

{aeA

\

C(a,w)^0}.

As a direct consequence of the multiplicatively separable exponential utility
assumption we get the following result.
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Proposition 19.3 (HM, Theorem 2)
For any c, w and a e A''{w)\
(a) c e C{a,w) if, and only if, c - we e C(a,0), where e = (1,1);
(b) A''{w) = A, i.e, the set of actions that can be implemented is independent
of w.
It is useful to view the compensation contract c as consisting of a variable component 6 and difixedcomponent w, where c implements a with certainty equivalent w and d^ = c^ - w. The key result here is that changing the "required" certainty equivalent changes the fixed component of the contract that implements
a, but it does not change the variable component. This is because with the
multiplicatively separable exponential utility, wealth does not influence the
agent's choice among gambles (the variable component). Hence, the least cost
contract for implementing action aeA with certainty equivalent w, c\a,w), can
be obtained as follows:
c\a,w) = d\a) + w, where d\a) E argmin d^(p^{a) + djp (a).
8 6C(a,0)

The key is that with exponential utility
^[u{d^+w-K{a))\a'\ = exp[-rw] E[u(S^-K(a))\a].
In our simple binary signal setting, all actions are implementable for any w
including w = 0. Therefore, for action a, the optimal compensation contract is
given by
UXd\a) = u{d^ - K{a)){\ - a) + u{d^ - K(a))a = u(0) = - 1,
U:(d\a) = [^/(^; - K(a)) - u{dl - /c(a))]
+ rK'(a)\u(dl - 7c(a))(l - a) + u{d^ -K(a))d\ = 0,
which imply that
^/ = K(a) - - l n ( l - r ( l - a ) / c X ^ ) ) ,

(19.5a)

^/ = K(a) - 1 ln(l + rax'(a)).

(19.5b)
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19.2.2 Repeated Binary Signal Model
Now consider a T-period stochastically independent repetition of the binary
signal model described in the previous section.^ Let us further assume
- y^ and a^ represent the performance measure and action at date t, respectively, and letj; represent the aggregate performance measure, i.e.,3; =

- the set of possible actions is the same at each date, and the performance
measure in any period is independent of the action in any other period;
- the history of contractible performance measures and unobservable
actions forperiods 1,..., ^are denoted y^ = {y^, •••?>^^} and a^ = {a^,...,
a j , respectively; the agent observes y^ before choosing a^^^,
- the agent is paid compensation c and consumes only at date 7, and that
compensation is a function of the history of signals y^; however, it
will be useful to view the compensation contract as taking the following
form:

^(Yr) = ^ + ^i(Vi) + ^2(^213^1) + - + ^r(Vrlyr-i)'
i.e., the agent receives a basic wage w and then receives an increment
d^ for the performance measure in period t, given the history to that
date;
- the agent's utility function is
u''{c,2irj) = -exp

c - Y, ^(^t)
t=\

= - exp[-rc]exp[r7c(ai)] ••• exp[r7c(%)].
Observe that the utility function is multiplicatively separable with respect to c
and the costs for each action - this is an important assumption. We assume the
agent only consumes at date 7, and the compensation and effort costs are stated
in date 7dollars. The assumption that the effort costs are the same at each date

^ In Chapters 25 - 28 we analyze more general multi-period principal-agent relationships.
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effectively implies that the timing of the costs is irrelevant. Hence, the analysis
in this chapter is more appropriate for short-term horizons than for long-term
horizons. Time value of money issues within multi-period principal-agent
relationships is considered in Chapters 25 and 26.
Now consider a two-period model, i.e., 7 = 2, and consider the second
period. Assume that the agent has "earned" compensation c^{y^ = w + d^{y^
and has taken action a^ in the first period. Further assume that the principal can
select the contract for period 2, i.e., he can select the second-period action to be
implemented and the final "payment" ^2(y2l>^i) that will induce that action,
subject to the requirement that the contract provides a certainty equivalent of
zero}
Observe that the agent's expected utility at this point is

U\cfy^^\d^,a^,a^
g
i=b

g

= -exp[-r(Ci(yj) - / c ^ ) ) ] J ] ^^p[-^(^2(yi2\yi)

" ^(^2))] ^/(^i)-

i=b

Hence, it is obvious from the above thatj^i and c^ have no impact on the choice
of (22 and ^2- The optimal choice in the final period is the same as the optimal
choice in the single-period model.^ Of course, the exponential utility with its
lack of wealth effects is very crucial here.
Now consider the first period, assuming ^2 = a^ and S2 = S\ The agent's
expected utility is
UXw^d^^d^a^^a"^)
g

g

i=b

i=b

.

,

^ There is no loss of generality here. The principal can choose the continuation contract at the
end of each period since the model assumptions are such that there are no benefits to a commitment to a "long-term" contract (see Chapter 28).
^ Note that this implies that it is not important whether the principal can observe y^ before
choosing the contract for the second period.
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exp[-rw]
i=b

|:exp[-r(^t(y^2)-'<^(«^))]^X«^)
i =b

6

/=z>

Again, if ^^ is to provide a certainty equivalent of zero, the optimal contract for
the first period is the same as in the one-period model (and the second period of
the two-period model).
Consequently, the optimal two-period contract will induce the selection of
a in both periods and the optimal contract can be characterized as

where w is set such that u{w) = U and 6^ e C(a\0). These arguments extend
in an immediate fashion to r > 2 periods.
Proposition 19.4 (HM, Theorem 5)
Under the assumed conditions, if a^ is the optimal action in the singleperiod model, then it is the optimal action to induce in each of the Tperiods.
And if 6^ e C(a\0) is the optimal variable component of the single-period
contract for inducing a, the optimal multi-period contract can be characterized as

t=\

Let r.(y^) denote the total number of periods in which signal;;^ occurs in the
signal history yj. so that the aggregate performance measure;; is

y = Y yt = ^
t=l

yi^fr)-

i=b

Now observe that the optimal compensation contract can be restated as
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i=b

Furthermore, this contract can be written as a linear contract of the aggregate
performance measure;;, i.e.,
c(y) = vy +f
where

dl - dl

v =—

and

f = w + Tx[dl

- vy^].

yg - yb

Hence, following HM, we have identified conditions sufficient for the optimal
contract to be linear in the aggregate performance measure - a multi-stage setting in which each stage is identical and independent, and has only two possible
signals.

19.2.3 Multiple Binary Signals
The binary signal case provides a nice linear result. What happens when there
are multiple possible signals? This can occur because at each stage there is a
single performance measure that can generate more than two signals or because
there are multiple performance measures each with two possible signals. We
consider the setting in which there are two performance measures y^i and yf2
each with binary signals y^^ e {j;^^, j;^^}, / = 1, 2. In this setting, there are effectively four possible signals at each stage: I/ZQ = (yti.ytiX ¥i = (yguytiX ¥2 =
(yti,yg2X and ^3 = (y^i,3^^2)- Letj;! = H.y,^ and372 = ^tya represent the aggregate
"performance" for the two performance measures. If only one of the performance measures is used, the optimal contract could be expressed as a linear
function of the aggregate for that measurement. However, if both performance
measures are used, can the optimal contract be expressed as a linear function of
y^ and3;2? ^^ general, the answer is NO!
We emphasize the above point because there is some confusion in the
literature. To see the source of this confusion, consider the setting in which
there are two binary performance measures, which are represented by four possible signals. The agent's action is again single-dimensional a, and the optimal
single-period contract is c(^), which has four different compensation levels.^^

^^ Note that in this setting the four compensation levels cannot be determined by the contract
acceptance constraint and the incentive constraint for the single-dimensional action alone, as is
(continued...)
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In a T-period context, in which the agent has exponential utility for total
compensation minus the total cost of effort, and K{a) and (p{\i/^\a^ are constant
across periods, the optimal compensation can be expressed as
3

r

c(v|/^) = w + X!

^]T.{^^

where vj/^ is the signal history over the Tperiods and r^( vj/^) is the total number
of periods in which signal ^^ occurs in the signal history vj/^. That is, the
optimal contract is a linear function of the number of periods in which each
signal occurs. Hence, the aggregate performance for the two performance measures can be written as
yi -ybAT^i^r)

+ ^2(v|/r)] +3^gi[^i(Vr) + ^sCVr)]'

yi -ybiVT^i'^T) + ^i(Vr)] +3^g2[7^2(v|/r) + ^sCVr)]However, the optimal contract cannot he expressed as a linear function ofj^^ and
y2 unless there exist v^ and V2 such that
VlJ^M + "^lybl = ^L

^iJ^gl + ^23^Z,2 = ^h

VlJ^M + "^lygl = ^h

^lygl

+ ^23^g2 = ^3^-

These conditions are satisfied if, and only if, d} - dl = S^ - 62 , in which case

and
yg\

yb\

Vo =

t
^3 - ^1
ygi

yti

Those conditions are satisfied only in "knife-edge" cases! Hence, although the
compensation contract can be expressed as a linear function of enumeration
aggregates for each of the four signals it can, in general, not be written as a
linear function of aggregate performance for the two performance measures.
There are two basic reasons why the latter is not possible, in general. First,
the uncertainty has three dimensions (since i// can take on four values), whereas
(yi,y2) is only two-dimensional. Second, even if the uncertainty with respect to
optimal compensation can be reduced to two dimensions, the optimal contract

^^ (...continued)
the case in (19.5) with only one binary performance measure.
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cannot be written as a linear function of aggregate performance for the two performance measures. To see this, consider the setting in which the two performance measures are identically and independently distributed with the agent's
action representing the probability of the good signal for both measures. In that
case, there is clearly no need to distinguish between the signals ^^ = (ygi'>yb2)
and ^2 " (ybi'>yg2) ~ it is optimal to pay the agent the same compensation for both
signals, i.e., Sj = dj = 3^2 •> since variations in that compensation would impose
unnecessary risk on the agent. Hence, there are only three different optimal
compensation levels of which one is fixed by the contract acceptance constraint,
i.e., the dimension of the uncertainty in compensation is two as opposed to
three. In general, in order to determine the optimal compensation it is sufficient
to know the total number of good signals for the two measures, and the total
number of signals where the two measures have different signals, i.e., T^{^rj)
and T^{^rj) + r2(vj/^). However, those numbers cannothQ inferred fromj;! and
y2. On the other hand, if ^12 " ^0 " ^3 " ^12 (such that there are effectively only
two compensation levels that have to be determined), we only need to know the
total number of good signals, ^^(vj/^) + r2( vj/^) + 2T^(\^j.), to determine optimal
compensation - but, unfortunately, it takes a very exceptional case to satisfy that
condition.

19.2.4 Brownian Motion Model
HM examine a setting in which the agent controls the drift of a continuous-time
Brownian motion, over some fixed unit time interval [0,1]. The significant
advantage of this approach is that, under certain conditions, the optimal contract
in the dynamic agency problem may be found as the optimal linear contract in
the basic agency model with the agent's action representing the mean of a normally distributed performance measure. Not only does this simplify the calculation of an optimal contract, but the dynamic model avoids the Mirrlees Problem
with normal distributions. Here we review their model as the limiting case of
the repeated binary signal model in Sections 19.2.2 and 19.2.3 as the length of
the periods goes to zero. The analysis in this section is based on Hellwig and
Schmidt (2002).
One-dimensional Brownian Motion
Let the unit interval be divided into 1/zf time periods each of length zf, and let
T = 0, 1,..., 1/zf be the time index. In each period, there is either a good or a bad
signal (represented by the numbers y^ and y^ , respectively) and the agent takes
an action, which is represented by the probability c/ of obtaining the good signal. Here we appeal to Proposition 19.4, which shows that when periods are independent and the agent has negative exponential utility with no wealth effects,
it is optimal to pay the agent period-by-period compensations (each depending
on the outcome in that period) such that the same action is implemented in every
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period independent of the signal history. Let Tg{T) denote the number of times
the good signal has occurred in the first Tperiods. Obviously, Tg{T) is increasing
over time. Hence, in order to get to a Brownian motion (that can both increase
and decrease) we compare Tg{T) to T (T) = dr, which is the expected number
of good signals given some "standard" probability for the good outcome, a.
We assume that the bad signal is negative, i.e., y^ < 0,^^ and fix the standard
probability so that the expected performance is zero, i.e.,
ay^ + (1 - a)y^ = 0.

(19.6)

Let y^ denote the "excess performance" from obtaining the good signal as
opposed to the bad signal, i.e., y^ = y^ - y^ - We now define a "performance
account" by
Z^(T) =y^(T^(T)-dT),

(19.7)

which is simply the aggregate performance up to that date, i.e.,
Z^(r)

=j;(r/T)-ar)-y,^(7;(r)-ar)
= y'^T^d) + yt(T - r / r ) ) - (y^ - yt)dT
=

- y^r

(19.8)

y'^T^iT)+y^(T-TlT)).

The performance account is a candidate to be represented by a one-dimensional
Brownian motion as the length of the intervals A goes to zero. However, before
we can specify this limit, we must specify how the excess performance and the
deviation of a^ from the standard probability a depend on the length of the
period. This specification is designed so that the expected performance and
effort costs over the unit interval are independent of the length of the time intervals A if the effort is constant. To achieve this, we assume the excess performance in each period is proportional to A'^\ i.e.,

^^ Note that this is a necessary condition if we want the aggregate performance over the unit
interval to be normally distributed. In fact this is not just a matter of subtracting an arbitrary
constant from each signal, since the aggregate performance when substituting that constant back
in can only be normally distributed if the untransformed signals have some negatives.
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The expected performance over the unit interval from choosing (/ instead of the
standard probability a is defined to be

/

- -Ic^yt ^ (l-^K^] - \{c^-a)y

(19.9)

We want the total expected performance over the unit interval to be independent
of the length zf of each time interval we consider. Given the specification of//^
in (19.9), this requires that the agent chooses deviations from the standard of the
order of magnitude A'^\ Therefore, the agent's cost over an interval of length A
of taking action (/ relative to taking action a is expressed as:
a^ - d^
K\a^) = AK[a + ^—^).
Ifa^ is taken over the entire unit interval, then the total effort cost is

1/cV) - Aa^^^X
A

^

A'^^ '

Hence, if we let a= [a^ - d]/A'^' represent the order of magnitude of the action
difference, then the total effort cost over the unit interval depends on a, but is
independent of zf.
Note that Tg(T) is generated by a binomial process with Tg(T + l) - TJj) e
{0,1 } andE^[r^(T + l) - r^(T)|a^] ^ (/}^ Hence, the expected change in aggregate performance takes the following simple form:
E,[Z^(T + 1)

- Z\T)\c^]=E,[f^{TJ,T^\)

- TJ,T) - a)|a^] = fi'A,

and we can write the Z^(T) process as:
[ + (1 - af^)A^' with probability o^,
Z^(T + 1) - Z\T) = /A + ygx\
(19.10)
with probability 1 - a^.
[ - a^A'""'
Note that the "drift-term," i.e., the expected performance in a time interval of
length A is of the order of magnitude zf, while the variation around the mean is

^^ The symbol E^ [ • ] denotes the expected value operator conditional on the information available
at date T.
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of the order of magnitude zf'^'. This latter characteristic ensures that the variance,
i.e.,
Var,[Z^(T + l) -Z^(T)|a^] = j)^V(l-a^)zf,
is also of the order of magnitude A. Hence, neither the drift component nor the
variance component of the process for Z^(T) dominates as A goes to zero. It is
now relatively straightforward to show that for zf approaching zero, the binomial
process for Z^(T) converges to a continuous-time Brownian motion Z{t), t e
[0,1],^^ with instantaneous drift // and diffusion parameter cr, which we formally
write as
dZ{t) = judt + adB(t%

(19.11)

a = y \/d(l - a),

where

B(t)is a standard Brownian motion with B(0) = 0, independent increments
and B(t') - B(t) ~ N(0, f - t) for t < t',

^^ The limit can be derived from the Central Limit Theorem as the increments in the performance
account are identically and independently distributed given a constant action choice.
The Central Limit Theorem (Billingsley 1986, Theorem 27.1)
Suppose that ^4, X^, ...,X^ is an independent sequence of random variables having the
same distribution with mean c and finite positive variance ^^. If ^S^ = X^ + X2 + ... + X„,
then
S^ - nc
-^
s\fn
Define

-

X^ = Z^(T) - Z^CT-I);

A^(0,1).

-

c = /zl,

s = aA^\

The performance account aXt = \ (r = \/A) is
Z\\/A)

= Z\\)

- Z^(0) + Z\2) - Z^(l) + ... + Z\\IA)

- Z\\IA -1)

= J 4 + X2 + ... + Xy^ = Sy^.

Hence,

Z\yA)-VA,^A

_ Z\XIA)

oA'^'^VA
or

- ,^

^
Z\\IA)

-

N{iiia\

^ ^^^^^^^
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Hence, the account process Z{t) starts at zero, has independent increments, and
over any finite interval [t, t'^ the increment in the account is normally distributed
with
Z{t') - Z(t) ~ N((^'- t)ju, (f-

t)G\

Note that the diffusion parameter a depends neither on time t nor on the agent's
choice of action - it depends only on the excess performance over the unit interval, y , and the standard probability, a, that gives a zero expected performance.
This is a consequence of the fact that a^ converges to a as the length of each
time interval A goes to zero (although it does so at the rate zf'^'). The instantaneous drift //, on the other hand, depends on the agent's action.
We now derive the compensation contract that implements a constant action. To do this it is useful to think of the agent choosing (a constant) j / in each
period of length zf, which then determines an associated action a^{j/) by (19.9),
i.e.,
c^{fi') = a +ju^—-

(19.12)

Since o^ is a probability, we must restrict the agent's choice of//^ by
yj
- -^—
^2

A

J
< 'ju

A ( i - ^)
< -^

A'A

.

However, note that as A goes to zero, the bounds on //^ become trivial, and ju^
can be chosen to be any real number by the agent. Similarly, we can express the
agent's cost function in terms of//^,

zf/cV) =

K\AM'))

=

AK[ay^^'^~^\

Let df denote the period-by-period compensation for obtaining signal / = b,g
that gives the agent a certainty equivalent equal to zero given j / . A zero certainty equivalent in each period and incentive compatibility of j / implies that
(compare to (19.5))

d'^ - AK{ii^) - Un[l-rKX/)y/''

+

ra'KX/)y/j,

dt = AK(JU^) - l l n ( l + ra^K'(/)y^A'^j.
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Using a Taylor series expansion of the logarithmic term, the required compensations are given by

S^ = AK(M^)

- a'K'if/)})/'^

+ V2ra'\K'(p')y^fA

+ 0(A"').

The accumulated compensation "earned" in the first z periods is

Hence, the expected incremental compensation is
E,[C^(T+1)

- c\T)\a'] =a'd^ + (i-c/)d^
= AK(/)

+ V2ra^(l-c^){K\/)y^fA

+ 0(A^%

and the difference between the actual incremental compensation and the expected incremental compensation is
C\T + 1)

- C\T)

- E , [ C ^ ( T + 1)

- C\T)\a']

[ + (1 - a^)A'^' + 0(A)
= KXM')y^x\
[ - c^A^' + 0(A)

with probability O^,
with probability 1 - c^.

The variance of the incremental compensation is
Var,[C^(T + l) - C\T)\a'] = c^{\ - c^)[K\fi^)y^fA

+

0{A^'\

Since A^'^ goes faster to zero than A, the 0(zf^^^)-terms can be ignored in both the
expected incremental compensation and the variance of that incremental. Hence,
as A goes to zero, the process for the accumulated compensation C^(T) converges to a continuous-time Brownian motion C(t), ^ e [0,1], on the form
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dC{t) = \K(JU) + V2r[K'{id)y^fa{\

-dyjdt

+ K'(ju)yg^d(l-a)dB(t).

(19.13)

The drift-term has two components. The first component is compensation for
the incurred effort cost and the second component is a risk premium the agent
is paid to compensate him for the incentive risk, i.e., the diffusion-term. The
key here is that these payments are fixed such that the agent gets a certainty
equivalent of zero.
The relation between the compensation and the performance measure follows from substituting the performance account process Z(t) from (19.11) into
(19.13):
dC(t) = \K(JU) + y2r{K'(ju)y ) d(l - d) - K'(ju)jujdt + K'(ju)dZ(t).
Hence, the total compensation at ^ = 1 is (by "integrating both sides" and noting
thatZ(0) =0)
C(l) = K(JU) + y2r{KXju)yJ^d(l-d)

- KXJU)M + I<XM)Z(11

where Z(l) is normally distributed with

Z(l)-N(My%a = y^^fd(r~d).
Since the performance account at ^ = 1 is equal to the aggregate performance at
t = I, i.Q.,y = Z(l), we may write the optimal compensation contract as a linear
function of a normally distributed aggregate performance measure, i.e.,
c(y)=f^vy,
where

y-N(M,a'l

(19.14)

/ = w + K(JU) + V2r{K'(ju)a) - K'(JU)JU,
V = K'ifi).

The fixed component of the compensation consists of the agent's reservation
wage, a compensation for the incurred effort cost, a risk premium for the incentive risk, minus the expected incentive wage. The incentive wage is determined
by the agent's marginal cost of providing expected aggregate performance //.
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Note that the characterization of the optimal contract in (19.14) is precisely
the same as the characterization (19.3) of the optimal linear contract in Section
19.1. Hence, the optimal contract in a setting where the agent continuously controls the drift of a Brownian motion for aggregate performance may be found
as the optimal linear contract in a static setting, where the agent's action is the
mean of a normally distributed performance.^"^
Multi-dimensional Brownian Motion
We now turn to the multi-dimensional Brownian version of the setting with two
performance measures considered in Section 19.2.3. In each period of length
A there are two binary performance measures j ; • which may take values j ; ^ • and
j ; ^ . , / = 1,2. As in Section 19.2.3, there are four possible signals: XJ/Q =
(yLyti)^ ¥t = (yLy^i)^ ¥2 = (y^3^/2) ^ and ^3^ =(y^i,3;^2)- We represent the
four signals by numbers also denoted if/f, / = 0,1,2,3.^^
The agent's action is the probability of each of these four performance signals, (pf, / = 0,1,2,3. In the subsequent analysis we assume the agent's action
space is the simplex determined by S^ ^/^ = 1, (p^^ > 0. Hence, the agent's action
cannot be represented as a single-dimensional choice variable that affects the
probabilities of the good signals for both performance measures. The problem
with a single-dimensional choice variable is that the compensations for the four
different signals cannot be determined from the incentive constraints and the
contract acceptance constraint alone. However, that is possible if we represent
the set of choices as a simplex, and we can perform the analysis as in the previous section except that the agent now controls a multinomial instead of a
binomial process. In particular, we fix a standard probability vector (p as the
probabilities that give an expected performance of zero, i.e.,

J2<p]y^1=0,

(19.15)

/=0

^^ Note that the Brownian motion model avoids the Mirrlees "problem" even though the
aggregate performance measure is normally distributed. This has to do with the fact that the
agent can effectively avoid the penalties by his action choices as he observes the performance
measure continuously. If he only observes the normally distributed performance measures at
discrete points in time, the Mirrlees argument applies no matter how small the intervals are
between his observations (see Mtiller, 2000, for a formal development of this point). However,
it is not important how often the principal observes the aggregate performance measure.
^^ At this point, these numbers are generic representations of the information in each period.
Below we consider the case in which these numbers are linear aggregates of the two performance
measures.
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and let ^. denote the "excess performance" from obtaining signal / as opposed
to the signal 0, i.e., ^. = ^. - ^Q , / = 1,2,3. We can now define the "performance account" for each of the signals / = 1,2,3 by
zf{T) = xfifiTiT) - ^ > ) ,

/ = 1,2,3,

(19.16)

where T^{T) is the number of times signal / has occurred in the first T periods.
Note that these accounts are not independent since only one account can change
value in each period. If we take the sum of the performance accounts at any
date T using (19.14), we get the aggregate performance, i.e.,

Y.ZfiT)=Y.¥fTI,T).
i=\

(19.17)

i=0

Again, we let the "excess performance" in each period be proportional to A'^\
i.e.,

anddefine

ju- = y / . — ^ ^ — - ,

i = 1,2,3.

(19.18)

An

Note that by using (19.15) the total expected performance over the unit interval
is
3

^i=0

3

i=\

such that JU- can be interpreted as the contribution to the aggregate expected
performance over the unit interval from shifting probability to signal /, / = 1,2,
3, from signal zero.
Note that each T^(T) is generated by a binomial process with T^(T +1) - T^(T)
E {0,1} andE,[r,(r + l) - r,(r)|(p^] = cpf. Hence,
E,[Z/(r + l) -Zf(r)|(p^]
= E,[^f (r,(r + l) - UT) - c^.W] = //fzf,
so that we can write the process Zf(T) as follows:

/ = 1,2,3,
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Zf{x^l)-Zfix)
+ (1 - (pf)A''

with prob. (pf
i- 1,2,3. (19.19)

Mi ^ + ¥i
A A'A

(pfA

with prob. 1 - ^ / ,

The variance of the change of account / is
Var,[Z/(r + l) - zfix) |(p^] = ^]ff{\

- (pf)A,

i = 1,2, 3,

and the covariance between any two accounts is
Cov,[Zf(r + l) - Zf(r), zfir^X)

-

zf{T)W']

= - xfi-xfijCpfcpfA, Uj = 1,2,3; / ^j.
As in the one-dimensional case it is now relatively straightforward to show that
for A approaching zero, the process for the three performance accounts converges to a three-dimensional continuous-time Brownian motion Z(^), ^ e [0,1 ],
with instantaneous drift vector ^ and diffusion matrix S'^' which we formally
write as
dZ(t) = yidt + S'/^ JB(0,

(19.20)

where
B(Ois a standard three-dimensional Brownian motion with B(0) = 0, independent increments and B{t') - B(0 ~ N(0,(^'- 01) for t < t'.
[ ^^# l ( l - ^ l )

-WxWi^x^i

S = { WiWx^iix Wiiii'^-V^
- ^ 3 XJJ^Cp^Cp^ - ^ 3 ^ 2 ^ 3

-^i^3^i^3 1
-WiW^iii^
^^3 ^ 3 ( 1 - ^ 3 ) J

Hence, the account process TXi) starts at zero, has independent increments, and
over any finite interval \t, t'\ the increments in the accounts are jointly normally
distributed with
T{t') - Z(0 ~ N ( ( r - i)\!iXt'- OS).
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In order to derive the compensation contract that implements the (constant) drift
vector \i we express the agent's cost as a function of ^^ recognizing the relation
between the drift rates and the associated action given by (19.18), i.e., as a
function /c(^^). Following steps similar to those in the one-dimensional case,
it can be shown that the process for accumulated compensation (with a zero certainty equivalent) converges to a (one-dimensional) continuous-time Brownian
motion C(0, ^ e [0,1], on the form^^
dC{t) = (/c(^) + 'Ark'diyUk'iii)

- k'(ii)ii)dt

+ k'(ii)dZ(tX

where K ^ ^ ) denotes the vector of the partial derivatives of the agent's cost function with respect to the drift rates, //^, in each account. The total compensation
at ^ = 1 is
C(l) = Kill) + V2rk'(iiyjlk'(ii)

- k'(ii)ii

+ KX^)Z(I),

where Z(l) is normally distributed with
Z(l) ~ N(fi,S).
Hence, we can write the optimal compensation contract as a constant plus a
linear function of the three jointly normally distributed performance accounts
at ^ = 1, i.e.,
c(z)=f^y%
where

f=w

z~N(^,S),

+ /c(^) + 'Ark'diyUk'iii)
v = k'iii).

- k'(ii)ii,

(19.21a)
(19.21b)
(19.21c)

The fixed component has an interpretation similar to the one-dimensional case,
i.e., it consists of the agent's reservation wage, compensation for the incurred
effort cost, and a risk premium for the incentive risk, minus the expected
incentive wage. The incentive wage is determined by the agent's vector of marginal costs of providing expected aggregate performance ju^ in each of the different performance accounts. Hence, the optimal contract in a setting in which
the agent continuously controls the drift vector of a Brownian motion for aggregate performance accounts may be found as the optimal linear contract in a

^^ Compare to HM, Theorems 6 and 7, and Hellwig and Schmidt (2002, Theorem 1).
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static setting, where the agent's action is the mean vector of jointly normally
distributed performance accounts.
It is useful to note that the agent's compensation is independent of the numbers assigned to the four signals. To illustrate, assume that all numbers are
multiplied by a scalar A. This will result in a mean vector \i^ = A^, a covariance
matrix E^ = A^ E, a vector of account totals z^ = Az, and a marginal cost vector
K^'{\i^) = K'(II)/^' Substituting these relations into (19.21) readily establishes
that the new optimal contract is characterized by/^ =/and v^ = v/A, so that
c'iz') =f + v'V =f+ (vVA)(Az) =f+ \'z = c(z).
Can we express the optimal compensation contract as a linear function of the
aggregate performance for the two performance measures j^^ and3;2? ^^ general,
the answer is NO!
We can define the numbers that represent the four signals by a linear aggregate of the two basic performance measures, i.e.,

for some constants g^ and g2- For example, if y^ and y2 are revenue and cost
measures, then ^ is a profit measure if g^ = 1 and g2 " " 1- The aggregate of
the performance accounts in (19.17) is then given by

i=\

i=0

which is equal to a linear function of the aggregate performances for each of the
two basic performance measures. Hence, in the limiting continuous-time setting
the aggregate of the performance accounts is a linear function of the aggregate
performances for each of the two basic performance measures, i.e,

E Z.(l) = g,y, + g,y,.
i=l

However, the optimal incentive wage is

(19.22)
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v'z = Y. '^»2,(l),

(19.23)

i=\

where K.{\I) is the agent's marginal cost of providing expected aggregate performance //^ on performance account /. Hence, unless these marginal costs are
the same for all accounts, we cannot express the optimal compensation contract
as a linear function of j^^ and3;2- The problem is that with two binary performance measures, the necessary Brownian motion to describe optimal compensation is not two-dimensional, it is three-dimensional. In general, with A^"binary"
performance measures, the Brownian motion must be of dimension A^^ - 1.
HM consider two special cases of the multi-dimensional Brownian motion
model in which the optimal compensation is in fact a linear function of the aggregate performance for the two performance measures j^^ ^^^yi- The first case
is a setting in which the agent's cost function depends only on the expected aggregate performance, i.e., the cost function can be written as

^» = ^/[E/^/J
In that setting, the agent's marginal costs are the same for all accounts and the
result follows from (19.22) and (19.23). Unfortunately, as demonstrated by
Hellwig (2001), this Brownian motion model cannot be derived as the limit of
a discrete-time model since the corresponding cost function in discrete time implies that it is optimal for the principal only to induce positive probability for
two "neighboring signals" in order to reduce the risk premium to the agent.
Hence, the first-best solution can "almost" be implemented. This does not occur
in the continuous-time Brownian motion setting, since the covariance matrix can
be exogenously specified in that setting.
The second special case examined by HM is a setting in which the principal
does not observe the vector of performance accounts Z(0 but only some linear
aggregate of those accounts (see HM, Theorem 8), for example the sum of the
accounts, i.e.,

Y{t) = Y.mi=\
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In that case, the optimal contract is a linear function of 7(1) as in (19.21). Of
course, contracting on 7is less desirable than contracting on 7J}^ The principal
loses if he throws away information. It is more costly to implement a given
action vector ^, and only action vectors in which the agent has the same marginal costs for each account can be implemented. Hence, using a linear contract
based on the aggregate performance 7 is sub-optimal if more detailed information is available. Hellwig and Schmidt (2002) also note that this continuoustime Brownian motion setting has no immediate discrete-time analog. The key
is that in a discrete-time setting, observing the process for aggregate performance 7^(T) enables the principal to infer the processes of the individual accounts
(by observing the size of the increments). Hellwig and Schmidt (2002) develop
a discrete-time setting in which "approximately" optimal sharing rules are linear
in aggregate performance. They impose two key assumptions: the principal
only observes the final aggregate performance 7^(1) and not the time path, and
the agent can understate aggregate performance such that the sharing rule has
to be non-decreasing.

19.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The analysis in Section 19.2 establishes that if the agent has exponential utility
and there is a single normally distributed performance measure, then restricting
the contract to be linear is not a simplification if the performance measure is
interpreted to be the result of a one-dimensional Brownian motion. However,
that result does not extend to settings in which there are two or more performance measures. Consequently, when we use the Z^'A^model we are generally
doing this to simplify the analysis, and to facilitate comparative statics with
respect to concepts such as risk, sensitivity, and risk aversion. That is, the optimal linear contract is not the optimal contract when there are two or more performance measures.
The basic Z£7Vmodel is introduced in Section 19.1. Extensions are considered in several of the subsequent chapters. For example. Section 20.2 considers
multiple tasks. Sections 21.2 and 21.3 consider a firm's market price as an aggregate performance measure and as a proxy for non-contractible investor information, various sections in Chapters 25 through 27 consider multi-period LEN
models with full commitment and various degrees of inter-dependence. Chapter
28 revisits those multi-period models but with the assumption that the principal

^^ Of course, if the principal observes a linear aggregate of the accounts with weights /C.(JLI) for
the optimal action vector JLI with Z observable, there is no loss of efficiency. This is similar to
the likelihood ratio being a sufficient statistic for optimal compensation in the multiple signals
setting in Section 18.1.4.
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and agent cannot preclude renegotiation of long-term contracts after a report has
been released, and Section 29.3 includes a hierarchical multi-agent Z£7Vmodel
with delegated contracting.
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CHAPTER 20
MULTIPLE TASKS AND MULTIPLE
PERFORMANCE MEASURES

In the preceding chapters we assumed that the set of actions A from which the
agent must choose is either a finite or continuous set that is ordered such that
more "effort" increases the "benefit" to the principal and increases the "cost" to
the agent. We now recognize that an agent often performs multiple tasks and,
therefore, his effort is more realistically described as a vector of actions a =
(^1, ...,a^y such that aj refers to the "effort" expended in tasky. In this setting,
there can be two actions a' and a" that have the same "cost" to the agent but
different "benefits" to the principal. This shifts the focus from being only concerned about the optimal "intensity" of effort, to being concerned about both the
"intensity" and "allocation" of the effort expended by the agent. When "intensity" is the only concern, the key criterion in selecting performance measures
is the extent to which they help minimize the risk imposed on the agent to
induce the desired intensity. However, when "allocation" of effort is also of
concern, the choice of performance measures must consider both the "allocation" induced and the risk that must be imposed to induce a particular level of
"intensity" and "allocation."
A performance measure that aligns the agent's effort allocation with the
benefits to the principal is referred to as being perfectly congruent with the
principal's objectives. A single performance measure's lack of perfect congruency or inclusion of noise can result in other performance measures having
value because they complement the first measure either by improving the allocation of effort or by reducing the risk imposed to induce a particular allocation.
In Section 20.1 we introduce the elements of the basic multi-task model,
which are similar to the formulation by Gjesdal (1982). Section 20.2 explores
multi-dimensional versions of the Z£7V model introduced in Chapter 19. This
simplified model provides a number of insights into the role of multiple performance measures in motivating multi-dimensional effort and identifies the
factors that affect the relative weights placed on the performance measures.
Finally, in Section 20.3, we explore some simple settings introduced by Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) (HM), in which the form of the agent's cost function
significantly influences the nature of the optimal incentives and effort allocation.
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20.1 BASIC MULTI-TASK MODEL
We assume that the principal is risk neutral and "owns" the outcome x, while a
risk and effort averse agent implements an m-dimensional action a e A ^ M"".
The agent's preferences are represented by a separable utility function u^ic^a)
= u(c)k(a) - v(a), which is defined over the agent's compensation c E C and his
action a. As before, the agent's action a is assumed to be non-observable by the
principal. The contractible performance measures generated by system rj consist
of a vector of ^ performance measures, denoted, y = (y^, ...,3;„y e 7 ^ M", which
may or may not include the outcome x. The compensation contract offered to
the agent by the principal is c: Y ^ C. The expected outcome (benefit) to the
principal given action a is given by Z?(a) = E[x | a] and the homogeneous signal
beliefs are represented by the probability distribution function cP(y | a,;/).

20.1.1 General Formulation of the PrincipaPs Problem
The principal's decision problem is formulated as follows.
UP{f]) = maximize UP(c,a,rj) = b(a) - fc(y)d0(y\a,rj),

(20.1)

Y

subject to U%c,a,rj) = f u%c(y),a) d0(y\a,rj) > U,

(20.2)

Y

a e argmax U^(c,a\fj),

(20.3)

a' eA

c(y)eC,

Vye7.

(20.4)

Nothing of substance has changed from the general formulation in Chapter 18,
except that we have replaced a with a andj; with y, which merely emphasizes
that they are vectors. The significance of the multi-dimensional effort becomes
more obvious if we assume that the set of possible actions is a convex set of the
form^ = \a,,aAx...x\a
,a 1. In that case, if the first-order conditions for the
agent's decision problem characterize his action choice, then incentive
constraint (20.3) is replaced by an mx 1 vector of incentive constraints of the
form,
V,^Xc,a,;/) = 0,

(20.30
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where V^ denotes the gradient with respect to a (i.e., the m x 1 vector of derivatives with respect to the elements of a) and 0 is an mx 1 vector of zeros. With
separable utility,
V^U'ic,^,^) = /[V,^(a) Ky|a) + A:(a)V,^(y|a)] u(c(y)) dy - V,v(a).

The Lagrangian in this setting is

+

f^(y)[c(y)-c](p(y\a)dy,
Y

where ^ is an m x 1 vector of Lagrange multipliers for the m incentive constraints. Differentiating Sf with respect to c(y), and assuming c(y) > c, yields the
following characterization of the optimal incentive contract:
M(c(y)) = k(a){l + ^1^ [K(a) + L(y|a)]},
where

(20.5)

K(a) = -—-V^^(a),
^(a)
L(y|a) = , I V^^(y|a).

If the agent's utility function is additively separable, then A:(a) = 1 and K(a) =
0. In that case, we see that the key factors affecting the compensation c(y) are
the likelihood ratios for each task and the endogenously determined weights in
^ for each task. This structure is particularly simple if there is a separate independent performance measure for each action (i.e., y has m elements and (p(y \ a)
= (p(y^\a^)x...x(p(yjaj).
If the agent's utility function is multiplicative negative exponential (i.e.,
v(a) = 0 and A:(a) = exp[r7c(a)]), then K(a) = rVa7c(a), and the optimal contract
takes the following form:
c(y) = /c(a) + lln(r(A + li'[r\K(a)

+ L(y|a)])).

(20.6)

Hence, the compensation covers the agent's personal cost 7c(a) and provides
incentives that depend on the marginal cost of the effort in each task and the
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likelihood ratio for each task. Observe that the incentive component of the
optimal contract is concave with respect to the likelihood ratios, which vary
with y.
Two types of personal costs of effort are common in the literature. One,
which we refer to as the aggregate cost model, assumes that the cost of effort
depends only on the aggregate effort, not the tdisksper se, i.e., the cost function
can be expressed as 7c(a^), where a^ = a^ + ... + a^, and all the elements of the
vector Va7c(a) equal TC^^O- This is descriptive of settings in which the cost of
effort depends on total hours worked, but is independent of the specific tasks
undertaken. The other type, which we refer to as the separable cost model,
assumes the cost is a quadratic function of the form 7c(a) = Via^Ta, where F is
mimxm symmetric positive definite matrix. In this setting, Va7c(a) = F a, which
takes a particular simple form if F is an identity matrix (implying that total cost
is the sum of independent convex functions for each task). It is representative
of settings in which, for example, the agent finds it "painful" to spend too much
time on any one task.
In general, if the aggregate cost model is used, then the benefit function Z?(a)
is assumed to be strictly concave, so that there is an interior first-best optimum
level of effort in each task. However, if the quadratic separable cost model is
used, the benefit function Z?(a) can be linear and still yield an interior first-best
optimum level of effort in each task.

20.1.2 Exponential Utility with Normally Distributed
Compensation
Participation constraint (20.2) and incentive constraint (20.3') take particularly
simple forms if the agent has a multiplicative negative exponential utility function and his compensation is normally distributed with a mean and variance that
depend on his actions. To illustrate, assume c = c(y) ~ N(c(a),cr^^(a)). It then
follows from Proposition 2.7 that
U\c,ii,rj) = - exp[- r(c(a) - /c(a) - 'Ara^^))].

(20.7)

In that setting, if ^ = -exp[-rc''], the participation and incentive constraints
can be restated as:
c(a) - /c(a) - V2ra,\a) = c%

(20.20

V,c (a) = V,/c(a) + 'ArV^oX^).

(20.3 ")

From (20.6) we observe that the compensation given the optimal contract will
only be normally distributed if ln(>l + \i^ [ r Va7c(a) + L(y | a) ]) is normally distrib-
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uted. This condition is not satisfied by any "standard" distribution of y, including the normal or log-normal distributions. However, we can achieve the simplified representation in (20.7) with the normal or lognormal distributions of y
if the contracts considered are linear functions of y or In y, respectively.
(Observe that the normal distribution with linear contracts is the LEN model
introduced in Section 19.1.)
Lemma 20.1
The agent's compensation c is normally distributed with mean/ + vg(a)
and variance v^E(a)v if C = (-oo, + oo) and there exists a function g(y) such
that
g(y) ~ N(g(a), i:(a)) and c(y) = / + v^g(y).

(20.8)

This condition is satisfied if:
(a) the performance measures are normally distributed and the compensation function is linear, i.e.,
g(y) = y ~ N(g(a),i:(a)) and c(y) = / + v^; or
(b) the performance measures are log-normally distributed and the compensation is a linear function of the logs of the performance measures, i.e.,^
In 3^1

'N(g(a),i:(a)) andc(y) =/+ v,\ny, + ... + vjnj;^.

g(y)
Inj^^

The compensation functions in the above lemma are not optimal - they are
merely tractable. This tractability has led a number of authors to use linear contracts with normally distributed performance measures, and the results from
some of these papers are discussed in the next section. Hemmer (1996) considers log-normal performance measures with "log" compensation functions.
His focus on log-normal measures arises from his observation that many performance measures do not take on negative values. In finance, market prices are
often assumed to have a log-normal distribution, which follows from the assumption that the continuously compounded rate of return is normally distributed.

In this setting, g.(a) = E[ In j^^ | a] and cr^/,(a) = Cov[ In y^. In j^;^ | a].
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20.2 ALLOCATION OF EFFORT AMONG TASKS WITH
SEPARABLE EFFORT COSTS
We now examine the multi-dimensional Z£7Vmodel introduced in Section 19.1
and expanded upon above. Much of the discussion is based on analyses found
in Feltham and Xie (1994) (FX) and Feltham and Wu (2000) (FW). FX consider an arbitrary number of tasks and an arbitrary number of performance
measures, and focus on the value of additional performance measures. FW, on
the other hand, restrict their analysis to two tasks and two performance measures, and focus on the factors affecting the relative incentive weights applied to
the two performance measures. Other papers of interest in this area include
Banker and Thevaranjan (1998) and Datar, Kulp, and Lambert (2001).

20.2.1 A "Best" Linear Contract
As in the basic multi-task model, a is an m x 1 vector of actions. However, we
introduce a number of assumptions that simplify the analysis, but retain sufficient complexity to provide the basis for obtaining interesting insights into the
role of multiple performance measures in a multi-task setting.
First-best Solution
The expected benefit to the principal from the agent's actions is assumed to be
linear, i.e., E[x|a] = b^a, while the cost of the actions to the agent is assumed
to be separable and quadratic, i.e., 7c(a) = /4a^a.^ If the agent's reservation
utility is ^ = - exp[ -re""], then in the first-best setting (i.e., a is contractible
information), the principal must pay the agent c"" + 7c(a) and will select a so as
to maximize
UP{2i) = b^a - {c' + i^a^a}.

(20.9a)

Differentiating (20.9a) with respect to a gives the first-order condition for the
first-best action choice:
a* = b,

(20.9b)

i.e., the marginal cost to the agent equals the marginal benefit to the principal
for each task. Substituting (20.9b) in (20.9a) gives the principal's first-best
expected utility:

^ We could readily use a more general quadratic function K(2L) = Yia^TsL, but that would merely
complicate the presentation of the analysis and provide little in the way of additional insights.
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Observe that in the two-task setting, (20.9b) indicates that the first-best relative
allocation of effort is aligned with the relative benefit to the principal, i.e.,^
(21*

b.

— = —.
42

(20.9d)

6o
'1

Second-best Contract
If a is not contractible, the contract is based on performance measures generated
by system r\. These measures are represented by an ^x 1 vector y that is normally distributed with mean Ma and covariance matrix E (which is assumed to
be independent of a), where M is an ^ x ^ matrix and E is an ^ x ^ matrix of
parameters.
Given linear contract/ + v^y, the agent's certainty equivalent from action
a and system r\ is
CE{f,\,2i,rj) = / + v^Ma - ^Aa^a - 'Ary'lly.

(20.10a)

The assumption that the agent's action does not influence the covariance matrix
E is common in the literature since it simplifies the analysis (see, however,
Section 21.4 for analyses of a setting in which the agent's action affects the
variance of a normally distributed performance measure). In particular, as
revealed by the following first-order condition for the agent's action choice
given/and v, the agent's action choice is independent of his risk:
a =MV,

(20.10b)

assuming MV > 0.
The principal's problem for a given information structure rj is
maximize

UP{f,\,2i,rj) = h'a - (/+ v^Ma),

(20.11a)

CE(f,\,a,rj) = c%

(20.1 lb)

/v,a

subject to

first-order condition (20.10b),

^ Note that if we use the more general cost function K:(a) = /4a^ra, the vector of first-best actions
is no longer proportional to the vector of benefits b unless F is a diagonal matrix with equal
elements in the diagonal.
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where c"" is the agent's reservation wage (i.e., U ^ - exp[ -re""]). Substituting
(20.1 lb) and (20.10b) into (20.1 la) restates the principal's expected utility in
terms of the variable incentive rates:
maximizei7^(v,;/) ^ b^[MV] - {c' + y2[v^M][MV] + Viry'lLy)

= b^[MV] - {c' + y2V^[MM^ + r i : ] v } .

(20.12)

Differentiating (20.12) with respect to v and solving for the second-best values
of V and a (assuming an interior solution) yields:
v^ = Q M b ,
at = MV^ = M^QMb,
where

(20.13a)
(20.13b)

Q = [MM^ + rH]'.

Substituting (20.13a) into (20.12) yields the principal's optimal expected utility
from system rj is
UP\rj) = i^b^M^QMb - c'.

(20.14a)

Comparing the first- and second-best expected utility levels for the principal
gives the loss due to imperfect performance measures:
L{rj) = UP' - UP\rj) = y2b^[I - M^QM]b.

(20.14b)

Observe that if the agent is risk neutral (i.e., r = 0), then Q = [MM^]"\ which
implies
UP\rj) = i/2b^M^[MM^]-^Mb,
L(fj) = y2b^[I - M^[MM^]-'M]b.
Obviously, if M^[MM^]"^M = I, the first-best result is achieved and there is no
loss in contracting on y instead of a. However, this need not be the case (for
reasons that will become apparent in the next section). Hence, agent risk neu-
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trality is not sufficient for achieving the first-best in a multi-task setting."^ This
stands in contrast to the result in Chapter 17 (Section 17.2) in which we established that agent risk neutrality is sufficient for achieving the first-best result in
a single task setting in which the outcome x is contractible information.
Single Performance Measure Precision and Congruity
We now focus on a setting in which there is a single performance measure y^,
with M = M^ = [71^1,..., M^^. From (20.9d) we know that the first-best relative
effort between two tasks aj and a^ is proportional to the ratio of the benefits
bjlbj^. However, from (20.13b) it follows that with a single performance measure, the relative second-best effort is

a]

M..

-L = -^,
al
^k

(20.15)

If the outcome is contractible information (i.e.,;;^ = x and M^ = b^), the relative
effort between two tasks will be the same in the first- and second-best cases,
although the intensity of that effort will be less in the second-best case if the
outcome is uncertain (i.e., a^ = a^ > 0) and the agent is risk averse (i.e., r > 0).
However, if M^ is not proportional to b, the relative effort in the first- and
second-best cases will differ.
The above comments led FX to introduce the concept of congruity of a
performance measure relative to the principal's expected benefit. In this discussion it is useful to distinguish between performance measures that are action
dependent, i.e., M^ ^ 0, and those that are action independent, i.e., M^ = 0.^

^ Here we assume that ownership of x cannot be transferred to the agent. Ifx is contractible, then
the first-best can be achieved if the agent is risk neutral.
^ Datar et al. (2001) introduce the following aggregate measure of non-congmity in a setting with
n performance measures and two tasks:
^«(v) = E h - ( V i M - , + V 2 A ^ , ) f
They demonstrate that if the agent is risk neutral, then the optimal contract minimizes NQ. They
state (p. 9) that "as in multiple regression, the weight assigned to a performance measure is not
simply a function of its own 'congruence' with the outcome, but also on how it interacts with
other variables in the contract."
If the agent is risk averse, the optimal contract minimizes the sum of the non-congmity and
a measure of the agent's cost of risk:
minimize A'o(v) + r [v^a^ + vla2 + 2viV2<7i2].
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Definition Congruity with a Single Performance Measure
A single action-dependent performance measure y^ is perfectly congruent
(with the principal's expected benefit) if, and only if, there exists a parameter X such that b^ = AM^.
If there are two tasks (i.e., m = 2), the following is the measure ofnoncongruity of performance measure / relative to principal' s expected benefit:
No, = b,M,, - b,M,,,
where NQ, > (<) 0 implies;;^ places greater (less) relative weight on ^2 versus
ai than does the expected benefit to the principal.
Clearly, in the two-task setting, if j;^ is action-dependent, NQ, = 0 implies the
measure is perfectly congruent. The above discussion and definition lead to the
following result.
Proposition 20.1 (FX, Prop. 1)
A single action-dependent performance measure y, induces the first-best
relative effort levels if it is perfectly congruent. Furthermore, a perfectly
congruent performance measure induces ihQfirst-bestintensity of effort if,
and only if, ro^ = 0 (i.e., either the agent is risk neutral or the performance
measure is noiseless).

20.2.2 The Value of Additional Performance Measures
Proposition 20.1 identifies conditions under which the first-best relative effort
levels and effort intensity are achieved. Clearly, an additional performance
measure cannot have value unless the first measure is either non-congruent or
noisy (and the agent is risk averse). Observe that a second performance measure
can have value either because it permits the principal to reduce the risk imposed
on the agent (the source of value in the single-dimensional effort setting) or
because it permits the principal to mitigate the non-congruity of the first performance measure.
The general expression for the value of system rj^ relative to rj^ is
7r(rjW) = UP{rf) - UP{rj') = 'Ah'lM^'Q^M^ - M^^Q^M^]b, (20.16)
where M' and Q' specify the characteristics of performance measurement system
rj\i = 1,2. FX provide some general analysis based on (20.16). However, we
simplify the analysis by only comparing a system (rj^) that generates a single
performance measure to a system (rj^) that generates the first performance measure plus a second measure. In addition, we assume the performance measures
have been scaled so that they have unit variance. The mean for the first system
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is Ml a, and the mean and covariance matrix for the second system is Ma and
E, where
M/
M

i; =
M2

1 P

[p iJ

where/) is the correlation betweenjv^^ and3;2In Chapter 18 we identified the fact that with a risk neutral principal who
owns the outcome x, adding a second performance measure has no value if j^^
is a sufficient statistic for (y 1,3^2) with respect to the agent's action. FX identify
sufficient conditions for this to be the case.
Lemma 20.2 (FX, Lemma 1)
If Ml ^ 0, then performance measure j^^ is a sufficient statistic for (yi.y^)
with respect to the set of actions a e ^ if, and only if, M2 = yoM^
This result follows from the fact that if M2 = yoM^, the performance measures
can be viewed as having the following structure: j^^ = M^ a + £*i and y2 = pyi +
e, where e^ ~ N(0,1) and e ~ N(0,1 -yo^), with Cov(£*i, e) = 0. That is, y2 is a
scaled value of j^^ plus noise.
Proposition 20.2 (FX, Prop. 3)^
Ify^ 3ndy2 are noisy, then
7r(fjW)=0
if, and only if, M2 = pM^.
The first-best result cannot be achieved with rj^ (due to the noisiness of j^^), and
this provides scope for y2 to have value. However, the value is zero if j^^ is a
sufficient statistic for (y 1,3^2) •
In Section 20.2.4 we consider some special cases in which a second signal
y2 has positive value. Before considering those special cases, we follow FW and
provide a characterization of the optimal relative incentive weights for two performance measures.

^ The FX proposition is somewhat more general in that it considers the case in which y^ can be
noiseless, but NQI is nonzero. In this analysis we exclude noiseless performance measures.
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20.2.3 Relative Incentive Weights
Banker and Datar (1989) (BD) consider the relative incentive weights for two
performance measures in a setting in which the effort choice is unidimensional
and the stochastic characteristics of the performance measures are such that the
optimal contract is a function (possibly non-linear) of an aggregate statistic that
is a linear function of the performance measures. In this chapter we restrict our
analysis to contracts that are linear functions of the performance measures, and
consider multi-dimensional effort.
In the analysis that follows we consider FW's analysis of a setting in which
there are two actions with separable costs and two performance measures with
unit variance. Focusing on the relative weights permits us to ignore components
of Vi and V2 that are common to both.
FW introduce a measure of the nonalignment of two performance measures.
Definition Non-alignment of Performance Measures
The non-alignment of performance measure;;^ relative to 3;^ is represented
by

where A/^^ > (<) 0 implies that 3;^ places greater (less) weight on ^2 than on
a^ relative to y^.
The expression for the second-best incentive rates, v^, is given by (20.13). The
following proposition follows directly from that expression.
Proposition 20.3 (FW, Prop. 1)
The incentive ratio (i.e., relative weights on the two performance measures)
is:
/^- V2

where

= 7^,

(20.17)

C2

Q = r[M. - yoM^Jb - N^^^ki^

^ ^ ^' ^'' ^ = 1.2.

FW refer to d as the extended sensitivity of performance measure y^. In comparing this to the BD result reported in Proposition 18.12, we must keep in mind
that BD focus on single-dimensional effort, whereas we consider two-dimensional effort. Furthermore, we have scaled our performance measures so that
the precision of each measure (i.e., 1/variance) equals one.
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In the single-dimensional action case, M^ - pM.2 and b are scalars, and the
incentive ratio in (20.17) is
IR

1 ^ 2
M. -yoM.

which is equivalent to BD's result in Proposition 18.12. However, in the twodimensional action case, M^ - yoM2 is a vector. It is converted into a scalar by
multiplying by b - thereby weighting the sensitivity of each performance measure relative to the two dimensions of the effort by their marginal impact on the
benefit to the principal.
In the two-dimensional effort case, the sensitivity of performance measure
y^ must be further adjusted to take into consideration the non-alignment of j;^
withj;^ and the non-congruity of j;^. This adjustment is unnecessary ifj;^ is perfectly congruent (i.e., N^j^ = 0), or the two performance measures are perfectly
aligned (i.e., Nj^^ = 0).
As was illustrated in the single-dimensional effort case, the first parts of Ci
and C2 pertain to the desire to minimize risk, and they disappear if the agent is
risk neutral. The second parts pertain to the desire to align the agent's preferences with those of the principal, and this becomes the entire focus if the agent is
risk neutral. In particular, if the agent is risk neutral, neither performance measure is perfectly congruent, and they are not perfectly aligned, then
^

^

^02^21

which will induce the first-best level of effort. That is, the two measures can be
used to "span" the space of all possible relative effort levels, including the firstbest. To illustrate, consider the benefits and performance measures depicted in
Figure 20.1. In setting (i), b lies in between M^ and M2, so that both v^ and V2
are positive (with NQ^ > 0 > NQ2 and N12 = - N21 > 0). On the other hand, in setting (ii). Ml lies in between b and M2 such that v^ is positive and V2 is negative
(with A^o2 > ^01 > 0 and N^2 = - ^21 < 0)-

20.2.4 Special Cases
The preceding sections have provided general characterizations of the optimal
linear contract, the optimal induced effort, the value of an additional performance measure, and the incentive ratio for two performance measures. As in FX
and FW, we now provide additional insights by considering some interesting
special cases.
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Case (ii)
Case (i)
Figure 20.1: Non-congruency and non-alignment of two performance
measures with two-dimensional effort.
Perfectly Congruent Performance Measures
Bushman and Indjejikian (1993) (BI) consider a model in which there are two
contractible performance measures that equal the final outcome x plus noise.
In this model, both performance measures are perfectly congruent (i.e., A/QI = NQ2
= 0) and, hence, from (20.17) it follows that there are no alignment adjustments
in the incentive ratio. This also occurs if the two performance measures are
non-congruent but perfectly aligned (i.e., A/^12 " ^21 " 0)- However, we focus on
the perfect congruity case (as depicted in Figure 20.2(i)). The basic questions
are: if there are two congruent performance measures and one is more precise
(i.e., more sensitive), will it be optimal to use only the more precise measure,
or both; and, if both, what determines their relative use (i.e., incentive rate).
The answers are: use both unless the former is a sufficient statistic; and select
the relative incentive rates so as to minimize the risk premium paid to the agent.
Proposition 20.4
Assume M^ = a^b^ M2 = 0^2b\ and r > 0, with a^ > a2> 0, so thatj^i is at
least as sensitive as y2.
tK\2
(a) 7r(rjW) = 'Mb'h}

where |Q"^|

r(a2 - poti)^

0 if, and only if, a2 ^ a^p,

(h'hal+r)\Q-^\/r

r(b^b[ai + a2 la^a^p] + r ( l - / ) ) ;
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(c) IR =
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b'b[otj - otjP]

n->
a. - a^p
a^ - a^p

, for a2 ^ a^p.

«-»i

(20.18)

"1

(i) Two congruent measures
(ii) Congruent and noise measures
Figure 20.2: Two congruent performance measures and a congruent
measure with a noise measure (informative about
uncontrollable events).
If a2 = a^p, performance measure y^ is a sufficient statistic for {yi,y^ with
respect to the set of actions a e ^ by Lemma 20.2 and, hence, there is no scope
foxy 2 to be valuable in addition toy^. If the performance measures are uncorrelated (i.e.,yO = 0), the incentive ratio is equal to the relative sensitivities of the
two performance measures. Stronger incentives are applied to the first measure,
since it is more sensitive, i.e., a^ > a^ implies v^ > v^- The incentive weights for
both measures are positive if a2 > a^p, but otherwise v^ is positive and V2 is
negative. The former can be viewed as spreading the incentives over the two
relatively independent performance measures so as to diversify the agent's risk.
The latter occurs because, for highly correlated signals, the first can be given a
high positive weight and the second a high negative weight such that the contract positively motivates congruent effort but with reduced risk (relative to just
using the first measure). The negative weight on the risk in the second significantly directly offsets the positive weight on the risk in the first.
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Zero correlation does not occur in the BI model since they assume the noise
in the outcome is a common noise component in the two performance measures.
The BI model can be viewed as taking the form:

y. = b^a + e, + £>,,

e, -N(0,a,2),

a,' > 0, i = 1,2.

Assuming e^, e^, and f^ are independent, we can transform the BI model into our
notation as follows:

Observe that if we do not scale the performance measures to have unit variance,
then the incentive weight for measure y. is v. = a^v^, and the incentive ratio is
2
^2

i.e., the incentive ratio is determined as the relative precision of the two measures about the outcome. Of course, this is due to the fact that the non-scaled
performance measures have the same sensitivities ("mean vectors").
Before leaving this special case we note that the agent's risk aversion does
not affect the relative incentive weights - they depend strictly on the relative
information content of the two performance measures. However, the agent's
risk aversion does affect the value of the additional performance measure and
the strength of the incentives. It is straightforward to demonstrate that
d7r{fjW)ldr > 0, \dvjdr\ < 0, and \dv2ldr\ < 0.
That is, the larger the agent's risk aversion, the more valuable is the risk reduction role of the second performance measure.
Information about Uncontrollable Events
In their examination of relative incentive weights in a single-task setting,
Banker and Datar (1989) (BD) consider the case in which the agent's effort
influences the first performance measure but not the second (see Section
18.1.4). The noisiness of first measure forces the principal to pay the agent a
risk premium if incentives are used. The second measure can have value even
if it is not influenced by the agent's action provided it is informative about the
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uncontrollable events affecting the first measure. The key is that this informativeness permits the principal to reduce the risk premium that must be paid to
induce a given level of effort. As the following analysis demonstrates, the
single-task result extends to the multi-task setting.
Assume that M2 = 0 (as depicted in Figure 20.2(ii)). This implies that the
direction of induced effort depends entirely on M^ However, the second
measure has value provided yo ^ 0, since it can be used to reduce the risk
imposed on the agent. Hence, the value of the second measure stems entirely
from risk reduction, as in the single task case. Observe that M2 = 0 implies NQ2
= N12 = N21 = 0, so that from (20.17) it follows that there are no alignment
adjustments in computing the incentive ratio IR.
Proposition 20.5 (FX, Prop. 4, and FW, Prop. 4)
If Ml > 0, M2 = 0, and r > 0, then
(a) 7r(rjW) = /2(b^b) ( M J M ^ )

"^
>0
(Mj M J + r(1 -p^)) (Mj M J + r)

if, and only if, yo ^ 0;
(b) vi

M^b
MJMJ

+r(l-/)

(c) IR = - \lp.
The second performance measure is useless unless it is correlated with the first,
in which case the second can be used to strictly reduce the risk premium paid
to the agent. If the two measures are correlated, it follows from (a) that the
value is strictly increasing inp^. Furthermore, the first-best result can be achieved (i.e., L{ff) = 0) if the first performance measure is perfectly congruent with
the principal's benefit (NQ^ = 0) and the two measures are perfectly correlated
(p' = 1).
The incentive weight on the first performance measure, i.e., v^, indicates the
strength of the effort incentives in this setting. Result (b) establishes that the
strength of those incentives decreases with r and increases withyo^. That is, not
surprisingly, the less risk averse the agent and the more that he can be shielded
from incentive risk through the second measure, the stronger are the effort
incentives. Result (c) is precisely the same as in BD (see Proposition 18.13).
Hence, in both the single and multi-dimensional effort cases, the relative weight
placed on a second measure, which is used strictly for risk reduction, is equal
to its correlation with the first measure. Interestingly, these last two results
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apply even if the first measure is not perfectly congruent with the marginal
benefit of the agent's action to the principal.
Independent, Myopic Performance Measures
Accounting numbers are often viewed as inadequate performance measures
because they report only the short-run impact of a manager's actions. Such a
measure is clearly not perfectly congruent, and is described as being myopic.
A second measure can be of value if it is more congruent than the myopic measure, or because it provides information about the "other" consequences of the
agent's actions.^
To depict the latter case in stark terms, assume that each action only influences one performance measure (as depicted in Figure 20.3(i)) and those measures are uncorrelated. This effectively results in two independent decision
problems. The value of having two measures instead of one is merely the expected net return to the principal from inducing effort in the second activity,
since without the second measure the agent will not expend any effort in the
second activity.

a.

(i) Two myopic measures "' (ii) Congruent and myopic measures
Figure 20.3: Two myopic performance measures and a congruent
measure with a myopic measure.

^ The preceding comments reflect the fact that the principal and agent contract for only one
period. In a multi-period contract (which we explore in Chapters 25 through 28), the accounting
numbers reported in any period reflect the short-term consequences of the current actions and the
long-term consequences of prior actions.
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Proposition 20.6 (FX, p. 442, and FW, Prop. 4)
If Z?i, Mil > 0. K ^ 2 > 0. M2 = ^21 = 0. andyo = 0,^ then
9

1

^2
^2;

1

(a) <;/ '^ ) " 7

M22 + r

M.Z?
i = h2:

(b) V,

r + M,,

(c) IR

M,,b,/[r

+ M,\]

M^^bJ[r + M2^2]
Result (a) implies that the value of the second signal increases with the economic importance of the second task {b^, the sensitivity of the second signal
(M22), and the risk tolerance of the agent (1/r). From (b) we observe that the
weight placed on performance measure y^ increases with the economic importance of the task a^, and decreases with the agent's risk aversion r. The impact
of the sensitivity of the performance measure M^^ is more subtle. Increasing M^^
increases (decreases) v^ if r > (<) M^^. The key here is that if r is large, then
increasing M^^ makes it optimal to use stronger incentives (and induce a larger
a^ since the risk effect has been reduced (keep in mind that the variance of 3;^ is
equal to one). On the other hand, if r is small, the risk effect is less important
and the dominant effect is that if ^ , is increased it takes less v^ to induce the
same effort level a^.
Combining Perfectly Congruent and Myopic Performance Measures
BI also consider a model in which the first measure is perfectly congruent, while
the second is myopic (as depicted in Figure 20.3(ii)).^ The former is representative of information obtained by investors (which is impounded in the market
price) that reflects both the "short" and "long" run consequences of the agent's
actions, while the latter is representative of accounting numbers (e.g., accounting earnings) which reflect only the "short" run consequences of the agent's
actions. More specifically, the BI model takes the following form:
• X^ + Xo

h^j + ^xp

^.z

N(0,a,^>

This case is considered by FX on p. 442. However, since we scale the signals so that a^ = Oj
= 1, we cannot also have b^ = M i ^^^ ^2 = ^iiDatar et al. (2001) also examine this setting.
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y^

= X i +X2 + £*i,

£*i ~ N ( 0 , c r i ^ ) ,

j ; ^ = X i + £*2,

£*2~N(0,a|).

In our model this setting is represented by

M2=a2[^,0],

a^-Vol,^olY\

The obvious question in this setting is whether the myopic measure has value
given that the first measure is perfectly congruent. The answer is obviously no
if the agent is risk neutral. However, the second measure does have value if r
> 0, even if the two measures are uncorrelated. In particular, it will be optimal
to use the second measure so as to reduce the risk imposed using the first measure alone, even though the use of the second measure will induce the agent to
"mis-allocate" his effort, i.e., a^la2 ^ hfh2> The incentive ratio is
2r

17

2.r

2

2

r 2x

2.r

2

2 r 2

r 2x

1 T 2 r 2

Window Dressing
Performance measures are often subject to manipulation in the sense that the
agent can take actions that improve his performance measure but contribute
little or nothing to the principal's gross benefit. FX refer to this as window
dressing, and represent it by M^^, b^> 0 and M^2 ^ ^2 " 0- ^ rather strange
aspect of this setting is that the principal must compensate the agent for the
agent's cost of undertaking the window dressing since the agent must receive
his reservation wage plus effort cost plus risk premium to obtain his services.
Of course, the principal would like to design a performance measure that is not
subject to window dressing. Alternatively, the principal would like to have
information he can use to punish the agent for any window dressing. Following
FX, we consider both types of measures (which are depicted in Figure 20.4 as
adding either a "carrot" or a "stick" to the primary measure).
In case (i), FX introduce a perfectly congruent second measure. While
window dressing could be totally avoided by only using this measure, risk
reduction makes it optimal to use both measures. In case (ii), FX introduce a
second measure that provides information about the window dressing activity.
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This measure only has value when used with the first, in which case it is used
to deter window dressing.

(i) The "carrot"

«i

(ii) The "stick"

Figure 20.4: Window dressing - with a "carrot" and with a "stick."
Proposition 20.7 (FX, p. 442)
Assume M^^,b^>0 and M^2 ^ ^2 " 0? along with either (i) M^^ > 0 and M22
= 0, or (ii) M21 = 0 and M22 > 0.

, 1 ^,

[l-Mf,Qf

1 ^,

MfXiQ'

— b^
,
2
1 + rM^^ - Mf,Q

case (1)

7r(rjW)
t>\

2
where

;
;—->
1 + rM,,' - M^,Q

case (n)

Q = [b; + M^, + r]

Observe that in both cases the value of the second performance measure is
strictly positive and is increasing in the benefit of the first action (bi) and the
sensitivity of the first performance measure (M^i).

20.2.5 Induced Moral Hazard
The window dressing example illustrates a setting in which there are two types
of tasks - both affect the primary performance measure and are costly to the
agent, but only one type is beneficial to the principal. Now we consider a two-
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type task setting in which both types affect the primary performance measure
and both are beneficial to the principal, but one is costly to the agent and the
other is costly to the principal.
To simplify the analysis, we assume there are only two tasks. The first
activity, represented by a^, pertains to the effort expended by the agent, whereas
the second, represented by ^2, pertains to the investment of additional capital
into the project operated by the agent. The expected incremental gross benefit
to the principal of operating the project is a linear function of the agent's
unobserved effort and investment choices, i.e., Z?(a) ^b^a^ + Z?2^2? ^^^ the direct
costs to the agent and principal are 7c''(a) = Via^ and 7c^(a) = V2a2, respectively.^^
The agent must be compensated for his direct costs. Hence, from the principal's perspective, the first-best actions maximize b^a^ - Vial + b^a^ - Vial
and are characterized by^^
al = bi,

a2 = 62-

A Single Congruent Performance Measure
We assume all performance measures are linear functions of the agent's effort,
the principal's investment, and the cost of the principal's investment. That is,
any measure y^ can be expressed as
y, =Maa, + Maa, - M^.'Aal + £>„

(20.19)

where e^ ~ N(0,1).
Definition
A performance measure is defined to be congruent with respect to the
investment decision if it gives equal weight to the expected gross benefit

^^ The units used to measure the agent's actions are arbitrary. For example, the investment
activity could be represented by the dollars invested, i.e., a^^ = y^a\. In that case, the gross
benefit is a strictly concave function,/?21/2^2. Our approach simplifies the discussion.
One could question the assumed unobservability of the amount invested since it is provided
by the principal. However, we envisage a setting in which the agent manages the principal's
investment capital and V^ a^ represents the amount invested in the agent's project instead of being
invested in a riskless asset. The principal cannot observe the investment mix and his outcome
includes the return from the investment in the riskless asset. We have deducted a constant from
his outcome, so that the benefit equals the incremental benefit in excess of the amount the
principal would receive if all of his capital was invested in the riskless asset.
Also note that the project risk is independent of both a^ and ^2. This implies the project is
operated even if the additional capital invested equals zero.
^^ If the second task is measured in the dollars invested by the principal (see prior footnote), the
first-best action is d^ = /4^2^.
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from the investment and its cost. That is, if the weight on the cost is M^^,
then the same weight is placed on the benefit, i.e., M^2 = ^362We first consider a setting in which the only performance measure is the ex
compensation market value of the firm plus noise. That is, the performance
measure equals the principal's expected gross benefit minus his direct cost, plus
noise. The performance measure is normalized so that its noise has unit variance, i.e., there exists a parameter (f> 0 such that
y^ = ^[b^a^

+ Z?2^2 - ' / 2 ^ | ] + ^1,

where e^ ~ N(0,1). Hence, M^^ = ^b^, M^2 = ^^2? ^^d M^^ = ^, which impHes
this measure is congruent with respect to the investment choice.
If the principal offers the agent a linear contract c =f+ v^y^, the agent will
be motivated to choose a^ = ^b^v^ and ^2 = Z?2. That is, the agent chooses the
first-best investment level for all v^, but he only chooses the first-best level of
effort if Vi = \l^. The latter is optimal if the agent is risk neutral, but if he is risk
averse, the principal chooses v^ so as to maximize his expected utility:
V{v,,n) = ^vM + y2b^ - V^i^vM

- V2r{v,f - c%

given the substitution of/= c"" + Via^ + Virv^ - v^^[b^a^ + Z?2^2 ~ ^^^2} with
induced actions a^ = ^b^v^ and ^2 = Z?2. Hence, the principal's incentive rate
choice and the induced actions are

Vi =

,

^b.^r

a^ = bi

,

(22 = 02.

^b.^r

Observe that ^v^ is strictly less than one if the agent is strictly risk averse.
Therefore, the agent receives a fraction of the principal's expected gross benefit
and is charged a fraction of the principal's cost. A key factor in inducing the
first-best investment level is the fact that the fractions for both components are
identical.
The agent incurs all of the direct cost of his effort, but receives only a
fraction ^v^ < 1 of the incremental expected gross benefit. Consequently, the
induced effort level is less than first-best. The first-best level could be induced
by setting v^ = l/(f, but that would result in the agent incurring more than the
optimal level of risk - for which he must be compensated.
First-best Investment with Multiple Performance Measures
We now identify some conditions under which the first-best investment level is
induced when there are two performance measures. We then illustrate the
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distortion in induced investment that can occur when these conditions are not
satisfied.
Assume there are two performance measures (of the form in (20.19)) with
noise terms that have unit variances and Cov(£*i, e^ = p. The linear compensation contract c{y^,y^ = / + v^y^ + V2JF2 induces the agent to choose
a^ = ai(v) = MiVi + M21V2,
^2 = «2(v) ^ -^^

^^.

(20.20a)
(20.20b)

M13V1+M23V2

Substituting
f= c' + Via^ + Virlv^ + v| + 2yo(l -p)v,V2]

and (20.20) into the principal's expected utility provides the following unconstrained decision problem for the selection of the incentive rates:
maximize U^iy.fj) = 6iai(v) + Z?2 0C2(v) " ^^^^li^Y
V

- {c' + 'Aa.iyf + V2r[v^ + v| + 2yo(l -p)v,V2]}.
The first-order conditions are
M,,[b, - a,(y)] + a2i(v)[62 - «2(v)] - r[v, + p(l -p)v2] = 0,
M,,[b, - a,(y)] + a22(v)[62 " «2(v)] - r[v, ^p(l -p)v,] = 0,

(20.21a)
(20.21b)

where a2j(y) = da2(y)/dvj.
If the agent is paid a fixed wage, then the agent will be willing to make the
first-best investment choice, but he will not expend any effort. If the principal
chooses a non-zero incentive rate for either performance measure and induces
other than the first-best investment level, i.e., ^2 ^ Z?2, then we refer to this as the
result of induced moral hazard. Note that there is no inherent moral hazard
problem with respect to the agent's choice of investment, since this action is
costless to the agent. The incentive problem with respect to the investment is
strictly due to the fact that the principal is offering the agent an incentive contract to induce the agent's effort, and this contract may induce an incentive
problem with respect to the investment, i.e., the incentive constraint with respect
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to a2 is a non-redundant constraint. ^^ The following proposition identifies some
conditions under which there is no induced moral hazard.
Proposition 20.8
The second-best contract induces the first-best investment level in the following cases:
(a) both performance measures are congruent with respect to the investment choice;
(b) one performance measure is congruent with respect to the investment
choice and the other measure is independent of the investment;
(c) one performance measure is congruent with respect to the investment
choice and the other measure is independent of the effort choice and
uncorrelated with the other performance measure.
The three results are intuitively appealing. We earlier established that a single
congruent performance measure induces the first-best investment, so it is not
surprising that two congruent measures also induce the first-best investment.
Mathematically, result (a) follows directly from the fact that substituting M^2 "
Z?2M3 ^iid M22 = ^2^3 iiito the right-hand-side of (20.20b) yields ^2 = Z?2 irrespective of V.
It is also not surprising that the first-best investment is induced if only one
performance measure is influenced by the investment, and that measure is congruent. Mathematically, result (b) follows directly from the fact that if, for
example, the second measure is not affected by the investment and the first is
congruent, thenM22 = M23 = 0, andMi2 = ^2^3- Substituting these expressions
into (20.20b) yields ^2 = Z?2 irrespective of v.
Result (c) is more subtle since we have one congruent measure and one noncongruent measure. If the non-congruent measure is used, then the first-best
investment level will not be induced, i.e., we will have induced moral hazard
with respect to investment. However, under the conditions assumed in (c), the
non-congruent measure will not be used since it is not informative about the
agent's effort and it cannot be used to reduce the risk incurred in using the
congruent measure. Mathematically, let the first measure be congruent and the
second be non-congruent, so that M12 = 62M3 ^^^ M2 ^ ^2^23- Condition (c)
then assumes that M^^ > 0, M21 = 0, and p = 0. Substituting the above into
(20.20) yields

^^ In Section 22.6 we consider induced moral hazard in a delegated private information acquisition setting - the setting in which induced moral hazard was first introduced.
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«i(v) =MiVi,
«2W =

.
M13V1+M23V2

The latter implies that the first-best investment is induced if V2 = 0. The key
issue is whether that is optimal. Under the assumed conditions, the V2 first-order
condition (20.21b) for a given v^ is
«22(v)[62 -«2(v)] -rv2 =0.
This condition is satisfied by V2 = 0, since that implies a2(y) = 62- That is, it is
optimal to use only the congruent performance measure, which will induce the
first-best investment. From (20.21a) and V2 = 0, we obtain

Mjj + r

Therefore, the incentive rate used for the congruent measure is based strictly on
inducing the second-best level of effort. The investment decision is irrelevant.
Induced Under- and Over-investment
Proposition 20.8(c) imposes two conditions on the non-congruent performance
measure: it is not influenced by the agent's effort and the noise in the two
performance measures are uncorrected. We first consider a setting in which the
latter is violated, and then consider a setting in which neither performance
measure is congruent.
Assume that the first performance measure is based on the ex compensation
market value, with M^^ = ^b^, M^^ " ^^2? ^i^d M^^ = ^. The second is a noisy
measure of the future benefits from the investment, with noise that is correlated
with the noise in the first measure. The second measure is not influenced by the
agent's effort. Hence, M^i = 0, M22 > 0, M23 = 0, andyo ^ 0. This results in the
following characterization of the agent's action choices given v:
a^ =a^(\)

=^6iVi,
M22V2

^2 = «2(V) =b2+

Obviously, for all v^ > 0, the above implies

—

.
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a^{<, =,>)Z?2ifv2(<, =,>)0.
That is, the first-best investment is again induced if, and only if, V2 = 0. However, the latter is not optimal if yo ^ 0. To see this, consider the "v2"-first-order
condition (20.21b) for a fixed v{.
M^
^2 2

V2 - r [ v 2 +p(l-p)v^]

=0,

which implies

r^^vfp(l-p)
M22 + r^^vf
Hence, for all v^ > 0,
^2 (<, =, >) Z?2 if/> (>, =, <) 0,
i.e., there is over- or under-investment if the two measures are negatively or
positively correlated, respectively. This result occurs because the second
measure is used to reduce the agent's incentive risk and this induces a noncongruity with respect to the investment decision by placing either too much or
too little weight on the future benefits from the investment. The zero correlation
case is equivalent to the condition in Proposition 20.8(c).
Next, we consider a setting in which the non-congruent performance measure is influenced by the agent's effort. The second performance measure is a
myopic accounting number that includes a fraction of the gross benefit of the
agent's effort and a fraction of the cost of the principal's investment, but does
not include any of the future benefit from the investment. Hence, M21 > 0, M22
= 0, and M23 > 0.^^ We further assume the noise in the accounting number is
uncorrelated with the noise in the first measure, with M^^ = ^b^, M^^ " ^^2? ^i^d
Mi3 = (f. This results in the following characterization of the agent's action
choices given v:
a^ = a i ( v ) = ( ? ^ V i +M21V2,

^^ We can interpret this setting as a setting in which the accounting is such that none of the future
benefits of investments are recognized, M22 = 0, but there is a depreciation charge, M23 > 0, i.e.,
the non-congmity of the accounting measure is due to the revenues and the cost of the investment
not being properly "matched." The stock price, on the other hand, fully recognizes both the cost
and the future benefits of investments. See Dutta and Reichelstein (2003) for a related analysis.
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a^iy)

^v. +M,,v.
23 "^2

Obviously, for all v^ > 0, the latter implies ^2 (<, =, >) Z?2 if V2 (>, =, <) 0. That
is, the first-best investment is induced if, and only if, V2 = 0. However, the latter
is not optimal. The first-order conditions (20.21) imply that
5r 7 2 , ^ 2

^b,[b,{\-^v,)

- M,,v,-\ +

M,,[b,(l-^v,)

- M21V2] -

'

2

'^ \

- TV, = 0,

'' ' \

- rv, = 0.

These conditions cannot be simultaneously satisfied by V2 = 0 unless r = 0, in
which case first-best effort and investments are induced. In fact, V2 > 0, so that
there is always under-investment. To see this, consider a contract in which V2
is negative. This contract is dominated by a contract with the same incentive
rate on the first measure and a zero weight on the accounting measure - more
effort and first-best investments are induced at a lower risk premium (since the
performance measures are uncorrelated).^"^
Of course, the key in this setting is that the accounting measure is used to
more efficiently induce the agent's effort, but at same time, this induces underinvestment due to the non-congruity of the accounting measure. The induced
under-investment problem implies that the accounting measure is used to a
lesser extent than if the investment could be chosen by the principal, i.e., the
incentive ratio is higher than the ratio of effort sensitivities, IR = V1/V2 >
We conclude this section by considering a setting in which there are two
non-congruent measures that could be combined to obtain a congruent measure,
but it is not optimal to do so. The first measure is influenced by the gross bene-

^^ If (fvi > 1, the increased effort may not be beneficial to the principal. However, in this case
the initial contract is dominated by a contract in which V2 = 0, and first-best effort is induced, i.e.,
Vi = l/(f, at a lower risk premium.
^^ The first-order conditions (20.21) imply that

M21V1 - ^b,v^

=

> 0.
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fit from the investment and the second is influenced by the cost of that investment. To simplify the analysis we assume the agent's effort only influences the
second measure and the two measures are uncorrelated. Hence, M^^ =0, M21
>
0, M12 > 0, M22 0, Mi3 = 0, M23 > 0, andyo = 0, which implies that the induced
actions are
a^ = ai(v) = M21V2,

a2 = 0C2(v)

M2^1
Ms ^2'

The first-best investment can be induced by choosing the two incentive rates
such that Vi = V2b2M22/M^2' However, to see that the optimal choice of v^ is less
than V2Z?2M23/Mi2, consider the v^ first-order condition (20.21a) for a given V2:
M 12

M2V1

Ms ^2

Ms ^2

rvi

0,

which implies

Vi =

M2

,

+r

^2

Ms ^2

Ms
< Vo bj

ifr>0.

- M^S^2^

Consequently, while first-best would be achieved if the agent is risk neutral, his
risk aversion leads to less than a congruent incentive rate for the first performance measure, thereby resulting in under-investment. At the margin, the gain
from reducing the risk premium paid to the agent exceeds the loss due to underinvestment.
In concluding this section we point out that induced moral hazard is pervasive, but it is seldom modeled. In many models of management choice the
manager's preference function is exogenously imposed instead of being endogenously derived. For example, in Chapter 14 of Volume I we examine a number
of disclosure models. In those models it is common to assume that the manager
seeks to maximize either the market value or intrinsic value of the firm at the
disclosure choice date. The manager's action, choosing between disclosure and
non-disclosure, is not directly costly to him. Therefore, a question arises as to
why the owners do not pay him a fixed wage and commit him to make the disclosure choice that will maximize the ex ante value of the firm. A typical response is that his incentive to maximize the disclosure date value arises from an
incentive contract associated with other actions he must take. That is, it is an
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induced moral hazard problem. However, since that problem is not modeled,
one wonders whether it would take the form exogenously assumed in the analysis of disclosure choice.

20.3 ALLOCATION OF EFFORT AMONG TASKS WITH
NON-SEPARABLE EFFORT COSTS
Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) (HM) consider several models in which the
form of the agent's cost function, as well as the available performance measures,
play important roles in determining the form of the contract. As in the models
discussed above, the principal is risk neutral, the agent has negative exponential
utility for his consumption minus a personal cost /c(a), the performance measures are normally distributed, and the analysis is restricted to linear contracts.
Unlike the preceding models, HM begin their analysis with the assumption that
there is a separate performance measure for each task, i.e., y and a both have
dimension m, although some measures may be infinitely noisy. We limit our
discussion to their basic model in which general cost functions are considered,
plus two "threshold cost" models that relate most closely to the discussion in
this chapter. The "threshold cost" models are such that 7c(a) = 7c(a^), where a^
= ai + ... + a^ represents aggregate effort, and the cost function has the following characteristics: K'((^) = 0 for a^ e [0,^''), andTC^^O ^ 0? K"{a^) > 0 for a^
>a'.
Task Specific Performance Measures and a General Agent Cost Function
Prior to considering models with a cost threshold, HM examine a simple model
in which there is a separate performance measure for each task with y ~ N(a,E),
the benefit function Z?(a) is concave, and the agent's cost function 7c(a) is strictly
convex. In their analysis, they permit the cost function to be such that the agent
will exert effort in some tasks even if there are no monetary incentives, i.e., 7c(a)
is the net of the agent's personal cost minus his personal benefit from the effort
expended in each task and there exists a strictly positive vector of effort levels
a"" such that Va/c(a'') = 0, where Va/c(a) is the m x 1 vector of first-derivatives of
the agent's cost function. If the effort to be induced is strictly positive, the
incentive constraint is
V = V,/c(a).

(20.22)

Hence, the principal's problem can be expressed as
maximize Z?(a) - [7c(a) + i/2rV^7c(ayi: V^7c(a)].

(20.23)
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Differentiating (20.23) with respect to a yields the following first-order conditions for the principal's problem:
V,Z)(a) - V,K(a) - r[KjM] L V,K(a) = 0,

(20.24)

where V^b{di) is the mx 1 vector of first-derivatives of Z?(a) and [/Cy^(a)] is the
mxm matrix of second-derivatives of 7c(a). Solving for v, using (20.22) and
(20.24) identifies the variable incentive rates for each task:
v = (I+ri:[K,,(a)])-'V,6(a).

(20.25)

Of particular note is the fact that the cross partials of the agent's cost function
7c(a), but not those of the principal's expected benefit function Z?(a), enter into
the determination of the optimal incentives.
HM illustrate the importance of the shape of the cost function by considering a simple two-task setting in which there is a performance measure for the
first task, but no performance measure for the second, i.e., G2 = ~ and ai2 = 0.
In this setting,
Vi = [61(a) - Z?2(a)/Ci2(a)/C22(a)][l + ra^(K,,(a) - /Ci2(a)V/C22(a))]"\ (20.26)
where bj(a) denotes the partial derivative of Z?(a) with respect to aj. To illustrate
the implications of (20.26) we assume the principal's expected benefit function
is linear, i.e., Z?(a) = b^a, and the agent's personal cost is quadratic and his personal benefit is linear, i.e, 7c(a) = /4aTa - a^g, where
1 y
7 1
7 e (- 1, + 1), and g » 0. Observe that if there are no incentives (i.e., v^ = 0), then
the agent will implement
< =

[gj - y g j . 7.^ = 1.2,7 ^ ^.
1 -y'

which we assume is positive. From (20.26) we obtain the following expression
for the optimal incentive rate on the available performance measure,

and the induced effort is
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1
H

- [vi + gi - ygil

[gi - y(vi + gi)].

i-y'
Observe that the incentive rate v^ decreases with an increase in ra^, i.e., more
agent risk aversion or more performance measure noise result in weaker incentives, which is the same as in the single task setting. The key difference here is
that while increasing v^ results in more induced effort in the first task, it results
in less (more) induced effort in the second task if y is positive (negative). That
is, stronger incentives on the performance measure for the first task have a negative impact on the effort in the second task if effort in the two tasks are complements in the agent's cost function (y e (0,1)), and have a positive impact if
effort in the two tasks are substitutes in the agent's cost function (y e (- 1,0)).
An increase in the principal's benefit from the first task, b^, has the opposite
effect to an increase in ra^, whereas the impact of an increase in Z?2 is more
subtle. If 7 e (0,1), then increasing the principal's benefit from the second task
results in a lower incentive rate and less effort in the first task, with more effort
in the second task. However, if y e (- 1,0), then increasing Z?2 results in a higher
incentive rate and more effort in both the first and second tasks. Hence, knowing whether the effort across tasks are complements or substitutes in the agent's
cost function is important for understanding the impact of differences in the
other model parameters.
Dominance of No Incentives over Strong Incentives in Motivating the
Allocation of'Basic^^Effort
The preceding model illustrates that the strength of the incentives placed on a
non-congruent performance measure (e.g., one that focuses on a single task) can
depend significantly on the side-effect of those incentives on the effort expended in another task for which there is no performance measure. HM starkly
illustrate this in a setting in which it is optimal to provide no incentives.
There are three key features of the model in this setting. First, there is a
"primary" task in which positive effort is critical to obtaining a positive profit,
and there is a "secondary" task in which effort increases the profit if effort in the
primary task is strictly positive. Second, there is a single performance measure
that is influenced by effort in the secondary task, but not the primary task.
Third, the cost function is represented by a "threshold cost" model, as described
above. Incentive compensation can be used to motivate more effort in the
secondary task, but this will motivate the agent to put all his effort into that task
instead of allocating some effort to the primary task. Hence, the use of strictly
positive incentives on the non-congruent performance measure is undesirable.
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Proposition 20.9 (HM, Prop. 1)
Assume:
-

there are two actions, a = (^1,^2)?

-

some effort in task 1 is necessary for a positive benefit, i.e., Z?(a) = 0 if
a^ = 0, and V^Z?(a) > 0 ifa^ > 0;

-

the agent's personal cost is a function of aggregate effort a^ = a^ + ^2,
and K(a^) is nonincreasing for a^ e [0,^''] and strictly increasing for a^
>a';

-

there exist effort levels a such that a^ = d", Z?(a) > 7c(a^);

-

there is a single performance measure, and it is independent of the
effort in the first task, so that 3; - ^{M(a^,o^^.

The efficient compensation contract pays a fixed wage and contains no
incentive component.
The agent can be paid a fixed wage sufficient to satisfy the participation constraint, and asked to select a so as to maximize Z?(a) subject to a" = a"". If
incentive compensation is paid on the basis of 3;, the agent will focus all his
effort on ^2 and set a^ = 0, resulting in zero gross benefit to the principal.
^'Assef^ Ownership Choice
HM also consider a setting in which the principal owns two projects that are to
be operated by the agent. Let x^ and a^ represent the cash flow from project / and
the effort expended by the agent in operating that project, / = 1,2. The cash
flow from the first project will be produced prior to the termination of the
contract and is contractible - it can be shared. The cash flow from the second
project will not be generated until after the termination of the contract and,
hence, it is not contractible and cannot be shared. However, ownership of the
second project can be transferred so that the agent, instead of the principal,
receives the future cash flows. The second project will not generate any cash
flow unless the agent expends positive effort on that project.
The outcomes from the two actions are risky and are represented by
x,-^{bia;),G^\

/ = 1,2,

with Cov(xi,X2) = 0. The agent's personal cost depends on aggregate effort a^
and that cost is nonincreasing for a^ < a"", but strictly increasing for a^ > a"". The
only contractible information isj; = x^ We assume that 6,((2^), / = 1,2, and K{a^)
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are concave and convex, respectively, and are such that we can characterize
optimal choices using first-order approaches.
Two types of contracts are considered.
(i) Service contract: Under a service contract ownership of the second
project is transferred to the agent and he contracts to provide services
to the principal for the first project. The principal's and agent's net
consumption can be expressed as TT^ = (1 - v^x^ + f and c^ = v^x^ + X2
- f - K{ai +(22), where v^ and^ are contract parameters. The agent's
risk premium is V2r[v^Gi +(12].
(ii) Employment contract: Under the employment contract the principal is
assigned ownership of the second project and he pays a wage (contingent on3;) to the agent to operate both projects. The principal's and
agent's net consumption can be expressed as TT^ = (1 - vjx^ + X2 -f and
^e " ^e-^1 ^fe~ ^(^1 +^2)? whcrc v^ and^ are contract parameters. The
agent's risk premium is Virv^Oi.
To determine the optimal contract, we introduce three expected net return measures.
-

Maximum net return if effort is expended only on the first project:
77^ = max b^{a^ - K(a^).

-

Maximum expected net return if effort is expended only on the second
project:
77^ = max ^2(^2) ~ ^(^2)-

-

Maximum net return from allocating "basic" effort between the two
projects:
77^^ = max

b^(a^) + bjia^-a^)

- K(a^).

ai6[0,a^]

Proposition 20.10 (HM, Prop. 2)
Assume 77^^ > 77\ 77^. In the optimal employment contract, the agent is paid
a fixed wage (v^ = 0) and instructed how best to allocate his basic effort. In
the optimal service contract, a "high powered incentive" is paid (i.e., v^ >
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0). Furthermore, there exist values of r, a^ and G2 for which an employment
contract is optimal and others for which a service contract is optimal.
Proof: Within an employment contract, the principal can set v^ = 0 and ask the
agent to optimally allocate his basic effort in return for a fixed payment of^ =
7c(a''), which will yield an expected net return to the principal of 77^^, and the
principal will bear all the risk. If, on the other hand, the principal sets v^ > 0,
then the agent bears some of the risk of the first project, and will set a^ so that
Vg = K'{a^lb^'{a^ with a^ > a"" and ^2 = 0. In this case,^^ = K{a^ + Virv^o^ v^bi{a^, which yields an expected net return to the principal of bi{a^ - K{a^ Virv^ai < 77^ < 77^^. Hence, it is best to set v^ = 0 if an employment contract is
used.
With a service contract, v^ = 0 induces a^ = 0 and ^2 such that 77^ is maximized, resulting in a net expected return to the principal of 77^ - V2ra2. Hence,
this cannot be optimal. On the other hand, v^ > 0 imposes risk on the agent and
induces him to set a^ and ^2 so that v^ = Wi^i) " ^ X^i + ^2)- Let a^{v^ represent
the effort induced by v^. In this case,^ = K{ai +^2) + Virlv^a^ ^ o^^ - v^a^ Z?2(^2)? which yields an expected net return to the principal of
^i(«/(v.)) + b,{al{vj) - K(at(vJ+al(vJ) - '/2r[v>f + o^].
The principal will select v^ > 0 to maximize his net expected return. If cr^^ = o^
= 0, the first-best is achieved by setting v^ = 1, and the service contract dominates the employment contract (which cannot achieve first-best). Increasing ra2
decreases the principal's expected net return without limit, so that for large
values of rcr2^, the employment contract dominates the service contract.
Q.E.D.
The key here is that under an employment contract, the risk neutral principal
bears the risk of X2 but must avoid high powered incentives based on current
cash flows in order to induce the agent to efficiently allocate his "basic" effort
among the two tasks. Under the service contract, the agent receives the benefits
from a2 due to "asset" ownership and from a^ through "high powered incentives" based on current cash flows. However, he is risk averse and cannot share
the risks associated with X2.
We do not go through the details, but merely note that HM consider two
other models. In one, the agent allocates effort among tasks that are directly
beneficial to the principal and tasks that are directly beneficial to the agent. It
is assumed that the contract can preclude effort in one or more of the tasks
directly beneficial to the agent, but cannot otherwise directly influence the level
of effort in those tasks. Precluding effort in tasks beneficial to the agent reduces
the marginal cost of the effort expended in the tasks beneficial to the principal.
However, such restrictions increase the compensation the agent must receive
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from the principal (since the agent forgoes personal benefits). Hence, it can be
optimal to preclude effort in some tasks that are personally beneficial to the
agent, but not others.
The other model examines the optimal allocation of tasks between two identical agents. The performance measures for each task differ with respect to their
noisiness. The interesting feature of the solution in this setting is that, even
though the agents have equal effort costs, it is optimal to have one agent specialize in tasks that are hard to monitor (i.e., very noisy performance measures) and
to have the other specialize in tasks that are easily monitored.

20.4 LOG-LINEAR INCENTIVE FUNCTIONS
In Section 20.1.2 we observed that compensation is normally distributed if the
performance measures are log-normally distributed and compensation is a linear
function of the log of performance measures. In this section we briefly explore
a simple model in which the performance measures are log-normal. As noted by
Hemmer (1996), the advantage of exploring performance measures that are lognormal is that this distribution is defined over positive values, which is representative of many performance measures, particularly non-financial measures
and measures based on stock price.
The Basic Model
The agent's action again consists of two tasks, 2i ^ {a^,a^ e A ^ [0,oo)x [0,oo).
The agent is risk and effort averse and has exponential utility with a separable,
quadratic monetary cost of effort:
u\c,di) = - exp[-r(c - /c(a))],
7c(a) = V2(a^+a2).
The principal is risk neutral, and the expected benefit to the principal of the
agent' s effort is represented by b^ a. We assume there are separate, independent,
and log-normally distributed performance measures for each task:
¥i = Wii^i)^^ ^ = 1,2,
where

¥i(^i) "^^P[M^/]?
ln(£-.)~N(0,l).

Now consider a contract of the form:
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c(v|/) = / + Viln(^i) + V2ln(^2)As noted in Lemma 20.1, the compensation is normally distributed. In fact, we
can interpret the contract as a linear function of normally distributed representations of the two performance measures, with
3;, = ln(^,)~N(M^,l),

/ = 1,2.

This, of course, allows us to apply the analysis in Section 20.2. For example,
from (20.13) it follows that

t

M^

v] = M. + r
a} = v^M^.

and

Alternative Representations of the Performance Measures
Hemmer (1996) effectively begins with a performance measure that is the product of the two basic independent performance measures.^^ We represent that
measure as

where

^o(^) " exp[Ma],
Me,) ~ N(0,2).

In this case, the transformed performance measure is
3;o = ln(^o)-N(Ma,2).
If j^o is the only available performance measure, then
,.t -

Mb
M M ' + 2r

^^ Hemmer assumes x = x^ + X2, where x^ is observed andx2 is not. Furthermore, x^ is influenced
by both a^ and ^2, whereas Xj is only influenced by QJ. In particular, x^ = Ma + \n{s^ + ^^{^7),
so that b^ = Ml and /?2 = ^2 + ^[^iWi]!<^2-
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We assume that M ^ b\ so thatj^o is not perfectly congruent, resulting in a loss
in value relative to first-best even if the agent is risk neutral.
Ifj^o is used with either j ; ! or3;2? the result is the same as using j ; ! and3;2- For
example, if J^Q andj^^ are used, the optimal contract is such that VQ = vl, v^ = v/
- v^, and a^ is induced at the same cost as using j ; ! and3;2- ^^ that case, the firstbest result is achieved if r = 0.

20.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter is pivotal in that it moves the reader from focusing on the induced
intensity of effort and the associated risk premium, to also considering the induced allocation of effort among diverse activities undertaken by the typical
agent. Incentive risk is still important, but now we also consider the congruity
of the induced allocation of effort relative to the first-best allocation. While the
congruity of the allocations induced by a single performance measure is important if there are strong incentives based on that measure, we observe that induced congruity can be facilitated by using a diverse set of performance measures. The key is to set the relative incentive weights after considering the expected outcome and effort cost associated with alternative induced effort allocations, in addition to considering the resulting aggregate incentive risk.
The recognition of multiple dimensions of effort permits the model to encompass some special cases that cannot be represented in models with single
dimensional effort. These include:
- window dressing - an activity that is costly to the agent and improves
his reported performance, but provides no benefit to the principal;
- myopia - a performance measure that provides strong incentives for
some activities and weak incentives for others;
- induced moral hazard - an activity that has benefits and costs to the principal, is costless to the agent, but differentially affects the performance
measures.
Issues of myopia are often associated with accounting-based performance measures, versus stock price-based performance measures which reflect investors'
beliefs about both the short and long-run consequences of current actions.
Chapter 21 considers multi-task, multi-performance measure models in which
one measure is the stock price and another is representative of a myopic accounting measure.
In the present chapter, all activities are undertaken simultaneously or, at
least, the agent does not receive any information between the time at which he
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chooses an "early" action and the time at which he chooses a "late" action.
Multi-period models are examined in Chapters 25 through 28. They can be
viewed as multi-task models in which the agent receives information between
decision dates, and there can be multiple activities chosen at each decision date.
In this chapter, all activities are undertaken by a single agent. Multi-agent
models are examined in Chapters 29 and 30. They can be viewed as multi-task
models in which different subsets of the activities are chosen by different
agents, each with their own preferences. This permits examination of the impact
of performance measures and incentives on collusion and coordination.
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CHAPTER 21
STOCK PRICES AND ACCOUNTING NUMBERS
AS PERFORMANCE MEASURES

CEO's often have stock price based incentives. The two primary forms of these
incentives are stock ownership and stock option grants. Stock prices could
serve as the only incentive information, and in some firms that is the case.
However, we often see the use of both stock prices and accounting numbers.
The argument in favor of stock prices instead of accounting earnings is that
accounting earnings are inherently myopic - they only report the impact of the
agent's actions on the short-term cash flows of the firm - whereas stock prices
inherently reflect both the short and long run effects of an agent's actions. This
would appear to justify using only the stock price as a performance measure.
However, a careful look at this issue reveals reasons why a firm might use both
accounting earnings and stock prices as performance measures. Our analysis is
not an exhaustive examination of this issue. We merely discuss some insights
that follow from our prior analysis.
The literature in this area has focused on the use of the end-of-period stock
price as an ex post performance measure.^ A key element of this analysis is that
the firm's terminal value is not contractible because it is not observed by the
principal until some date subsequent to the termination of the agent's contract.
Hence, the stock price at the contract termination date (which we refer to as the
ex post stock price) is based on the investors' imperfect information about the
terminal value of the firm. Some of the investors' information may come from
public reports, e.g., published financial statements, whereas other information
may come from private information acquisition activities.
The stock price aggregates the investors' information into a single number.
Under standard capital market assumptions, the stock price efficiently aggregates the investors' public information for valuation purposes. However, as discussed in Chapter 11 of Volume I, the stock price will not fully reflect the investors' private information if there is some form of noise in the price process. An
issue of central concern in this chapter is whether the stock price efficiently

^ In Chapter 22 we consider a setting in which the agent has post-contract, pre-decision private
information. In that setting, the "ex ante" stock price may play a role as a contractible aggregate
for non-contractible investor information and management disclosures ofprivate information (see
Section 22.8).
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aggregates the investors' information for incentive purposes. If it does not, then
agency costs may be reduced by using both the stock price and other contractible information, such as accounting earnings, as performance measures.

21.1 ^JVrPO^JEQUILIBRIUM STOCK PRICE
In this section we consider how the ex post equilibrium stock price, i.e., the
stock price at the end of the contracting period, is influenced by the investors'
information at that date. We view the risk and the investors' information as
firm-specific such that investors are effectively risk neutral with respect to the
information. The analysis is similar to that in the last section of Feltham and
Xie (1994) (FX). Assume that there are only two tasks and two signals. Let a
denote the action chosen by the agent, and let a represent the investors' conjecture (belief) about the agent's action (in a rational expectations equilibrium they,
of course, attach probability one to the action induced by the contract in place).
Assume investors receive signals y = {y\,y^\ which are normalized so that they
have unit variance. The terminal value of the firm (before deducting the agent's
compensation) is denoted x. However, a key element of this analysis is that x
is not observed until after the contract termination date. We assume (x,y) is
jointly normally distributed, i.e.,
/

N

"M,
where

M

[MJ

Ma
1

Pn

Pn

1 .

, 2 =

\

b^a

xy
yx
PxX^x
yx

xy

Pxl'^x

The (gross) stock price at the contract termination date is equal to the investors'
expectation aboutx conditional on y and a, i.e.,^
Pi(y,a) = E[x|y,a] = f3(a) + o)'y,
where

i3(a) = [b' - E^ E-^MJa
xy

and

(21.1)

(o^ -^,y^~'-

^ We assume without loss of generality that there is only one share of the stock outstanding so
that the stock price is equal to the market price of the firm.
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Observe that i3(-) is a constant that depends on the conjectured level of effort,
while (0^ varies with y and is influenced by the actual level of effort. The
vector (0^ = {coi.co^ represents the weights assigned to the two signals by the
investors in their valuation of the stock. The relative weight assigned to the two
signals by investors is
^ ^ Px\ - PxiPn
^2
Px2 - PxiPn

^21 2)

That is, the key factors determining the relative weight placed on the two normalized signals are the correlations p^^, p^2-> ^^^Pi2-> which are the key factors
determining the information content of the signals about the firm's terminal
value X.
Ifboth signals are uncorrelatedwithx (i.e.,yo^i ^ p^2 " 0), then neither signal
will be used by the investors. The signals could be very informative about the
agent's action a (as represented by the vector of sensitivities M), but would be
ignored by investors because they are uninformative about x.
If the two signals are uncorrelated (i.e., yOi2 = 0) but they are both correlated
with X, then
^
^2

=^ .

(21.3)

Px2

That is, the weights depend on their relative information content about x.
From the above it is obvious that if the two signals are uncorrelated and one
is not correlated withx, then the latter receives zero weight. However, this does
not occur if a signal is not correlated with x but is correlated with the other signal. That is, assume yo^i ^ ^^Pn ^ 0? ^^^Pxi " 0? then
— = -Pn-

(21-4)

In this case, the correlation of x and y^ is immaterial to the relative weight
assigned to the two signals. The key factor is the correlation between the two
signals. The adjustment is negative ifpu is positive, because 3;2 is effectively
used to remove some of the noise inyi.
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21.2 STOCK PRICE AS AN AGGREGATE
PERFORMANCE MEASURE
The investors are not directly concerned about management incentives when
they trade the firm's equity at the contract termination date. They trade the
equity based on their expectations about the terminal value of the firm x and,
hence, the resulting market price is not set with the objective of providing the
most useful performance measure for the agent. However, the weights used by
the investors will implicitly determine the weights used in the agent's incentive
contract if his compensation is a function of the market price.
Our analysis is based on a model similar to the one used in Section 20.2
with the simplifying assumption of only two tasks and two signals as in the
previous section. The compensation contract is restricted to be a linear function
of the ex post stock price, i.e.,

c(A)=/+vA.
The agent has multiplicatively separable exponential utility, i.e., u\c,2i) =
- exp[ -r(c - /c(a))], with a separable and quadratic cost function 7c(a) = /4a^a
and reservation utility U = -exp[-rc'']. The agent's certainty equivalent given
that the investors hold a conjecture a of the agent's action is
C£(/;v,a,a,;/) =f+ v[i3(a) + co^Ma] - 'Aa'a - 'Arv^io'llio,
so that the agent's choice given/, v, and a is
a =vM'(o,

(21.5)

assuming M^co > 0. Note that the agent's choice is independent of the investors'
conjecture of his action. However, that conjecture affects his certainty equivalent through the constant i3(a). Of particular note is also the fact that only
actions proportional to the vector M^co can be implemented with a stock based
compensation scheme, i.e., the space of implementable actions is single-dimensional and exogenously given.
Given the assumption that all risk and information is firm-specific, we view
the shareholders as a risk neutral principal with
t/^(/;v,a,^)=b'a-(/+vE[A(y)|a]),
whereE[x|a] = b^a. Note that if a = a, then
E[A(y)|a]=E[E[x|y,a]|a]=b'a.
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We assume that investors hold rational expectations at the contract termination
date such that their conjecture of the agent's action is, in fact, equal to the action
induced by the contract in place (which by (21.5) is not affected by that conjecture), i.e., a = a. Hence, we can state the shareholders' decision problem as follows:
maximize

UP{f,v,2i,rj) = h'a - (/+ vE[Pi(y,a)|a]),

subj ect to

CE(f, v, a,;/)

(21.6a)

=f+ v[i3(a) + (o^Ma] - 'Aa'a - 'Arv^io'llio = c\ (21.6b)
first-order condition (21.5), a = vM^co,

(21.6c)

A(y,a) = E[x|y,a] = i3(a) + o ^ ,

(21.6d)

Vy,

where (21.6d) reflects the assumption that investors hold rational expectations
at the contract termination date. Substituting (21.6b) - (21.6d) into (21.6a) gives
the following unconstrained optimization problem for the shareholder's choice
of incentive rate on the stock price:
maximize UP{y,fj) = vb^co^M - {c^ + Viv^io^MMio + Virv^io^Hio}
V

= vb^co^M - {c' + Viv^io'Q-'io},

(21.7)

where Q"^ = MM^ + rH. Differentiating (21.7) with respect to v and solving for
the second-best values of v and a (assuming an interior solution) yields:
v^ = ———,

(21.8a)

at.^^M^MW

(21.8b)

To see whether (or when) the market price is an efficient aggregate performance
measure, consider the setting in Section 20.2 with two directly contractible performance measures y = (yi,>^2)- ^^ that setting, the optimal second-best weights
and action are given by (see (20.13a) and (20.13b))
v^ = Q M b ,

(21.9a)
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a^ = M V l

(21.9b)

The key difference between (21.8) and (21.9) is that in the former, the relative
allocation of effort between the two tasks is constrained to be
al

M^^co^ + ^2^602

al

^ 2 ^ 1 +^22^2'

and only the intensity of effort is endogenously determined. On the other hand,
in (21.9) the relative incentive rates on the two performance measures are determined endogenously so as to induce the optimal intensity and allocation of
effort given the two performance measures. This results in a compensation contract that is a function of [QMbJ^y, whereas with only the stock price, the relative incentive weights on the two signals are exogenously given by the vector
(0^ = ^ x j ^ ^ ^^^ the optimal compensation is a function of E^^E"^y. Hence, the
stock price will only be an efficient aggregate performance measure if the vector
of weights on the signals in the stock price, (o^ = ^ ^ j ^ ^ is proportional to the
optimally determined vector of weights with directly contractible performance
measures v^ = QMb.
Proposition 21.1 (FX, Prop. 5)
The stock price is an efficient aggregate performance measure if, and only
if, there exists some parameter (f ^ 0 such that
i:,^i:-^=^[QMbr.

(21.10)

We now consider some special cases to provide further insight into whether (or
when) the stock price is an efficient aggregate performance measure. We assume that the agent is strictly risk averse, i.e., r > 0.
Single Performance Measure
Of course, there is an obvious reason why the stock price may not be an efficient aggregate performance measure, namely that, in general, it is better to have
two separate contractible performance measures instead of an aggregate of the
two. Suppose there is a single performance measure with M^ ^ 0.
Corollary
The market price is an efficient performance measure if, and only if, p^^ ^
0.
The key here is that the stock price P^ is a non-trivial linear function of performance measure y^ if, and only if, y^ is correlated with x. Given that p^^ ^ 0, the
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stock price can be used to accomplish the same incentives as y^ by applying an
appropriate linear transformation to P^.
Single Task
With a stock based compensation contract the set of implementable actions is
single-dimensional (and proportional to M^co) and, hence, the optimal allocation
of effort (with two directly contractible performance measures) may not be implementable with the stock price. The allocation issue does not arise in a single
task setting, i.e., a setting in which a = a is single dimensional, with

Corollary
The market price is an efficient performance measure if, and only if, (see
(21.2) and the discussion following Proposition 20.3)
Pxl - PxiPn _

M, -Pxi^i

Px2 - PxiPxi

M^ -Pxi^i

.

^ = ^ .

(21.11)

In this setting there are no concerns regarding congruity of the performance
measure. Hence, the optimal contract puts relative weights on the two performance measures to induce the optimal action at the lowest cost (of agent risk) to
the shareholders, i.e., according to the relative impact, M1/M2, of the action on
the performance measures, which have been scaled to have unit variance. This
highlights the fact that the stock price is an efficient aggregate performance
measure if, and only if, the relative information content of the performance
measures about the terminal value of the firm is equal to their relative information content about the agent's action. Observe that the above result holds even
if the performance measures are uncorrelated (i.e., pi2 = 0).
Information about Uncontrollable Events
In Chapters 18 and 20 we established that a performance measure unaffected by
the agent's action may be useful if it is informative about uncontrollable events
affecting a primary performance measure. Assume there are two performance
measures with M^ ^ 0, M2 = 0.
Corollary
The market price is an efficient aggregate performance measure if, and only
if, (see (21.2) and Proposition 20.5)
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Px\ ~ PxlPxi

1

= -—
Px2 - PxiPn
Pn

(\

^

^ \

c\

Px^y -Pn) = 0-

Hence, the stock price is an efficient performance measure if the second performance measure is not directly informative about the investors' terminal
dividend {p^2 "0)- ^^ that setting, the second measure gets a weight in the stock
price that reflects its correlation with the noise in the first measure.^
Independent^ Myopic Performance Measures
Assume there is a separate, independent performance measure for each task,
withyOi2 = 0, M^i >0,i = 1,2, and M^2 = M i = 0Corollary
The market price is an efficient aggregate performance measure if, and only
if, (see (21.3) and Proposition 20.6)
^ = ^^ ^
—.
Px2 M^^b^l[r + MI^

(21.12)

In this setting the two signals get relative weights in the stock price according
to their correlation with the terminal value of the firm, i.e., p^^, whereas with
directly contractible performance measure they get weights according to their
benefits to the shareholders, b^, adjusted for the sensitivity of the performance
measure, M^^, and the agent's risk aversion r. Paul (1992) explores this special
case. We see here that despite being a very simple setting, there is no reason to
expect condition (21.12) to be satisfied unless the two tasks are identical in
every respect.

21.3 STOCK PRICE AS PROXY FOR NON-CONTRACTIBLE INVESTOR INFORMATION
In this section we consider the joint use of the stock price and a publicly reported performance measure, which we interpret to be an accounting measure, such
as accounting earnings. We are particularly interested in the signs and optimal
^ If the two measures are perfectly (positively or negatively) correlated, the "noise" in the first
measure can be eliminated through the second measure if the two measures are used in contracting. However, contracting on the price is problematic since we must specify the off-equilibrium
price that occurs if the second signal is inconsistent with the first signal given the investors' conjecture with respect to the agent's actions.
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relative incentive weights on the two measures. The stock price reflects both
the publicly reported accounting number, y^, and a non-contractible signal, y2,
that is received by investors after the agent's action has been taken but before
the contract is terminated. The market price is contractible information and,
hence, it serves as an indirect means of contracting on the non-contractible
signal y2. Of course, in using the price to make inferences about y2, we must
recognize that the price is also influenced by j^^, which is directly contractible.
In Section 21.3.1 we consider a setting similar to Section 21.1. All investors observe both the public accounting report and the non-contractible signal.
They conjecture that the agent has taken action a, they are well diversified, and
all random variations in the information and the outcome are firm-specific.
Hence, the equilibrium date 1 market price is characterized by (21.1), i.e., the
price equals the posterior expected terminal value of the firm. This model provides a simple illustration of the signs and relative magnitudes of the incentive
weights assigned to an accounting report and the market price given that the
latter is influenced by both the accounting report and non-contractible investor
information.
In Section 21.3.2 we consider a rational expectations model similar to
Feltham and Wu (FWa) (2000)."^ The firm's shares are initially held by welldiversified, long-term investors. At date 1, some of these investors exogenously
sell z shares to rational risk-averse investors who are willing to hold an undiversified portfolio if the market price provides an appropriate risk premium. The
accounting report j^^ is received by all rational investors, but only a fraction of
these investors observe the non-contractible signal3;2? i-^-? it is private information for some investors. The market supply of shares z is random and unobservable. Hence, the uninformed investors cannot perfectly infer the private signal
y2 from the price and the accounting report. However, they respond rationally,
using the fact that the stock price provides noisy information about the informed
investors' private information.
The model in Section 21.3.1 (in which all investors observe y2) is much
simpler than the rational expectations model in Section 21.3.2 (in which only
a fraction of the investors obtain 3;2)- The two models provide similar insights
if the fraction informed is exogenous. However, some comparative statics differ
significantly if the fraction informed is endogenous ly determined. In his discussion of Bushman and Indjejikian (1993) and Kim and Suh (1993), Lambert
(1993) states that there is little benefit in an agency analysis of introducing a
noisy rational expectations model unless the investors' information acquisitions
are endogenously determined.

^ Bushman and Indjejikian (1993) and Kim and Suh (1993) provide similar rational expectations
models. However, they treat the investors' private information as exogenous, whereas FWa
consider the endogenous acquisition of private investor information.
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21.3.1 Exogenous Non-contractible Investor Information
The information is the same as in Section 21.1, and (21.1) characterizes the date
1 equilibrium price if all investors observe y = iyi.y^ and hold action conjecture
a. If both reports are contractible, then the optimal incentive rates and actions
are characterized by (21.9). We assume that the stock price is not an efficient
aggregate performance measure (i.e., condition (21.10) is not satisfied).
Now assume that the accounting report y^ is received by all investors and
is contractible, whereas y2 is observed by all investors but is not directly contractible. Given (21.1), it is possible to infer y2 from the date 1 market price P^
and the accounting report j^^, i.e.,
y,= ^[P,-{Q{k)^co,y,)l

(21.13)

Hence, if the price is contractible information, it can be used with the accounting report to specify a linear contract that is equivalent to any linear contract
based ony^ and3;2- The optimal fixed wage/* and incentive rates (vf^, V2*) can be
used to specify the optimal contract based ony^ and P^ as follows:
c{y„P,) =f + vb, + v | - L [ P , - (f3(a) + co,yJ\

=/^ + vfy, + vfA,

(21.14)

where/^ =/* - vlQ{2i)l(j02, vf = vl - v^coi/co2'> and V2 = v}/co2'
Observe that the public report j^^ influences the agent's compensation in
(21.14) in two ways. First, it is directly included as an argument in the agent's
compensation function. Second, it enters indirectly through its impact on the
price Pi. Hence, it is clear that vf ^ vf^ if co^ ^ 0.
The relative weights assigned to the accounting report and the stock price
can be represented by
6^2Vj -

co^V2

(21.15)

A key point here is that the incentive rate for the accounting report (i.e., vf) can
be negative even though v^* is positive. This would occur if V2^ indirectly places
too much weight on y^ through the stock price, and vf is used to reduce that
weight. On the other hand, the weight on the stock price V2 is negative if V2* is
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negative (e.g., if the non-contractible signal is informative about uncontrollable
events that affect the accounting report).

21.3.2 A Fraction of Privately Informed Investors
We now consider a setting in which the non-contractible signal is only known
by some, not all, investors. The model of the price process is similar to the
models in Chapter 11 of Volume I. The price is imperfectly informative about
the non-contractible signal (assuming it is correlated with the final outcome)
and, hence, will influence the demand for the firm's shares by rational uninformed investors. Furthermore, since the price is contractible information, the
price will be used in contracting with the agent (assuming the non-contractible
signal is influenced by the agent's actions).
The model in this section has three types of investors. The first type consists of long-term investors who control the firm through the principal (board
of directors), who contracts with the firm's manager (agent). These investors
are well diversified and will not trade - the principal seeks to maximize the
expected terminal value of their shares. The second type are "liquidity traders"
who randomly change their holdings of the firm's shares at date 1. As in
Chapter 11 of Volume I, they are introduced merely to create noise in the price
process and we do not model their preferences. The number of shares traded is
exogenous and is independent of price and available information. The third
type are "rational" investors with negative exponential utility. Their demand for
the firm's shares at date 1 depends on their risk aversion r^, the market price P^,
and their beliefs about the terminal value x. All rational investors receive the
accounting report j^^, but a rational investor only receives the non-contractible
report 3;2 if he pays a cost K.^ The fraction who choose to obtain 372 is denoted
A e [0,1]. This third type act "rationally" in the sense that they maximize their
expected utility and, if they have not observed y2-> they form rational beliefs
about this signal based on the accounting report and the market price. However,
they do not trade strategically even if they are informed - they act as pricetakers. That is, the informed traders do not consider how their trades affect the
beliefs of the uninformed traders (see Chapter 12 of Volume I for models in
which the informed traders act strategically).

^ The comparative statics are simplified if we assume all rational investors have the same risk
aversion and the same information costs. In equilibrium, all rational investors will be indifferent
between paying K to be informed versus being uninformed. If they differed in their risk aversion
the informed investors would consist of the least risk averse, and if they differed in their information costs, the informed investors would consist of the investors with the least costs.
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The number of shares sold by the liquidity traders at date 1 is represented
by a random variable z ~ N(0, cr/),^ which equals the total number of shares sold
divided by the number of rational investors (negative z represents shares purchased by the liquidity traders). The terminal value of the firm is expressed as
X = b^a + £*^, with e^ ~ N(0,cr/).^
The accounting report is y^ - N(Mi a, 1), and the non-contractible signal is
3;2 ^ N(M2a, 1). That is, both may be influenced by the agent's actions and both
are scaled to have unit variance. To facilitate the use of the analysis in Section
11.3, we assume the two signals are independent (i.e., pi2 = Of and we transform the reports using the investors' conjecture a with respect to the agent's action and scale factors y^ and 72? to obtain3;^ = yi(yi - M^a) and3;^ = 72(3^2 ~
M^a).^ Let 7, ^ Cov[x,3;^] = p^jO^J = 1,2, which implies a^ ^ Varfj/J =
{Pxi^xf and G^ ^ Var[3;J = (/),20'An informed investor (i.e., an investor who has observed both3;^ andj;^ has
the following posterior mean and variance with respect to the terminal value x:
E[x \y,,yi, a ] = b^ a + 3;, + 3;,,
<i2 ^ Var[x|3;„3;„a] = a/(l -p^, - p^^) = a^ - o^ - ol

(21.16a)
(21.16b)

If all rational investors are informed (i.e., A = 1) and have conjecture a with respect to the agent's action, then the date 1 market price is
^i(ya,3^.U = l,a) =b^a +3;, ^y.-r^o^^z.

(21.17)

Observe that this characterization of the date 1 price differs from (21.1) in three
respects. First, (21.17) has a risk premium adjustment, which reflects the fact
that the z shares sold by the "liquidity traders" are absorbed by a finite number

^ As in Chapter 11, the expected supply is set equal to zero merely to simplify the model. The
results would not be substantially affected if we introduced a non-zero mean.
^ More technically, we letx equal the terminal value of the shares held by the long-term investors, from which they will pay any agent compensation. The units are scaled so that the total number of shares held by the long-term investors equals one. The liquidity traders initially own zero
shares. If they sell (buy) shares, they go short (long) and the rational investors go long (short).
^ This is without loss of generality, since the non-contractible signal can always be transformed
such that it is independent of the accounting report. For example, the transformed signal y[ ^
{yi ~ Pnyi) / {1 "P12} ' is uncorrelated with the accounting report j^^ and has unit variance. Of
course, the vector of sensitivities for 3^2 ^^^ its correlation with the terminal value of the firm is
also changed compared to yj.
^ Note that this transformation has no impact of the informativeness of the signals with respect
to the agent's actions.
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of risk averse rational investors.^^ There is no risk premium adjustment in
(21.1) because all investors are assumed to be well diversified.
Second, b^ a replaces i3( a) since the expected values ofj;^ andj;^ equal zero,
whereas the expected values ofj^^ and3;2 are non-zero. Third, the weights on the
accounting report and the non-contractible signal both equal one in (21.17),
which is due to the scale factor used in transforming j ; ! and 3^2 into 3;^ and 3;^, and
the assumption thatyOi2 = 0.
Equilibrium Price for a Given Fraction of Informed Rational Investors
Now consider the setting in which some rational investors are uninformed (i.e.,
they observe the accounting report y^, but not the non-contractible signal y^.
The fraction informed is A e (0,1) and the fraction uninformed is \- X. The
uninformed realize that the trades of the informed are affected by 3;^ and, hence,
the market clearing price is influenced by both the unobserved signal 3;^ and the
unobserved supply of shares z. Consequently, the equilibrium price provides
the uninformed rational investors with noisy information about the private signal 3;,.
As in Chapter 11 of Volume I, the equilibrium price is conjectured to be a
linear function of 3;^, y^, and z:
^i(a,A,3;^,3;,,z) - n^ + n^y^ + n,y, - n^z.

(21.18)

Since 3;^ is observed by all investors, the uninformed investors can compute the
following statistic from the price and the public report:

The variables x^y^^y^, z, P^, and ^ are jointly normally distributed. The statistic
y/ provides the uninformed investors with the same information about y^ as do
Pi and3;^. Hence, the uninformed rational investors' posterior mean and variance with respect to the outcome x, given conjecture a, can be expressed as^^
2

E[x|3;„^,a] =b^a +3;^ + ^ ^ ,

(21.19a)

^^ Given a positive risk premium in the stock price at date 1, the well-diversified long-term
investors have an incentive to trade at date 1, but we exogenously assume that they are not active
traders at this date.
^^ We use the fact that Cov[x,^] = Cov[x,j^J = a^^ = {p^2^^^.
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^ i ^ ^ Var[x|3;,,^,a] = a^ - o^ - o^ - f = o^

1

2

2 ^/

, (21.19b)

ol ^ Var[^] = a,' + (7r,/7r,)V/.

where

The transformed representations of the public and private information satisfy the
assumptions made in Section 11.3 of Volume I, with the prior mean of x equal
to E[x|a] = b^a. Consequently, adapting the analysis in Section 11.3 to our
current setting, the equilibrium parameters of price function (21.18) are as specified in Table 21.1.

Table 21.1
Equilibrium Price Function Parameters
K^ = b ^ a ,

TT,-

^^x|12

Tt^ = 1,

+(l-^)^x|l^-

'/

2

2

where

The price used here refers only to the gross outcome x and ignores the agent's
compensation, which is introduced later. It is as if the principal, acting on
behalf of the long-term investors, pays the agent directly. This approach simplifies the analysis significantly, allowing us to focus on the role of price as a
means of contracting indirectly on private investor information that is partially
revealed through the price.
Equilibrium Fraction of Informed Rational Investors
The equilibrium fraction informed is the same as in (11.25), i.e., if A* e (0,1),
then
KG: x|12

i
where Z:^ = exp[2r^K] - 1.

KCT:

(21.20)
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Price-informativeness
The equilibrium price (21.18) partially reveals the informed investors' signal y^
since their demand for the stock is influenced by that information. The uninformed rational investors seek to infer the signal j;^ from the price (or statistic y/)
because;;^ is informative about the terminal outcome they will receive from the
shares they purchase. In Chapter 11 of Volume I we computed the square of the
correlation between y/ andj;^ as a measure of the informativeness of y/ about j;^.
If A (0,1] is exogenous, then the price-informativeness is
2

m

- Cou\y,M^) =

^

-.

(21.21a)

On the other hand, if A is endogenous, and satisfies (21.20), withA* e (0,1), then
the equilibrium price-informativeness is
2

*) = 1 - K^^

2

=1 -K
2

(21.21b)

These expressions imply that if A is exogenous, an increase in the noise in the
price, i.e., cr/, decreases the informativeness of yj with respect to y^. However,
if A is endogenous and A* e (0,1), then an increase in the noise results in an
increase in the fraction informed. The two changes are precisely offsetting, so
that f is unchanged (compare to Proposition 11.7).
On the other hand, increasing the informativeness of either the accounting
report or the informed investors' private signal with respect to the outcome (i.e.,
ol = (PxiC^xY ^^^ ^l " {Pxi^^^ results in an increase in the informativeness of
yj with respect to y^. This result holds whether X is exogenous or endogenous.
Investors are interested inj;^ because it is correlated with the terminal value
of the shares they purchase. Since the uninformed investors do not observe y^,
they use yj to imperfectly infer j;^ in their formation of beliefs about x. The principal, on the other hand, is interested in y^ because it is informative about the
agent's actions. However, since y^ is not contractible, he uses yj in compensating the agent because it is contractible and informative about j;^. If we hold
the informativeness of j;^ about a constant, then the greater the price-informativeness, the more informative yj is about j;^ and, hence, the more informative yj
is about the agent's actions a.
Agenfs Incentive Contract and Induced Action
The accounting report;;^ and the market price P^ are contractible information,
and they can be used to infer the statistic ^, if A* e (0,1] andy0^2 ^ 0- Further-
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more, for any linear contract based onj;^ and P^, there is as an equivalent linear
contract based onj;^ and ^ (and vice-versa). To simplify the analysis, we initially characterize the optimal linear contract based onj;^ and ^,^^
C -f^^aya

(21.22)

+V^^-

From the investors' perspective, bothj;^ and ^ have prior means of zero, so that
their expected compensation cost equals/
The agent, on the other hand, chooses the action and he will consider choosing a ^ a, even though they will be equal in equilibrium. The agent's ex ante
certainty equivalent is
C£'o(a,a,/,v,A) = E [ c | a , a , / v ] - ^Aa^a - y2rVar[c|A],

(21.23)

where v = (v^, v^y. From the agent's perspective, if he chooses action a when
he believes the investors hold conjecture a, the ex ante mean and variance of
his compensation are

where

M

E[c|a,a,y;v]=/+v'M(a-a),

(21.24a)

Var[c|v,l] = v'i;(i)v,

(21.24b)

2(1)

<

0

0

Var[v/|i]

Var[v/|l] = a^ + (;r7;r,)V = o^ + ((r/i)a,^,,)^a3.
Note that the two performance measures are independently distributed and the
variances are independent of the agent's actions. However, the variance of y/
is influenced by the fraction of informed rational investors.
The agent selects a to maximize (21.23). The first-order condition characterizing the optimal choice is
a'^(v) = M^v.

(21.25)

Principars Contract Choice
In equilibrium, the investors set their conjecture with respect to the agent's
action equal to (21.25). That is, the conjectured action is a function of the

^^ If A* = 0, then P^ is uninformative about j^^, and the contract is only written on the accounting
report.
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incentive contract offered by the principal and accepted by the agent. The principal is assumed to act in the interests of the long-term investors who are risk
neutral (or well-diversified) and do not trade at date 1. They will wait to receive
their share of the gross outcome x minus the cost of the agent's compensation.
Hence, the principal chooses the contract terms (/Jv) so as to maximize the
firm's ex ante intrinsic value to the long-term investors:
^o^(/;v,A) = E[x| at(v)] - E[c| at(v),/v],

(21.26)

subject to the contract acceptance constraint. If the agent's net reservation wage
is zero, the contract acceptance constraint implies that the principal sets the
fixed wage so that it is just sufficient to compensate the agent for the cost of his
effort and his risk premium. Hence, in equilibrium,
A v , A ) = V2ix\y)'ix\y) + y2rVar[c| v,A].
The expected incentive compensation equals zero and, hence, the expected total
compensation equals/^( v ,>1), and the principal's objective function in selecting v
is
U^P{f\y,X) =b^M^v - {i/2V^MM^v + V2ry't(X)y).

{1X11)

The first-order conditions obtained by differentiating (21.27) with respect to v
yield:
y\X) = Q(A)Mb,
where

(21.28a)

Q(l) = [ M M ' + rt(l)y\

Substituting (21.28a) into (21.25) and (21.27) provides the optimal actions and
the principal's expected outcome in terms of the exogenous parameters and a
given fraction of informed rational investors 1:
a^(A) = M^Q(A)Mb,

(21.28b)

Uo^\l) = y2b^M^Q(A) Mb.

(21.28c)

These results parallel those in Section 20.2.1.
Incentive Weights for Accounting Report and Market Price
In the preceding analysis we assumed;;^ and P^ are used to infer y/, and then the
contract is written in terms ofj;^ and y/. Now assume y^ and P^ are used. Given
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vl and v^ from (21.28), we can derive the incentive weights for j;^ and P^ as
follows:
vS = [vl-vlV^i,

v/ = v;/;r,.

(21.29)

In the following section we consider a setting in which the accounting report is
informative about actions that have short-term economic consequences while
the investors can obtain non-contractible information about actions that have
long-term economic consequences. In that case, vj and v^^ are both positive.
An empirical examination of that setting using the accounting report and the
market price would find significantly positive incentives with respect to the
market price, but insignificant or even significantly negative incentives with
respect to the accounting report (even if v] > 0).

21.3.3 Comparative Statics
This section considers changes in the informativeness of the public report and
the non-contractible signal with respect to the terminal value of the equity (as
represented by a^ and cr^^), and changes in the noise in the price (as represented
by cr/). We examine the impact of these changes on the induced action and the
principal's expected outcome.
The prior uncertainty with respect to the terminal value of equity (i.e., cr/)
is held constant. Recall that a^ = {p^iO^^ and a^ = (Pxif^xY- Hence, changes in
the informativeness of the signals with respect to the terminal value of equity
are changes in the square of the correlation of the two basic signals y^ and y2
relative to x}^ Changes in these correlations do not affect the informativeness
of the signals j^i ^^dy2 with respect to the agent's action (as represented by their
sensitivity to the agent's action M^ and M2, divided by a^ and ^2, which both
equal one).
To simplify the analysis we assume there are two tasks, i.e., a = ((21,^2), and
report;;^ is only influenced by the first action (i.e., M^^ > 0 and M12 = 0), while
signal;;^ is only influenced by the second action (i.e., M21 = 0 and M22 > 0). The
first task can be viewed as having short-term consequences that are measured
by the accounting system, whereas the second task has long-term consequences.
The investors can obtain non-contractible information about the long-term con-

^^ Recall that the informed investors' posterior uncertainty is <x,^i2 = ^x ~ ^l ~ <^A I^^ the subsequent analysis we first assume that ol and o^ can be changed separately so that increasing
either one of these implies that the posterior variance decreases. This is in contrast to the analysis
in Section 11.3 of Volume I in which the posterior variance is fixed so that increasing the informativeness of the accounting report reduces the informativeness of the private signal. The latter
is descriptive of a setting in which there is a common noise component that can be revealed either
through the accounting report or through private information acquisition.
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sequences that are not reflected in the accounting report at date 1. The market
price of the firm's equity reflects both sources of investor information.
Table 21.2 provides explicit expressions for the incentive rates, actions, and
the principal's expected outcome. We consider the impact of changes in a^, o^,
and cr/, first assuming X is exogenous, and then assuming it is endogenous (i.e.,
determined by (21.18)).
Observe that the principal's expected outcome from each task is equal to the
induced effort times a constant, i.e., Ul^iP) = V2(bial(l) + b2al(l)). Hence, the
comparative statics focus on the agent's actions, since these also apply directly
to the principal's expected outcome.

Table 21.2
Incentives, Actions, and Outcomes with Two Independent Actions

M,,b,

r.t,
Y\1)

^22^2

^a[Mn ^r]
Mfi b^

at(i)

M22 b^
?

^U

UrW

oXMl,^rI{X)-']

= '/2

+ f^' ^2^2 + ' ^ ^ W " '

M22 bl

Mji b{

-\^n

+ ''

^2^2 + rI{X ) - '

Exogenous Fraction Informed
The informativeness of the accounting report with respect to the terminal value
of equity (i.e., cr^^ = {p^^ a^^) does not affect either the induced effort in the first
task or the expected net outcome from that task - the correlation of the accounting report with the terminal value does not change the informativeness of the
report with respect to the agent's effort in the first task. The key factor determining the induced effort in the first task is the sensitivity of the accounting
report to the effort in the first task if the report is scaled to have unit variance,
i.e., Mip However, vj is decreasing in a^ since this incentive rate is applied to
y^, which is y^ scaled by a^.
The investors' signal3;2 is not directly contractible. However, a contractible
statistic 11/ can be developed from the market price and the accounting report.
If there is no noise in the price process, i.e., a^ = 0 (and, thus, the price-informa-
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tiveness I{X) = 1), then the result for the second task parallels the first task
result, i.e., increasing a^ does not affect the informativeness of j;^ with respect
to the agent's effort in the second task. That is, the induced effort in the second
task is M22b2l{M22 + r) and the expected outcome is V2M22b2l{M22 + r), i.e.,
neither is affected by a^ or o^.
We observe from Table 21.2 that the effort in the second task and its related
expected outcome are both increasing functions of the price-informativeness
measure I{X). While the price is used to infer j;^ and the price depends upon
beliefs about the outcome x, the relation between j;^ and x has no direct relevance
in contracting with the agent. Instead, the key issue is the noise in the relation
between y/ and ^2, which depends on the correlation between y/ and y^ and the
noise in the relation between y^ and ^2.
If the fraction informed is exogenous with A e (0,1) and the price process
is noisy, i.e., a^ > 0, then it follows directly from (21.21a) that the priceinformativeness I{X) is increasing in the fraction informed X and decreasing in
both the noise a^ and the posterior variance G]^I2 • The latter affects I{X) because
the informed investors trade more aggressively on the basis of their private
information if they face less posterior uncertainty.
Recall that cr^^i2 " ^x ~ ^a " ^/^ " (1 " Pxi ~ Pxi)^x' Hence, increasing the
informativeness (correlation squared) of the accounting report with respect to
the terminal value of the firm, cr/ {plx), reduces the informed rational investors'
posterior variance and, thus, increases I{X).
Increasing the informativeness of the non-contractible signal with respect
to the terminal value of the firm also increases the induced effort in the second
task and the associated expected outcome to the principal. The effect of increasing ol is even stronger than increasing o^ since increasing o^ increases the
price-informativeness measure in (21.21a) for two reasons. First, the posterior
variance o^\^2 " ^x ~ ^a ~ ^l is decreasing in o^ and, second, increasing the
information content of the private signal increases the quality of the informed
investors' information relative to the uninformed investors. Both lead the informed investors to trade more aggressively on their private information such
that the private signal has a larger impact on the equilibrium price (relative to
the noise in the price).
Finally, it is obvious that the induced effort in the second task and the associated outcome to the principal are decreasing in o^. Of course, the reason is
that increasing the variance of the liquidity trades increases the noise in the
equilibrium price used to infer the non-contractible signal.
Endogenous Information Acquisition
Now assume the fraction of rational investors that are informed is endogenously
determined by (21.20), such that the equilibrium price-informativeness /*is
given by (21.21b). The most straightforward and striking aspect of (21.21b) is
that the price-informativeness (and, therefore, the induced effort in the second
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task) is independent of the noise in the price process. As noted above the key
here is that the informativeness of the price about y^ increases with X and decreases with cr/. When information acquisition is endogenous, A* is increasing
in cr/, and the rate of change is such that the informativeness of the price about
y^ is constant. Hence, the comparative static for o^ is significantly affected by
whether the fraction informed is exogenous or endogenous. If A is exogenous,
then both ^2 and the associated outcome decrease as the noise increases, but they
remain constant if A is endogenous.
Differentiating (21.21b) with respect to a^ establishes that the price-informativeness (and the induced effort in the second task) is again strictly increasing
in the informativeness of the public report (whenever A* > 0):

dr

K ^^

The same result is obtained by totally differentiating {IX.lXd^ with respect to cr/,
if A = A*, i.e.,

di{x^ ^ a/(AO ^
do]

do]

diQ^dr_
a^*

do]

It is obvious from {IX.lXd^ that / i s increasing in both o^ and X. And from
(21.20) we find that A* can be increasing or decreasing in o^. If it is decreasing,
then the first effect of o^ is stronger than the latter, so that the change in the
induced effort in the second task, and the associated outcome, are positive.
The preceding comments are illustrated by Figure IX.X}^ Observe that, with
a high information cost, no one acquires the non-contractible signal if the public
report is not very informative. However, if the public report is sufficiently informative, some rational investors become informed and trade aggressively so
that the price-informativeness is high and high effort is induced in the second
task. The fraction informed is not monotonic, but the induced effort is weakly
monotonic.
With a low information cost, every rational investor acquires the non-contractible signal if the public report is not highly informative. If the public report
is highly informative, some rational investors do not acquire the non-contractible signal. Nonetheless, the price-informativeness is high and high effort in the
second task is induced.

^^ The market parameters of the examples in Figures 21.1,21.2, and 21.3 are essentially the same
as in Figure 11.3 in Volume I: ol = 15,000, a^ = 2,500, r, = .0001, /c^,^ = 550, %g;, = 3,500, a^
= 5,000 (in 21.2), a," = 5,000 (in 21.1), and 0", 12 = 5,000 (in 21.3). The parameters for the second
action are /?2 = 2, and M22 = 1, and the agent's risk aversion is r = 1.
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In the setting in which a small fraction exogenously acquire the non-contractible signal, increasing the informativeness of the public report results in a
steady increase in the level of effort induced in the second task.
Similar results are obtained for the informativeness of the non-contractible
signal. For example, the following derivative establishes that the induced effort
in the second task is strictly increasing with the informativeness of the non-contractible signal (whenever A* > 0).

daIn Figure 21.2, with both low and high information costs, the fraction of informed investors is increasing and then decreasing as the informativeness of the noncontractible signal increases. However, as established by the preceding derivative, the price-informativeness and, thus, the induced effort in the second task
is strictly increasing for A* > 0. With a small exogenous fraction of informed
investors, the induced effort is strictly monotonically increasing.
Significantly different results are obtained if the posterior variance of the
informed investors, cr^i2 " ^x ~ ^a ~ ^i'-> is held constant as the informativeness
of the accounting report is increased (as for the comparative statics in Section
11.3). In this case, an increase in a^ reduces a^ by the same amount. The following derivative establishes that the induced effort in the second task is strictly
decreasing with the informativeness of the accounting report (whenever A* > 0).

da^

^x\u= const.

-K^^<Q.
a]

In Figure 11.3, with both high and low information cost, the fraction of informed investors is decreasing as the informativeness of the accounting report increases (reflecting that less information can be acquired privately). Moreover,
even with a fixed fraction of informed investors, the price-informativeness decreases. Hence, both effects reduce the effort induced in the second task.
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Figure 21.1: Summary statistics for varying information content of the
public report. Horizontal axis = cr^/1,000. a^ = 15,000;
a,' = 5,000.
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21.4 OPTIONS VERSUS STOCK OWNERSHIP IN
INCENTIVE CONTRACTS
In Chapter 20 and the previous sections of this chapter, much of our analysis is
restricted to linear contracts, even though optimal contracts are seldom linear.
Stock ownership by the agent is effectively a linear incentive contract in which
the market price is the performance measure. In this section we examine whether stock options may be more efficient mechanisms for motivating agent effort.
The key difference between stock and stock options is that stock options shield
the agent from the down-side risk to which stock ownership exposes the agent.
We restrict our analysis to a single task setting in which the principal is risk
neutral (e.g., there is no market risk and the principal represents investors who
can diversify away the firm-specific risk) and the agent has negative exponential
utility with a quadratic personal cost of effort, i.e., u''{c, a) = - exp[ - r(c - Via^)].
A key assumption in the prior analysis is that the agent's effort affects the
mean but not the variance of a normally distributed performance measure. In
that setting, the likelihood ratio is linear in the performance measure and combined with the negative exponential utility function this implies that the optimal
incentive contract is a concave function of the performance measure (see Section 19.1).^^ Stock ownership is a linear incentive contract, whereas an incentive contract based on stock options is convex. In other words, stock ownership
is "closer" to the optimal contract than stock options, and we should not expect
stock options to be more efficient than stock ownership for motivating agent
effort in that setting. In this section, we follow Feltham and Wu (2001) (FWb)
and assume that the agent's effort not only affects the mean of a normally distributed performance measure but also its variance. If the impact on the
variance is sufficiently pronounced, stock options may be more efficient than
stock ownership. The key is that, in this setting, increasing effort not only
increases the likelihood of good outcomes but also the likelihood of bad outcomes. Therefore, in the design of the incentive contract the principal may want
to shield the agent from the down-side risk, and this is the key characteristic of
stock options as opposed to stock ownership.

21.4.1 Optimal Incentive Contract
Before we introduce the specific characteristics of stock ownership and options,
it is useful to derive the characteristics of the optimal incentive contract in a
setting in which the agent's effort affects both the mean and the variance of a

^^ Of course, this only holds for performance measures for which compensation is above a finite
lower bound.
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normally distributed performance measure. The performance measure j ; is normally distributed with mean b{a) and variance Gy{a), which may vary with the
level of effort. More specifically, as in FWb, we assume b{a) = b + a and (Jy(a)
= [a + ya]^, with y > 0. Of course, the variance is independent of a if y = 0,
which is the "standard" case we have considered in our prior analyses of models
with exponential utility and normally distributed performance measures. If y is
strictly positive, the variance ofj; is strictly increasing in the level of effort a.
With negative exponential utility the optimal incentive contract for inducing
a particular level of effort a has the general form (see Section 19.1),
c(y) =K(a) + -ln[r{l

+ ju[rK'(a) + L(y\a)])].

(21. 30)

Given b(a) = b + a and (Jy(a) = [a + yaf, the likelihood ratio is a convex
second-degree polynomial in the performance measure, i.e.,
L(y\a) = >'^"^(^>]' + > i - ^ - ^ ^ .
alia)
alia)
«•/«)
If 7 = 0 as in our prior analysis, the likelihood ratio is a linear function of the
performance measure, i.e.,
L{y\a) = y

^^^\

for y = 0.

However, if y > 0, the likelihood ratio is a strictly convex function of the performance measure that attains a minimum value at
ymin ^ ^(^) " ^^^y(^) = ^ + a 2y ^

Viia/y+a).

The interpretation is that extreme performance measures become more likely
when the agent works harder. However, since effort also has a mean effect,
performance measures just below the mean are more likely when the agent
shirks. The strengths of the variance and the mean effects are such that the
lower is y, the lower is the performance measure y^^ for which the likelihood
ratio attains its minimum value. Another interesting aspect of the form of the
likelihood ratio is the fact that, if the likelihood ratio attains a minimum value
for 7 > 0, the "Mirrlees problem" no longer applies. Hence, in this setting there
may exist an optimal incentive contract which is bounded away from the first-
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best contract even though the agent's compensation is unbounded from below
and the performance measure is normally distributed.
Since optimal incentive contract (21.30) is a strictly increasing concave
function of the likelihood ratio, the optimal incentive contract rewards good outcomes as well as "extremely bad" outcomes. The optimal incentive contract has
the form of a "butterfly," i.e., it is symmetric around j;^^^, convex in a symmetric
region around j;^^^, and concave in the tails.^^

Optimal compensation

Y=V2
Y = 0

-

3

-

2

-

1

0

1

2

3

Performance measure y
Figure 21.4: Optimal incentive contracts for inducing a ^ \ with
varying impact of effort on variance, y.
Parameters: r = .025 and a = I.

^^ Flor, Frimor, and Munk (2005) consider a similar model in which the agent must be induced
to exert effort a, and to undertake capital investment q. The stock price is normally distributed
and the expected stock price, b(a, q), is affected by both the effort and the investment whereas the
variance, (j\q), is affected by the investment only. Effort is personally costly while the investment is costly to the principal but costless to the agent. As a consequence, providing incentives
for effort leads to an induced moral hazard problem for the investment choice (see Section
20.2.5). Since the investment affects the variance of the stock price, the optimal contract is a
"butterfly" contract. The paper provides an analysis of the agent's effort and investment choice
given different contractual arrangements. For example, employing option contracts it is
demonstrated that (at odds with conventional wisdom in much of the employee stock options
literature) increasing the contract's sensitivity to current stock price (the "option delta") may have
devastating consequences - the agent may change his effort and investment choices so that the
expected future stock price decreases substantially.
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Figure 21.4 depicts the optimal contracts for varying levels of y for a given
parameter set and K{a) = Via^. In the figure the performance measure y has
been normalized to have a standard normal distribution, i.e.,

y =

V - b{a)
/ / .

such that the incentive contracts are directly comparable across varying levels
of 7, i.e., the compensation levels are "equally likely" given the induced effort.^^
The optimal incentive contract is concave (but almost linear) for y = 0 and,
therefore, we should expect stock ownership to be more efficient for inducing
effort than stock options in this case. However, for y = V2 and y = 1, the optimal
incentives are such that bad outcomes are "rewarded" rather than "penalized."
Stock options can partly achieve this objective - at least stock options shield the
agent from the down-side risk.
The optimal contracts for y = Vi and y = 1 is such that the agent's compensation is decreasing in the performance measure for bad outcomes and, thus, the
agent may have an incentive to "destroy outcome" in that region. If we view
this as a realistic possibility, the compensation scheme must be restricted to be
monotonically increasing in the performance measure. That is, the following
constraint must be added to the incentive problem.

c(y)>c(y'l

yy<y,yyeE,

Assigning multipliers to these constraints and deriving the first-order conditions
for the incentive contract, it is relatively straightforward to show that the optimal monotonic incentive contract is such that the agent is paid a fixed wage for
performance measures below some threshold above j;^^^, while he is paid according to (21.29) for performance measures above the threshold (although with
different multipliers X and //), i.e.,

^^ The optimal incentive contract is determined by the multipliers X and ji and the action we want
to induce. The optimal incentive contract can therefore be found by (numerically) solving for a
pair of multipliers such that the action we want to induce is incentive compatible for the contract
determined by that pair of multipliers, and such that the agent gets his reservation utility. In the
setting with multiplicatively separable exponential utility, this is a particularly simple task since
only the ratio of the multipliers, jil X, matters for incentive compatibility. The levels of the multipliers can subsequently be found by the participation constraint.
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{K{a) + —ln[r(yl + id[rK'{a) + Z(y|a)])]
r
I

for j ; < j?,

yK{a) + —ln[r(>l + ju[rK'(a)

fory

+ L(y\a)])]

> y,

where y > y^.^. Figure 21.5 shows the optimal incentive contract and the optimal monotonic incentive contract for y = 1 and the same parameters as in Figure
21.4.

10

Optimal monotonic
incentive contract

x ^

Optimal incentive
"^^ contract

-3

-2

^y
y.min
-1 """" 0-"
1
Performance measure y

Figure 21.5: Optimal incentive contract and optimal monotonic
incentive contract for inducing a = I.
Parameters: r = .025, a = I, and y = I.

Note that with the monotonic incentive contract stronger incentives have to be
used in the "upper tail" since the increase in variance from increasing effort is
less beneficial to the agent when he is not rewarded in the "lower tail." Another
interesting aspect of the optimal monotonic incentive contract is that it does not
penalize outcomes just below the mean as does the optimal incentive contract.
The reason is that the monotonicity constraint implies that those penalties also
have to be imposed on the "extremely" bad outcomes which are most likely
when the agent has worked hard. Finally, we note the similarity between the
optimal monotonic incentive contract and stock options. Hence, stock options
with a strike price close to the mean of the performance measure may be a good
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approximation to the optimal monotonic contract in this setting, and certainly
more efficient than stock ownership that does not shield the agent from the
down-side risk.

21.4.2 Incentive Contracts Based on Options and Stock
Ownership
We now introduce the specific characteristics of options and stock ownership
as part of an incentive contract. In the prior analysis in this chapter we assumed
the stock price P is normally distributed. This ignores the fact that, due to the
limited liability of the owners, the price is non-negative. Ignoring this fact in
our earlier analysis can be justified on the grounds that the probability of a negative value is insignificant if the expected price is three or more standard deviations from zero. However, in this section we follow Feltham and Wu (2001)
(FWb) and explicitly consider the non-negativity constraint since this makes
stock more comparable to options.
Representation of Stock and Options
In the analysis that follows we let x represent the underlying value of the firm
(if there was no limited liability) and assume as in the previous section that it is
normally distributed with a mean b{a) = b + a and a variance cr/(a) = [a + yaf,
with 7 > 0.
Both stock and options on the stock can be viewed as options on firm value
X, so we only refer to options on x, and view stock as the special case in which
the strike (exercise) price k is equal to zero. We treat the terminal value of an
option as the performance measure, and view the strike price ^ as a parameter
determining the characteristics of that performance measure, so that^^
y = max{0, X - k}.
Since x is normally distributed, it follows that y has a censored normal distribution with mean and variance
M(a,k)=aXa)[n-(l-N)a
a\a,k)
where

= a » [ (l-N-n')^={k-

cp{2N - 1)^ + N{\ b(a)) loj^a)

We could, equivalently, view ^ as a parameter of the compensation function.

N)ei
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is the number of standard deviations between the strike price k and the mean of
X,

1

n

exp

^e-

is the standard normal density function evaluated at 4 and
N-:

L \/2n

1.^ dr
2

is the standard normal cumulative probability function at (f (which is the probability that the option is out-of-the-money).
Management Incentives
We again restrict the incentive contract to be linear, with c(y) =f+vy. In this
case, V is the number of options granted to the agent. The compensation is not
normally distributed, but we assume that the agent's certainty equivalent can be
approximated by the mean and variance of the net compensation (see Section
2.6), i.e.,
CE(f,v,a,k) ^ / + vM(a,k) - Viia^ + rv'aXa.k)).

(21.31)

Hence, the incentive constraint is
vM^a.k) -a-

Virv'aXa^k) = 0,

(21.32)

where M^a^k) and G^{a,k) represent the derivatives of the mean and variance
of j ; with respect to a. It then follows that the incentive rate required to induce
action a with strike price k (assuming a can be induced)^^ is
v{a,k) = 2a MJ^a, k) + jM^(a, k)^ - 2 raal(a, k)

-1

(21.33)

Comparison of Stock and Options if Effort Does not Influence Risk
The strike price influences the compensation risk associated with the cost of
inducing a given level effort strictly through the risk premium that must be paid

^^ FWb estabHsh that the level of effort a that can be induced is bounded above, and the upper
bound decreases as the strike price k increases. We do not discuss the details of that bound and
merely restrict our analysis to an arbitrary level that can be induced.
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to the agent. This risk premium depends on the compensation risk, which depends on both the number of options granted and the riskiness of each option:
g(a,k) = v{a,]ifG^{a,k).

(21.34)

We first consider the simple case in which effort does not influence the riskiness
of X (i.e., 7 = 0) and, hence,
M>,;t) = l-7V,
oXa.k)

-2N{\-N).

In this setting it is straightforward to establish that the mean and variance of a
single option decreases with the strike price, i.e., dM{a,k)ldk< 0 and 3cr^(a,TC)/^^
< 0. Furthermore, FWb establish (see their Lemma 2) that in this setting the
number of options required to induce a given level of effort increases with the
strike price, i.e., dv(a,k)/dk> 0. Therefore, the impact of increasing the strike
price k on the risk premium g(a,k) is not immediately obvious.
Ifb/a is sufficiently large, then A^ ~ 0, M^a^O) ~ 1, and G^{a,Qi) = 0, which
implies that the number of units of stock required to induce effort a is
v(a,0) ~ a.

(21.35)

Options are often issued with a strike price that is at-the-money, which implies
k^ b + a, where a is the effort level conjectured by the market when it sets the
initial market price (and assuming the interest rate is zero). In this case, (f ~ 0,
n^

1/^271, TV ^ 1/2,

a\a,k)^a^[l

1 71- 1

- N - n^]

>f'

(21.36)

and the number of options required to induce a is

v(a,k) = 2a

1

1
M4

^
zara

1

(21.37)

Observe that if the agent is risk neutral, i.e., r ^ 0, then
v(a,k) = 2a.

(21.38)

That is, it takes twice as many units of at-the-money options as units of stock
to induce a given level of effort a if the agent is risk neutral. From (21.37) it is
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obvious that dv(a,k)/dr > 0, so that with a risk averse agent it takes more than
twice as many options as stock. Furthermore, with k = b + a,thQ agent's compensation risk is
g(a,k) = v{a,kfG^{a,k) > 4a^a\a,k) > a^o^ ^ g(^,0).
Hence, the number of at-the-money options required to induce a given level of
effort is sufficiently larger than the number of units of stock so that the compensation risk is larger with the options (even though the risk associated with
one option is much smaller than for one unit of stock).
F Wb establish that the above relation holds for all options with a strike price
greater than zero. That is, consistent with the characteristics of the optimal
incentive contract derived in the previous section, stock is more efficient than
options for inducing implementable effort a if effort does not affect the riskiness
of the outcome.
Proposition 21.2 (FWb, Prop. 1)
If the agent is strictly risk averse andx ~ N(Z? + a, cr^), then the compensation
risk for inducing implementable action a > 0, g{a,k), is strictly increasing
in the strike price k. Hence, the optimal strike price is zero.
Comparison of Stock and Options if Risk Increases with Effort
Options are often proposed as incentive mechanisms in settings in which the
agent's risk aversion induces him to under-invest in risky projects. Hence, we
now consider the simple setting examined by FWb in which o^{a) = [a + ya]^
and, hence, with y > 0 the agent's action choice influences risk. If y is large, so
that effort has a significant influence on risk, options with a positive strike price
are more efficient than stock in inducing a given level of effort.
To illustrate this effect, first observe that in our simple setting,
M^a.k) = (l-N)

+yn.

Hence, if the agent is risk neutral (r = 0), the number of options required to
induce the agent to implement a (see (21.32)) is
v(a,k) = a[(l -N) + yny\
v(a,0)^a,
v(a,k = b + a) ^ a

(21.39a)
(21.39b)

1
2

+

(21.39c)
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In this setting, the difference in compensation risk with strike price ^ = 0 versus
^ = Z? + a is
(

g(a,0) - g{a,k = b + a) = a^[a + ya^Y

71- 1

1

^

— +.

2

which is positive (negative) if y > (<) \ln - \ - \lnl2. That is, the compensation risk is larger with stock than options if y is sufficiently large.
To simplify the preceding analysis we considered the number of units of
stock and at-the-money options required to induce a given level of effort a if the
agent is risk neutral. Of course, in that case the compensation risk is immaterial,
since the agent does not have to be paid a risk premium. FWb also analyze settings in which r is strictly positive. Numerical analysis indicates that for small
y stock dominates all options, but if the effect of effort on risk is sufficiently
large, the optimal strike price is strictly positive and increasing in y. They are
unable to prove this result in general, but they do prove the following result for
at-the-money options.
Proposition 21.3 (FWb, Prop. 2)
If the agent is risk averse and x ~ N(Z? + a,[a + ya]^), then there exists a
cutoff 7^ such that for y > (<) y\ g(a,0) > (<) g(a,k = b + a).
FWb also consider the impact of y on the optimal level of induced effort. We
will not go into the details, but merely report that their analysis indicates that for
small y the optimal effort with stock is greater than for at-the-money options,
while the converse holds for large y.
In the preceding analysis we interpret x as the value of the firm andj; as the
value of an option on firm value. This model could also be used to represent
incentive contracts in which bonuses are based on accounting numbers. In that
case, X would be some measure of net income while j ; is the difference between
net income and the bonus threshold k, assuming that incentive compensation is
proportional to that difference. Many bonus schemes have a maximum bonus,
which might be effective if the upper component of the optimal "butterfly"
contract is sufficiently concave. We leave exploration of such contracts to the
reader.

21.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Capital market efficiency implies that the market price of publicly traded stock
efficiently reflects all information about future dividends that is common knowledge. However, the stock price is unlikely to be an efficient aggregate perform-
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ance measure. That is, the relative weights used in pricing are very likely to differ from the relative weights that would be used in an optimal incentive contract. Nonetheless, a stock grant may be a useful incentive device, particularly
if the stock price reflects decision-influencing information that is not directly
contractible. The key is to also use other contractible reports, even though
information in those reports is impounded in the market price. Furthermore, if
the agent's action influences both the mean and variance of the outcome, then
option grants may be more efficient than stock grants.
In Chapters 25 through 28 we consider multi-period contracts. Those chapters essentially ignore market prices. Given that market prices reflect investors'
current information about future dividends, it would be potentially beneficial to
extend the single-period model in this chapter to a multi-period model, with
multiple tasks in each period.
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PARTF
PRIVATE AGENT EsfFORMATION AND
RENEGOTIATION IN SEsfGLE-PERIOD/
SINGLE-AGENT SETTINGS

CHAPTER 22
POST-CONTRACT, PRE-DECISION
INFORMATION

In this chapter we review a variation of the principal-agent model in which the
agent (as opposed to the principal) receives private information after a binding
contract has been signed hut before he takes his action. In the following chapter, we consider the cases where the agent either is endowed with private information before signing the contract or can leave the firm after observing his private information.
Throughout this chapter we assume that the agent's utility is defined with
respect to his terminal compensation. Chapters 25 and 26 considers settings in
which the agent's utility is defined over consumption at more than one date and
communication can affect both the amount and timing of the agent's compensation. Timing is not an issue in this chapter.
Private agent information is found in many business contexts. The information may, for example, pertain to cost of production, productivity of capital, and
market conditions for the firm's products. It can be claimed that comparative
advantage in information acquisition is one of the prime skills of successful
managers. As we saw in Chapters 3, 4, and 8 additional pre-decision information may improve economic welfare through changes in production choices.
The same phenomenon occurs in a principal-agent context. However, the
agent's information about his performance measure also improves and, thus, the
incentive problem may be more severe due to private information. The questions are whether the agent should be motivated to acquire private information,
and whether economic welfare can be improved by letting the agent report his
private information to the principal conditioning the agent's compensation on
that report. In that case, the agent's information acquisition, actions and reports
must be motivated by the principal through the compensation scheme.

22.1 THE BASIC MODEL AND THE REVELATION
PRINCIPLE
In this analysis, we generally assume that the outcome x e X is contractible
information and is the only ex post performance measure. The signal j ; e Ffrom
information system rj is privately observed by the agent after he has signed the
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contract with the principal, but before he takes his action. The contract, once
accepted, is assumed to bind the agent to the firm so that he cannot leave after
he has observed;;. Since the agent observes;; before he selects aeA, his action
choice may well depend on what he observes, i.e., the agent's action strategy is
a function a\Y^ A. This is one of the key differences between this setting and
those considered previously. A key issue is whether it is optimal to allow the
agent to influence the contract based on his unverified report of the signal he has
observed. That report, if made, is termed his message and is represented by m
e M, i.e., the message strategy is a function m: Y ^ M} We assume, unless
otherwise specified, that the message space M is the same as the signal space Y
if there is agent communication. If there is no agent communication, then M =
0. The basic notation is the same as in previous chapters.
c\ X^M^

C is the compensation contract expressed as a function of the
outcome x e Xand possibly of the agent's message m e M,

if(x -c) = X - c

is the utility of a risk neutral principal,

u''{c,a) = u(c) -v(a) is the additively separable utility of the agent with u(-)
strictly increasing and strictly concave and v(-) strictly
increasing and convex (agent is risk and effort averse).

contract
signed

private information

message
m = m(y)

outcome
compensation
x
c ~ c(x,m)

action

Figure 22.1: Timeline for incentive problem with post-contract,
pre-decision information.

^ Note that we can assume w.l.o.g. that the agent does not randomize over actions and messages
since he (as the last mover in the sequential game) will only randomize over choices with equal
conditional expected utilities. That is, action and message strategies can be represented disfunctions from the signal space to A and M, respectively. Of course, this does not rule out the possibility that it is optimal for the principal to induce randomization in the contract by including a
contractible randomization variable in the compensation scheme. However, in formulating the
incentive problems we generally assume that this is not optimal.
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The timeline for the incentive problem with post-contract, pre-decision information is shown in Figure 22.1. With agent communication me Y, and with no
agent communication m e 0. The programs defining Pareto optimal contracts
with and without agent communication are as follows.
Principars Decision Problem without Agent Communication:^
maximize

U^(c,a,rj) = f f [x - c(x)]d0(x\a(y),y)

d0(y),

(22.1)

Y X

subject to

U\c,a,n)

= f U%c,a(y)\y,rj) d0(y) > U,

(22.2)

Y

U''(c,a(y)\y,^) > U''(c,a\y,rj),
where

Wicaly,,)

\/aeA,yeY,

-^ f u(c(x))d0(x\a,y)

(22.3)

- v(a).

X

The key feature of this decision problem, compared to a problem in which the
agent does not have private information, is that the incentive constraints (22.3)
must be specified for each of the agent's possible signals, reflecting the fact that
the principal is inducing an action strategy a{y) instead of a single action a.
PrincipaVs Decision Problem with Agent Communication:
maximize

U^ic,a,m,fj) = f f [x - c(x,m(y))] d0(x\a(y),y) d0(y),

r am

(22.1')

J J

Y X

subject to U\c,a,m,f])

= f U%c(m(y)),a(y)\y,rj) d0(y) > U,

(22.20

Y

U''(c(m(y)),a(y) \y,^) > W{c{m),a \y,r,), \/aeA,m,ye
where

Y, (22.3')

U^(c(m), a\y,fj) = f u(c(x, m)) d0 (x | a,y) - v{a).

^ The expected utilities depend on the information structure rj through its impact on the probability functions involving y. While rj is explicitly recognized in U^ and W, we simplify the
notation by leaving rj as implicit in probability functions involving y, unless its explicit recognition is important.
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In this problem, c is a function of the outcome x and the agent's message m, and
c{m) refers to the compensation contract over the outcome x for a given agent
message m. The agent is free to choose any message m he wants when he observes y. However, in (22.3') both the action strategy a and the message strategy m are required to be incentive compatible. The principal optimizes not only
over compensation schemes and action strategies but also over message strategies. However, there is an indeterminancy in the choice of message strategy
since many message strategies are informationally equivalent, i.e., induce the
same partitions on the set of signals. For example, if 7 = {good, bad), then
saying good when bad is observed and saying bad when good is observed is
informationally equivalent to telling the truth (assuming the principal knows
whether the agent is motivated to lie or tell the truth). The Revelation Principle
eliminates this indeterminancy.
Proposition 22.1 The Revelation Principle
For any optimal contract z = (c, a, m) based on communication by the agent,
there is an equivalent contract z' that (weakly) induces full and truthful disclosure of the agent's private information, i.e., m'(y) =y for allj; e 7.
Proof: Define the contract z' = (c',a',m') as c'(y) = c(m(y)), a'(y) = a(y), and
m'(y) = j ; for all y E Y. Clearly, z' gives both the principal and the agent the
same expected utilities as z. Incentive compatibility of z' follows from
U%c'(m%a \y,fj) = U\c{m{m)),a \y,fj)

V aeA,

m.yeY

< U\c{m{y)),a{y) \y,fj)

V aeA,

m.yeY

= U%c'(yla'(y)\y,rj)

V a e A,

m,yeY,

where the equalities follow from the definition of z' and the inequality follows
from the incentive compatibility of z.
Q.E.D.
The Revelation Principle implies that we can restrict our analysis to finding the
best contract that induces full and truthful disclosure, i.e., m(y) = y for allj; e
7. We do not need to consider contracts that induce the agent to either withhold
information or tell lies. The trick used in the Revelation Principle is to construct
a new compensation scheme that pays the agent the same amount for telling the
truth as he is paid for telling an optimal lie with the original contract.
Consider the following example. Assume that the agent has three possible
actions, {
}, and four possible signals, {yi,y2,y3,y4}- Let c denote an
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optimal compensation scheme that induces the following action and message
strategies.
Signal observed

Message reported

Action taken

Ji

m=yi

aj

yi

m=yi

02

J3

m=y^
m=y^

02

74

a^

The compensation scheme c induces lying and withholding of information.
Now consider an alternative contract c' which is defined as follows:
c'(x,y^) = c(x,y^%
c'(x,y2) = c(x,y^%
c'(x,y^) = cix.y^X
c'ix^y^) = c(x,y^).
Observe that under the new contract the agent will have no incentive to lie
(based on what he would choose under the old contract) and the new contract
will provide both the principal and the agent with precisely the same payoffs as
under the old contract. Note also that inducing the agent to reveal y2 under c'
is obtained by paying the agent the same whether he reports y2 ory^. That is, the
principal is not using the additional information reported under c' against the
agent. This illustrates the fact that although in the search of an optimal contract
we can restrict the analysis to truth-inducing contracts, the Revelation Principle
by no means implies that it is costless to induce truthful reports of the agent's
private information. Motivating truthtelling may involve using the reports to a
lesser extent than they would have been used if there was a verifiable report of
that information or it may involve simply ignoring the agent's report in his compensation scheme.
Invoking the Revelation Principle, the program defining Pareto optimal contracts with truthful agent communication is as follows.
Principars Decision Problem with Truthful Agent Communication:
maximize

U^(c,a,T]) = f f [x - c(x,y)]d0(x\a(y),y)
YX

d0(y),

(22.1")
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subject to

U\c,a,rj) = f U\c(yXa(y)\y,rj) d0(y) > U,

{222")

Y

U\c{y),a{y)\y,n)
where

> U\c{m),a\y,n),

^ a e A; m,y e Y, (22.3")

U^(c(m),a\y,fj) = f u(c(x,m)) d0(x\a,y)

- v(a).

Observe that the Revelation Principle permits elimination of reference to the
message strategy since m(y) = y, and (22.3 ") ensures that c{y) induces the agent
to tell the truth, i.e., to report m = j ; if he observes y, as well as to induce the
chosen action strategy a{y). We assume that if the agent has no incentive to lie,
then he will tell the truth.
It may seem as if the Revelation Principle is a general result that will always
hold. However, we have made a number of implicit assumptions that are crucial
for the Revelation Principle to apply. The Revelation Principle applies only if
the principal can commit to how the agent's message will affect his compensation. Given the ability to commit, the principle can be seen to hold by recognizing that any contract that induces either the withholding of information or lying
can be restated so that it induces full and truthful reporting. In this setting, that
commitment takes the form of the contract c(x,m) - it specifies how the agent's
compensation will be influenced by the outcome and by what he says. If such
a commitment is not possible, then the Revelation Principle may not hold. In
section 22.8, we consider a variation of this problem in which the agent is compensated on the basis of the firm's market price. Since competitive investors are
unable to commit to ignoring the agent's report, the Revelation Principle may
not apply. Other settings in which the Revelation Principle does not apply are
those in which there is contract renegotiation or a limited message space. If
there is contract renegotiation (see Chapter 24), the principal cannot commit to
ignoring the information he receives prior to the renegotiation stage (even
though he would like to be able to do so). A limited message space exists if the
cardinality of M is less than the cardinality of 7. For example, the agent cannot
be induced to fully reveal which of three or more signals he has observed if he
only has a binary message space (e.g., he can only report either good or bad).
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we assume that the Revelation Principle
applies. The following basic result is a straightforward extension of Proposition
22.1.
Proposition 22.2
The principal is never worse off with agent communication (i.e., M = Y)
than with no communication (i.e., M = 0).
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Proof: Observe that if z"" = (c"", a"") is an optimal solution to the principal's problem with no communication, then it is a feasible solution to his problem with
communication. In particular, if we set c(x,m) =c''(x), \/ m E Y, then the agent
will have no incentive to lie and will be motivated to implement a"". Q.E.D.
The key feature in this proposition is that the principal can always (weakly)
motivate the agent to truthfully report his private information if the report is
ignored in compensating the manager. However, note that the principal's ability
to commit to ignoring the agent's report is crucial for this result.
Christensen (1981,1982) was the first to explore communication of private
pre-decision information in a principal-agent model. He assumed the action and
signal spaces are convex and replaced incentive compatibility constraint (22.3 ")
with its corresponding first-order conditions, i.e.,
fu(c(x,y))d0^(x\a(y%y)

- v'(a(y)) = 0 , V j ; e 7,

y^
/ uXc(x,y)) c(x,y)
d0(x\a(yXy)

=0,

V j ; e 7.

Assuming that the first-order approach is applicable, the first-order condition
characterizing the optimal compensation scheme is
M(c(x,y)) =1 - S'(y) ^ [fi(y) -

S(y)a'(y)]L^(x\a(y),y)

S(y)L^(x\a(y),y),

where 1 is the multiplier for (22.2 "), // and S are the multipliers for the incentive
compatibility constraints, L^ and Ly are the likelihood ratios for a(y) and y,
respectively, and M(-) is the marginal cost to the principal of increasing the
agent's utility, i.e., M(c(x,3;)) = l/u'(c(x,y)). Although the characterization has
a structure similar to the compensation scheme characterization in the basic
principal-agent model, it is, in general, not useful for identifying the conditions
for which communication is strictly valuable.^ However, Christensen (1981)
provides an interesting example with u(c, a) =2c^" - a^, and an exponential joint
distribution of (x,;;), i.e.,

^ Analysis of this problem is difficult, in part because the first-order characterization includes the
derivative of a multiplier, S{y), which is an endogenous function of j^. Hence, it yields few
general results.
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(p{x,y\a) =

-Qxp{-(x/a+y)}Qxp{-y/y},
a+y y

where y is the prior mean of j;. The posterior mean of x isa + y. The interesting aspect of this example is that the optimal contract is such that the agent's
compensation is a function of the difference between the final outcome and its
posterior mean, i.e.,

V 4 ^ = 1 - S'(y) + S(y)/f

+ a(y){x-(a(y)

+j)}.

Hence, the agent is compensated on the basis of his report and the deviation of
the final outcome from the expected or budgeted outcome, i.e., the "budget variance" as it appears in standard accounting textbooks. Here the budget, a(y) +
y, is not exogenously specified but is calculated on the basis of the agent's report, such that the agent is evaluated with the self-reported budget as the base.
This has a natural "budget participation" interpretation.

22.2 THE HURDLE MODEL
In this section we reintroduce what we have called the "hurdle model." This
model has a structure that permits us to understand the role of private postcontract, pre-decision information and, in particular, the role of communication
of that information. The model has been used by Christensen and Feltham (CF)
in a number of papers on communication in agencies.
There are two possible outcomes, X = {x^, x^} withx^ > x^. The agent's set
of alternative actions is convex with^ " [0? !]• There is a hurdle he H ^ [0? !]•
If the agent selects a>h, i.e., "clears the hurdle," then he has a high probability
of obtaining the good outcome, but if he selects a<h, i.e., he "does not clear the
hurdle," then there is a high probability of obtaining the bad outcome, i.e.,
\ - 8
(p{x^\a,h) = \
s

if a > h,
where s e [0,/4).
if a < h,

That is, h is the minimum effort level required to clear the hurdle, and clearing
the hurdle results in a high probability of obtaining the good outcome. The
agent's and principal's prior beliefs are that the hurdle h is uniformly distributed
onH =[0M
The agent has an additively separable utility function u^'ic.a) = u(c) - v(a)
with v(0) = 0, v(l) = oo^ v'((^) > 0, v^l) = ~, and v"(a) > 0. The principal is risk
neutral. In numerical examples we use the following data:
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u{c) =\fc, c > 0; v(a) = al{\ -a); U = 2; x^ = 20; x^ = 10; £* = 0.05.
If the agent has no pre-decision information denoted tj'', i.e., he does not observe
"how high he must jump before he jumps," then he must choose a fixed action
a"". In that case, he is paid outcome-contingent wages c(Xg) = c^ > c(x^) = c / ,
and the probability of obtaining the high wage is
(p(Xg\a) = a - las + e.
Given our numerical data, the optimal contract and the principal's expected
payoff are shown in Table 22.1.
U'{c,a,n'')
6.756

0

11.74

0

3.583

a°
0.149

Table 22.1: Optimal contract for no information, rj''.
In the following sections we use this model to illustrate the economic insights
of the general analysis of pre-decision, post-contract information in various settings. In those settings the agent observes how high he must jump before he
jumps, but after signing the contract, i.e., y ^ h.

22.3 PERFECT PRIVATE INFORMATION
In models with imperfect information it is useful to work with conditional outcome probabilities (p{x\a,y). Many papers have considered the special case
where the agent gets perfect information before choosing his action, i.e., the
agent's signal j ; reveals the state so that the outcome from each action is known
to the agent with certainty given j;. Then (p{x\a,y) = 0 or 1. In this case, it is useful to view the outcome as a function of a andj;, i.e., x = x(a,y). The two decision problems can be restated as follows.
Principars Decision Problem without Agent Communication
of Perfect Information:
maximize U^(c,a,rj) = f [x(a(y),y) - c(x(a(y),y))]d0(y),

subject to

U\c,a,f]) = f U%c,a(y)\y,r])d0(y) > U,

(22.IP)

(22.2P)
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U\c,a{y) \y,rj) > U%c,a\y,rj% V aeA^yeY,

where

(22.3P)

U^c, a\y,rj) = u(c(x(a,y))) - v(a).

Principars Decision Problem with Truthful Agent Communication
of Perfect Information:
maximize
c,a

subject to

UP{c,a,rj) - hx{a{y\y)

- c{x{a{y\y\y)}d0{y),

{22AV")

"^
Y

U\c,a,rj) = f U%c(y),a(y)\y,r,) d0(y) > U,

(22.2P")

Y

U%c(y),a(y) \y,n) > U%c(m),a \y,n), \/aeA;m,ye

Y, (22.3P")

U^{c{m),a\y,r]) = u(c(x(a,y),m)) - v(a).
where
Proposition 22.3
If the agent receives perfect information, there is no value to communication.
Proof: Let z = (c,a) denote the solution to the principal's problem with communication. Observe that to be incentive compatible, this contract must be such
that c(x,y') = c(x,y") if x = x(a(y'),y') = x(a(y"),y"). That is, any two signals
that induce the same outcome must pay the same compensation for that outcome. Otherwise if, for example, c(x,y') > c(x,y"), then the agent will be better
off if he reports m = y' when he has observed};".
Given the above characteristics of z, we can construct the following contract
based on no communication: c''(x) = c(x,y) for any y such that x(a(y),y) = x.
Given that c induced the implementation of a (as well as truthful reporting), it
follows that c"" will induce the implementation of a without any communication.
Q.E.D.
When the agent gets perfect information about the relation between his action
and the final outcome, he also gets perfect information about the compensation
he is going to get whether there is communication or not. Hence, if there is
communication, he can simultaneously choose his action and report so as to
maximize his compensation. Truthful reporting then implies that there can be
no latitude for the principal to vary the agent's compensation based on the report in addition to the outcome.
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Note that even though there is no value to communication, the principal
might still find it valuable to have the agent receive perfect private information
prior to taking his action due to the decision-facilitating role of that information.
However, cases also exist in which this information reduces the principal's
expected utility due to the greater severity of the incentive problem (see Section
22.5).
In the hurdle model the agent's information is perfect if he observes j ; = h
before taking his action and if £* = 0. That is, if the agent clears the hurdle, a >
/z, then the good outcome occurs with certainty, whereas the bad outcome is
obtained if a < h. Since communication is not useful when the agent has perfect
information, the optimal compensation scheme is similar to the scheme without
any information, i.e., the agent is paid an outcome-contingent wage c(Xg) = c^
> c(x^) = c^ . However, the action strategy is quite different. Since the agent
observes the hurdle before taking his action, he can adjust his action according
to his private information. The optimal action strategy is characterized by a cutoff h such that
h

if h < h ,

0

ifh>

a(h)
h .

That is, if the hurdle is sufficiently low, the agent jumps exactly high enough to
clear the hurdle, whereas if the hurdle is above the cut-off, he does not jump at
all. The optimal contract is shown in Table 22.2, and the corresponding optimal
contract with no information and £* = 0 is shown in Table 22.3.
U'{c,a,rj^

10.103

p

8.266

p

2.179

h'
0.583

Table 22.2: Optimal contract for perfect information, tf.
U\c,a,n")
6.549

0

12.026

0

Cb

a"

3.784

0.19

Table 22.3: Optimal contract for no information, rj'' and £* = 0.
Comparing the two contracts demonstrates that in this model the principal is
better off if the agent receives perfect hurdle information before choosing his
action versus not receiving that information. The value of the hurdle information arises primarily because it permits implementation of more efficient action
choices, i.e., in the producing region [0, h ] the agent provides just enough
effort to clear the hurdle and get the good outcome and, in the non-producing
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region (h , 1 ], he provides no effort. In the no information case, he provides the
same effort for all hurdles. This makes him clear higher hurdles with perfect
information than with no information, i.e., h > d".

IIA IMPERFECT PRIVATE INFORMATION
In this section we provide insights into the potential roles of imperfect post-contract, pre-decision information and the communication of such information. In
section 22.4.1 we consider some benchmarks, and in section 22.4.2 we consider
the hurdle model with imperfect private information {e> 0) to illustrate the
potential role of communication.

IIA.X Some Benchmarks
We consider two benchmark settings: the first-best case, in which j ; and a are
contractible information; and a second-best case in which a is not observable by
the principal butj; is contractible information (i.e., the principal receives a verified report of j;).
The First-best Contract
Ifx.y, and a are all contractible information, then the principal's decision problem is
maximize

U^(c,a,rj) = f f [x - c(x,y)]d0(x\a(y),y)

d0(y),

Y X

subject to

U\c,a,n)

= ^ U\c{y\a{y)\y,f]) d0{y) > U.

Proposition 22.4
With additive separability of the utility function, i.e., u\c,a) = u(c) - v(a),
the first-best compensation scheme is a fixed wage independent ofj; andx,
i.e., c(x,y) = c for all x e X, j ; e 7, whereas the first-best action strategy, in
general, will vary withj;. If the first-best action strategy varies non-trivially
withj;, then post-contract, pre-decision information is strictly valuable compared to fj''.
Proof: The proof follows immediately from the first-order conditions characterizing the optimal contract and Blackwell's Theorem.
Q.E.D.
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Note that with additive separable utility, the first-best contract only insures the
agent perfectly against compensation risk and not against disutility risk."^ In the
hurdle model, the optimal contract is characterized by a fixed wage c{x,y) = c*
and a cut-off /z* such that
h

if h < h ,

0

if h > h\

aXh) = \

Given the data for our numerical example (with e = 0.05) the optimal solution
to the principal's decision problem is shown in Table 22.4.
U'(c,a,rj')

c*

h*

10.591

5.776

0.652

Table 22.4: Optimal first-best contract, ;/*.
Verified Report of Imperfect Private Information
Now consider a setting in which the agent's action is not observable, butj; is
contractible information (e.g., there is independent verification of the truthfulness of the agent's report). Verification allows us to relax constraint (22.3 ") in
the principal's decision problem with communication by eliminating its truthtelling component. That is, this constraint becomes
U\c{y\a{y)\y,n)

> U\c{y\a\y.n\

^ a e A, y e Y.

(223Y")

In this setting, a verified report ofj ; can be useful because it is informative about
the uncontrollable events influencing x given a and, hence, can be used to
reduce the risk imposed on the agent. This is the role y would play if it was
observed after the agent implemented his action (see Chapter 18). Moreover,
ifj; is informative about the productivity of the agent's action, thenj; may be
valuable because it permits the agent to make a better production decision (i.e.,
a better choice of a).
To illustrate these two roles of a verified report ofj; we consider two cases
of the hurdle model, (a) the agent observes the hurdle after choosing his action,

"^ If the agent's disutility for actions has the form of a monetary cost, i.e., u''(c,a) = u(c - K(a)),
then it will be optimal to set c(x,y) = c + K(a(y)). That is, the agent's compensation will vary with
y so as to provide the agent with a constant level of net consumption c, thereby insuring the agent
against variations in his cost of effort.
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and (b) the agent observes the hurdle before choosing his action. Note that it is
of no consequence when the principal observes the report.
(a) Post-decision verified report: In this case the agent must choose a fixed
action a"" independent of/z, as in the no information case. However, the postdecision verified report of h can be used to eliminate the risk imposed on the
agent for signals where the agent does not clear the hurdle given a"" (i.e., in the
cases where the outcome does not provide any information about the agent's
action given h and a""). Furthermore, optimal risk sharing implies that the agent
is paid outcome-contingent wages for signals where the agent clears the hurdle
given a"". That is, the optimal compensation scheme has the form
if h < a^ and x = x ,
c(x,h)

if h < a^ and x

H->

if h> a^.
The optimal contract is shown in Table 22.5. Compared to the no information
case in Table 22.1, the gain from eliminating the risk imposed on the agent for
high hurdles makes it optimal to induce the agent to take a higher action, i.e., a""
> a"". Hence, the value of a post-decision verified report of the size of the hurdle
is not only due to improved risk sharing. The improved risk sharing also leads
to a more efficient action choice.
LF(c,a,tj"^^)

7.26

a

a

5.998

0.185

a
Co

cf

5.514

0.258

Table 22.5: Optimal contract for post-decision verified report fjl^^.
(b) Pre-decision verified report: If the agent observes the hurdle before choosing his action, the optimal action strategy is (as for the first-best contract) characterized by a cut-off h such that

a\h)

h

if h < hrb

0

if h>

h.

However, unlike the first-best case, the incentive constraint (22.3V") implies
that risk must be imposed on the agent for signals for which the principal wants
to induce the agent to clear the hurdle. The optimal compensation scheme is
such that
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Cg (h)

if h < h and x = x

c^ (h)

if h < h and x = x^

c

if h > h ,

where c^ (h) > c^ (h) are such that the agent is indifferent between clearing the
hurdle and not jumping at all, i.e.,
{\-s)u{Cg{h))

+ su{c^) - v(h) = eu(Cg(h)) + (l-e)u(c^),

\/ h < h .

As in the post-decision case, the agent is paid a fixed compensation when the
hurdle is above the cut-off. Moreover, a cost minimizing allocation of utility
levels over different hurdles implies that
M(c^^) = (l-e)M(Cg(h))

+ eM{c^{h)\

y h < h\

That is, the expected marginal cost to the principal of increasing the agent's
utility level must be the same for all hurdles that are to be cleared. In our numerical example, with a square-root utility function, the condition implies the
agent's conditional expected utility of compensation is independent ofh. The
optimal contract is shown in Table 22.6 and graphically in Figure 22.2. Note
that in order to induce a ^ hin the production-region, the risk imposed on the
agent increases as the hurdle increases.^
\u'{c,a,rjl^^)
10.473

c>)

c'ih)

{^^v(.)-^f [f^-^^U'i

b
Co

5.568

^

^

0.627

Table 22.6: Optimal contract for pre-decision verified report rj^^^.

^ In Section 22.4.2 we derive the agent's reporting strategies if this contract is offered to the
agent in a setting with unverified reporting.
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Agent's Compensation
7
good outcome and h below cut-off

6

good or bad outcome for h above cut-off

5
4

Cut-off

3
2

bad outcome and h below cut-off

1
'
0

I
0.2

'

I
'
I
'
0.4
0.6
Agent's Private Signal h

r~
0.8

Figure 22.2: Optimal contract with verified report.

22.4.2 Examples of Private Imperfect Information with and
without Communication
When there is no verified report of the agent's private information, the agent's
compensation can only depend on that information if he is motivated to report
his information. Hence, without communication the compensation scheme only
depends on the outcome x. However, the agent's action strategy can depend on
his signal whether there is communication or not. In the hurdle model, the
action strategies with and without communication are characterized by cut-offs
such that the agent clears the hurdle if he observes a hurdle below the cut-off
and provides no effort above the cut-off, i.e., the action strategies are similar to
those in the first-best contract and the contract with pre-decision verified
reports.
Without communication the outcome-contingent wages, c{x^ = c^ > c(x^)
= c / , and the cut-off, /z", are determined such that the agent is indifferent between clearing the hurdle and providing no effort if he observes a hurdle equal
to the cut-off, i.e.,
(l-e)u(c^')

+ eu(c,') - v{h'') = eu{c^) + {\-e)u{c^).

(22.4)
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Since v(/z) is increasing in /z, the agent has strict incentives to clear the hurdle
if the hurdle is below the cut-off, and strict incentives to provide no effort if the
hurdle is above the cut-off. The optimal no communication contract is shown
in Table 22.7.
n

U\c,a,rj")

9.937

n

8.204

2.283

h"
0.549

Table 22.7: Optimal contract for no communication, rf.
With communication the compensation scheme may (as in the case with predecision verified reports) depend on the agent's signal through his (truthful)
report of that information. However, truthful reporting as well as the action
strategy must be motivated simultaneously.
If the agent observes a hurdle in the production region, h e [0,/z^], and
makes an effort sufficient to clear the hurdle, a^h, then truthtelling implies that
the agent's conditional expected utility of compensation must be independent
of his report in that region, i.e.,
(1 - e)u(c(x ,h)) + eu(c(x^,h)) - v(h)
= (I-e)u(c(x

,m)) + eu(c(x^,m)) - v(/z), V h,m e [0,/z^].

Moreover, the simultaneous choice of truthful reporting and clearing the hurdle
in the producing region also implies that
(1 - e)u(c(x ,h)) + eu(c(x^,h)) - v(h)
> eu(c(x ,m)) + (I-e)u(c(x^,m)),

V h,m e [0,/z^].

Since v(h) is increasing in /z, combining the two constraints we get that
u{c{x.m)) - u{c{x.,m))

\-le

, V m e [0,/z'].

Therefore, efficient risk sharing implies that the agent is paid output-contingent
wages independent of the agent's report in the production region, i.e., c(x^, /z) = c^
> c{xjj,h) = c / for all /z e [0,/z^], where the spread in compensations are just
sufficient to induce the agent to clear the hurdle at the cut-off, i.e.,
(l-e)u(c')

+ eu{c^) - v(h') = eu(c') + (l-e)u(c^').

(22.5)
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Similarly, in the non-producing region, /z e (/z^, 1], the agent's conditional expected utility must be independent of his report in that region, i.e.,
eu(c(x ,m)) + (1 - e)u(c(x^,m))
= su{c{x ,h)) + ( 1 - s)u{c{x^,h)), V m,h E (/z^, 1].
Therefore, efficient risk sharing implies that the agent is paid a fixed wage in the
non-producing region, i.e., c(x^,/z) = c{x^,h) = c / for all h e (/z^, 1].
Since v(/z) is increasing in /z, the simultaneous choice of truthful reporting
and action choices across the producing and non-producing regions now implies
that
(l-e)u(c')

+ eu(c^') - v(/z') = u{c^).

(22.6)

Comparing the structure of the optimal contracts with unverified reports to those
with verified reports yields the following main differences. Firstly, the unverified reports cannot be used to reduce the risk imposed on the agent to the
level that precisely induces him to clear the hurdle for each signal in the producing region, i.e., the truthtelling constraints imply less efficient risk sharing.
Secondly, with unverified reports, the truthtelling constraints across the production and non-production regions imply that the agent must be paid a lower
fixed wage in the non-producing region than he is with verified reports. That
is, the risk sharing across the production and the non-production regions is less
efficient.
Table 22.8 shows the optimal communication contract for our numerical
example.
mc,a,rj^)
9.977

C

%21

C

2.241

C

Co

h'

2.452

0.554

Table 22.8: Optimal contract with communication, rj''.
The main difference between contracts with and without communication is that
communication facilitates the elimination of risk when the agent makes no effort.^' ^ The improved risk sharing also leads to more efficient action choices,

^ Penno (1984) considers a model in which the gain from communication also is due to risk
elimination in a region for the private signal where the agent makes no effort. In his model the
private signal and the agent's effort are perfect substitutes in terms of the impact on the dis(continued...)
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'^c

i.e., h > h . However, due to the truthtelling constraints, the risk sharing is
less efficient than with pre-decision verified reports. In the hurdle model, predecision information permits the agent to make improved action choices, and
that information is valuable to the principal whether or not there is communication. Of course, due to the improved risk sharing, the information is more valuable if there is communication.

22.5 IS AN INFORMED AGENT VALUABLE TO THE
PRINCIPAL?
The hurdle model illustrates a setting in which the principal is better off if the
agent has pre-decision information, whether that information is verified or not.
The key to the value of the pre-decision information is that it permits the agent
to more efficiently select his action (i.e, it reveals the minimum effort required
to make the good outcome highly likely). Baiman and Sivaramakrishnan (1991)
provide another setting in which increasing the informativeness of the agent's
signal about a productivity parameter is strictly valuable.
In Chapter 18 it is demonstrated that verified post-decision information is
valuable if the signals are informative about the agent's action (given the
reported outcome). However, the impact of pre-decision information is more
subtle. It can directly impact the agent's action choices, and that impact can be
positive (as in the hurdle model) or negative. The negative result occurs if the
pre-decision information permits the agent to more easily "shirk" because it is
informative about the resulting performance measures.^ This type of setting is
illustrated in the following proposition.
Proposition 22.5
Let z"" = {c'^.a'') be an optimal contract based on no information, rj'', and let
f]^^^ be a verified information system in which the agent's action has no impact on the likelihood of the signals, i.e., d0{y \ a) = d0(y), \/y, a. Further-

(... continued)
tribution for the outcome, i.e., d0(x \ a,y) = d0(x \ ay). Hence, the productivity of effort is low
when y is low. Therefore, a communication contract can be constructed that pays a fixed wage
if the agent reports "low," whereas it pays the optimal no-communication compensation if he
reports "high" such that it strictly dominates the no-communication contract. However, it is not
clear that the optimal communication contract has a fixed wage component.
^ Dye (1983) provides sufficient conditions for strictly valuable communication of post-decision
private information.
^ Christensen (1981) shows, by use of an example, that the principal may be worse off if the
agent privately observes a pre-decision signal about the state.
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more, suppose the action strategy a{y) = d", Vj;, can be implemented if j ; is
pre-decision information.^ Then,
(a) the minimal cost of implementing d" withj; is no greater ifj; is reported
after a is selected than if it is reported prior to selecting a\
(b) if the signals y are uninformative about the agent's action a, i.e.,
d<^{x,y\d) = g(x,y)k(x,a), andz"" is not incentive compatible with predecision information, then the minimal cost of implementing a"" is strictly smaller with no information than with pre-decision information.

Proof: (a): Let c' be a cost-minimizing pre-decision information compensation
scheme that implements a"", so that
U\c^(yW\y,rj)

> U\c'{y\a'\y,rj\

^ a' e A, y e Y.

Taking the expectation with respect to y on both sides establishes that
U%c\a',rj) > U\c\a\rj\

y a' e A.

Hence, c' also implements a"" ify is post-decision information.
(b): Since y is uninformative about a, no information and post-decision information are equivalent. Furthermore, the uninformativeness ofj; about a implies
that d0{y\x,a) = d0(y\x). Let c' be the cost-minimizing pre-decision information compensation scheme that implements a"". If c'is independent ofj;, then c'
also implements a"" without;;, i.e., (c'^a"") is feasible with no information. Since
an optimal no information contract z"" is not incentive compatible with pre-decision information, c' is strictly more costly than c"". On the other hand, if c' depends non-trivially onj;, we define a compensation scheme c" as
u(c"(x)) = f u(c'(x,y)) d0{y\x\

Vx e X.

Given a"", this contract gives the agent the same expected utility as c' but is
strictly less costly to the principal (due to Jensen's inequality and the agent's
risk aversion). Furthermore, it implements a"", since

^ This condition is not satisfied by the hurdle model since the agent will never choose a > /z if he
knows /z, whereas a" is fixed in the no information setting.
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- v{a')

X

= f fu(c'(x,y))d0(y\x)d0(x\a')

- v(a')

X Y

= f fu(cXx,y))d0(x\y,a'')d0(y)

- via"")

Y X

> f (u{c'{x,y))d0{x\y,a')d0{y)

- v{a')

y d EA

Y X

= fu(c'(x))d0(x\a')

- v(a')

y d e A.

where the inequality follows from the incentive compatibility of a"" for c\
Hence, (c",a'') is a feasible no information contract which is strictly less costly
than (c;a").
Q.E.D.
If the information system is informative about the agent' s action, then post-decision information can be used to strictly decrease the cost to the principal of implementing the optimal no information action, a"". However, if the optimal no
information action has to be implemented after the agent has observed the information, then the cost to the principal is higher than for post-decision information. The reason is that the agent knows more about the performance measure
when choosing his action, and c"" induces him to select an action other than a""
for somej; even though the principal would prefer the agent to select a"" irrespective of j;. In that setting, a pre-decision contract c' that induces the selection of
a"" imposes strictly more ex ante risk on the agent and, hence, is more costly to
the principal than is c"".
In general, comparing pre-decision information with no information involves subtle trade-offs. There is no loss, and there may be a gain, if the information is verified and reported after the agent selects his action - the gain will
occur if the information permits implementation of a less risky contract to induce a given action. That gain may also be available if the information is verified and reported prior to the agent's action choice, and there may also be a gain
due to improved action choice (as illustrated in the hurdle model). However,
these gains may be offset by the "loss" that occurs when the agent has improved
information about the performance measures (e.g., outcome) that will result
from his actions. Of course, if the pre-decision information is privately observed by the agent, then it is, in general, even more costly for the principal to
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induce the optimal no information action (if it is implementable) whether there
is communication or not.
In Proposition 22.5 the comparison is for a fixed action choice. The comparison between no information and pre-decision information must also take
into account that it may be optimal to vary the agent's action with the signals.
Clearly, this increases the value of pre-decision information relative to no information.
The hurdle model can be used to illustrate the potential negative value of
pre-decision information relative to no information. Instead of viewing the
parameter £* as a fixed constant, let it be a random variable with two outcomes
% and s^ of equal probability, such that the expected value is E[£*] = 0.05. It is
clear from the analysis in Section 22.4 that it is valuable that the agent observes
the hurdle before he jumps. Therefore, we consider two verified information
systems termed "hurdle information" and "hurdle + s information". With hurdle
information the agent observes only the hurdle before choosing his action, i.e.,
y = h. With hurdle + e information the agent observes both the hurdle and the
parameter £*prior to taking his action, i.e.,;; = (/z, e). Hence, the optimal contract
with hurdle information is as reported in Table 22.6. With hurdle+ £* information, the optimal contracts have a similar structure contingent on the observation of e. However, efficient risk sharing implies that the fixed wages in the
non-producing regions must be the same for both values of e, i.e., c(Xg,h, e^ =
c(x^, /z, e^) = c^ foYh> h.J = H, L. Incentive compatibility of the action choices
in the producing regions implies that the spread in utilities is increasing in s, i.e.,
u{c{x h,€)) - ^/(c(x^,/z,£*.)) = / \ ^ , V/z e [0,^^], i = H,L.
1 - 2£*.
^
Table 22.9 reports the cost minimizing contract that implements the optimal
hurdle information action strategy with hurdle + e information,

a\h)

'

h

if /z < /z ,

0

if h>

h\

i.e., the induced production cut-offs are the same for both values ofs. It appears
from Table 22.9 that the cost of implementing the optimal hurdle information
action strategy increases as the spread between the two values of s increases.
The increased cost is due to the additional risk that has to be imposed on the
agent for £* = % in order to motivate a = hfor h below the cut-off.
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(%,^l)

U'icMer)

b
Co

h'

(0.05,0.05)

10.473

5.568

^.dll

(0.06,0.04)

10.473

5.556

^£11

(0.07,0.03)

10.470

5.556

^.dll

(0.08,0.02)

10.466

5.556

^£11

(0.09,0.01)

10.460

5.556

^.dll

Table 22.9: Cost-minimizing contract for pre-decision
verified report of e with h^^h^^h
.
Table 22.10 reports the optimal contracts with verified reports of/z and e.
Allowing the action strategy to depend on the agent' s information now increases
the value of the principal's decision problem as the spread between the two
values of e increases. The higher risk imposed for £* = % implies that the cut-off
decreases, whereas the cut-off increases for s ^ s^ where the risk imposed is
lower.
(%,^i)

Lf(c,a,rjlj

b
Co

fb

fb

(0.05,0.05)

10.473

5.568

0.627

0.627

(0.06,0.04)

10.475

5.570

0.617

0.637

(0.07,0.03)

10.479

5.575

0.608

0.647

(0.08,0.02)

10.486

5.585

0.598

0.657

(0.09,0.01)

10.496

5.599

0.588

0.668

1

Table 22.10: Optimal contracts for pre-decision verified report of e.
In this example, the hurdle + e information makes it more expensive to motivate
the agent's actions, but this cost is outweighed by more efficient action choices.
However, other examples could easily be constructed in which more efficient
action choices do not offset the increased cost of motivating those actions; for
example, in a model with binary actions where the principal always wants to
induce the "high" action, there is no gain from improved actions. Of course, the
potential negative value of pre-decision information is more pronounced when
it is unverifiable.
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22.6 DELEGATED INFORMATION ACQUISITION
In the preceding analysis the agent's private information is exogenously determined. However, information acquisition is an important management activity,
and one can argue that it is a manager's ability to acquire and process information efficiently that makes him an effective manager, i.e., allows him to be
better at selecting actions. Our discussion of this topic is based on Demski and
Sappington (DS) (1987). Lambert (1986) is another interesting, and frequently
referenced, paper in this area. The setting considered by DS is a setting in
which an "expert" is hired who is uniquely qualified to acquire information and
subsequently use this information in the choice of a productive act. That is, they
consider a multi-task setting, one of which is information acquisition, and analyze the interaction between the two tasks.
The basic elements of the DS model are as follows. The agent's action has
two dimensions, a = (q,fj) EA = QxH, where tj E His his pre-decision information system choice (planning) and q E Qis SL productive act (implementation)
based on the privately acquired information}; e 7from tj. The outcome is assumed to be a function of the state 0 E 0 and productive act ^ e g, i.e., the outcome function isx: 0xQ ^ M.
The choice oftj does not affect the outcome x, but is personally costly to the
agent, whereas q influences x but is not personally costly to the agent. Hence,
we let u''{c,fj) = u(c) - v(fj) represent the agent's utility function for compensation c and information structure tj where v(fj) > v(fj'') = Ofor tj ^ tj''.
The prior beliefs with respect to event 0 are denoted d0{9), and the likelihood of signal y given event 9 and information system rj is d0{y\9,fj). The
marginal distribution for signal y given information structure rj is

d0{y\fj) =

fd0(y\9,rj)d0(9),

and the induced probability of outcome x given productive act q and signal y
from system tj is d0(x \ q,y, rj). The agent's production strategy, i.e., his productive act for each signaly/\s q\ Y ^ Q and his action strategy is a = {q,v) ^ ^?
where A is the set of possible production strategies and information structures.
The compensation plan, if there is no communication andx is the only contractible information, isc.X ^ C.
Principars Decision Problem without Agent Communication:
maximize
c,a = iq,ri)

U^(c,a) = f f [x - c(x)]d0(x\q(y),y,rj)
^^ ^^

d0(y\rj),
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U%c,a) = f U%c,rj\y,q(y)) d0(y\rj) > U,
Y

a E argmax

U\c,d),

UEA

where

U\c, f]\y,q) = f u(c(x)) dO (x \ q,y, rj) - v{fj).

Observe that the incentive constraint ensures that the agent implements the
"suggested" production strategy q for the "suggested" information system rj and
will not select a different information system with some other production strategy. Hence, the agent has the appropriate incentives both at the planning stage
(when he selects his information system rj) and at the implementation stage
(when he selects his productive act q given a particular signal).
Furthermore, observe that there is no moral hazardproblem iff] is publicly
reported, even if ^ is not observable. This follows from the fact that the agent
has no direct preferences with respect to q and, hence, will pick the optimal q
for each y if he is paid a fixed wage (and threatened with penalties if the reported rj is inconsistent with the contract).
The key feature analyzed in DS is the interaction between the agent's two
choices rj and q. There is no inherent moral hazard problem associated with the
agent's choice of productive act, but the moral hazard problem associated with
the choice of the information system may distort the production choices in order
to affect the information in x about the agent's choice of rj. DS divide the
incentive constraints into two sets:
{q)

q(y) E argmax U%c,rj\y,qX Vj; e 7,

(rj)

U\c,a) > U%c,d\

V a = (Iff)

e A,ff

^rj.

Definitions^
Induced moral hazard is present if the set of constraints {q) is not redundant, i.e., the solution to the principal's decision problem has binding qconstraints for the optimal information system.
If there is no induced moral hazard, then the agent has the same incentives as
the principal when he selects his productive act (given a particular signal;;). In

Compare to the analysis in Section 20.2.5.
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this case, planning (information acquisition rj) and implementation (choice of
productive act q) do not interact, and the implementation problems can be virtually ignored in the contract design. However, if induced moral hazard is present, the planning and implementation segments of the control problem interact.
This occurs because the outcome of the implementation phase provides a signal
about the agent's preceding planning activities. The agent may wish to influence the signal about his information acquisition activities.
DS provide two settings in which there are no induced moral hazard. They
assume in their analysis that the outcome, signal and action spaces are discrete.
Proposition 22.6 (DS, Prop. 2)
Suppose the outcome set is binary, X = {xi,X2}, with x^ < X2. Then the
optimal contract is such that if rj ^ tj'', then c(xi) < c(x2), and there is no
induced moral hazard.
Proof: Ifrj = rj'' (the null information system), then the irrelevance of the qconstraints is trivial to establish (the agent gets a fixed wage). Ifrj^ rj'', then it
is obvious that c{x^ ^ c{x^. If c{x^ < c{x^, then the agent will choose q to
maximize (p{x2\q,y,fi) for each3;, which is the first-best optimal choice given3;
and fj. (Alternatively, if c{x^ > c(x2), the agent will choose q to minimize
(p{x21 q,y, fj) for each3;, and that cannot be an optimal strategy since the principal
would be better off paying a fixed wage for the agent to select rj''.) Q.E.D.
The same congruence of productive act preferences will occur if c is increasing
in X and given any signal 3; from any system;/, the set of productive acts Q can
be ordered by first-order stochastic dominance.
Proposition 22.7 (DS, Prop. 3)
Let (p Xx I fj) represent the probability of outcome x given information system
fj and the associated first-best production strategy. Suppose the following
conditions hold.
(a) The productive acts q ^ Q can be ranked by first-order stochastic
dominance given any signal 3; e 7 from any system rj.
(b) (p^{x\fj) satisfies:
(i) MLRP: v{ff) < v{ff) implies that (p^{x \ ff)l(p^{x \ rf) is non-increasing in x;
(ii) CDFC: v{fj) = dv(fj^) + (1 - d)v(fj^) for some S e [0,1] impHes that
<I>XX\T]) < d0Xx\fj^) + (1 -S)0XA^^)'
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Then induced moral hazard is absent if the first-best production strategy is
induced in the solution to the principal's decision problem.
The key to these two results is that, if it is optimal for the principal to induce the
first-best implementation strategy for the optimal information system and if
(p^{x I fj) satisfies MLRP and CDFC, then the optimal compensation scheme that
motivates the agent to choose rj is increasing in x. On the other hand, when the
compensation scheme is increasing in x and the productive acts can be ordered
according to first-order stochastic dominance for each signal, then it is optimal
for the agent to choose the first-best production strategies, since only the monetary returns matter to the agent. Hence, the agent's and the principal's preferences over productive acts coincide at the implementation stage.
However, it may not be optimal for the principal to induce the first-best production strategy. DS provide a numerical example (DS, Example 3.3), in which
they illustrate the inducement of a second-best production strategy. The idea is
that the production strategy affects the probability distribution over outcomes
d0{x I q, fj) and, thereby, the informativeness of the outcome x about the agent's
choice off]. Hence, in addition to the monetary returns the production strategy
is also chosen so as to provide information that is useful in motivating the
agent's choice of;/. This creates induced moral hazard and illustrates how a
moral hazard problem in one area of agent choice can create a moral hazard
problem in another area of choice.
The analysis above assumes that the outcome x is the only contractible information. DS also consider cases in which the agent communicates the signals
y and cases in which the productive act is directly contractible. That analysis
is focused on a "binary environment:"
X - |x^,X2},

Xi < X2,

Q = [a.q],
H = {fj'.fj}, with 7 = 0 for tj' and Y = {yi,y2} for ;/,
(p(x21 q,yj)''

-

strictly concave in q with an interior maximum at qj, i.e.,
qj is the first-best productive act given signal yp

- greater for y2 than for y^ (y2 is "good news") except
(pix^la.yj) =0,7 = 1,2,
- (Pg(^2\q.y2)>(Pg(^2\q.yiX
Cy = c(x^, my), for x^ e X and rUj e 7.
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Furthermore, the optimal solution to the principal's problem is assumed to select
f] over f]'' in both the first- and second-best solutions, with and without communication.
Proposition 22.8 (DS, Prop. 5 - 8)
In the binary environment the following relations hold.
(a) Ifq is observable and m is communicated, then C21 < c^^, 0^2 < C22 and
%>%^J' = 1.2.
(b) Ifq is not observable and m is communicated, then c^^ < C21, 0^2 < ^22
and^^. =qjj' - 1 , 2 .
(c) Ifq is not observable and m is not communicated, then c^ < c^ and q^ =

qjj' = 1.2.
The principal's preferences for the settings (a), (b), and (c) are such that (a)
> (b) > (c).
Ifq is observable (setting (a)), the optimal compensation plan rewards the agent
for his "prediction" of x by paying the largest compensation for the outcomes
that are the most "consistent" with the agent's message ("prediction"). That is
not optimal if ^ is not observable, since in that setting (with or without communication) the compensation for X2 is greater than for x^ for both messages.
An interesting aspect of the solution in setting (a) is that it is optimal to
induce the agent to select q other than that which maximizes the probability of
X2. This arises because inducing a sub-optimal productive act results in a
relationship between x and 3; that is more conducive for efficiently motivating
the selection oftj over tj''}^

22.7 SEQUENTIAL PRIVATE INFORMATION AND THE
OPTIMAL TIMING OF REPORTING
In this section we extend the basic model to acknowledge that the agent may
acquire information at a sequence of dates prior to taking his action, and that it
may be beneficial to the firm's owners to induce him to report his information
when he receives it rather than waiting until he is about to take his action. That
is, we consider the value of sequential communication (reporting information

^^ Note that in setting (a), communication is redundant. The same contract can be written as a
function of the outcome x and the productive act q.
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as it is received) versus simultaneous communication (reporting all information
when the manager takes his action). Our discussion of this topic is based on
Christensen and Feltham (CF) (1997). Sequential reporting of private information occurs, for example, when managers make earnings forecasts or in participative budgeting.
In this setting;; = (y 1,3^2) ^Y^Y^xY2 andj^^ is observed before 3;2? ^^^yi is
observed when the agent selects his action a e A. The representation of no
communication and simultaneous communication of 3; at the time the action is
selected is the same as in the basic model (which did not specify the dimensionality of 3;). The key issue addressed is whether there is any benefit from
having the agent communicate y^ before he observesy2. Let m = {m^.m^) 6 M
= YiXY2 represent the two sets of possible messages.
Principars Decision Problem with Sequential Communication:
maximize

U^(c,a,rj) = f f [x - c(x,y)]d0(x\a(y),y)

d0(y),

(22.1^)

Y X

subject to

U\c,a,rj) = f U\c(yXa(y)\y,rj) d0(y) > U,

y^ e argmax f U\c(m^,m^(y,m^)Xa(y,m^)\y,rj)

(22.2')

d0(y^\y^),

Vy, 6 F„
{a(y,m^),m^(y,m^) 6 argmax

(22.3S>)

U\c{m^,m^,a\y,Tj),

a EA, rrijEYj

'"2(y,7i)=72,
where

^yeY,m,eY„

(22.3^^)

VyeF,

(22.3^^)

U\cimU\y,n) ^ \uicix,m),a)d0ix\a,y).

Incentive constraints (22.3'^) and (22.3'^) ensure that the agent tells the truth
about y^ by ensuring that the truth is optimal given any subsequent rational
choice of a and ^2- In specifying those constraints we recognize that the agent
might choose to lie about j^^ and then follow up with a lie about 3;2? or the selection of some action other than a(y), i.e., what can be descriptively referred to as
"double" or even "triple" shirking. Incentive constraint (22.3'^) ensures that the
agent truthfully reports 3;2 if he has truthfully reportedj^i. The constraints do not
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require m2{y,m^ = y2 and a{y,m^ = a(y) ifm^ ^ yi- that is, there is no requirement that the agent tells the truth or selects the optimal action "off the equilibrium path." Some authors have failed to recognize the possibility of "double"
shirking and have implicitly (and incorrectly) assumed that imposing second
stage communication or action incentives on the equilibrium path is sufficient
to ensure that the contract will induce these same choices even if the agent lies
in the first stage. Such errors can result in solutions that overstate the value of
the program.
If truthtelling is incentive compatible for a simultaneous communication
contract, then the same compensation scheme induces truthtelling in a sequential
communication contract. Moreover, it induces the same action strategy. The
key is that in a simultaneous communication contract, it must be incentive compatible to report the first signal, j^^ (as well as the second signal 3;2) truthfully^or
each of the second set of signals, whereas in a sequential communication contract it is only required thatj^i be truthfully reported given the agent's conditional expected utility with respect to both the second signal and the final outcome. ^^ These arguments lead to the following result.
Proposition 22.9 (CF, Prop. 1)
Sequential communication is weakly preferred to simultaneous communication.
Of course, a truth-inducing contract for sequential communication may not
induce truthful reporting with simultaneous communication. Hence, sequential
communication may be strictly preferred to simultaneous communication.
In general, it is more expensive to motivate truthtelling of j^^ where the
agent has also observed3;2? than where the agent does not know3;2- CF consider
two settings to demonstrate the potential benefits of the agent sequentially
reporting his private information. In the first setting, y^ is a sufficient statistic
for j ; with respect to x for any choice of effort a, and in the second, y2 is a sufficient statistic forj; with respect to x for any choice of effort a.
First Signal y I Is a Sufficient Statistic for y
Ify^ is a sufficient statistic for j ; with respect to x and messages are unverified,
then sequential and simultaneous communication are equivalent. That is, early
communication has no benefit if nothing new about x is learned later. The key
point is that since y2 provides no new information its only possible role is to
reduce the cost of inducing truthful reporting ofj^^ That is not possible if 3^2 is
privately observed by the agent. An unverified report of 3^2 cannot be used to

This is basically the same argument as used in the proof of Proposition 22.5(a).
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reduce the cost of inducing truthful reporting of j^^, i.e., we cannot expect the
agent to turn himself in.
The result changes, however, if m^ is unverified but ^2 is verified (so that
^2 " yi is exogenously imposed). In this setting the incentive constraints in the
principal's two problems are:
Simultaneous: {a{y),y^ e argmax U^{c{m^,yj),a\y,r]),

Sequential:

\/y e Y.y^e Y^,

y^ e argmax f U^{c{m^,y^,a(y,m^) \ y,rj) d0fyj ly^) -> Vy^e 7^,
m,EY,

J

a{y,m^ E argmax U^(c(m^,y2),a\y,fj),

\/y E Y, m^ E Y^.

aeA

Sequential reporting can be valuable because now the uncertainty about the
forthcoming verified report of3;2 ^^^ be used to discipline the early reporting of
the more informative unverified signal j ^ ^
For example, if the information system is such that the support for the verified signal depends on y^, then a truthful report of j^^ may be induced by imposing a threat of penalties if 3;2 reveals that the agent lied about j ^ ^ To explore
this more formally, let Y2(yi) denote the support of3;2 given j ; ! , i.e., Y2(yi) =
{3^2 ^ ^21 Viyi \yi) ^ 0 } • Furthermore, let 72(yi, m^) represent the set of verified
signals that reveals that m^ is a lie if the agent's true signal isj^^, i.e.,
^ 2 ( y i , ^ i ) = {3^2 ^ ^21 yi ^ ^2(yi) ^^^3^2 ^ ^ 2 ( ^ 1 ) }•

If the set Y2(yi,mi) has positive measure for all m^ ^ y^ and allj^^, then there is
a positive probability that any lie will be detected and one can achieve, with
sufficiently large penalties, agent reporting, and the verified report of 3;2? Precisely the same result as in the case in which y^ is also verified.
Of course, one need not have a positive probability of detecting all lies to
achieve the above result. In particular, the verified report need only have a
positive probability of detecting lies the agent would choose if there was zero
probability of detection. Let z'' = {c\a^) represent the optimal contract for the
setting in which bothj;! ^ndy2 are publicly reported (i.e., the full verification
setting) and define for that contract the set of messages (lies) the agent would
strictly prefer to telling the truth if he has observed j^p

M,(y,) - {m,eY,\U\c''(y,W(y,))

<

m?ixU\c\m,Xa)].
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Proposition 22.10 (CF, Prop. 3)
Suppose j^i is a sufficient statistic forj; with respect to the outcome x for any
choice of effort a, and th3ity2 is publicly reported.
(a) Sequential communication is equivalent to full verification of j ; if, and
only if, for every jv^^ e 7^, Y2{yi,m^ has positive measure for every m^ e
Mfy^, and the principal can impose a sufficiently large penalty if the
public report 3;2 reveals that the agent has lied.
(b) Simultaneous communication is equivalent to full verification if, and
only if, for every jv^^ e 7^, 72(yi) n 72(^1) has zero measure for all m^ e
Mfy^, and the principal can impose sufficiently large penalties if the
public report 3;2 reveals that the agent has lied.
In order to achieve the full verification solution, there need only be a positive
probability that any preferred lie will be detected with sequential communication, whereas for simultaneous communication any preferred lie must be detected with certainty.
Of course, sequential communication can be valuable even if it is not equivalent to full verification, and this is illustrated by CF using the hurdle model.
Assume that the agent first observes the hurdle j^^ = h and subsequently there is
a public report 3;2 which will probabilistically reveal over-reporting of the effort
required to be productive but will not reveal under-reporting, i.e., Y2{h,m^ has
positive measure for m^>h and zero measure otherwise.
In our numerical example with a square-root utility function, the optimal
contract with pre-decision verification of/z is such that above the cut-off h no
risk is imposed and below the cutoff the risk imposed is increasing in h and the
conditional expected utility of compensation is independent of h (cf Section
22.4.1). Using this contract when h is unverified would induce the sets of preferred lies:
-

M{h) = 0foYh E 0 u (h ,1], i.e., if the hurdle is zero or above the nonproductive cut-off;

-

M(h) = [0, /z] u (/z , 1] for /z e (0,/z ], i.e., for a positive hurdle in the
production region, the agent prefers to either claim his hurdle is lower
or is in the non-productive region, and in either case would take zero
effort.

The agent's incentive to understate the hurdle follows from the fact that, for m
<h<h\
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(1 - e)u(Cg(h)) + su{c^{h)) - v(h) = (I- e)u(Cg(m)) + su{c^{m)) - v(h)
< (1 - s)u{c (m)) + eu{cj^ (m)) - v(m)
= eu{Cg (m)) + (1 - e)u(c^ (m)).
With partial verification, a public report3;2 which probabilistically reveals overreporting can be used to prevent that the agent states that the hurdle is above the
cut-off, but not that he understates the hurdle. Hence, the optimal contract with
partial verification must satisfy a similar incentive constraint as (22.5) for the
unverified case, i.e., the agent is paid outcome-contingent wages in the producing region, (cJ, c / ) , such that
(l-e)u(c^)

+ eu(c^) - v(h^) = eu(c^) +

(l-e)u(c^),

where h^ is the production cut-off. Hence, partial verification does not prevent
this inefficiency of imposing excess incentives on the agent for h e (0,/z^).
However, partial verification eliminates the incentive constraints across the production and non-production regions, i.e., constraint (22.6), such that the agent's
consumption can be allocated efficiently over the two regions, i.e.,
(l-e)u(c^)

+ eu(c^) = u(c^).

where c / is the fixed wage in the non-production region. That is, the fixed
wage in the non-production region is increased compared to the unverified case.
Second Signal y2 Is a Sufficient Statistic for y
Now we consider a setting in which the agent's information increases in informativeness about x given a as he moves from his prior beliefs to receiving y^
and then to receiving 3;2- The key, in this case, is that the only role of reporting
yi early is to provide information about the beliefs the agent will hold after
receiving3;2- Ifj^i is uninformative about those beliefs, thenj;! is pure noise and
cannot be used to reduce the cost of motivating a truthful report of3;2- However,
ify^ is indeed informative about those beliefs, then making an early although
imprecise report of those beliefs when observing j ; ! may be valuable.
CF provide two hurdle model examples in which sequential communication
dominates simultaneous communication. In the first example, £* = 0, and3;2 "
h reveals the hurdle, i.e., the agent has perfect information when selecting his
action. Hence, simultaneous communication has no value over no communication. The first signal j^^ is imperfectly informative about the hurdle 3;2 ^ h. In
particular, Y^ = {yl,yi} where j ; / reveals that the hurdle is in a middle interval,
i.e., yl = [h^,hjj], whereas y^ reveals that the hurdle is in the "tails", i.e., y^ =
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[0,/z^) u (/z^, 1 ]. Sequential communication permits the use of a compensation
scheme {c{xpy{)}y where reporting m^ e {yl,yi} before the agent observes the
hurdle effectively selects a pair of outcome-contingent compensation levels
{c(xpmi)}j. A numerical example is provided where this is strictly valuable.
The key is that the compensation scheme for the "tail" report m^ = y^ is less
risky than for the "middle" report m^ =yl. The outcome-contingent compensation scheme for the tail report only need provide sufficient incentives to induce
effort for h < h^< h^, where h^ is the cut-off for the simultaneous (or equivalently the no) communication contract.
In the second example, e> O^y^ e [0,1 ] reveals the hurdle rate, and y2 e
[yl.yl} affects the probability of the good outcome given the hurdle is cleared
(i.e., (p{Xg\a,y^,y2) = I - e' if a > y^, i = L,H). In the numerical example, the
solutions to both the simultaneous and sequential communication programs
yield menus of four distinct outcome-contingent compensation contracts, which
vary with whether j ; ! is less than or greater than a cutoff h ^ and the report of 3;2However, the menus differ, and the sequential communication program yields
a higher expected payoff to the principal. Forcing the agent to choose between
m^ E [0,/z^]ormi e (/z\ 1] before observing 372 is more valuable than permitting
him to make the selection of m^ after observing 3;2- Again, this value is due to
a more efficient tailoring of the risk imposed on the agent conditional on his report taking into account the difference in sufficient incentives for the two values
off*.

22.8 IMPACT OF DISCLOSURE ON THE INFORMATION
REVEALED BY THE MARKET PRICE
Most top management compensation schemes contain market based performance measures such as equity claims and stock options. At the same time managers make disclosures of unverifiable private management information, for
example through their choice of accruals in published financial reports, management earnings forecasts, reports to analysts, or through their choice of financial policies. Clearly, if the agent discloses his private information and investors believe that he is reporting truthfully, then the market price of the firm at
the disclosure date will be influenced by that disclosure. Moreover, market
prices may also depend on non-contractible investor information acquired from
other sources such as through personal information acquisition. Market prices,
however, are contractible and, therefore, market prices may be a useful device
for contracting indirectly on otherwise non-contractible investor information.
Dye (1985) and Christensen and Feltham (CF) (2000) demonstrate that it
may not be optimal to motivate the manager to fully and truthfully reveal his
information in such settings, i.e., the Revelation Principle may not apply. The
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reason is that market prices are set in a competitive market and there is no
mechanism for investors to agree to set a price that only reflects their investor
information (i.e., the principal has limited ability to commit to the way disclosed
information is used in the agent's performance measure). Hence, if the manager
discloses his information, he may affect the informational characteristics of the
contractible information. Dye (1985) considers verified disclosure of a postdecision signal in a setting in which the contractible information with disclosure
is less informative about the agent's action than it is without disclosure, i.e.,
disclosure has negative value compared to no disclosure. CF consider unverified disclosure of pre-decision information. In that setting the choice between
a commitment to no or full disclosure is a choice between the use of a "hard"
performance measure only influenced by investor information versus a "soft"
performance measure which is influenced by the manager's unverifiable disclosure but which is more informative. Thus, the contracting friction is the incentive constraints on the manager's disclosure. An interesting aspect of their
analysis is that partial disclosure is optimal.
Suppose the investors receive a signal;;^ e Yj at the same time as the manager observes (and possibly discloses) a signal;;^ e 7^. The manager is assumed
to have at least as much information as the investors. That is, y^ is a sufficient
statistic forj; = (y^,>^/) with respect to x for all a, i.e., 0{x\y,a) = 0(x\y^,a) for
all a. Neither signal is contractible. Furthermore, assume that the market price
at the disclosure date P^, the final outcome x as well as the agent's report of j ; ^
(if there is disclosure) are all contractible information. If well diversified
investors believe that the agent is induced to choose an action strategy a and that
y^ is truthfully disclosed, then the rational expectations equilibrium market price
of the firm (gross of the agent's compensation) is^^

^lOJ = [^d0(x\y^,a).
That is, the market price will be unaffected by the investors' direct information.
Consequently, there is no mechanism by which j;^ can be used in specifying the
agent's compensation scheme.
On the other hand, if the agent does not disclose his information, then the
investors will use their direct information in trading. If they believe that the
agent will implement an action strategy a, then the market price is
^^ Note that the rational expectations equiHbrium market value of the firm at the contracting date
is the expected gross market price at the disclosure date minus the expected compensation to the
agent taken the equilibrium contract as given. That is, the decision problem is equivalent to maximizing the market value of the firm at the contracting date. CF consider an alternative formulation in which it is assumed that the agent is endowed with the production technology and that he
sells the firm at the contracting date to well diversified investors.
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Hence, if the agent does not disclose his information, thenj;^ may be at least partially revealed by the market price Pfy^, and the price can be used in the compensation contract to contract onj;^ indirectly.
The choice between no disclosure and full disclosure of j ; ^ is, therefore, a
choice between compensation schemes based on q"" = (P^(yj),x) and q"^ = (y^,x),
respectively. Note that the market price is a redundant contracting variable
when the report of j ; ^ is itself contractible.^"^ Even though;;^ is less informative
about X than j ; ^ , contracts based on q"" may be preferred to contracts based on q"^.
We explore how this can occur in two distinct settings. In the first, yj andj;^ are
observed after the agent has taken his action (i.e., post-decision information)
and before the outcome x is reported - if the agent discloses y^, that disclosure
is verified. In the second, yj andj;^ are observed before the agent has taken his
action (i.e., pre-decision information) - if the agent discloses;;^, that disclosure
is not verified.
Verified Disclosure of Post-decision Information
If the investors and the agent observe their signals after the agent has selected
his action, the agent's action may affect the probability distributions of the signals as well as the final outcome, i.e., 0(y,x\a). Suppose the investors' signal
is exclusively informative about the agent's action, i.e., 0(x\yj,a) = 0(x\a).
That is, for example, yj is an observation of the agent's action with noise
independent of the events influencing the outcome. ^^
We first consider a setting in which there is no communication. Hence, the
agent's information is irrelevant.
Proposition 22.11
Let z = (c,a) be an optimal contract with no agent disclosure where the
agent's compensation scheme may depend on the contractible information
q"" = (Pi,x). Suppose the support of the probability distribution for the
investors' signal is independent of the agent's action and that the investors'
signal is exclusively informative about the agent's action. Then an equivalent no disclosure contract exists in which the agent's compensation only
depends on the final outcome.

^^ CF also consider the case where the agent's report is not directly contractible. In that case, the
reports may be indirectly contractible through the market price.
^^ Baiman and Verrecchia (1996) consider the case where j^^ = a.
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Proof: If the support of (p{yj\a) is independent of the agent's action and the
investors hold rational expectations about the agent's equilibrium action, then
investors do not revise their beliefs about the agent's action based onj;^. Since
yj is exclusively informative about the agent's action, investors do not revise
their beliefs about x either. Hence, the market price is independent ofj;^, and the
result follows.
Q.E.D.
The key aspect in this proposition is that in a rational expectations equilibrium,
the investors will only revise their beliefs about the agent's action if they
observe a signal which is inconsistent with the conjectured equilibrium action.
On the other hand, if such signals are possible, contracting on the market price
may be useful to control for off-equilibrium actions. For example, if 3;^ = a and
the market price Pi{a) is an invertible function of a, the first-best solution can
be obtained if sufficient penalties can be imposed on the agent.
Proposition 22.11 establishes that the market price cannot have value in
contracting unless either the support of 3;^ depends on a oxyj is influenced by
events correlated with the events affecting the outcome x. The following proposition considers the second case and identifies sufficient conditions for the
market price to be strictly valuable in contracting.
Proposition 22.12
Let z = (c,a) be an optimal contract with no agent disclosure where the
agent's compensation scheme may depend on the contractible information
q"" = (Pi,x). Suppose the probability distributions of x given the investors'
signal and a, i.e., 0(x\yj,a), can be ordered by first-order stochastic dominance, and that x is not a sufficient statistic for (y/,x) with respect to the
agent's action. Then z is strictly more valuable than any contract that only
depends on x.
Proof: Since 0(x \yj, a) can be ordered by first-order stochastic dominance, the
market price is an invertible function of 3;^. Hence, contracting on P^ is equivalent to contracting directly on 3;^. The result then follows from 3;^ being informative about the agent's action given x.
Q.E.D.
If the investor signal has a unique impact on the market price such that Pi(yj)
and3;^are informationally equivalent, then a market based compensation scheme
is useful when the investors' signal provides information about the agent's
action in addition to the other contractible information x.
Proposition 22.13
Let z = (c,a) be an optimal contract with no agent disclosure where the
agent's compensation scheme may depend on the contractible information
q"" = (Pi,x). Suppose the probability distributions of x given the investors'
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signal and a, i.e., 0{x\yj,a), can be ordered by first-order stochastic dominance, and that x is not a sufficient statistic for (y/,x) with respect to the
agent's action.
(a) If X is a sufficient statistic for (y^,x) with respect to the agent's action,
then no disclosure is strictly valuable compared to disclosure of the
agent's superior information;;^.
(b) If (y^,x) is a sufficient statistic for (y,x) with respect to the agent's
action, then disclosure of the agent's superior information;;^ is weakly
more valuable than no disclosure.

Proof: (a): Since 0{x \y,a) = 0(x \y^, a) for all a, the market price depends only
onj;^. Furthermore, since x is a sufficient statistic for (y^,x) with respect to the
agent's action, x is also a sufficient statistic for (^i(y^),>^^,x) with respect to the
agent's action. Therefore, it follows from Proposition 18.5, that any optimal
compensation scheme with disclosure of j ; ^ only depends on x. Proposition
22.12 then gives the result.
(b): lf(y^,x) is a sufficient statistic for (y,x) with respect to the agent's action,
then a contract based on (y^,x) dominates weakly any contract based on (y,x),
i.e., a contract in which bothj;^ andj;^ are directly contractible, which in turn
weakly dominates a contract based on (Pi(yj),ym)Q.E.D.
Condition (a) demonstrates the potential negative value of disclosure compared
to no disclosure. Ifj;^ provides no information about the agent's action in addition to X, then y^ is not useful in contracting with the agent in addition to x.
Hence, if j;^ is useful in contracting in addition to x, either because the support
ofj;^ depends on the agent's action or the events affecting;;^ are correlated with
the events affecting x, then disclosing;;^ destroys otherwise useful contractible
information. The condition of j ; ^ is satisfied if, for example, y^ is a function of
X and events independent of events affecting x. Dye (1985) considers the special case where j ; ^ = x. On the other hand, disclosure is valuable if(y^,x) is more
informative about the agent's action than (yj,x).
Unverified Disclosure of Pre-decision Information
If the investors and the agents observe their signals before the agent has selected
his action, the action strategy may, in general, be a function of both j;^ andj;^,
i.e., a\ YjX Y^ - A. However, with full disclosure ofj;^ the action strategy is only
a function ofj;^, since j ; ^ is more informative about the events influencing x than
is yj. Furthermore, note that when both signals are observed before the action
is taken, the action has no impact on the probability distributions of the signals
and, therefore, directly contracting on iy^.x) is always at least weakly preferred
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to directly contracting on (y/,x). That is, verified disclosure ofj;^ is weakly preferred to no (or partial) disclosure of j ; ^ .
The potential negative value of disclosure in the setting with unverified disclosures is readily shown in the case where the agent gets perfect information.
If there is disclosure, then the market price is a function ofj ; ^ only.^^ Hence, the
contractible information is q"^ = (y^,x). However, it follows from Proposition
22.3 that there is an equivalent contract where the compensation scheme only
depends on the outcome x. That is, the choice between no disclosure and full
disclosure is a choice between contracts with contractible information q"" =
(Pi(yj),x) and q"^ = x, respectively. Therefore, if the market price is performance
relevant, i.e.,^^
3 x,yj,yj': c(x,P^(yj)) ^ c(x,P^(y/)X
then no disclosure is strictly preferred to full disclosure.
Proposition 22.14 (CF, Prop. 1)
Suppose y^ provides the agent with perfect information about the relation
between his action choice and the outcome. Then no disclosure is weakly
preferred to full disclosure. If the market price for the optimal no disclosure
contract is performance relevant, then no disclosure is strictly preferred to
full disclosure.
If the market price is a valuable contracting variable with no disclosure, thenj;^
is also a valuable contracting variable if it were directly contractible since it is
more informative than the market price. However, with unverified disclosures
the incentive constraints on the agent's disclosure ofj; make it a redundant contracting variable (in addition to x) and, moreover, truthful disclosure of y^
makes the valuable investor information3;^unaccessible for contracting indirectly through the market price.
If the agent's information is imperfect, then there is a non-trivial trade-off
between no and full disclosure. The informativeness of the investors' signal and
the incentive problems involved in motivating full disclosure play key roles in
that trade-off. To see this, consider varying the informativeness of the investors' signal (about the agent's private information). When the informativeness
is low (or uninformative), then the advantage of indirectly using j;^ in the no dis-

^^ We assume throughout this section that the support of the conditional distribution ofj^ is independent of yj. Otherwise, we would have to specify off-equilibrium beliefs for the investors if
they observe a report inconsistent with their signal yj.
^^ This means first of all that j'j must be valuable in contracting if it were directly contractible.
Otherwise, the case would be moot. Secondly, the market price must at least partially reveal some
of that information.
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closure contract is also low (or zero). Hence, if the gain from an unverified
report is sufficiently positive, recognizing the incentive problems involved in
motivating full disclosure, then full disclosure dominates no disclosure. As the
informativeness of j;^ increases, the advantage of indirectly using yj in the no
disclosure contract also increases. However, the value of the full disclosure
contract is independent of the informativeness of j;^, since yj cannot be used
when there is full disclosure. In the extreme, where yj is perfectly informative
about the agent's private information, no disclosure clearly dominates full
disclosure (provided thatj;^ is revealed through the market price). Hence, there
is a threshold for the informativeness of 3;^ for which no disclosure dominates
full disclosure above the threshold, whereas the opposite relation holds below
the threshold.
CF consider a variation of the hurdle model to examine this trade-off more
closely. The agent observes the hurdle before choosing his action, i.e., y^ = h.
If the agent fully and truthfully discloses his private information, then the optimal contracts are as derived in Section 22.4.2. The investors observe an imperfect signal about the hurdle with a probability distribution <P(yj) and conditional
probability distribution <P(y^ \yj). There are two investor signals 3;/and3;/ with
probabilities (p(yf) = (piyi) = Vi. The conditional densities for the hurdle are
(1 + A:) - Iky^

\iy^ = yj^,

(1 - A:) + 2ky^

H
ify^ = yl

v^m\y^

with ^ e [0,1]. The signal yj is uninformative about the hurdle if ^ = 0, and its
information content increases with k.
Suppose the investors' signal is revealed by the market price with no disclosure. Then the optimal compensation scheme with no disclosure consists of
a pair of outcome-contingent payments c^- > c^., i = H, Z, for each investor
signal yj and the optimal production cut-offs are determined such that
(l-e)u(Cg^

+ euic^"^ - vih"".) = eu(Cg^ + (I-e)u(c^%

i = H,L.

The market price is
P.iyj) = 0(h''.\y;)[(l-e)x^
+ [l-0(h.\y;)][ex^

+ ex,]
+ (l-s)x,l

i = H,L.
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Since the cut-off is always higher for the "low hurdles signal";;/ than for the
"high hurdles signal";;/^ (except in the uninformative case, k = 0), and <P(y^ \yf)
first-order stochastically dominates <P(y^ \y}^), the market price is also higher for
j ; / than foryf. Hence, the investors' signal is revealed by the market price and
contracting on that market price is equivalent to contracting on the investors'
signal directly.
For our numerical example introduced in Section 22.2, the optimal cut-offs
and market prices for the investors' two possible signals are shown in Figure
22.3 as functions of the informativeness parameter k. Observe that /z^ is increasing in k, while /z^ is decreasing for low and moderate informativeness of
yj and slightly increasing for high informativeness, indicating the significant use
of the investors' signal in contracting with the agent if that signal is informative.
The fact that Piiyj) and Piiy^) diverge for ^ > 0 demonstrates that the market
price can be used to contract onj; indirectly.
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Market Price for j ^ /
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Figure 22.3: Characteristics of no disclosure contract with
varying k.
Figure 22.4 depicts the optimal value of the principal's (i.e., the investors') decision problem for the verified, full and no disclosure contracts for varying informativeness parameter k.
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Figure 22.4: Comparison of verified, full, and no disclosure
with varying k.
The values for verified and full disclosure are independent of k, and verified
disclosure clearly dominates both full and no disclosure. The value for no disclosure is increasing in k, with full disclosure dominating no disclosure for k <
Vi, and the latter dominating if ^ > %. Hence, this numerical example demonstrates the trade-off between the value of being able to implicitly contract on the
investors' signal (through Pi(y/)) versus the value of full disclosure, which permits payment of a fixed wage for non-productive effort. The less informative
the investors' signal, the more likely it is that full disclosure dominates, whereas
no disclosure dominates if the investors' signal is highly informative.
The preceding discussion focuses on a comparison of no versus full disclosure of the agent's private information. However, the optimal disclosure policy
may involve partial disclosure (if the agent does not receive perfect information). Under full disclosure M^Y^ and m{y) = y^, while under partial disclosure m defines a non-trivial j^^-contingent partition of Y^ for which Y^(yj,m)
= {y^e Y^\ m{yj,y) = m } . Observe that if Y^fyj^m) contains more than one
signal y^ or varies with yj, then the investors' information can influence the
fory
investors' beliefs about j ; ^ (since 0(yjm,yj) = 0(yJyj)/0(Y^(yj,m)\yj))
E YJ^j, m) and thereby may influence the market price. Hence, with partial disclosure, there can be at least partial indirect contracting on the investors' signal
through the market price. Of particular notice is the fact that while the market
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price is only used to induce the agent's action choice under no disclosure, the
market price is used to induce the agent's disclosure as well as his action with
partial disclosure.
CF illustrate the value of partial disclosure compared to no and full disclosure using the hurdle model. The action choices are characterized by investorsignal-contingent cut-offs, ^^ and h^^ . The message space is binary, M= {m^
m^}, and the disclosure policy is characterized by investor-signal-contingent
cut-offs, h^^ and h^^ , such that, given j ; / , the agent reports m^ifh e [0, h^. ] and
m^ otherwise. We assume h^^ " ^ ^ ? so that for j ; ^ ^ the agent's message m reports whether he will provide productive effort a = hor zero effort. We further
assume ^^ e (^^ , 1], and consider two types of contracts.^^
Type (a): In this contract, h^^ = 1, so that m is uninformative about h or the
agent's effort if the investors' signal is yj". Observe that this contract imposes
no risk on the agent if j ^ / is observed and zero effort is provided, i.e., h e
(^^,1], but if yj" is observed, then the contract imposes risk on the agent
whether he provides effort or not, i.e., for all h e [0,1]. In effect, a type (a)
contract can be viewed as a randomization between a no disclosure contract (if
j ; / is observed) and a full disclosure contract (ifyf is observed).
Type (b): In this contract, ^^ = ^^ + d, for ^ > 0 arbitrarily small. In this
contract, m^ again reveals that the agent will not provide productive effort and,
hence, no risk is imposed on the agent. Ify^ is observed then m^ reveals that h
is such that productive effort a = his provided. However, ifj ; / is observed, then
m^is reported primarily if/z is such that productive effort a = his provided, but
it is also reported for some h for which productive effort is not provided, i.e., for
he {h^^ , ^^ ). The contract imposes risk on the agent even though he provides
zero effort for these latter agent signals, but this serves to induce Pfyj.m^ <
Pi(yf,m^ so that the market price reveals the investors' signal if m^is reported.
Hence, the risky incentives used to induce productive effort can vary with the
investors' signal.
The interesting aspect of these two partial disclosure contracts is that (a)
dominates no disclosure and (b) dominates full disclosure, so that some form of
partial disclosure is optimal.
Proposition 22.15 (CF, Prop. 2)
The following two results hold in the hurdle model:
(a) The type (a) partial disclosure contract strictly dominates no disclosure
for all e e (0, Vi) and ^ e [0,1], whereas it is equivalent to no disclosure
for £* = 0 or Vi.

^^ CF demonstrate that if ^^ e (^^ , 1] the contract can be contingent ony/ through v^ if the
agent reports w^but not if he reports m,^.
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(b) The type (b) partial disclosure contract strictly dominates full disclosure
for all e e [0, Vi) and ^ e (0,1], whereas it is equivalent to full disclosure
if £* = Vi or ^ = 0.
Hence, a partial disclosure contract is always optimal.
The dominance of the type (a) partial disclosure contract over no disclosure follows from the fact that the outcome-contingent wages for the optimal no
disclosure contract satisfy the incentive constraints with partial disclosure, but
the partial disclosure contract eliminates outcome-contingent risk for j ; / a n d m^^.
The dominance of the type (b) partial disclosure contract over full disclosure
follows from the fact that full disclosure precludes contracting on the investors'
signal in both the producing and non-producing regions, whereas the investors'
signal is useful in the producing region with partial disclosure.
Figure 22.5 depicts the impact of investor-signal informativeness {k) on the
optimal value of the principal's decision problem for no, full, and the two types
of partial disclosure contracts (CF also consider the impact of varying e). Observe that type (b) partial disclosure is optimal for low investor-signal informativeness {k < %), whereas the type (a) partial disclosure is optimal for high
investor-signal informativeness {k > Vi).
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Figure 22.5: Comparison of full, no, and partial disclosure
with varying k.
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The trade-offs involved can be summarized as follows. No disclosure allows
implicit contracting on the investors' signal for all hurdles. So does partial disclosure of type (a), but it also facilitates risk reduction in the non-producing
region for investor-signal j ; / (where the conditional probability for high hurdles
is high). Partial disclosure of type (b) only allows implicit contracting on the
investors' signal in the producing regions, but it facilitates risk reduction for the
agent in the "non-producing region" for both investor-signals. Full disclosure
also facilitates risk reduction in the non-producing regions, but does not allow
implicit contracting on the investors' signal for any hurdles.

22.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The models in this chapter assume that the principal and agent sign a contract
before the agent receives private information. The terms of the contract are
conditional on what the agent reveals about his information after he receives it.
We assume throughout the analysis that the principal wishes to continue employing the agent no matter what he observes and the agent is committed to stay
no matter what he observes. The latter is a non-trivial assumption since it will
be the case that the agent's expected utility conditional on the signal received
will be less than his reservation utility for some signals and greater for others,
so that the agent's ex ante expected utility equals his reservation utility. The
models in this chapter could be easily modified to consider settings in which it
is optimal for the initial contract to specify termination of employment given the
report of some "bad" signals by the agent. On the other hand, if the agent cannot commit to stay, then the analysis should be based on the pre-contract, predecision models considered in Chapter 23.
The analysis in this chapter is based on single-period models. Chapters 25
through 28 consider multi-period models. The information reported at the end
of a period naturally becomes pre-decision information with respect to the next
period, particularly if the periods are stochastically interdependent. However,
our analysis of multi-period agency relations is largely restricted to public information. There is definitely scope for more analysis of multi-period models with
private agent information. See the analysis in Chapter 28 for a discussion of
some of the problems that occur in analyzing these types of models.
Chapters 13, 14, and 15 consider disclosure of management information in
settings in which the manager is either an entrepreneur seeking to sell shares in
his firm or a manager with exogenously specified preferences. The models in
those earlier chapters generally assume that truthful reporting is exogenously
induced, and that the agent often withholds information. In fact. Chapter 14
specifically explores the impact of various incentives on the existence of and
nature of partial disclosure. The contracts are not endogenous and the Revelation Principle is not applied. Section 22.8 considers the impact of management
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disclosure on market prices in a setting in which management disclosure incentives are endogenously determined and the market price is used in incentive
contracting. There is scope for more research that considers management disclosure in capital and product markets with endogenously determined management disclosure incentives. The introduction of frictions that preclude application of the Revelation Principle is likely to be of particular interest.
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CHAPTER 23
PRE-CONTRACT INFORMATION
- UNINFORMED PRINCIPAL MOVES FIRST

The analysis in the preceding chapters has already demonstrated that differences
in the timing and contractibility of information can have a significant impact on
the optimal contract between a principal and his agent. The preceding chapter
assumed that the agent obtained private information after he had signed a contract with the principal and the agent could not break that contract after he
observed his private signal. We now consider the case in which the principal
contracts with an agent who has already received private information. The
principal is fully aware (i.e., it is common knowledge) that the agent has private
pre-contract information, but the principal does not know which signal the agent
has received.
In this setting we assume the principal offers a contract (or a menu of contracts) to the agent. That is, this is a game in which the uninformed player
moves first and commits to a contract. This permits us to invoke the Revelation
Principle, as we did in the previous chapter (which considered post-contract/predecision information). In some settings, such as an initial public offering (IPO),
the informed player moves first, i.e., the agent offers a contract to the principal.
This is a radically different game - the Revelation Principle does not (necessarily) apply here and it is frequently referred to as a signaling game. We examined signaling games in Chapter 13.

23.1 BASIC MODEL
Two basic models are considered. In the first, a single contract is offered, i.e.,
there is no communication of the agent's private information. In the second, a
menu of contracts is offered and the agent's choice from that menu reveals his
private information.
The notation is the same as in the setting with post-contract/pre-decision
information considered in Chapter 22. However, the timeline is different, with
the key difference being that the agent observes his private information before
accepting a contract offered by the principal. We depict contract acceptance and
communication of message m as two distinct steps in the process so that it
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encompasses both no communication (M = 0) and communication in the form
of selecting one of the elements from the menu of contracts.

contract
offered

contract
acceptance

message
m ~ m(y)

private information
y

outcome
x

compensation
c ~ c{x,m)

action
a-^aiy)

Figure 23.1: Timeline for incentive problem with pre-contract information.
In the formulation of the communication program we directly appeal to the
Revelation Principle, which has the same formulation and proof as in Chapter
22.
Proposition 23.1 The Revelation Principle
For any optimal contract z = (c, a, m) based on communication by the agent,
there is an equivalent contract z' that (weakly) induces full and truthful disclosure of the agent's private information, i.e., m'(y) = y for allj; e 7.
The programs defining the Pareto optimal contracts with and without agent
communication can be formulated as follows.
PrincipaVs Decision Problem without Agent Communication:
[X- c(x)] d0(x\y,a(y)) d0(y),

maximize UP{c,a,n) =

(23.1)

Y X

subject to U\c,a{y)\y,i)

= j u(c(x)) d0(x\y,a(y))

- v(a(y)) > U,

X

yyeY,
U\cMy)\y,ri)

^ U\c,a\y,r,),

V aeA,yeY.

(23.2)
(23.3)
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Principars Decision Problem with Truthful Agent Communication:
maximize U^{c, a.rj) = f f [x - c(x,y)] d0 (x \y, a{y)) d0 (y),

(23.1')

Y X

subject to U\c{y), a{y) \y,f]) = j u(c(x,y)) d0 (x \y, a{y)) - v{a{y)) > U,
X

VyeF,

(23.2')

U%c{y),a{y)\y,n) > U%c{m),a\y,n), y aeA,m,yeY.
(23.3')
The key difference between these programs and the corresponding programs
with post-contract information in Chapter 22 is that now there is a participation
constraint for each private signal y since the agent has the option to reject the
contract (or menu of contracts) after observing;;. In some settings, the principal
may prefer to have the agent reject the menu of contracts for some signals y e
7, e.g., the news is sufficiently bad that the benefit to the principal of hiring the
agent is less than the cost. While we could generalize the model to permit that
possibility (with or without communication), we adopt the simplifying assumption that, in the settings considered, the principal prefers to offer a menu of contracts such that, for each signal;;, at least one of the offered contracts is acceptable to the agent. We also assume here that the agent's reservation utility is independent of his private information. While this may not be particularly realistic, it is a common assumption in the literature since it is difficult to specify a
set of signal-contingent reservation utility levels that would be consistent with
some more general equilibrium model that considered the demand and supply
of managers with private information.
In principal-agent models with no pre-contract information, the agent
accepts a contract if it provides hirnwith an ex ante expected utility equal to or
greater than his reservation utility U, and equality will hold if the principal has
all the bargaining power} However, the situation changes dramatically when
the agent has pre-contract information. As we demonstrate, private pre-contract
information enables the agent to collect "information rents.'' In particular, while
an agent with "bad news" may receive only his reservation utility, an agent with
"good news" will typically receive more than his reservation utility.

^ Characterization of the resulting contracts is relatively insensitive to who has the bargaining
power if there is no pre-contract information. However, the analysis changes considerably if
there is pre-contract information. In this chapter we consider settings in which the principal has
the bargaining power and offers take-it-or-leave-it contracts to the agent. In Chapter 13 we consider signaling games in which the informed agent moves first and offers a contract (which varies
with his information) to competing principals (i.e., investors).
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Another interesting feature of this setting is that incentive problems do not
disappear if the agent is risk neutral. With no private pre-contract information
and agent risk neutrality (and no limited liability problems), the principal can
sell (rent) the firm to the agent for a price equal to the first-best expected return
to the principal. Now, however, the "first-best" price will vary with the agent's
private information and the principal does not know that information. Consequently, many papers in the "communication" literature consider pre-contract
information and assume the agent is risk neutral. They focus on the "information rents" rather than on the risk premiums that must be paid to risk averse
agents who accept risky incentive contracts.
Assuming the agent is risk neutral often facilitates closed form solutions of
the principal's decision problem. However, communication of pre-contract
information may also be useful for reducing the risk imposed on risk averse
agents and for improving action choices, as is the case with post-contract information. This latter point will be illustrated using the hurdle model in a pre-contract information setting.
The focus of Sections 23.2 and 23.3 is on the value of communicating precontract information. As in the post-contract information setting, the following
result is straightforward when the principal can commit to how he will use the
agent's message to determine the agent's compensation. The key is that the
principal always has the option to commit to ignore the message.
Proposition 23.2
The principal is never worse off with agent communication than with no
communication.
In Section 23.4 we review models in which the agent's private information pertains to the personal cost of providing a given outcome (mechanism design).

23.2 PERFECT PRIVATE INFORMATION
Communication involves selecting from among a menu of contracts before observing the contractible performance measures influenced by his action choice.
If the agent's private pre-contract information is imperfect about variations in
the performance measures that affect his compensation, then he is uncertain
about the compensation that will result from his action and menu choices.
However, if he has perfect information about the performance measures that will
result from his action choice, then he knows the compensation that will result
from his action when he selects from the menu of contracts. That makes ex ante
selection from the menu unnecessary. Hence, as in the post-contract information setting, there is no value to communication when the agent gets perfect
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information about the contractible performance measures that will result from
his action choice.
Proposition 23.3
If the agent receives perfect information about the contractible performance
measures that will result from his action choice, then there is no value to
communication.
Proof: Let z = (c,a) denote the solution to the principal's problem with communication and assume, for simplicity, that the outcome x is the only contractible performance measure. Observe that to be incentive compatible, this contract must be such that c(x,y') = c(x,y") if x = x(a(y'),y') = x(a(y"),y"). That
is, any two signals that induce the same outcome must pay the same compensation for that outcome. Otherwise, if, for example, c(x,y') > c(x,y"), then the
agent will be better off if he reports m = y' when he has observed;;".
Given the above characteristics of z, we can construct the following contract
based on no communication: c''(x) = c(x,y) for any y such that x(a(y),y) = x.
Given that c induced the implementation of a (as well as truthful reporting), it
follows that c"" will induce the implementation of a without any communication.
Moreover, since c(y) and a(y) satisfy the participation constraint for eachj;, so
will c' and a.
Q.E.D.
Contractible Agent Productivity
The key aspect of Proposition 23.3 is that the agent has perfect information
about the relation between his action/message choices and the compensation he
gets, and not that he has perfect information about the outcome (although the
latter implies the former). Melumad and Reichelstein (MR) (1989) consider a
setting (with a risk neutral agent) in which the agent receives perfect information about his compensation although he has only imperfect information about
the outcome. MR introduce a "productivity" measure, which we denote by y,
which is a function of the agent's action a and his private information;;. More
specifically, they assume
d0(x \y,a) = d0(x \ y(y, a)),

V x e X,

i.e., the productivity measure y is a sufficient statistic for (x,y) with respect to
(y, a). In other words, given y, the conditional distribution for x does not depend
on either j ; or a. If the productivity measure is directly contractible, the compensation contract is a function of y instead of x (whether there is communication or not), and there is no value to communication. In developing this point
more formally, let/"(a) = { y | y = 7(y,«(y)) for somej; e 7 } , i.e., the set of productivity measures that might result from action plan a.
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Proposition 23.4
Suppose y is directly contractible, and let z = (c,a) be an optimal contract
in which the compensation may depend on x (in addition to y andy if there
is communication).
(a) There is an equivalent optimal contract z' = (c',a') with a' = a and c'
defined as the agent's certainty equivalent of c given y andj;, i.e.,
i^icXy.y)) = f u{c{x,y,y)) d0(x\y),

Vj; e Y, y e r(a).

(b) There is no value to communication.
Proof: (a): We only present the proof for an optimal communication contract,
since the proof for an optimal no communication contract can be performed as
a special case. Clearly, z' gives the agent the same expected utility as does z
given the same action choices and truthful reporting ofj;. If the agent is strictly
risk averse and c were to depend non-trivially on x, then the expected compensation costs to the principal are lower for z' than z due to Jensen's inequality.
Incentive compatibility of z' can be seen as follows,

= i^(cX7(y.a(y)Xy)) - v(a(y))
= fu(c(x,y(y,a(y)Xy))d0(x\y(y,a(y)))

>

- v(a(y))

( u{c{x,y{y,a),m)) d0{x\y{y,a)) - v{a) \/ a E A, m E Y
X

= u{c'{y{y,a),m)) - v{a) V aeA,

meY

= U%c'(m),a\y,T]) \/ aEA, me Y,
where the equalities come from the definition of the contract and the inequality
comes from incentive compatibility of z. The contract z might be such that large
penalties are used to preclude some messages given y. In that case, the choice
of (a, m) must be consistent with y given j;, i.e., actions and reports that avoid the
penalty are such that y(y,a) = y(m,a(m)).
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(b): Let z' be given as in (a). Observe that to be incentive compatible, this contract must be such that c'{y,y') = cXy^y") if 7 = 7(y'?^(y0) " 7(y'i«(y"))- That
is, any two signals that induce the same productivity measure must pay the same
compensation for that productivity. Otherwise if, for example, c'(y,y') >
c'(y,y"), then the agent will be better off if he reports m = y' when he has observed;;".
Given the above characteristics of z', we can construct the following contract z"" based on no communication: c'^iy) = c'iy^y) for any j ; such that y(y, a(y))
= X, and a"" = a'. Feasibility of z"" follows easily.
Q.E.D.
Given a report of the agent's productivity, the outcome x provides no additional
information about either the agent's action or his private information. Hence,
if the productivity y is contractible information, the outcome x is useless contractible information. In fact, contracting on x would only impose additional
risk on the agent (which is harmful when he is risk averse). When the compensation does not depend on x, communication is not useful because the agent
knows with certainty what his performance measure will be when he selects his
action. Hence, when the agent's productivity is directly contractible, an optimal
compensation contract can be written as c(y) whether there is communication
or not.
To illustrate the above, we return to the hurdle model (see Section 22.2), but
now assume the agent privately observes the hurdle, y = h, before he contracts
with the principal.^ The productivity parameter y represents whether the agent
clears the hurdle or not, i.e., ye {0,1}, where y = y{h,a) = I if a > h, and 0
otherwise. If the agent clears the hurdle, i.e., 7 = 1, then the high probability of
the good outcome is obtained. If 7 is contractible information, then the optimal
compensation contract is "jump"-contingent, with c(y = 1) > c(y = 0), and the
agent will choose to "jump" if/z e [0, /z^], where the cut-off /z^ is such that
v(P) =u(c(y = l)) -u(c(y = 0)).
Observe that the contract cannot be improved by having the agent communicate
his private information. To see this, assume to the contrary that there exists an
optimal contract c(y,m) that varies with m and induces m = y. If the agent

^ For another example see MR and Kirby, Reichelstein, Sen, and Paik (KRSP) (1991). They
analyze a setting with risk neutral agents and y(y, a) =y + a. If there is communication, the agent
is penalized (i.e., receives the minimum possible compensation) if y=y + a<m+ a(m). Hence,
for any given y, the agent effectively chooses the realized value of y that will maximize c(y) v(y-y), where a = y-y is the action level required to attain y givenj^.
KRSP focus on the minimization of production costs (instead of maximizing the output) and
interpret the action as the amount of budgetary "slack," and consider a personal benefit (instead
of a personal cost) to the agent of increasing the slack (instead of the effort).
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selects a given j;, then this will result in y = yiy.a) and the agent will choose the
message m that maximizes c(y,m), irrespective of the j ; he observed. Hence, we
have a contradiction to the assumed truthtelling unless c{y,m) is independent of
m.
The direct contractibility of whether the agent clears the hurdle eliminates
the risk imposed on the agent when he jumps (as well as when he does not
jump). If it is profitable for the principal to hire the agent whether he jumps or
not, the compensation for not jumping must be such that every non-jumping
agent (i.e., every h e (/z^, 1]) gets his reservation utility, i.e.,
u{c{y = 0)) = U.
The agent with a hurdle at the cut-off also just gets his reservation utility for
jumping the hurdle, i.e.,
u{ciy = l))-viP)=

U,

while all agents with hurdles strictly below the cut-off collect "information
rents", i.e.,
u(c(y = 1)) - v(h) - U = v(P) - v(h) > 0, V /z e [0,^^^].
That is, the agents with the lowest hurdles collect the highest information rents,
and the magnitude of the rents depends on the highest hurdle the principal
would want an agent to jump.^
When the agent is risk averse, an optimal contract is independent of the
uncertain outcome x given the contractible productivity parameter y. However,
independence of x is unnecessary if the agent is risk neutral. In fact, in risk
neutral agent settings there is a multiplicity of optimal compensation schemes
that depend on y and x. The key requirement is that if c(y) is an optimal contract, then c'(x,y) is also an optimal contract if
(l-e)cXXg,y

= l) + ecXx^,y = l) =c(y = lX

ec'{x^,y = 0) + (1 - £>) c'{x,,y = 0) = c(y = 0).

^ The structure of the optimal contract is similar if the principal prefers not to hire the agent if
he does not clear the hurdle. In that case, c(y = 0) = 0 and c(y = l) is the same as above. This
induces the agent to reject the contract ifhE(h\l],
but accept
itifhE[0,P].
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It then follows directly that instead of contracting on y, the same result can be
achieved by contracting on the agent's report of/z and the outcome x. This is
achieved with any contract c"{x,h) such that ^
{\-e)c"{Xg,h) + ec"(xt,h) = c(y = lX
ec"{Xg,h) +{\-e)c"{x,,h)

V/z<

= c(7=0), yh>

h\

P.

In the next section we return to this setting and demonstrate that communication
is unnecessary and contracting on x yields the same results as contracting on y
if the agent is risk neutral.

23.3 IMPERFECT PRIVATE INFORMATION
The preceding section has established that there is no value to communication
if the agent has perfect information about his compensation when he selects his
action and message. Two examples were provided: one in which the agent has
perfect information about the outcome and one in which his productivity is
directly contractible. When the agent has only imperfect information about his
compensation, there is more scope for communication to be valuable as in the
post-contract information setting in Chapter 22. However, if agents are risk
neutral, contracting on the outcome might achieve the same solution as if the
agent's productivity is directly contractible.
Proposition 23.5 (MR, Prop. 1)
Let z = (c, a) denote the optimal contract given that y is directly contractible,
i.e., c = c(y). If both ihQ principal and the agent are risk neutral, and there
exists a compensation contract only dependent on the outcome, i.e., c =
c'(x), that satisfies the spanning condition,
c(y) = fcXx)d0(x\y),

\/yer{a),

X

then
(a) the contract z' = (c',a') with a' = a is an equivalent contract to z, and
(b) communication has no value.
"^ KRSP use this type of multiplicity of contracts with risk neutral agents to show that in their
model there exists a menu of linear contracts that implements an optimal non-linear compensation
contract only dependent on y.
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Proof: (a): Clearly, z' gives both the principal and the agent the same expected
utilities (i.e., expected payments) as does z. Incentive compatibility of z' can be
seen as follows:
U\c\a{y)\y,n)

= f c'(x) d0(x\y(y,a(y)))

- v(a(y))

= c(y(y,a(y))) - v(a(y))
> c(7(y, a)) - v(a)

\/ a E A

= f c'(x)d0(x\y(y,a))

- v(a)

\/ a E A

X

= U%c\a\y,fj)

V

aeA,

where the equalities come from the definition of z' and the inequality comes
from incentive compatibility of z.
(b): Clearly, a communication contract in which y is directly contractible is
weakly preferred to a communication contract in which only the outcome (and
the message) are contractible. Since communication has no value when y is
directly contractible and a no communication contract based on x implements
it, communication has no value when only the outcome is contractible.
Q.E.D.
The spanning condition can be satisfied if the family of distributions {d0{x \ y),
y E r(a)} is sufficiently rich. If X and r(a) are finite sets, with \X\ = N and
\r(a)\ = M, the following result is immediate.
Lemma
IfXandr(a) are finite, then the probability function (p(xi\yj) admits spanning if the matrix
q> = [(p(Xi\yj)]NxM

has rank M.
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MR point out that spanning is a more complicated condition whenXand /"are
continuous sets. They introduce the concepts of approximate spanning and
communication has no distinct value.^
The key aspect of the spanning condition is that it facilitates an outcomecontingent contract that implements the optimal solution with a contractible
productivity measure. The outcome-contingent contract generally imposes more
risk on the agent, but since the agent is risk neutral this is not costly to the
principal (as it would be if the agent were risk averse).
A Hurdle Model Example with Spanning and a Risk Neutral Agent
The hurdle model with y ^ h provides an example of an agency problem in
which there is spanning. In this case X = {x^,x^}, r(a) = {0,1}, and (p is given
by
(l-s
e
(P =
\

e

\- i

With a risk neutral agent, the outcome-contingent compensation c^ > Ci, satisfying the equations,

e

\-e]\cJ

" U(7 = 0)

implements the solution of the optimal contract with a contractible productivity
measure. Moreover, there is no value to communication. Note that the outcome-contingent contract imposes risk on the agent both when he jumps and
when he does not jump.
A Hurdle Model Example with Spanning and a Risk Averse Agent
If the agent is risk averse, there is scope for communication to be valuable. The
probability function (p{x \ y) still admits spanning in terms of certainty equivalents, i.e., there exist outcome-contingent compensations Cg > Cj^ such that

\-e
e

e 1 j^(^Pl _
1-^J

Uc{y-\))

U(c,)J " U(c(7 = 0))

This outcome-contingent compensation scheme implements the optimal action
strategy for the contract with y observable and satisfies the participation constraints. However, by Jensen's inequality, it does so at a higher expected com-

See also Amershi, Datar, and Hughes (1989) for an extension of this analysis.
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pensation cost to the principal since there is outcome risk for both jumping and
non-jumping agents. With communication, the risk for non-jumping agents can
be eliminated. That is, the optimal communication contract is similar to the
optimal communication contract in the post-contract information setting, i.e., the
compensation is outcome-contingent, with Cg > c^, if the agent reports a hurdle
below a cut-off h^ and is a fixed wage c^ if he reports a hurdle above the cutoff. As in the post-contract information setting the risk imposed on jumping
agents is just sufficient to make the agent with h = h^ jump, i.e.,
(l-e)u(Cg)

+ eu{c^) - v(h') = eu{Cg) + (1 - £*)^/(c/).

The fixed wage for a non-jumping agent is such that he gets his reservation
utility, i.e., u(c^) = U, and the level of the outcome-contingent compensation
is such that an agent with h = h^ is indifferent between reporting his hurdle
truthfully and reporting a hurdle above the cut-off, i.e.,
(l-e)u(Cg)

+ eu(c^') - v(h') = u{c^).

Of course, as in the case with a contractible productivity measure, agents with
hurdles below the cut-off obtain information rents, which are determined by the
highest hurdle the principal would want an agent to jump. However, in this case
the information rents in terms of expected compensation cost to the principal are
higher, ceteris paribus, due to the risk imposed on jumping agents.
To illustrate the above, we examine an example using the following data:
u{c) = c\ v{d) = a/(I -a); U = 2; x^ = 20, x^ = 10; e = 0.15.
The optimal contracts with and without communication as well as the optimal
contract with a contractible productivity measure are shown in Table 23.1. Note
that the highest hurdle the principal would want an agent to jump increases as
we go from no communication to communication and from communication to
a contractible y.
h

U"{c,a,r,)

L"

9.020

\i'

9.068

if

9.096

c/ = 6.938
c/ = 7.058

c/ = 3.565
C

Cb

c{y = \) = 6.546

=

3.550

c/ = 4.000

c(y = 0) = 4.000

0.343
0.351
0.358

Table 23.1: Optimal contracts with and without communication, and
contractible y for a risk averse agent.
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A Hurdle Model Example with a Risk Neutral Agents but No Spanning
The hurdle model can also be used to illustrate the potential value of communication with risk neutral agents when the spanning condition is not satisfied.
Suppose the agent not only knows the hurdle before contract acceptance but also
has private information about the distribution of outcomes given that he jumps,
i.e.,3; = (//,£*) where ee {s^.e^} with %> £*^ and prior distribution ^(%) = (p{Sj).
In this case the productivity measure can take four distinct values, i.e., r{a) =
^ y\H'>y\L'>yoH'>yoL ^- ^^^ spanning condition is clearly not satisfied, since there
are only two outcomes and, thus, the optimal solution with contractible y cannot
be implemented by an outcome-contingent contract.
If y is not contractible, the optimal no communication contract with outcome-contingent compensation c^ > c^ induces cut-offs /z^ and /z^ for % and
e^, respectively. If the principal wants to contract with all types of agents, then
both types of non-jumping agents must obtain their reservation value, i.e.,
e^Cg + {\- e)c^ > U,

i = H,L.

Since the expected utility of a non-jumping agent (i.e., the left-hand side) is increasing in £*, a non-jumping agent with e = %gets strictly positive information
rents, whereas a non-jumping agent with £* = £*^ gets no information rents.^ The
cut-off /zj, / = //,Z, is characterized by
v(/?;) = ( i - 2 ^ , ) ( c ; - c / ) .
Since v(-) is an increasing function and the right-hand side is decreasing in e^,
the cut-off is higher for e^ than for %. That is, the more productive the agent's
effort is (i.e., the lower e), the higher the hurdles that are cleared.
Using the following data
v(a) = a/(I -a); U = 2;x^ = 20, x^ = 10; % = 0.30, e^ = 0.05,
the optimal contract is as shown in Table 23.2 and the agent's information rents
are shown in Figure 23.2.

^ If the principal does not want to contract with an agent who will not clear the hurdle, then
€,c"g+(\-€;)€",<

and the cut-offs are characterized by

U,

i=L,H,
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n

U'{c,a,rj")
12.538

n

4.123

1.888

0.472

0.668

Table 23.2: Optimal contract for no communication and £*-information,;/".
Note that the information rents in this case are not only determined by the maximum hurdle the principal would want an £*-type agent to jump, but also by the
information rents to a non-jumping agent of that £*-type.

I Agent's expected utility

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Hurdle
Figure 23.2: Information rents with no communication and
£*-information.

The optimal communication contract takes a very simple form in which the
agent effectively reports only whether he is going to jump or not - other details
of his report of j ; = (/z, s) are irrelevant. The key in determining this contract is
to recognize that paying an agent for reporting that he^s not going to jump a
fixed wage c^ equal to his reservation utility, i.e., c^ = U, eliminates the information rents for both £*-types of non-jumping agents. The action strategy is, as
in the no communication contract, characterized by separate cut-offs for the two
£* signals, h^.,i=H,L. Agents reporting that they are going to jump, i.e., m =
(//,£*) with h < h^., diXQ paid outcome-contingent compensation c^ > c^. The
truthtelling constraints in the jumping regions imply that this outcome-contin-
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gent compensation cannot depend on the reported e. Hence, the cut-offs are
determined by^
i =L,H,

v(/z;) = (1 - s)c' + s.c;^
and the compensation satisfies
e.Cg + ( l - ^ , - ) c / < c / ,

/ =L,H.

Again, it is readily verified that the cut-off is higher for the ^^^-type than for the
%-type agent.
Using the same data as for the no communication contract, the optimal communication contract is shown in Table 23.3, and the information rents for the
two e signals are shown in Figure 23.3.
U'(c,a,rjV
12.852

C

C

C

Co

4.348

0.643

2.000

^1

K

0.553

0.684

Table 23.3: Optimal contract for communication and £*-information, rf.
Note that both types of non-jumping agents get zero information rents, and the
cut-offs for both types of agents are higher with communication than without
communication. The jumping £*^-types of agents get higher information rents
with communication than without communication due to the fact that the maximum hurdle the principal wants £*^-types to jump has increased and the nonjumping agents of this type get no information rents both with and without communication.
Proposition 23.6
Consider a hurdle model setting in which a risk neutral agent observes y =
(/z, e) prior to contract acceptance, with £* e {%, £*^}. In this setting, communication is strictly valuable.

^ These equations come from the tmthtelhng constraints for reporting hurdles above and below
the cut-off, while the inequalities ensure that the agent prefers to announce he is not going to
jump if he is not going to do so.
Observe that while communication has value given that the principal wishes to contract with
the agent even if he is not going to clear the hurdle, this does not hold if the principal prefers not
to contract with a non-jumping agent. In this latter case, the acceptance (rejection) of the offered
contract is equivalent to the agent announcing that he is (not) going to jump.
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The proof is reported in Appendix 23 A. It demonstrates that there exists a communication contract which induces the same action choices as the optimal no
communication contract but at a lower expected compensation cost to the principal, i.e., communication reduces the information rents (for the £*^type). However, as the numerical example preceding the proof demonstrates, communication can also be used to improve action choices.
Agent's expected utility

Low f'-type

^'^ Hurdle
Figure 23.3: Information rents with communication and
£*-information.
Examples with a Continuum of Productivity Measures
MR provide another setting in which communication is strictly valuable. In this
setting, the productivity measure y takes on a continuum of values, while there
are only two outcomes. As in the hurdle model, the productivity measure shifts
the probability of the good outcome x^, and we let cpix^ \ y) = p(y). The productivity measure is assumed to have the simple linear form y(y,a) =y + a,so that
effort and the private signal are perfect substitutes in terms of their impact on
the probability of the good outcome.
Proposition 23.7 (MR, Prop. 4)
LetX= {Xg,Xi^},A = [a,a], and Y= [y,y]. Communication is valuable if
(a) y(y,a) = y + a;
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(b) p{y) is increasing and strictly concave in y;
(c) v{a) is increasing and strictly convex in a\ and
(d) 0{y) has full support 7.
Given principal and agent risk neutrality, the first-best effort level for each y
provides the maximum expected surplus to be shared by the principal and the
agent. It is characterized by marginal costs equal marginal benefits, i.e., v'{a{y))
= (Xg - Xi^)p'(y+d'(y )), if a*(y) < a, and a*(y) is weakly decreasing withj;. If
y is contractible, the first-best effort level can be induced with a contract of the
form X - k Furthermore, the principal can retain all the surplus by setting k =
^b + (^g ~ ^b)p(y^^*(y)) ~ K^*(y)) " U, which is increasing inj;. However,
since neither;; nor a are contractible, the principal can contract only on x or, if
there is communication, on x and m E Y. If he uses c(x) = x - k, then action
choices will be first-best but satisfying the participation constraint for allj; e 7
requires ^ = x^ + (x^ - x^^pix + «*(};)) - v(a*(};)) - U, and provides the agent with
information rents of
(Xg-x,)\p(y + a(y)) -p(}i + a(}d)] + [v(a*0^)) - v(a*(y))].
MR consider two cases. In their first case, the optimal no-communication contract c"(x) induces an action a"(y) that is less than a for at least some y. MR
show that this action is also less than the first-best a'iy), which reduces the total
surplus to be shared (relative to using x - k), but reduces the information rents
sufficiently so as to increase the principal's net surplus. With communication,
MR consider offering a menu with both c"(x) and c(x) = x - k. For some k, the
agent will select c"(x) for low values of j ; and c(x) = x - ^ for high values of j;.
The agent's net payoff will be higher for the latter, but the increase in expected
compensation is less than the expected gain to the principal from the improved
action choices, thus making the menu advantageous to the principal.
In MR's second case, a"(y) = a*(y) = a for allj;. There cannot be an improvement in the induced action choice (or total surplus) in this setting, but MR
prove that there exists a communication contract cXx, m) that reduces the agent' s
information rents, thereby increasing the principal's net surplus (see MR).
An upper bound on the value of communication is provided by the difference between the principal's expected payoff when y is publicly reported and
the principal's expected payoff when there is no communication. If this is zero,
then communication has no value. If this is positive, then communication may
be at least as valuable as having y publicly reported, but it cannot be more valuable. MR identify conditions under which this upper bound can be achieved.
In the following, let c^{y) denote the optimal compensation contract for the
setting in which y is publicly reported.
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Proposition 23.8 (MR, Theorem 2 and Corollary)
Assume
(a) r-

[^,7"]^i?;

(b) c^{y) is increasing and convex; and
(c) there exists a bounded and measurable function w{x) such that w{y) =
E[w(x)\y] is monotone and concave.
Then the upper bound on the value of communication can be attained.
Furthermore, it can be attained with a menu of linear compensation contracts if w = X satisfies condition (c).
The theorem applies to settings in which the impact ofj ; and aonx can be represented by a one-dimensional statistic y. Condition (c) is directly satisfied with
w = X if E[x|7] = 7 - KRSP consider such a setting. In this setting, a menu of
linear compensation contracts in which the agent reports m e F,
c(x,m) = c''(m) + c*'(m)[x-m],
will attain the upper bound on the value of communication. This can be seen
as follows. Given y, the agent's expected compensation when he reports m is
f c(x,m) d0(x\y)

= c*(m) + c*\m)[y - m].

If the agent reports truthfully, i.e., m = y(y,a(y)), then his expected compensation given y and a(y) is equal to his optimal compensation with y directly observable, i.e.,
I c(x, 7(y, a(y))) d0(x \ y(y, a(y))) = c^yiy, a(y))).

Moreover, since c* is convex, truthtelHng is incentive compatible with the menu
of contracts c (see Figure 23.4), i.e.,
^*(7(y.«(y))) ^ ^*(^) + c^\m)[y(y,a(y))

-ml

Hence, the menu of linear contracts implements the optimal contract with y
directly observable at the same cost to the principal.
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c{rn)
= c{rn) + c'{m) [y-m]

m
Figure 23.4: Incentive compatibility of menu of linear
compensation contracts.
The general case considered in the proposition can be given a similar interpretation by making a transformation of the performance measure x and the productivity measure y. Observe that if there exists a function w(x) such that the
performance measure x can be restated as w = w(x), and the expected performance measure given y, w(y) = E[w(x)\y], is monotone and concave, then w(y)
is effectively a restatement of the productivity measure y. In terms of the transformed productivity measure the optimal contract with y directly observable can
be restated as c(w) = c*(>v"^(w)) and is convex in w since c* is convex and w
is concave. Hence, if the agent reports m E W = {w \ w = w(y), y e / " } , the
menu of linear contracts (in w(x))
c(w(x),m) = c(m) + c '(m)[w(x) - m]
implements the optimal contract with y directly observable at the same cost to
the principal (for the same reasons as for the special case considered above).

23.4 MECHANISM DESIGN
In this section we examine a class of problems often referred to in the economics literature as mechanism design problems. Our discussion of the basic mechanism design problem is based on Guesnerie and Laffont (1984) and Fudenberg
and Tirole (1992, Chapter 7).
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23.4.1 Basic Mechanism Design Problem
The structure of a mechanism design problem is slightly different from the basic
model considered in the previous sections. The private information j ; e 7 is
represented as pertaining to the agent's personal cost K{y,x) of providing alternative outcome levels x e X.
The agent's cost for a given outcome x is assumed to increase withj; and the
cost is an increasing convex function of x given j;, i.e.,
^ > 0,
dy

and

^ > 0, ^
> 0.
dx
dx^

Note that, similar to the hurdle model, a highj; is bad news.
The outcome x is contractible and obtained with certainty by the agent, so
there is no value to communication. However, we can appeal to the Revelation
Principle and assume that at the time the contract is signed, the agent commits
to an outcome schedule x(m) contingent on his subsequent message m. Both the
principal and the agent are risk neutral. The principal's utility from outcome x
is an increasing concave function V(x).^
The Principars Mechanism Design Problem:
maximize U^c.x.fj) = f[V(x(y)) - c(y)]d0(y),
C,X

(23.T')

'^

Y

subject to U''(c(y),x(y)\y,rj)=c(y)-K(y,x(y))>U
U%c(y),x(y)\y,n)>U%c(m),x(m)\y,rj),

= 0, ^yeY,
yy,meY.

(23.2")
(23.3")

where we have normalized the agent's personal cost so that his reservation
utility is zero (w.l.o.g.). We assume in the general analysis that 7 = [;;,};] and
X e [0,x ], and that suitable differentiability conditions are satisfied.
Before we characterize an optimal solution to this program, we provide a
necessary condition for the outcome schedule to be implementable, i.e., there
exists some compensation scheme c(y) such that x(y) satisfies the truthtelling
constraints.

^ For simplicity, the principal's utility from x depends only on x and not on y. However, in
Section 23.4.5 we consider a setting in which the principal's utility depends on the private signal
as well, i.e., the utility is expressed as V(x,y).
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Proposition 23.9 (Guesnerie and Laffont 1984, Theorem 1)
An outcome schedule x{y) is implementable only if
^^"^-{y.x{y))x'{y) < 0, V j ; e 7.
dydx
Proof: The first- and second-order conditions for the truthtelling constraint are
c'iy) - ^x'iy)
ox
c"iy) - —Ax'iy)f
dx^

=0, y
- ^x"iy)
dx

yeY,
< 0, y

yeY.

Differentiating the first-order condition yields that

oyax

dx^

ox

Substituting this expression into the second-order condition gives the result.
Q.E.D.
The proposition implies that if, for example, the agent's marginal cost of producing X increases withj; (which we assume), then the induced outcome schedule x(y) must be non-increasing in order to satisfy the truthtelling constraints.
Conversely, if we want to examine settings in which the principal induces
"good" types to produce more than "bad" types in equilibrium, the proposition
shows that it is sufficient to assume that the marginal cost of x increases withj;.
The proposition is illustrated in Figure 23.5. The agent's indifference curve
in (x,c)-space, for a given j ; , reflects his trade-off between c and K(y,x). It is
increasing and convex functions with a slope equal to the marginal cost of producing x, i.e., dx/dx. If this marginal cost is increasing inj;, i.e., d^K/dydx > 0,
the indifference curve forj;" is steeper than the indifference curve forj;' when
y" >y'. That is, the indifference curves cross only once and, hence, the condition d^K/dy & > 0 is commonly referred to as the single-crossing condition. Let
z(y') = (x(y'),c(y')) denote the allocation forj;', and let k' and k" equal the
expected utility levels generated by that contract given j ; ' andj;", respectively.
Allocations forj;" must be below the indifference curve forj;', i.e., allocations
in regions B and C are excluded, since otherwise an agent with signal;;' would
claim that he has the higher costs j ; " . Similarly, the allocations must be above
the indifference curve forj;" passing through z(yO, i.e., regions C and D are excluded, since otherwise an agent withj;" would claim that he has the lower costs
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y'. Hence, only allocations fory" in the shaded region A are consistent with
truthtelling for both types of agents. This implies that an incentive compatible
outcome schedule must be decreasing iny, i.e., x(y") < x(y').

B
^z(y')

u-(c,x\y',v) = ^
A

y

^ . - ' Ificxly'^ri)

D
= k"

Figure 23.5: Monotonicity of outcome schedule, y" >y'.

Moreover, if there are only two types of agents j ; ' andj;" (or no types between
y' andj;")? then, from the principal's perspective, the optimal allocation forj;",
z(y") must be on the upper boundary of the shaded region. That is, the binding
incentive constraint is such that the low cost agent does not overstate his costs.
This is illustrated in Figure 23.6. Suppose, to the contrary, that the optimal
allocation to typej;" is strictly below the upper boundary, e.g., at z'(y"). Then
there is another allocation z'(y') for typej;' along the indifference curve for type
y' that passes through z'(y"), which has the same outcome x(y') as z(y') but has
a lower compensation to the agent, i.e., c'(y') < c(y'). The allocations z'(y") and
z'(y') are incentive compatible, andz'iy') satisfies the contract acceptance constraint for typej;' since z'(y") satisfies this constraint for typej;" and typej;' has
a lower cost than type j ; " . This contradicts the assumption that z(y') and z'(y")
are optimal allocations forj;' andj;".
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ir{c,x\y",ri)=k"

Figure 23.6: Optimal allocations forj;" >y'.

Now we return to the characterization of the optimal solution to the principal's
program. The first-order condition for the truthtelling constraints implies that
c'iy) = ^x'iy),

y

(23.4)

yeY.

OX

Suppose initially that (23.4) is also a sufficient condition for the truthtelling
constraints. (23.4) implies

dy

c'iy)

dx
'd~y

+

dx
—x'(y)
dx

dx

(23.5)

It then follows, since the agent's cost of providing x increases withj;, that his
utility is decreasing inj; and this, in turn, implies that the participation constraint
need only be satisfied for the worst possible type, y. We can obtain If by integrating (23.5) fromj; to y and setting the constant of integration equal to U.
Hence, truthtelling implies that c(y) must be such that the agent's utility given
y equals his reservation utility plus the integral of the marginal costs incurred
by the "worse types" from which he must be separated:
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U''{c{y),x{y)\y,n) = U + j

^^(y,x(y))dy.

Using the definition of U"" and substituting for c(y), we can formulate the principal's mechanism design problem as the following unconstrained optimization
problem:

maximize UP(c,x,rj) =j[v(x(y))

- K(y,x(y)) - j

X

^^(y,x(y))dy]d0(y),

y

which after integration by parts is equivalent to

t
maximize L^^(jc, fj) = I
X

J

V(x(y)) - K(y,x(y)) - ^
^(y^x(y))\d0(y).
V(y) dy

(23.6)

Note that the two first terms, i.e., V(x(y)) - K(y,x(y)), can be interpreted as the
agency's total expected surplus, whereas the last term is the expected information rent paid to the agent.^ The optimal outcome for each y is obtained by
differentiating (23.6) with respect to x for eachj;:
V\x(y)) = ^(y,x(y))
OX

+ ^^(y,x(y)),
(p(y)

oxoy

V j e 7.

(23.7)

That is, the optimal outcome schedule is such that the marginal benefit to the
principal is equal to the agent's marginal cost plus the marginal information
rents (to an agent of type y and all lower types). The optimal compensation
scheme that implements x{y) can now be found by computing the sum of the
agent's reservation utility plus his personal cost and information rent:
y

ciy)

U + K{y,x{y)) + \^^{y,x{y))dy,
J dy

Vy 6 Y.

(23.8)

^ The last two terms are sometimes referred to as the virtual costs, i.e., the agent's true costs plus
information rents.
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We have assumed that the first order conditions for the truthtelling constraints
are also sufficient conditions for those constraints. The following proposition
provides conditions under which this is the case.
Proposition 23.10 (Fudenberg and Tirole 1992, Theorem 7.4)
Let x{y) be an optimal solution to the principal's unconstrained program
(23.6). If
(a) —-—(y,A:(y)) > 0 (single-crossing),
oyox
(b) — — ^
> 0
dy\ (piy))

{monotone inverse hazard rate),

(c) —-^(y,A:(y)) > 0
dx dy

and

^{y,x{y))
dxdy

> 0,

then jc(y) is non-increasing, and the first-order condition for the truthtelling
constraint is both necessary and sufficient.
Proof: Firstly, totally differentiating (23.7) with respect to x andj;, and rearranging terms yields
dx ' d^V _ d^K
dy -dx^
dx^

d^K 0(y)
dx^dy (piy) \

d^K \^
dydx [

d <^(y)' ^ d'K 0(y)
dy f(y) \
dxdy^ <p(y)

Hence, (a) - (c) (in addition to V(-) concave and K(-) convex) are sufficient conditions for x(y) to be non-increasing. Secondly, we show that the single-crossing condition and x(y) non-increasing are sufficient for the local truthtelling
constraint (23.4) to imply global truthtelling. Suppose, to the contrary, that for
some signal j ; it is optimal for the agent to report;;' >y, i.e.,
c(y') - K(y,x(y')) > c(y) - K(y,x(y)).
Hence,
y'

fjz(c(y)
y

y'

- K(y,x(y)))dy

= j(c'(y)

- ^(y,x(y))x'(y))dy

y

However, the single-crossing condition implies

> 0.
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-:^(y.^(y)) < -^(y.^iy))
ox
ox

for

y > y^

such that x(y) non-increasing implies
y'

j(c'(y) - ^(y,x(y))x'(jP,)dy > 0.
The integrand is equal to zero for all signals by (23.4) - so a contradiction is obtained. A similar argument shows that the agent will not understate his signal.
Q.E.D.
As Proposition 23.9 demonstrates, the single-crossing condition (a) implies that
only non-increasing outcome schedules can be implemented, i.e., "good" types
produce more than "bad" types (which seems to be a natural characteristic).
Therefore, the first-order conditions (23.4) are only sufficient conditions for the
truthtelling constraints (23.3 ") if the optimal solution to the principal's unconstrained program (23.6) is such that the outcome schedule is non-increasing.
Otherwise, (23.6) has to be solved subject to the constraint that the outcome
schedule is non-increasing. Conditions (b) and (c) ensure that this constraint is
satisfied by the optimal solution to the unconstrained program (given the singlecrossing condition). The monotone inverse hazard rate condition is satisfied by
a wide range of standard probability distributions such as the uniform, normal,
and exponential distributions. Condition (c) is difficult to justify, in general,
since it involves third order derivatives of the cost function. However, it is
satisfied by many simple functions, such as K(y,x) = yx, which is used in several
papers discussed below.^^
The single-crossing condition is a standard assumption in the signaling
literature that dates back to Mirrlees (1971) and Spence (1974). Given that the
optimal solution to the principal's unconstrained program (23.6) is such that the
outcome schedule is non-increasing, the single-crossing condition (a) implies
that the local truthtelling constraints (23.4) are sufficient to imply global truthtelling. This is illustrated in Figure 23.7 for a case with three types of agents j ; ' ' '
^ y" ^ y'' As illustrated in Figure 23.6, optimal allocations are such that the
allocation for a given type is at the upper boundary of the incentive compatibility region for that type and the type just below it (as reflected by the
locations of z(yO, z(y ")? andz(y''0). In particular, note that typej;' is indifferent
between reporting;;' andj;", and type j ; " is indifferent between reporting;;" and

^^ Guesnerie and Laffont (1984) provide a general analysis for the case in which the optimal
solution to the principal's unconstrained program is not monotonic.
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U-{c,x\y;n) = k'
z(y"')»^ •••

.'

/

U'(c,x\y",ri) = k"

IficMy'^rj) = k"

Figure 23.7: Sufficiency of local incentive constraints, y'" >y" >y' >

't^^U'{c,x\y",ri)=k"
U'{c,x\y',v)
..•••

U'{c,x\y'",i)=k"

Figure 23.8: Violation of global incentive constraints without the
single crossing condition,;;''' ^y" ^y'-
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y"\ whereas typej;' would be strictly worse off by reporting;;'''. Hence, for an
agent of a given type the incentive constraint for reporting a type just above it
is binding, whereas the incentive constraints for reporting types further above
are not binding.
Figure 23.8 illustrates a similar setting in which the single-crossing condition is not satisfied. Although all the adjacent ("local") incentive constraints are
satisfied by the allocations z(y'), z(y"), and z(y"'), the low cost type y' has an
incentive to report the highest cost y''' violating the "global" incentive constraints.

23.4.2 A Possibility of No Private Information
Lewis and Sappington (LS) (1993) extend the basic mechanism design problem
to consider a setting in which there is a positive probability/> that the agent has
received no private information about his cost of providing a given outcome x,
versus being perfectly informed with probability I -p}^ In particular, LS assume the agent observesy E Y =y'' u \y_,y'\, where the probability that j ; = y"" is
p and the probability thatj; e \y.,y'\ is (1 -/>). Conditional on the fact that the
agent is informed, the probability of observing ye \y.,y'\ is characterized by a
density function ^(y) defined on that set. This probability function is assumed
to satisfy the inverse hazard rate condition (b) in Proposition 23.10:

dy [(p{y)]
The agent and principal are both risk neutral and the agent's cost function is
7c(y,x) ^yx, which satisfies conditions (a) and (c) in Proposition 23.10. Observe
that, given the cost function, ye \y.,y^ represents perfect information about the
cost of producing x and, given thatj;'' is to represent no information, it follows
that
y^

= fyd0(y),

^^ In general, a model that permits information to be imperfect (as in the basic models earlier in
the chapter) can readily include the possibility of no information by representing this as the receipt of an uninformative signal j^'' for which the posterior belief is the same as the prior belief.
However, this is a "different kind" of signal and its possibility generally affects the structure of
the optimal contract.
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so that E[7c(y,x) IJ;""] = y^'x. Ifp = 0, then Proposition 23.10 implies that the optimal outcome schedule denoted A:^(y) is non-increasing and given by (23.7).
Proposition 23.11 (LS, Lemma 1)
Ifp = 0, and the principal wants to contract with all agents, then the solution
to the principal's problem is
(a)

x'(y)>OfoYSi\\yeY;

(b) x^(y) is non-increasing and satisfies V'(x) =A(y) =y + 0{y)l(p{y) for all
yeY,
Property (a) implies that the firm always operates. Property (b) states that the
induced output equates the marginal benefit of output x with the adjusted marginal cost of production, i.e., including the marginal information rents. Observe
that there is "no pooling" and that x^{y) is a continuous function.
Ifp E (0,1), there is a possibility that the agent is uninformed (LS refer to
this as being ignorant), and there are four fundamental changes in the optimal
menu of contracts:
(i) pooling arises (i.e., the agent accepts the same contract for a subset of
signals y E Y);
(ii) the induced outcome schedule is discontinuous;
(iii) severe outcome distortions are induced over a range of high values of

(iv) shutdown (x(y) = 0) may occur for a range of high values ofj;.
Observe that the efficient (i.e., first-best) production schedule A:*(y) satisfies
^ ' W " y- This provides the maximum surplus for eachj;.
Proposition 23.12 (LS, Prop. 1 - see Fig. 23.9)
Ifp E (0,1), then there exists;;^ e (x.y'') such that:
(a)x(y)=xV),
(b) x(y) = x(y^) = x'(y^) e (x'(y%x(y^)),
(c) x(y) = ^(y)<x'(y),
(d) x(y)=0,

yy^\y,y,l
Vy e [y^,/],
Vy e

(y^minlfj}],
yye[mm{y:y}Jl
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where jc^(y) satisfies V'{x) = A(y) + /(y),
I(y)=p/[(1-P)(p(y)l
andy' is defined by V(j^(y')) = [A(y') + I(y')]jd'(y').

Maximum outcome at lowest personal cost

x'(y)

y

yp

f

Zero outcome
for highest costs

r

y

y

Figure 23.9: Optimal outcome schedules (LS, Figure 1).
A truth-inducing contract must motivate the agent not to exaggerate his expected marginal cost. Implementation of the first-best output schedule jc*(y) would
provide the largest possible surplus, but would require paying the agent significant information rents. The principal can reduce those rents by inducing outcomes below the efficient level forj; >3;. The distortions are particularly severe
forj; >y'', due to the probability mass at the latter point. For j ; >;;'', the induced
outcome level equates the marginal benefit of the outcome to the sum of the adjusted marginal cost^(y) and the cost/(y) of being "ignorant" (i.e., uninformed). Observe that /(y) increases with/? - thus the more pronounced the mass
point atj;"", the more severe the distortions induced forj; >y'' in order to limit the
uninformed agent's incentive to exaggerate his expected costs.
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Proposition 23.13 (LS, Prop, if^
If;? e (0,1), then
(a) dx{y')ldp > 0;
(c) dx(y)/dp < 0, yye

(b) dypldp < 0;
(y'y);

(d) dyVdp < 0.

23.4.3 To Be or Not to Be Informed Prior to Contracting
Cremer and Khalil (CK) (1992) extend the basic mechanism design problem to
consider a setting in which the agent chooses whether to become informed prior
to contract acceptance. The principal moves first and offers a menu of contracts. The agent will observe y before he selects from the menu, but he has a
choice as to whether he immediately accepts/rejects the menu or pays a cost K
to observe;; before making his accept/reject decision. That is, in both cases the
agent has pre-decision information, but he has a choice between whether it is
post-contract or pre-contract information, where the latter is more costly.
CK assume there are n possible signals, denoted by index / = {1,...,^}. The
probability of signal / is (p^ and the agent's personal cost given the f^ signal and
outcome x is the same as in LS, i.e., K^(X) = y^x, with 0<y^< ... <y^. Let x^ and
c^ represent the output and compensation paid if m = /. Invoking the Revelation
Principle, incentive compatibility requires the menu of contracts to be such that
Ci -y^x.yc^

-y,x^,

yi.mel.

If the agent does not expend K to acquire y before contract acceptance (denoted
as choosing rj''), then he will accept the contract if
U\c,x\f)

= Y.<p,[c,-y,x,]

>U=0.

i=\

If the agent expends K to acquire y before contract acceptance (denoted as
choosing rj^), then he will accept the contract given signal / if
c, -yiX,>

0.

If m > /, then incentive compatibility andj;^ > y^ imply

'" See LS for the proof.
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i.e., the agent earns a greater net return if he has lower costs. CK allow for the
possibility that the agent may choose to reject the menu given some y^ and,
hence, there is a "cut-off signal i e I such that
c,-3;,x,>(<)0 i f / < ( > ) / ,
i.e., the agent will accept the contract if, and only if, / < i.
The agent's ex ante expected net return from acquiring the signal early is

1=1

The principal's net return from the agent's two choices (assuming lf(c,x \ t]°)
0)is

i=\

i=\

Proposition 23.14 (CK, Lemma 1)
For every menu of contracts that induces the agent to choose rj\ there exists
a menu that induces the agent to choose tj'' and makes the principal better
off
The key to this result is that for any menu z^ = {<^/?-^/}/=i,...,„ that induces the
agent to choose ;/\ the menu z' in which the principal commits to terminate production whenever the agent reports a signal / > i, i.e.,
c/ = c^, and x/ = x^, / < i,
c/ = 0, andx/ = 0, i> i,
induces the agent to choose rj'' (as well as truthtelling). The menu z' makes the
agent strictly better off since he is not spending K, and the principal is equally
well off. The agent's saved costs can then be transferred to the principal without affecting incentives by choosing a contract z" with c/' ^ c- - K for all signals /, since with rj'' the agent's contract acceptance constraint has only to be
satisfied as an expectation over signals.
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CK provide additional analysis of the two signal {n = 2) case. In this analysis, CK establish that if ^ is sufficiently small, then increasing the cost K increases the principal's expected return. The key here is that increasing K reduces the agent's incentive to acquire the signal early, and thereby reduces his
information rents.
CK also consider a setting in which the principal offers the menu of contracts to ^ > 1 agents and then randomly chooses an agent from the set of agents
who accept the contract. CK's Theorem 4 establishes that for K small enough,
the principal's expected payoff increases as the number of agents q increases.
The key here is that increasing the number of agents is similar to increasing the
cost K because increasing the number of agents decreases the probability that
any one agent will "recover" his investment, since he does not know for certain
that he will be chosen by the principal if he accepts the contract (and other
agents also accept the contract).

23.4.4 Impact of a Public Report on Resource Allocation
Antle and Eppen (1985) and Antle and Fellingham (1995) study resource allocation (e.g., financing capital investments) in a setting similar to the basic mechanism design problem. In their model, x e [0, x] is the outcome from an investment which requires capital financing ofyx, where j ; is privately observed by the
agent before he chooses from the menu of contracts offered by the principal. In
this setting c is interpreted as the capital financing provided by the principal to
the agent, so that the net return to the principal is x - c. The agent receives the
capital c, but need only invest yx to produce x, leaving him with a surplus of
c - yx, which he can consume. The agent has no personal capital, so that the
financing restriction requires c - j^x > 0 (which effectively plays the same role
as the agent's reservation utility in the models discussed above). Observe that
if the principal could contract on y, then it would be efficient to produce the
maximum outcome x for allj; e [0,1). In the following analysis we assume Y
= [0,1].
The basic resource allocation model is identical to the basic mechanism
design model with K{y,x) = yx and V(x) = x. This structure is such that the
objective function in the principal's unconstrained optimization problem (23.6)
is a linear function of jc(y), i.e.,

maximize

U^(x, rj)

/[.-.

0(y)
<p(y)

x(y)d0(y).
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If the monotone inverse hazard rate condition is satisfied, the optimal outcome
schedule is characterized by a "hurdle" strategy where^^
{xify<y,

^iy) = 1
lo

if3;>j^,

and the hurdle y is given by the highest signal y for which the true marginal
cost is less than the adjusted marginal outcome to the principal, i.e.,

(piy)
In particular, if there is an interior solution, then
y - X - ^ ^ ,
(p(y)

(23.9)

Note that the hurdle y is independent of x. The capital financing given to the
agent is specified by (23.8), and in this setting takes the simple form
, ,

\y^

if 3^ ^ y.

[O

if3^>j^.

Hence, if the agent's signal is above the hurdle y, he does not invest and receives no information rents. However, if his signal is below the hurdle, he produces the maximum outcome and receives capital financing equal to the amount
necessary to produce the maximum output x givenj; =y. The key here is that
to induce x and truthtelling for allj; < j ; , the agent must receive capital financing independent of the y he reports. Therefore, the agent consumes slack (i.e.,
receives information rent) equal to [3^ - JF] x if his signal is strictly below the
hurdle. In selecting the cut-off 3; to be induced, the principal must tradeoff obtaining the maximum outcome for more costly signals and paying larger information rents to induce the agent to invest.
Antle and Fellingham (AF) (1995) examine the impact of a public (contractible) signal j;"" that is reported prior to the agent observing his private signal and
contract acceptance. Clearly, if j;'' provides perfect information about the
agent's private signal, then the principal obtains the first-best investments and
the agent gets no information rents. However, an interesting aspect of this

^^ It is readily verified that the two other conditions for the vaHdity of the first-order approach
in Proposition 23.10 are satisfied.
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analysis is that, even though the public signal reduces the agent's informational
advantage, AF identify public signals that result in both the principal and the
agent being better off ex-ante.
In particular, AF consider a setting in which j;"" induces a partition on the set
of private signals. Assume thatX = [0,1] andj; is uniformly distributed on 7 =
[0,1]. Without the public signal, the optimal hurdle is calculated from (23.9)
to be j ; = Vi. With a public signal that partitions 7, the optimal outcome schedule conditional on the public signal is also characterized by a "hurdle" strategy
using the conditional distribution forj; givenj;'', i.e., 0{y\y'').
We first consider the equal partition case in which 7 is partitioned by the
public report into n equal sets of the form
{ [0,/z), [/z,2/z), ..., [{n - l)/z, 1] } where h = l/n; n = l,2, 4, 8, ...
Let the f^ public report be represented by j;^"" = [(/ - l)/z, ih), / = 1, 2,..., n, for a
given number of partition elements n. Then the corresponding optimal hurdles
are given by (23.9) using the conditional probabilities 0(y\yy.
yt

maxS(/-l)/z, min^/4 + -'^

—JhYt,

i = 1,...,^.

Solving the above establishes that there is "full" investment for all elements of
the partition except the last, where there is only investment for the lower half of
the signals, i.e.,
y. = ih,

i = 1,2, . . . , ^ - 1 ,

'"-'-

Yn

Observe that the agent's information rent for a given signal j ; is determined by
the maximum signal in the relevant partition, and not the maximum signal for
which there is investment. Hence, the rent for signal j ; e [0,/4] is less than or
equal to the rent with no public report, but is positive (instead of zero) forj; e
(/4,1 - 1/(2^)) and continues to be zero forj; e [1 - 1/(2^), 1]. Of course, the rent
forj; (/4,1 - 1/(2^)) occurs because the principal uses the reduction in information rents to induce positive instead of zero investment in this range. The resulting expected utility levels for the principal and the agent are as follows.
Proposition 23.15 (AF, Prop. 1)
Consider the AF setting in which a public report partitions 7 into n equalsized elements.
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(a) The principal's expected profit is given by
Twr \ \
1
In - \
UP(x\n) = — ,
2
4n'
which is increasing in n, with U'(x\n) ^ ViSisn ^ oo,
(b) The agent's expected information rent is given by
U%x\n) = ^2LL1 ^ 0
Sn^

for ^ - oo,

which achieves a maximum of ^(x \n) =5/32 3tn =2 and is decreasing
in ^ for ^ > 2 with U^x | ^) ^ 0 as ^ ^ oo.
The proposition demonstrates that the agent is generally hurt by additional public information since the principal uses that information to reduce his expected
information rent. Therefore, generally, there is conflict of interest between the
agent and the principal concerning the fineness of the partition. However, the
agent's expected information rent is maximized at ^ = 2. To see why, observe
that for allj; e [0, /4], the investment hurdle is Vi for both n = I and n =2, resulting in the same investment decision, principal profit, and agent information rent.
However, forj; e (/4,1], the hurdle is Vi for ^ = 1 and % for n = 2, resulting in
more investment, more principal profit, and more agent information rent if j ; e
(Vi, VA) and n ^2.
Now consider the agent's partition preferences assuming the partition elements need not be of equal size. The above discussion indicates that there is no
benefit to the agent of further partitioning [0, /4]. However, it would be useful
to further partition (/4,1]. Partitioning this in half would not change the results
for y E (/4, %), but would increase the investment, principal profit, and agent
information rent forj; e (%, %). Extending this argument leads to the following
result.
Proposition 23.16 (AF, Prop. 2)
The partition that maximizes the agent's expected information rent is given
by

Ifn is the number of elements in the partition, then
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\\mUP{x\n) = - ,
limU%x\n) = - .
n^oo

6

Hence, the total expected "surplus" approaches /4, which is equal to the
total expected surplus when the public signal y'' gives perfect information
about the private signal y.
The key aspect of this proposition is that the agent has incentives to provide
some information to the principal, in order to make it optimal for the principal
to induce investment above y = /4, which is the maximum y for which there is
investment with no information. The optimal partition is such that the agent
keeps the information rent for the low signals at the same time as he gets information rent for the high signals. In the limit, there is investment for all signals
such that the investment strategy is the same as with perfect public information
so that the total expected surplus attains its maximum value of Vi.
Of course, the principal prefers a public information system that perfectly
reveals the agent's signal. Assuming that he is restricted to a partition with n
elements, the following proposition provides the optimal ^-element partition for
the principal.
Proposition 23.17 (AF, Prop. 3)
The partition with n elements that maximizes the principal's expected profit
is
0,

_J

2_\ \J.

^ + 1 ^+1 n^\'

3_\

L^+1 n^\'

n-\
1
^+1 ^+1

and

U\x\n)

2(^ + 1)

U\x\n)
2(n + lf
Letting n = 3 illustrates the conflict of interest over information systems. The
agent's optimal 3-element partition is
{[0,|),[|,|),[|,1]
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whereas the principal's optimal 3-element partition is
{[0,i),[i,i),[i,l]}.
In order to maintain his information rents for low signals and increase them for
some higher signals, the agent has incentives to make the lower partition large
and introduce finer partitions of the higher signals. Conversely, the principal
prefers to have more accurate information for the low cost signals in order to
reduce the information rents paid to the agent (and have no investments for
more high cost signals).

23.4.5 Early Reporting
Farlee (1998) examines a setting in which the agent gets an imperfect signal
about a cost parameter before contract acceptance. After contract acceptance
he gets perfect information about the cost parameter prior to choosing his action.
Farlee (1998) examines two types of reporting, (1) early reporting in which the
agent communicates his imperfect signal prior to contract acceptance (by choosing from a menu of contracts offered by the principal), and (2) delayed reporting in which the agent communicates his private information after contract
acceptance and getting perfect information about the cost parameter. Clearly,
early reporting is weakly preferred by the principal to delayed reporting for
basically the same reason as sequential reporting is weakly preferred to simultaneous reporting with post-contract information (see Section 22.7). That is, an
optimal delayed communication contract is also a feasible early reporting
contract, whereas the converse is not necessarily true. Farlee (1998) demonstrates that cases exist in which early reporting is strictly preferred by the principal to delayed communication. Moreover, an interesting aspect of his analysis
is that even though the principal prefers early to delayed communication, the
total expected surplus may be higher with delayed communication, i.e., the
principal's benefit from early communication is lower than the agent's loss of
information rents.
We illustrate these results using the hurdle model. The agent's pre-contract
information is an imperfect signal j^^ about the hurdle. He can obtain one of two
signals j ; ^ andj^f with probabilities (p{yi) = (p{yi) = Vi. The conditional densities for the hurdle are
(1 + ^) - Ikh

\iy^ = yl^,

{\- k) ^ 2kh

ify,

cp{h\yi)-\

(23.10)

=yf,
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with k E [0,1].^"^ The signal j^^ is uninformative about the hurdle ifk = 0 (corresponding to no pre-contract information), and its information content increases
with k. The agent observes the hurdle 3;2 " ^ ^fter contract acceptance but prior
to determining how high he wants to jump. We assume the agent commits to
the contract once accepted, i.e., he cannot quit after observing the hurdle.
The principal's decision problem can be formulated and solved by extending the analysis used for the basic model in Section 23.1, but we illustrate how
it can be formulated and solved within the framework of the mechanism design
model. There is no value to communication in the basic mechanism design
model since the agent has perfect information about the outcome prior to contract acceptance. However, in the current setting, the pre-contract information
is imperfect and communication may be valuable.
We assume that both the principal and the agent are risk neutral. Moreover,
the spanning condition is satisfied at the second reporting date. Hence, there is
no value to communication at that date, and we may solve the problem as if the
productivity measure (i.e., whether the agent jumps, y = 1, or not, y = 0) is observable (see Section 23.3). A cut-off h is induced by jump-contingent compensation c(y = l,h) and c(y = 0,h) if, and only if, the following incentive compatibility constraint is satisfied, independent ofy^:
v(h) =c(y = l,h) -c(y = 0,h).

(23.11)

The principal's value function given j ; ! and induced cut-off h is

V(yJ) = 0ih\y,)E[x\y = l]Hl-0(h\y,))E[x\y

= O]

= '^{h \yi) (1 - 2£-)(Xg - xj) + e{Xg - Xf) + Xf,,

and, similarly, the agent's cost function is'^

K{y„h) =

jv{h)d0{h\y,).

The agent's expected compensation given j i and induced cut-off h is
c(yj)

= 0(h\y,)c(y = l,h) + (I - 0(h\y,))c(y = O,h).

^"^ This information structure is the same as used in Section 22.8.
^^ It is readily verified that K{y^,h) is increasing and convex in h for both private signals.
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Substituting in incentive compatibility constraint (23.11) yields
c{y,,h) = c(y=hh) - v(h)(l - 0(h\y,)).

(23.12)

With early reporting, the principal's mechanism design problem can be viewed
as choosing an jv^^-contingent cut-off schedule { h(y^ ),^(yi )} from which the
agent chooses (by announcing his type). The truthtelling constraints are
4 y p % i ) ) - ^ ( y p % i ) ) ^ c(y^,h(m)) -K{y^,h{m)\

^y^,m e

{yi^.yf}.

Using that only the truthtelling constraint for the low cost signal yi is binding,
and that a high cost agent gets no information rent, the information rent for the
low cost signal can be calculated as follows:

- [c(y",h(y")) - K(yf,h(yf))]
v{h{y,")) [<i>{h{y")\yx) -

0(h(y")\y"y

h<y")

[ v(h)[(p(h\y,')-(p(h\yf)]dh.
Hence, the principal's unconstrained mechanism design problem, i.e., maximizing the total expected surplus minus the expected information rent to the low
cost agent, can be formulated as follows:
maximize Y^[V(y^,h(y^)) - K(y^,h(y^))](p(y^)

-IR(y,\h(yl'))cp(y,').

(23.13)

The first-order conditions determine the optimal j^^-contingent cut-off schedule:
(l-2e)(x-x,)

=v(h(y,%
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^^ ^'^^^ ^ ^ / ^ ^'^^ ^
^ ( % i )l3^i )

Note that the optimal cut-off for the low cost signal y^^ is independent of the
informativeness of the pre-contract signal, and is equal to the optimal cut-off for
y^ publicly observable (i.e., no distortions at the bottom). The cut-off for the
high cost signal is lower due to its impact on the information rents to the low
cost agent. Using the conditional densities in (23.10) and v(/z) = /z/(l - /z), the
optimal cut-off for the high cost signal is given by
{\-2€){x-x,)

= vihiy,")) 1 .

2^
1 -k + 2kh{y")

(23.14)

Note that the optimal cut-off for the low cost signal decreases as the pre-contract
signal gets more informative, i.e., for higher values of A:.
The expected compensations for the two signals are given by
c{y,\hiyh)

= U + K(y,\h(y,'))

ciy^.hiy^))

=U +

+ IR(y,\h(yf)%
K(yf,h(yf)l

and the jump-contingent compensations are then determined by (23.11) and
(23.12).
The optimal solution to the delayed reporting program can be found by
solving (23.13) subject to the constraint that the cut-offs must be the same for
bothprivate signals, i.e., h{y^ ) = h{y^ ) = h . The first-order condition for this
program yields that the common optimal cut-off is determined by
(l-2e)(x

-X,) = v(h') + y2v'(h')[0(h'\y,')

-

0(h'\y")]
(23.15)

= v(h'^)(l+k).
/\

IT

Since k< I and h(y^ )< 1, it follows that the optimal cut-off with delayed communication is between the optimal cut-offs with early communication. Given
the optimal hurdle, the constraints which determine the optimal jump-contingent
compensation levels are the same as those used to determined the optimal early
communication contract.
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The optimal contracts for early and delayed communication programs are
illustrated in Table 23.4 using a numerical example based on the following
numerical data:
v{a) =a/(l-a);

Early
Delayed

U = 0;x=20,x^

= l0;e = 0A5;k= 1.

^(c,a,//) ^(7=1.71^) 47=0,71^) h(y') c(r='^,y")^(7=0,71^) ^(yN
-4.852 0.88 2.023
2.148
-0.977 0.75
15.54
15.492

2.23

-1.27

0.78

2.23

-1.27

0.778

Table 23.4: Optimal contracts for early and delayed communication with
k=l.
Note that the higher cut-off for the low cost message with early communication
is obtained by subsequently severely punishing the agent if he announces that
his hurdle is above the cut-off. It is incentive compatible for the agent to truthfully report that he has obtained the low cost signal since the probability that the
hurdle is above the cut-off is low (and there is a premium for reporting the low
cost signal if he subsequently reports that the hurdle is below the cut-off).
0.9

Cut-off for low cost signal
with early communication

0.85
Cut-off with delayed
communication
0.8
Cut-off for high cost signal
with early communication
0.75

0.7

0.25

0.5
0.75
Informativeness parameter k

Figure 23.10: Optimal cut-offs with early and delayed communication
for varying informativeness of the pre-contract signal.
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Figure 23.10 shows the optimal cut-offs with early and delayed communication
with varying informativeness of the pre-contract signal. With early communication, the optimal cut-off for the low cost signal is unaffected by the informativeness of the pre-contract signal, whereas the optimal cut-off for the high cost
signal decreases as the informativeness of the pre-contract signal increases.
This latter effect is caused by the fact that the reduction in the low cost type's
information rent resulting from a reduction in the high cost signal cut-off increases as the informativeness of the pre-contract signal increases (see (23.14)).
With delayed communication, the optimal cut-off also decreases with the informativeness of the pre-contract signal for basically the same reason (see (23.15)).
Figure 23.11 shows the optimal expected profits to the principal as well as
the total expected surplus with early and delayed communication with varying
informativeness of the pre-contract signal.

Surplus with delayed
communication

16.5

16.25

16
Profit with delayed
communication

15.75

15.5

15.25
0

0.25

0.5
0.75
Informativeness parameter k

1

Figure 23.11: Principal's expected profit and total expected surplus with
early and delayed communication for varying informativeness of the pre-contract signal.

Given that the agent is risk neutral, the principal can achieve his first-best maximum surplus if the agent has perfect post-contract hurdle information and no
pre-contract information. However, if the agent also has pre-contract information, the principal must share his surplus with the agent by giving him informa-
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tion rent if he has the low-cost pre-contract signal. Hence, pre-contract agent
information affects the division of the "pie" between the principal and the agent.
Since the principal is only concerned about his share, he optimally reduces the
total "pie" by inducing an inefficient cut-off so as to reduce the information rent
paid to the low-cost agent. The same inefficient cut-off applies to both the lowand high-cost agents if there is delayed communication. However, with early
communication the cut-off for the low-cost agent is efficient and the cut-off for
the high-cost agent is even more inefficient than in the delayed communication
case. This use of message contingent cut-offs reduces both the total pie and the
low-cost agent's share (i.e., information rent) - the net effect is an increase in
the principal's expected net payoff The prior probability that the agent jumps
is almost the same with early and delayed communication.^^ Hence, the main
effect on the size of the "pie" is that the variations in the optimal cut-offs with
early communication and the convexity of the agent's cost function makes the
expected effort costs higher than with delayed communication.

23.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Chapters 22 and 23 both consider information that is received by the agent prior
to the agent taking an action in a single-period model. The key difference between the two chapters is that in Chapter 22 the agent must commit to the terms
of the contract before he receives his private information, whereas in Chapter
23 the agent can choose to reject the contract after he has observed his private
information. The Revelation Principle applies to both settings, so that there
always exists an optimal contract which induces the agent to truthfully and fully
report his private information to the principal. Nonetheless, in both settings,
there is zero value to inducing the agent to report his private information if that
information is perfect, i.e., the agent knows the outcome (or other performance
measure) that will result from each of his possible action choices.
The agents in Chapter 22 are risk averse, whereas they are often risk neutral
in Chapter 23. In Chapter 22, risk neutrality (with unlimited liability) results in
a first-best solution that is obtained by selling or renting the firm to the agent.
On the other hand, in Chapter 23, the first-best selling price depends on the
agent's information which is not known by the principal. As a result, first-best
is not achievable and the principal must pay the agent information rents unless

^^ We do not report the prior probability that the agent jumps with early communication, i.e.,
(p{y^)0{h{y^)\y^)

+ cp {y ^) 0{h{y f)\y

f\

since it is graphically indistinguishable from the optimal cut-offs with delayed communication
(which is the prior probability that the agent jumps with delayed communication).
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he has the worst possible signal. Assuming the agent is risk neutral is appealing
in Chapter 23 because it makes the analysis more tractable and it does not significantly affect the key results.
The pre-contract information models are particularly relevant to settings in
which the agent is an entrepreneur who is taking his firm public, or a setting in
which the agent can leave the firm at any point in time. However, the pre-decision, post-contract model is more appropriate for settings in which the manager
is committed to staying with the firm. Of course, the latter setting is more
appropriately examined in a multi-period model. (See Chapters 25 through 28).

APPENDIX 23A: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 23.6
Let z" = (c" a") be an optimal no communication contract as characterized in the
text, i.e., outcome-contingent compensation c^ > c^ and cut-offs h^^, i = L,H,
such that

- h)^g

+ h^b

-

^(^L)

= h^g

+ (1 - h)^b

= U.

The proof demonstrates that there exists a communication contract of the form
characterized in the text that implements a" (i.e., the same cut-offs) at a lower
cost to the principal. The compensation scheme with communication, c\ is as
follows. The compensation is c / = U for both £*-types when the agent reports
above the respective cut-offs. The outcome-contingent compensations for reporting below the cut-offs are
c

c

where 7 > 0 is determined such that
(1 - £'^)c/ + s^c^ -

^L

n

v(hl)

n
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That is, the s^-ty^Q gets the same expected compensation as with c" when he
jumps, and the %-type is indifferent between reporting above and below the cutoff if his hurdle is equal to the cut-off h^ (and strictly prefers to report below
the cut-off if his hurdle is strictly below the cut-off).
In order to show that a" and truthtelling is incentive compatible with c"" it
only remains to be shown that both types of agents jump, i.e., a = /z, when they
report below their cut-offs. Consider first an agent who has observed s^ and h
< hj
'L'

^L^g + (1 - ^i)^b

= Vg

+ (1 - ^L)^b + — .

y

< S^C^ + (1 - Sj)Ci,

= (\-ej)c^

+ e^c^ -

v(hl),

where the inequality follows from e^ < Vi and y > 0, and the equalities follow
from the definition of c'' and /z^. Note that c"" creates slack in the incentive
constraint for a ^h. Similarly, consider an agent who has observed % and h <
fn

^H^g + (1 - ^H)H = % c " + (1 - e^)c," +

e^-

(l-Sff)
/

1-^i
^

\

7 7 / 1

'^

< Sjjc^ + (1 - ej,)c,

a

\

n

+ "i

n

VQIH)

^

+

1-

where the inequality follows from % < Vi and y > 0, and the equalities again
follow from the definition of c"" and h^. As for £*^, c"" creates slack in the
incentive constraint for a = h. Hence, an agent observing a hurdle below the
cut-off prefers to jump the hurdle when he has reported a hurdle below the cut-
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off. Moreover, the definition of c"" implies that the truthtelling constraints are
satisfied as well.
The contract c"^ is such that both types of non-jumping agents get their
reservation wages, whereas jumping agents get information rents if their hurdle
is strictly below their cut-offs. Hence, the contract (c"", a") is a feasible communication contract. However, it is less costly to the principal than z" since (i) the
expected compensation to agents observing e^ remains unchanged, (ii) nonjumping agents who have observed % obtain their reservation wage for c"" as
opposed to strictly positive information rents with f, and (iii) a jumping agent
who has observed % gets lower expected compensation:

a - s„)c^
\

c

p

C / 1

\

n

n

+ Sf,c^ = (1 - e„)c^ + s„ci, +
< (1 - f^)c^

— p
L

H

^L

+ SjjC, ,

since e^ < %

Q.E.D.
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CHAPTER 24
INTRA-PERIOD CONTRACT RENEGOTIATION

The basic principal-agent model assumes that the two parties establish a contract
at the start of the period and there can be no changes to the contract subsequent
to that date. The two parties make a binding commitment that cannot be broken
even if both parties would prefer to change the terms of the contract at some
subsequent date prior to the "end of the period.'' Is this assumption plausible
and, in particular, is it enforceable? That is, would the courts prohibit the change
in a contract if both parties agreed to that change?
The Incentive to Renegotiate
Why would a principal and an agent want to renegotiate a contract? If the initial
contract is optimal, does that not mean that any change in the contract that
would make one party better off would make the other worse off?
The answer depends on the timing of the potential renegotiation. The contract is optimal ex ante. Therefore, no Pareto-improvement is possible prior to
changes in the information available to the two parties. However, once their
information changes, it may be possible to make an ex post "improvement" in
the contract.
To illustrate, consider the simple one-period principal-agent model in which
the two parties have agreed to an efficient compensation contract c^: X ^ C,
where a verified report of outcome x will be generated at the end of the period.
Now consider a date between when the agent implemented his action a and
when the two parties receive information about the outcome x.

initial
contract c^
is set

agent selects
action a

renegotiated
contract c^
is set

x is reported and
contract c^ is settled

At the renegotiation date, the agent's belief about x is (p{x\d) where a is the
action he has selected. The principal's belief about x, on the other hand, is
(p{x\'P) = ( (p{x\a) dW{a),
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where W{a) is the principal's belief about the action that was selected by the
agent.
If the principal believes with certainty that the agent took a, then the two
parties have homogeneous beliefs. With homogeneous beliefs and no further
actions to be taken, the two parties face a classic risk sharing problem. The
principal will receive x - c\x) and the agent will receive c\x) - both random
amounts. Efficient risk sharing implies that they agree to a renegotiated contract
c^ that satisfies the following conditions (where i/{x-c) and u''(c,a) = u(c) v(a) are the principal's and agent's utility functions, respectively):
efficiency:

u'(c\x))
principal's acceptance:
f u^(x-c\x))d0(x\d)
X

> f

u^(x-c\x))d0(x\d),

X

agent's acceptance:
f u(c\x)) d0(x\d) > f

u(c\x))d0(x\d).

The first condition indicates that the contract will be renegotiated, unless no
incentive constraints were binding at the time the initial contract was established.
For example, if the principal is risk neutral, the two parties will agree to a
contract in which all risk is shifted to the principal, i.e., c\x) = w, where w is
a fixed amount satisfying the second two inequalities. There will almost certainly be a range of w values that satisfy the above conditions. The amount
selected will depend on the relative bargaining power of the two parties at the
time of the renegotiation.
Observe that if the principal believes that the agent did not anticipate any
renegotiation when he selected his action, the principal will hold belief (p(x \ a)
where a is the action induced by the initial contract. However, if the agent
anticipates the renegotiation, he will select action a"", where a"" minimizes v(a).
Then, if the principal "knows" that the agent has selected a"", there will be
homogeneous beliefs ^(xla""). Furthermore, if the principal "knows" that the
agent will anticipate renegotiation when he selects his action, the principal can
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do no better than offer the agent an initial contract c^ that pays a fixed wage that
is sufficient to compensate the agent for his minimal effort a"". Hence, the
agent's anticipation of renegotiation makes it impossible to induce any effort
above a"" and, thus, makes the principal worse off
A number of papers consider mechanisms that reduce the loss caused by the
inability of the contracting parties to preclude contract renegotiation. In these
papers the principal's knowledge (or lack of knowledge) about the history of the
game at the renegotiation stage plays a crucial role. In Section 24.1 we consider
a setting in which the agent randomizes across actions so that the principal at the
renegotiation stage has imperfect information about the agent's action. Hence,
the principal does not know the certainty equivalent of the agent's compensation
and therefore he cannot offer the agent perfect insurance. In Section 24.2 we
consider a two-period model in which there is renegotiation before the firstperiod outcome is observed. If outcomes are directly contractible, the only contracts that induce more than the lowest possible action are randomized contracts
as in Section 24.1. However, if outcomes are self-reported by the agent, contracts exist that induce pure action strategies. In this case, perfect insurance is
eliminated due to the fact that there has to be a premium for reporting good
outcomes in order to induce truthful reporting and subsequent actions. Cases
exist in which the principal prefers a setting with self-reported outcomes over
the setting with directly contractible outcomes. The general lesson seems to be
that the less the principal knows (or the less confidence he has) at the renegotiation stage, the better, i.e., there is an advantage to not knowing!
In Section 24.3 we consider a model with a different perspective in which
renegotiation may be beneficial to the agency. In that model renegotiation facilitates contracting on unverifiable and, therefore, not directly contractible information observable to both the principal and the agent. In Sections 24.4 and 24.5
we consider models in which the principal observes (private) unverifiable information about the agent's action.

24.1 RENEGOTIATION-PROOF CONTRACTS
Fudenberg and Tirole (FT) (1990) examine the problem in which only the least
costly action can be implemented as a pure strategy when there is renegotiation
after the agent has taken his action. They propose an equilibrium in which the
agent plays a mixed strategy when he selects his action. Hence, while the agent
knows which action he has selected at the renegotiation date, the principal holds
beliefs determined by the equilibrium mixed strategy \i/{a). To induce the playing of such a mixed strategy, the principal offers an initial contract c that contains a menu of contracts of the form c(x,m), where m e ^ is an unverified message about the agent's action that the agent issues at the "contract selection" or
"renegotiation date." Observe that if the principal holds beliefs based on ^(a),
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we can interpret the renegotiation stage as a contracting setting in which the
principal faces pre-contract agent information (see Chapter 23). The menu of
contracts provides a means by which the principal induces the agent to truthfully
report his action. In general, the agent will receive a low fixed wage if he
announces the selection of a"" and will receive riskier contracts with higher
expected payoffs for actions that require more effort.
ThQ principal's ex ante decision problem can be characterized as one in
which he offers a renegotiation-proof mQnu of contracts (let c(m) denote the
contract c(-,m) associated with message m):
maximize
W,c

subject to

f U^(c (a), a) dW(a),
J
A

(U\c{a),a)dW{a)

> U,

A

U\c{a),a) > U%c{m),a'),
c e argmax
^

V a,m,a'eA

and ^ ( a ) > 0 ,

f U^{c\a),a) dW(a)
A

subject to
U%c\a%a) > U\c{a\a\
U\c\a\a)

> U\c\m\a\

V a e ^ and xi/{a) > 0,
y

a.meA.

The first constraint is the standard contract (menu) acceptance constraint. The
second set of constraints ensures that the agent is indifferent between all actions
that have a positive probability of occurrence with mixed strategy if/(a), and that
these actions and truth-telling (through the menu choice) are preferred to any
other action and/or lying. The third constraint ensures the contract is renegotiation-proof In the renegotiation-proof contract the mixed strategy if/(a) is taken
as given and is used to compute the principal's expected return from a menu of
contracts that must satisfy two types of constraints. The first set of renegotiation-proof constraints ensures that the agent weakly prefers the proposed menu
to the existing menu for each action-contingent contract- since the agent knows
which action he has taken at the time of renegotiation. The second set of renegotiation-proof constraints ensures that the proposed menu would induce the
agent to truthfully reveal the action he has taken.
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In formulating the principal's decision problem we have assumed that the
initial contract must be renegotiation-proof. FT show that there is no loss of
generality in restricting the analysis to such contracts.
Proposition 24.1 (FT, Prop. 2.1) Renegotiation-proof Contracts
If there is a Nash equilibrium with mixed strategy \i/{a) over effort levels,
the initial contract is c^ and the final contract is c^, then there is an equilibrium with the same distribution over efforts where c^ is the initial as well
as the final contract.
Of course, if c^ is offered as the initial contract, c^ is renegotiation-proof given
\l/{a). Since the agent's utility only depends on the final contract, \i/{a) is also
incentive compatible for the agent when c^ is offered as the initial contract.
Note that the renegotiation stage can be viewed as a setting in a "screening"
game in which an uninformed insurer (the principal) offers a menu of insurance
contracts to an informed insuree (the agent).
The optimal renegotiation-proof contracts are most easily illustrated in a setting with a risk neutral principal, two actions, A = {a^.a^}, and two outcomes,
X = {x^,x^}, where the probability of the good outcome is higher for the high
type (action) than the low type (action), i.e., ^(x^|a^) > (p{Xg\aj), and the least
cost effort is a^. To illustrate the characteristics of the optimal renegotiationproof contract consider Figure 24.1, where c[ and c^ are initial Z-type and Htype contracts, respectively, that are incentive compatible but not optimal. The
indifference curves denoted U\c,a^ = UXc^.a^ represent the outcome-contingent compensation that is equivalent to c/ given the agent has taken action a^,
i = L,H, and ^{c.a^ = U''(cl,aj) is the //-type's indifference curve such that
the agent is indifferent between choosing a^ and c/ versus a^ and c.
The initial Z-type contract is below the no-risk line, i.e., does not provide
full insurance. The shaded region is the set of ex post truth-inducing contracts
that can be offered to the //-type given c/, i.e., they would not be preferred by
the Z-type agent, but would be preferred by the //-type. The initial //-type
contract c^ is in that set, as well as being on the indifference denoted U\c,af^
= U\cl,aj). Hence the initial contracts are incentive compatible both with
respect to the ex ante randomization between a^ and a^ and the ex post reporting
of his type. However, the initial contract is not renegotiation-proof. To see this,
consider c/, which is a no-risk contract on the Z-type's indifference curve. It
is less costly to the principal (by Jensen's inequality) and is acceptable to the Ltype. Furthermore, the //-type strictly prefers c^ to c/, so that truth-telling is
maintained. Hence, it is clear that the optimal contract will impose no risk on
the agent if he selects a^. The initial //-type contract is also below the no-risk
line, and while some risk is required for incentive purposes, c^ imposes too
much risk. The revised contract c^ is the minimum risk (i.e., least costly contract) that maintains truth-telling and is acceptable to the //-type with cj- it is
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at the intersection of the indifference curves for UXc[,aj) and UXc^.a^). That
is, there is sufficient risk to ensure that the Z-type will not prefer to choose c^.

y = U'ic[,ad 1

\

no-risk line

^s^-^

^/\^0\^
V

Figure 24.1: Renegotiated contracts.

Observe that while c / and c^ induce ex post truthtelling, they are not incentive
compatible ex ante. In particular, the structure is such that ^""(c/, aj) < ^{c^, a^,
i.e., the agent will strictly prefer to choose a^ knowing that renegotiation will
lead to a better result than choosing a^. Proposition 24.2 summarizes the preceding arguments, and Figure 24.2 depicts a renegotiation-proof contract.
Proposition 24.2 (FT, Lemma 2.1)
With two actions and two outcomes, if the contract c is renegotiation-proof
and consistent with distribution \i/{a^ e (0,1), then
(a) cixg^aj) = cixj^.aj) = c^, and c(x^,^//) > c(x^,a^),
(b) U\c{aj),aj)

=

U%c{a^\aj),

(c) U%c{a^\a^)

=

U\c{a^\a^).

Of course, if ^(a^) = 0, the renegotiation-proof contract is a constant wage, and
the agent always chooses the least cost effort. The conditions (a) - (c) do not
impose any conditions on the distribution ii/ia^) for a renegotiation-proof contract, i.e., they are merely necessary conditions.
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Figure 24.2: Renegotiation-proof contracts.
Of course, the principal would like the probability of the high action, ^((2^), to
be as high as possible. The key restriction on this probability comes from the
principal's incentive to reduce the risk imposed on the high type at the renegotiation stage. If the risk is reduced for the high type from c^ to c^ (such that it is
acceptable to the high type), the fixed wage for the low type must be increased
from c^ to c/ in order for the low type not to select the high-type contract.
Reducing the risk for the high type reduces the principal's expected compensation cost (by Jensen's inequality), whereas increasing the fixed wage for the low
type increases the expected compensation cost. If c is renegotiation-proof for
distribution ^((2^), the total expected compensation cost must be at least as high
for (^ as for c, and this will be the case if \i/{a^ is not too high. Clearly, \i/{a^
must be strictly less than one since, otherwise, the principal would offer the high
type full insurance.
Let a marginal change in the contract be parameterized by a marginal
change, 6, in the fixed wage for the low type. The expected compensation cost
for the proposed renegotiated contract is

+ \i/H[(p{Xg\aH){c{Xg,aH) + dg{d)} + ^(x^|a^) {c(x^,a^) + ^^(^)}],
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where the variations in the outcome-contingent wages for the high type are
determined by the truth-telling constraint for the low type and the indifference
constraint for the high type, respectively, i.e.,
u{cL^d) = g)(Xg\aj)u(c(Xg,aH) + 3^(3)) + g)(x^\aj)u(c(x^,aH) + S^(d)%
(p{Xg\aH)u{c{Xg,aH) + dg{d)) + ^(x^|a^)i/(c(x^,a^) + dj^^d))
= (p(Xg\aH)u(c(Xg,aH)) + ^(x^|a^)i/(c(x^,a^)).
The first-order condition determining the maximum probability for the high type
^;is
(1 - ^ ; ) + ii/^{(p(xJaH)d^(0) + (p(x,\aH)d^(0)} = 0
or, equivalently,
^"^
1 - if/^

^
Vi^g I V ^g (0) + (Pi^b I V ^/(O)

(24.1)

where the marginal variations in the outcome-contingent wages for the high type
are determined by
U'{CL)

= g)(Xg\aj)u'(c(Xg,aH)) Sg(0) + g)(x^\aj)u'(c(x^,aH))Sj;(0%

g)(Xg\aH) u'(c(Xg,aH))dg(0) + ^(x^|a^)i/X^fe.^//)4XO) = 0Proposition 24.3 (FT, Lemma 2.2)
With two actions and two outcomes, the contract c is renegotiation-proof
and consistent with distribution ^((2^) ^ (0,1) if, and only if, the conditions
(a) - (c) in Proposition 24.2 hold, and ^((2^) < if/nFT also consider the case with a continuum of actions a E A = [a,a] (and a
continuum of outcomes). They show that a renegotiation-proof contract is
characterized by a mixed strategy ii/(a) over actions with support [a,a]. The
mixed strategy has no mass points except possibly at the lowest possible action
a (and no "gaps"),^ and the upper bound on the support ofif/(a) is strictly greater
than the second-best effort level, a\ in an equivalent problem with no renegotia-

^ FT restrict their analysis to additively separable preferences, i.e., u\c,a) = u(c) - v(a). There
is a mass point at a if, and only if, v'(d)> 0.
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tion, i.e., a > a\ In this case, the ex ante incentive compatibility constraints
completely determine the form of an incentive compatible contract. The main
force of the no-renegotiation constraint is that it restricts the admissible set of
mixed strategies \i/{a) (see their Proposition 5.1).
A key characteristic of the menu of contracts with a continuum of actions
is that the contracts get "riskier" for higher levels of actions. To illustrate this,
consider aZ£7Vmodel with a single task and a single performance measure, i.e.,
y ^ a + 8, e- N(0,cr^), and
u^'ic.d) = - exp[-r(c - Via^)].
For a given mixed strategy ii/(a) with support A = [0,a], we assume that the
principal is restricted to offering menus of linear contracts, i.e.,^
c(y,m) =f(m) + v(m)y,

for dXXm e A.

If the agent has taken action a and reports action m, the agent's certainty equivalent is
CE(m,a) =f(m) + v(m)a - /4rv(m)^cr^ - Via^, for all a,m E A.
Hence, the first-order condition for truthful reporting is
fXa) + vXa)a - rv'{a)v{a)G^ = 0,

for all ae A.

(24.2)

Secondly, ex ante incentive compatibility of the mixed strategy if/(a) implies that
the agent's certainty equivalent, given that he subsequently reports truthfully,
must be the same for dXla e A. Since the are no wealth effects with the multiplicatively separable exponential utility, this common certainty equivalent is
equal to the agent's reservation wage c"", i.e.,
CE{a,a) =f(a) + v(a)a - 'Arviafa^ - Via^ = c% for all ae A. (24.3)
This implies, that
f'{a) + v'{a)a + v{a) - rv'(a)v(a)a^ - a = 0,

for all ae A.

(24 A)

Substituting (24.2) into (24.4) yields

^ We assume like FT that there are sufficient penalties available to ensure the agent is not
reporting a ^ A.
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v{a) = a,

for dXXa e A,

(24.5)

and substituting (24.5) into (24.3) yields
f{a) = Viira^ - l]a^ + c^

for all ae A.

(24.6)

We assume that ra^ < 1 .^ Hence, the ex ante incentive compatibility constraints
and zero rents with exponential utility completely determines the menu of contracts by (24.4) and (24.5) for a given support of the mixed strategy. The incentive rate is equal to the reported action and, hence, higher actions are associated
with greater incentive risk. The fixed wage, on the other hand, decreases with
the reported action both to induce truthful reporting and to ensure indifference
between actions.
Note that there has been no mention of the no-renegotiation constraint so
far, and that the menu of contracts does not depend on the mixed strategy if/(a).
It is the no-renegotiation constraint which determines the admissible mixed
strategies. That is, the menu of contracts given by (24.5) and (24.6) is renegotiation-proof for mixed strategy y/(a), if it minimizes the principal's expected
compensation cost at the renegotiation stage subject to the ex post individual
rationality and truth-telling constraints, i.e.,
a

{v(a) J{a)} e argmin f {f^{a) + v^{a)a - V2rv^{af'G^} \i/{a) da,
{na)y{a)} {
subject to
fXa) + vXa)a - 'ArvXafa^ > c^ + 'Aa^ \/ae [0,a],
f"{a)

+ v"{a)a - rv"(a)vXa)a^ =0,

V a e [0,^].

Of course, this problem characterizes a set of mixed strategies consistent with
the no-renegotiation constraint. Hence, the principal must choose an optimal
mixed strategy within this set in order to determine an optimal mixed strategy.
However, we have not investigated the form the optimal mixed strategy will
take.
FT provide extensive analysis of similar settings with optimal contracts, but
we will not go any further into those results. While this paper is very interesting
from a technical perspective, the contracting arrangements are not broadly

^ This ensures that a marginal increase in the incentive rate is beneficial to the agent ceteris
paribus, i.e., the impact on the expected compensation is higher than on the risk premium.
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representative of what we observe in the "real world." There are situations in
which managers appear to be offered a menu of contracts from which they can
choose at some subsequent date, but randomization across actions seems to be
unappealing as a description. In the following section based on Christensen,
Demski, and Frimor (CDF) (2002) we consider a mechanism which (partly)
avoids randomization.

24.2 AGENT-REPORTED OUTCOMES
Consider a repeated binary moral hazard problem with two independent periods
similar to the model in Section 19.2.2. As in that section, we abstract from
intertemporal consumption smoothing concerns and wealth effects on action
choices by assuming the agent has a domain additive exponential utility function:
u^{c^,C2->a^,a^ = - exp[-r(cj+C2-/c(aj) - 70(^2))].
In order to simplify the analysis assume that in each period there are only two
possible outcomes x^ > x^ and a continuum of actions, a^E A =[a,a]. For each
period, the probability function (p(Xg\a^) is increasing and concave, while the
cost function K(a^) is increasing and convex in a^.
Suppose there is renegotiation after the agent has selected a^ but before x^
is observed by either of the two parties, and assume, for simplicity, that there is
no subsequent renegotiation."^ Initially assume that both x^ and X2 are directly
contractible through perfectly audited reports of outcomes, i.e.,
a^ is
x^ is
reported observed

-^

1

1

1

contract agent selects contract
is set
action a^
renegotiated

X2 is
observed

1

1

agent selects
action ^2

1
contract
is settled

Since there is only one contract renegotiation, and there are no intertemporal
dependencies, a renegotiation-proof contract must be of the form
c^ + €2= c^(x^,m) + C2*(x2),

(24.7)

^' In a more general model with more than two outcomes later renegotiations may in the case with
agent-reported outcomes lead to a breakdown of the Revelation Principle when the agent is
reporting the first-period outcome (see Demski and Frimor, 1999).
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where C2*(-) is an optimal contract for the one-period agency problem for the
second period. If an action strategy other than always choosing the lowest firstperiod action is to be induced, c^{.,m) is a menu of contracts from which the
agent chooses by truthfully reporting his first-period action selected according
to a mixed strategy \i/{a). FT show for the case with a continuum of actions that
the mixed strategy \i/{a) has no mass points except possibly at the lowest possible action a. Hence, no pure strategy can be implemented (except the least
costly action).
Suppose now that the two outcomes are not directly contractible but the
agent personally reports x^ and X2, respectively, i.e.,
a^ is
f J is
reported reported

— I

1

1

1

contract agent selects contract
renegotiated
is set
action a^

^2 is
reported

1

1

agent selects
action GJ

1
contract
is settled

We assume the reporting technology is such that the agent cannot overstate the
aggregate outcome at any given date, i.e., f ^ < x^ and f ^ + x^ < x^ + x^. This
specification presumes that there is an (imperfect) auditing technology that prevents the agent from overstating results but it allows for understatements. Thus,
this technology implies that the only possible lie at ^ = 1 is for the agent to report Xj = Xjj when he as observed x^, thereby assuring the agent that he can report
X2 = x^ even if x^ occurs in the second period.
Since there is no renegotiation after x^ has been observed by the agent, the
Revelation Principle applies. Hence, it can be assumed without loss of generality that the contract is not only renegotiation-proof but also induces the agent to
truthfully report a good first-period outcome when it is observed, instead of
claiming the outcome is bad and shirking in the second period.^ We assume that
it is optimal to induce a in the second period, so that the truth-telling constraint
becomes
ya^e

[a,a]: (p(x \a)u^(c^ (a^) +C2 ,a^,a)
+ (p(Xf^\a) u%c^g(a^)+C2f^, a^,a)> u%c^^(a^)+C2g,a^,a).

Equivalently, using the particular form of the agent's utility function, we obtain
\/ a^e [a,a]: c^(a^) - c^^(a^) > c^ - K(a) - CE(c2,a),

(24.8)

^ Observe that there is no tmthtelling constraint for the bad outcome since the auditing technology precludes the agent from reporting a good outcome when it is bad.
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where
CE(c2,a) = - — In Qxp[-rc^g](p(Xg\a) + Qxp[-rc^^](p(x^\a)
r

K(a).

That is, the premium for truth-telling in the first period must be at least as high
as the gain in certainty equivalents that can be obtained from reporting the bad
outcome and obtaining the good second-period compensation with certainty for
the least costly effort. Hence, the truth-telling constraint for the good firstperiod outcome combined with the second-period incentive problem places a
bound on how much insurance the principal can offer the agent in the renegotiation stage. This helps the principal to better commit himself in the renegotiation
stage.
Proposition 24.4
Let z = (c, if/(a)) be a renegotiation-proof and truth-inducing contract with
self-reported outcomes and anon-randomized second-period action strategy
a2 = a.
(a) The compensation scheme can be written as

(b) If K'(a) = 0, there exists a renegotiation-proof and truth-inducing contract z = (c,a) with
(i) c(.,a^) independent of a^, c^ - c^^ = c^ - K(a) - CE(c2,a), and a
non-randomized first-period action choice d^ > a, such that
d^ = argmax - I (p(x \a) exp{-r(cj - K(a))}
aE[a,a]

+ (p(x^\a)Qxp{-r(c^^-K(a))}].
(ii) ^^(x^) = ^2(-^2)' ^^^ «2 " ^ •

The key characteristic of this result is that the premium necessary to induce the
agent to truthfully report the good first-period outcome precludes the principal
from offering full insurance at the renegotiation stage and, thus, a non-trivial
pure first-period action strategy can be sustained as part of a negotiation-proof
contract. Note that the optimal renegotiation-proof and truth-inducing contract
may not have pure first-period action strategies. However, first-period actions
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ai E [a,d^ ] are not in the support of an optimal randomized first-period action
strategy, if/(a^).
Another interesting aspect of this analysis is that the setting with agentreported outcomes is strictly preferred to the setting with directly contractible
outcomes, i.e., imperfect auditing of outcomes is strictly preferred to perfect
auditing of outcomes.
Proposition 24.5 (CDF, Prop. 4)
Let z = (c, if/(a)) be a renegotiation-proof contract with directly contractible
outcomes and a non-randomized second-period action strategy a2 = a. If
K'(a) = 0, then there exists a renegotiation-proof and truth-inducing contract
with agent-reported outcomes, f = (c, ipia)), that strictly dominates z. In
that contract the randomized strategy over first-period actions is given by
(0

a^ < ^p

[ T{a^)

a^ > ^ p

where d^ is determined as the first-period action induced by the minimal
premium that induces truthful reporting of the good first-period outcome.

24.3 RENEGOTIATION BASED ON NONCONTRACTIBLE INFORMATION
In the early principal-agent models it was typically assumed that contracts could
be contingent on an event (information) if and only if that event is observable
by both parties. Later a distinction was made between observability and verifiability. Since contract enforcement generally presumes the existence of an enforcement mechanism, such as the courts or "head office," observability by the
two parties has been considered necessary but not sufficient for use in contracts.
Verifiability is generally presumed, where verifiability refers to the ability to
"convince" the enforcement mechanism (e.g., the courts) that an event has taken
place. We refer to this as contractible information.
When we have used information in contracts, whether it has been the outcome X or some other signal y, we have implicitly assumed that a contractible
report of x and/or y will be produced prior to settling up the contract. In this
section we consider the potential role of non-contractible information that is
common knowledge in principal-agent contracting.^

See also the impact of non-contractible investor information in Section 22.8.
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24.3.1 Renegotiation after Unverified Observation of the
Agent's Action
An interesting result is obtained if the principal observes the agent' s action prior
to renegotiating their contract. In this setting, the initial contract cannot be contingent on the observed action (since it is not contractible), but renegotiation
permits achievement ofthefirst-best solution. The expected utilities of the two
parties depend on who has the bargaining power at the time the initial contract
is set, but the initial contract used to achieve the first-best depends on who will
have the bargaining power at the time of renegotiation.
Hermalin and Katz (HK) (1991) provide the following result for a basic
principal-agent model with the principal observing the agent's action prior to
renegotiation. It applies to the setting in which the principal has all the bargaining power at the time of renegotiation.
Proposition 24.6 (HK, Prop. 1 and Corollary)
When the agent's action is observable but non-contractible and the principal
makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer in renegotiation, then any implementable
action is implementable at thQ first-best cost. Furthermore, if there is no
moving support and the agent is strictly risk averse, then the principal is
strictly better off implementing an action with renegotiation (except for the
least-cost action).
Proof: The following focuses on the implementation of the first-best action a*.
If c^ is the initial contract and the agent takes action a, then the principal will
offer the agent a renegotiated contract in which the agent's compensation is a
constant, c\a), equal to the certainty equivalent of c^ given a , i.e.,
u{c\a))

=

(u{c\x))d0{x\a).
X

This is less costly to the principal (by Jensen's inequality). The key now is to
offer an initial contract that satisfies the following conditions:
(u{c\x))d0{x\a*)

- v(a*) = U,

X

a* e argmax (u{c\x)) d0{x\a)

If a solution exists, then the first-best is achieved.

- v{a).

Q.E.D.
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It is not essential that the principal has the bargaining power at the renegotiation
stage (see HK, Propositions 3 and 4). For example, if the agent has all the
bargaining power at the time of renegotiation, then (given initial contract (/ and
observed action a) he will offer the principal a contract c\a) that is a constant
such that
c\a)

= (c\x)

d0{x\a).

To achieve the first-best result in this setting (assuming the principal has the
bargaining power at the initial contract stage), the principal offers the agent an
initial contract that satisfies
u\ ^ c\x) d0{x\a*)\

- v{a*) = U,

.argmax„f/.'(.v)<;.S(.|<,)l-v(»).

Observe that in the first setting (in which the principal has the renegotiation
bargaining power), the agent achieves his reservation utility whether there is
renegotiation or not. On the other hand, if the agent has all the renegotiation
bargaining power, the initial contract is such that the agent only achieves his
reservation utility level if renegotiation takes place. The second setting can be
implemented by having the principal "sell" the firm to the agent in the initial
contract (c(x) ^x - n^) and then having the agent sell the firm back to the principal at the renegotiation stage - the seller sets a take-it-or-leave-it price at each
stage.

24.3.2 Renegotiation after Observing a Non-contractible,
Imperfect Signal about the Agent's Action
HK extend their analysis to a setting in which the principal and agent jointly
observe a non-contractible signal j ; e Fprior to renegotiation (and the realization
of outcome x). Let (p{x,y \ a) denote the joint probability with respect to the outcome X and the signal j ; given action a. The outcome x is contractible information, whereas j ; is not. For purposes of our analysis assume there are n possible
outcomes x^ and m possible signals y^.
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Sufficient Statistic Condition
An interesting special case occurs whenj; is a sufficient statistic for {y,a) with
respect to x, i.e., for any pair of actions a\ a^ e A,
(p{xIa\y) = (p{xIa\y),

\/x e X,y e Y.

Observe that any risk faced by the agent at the time of renegotiation can be
shifted to the principal (to the benefit of the principal if he has the bargaining
power).
If j ; was a contractible report, the sufficient statistic condition would imply
that the optimal incentive contract is a function ofj; only. Contracting onj;
instead of x would be a strict improvement if ^(x | a,y) e (0,1) for some x andj;.
HK address whether a non-contractible report of j ; with renegotiation is sufficient to achieve the result that would be obtained by contracting on a contractible report of j;.
Proposition 24.7 (HK, Prop. 6)
Assume the sufficient statistic condition is satisfied and the principal makes
a take-it-or-leave-it offer in renegotiation. Let (p = [ (p{x^ \ a,y^ ]^ x„, which
is independent of a. Let c^: 7 ^ Cbe the optimal incentive contract ifj; was
contractible information. If (p has rank m, then there exists an incentive
contract c^\X^ C (i.e., it is contingent solely on x) that induces the same
action at the same expected cost as would c^ (with and without renegotiation).
Proof: If (p has full rank, then there exists a contract c^ such that
n

Y^ u{c\x))(p{x^\a,yj)

= u(c^(yj)),

yk=

l,...,m.

i=\

Clearly, c^ and c^ induce the same action. Furthermore, because of the renegotiation, the principal expects to pay
^
«-' Y^
,'•=1

u(c^(x))(p(x.\a,yM
/

given j^i, which is what the principal would pay if c^ were the contract.
Q.E.D.
The key aspect of this result is that the renegotiation permits the principal to
shield the agent from the additional risk in the outcome x compared to y that is
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not informative about the agent's action.^ Observe that this result cannot be
obtained unless n > m, i.e., there must be at least as many outcomes as signals.
Non-sufficient Statistic Condition
Ify is not a sufficient statistic for (y,a) with respect to x, then an optimal contract with y contractible would depend on both y and x. Nonetheless, there
might be gains to renegotiation (due to risk reduction at the renegotiation stage)
even though a contract replicating a contract with y contractible can generally
not be obtained. Moreover, without the sufficient statistic condition, the set of
pure action strategies that can be implemented with renegotiation might be reduced compared to the implementable strategies without renegotiation. To see
this, suppose a is chosen with certainty in equilibrium and (p(yk\d) > 0,\/ k.
Then at the renegotiation stage the principal would offer the agent a compensation scheme with expected cost given j;^

u'^lYl ^(^^(^i)) V(^iI^^yk)
The agent's incentive compatibility constraint (assuming that he only considers
deviations to pure action strategies) is
m

n

k=\

i=\

m

n

^ Y Y
k=\

^(^^(-^z))V(p^iI^•>y])(p(yM)

- V(<3f).

i=\

It is clear that if there exists some action a with the same distribution over signals y and a lower disutility than a, i.e.,
(p{y^\a) = (p(yk\d) for all ^

and

v(a) < v(d),

then a cannot be implemented. This result readily generalizes to the case in
which the agent may deviate to a randomized strategy over actions.

^ The implementation of a pure action strategy is assured by all performance relevant information
being revealed before renegotiation takes place. Observe that the renegotiated contract offers the
agent full insurance conditional on j^. The principal will not offer the agent full insurance because
y is performance relevant information as well as information about the final outcome.
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Proposition 24.8 (HK, Prop. 8)
Suppose (piyj^d) > 0, V ^, and that the principal makes a take-it-or-leave-it
offer in renegotiation. Action a is implementable under renegotiation only
if there is no (randomized) action strategy \i/{a) that induces the same density over signals;; as a and which costs less, in terms of expected disutility,
than a.
Note that the proposition provides a necessary condition for the implementation
of the pure strategy a, and not a sufficient condition.
The FT analysis can be viewed as a special case in which the j^-signals are
pure noise, i.e., y only informs the principal that an action has been taken. In
this case, any action strategy induces the same density over signals;; and, therefore only the least costly action can be implemented as a pure strategy. This
suggests that in less extreme cases an optimal contract with renegotiation based
on non-contractible signal j ; may also involve randomized action strategies.

24.3.3 Information about Outcome before Renegotiation
HK also provide some analysis of the case in which both parties observe two
signals before the contract is renegotiated: a perfect signal j;"" about the agent's
action, and a signal;;^ about the final outcome (leakage). Clearly, ifj;^ is pure
noise, the first best solution can be implemented. At the other extreme where
j;^ = X, there is no basis for renegotiation, and the optimal contract is the same
as the optimal contract based on x alone without renegotiation. The reason, of
course, is that perfect revelation of x prior to renegotiation eliminates beneficial
risk sharing facilitated by renegotiation based on the observation of the agent's
action.
HK provide more general sufficient conditions (than pure noise) for the
implementation of first-best. Frimor (1995) provides an extensive analysis of
the intermediate case in which j;"" andj;^ are imperfect signals about the agent's
action and the final outcome, respectively, and in which optimal randomized
action strategies are determined. Without going into details, the general picture
seems to be that renegotiation is most beneficial whenj;"" carries much information about the agent's action and the leakage of the final outcome is minimal.

24.4 PRIVATE PRINCIPAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE
AGENT'S PERFORMANCE
We now consider the paper by Demski and Sappington (DS93) (1993). They
examine a setting in which ihQ principal obtains non-contractible performance
information before the final outcome is realized. Renegotiation is not explicitly
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considered. Instead, the principal offers the agent a contract that consists of a
menu from which ihQprincipal will choose after he obtains his non-contractible
information about the agent's performance.
DS93 interpret their model as one in which the principal (buyer) buys an
input (good or service) from an agent (outside supplier). The supplier's effort
is unobservable and affects the quality of the input, which in turn affects the
ultimate outcome from its use by the buyer (which is contractible information).
The buyer receives private information about the quality of the input. There is
no third party to verify the information about the input's quality.
Basic DS93 Model
DS93 restrict their analysis to a setting in which there are two possible outcomes
(X= {x^,x^}), two possible actions (^ = {a^,a^}), and two possible unverified
performance signals (7 = {y\->y2})' Let the contract be expressed as c{x^,m^,
where m^ e 7is the principal's "message" regarding his unverified performance
signal. The prior beliefs about x and y are represented by (pix^^yj \ a). Let
_

g

i=b

DS93 make the following basic assumptions (DS93 introduce a number of assumptions, but they often examine special cases in which some inequalities do
not hold or are weak instead of strict):
(Al)

high effort a^j is to be motivated;

(A2)

the high outcome is more likely with a^, i.e.,
2

2

E v(^g^yk\^H)> E (p(^g^yk\^L)i

(A3)

there is no moving support, i.e., ^(x^,3;^|a^) > 0, V / = b,g and
k= 1,2.

The following two assumptions pertain to the likelihood ratio,

A.

(pi^pykK)
^(•^pj^JV

(M-y) signal-contingent monotone likelihood ratio property (i.e., the low
outcome is more likely with low effort): Z^^ > Z^^, k = 1,2;
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(M-x) outcome-contingent monotone likelihood ratio property (i.e., low
signal is more likely with low effort): L^^ > L^2-> i = g,b.
The preference assumptions are:
Risk neutral principal:
if{x -c) ^ X - c,
Risk and effort averse agent:
u'^ic.a) = u{c) - v{a), u'{c) > 0, u"{c) < 0, v{aj) < v{a^.
Principars Mechanism Design Problem to Implement a^ with
an Unverified Signal (US):
2

c^^ ^ minimize J ] ^ V ^ ' V ^ O ' ^ I V '
c

k=\

subject to
g

2

i=b

k=\

UXca^) > U\c,a,),
_

g

i=b

The first constraint ensures the agent's acceptance of the contract (given that he
believes the principal will tell the truth), the second constraint ensures that the
agent will choose a^, and the third set of constraints ensures that the principal
tells the truth (given that he believes the agent has taken action a^).
Benchmark Solutions
(i)

No Moral Hazard (FB):
Agent is paid the first-best fixed wage:
c^^ = u-^[v(a^) + u).
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(ii) Principal Receives no Signal (NS):

i=b

(iii) Principal Receives a Contractible Signal that Is A-informative given
the Outcome (VS):
c^\x„y,) < c'Xx^y,), c^\x^,y,) <
c"' =

^\x^,y,),

ttc''(x,y,)f(x,y,\a^).
i=b

k=l

The ranking of the benchmark cases is as follows (given the assumptions stated
above):
-FB

<

-VS

<

-NS^

The first inequality is strict because the agent is strictly risk averse, v(aj) <
v(a^), and (A3) ensures that penalties cannot be used to enforce the first-best
action with a fixed wage. The second inequality is strict because M-x implies
that the principal's information is strictly informative given x^, / = b, g.
Perfect Monitoring
We first relax assumption (A3) and assume thatj;^ reveals aj. This is essentially
the case considered by HK although there is no explicit renegotiation in DS93.
Proposition 24.9 (DS93, Prop. 1)
Assume (Al) and (A2), as well as (p(Xi,yi\aH) = (p(Xi,y2\aj) = 0. Then
-us

^ -FB

Proof: Letc(x^,m2) ^ c{Xg,m^ = c^^,andletc(x^,mi) =c^'^(x^) + d3ndc(Xg,mi)
= c^^(Xg) - S, where ^ > 0 is set so that
c^^ = c{xj^,m^)(p{xj^,y^\a^ + c(Xg,m^) g)(Xg,y^\a^).
By construction, the principal is indifferent between reporting m^ or ^2 if he
observes 3;2 (i-^-? the agent has taken a^). However, he strictly prefers to report
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nil if h? observes j^i (i.e., the agent has taken a^), which will give the agent less
than U.
Q.E.D.
Imperfect Monitoring
Proposition 24.10 (DS93, Prop. 2 & 3)
Given (Al), (A2), (A3) and (M-x):
-FB

<

-VS

<

-US

^

-NS^

The basic assumptions ensure that there is no moving support that can be exploited to achieve the first-best solution. Furthermore, under these conditions
the contract for verified signals will not induce the principal to tell the truth
(and, hence, at least one of the truth-telling constraints is binding, resulting in
a more costly solution).
Now consider the impact of introducing a risk neutral third party who will
permit the sum of the amounts received by the principal and the agent to differ
from the outcome.^
Proposition 24.11 (DS93, Fn 10)
If the principal can contract with a risk neutral third party, then there exists
a contract for the unverified signal case such that
-us ^ -vs^
The latter holds because the principal can be paid x - c^^ while the agent receives the same compensation as with the verified report. This gives the third
party an expected net return of zero if the principal reports truthfully, and he
will do so because his contract gives him a fixed return that is independent of
what he reports (assuming that he does not collude with the agent against the
third party).
Now return to our basic setting with unverified signals.
Proposition 24.12 (DS93, Prop. 5)
Given (Al), (A2), (M-x) and strict (M-y), and

^ See Chapter 29 for a discussion of using a third party to "break" what Holmstrom (1982) calls
the "budget constraint problem."
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we obtain
c{xj^,y^) < c{xj^,y^ < c{Xg,y^ < c{Xg,y^).

(M-x) and (M-y) imply that both Xg dindy2 are interpreted as "good news." With
verified signals we obtain

However, without verification, this contract would induce the principal to report
m =yi even if he observed3;2- Truth-telling requires that either c(xi^,yi) > c(xi^,y2)
or c(Xg,yi) > c(Xg,y2). The assumed conditions in Proposition 24.12 are sufficient to make the latter optimal. The condition in Proposition 24.12 establishes
that x^ is more likely to result if j^^ has been observed than ify2 has been observed, i.e., X andj; are positively correlated given a^. However, to motivate the
principal to be truthful, he is rewarded (and the agent is unavoidably punished)
when Xg occurs with 372 instead of j^^.
DS93 demonstrate that the optimal contracts can be such that the principal's
private information is ignored (i.e., c{x^,m^ is independent of m^). They state:
'Intuitively, there are two interacting control problems. Careful
management of the buyer's control problem may help alleviate the
supplier's problem, but often at a cost. If the cost is prohibitive, it will
be optimal not to use the buyer's quality assessment. Both parties know
the buyer will receive private information, and both agree in advance
to ignore it.'' (p. 10)

24.5 RESOLVING DOUBLE MORAL HAZARD WITH A
BUYOUT AGREEMENT
Demski and Sappington (DS91) (1991) provide an interesting analysis of a
simple setting in which both the principal and agent provide productive effort,
the principal observes the agent's action (but it is not contractible information),
and the final outcome is only observable by the "final" owner of the firm.
Let ap and a^ represent the actions taken by the principal and the agent,
respectively. These actions are expressed in terms of the personal monetary cost
incurred by each individual. The terminal value of the firm is denoted x, and
(p{x\ap,a^ represents the probability density over the terminal value given the
two actions (with 0^{x\ap,a^ = 30/da^ < 0,i = P,A, which implies that a firstorder stochastic dominant distribution is provided by more effort). The agent
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takes his action first, and that action is observable by the principal before he
takes his own action.
The gross return to the principal is denoted n and the gross return to the
agent is denoted c. The principal is risk neutral with respect to his net return,
if{n,ap) = TV - ap, and the agent is strictly risk averse with respect to his net
return, u%c,a2) = u(c - a^), where u' > 0 and u" <0.
The principal is the initial owner of the firm and is assumed to have all the
bargaining power. There is no contractible information except for the ownership of the firm. Let d e {P,A} denote whether the principal (d =P) or the
agent (d =A) is the final owner of the firm. The principal can offer the agent an
enforceable agreement in which the principal will have the right to choose
between the following two options after he has taken his action:
retention option:

S = P^TT = x - w, and c = w,

buyout option:

S = A^TT = b, and c = x - b,

where w is a wage paid to the agent and Z? is a buyout price paid by the agent.
It may seem "unfair" that the principal sets w and b and then gets to choose
which option is implemented. However, keep in mind that the agent has the
right to reject the contract. He must expect to receive his reservation utility U,
otherwise, he will go elsewhere.
First-best Result
As a benchmark case, assume that the agent's action is contractible information.
Since the agent is risk averse, we obtain the standard result that the agent is paid
a fixed wage w* such that
u(w*- a^) = U,
where a^ is the agent's first-best action. Observe that for any a^, the first-best
compensation is
w\a^) =u-\U)

+ a^.

Hence, ifa^ is observable, we formulate the principal's decision problem as
maximize

E[x|ap,a^] - [u~^(U) + a^] - ap.

The optimal actions in this setting are characterized by the following first-order
conditions:
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ap.

L-jp^pc ap, 6/^ J ~ i ,

a/. E^[x\ap,a^] = 1,
where subscript / indicates that E[x|-] is differentiated with respect to a^, i =
P,A.
Optimal Buyout Contract
The principal can do no better than the first-best result. Interestingly, in this
simple setting with virtually no contractible information (other than firm ownership), the principal can achieve the first-best result.
Proposition 24.13 (DS91, Prop. 1)
The first-best result can be achieved as equilibrium behavior (ap,a^) using
the first best wage w* and the following buyout price:
b* = E[x\ap,ap] - ap - w*.
Proof: If the principal observes a^ < a^ it will be optimal for him to select ap
= 0 and require the agent to buy him out at Z?*. This will give the principal the
same expected return as the first-best solution and will leave the agent with a
utility less than his reservation utility. Consequently, it will not be optimal for
the agent to select a^ less than a^.
If the agent selects a/, then the principal will be indifferent between retaining ownership and selecting ap = ap versus selecting ap = 0 and requiring the
agent to buy him out. Since the latter option will leave the agent with an expected utility less than his reservation utility and the principal does not have a
strong incentive to take that option, we assume the principal retains his ownership (and thereby bears all the risk).
If the agent selects a^ > a^, then the principal will retain firm ownership
(and select the optimal action given a^) and pay the agent w*. This will leave
the agent with an expected utility less than his reservation utility. ConsequentQ.E.D.
ly, it is not optimal for the agent to select a^ greater than a^.

24.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
From an ex ante perspective, the inability to preclude renegotiation of a contract
after an agent has taken an unobserved action is costly to a principal who is uninformed at the time of renegotiation. On the other hand, the ability to renegotiate after the principal has received information can be valuable even if the information received is non-contractible. In fact, if he observes the agent's action
prior to renegotiation, then the first-best result can be achieved.
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Since most single-period agency models assume the agent's action is unobservable and the only information received by the principal is the end-of-period
contractible performance measures, these models assume (either explicitly or
implicitly) that the principal can commit not to renegotiate prior to the end of
the period. The mechanism for making that commitment is generally unstated
- it is exogenous. The key issue is the agent's belief when he takes his action
- does he believe the principal can refrain from renegotiating before the contractible performance measures are reported. In a multi-period setting in which
the principal makes a series of one-period contracts, refusing to renegotiate can
be an equilibrium strategy if the agent believes the principle is one of two types.
The first type is our standard principal, who will renegotiate in a single-period
setting, whereas the second type will always refuse to renegotiate, even if his
expected payoff would be increased by renegotiating. In this setting, the first
type will refuse to renegotiate so as to induce the agent to assign a higher
probability to the possibility he is a second-type agent.
Chapters 25 through 28 examine incentive contracting in multi-period settings. We do not formulate the "reputation game" model described above.
Instead, we exogenously assume there is no intra-period renegotiation. Furthermore, in Chapters 25 through 27 we assume there is full commitment such that
there is no renegotiation at any point prior to the termination of the contract. On
the other hand. Chapter 28 consders inter-period renegotiation, i.e., renegotiation can take place at the end of a period, after contractible performance measures have been issued. Full commitment is still preferred, but one must always
be alert to the possibility that full commitment may not be possible.
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PARTG
CONTRACTING IN MULTI-PERIOD/
SINGLE-AGENT SETTINGS

CHAPTER 25
MULTI-PERIOD CONTRACTS WITH FULL
COMMITMENT AND INDEPENDENT PERIODS

In this and the following three chapters, we examine principal-agent models in
which the principal owns a technology that is operated by an agent for two or
more periods. The key feature of a multi-period model is that the agent takes
a sequence of actions and his information may change from period to period.
Furthermore, there may be consumption and/or compensation at the end of each
period, and their timing may be significant.
Obviously, introducing multiple periods raises several new issues. For
example, how are the agent's preferences affected by the timing of information
and consumption? Can the timing of consumption differ from the timing of the
compensation (i.e., does the agent have access to personal borrowing and saving)? Can a different agent be hired at the start of each period? If an agent is
hired for more than one period, can the principal and agent commit to a contract
for all periods? If full commitment is not feasible, what commitments (if any)
are feasible, e.g., is it possible to preclude renegotiation between when an action
is taken and a report is released (to avoid the Fudenberg and Tirole problem
discussed in Chapter 24)? To what extent are the production and reporting
systems characterized by technological or stochastic independence?
In Chapters 25, 26, and 27 we assume full commitment is feasible. That is,
the principal and the agent are precluded from reneging on or renegotiating the
contract. Chapter 28 then considers limited commitment, e.g., the contract cannot preclude a mutually agreeable change in the contract at the end of each
period, or subsequent to release of a report, but renegotiation is precluded at
other dates.
After specifying a basic model in Section 25.1, the current chapter explores
full commitment contracting in settings in which the production and reporting
systems are technologically and stochastically independent. This permits uncluttered exploration of the basic implications of differences in the form of the
agent's preferences for time-dependent consumption, and differences in the
agent's access to personal borrowing and saving. For most of our analysis we
exogenously assume the principal contracts with the same agent for each period,
but in Section 25.5 we discuss the desirability of hiring a new agent at the start
of each period.
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The multi-period model can be viewed as a variation of the multi-task
models considered in Chapter 20. A key difference is that the agent takes
actions sequentially, and his information may change over time. Furthermore,
in the basic multi-task model there is a single consumption date. We consider
sequential choice models with both single and multiple consumption dates.
In Sections 25.2 and 25.3 we consider complete, full-commitment contracts
in settings in which the reporting system produces period-specific reports that
are technologically and stochastically independent. The initial model (Section
25.2) assumes the agent's preferences are defined in terms of aggregate consumption and the sequence of actions. Interestingly, a sequence of identical
periods generally does not result in a sequence of identical contracts. The
exception is the type of setting considered in Section 19.2.2, i.e., a single consumption date model with multiplicatively separable exponential utility.
We consider time-additive preferences in Section 25.3. A key result is that
even though past performance levels are uninformative about future performance, every Pareto optimal contract is such that the agent's current consumption
depends on both the current and past performance. Furthermore, under those
conditions, current actions may also depend on past performance.
With time-additive preferences, the terms of the contract depend on whether
the agent has access to personal banking, i.e., can he borrow and save? The
principal is often better off (and the agent is no worse off) if the principal can
preclude the agent from borrowing and saving. If such restrictions are not
feasible, then we solve for the optimal contract for which the agent will have no
incentive to borrow or save. With banking, the risk averse agent smooths his
consumption across periods (or the principal smooths his compensation).
Some aspects of the analysis and results in Sections 25.2 and 25.3 are further illustrated in Section 25.4, in the context of a multi-period version of the
Z£7V model (linear contracts, exponential utility, and normally distributed performance measures). This analysis is further extended in Chapter 26 for settings
in which there are both stochastic and technological interdependence. The differences between time-additive and aggregate consumption (i.e., single consumption date) utility functions are particularly emphasized. In the time-additive case, most of our analysis assumes the agent and market have the same rate
of time-preference, but in this section we characterize the optimal consumption
choice in settings in which those rates may differ. Identical rates result in flat
consumption smoothing. Differences in rates result in planned "smooth" growth
or decay in consumption.
In the first four sections of this chapter we assume that at date ^ = 0 the principal contracts with a single agent who will operate his firm for 7 periods. In
Section 25.5 we examine the desirability of contracting with a new agent at the
start of each period. The results are significantly affected by whether the agent's
direct preferences for his actions are represented as "monetary" costs within an
exponential utility for net consumption, or those preferences are represented as
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"disutiHty" for effort. Given our independence assumptions, in the "monetary"
cost model there is no wealth effect and the principal is indifferent between
retaining the first agent or replacing him. On the other hand, in the "disutility"
model there is a wealth effect - it is less expensive to motivate a poor agent than
a rich agent. As a result, the principal prefers to replace the first agent if, and
only if, he obtains a bad outcome such that he has less wealth than the alternative agent.

25.1 BASIC MODEL
Actions, Performance Measures, Compensation, and Consumption
The general setup of the model is as follows. The principal-agent relationship
extends over Tperiods. At the beginning of each period t (i.e., at date t -I), the
agent takes a vector of unobservable actions a^ e A^, and at the end of period t
a set J^ of contractible reports is released. The set of all reports is J = J^ u ... u
Jj^, the release date of reporty is tp and the content of the/^ report isj;^ e Yj. The
content of all reports released at date t is represented by the vector y^ = (y)-ej ^
At the end of period t, compensation s^ is paid to the agent based on contractible information available at that date. If the agent has access to riskless
banking, he can save (lend) ^^E Mat date t (with /^ < 0 representing borrowing).
The one-period riskless interest rate is constant and denoted ?, the one-period
return is 7? = 1 +?, and the one-period discount rate is yf = R~\^ Hence, the
agent's consumption at date tisc^ = s^ + R^^_i - /^. If the agent has no access to
banking, his consumption is equal to his compensation, i.e., c^ = s^ and /^ = 0.
We use the following notation to denote the history of, for example, action
choices:^
a^ = (^1, ...,a,),

t = 1,..., r,

with similar notation for other variables.
At date t the contractible information consists of the history of public reports, Yp so that the compensation function for date ^ =1,..., 7, is expressed as

sr. Y, - c.

^ In Section 25.4 we consider the case in which interest rates are time-dependent, i.e., there is a
"non-flat" term structure of interest rates.
^ If the agent retires before date 7, then^^^ is null during his post-retirement period. Furthermore,
we can introduce a consumption planning horizon T (referred to as T-cup) that extends beyond
r, which is the last date at which the agent receives compensation from the principal.
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We also assume that the report, action, and saving histories are the only information available to the agent when he selects his action and his savings level.
Hence, these choices and the resulting consumption level can be expressed as
functions of those histories:

In this chapter, we assume the principal and the agent commit to a long-term
contract at date 0 with no possibility of reneging or renegotiation (see Chapters
24 and 28 for analyses with renegotiation). Hence, the timeline can be depicted
as in Figure 25.1.

contract
signed

action

Date

performance
compensation
save
consumption
t

Figure 25.1: Timeline for multi-period incentive problem.
Technological and Stochastic Independence
In this chapter we focus on settings in which the sequences of outcomes and
performance measures are independent across periods. More specifically, the
outcomes are assumed to be technologically independent and the performance
reports are assumed to be both technologically and stochastically independent.
Definition Technological and Stochastic Independence
The outcomes are technologically independent if the expected outcome
attributable to period t depends only on the actions taken in period t, i.e.,
there exist period-specific functions xj^a^, ^ = 1,..., 7, (measured in date t
dollars) such that the expected aggregate outcome (measured in date T
dollars) can be expressed as
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E[x|a^]=

3 87

Y.R^-'x,{a).
t=\

The performance reports are technologically and stochastically independent
if there exist period-specific reports such that the probabiHty distribution for
the reports associated with the actions in period t are independent of the
actions in other periods and are independently distributed across periods,
i.e.,

The outcomes can be correlated, since that correlation is immaterial given that
the principal is risk neutral and the outcomes are not contractible.
These independence assumptions significantly simplify the analysis since
they imply that past performance and actions do not affect the beliefs about the
relation between future actions, performance, and payoffs. On the other hand,
past performance may affect beliefs about the agent's future compensation.
Consequently, the agent's action and savings choices at date t can be expressed
as functions of the performance history alone, i.e.,

c,: % - C.

Agent's Preferences
The specifications of the agent's preferences have profound effects in a multiperiod context. We consider four types of preference assumptions based on two
representations of preferences for period-specific consumption combined with
two representations of the agent's direct preference with respect to the amount
of effort he expends.
With respect to period-specific consumption c^, the agent's preferences
differ as to whether they are represented by a concave function of aggregate
consumption, or by the sum of concave functions with respect to period-specific
consumption.
Aggregate-consumption (AC) preferences:
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T

where

w =^

^^c^

t=\

is a measure of aggregate consumption based on time-preference index S^, t =
1,..., r. If the agent can borrow and save at the riskless return R per period, then
it is essential that the agent's time-preference index have the same rate of change, i.e., S^_i = RE^, for all t. Otherwise, the agent's consumption choice will be
a comer solution or unbounded (e.g., if the consumption set is unbounded, then
the agent will go infinitely long in consumption in one period and infinitely
short in another). In these models, c^ can be interpreted as the consumption at
date t measured in nominal date t dollars, whereas S^c^ converts this amount into
common (valuation-date) dollars. The aggregate consumption measure w can
then be interpreted as the amount of wealth expended on consumption measured
in valuation-date dollars. For example, ifS^ = fi\ then w is the classical NPV
of aggregate consumption measured in date 0 dollars, whereas with S^ = R^~\
w is measured in terminal date 7 dollars (in both cases, S^.^ = RS^.
In several papers that use this utility function, interest rates are assumed to
be zero and w = c^ + ... + Cj^, i.e., total consumption (which equals total compensation). These models can also be interpreted as measuring consumption, compensation, and effort costs in some common (valuation-date) dollars. That is,
time-preference indices have been applied and the interest rate is implicit rather
than explicit.
The utility function i/^( w, a ^) is assumed to be strictly increasing and concave in w, which makes it strictly increasing and concave in each element of c ^.
Furthermore, we assume the utility function is strictly decreasing and concave
in a^. Hence, the agent is both risk and effort averse.
If the interest rate is non-zero, then w depends on the valuation date. However, the difference is not substantive. The valuation date merely affects the
scale of the wealth expenditure measure, and the parameters of the utility
function can always be modified to adjust for a change in the valuation date.
For example, assume the utility for consumption is expressed as u(crj) =
- exp[ - TQ WQ], where WQ is measured in date 0 dollars and r^ is the risk aversion
measure given that valuation date. This utility function can be equivalently
expressed, for example, in terms of the terminal value of consumption, i.e.,
- exp[ - Tj^Wj^], provided the risk aversion parameter is set at r^^ = ^ \ . Not surprisingly, the risk aversion measure decreases if consumption is measured in
later dollars.
As we shall see, with AC preferences, the timing of consumption is immaterial (as long as it is interest-rate adjusted), so that consumption can always
be set equal to the compensation in each period. Of particular note is the fact
that, with AC preferences, there is no incentive to smooth consumption. This
is not the case, however, with time-additive preferences.
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Time-additive (TA) preferences:
T

t=\

The period-specific utility functions are each strictly increasing and concave in
Cf and strictly decreasing and concave in a^, i.e., the agent is again both risk and
effort averse. They can vary across periods, and those differences will reflect
the agent's personal time preferences. With strictly concave, period-specific
utility functions it is not necessary to assume the agent's time-preference is the
same as the financial market's - the non-linearity of the utility function will
ensure the solution is bounded.
As in the single-period models, we consider two types of separability with
respect to the preferences for consumption and actions (see Section 17.1.1).
Additively separable (an "effort disutility", ED, model);
AC:

u%Cj.,Sij) = i/''(w, a^) = u(w) - v(a^),

TA:

u\c^,2i^) = J2 [^t(^t) - ^M)]-

(25.1a)

(25.1b)

t=\

Multiplicatively separable exponential (an "effort cost", EC, model);
AC\

u%Cj.,Sij.) = u''[w, a^) = - exp[ - r(w - ^(a^)],

(25.2a)

T

TA:

^/^(c^,a^) = - J ] ^,exp[ - r^c^ -/c^^,))],

(25.2b)

t=\

where r^ is the risk aversion for consumption (or value of consumption) at date
t, and Kf{a^ is the agent's direct cost of action a^ expressed in date t dollars.
Under ^C, the valuation date used in measuring w must also be used for r and

K e.g.,
T
t=\

is the aggregate cost of the agent's actions over the 7 periods expressed in
valuation-date dollars.
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Post-contract Consumption
In the preceding discussion, date T is interpreted as the termination date with
respect to the agent's actions, his performance reports, his compensation, and
his consumption. It is possible to separate these dates. For example, we could
let T"" represent the agent's retirement date (after which he takes no actions), let
T represent the contract termination date (after which he receives no compensation), and let T represent the final consumption date (after which the agent and his heirs - cease to consume). That is, A^ = 0foY t> 7"", s^ = 0,\/1> T, and
c, = 0,yt> t.
Principars Preferences
The principal takes no actions and his consumption is equal to the gross outcome from the agent's actions, minus the compensation paid to the agent. If the
outcome, or any components of the outcome are contractible information, then
they are included in the /reports. As in the single-period agency models, many
of the early multi-period models assume there is an outcome each period, and
it is publicly reported (and contractible). More recent models have, as we do,
assumed that the outcomes are not necessarily contractible.
Let x^ E Xf represent the outcome "attributable" to (but not necessarily
reported at) date t and measured in date t dollars, and let x represent an aggregate valuation-date measure of those outcomes, i.e.,
T
t=\

where S^ is the principal's date t valuation index. The principal is assumed to
be risk neutral with time-additive preferences that can be represented by
u^(x,w) = X - w,
T

where

^ " E ^?^r
t=\

As with agent ^ C preferences, if the principal has unrestricted access to riskless
borrowing and saving with one-period return R, then his time-preference indices
must satisfy S^_i = RS^. The market riskless returns for the principal and agent
are assumed to be identical.^ They could use different valuation dates, but that
^ While equal interest rates are not entirely realistic, they keep the analysis simple and tractable.
If one is examining a setting in which a difference in interest rates is an important issue, then the
model would have to be expanded to introduce factors that preclude unbounded solutions, e.g.,
(continued...)
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difference would not be substantive. Hence, if the agent has A C preferences, we
use the same valuation date (i.e., time-preference index) for the principal and the
agent.
With AC preferences, both the principal and the agent are indifferent with
respect to the timing of the agent's compensation provided it is interest-rate
adjusted, e.g., they are indifferent between compensation of one dollar at date
t versus 7?""" ^ dollars at date T. Hence, for any contract there is an equivalent contract (in terms of principal and agent preferences and agent incentives) in which
all compensation is paid at date T. Therefore, models with ^ C preferences can
be characterized as if they are single consumption date models with a sequence
of actions.
With TA preferences, the timing of the compensation is important if the
agent cannot borrow or save. However, if he can borrow and save, then the
timing of the compensation is again irrelevant.

25.2 AGGREGATE CONSUMPTION PREFERENCES
In this section we assume the agent has ^ C preferences and examine how contracts and actions are affected by the form of effort preferences, and by the
timing of reports. For purposes of this discussion we assume a^ and y^ are both
single dimensional, MLRP holds, and that the first-order approach can be used
to specify the incentive constraint for each period.

25.2.1 An "Effort Cost" Model with Exponential Utility
In the following analysis the agent's utility for consumption and effort is represented by i/^(c^,a^) = - exp[-r(w - A:)], where r, w, and k are all measured
with respect to the same date. Furthermore, consistent with our other independence assumptions, we assume the effort cost for period t depends only on a^.
We allow for the possibility of a positive interest rate, but i could equal zero.
As stated earlier, the valuation date for r, w, and k is arbitrary. However,
it is important that they are consistent and have the same valuation date throughout the analysis. The agent's utility function takes the following form:
u\Cj,,2ij)

= - exp

^ E ^ti^t'^M))
t=\

^ (...continued)
the risk of personal bankruptcy.
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= -nexp[-r5,(c,-K,(a,))].

(25.3)

t=\

This setting is very similar to the setting considered in Chapter 19 except that
a time-preference index is introduced and that the agency problem may not be
identical across periods. The index is immaterial provided S^.^ = RS^. However, note that the risk aversion parameter r pertains to measures of consumption in valuation-date dollars, whereas the appropriate risk aversion parameter
for measures of consumption in nominal date t dollars is f^ = rS^, which we
refer to as the nominal risk aversion.
_
Assume that the agent has a reservation utility of U for the 7 periods, and
let c"" represent the aggregate reservation certainty equivalent measured in valuation-date dollars. LQtSi,...,s^ denote an arbitrary set of period-specific reservation compensation levels such that
U

exp

• E ^t't'
t=\

Then there exists an AC-EC (aggregate consumption-effort cost) contract that
takes the form ^(y^) = -^lO^i) + ... + -SrCVr)? where s^(y^) solves the following
single-period incentive problem.
(25.4)

maximize ^
s„a,

bject to

- r exp [ - r 5', (s ,(y ) - K^ {a)) ]d0,{y,\a)

= - exp [-rE^s"],

The first-order conditions for problem (25.4) imply

/

1 In
r^,
r^,

^

+ ^, f^t'^t'i'^t)

+

d0^(y^\a) j

(25.5)
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That is, the contract is represented as paying, in each period, a fixed component
s^ + K^{a) that is sufficient to obtain contract acceptance and compensate the
agent for his effort, plus a variable component that induces the optimal action
and provides a risk premium due to the risk imposed to motivate the implementation ofa^. Observe that, in this setting, the long-term contract is equivalent to
a series of one-period contracts that are sufficient to obtain the agent' s participation and induce the optimal effort for each period. The ability to borrow and
save is not an issue here.
The sequence of the one-period contracts is such that the variable component in each period is determined by the agent's nominal risk aversion f^
rS^ as opposed to just r. If c^, s^, and K^ are measured in valuation-date dollars
instead of nominal dollars, then the explicit interest rate is set equal to zero, the
time-preference index E^ is set equal to one, and the agent's risk aversion is constant across periods. On the other hand, if c^, s^, and K^ are measured in nominal
dollars and the explicit interest rate is strictly positive, then E^ IE^_^ = ^ < I and
the agent's nominal risk aversion decreases as he approaches the terminal consumption date. This is not an attractive feature of this type of utility function.
On the other hand, if the time frame is sufficiently short that a zero interest
rate is a reasonable assumption, then the optimal contract is characterized by
\
r

^t

+ f^t

rK/(a)

d0^(y^\a) j

(25.6)

In that setting, as in Chapter 19, if the probability distributions, expected payoffs, and effort costs are independent and identical for each period, then the
optimal compensation function is identical for each period.
In the above analysis we implicitly assume that the agent's action choice at
date t is independent of his information and actions from prior periods. The
proof that this holds is similar to the proof in Chapter 19 and is not developed
here."^ The key to obtaining this result is the combination of technological and
stochastic independence, and^C-^'C preferences with exponential utility (which
eliminates wealth effects).
Since current actions are independent of prior information, and the timing
of the compensation is incidental, it follows that the results are the same
whether y^ is reported at date t or T.

^ See the proof for the repeated binary signal model in Section 19.2.2. Also see Holmstrom and
Milgrom(1987).
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25.2.2 An "Effort Disutility" Model
In this section we continue to assume independence and AC preferences, but
now the agent's direct preferences with respect to his effort are expressed as
additive disutility functions. To facilitate comparison with the preceding analysis, we again assume an exponential utility for aggregate consumption, and we
set aside the issue of the risk aversion changing with time by assuming a zero
interest rate. The key difference is that the disutility for effort is assumed to be
additive instead of multiplicative. That is, i/^(c^,a^) = -exp[-rw] -v, where
V = Vi(ai) + ... + VTiaj), with via^) = Qxp[rK,(a,)l
Unlike an AC-EC model, the timing of the reports matters in an ED model.
We first consider the case in which the performance measures are not reported
until date T ("terminal" reporting). Then we consider the case in which reports
are released at the end of each period ("interim" reporting).
Terminal Reporting
We initially consider the case in which all the performance reports are issued at
the contract termination date 7, i.e., after all actions have been selected. Action
choices must, therefore, be chosen without knowledge of prior performance.
Hence, the analysis is basically the same as a simultaneous multi-task model
(see Chapter 20).
We again simplify the discussion by assuming the action and report in each
period are both single-dimensional, and the first-order approach can be used to
characterize the incentive constraints for each period's actions. Under these
conditions, the risk neutral principal's problem, given reporting system;/, is as
follows.
PrincipaVs Decision Problem:
maximize

U^(s,aj^fj) = E[x|a^] - f ^(y^) (icP(y^|a^),

subjectto

U\s,?ij,,f]) = [ [u(s(yy)

- v(a^)] JcP(y^|a^) > U,

dU\s,a^,rj)
da

(25.7)

0, t = 1,2,...,7.

The optimal compensation contract for (25.7) is characterized by
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fi,L{y,\a),

(25.8)

t=\

where

1
—
Misiy rjS) =
'''"''
u'(s(y,))

d^ta^M)
and

L(y,\a) =
"^'^ ''

.
d0^{y,\a)

Observe that if the agent has exponential utihty, i.e., u{c) = - e x p [ - r c ] , then
M(s(yj)) = 1/r exp[rs(y^)] and
/

siyr) = - H

^ ^ t .12 Mt

d^M^A

(25.9)

d0^(y^\a))\

Interestingly, even though (25.5) and (25.9) are both based on exponential
utility functions for aggregate consumption, the optimal contract s(yj) is
additively separable in (25.5), but not in (25.9). This is due to the fact that in
an ED model, there is a wealth effect between the utility for consumption and
the disutility for effort (even though there is exponential utility for consumption). On the other hand, if the utility for consumption is a log function, i.e.,
u\Cj.,aj)
= ln(w + b) - V, then M(5(y^)) = ^(YJ^) + b and

sifr)

=^

- b ^"^M,
t-i

^
,
d0^(ytWt)

(25.10)

which is additively separable.
If the probability functions, expected payoffs, and effort costs are identical
for each period, then the optimal compensation function can be expressed as the
sum of T identical compensation functions in (25.5) and (25.6), but not in
(25.9). However, the identical periods case for (25.9) is interesting because it
results in a symmetric compensation function given that no report is released
until date T.
Proposition 25.1
If, for problem (25.7), the outcome functions, effort cost functions, and
probability functions are identical across periods, and the set of possible
reports Y^ = {j^i, ...,>^^} is finite, then ^(y j^) can be expressed as s(\\f), where
v|/ = ^ ( y ^ ) = (^1,...,^^) and if/j is the number of times j;^ equals j;^ in y^.
The proof follows directly from (25.9), and the key implication of this result is
that the sequence of reports is immaterial.
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Interim Reporting
Now assume the reporting system generates reports each period. Hence, action
choices can be based on prior performance, i.e., a^ = a0^_-^). In this discussion, a^ = (a^, ...,aj) where a^ is a function specifying the agent's choice given
each possible report history y^_^.
PrincipaVs Decision Problem:
maximize

U^(s,aj^fj) = E[x|a^] - f ^(y^) (icP(y^|a^),

subjectto

U\s,2ij., fj) = f

[u(s(yrj))-v(Kj)]d0(yJKj)

> U,

dU%s,a^\y^_,)
0, Vy^.^eY^.j, t = 1,2, ...,7,

da^
where

U\s,aj.\y^_^) = f [u(s(y^)) - v(a^)] (i0(a^|a^,y^_i).

Note that even though the reports are independent, knowing y^_^ affects the
agent's beliefs about his future compensation if compensation varies with past
performance. If that occurs, then the performance history may affect the agent's
current action choice. The optimal compensation contract is characterized by

M(s(yj)) = ^ + Yl /^0,-i)^(y>,(y,-i))t=\

Of course, in the first-best case where y ^ and a^ are both contractible and the
agent is paid a fixed wage, the optimal action strategy is such that a^ is independent of the reported history y^_^.
Matsumura (1988) considers the special case in which the principal's outcome is the reported performance measure. The following are some key points
obtained in her analysis, but with y^ representing the contractible information
reported at the end of period t.
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Proposition 25.2 (Matsumura 1988, Prop. 7.1)
In the first-best case with a risk neutral principal and independent performance measures, the optimal action strategy is such that a^ is independent of
the performance history y ^_j.
There are three basic reasons why it might be optimal to vary a^ with y^_j.
(i)

Information effect: If ^(xj a^,y^_j) is dependent on prior performance
or actions, then that can influence the optimal choice ofa^.

(ii)

Principal's wealth effect: If the principal is risk averse, his marginal
utility for wealth is decreasing in wealth. Ifj;^ is positively correlated
with x^, then high values of y^_j imply high values for x^ + ... + x^.p
This implies that the incremental utility for x^ is lower and, hence, it
is not "worth" as much effort.

(iii) Agent's wealth effect: If the agent is risk averse with additively separable utility, his marginal utility for compensation is decreasing in
total compensation. If s{y r^ is increasing in y ^, then the incremental
cost of inducing more effort in period t is increasing in y^_^.
The independence assumption made in this section eliminates the first effect,
while the risk neutral principal assumption eliminates the second. The preceding proposition establishes that contractible effort (which permits achievement
of first-best) is sufficient to eliminate the third effect. The following proposition establishes that if we only have the first two conditions and not the third
(i.e., effort is not contractible), then past performance affects the optimally
induced effort levels.
Proposition 25.3 (Matsumura 1988, Prop. 7.2)
If the principal is risk neutral, the agent has AC-ED preferences, and the
performance measures are independent across time, then in the second-best
case (x^ is contractible, but a^ is not) with observability of x^_j by the
agent prior to choosing a;.
(a) //^(x^_j) > 0 and ^(x^) is increasing inx^, t =\, ..., 7;
(b) U\s,2ij,\^^_^ is increasing in x^_j; and
(c) a^(x^_j) is decreasing in x^_j given suitable regularity on v(a^).
While there is no wealth effect with respect to the principal (due to risk neutrality), there is a wealth effect with respect to the agent. He receives higher
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compensation if the higher prior outcomes are observed. This increases the cost
to the principal of inducing more subsequent effort. Observe that this wealth effect occurs even ifuji^c^ is negative exponential - it is strictly due to the fact that
a given level of incremental compensation provides less marginal utility when
the agent has more wealth (and, due to additive separability, i.e., the agent's
marginal disutility of effort is unaffected by his wealth).^
Result (c) is illustrated by the multi-period hurdle model introduced in
Section 25.5 (see Appendix 25A for analytical and numerical details). Particularly note the principal's problem formulated in Table 25A. 1 (b) and the numerical example in Table 25A.3(b). The optimal contract induces the agent to provide more effort in the second period if he obtains a bad versus a good outcome
in first period. The key to this result is the fact the agent will receive less
compensation if his first-period outcome is bad versus good.

25.3 TIME-ADDITIVE PREFERENCES
In this section we assume the agent has a TA-ED utility function, i.e., it is additively separable across time and with respect to consumption and effort. Compared to the previous sections, the timing of the agent's consumption now becomes a key aspect of the analysis. Initially, we assume the principal directly
controls the agent's consumption because the agent does not have access to
personal banking - he cannot even save from one period to the next. This is
what we call the "isolated agency/perishable goods" assumption. Despite its
lack of realism, a number of the classical papers on multi-period agencies have
made this assumption. We view it as a useful benchmark relative to the subsequent analysis in which the agent has access to borrowing and saving.
The following analysis is based on papers by Lambert (1983), Rogerson
(1985), and Christensen and Frimor (1998).^ They assumed that the outcome
is contractible and is the sole performance measure. We consider a generic
performance measure, allowing for the possibility that the outcome may not be
contractible.

25.3.1 No Agent Banking
As in the preceding section, the compensation scheme and action strategy are s ^
= (^1,..., s^, where s{. Y^ - C, and a^ = (a^,..., Uj), where a;. Y^_^ - A^, respect-

^ See Figure 25.2 later in the chapter for an illustration of the impact of agent wealth on the compensation contract and the resulting expected compensation costs.
^ See also Fellingham, Newman, and Suh (1985), and Chiappori, Macho, Rey, and Salanie (1994)
for general analyses of commitment, memory, and banking in multi-period agencies.
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ively. That is, the compensation paid at date t may depend on the entire performance history to that date, y^, whereas the action taken at the start of period
t depends on the performance history y^_j. At any given date ^ - 1, the action
strategy can be expressed as consisting of the strategy implemented in the past,
a^_j, and that which will be implemented in the future, denoted a^ = (a^,..., Uj).
Similarly, we let s"^ = {s^,..., s^ represent the future compensation scheme. We
assume throughout that both the compensation scheme and the action strategy
are interior. The ex ante probability distribution over the set of possible performance reports, given that action strategy a^ will be implemented, is denoted
0(y^|a^).
The agent cannot borrow or save across consumption dates. That is, his
consumption at date t is assumed to be equal to his compensation at date t, i.e.,
Of = Sf. The principal may or may not be able to borrow and save. However, if
he can borrow and save, his time-preferences must be equal to the market return
R (i.e., S^_i = RS^ to avoid unbounded solutions to his decision problem.
Therefore, we can in both cases ignore his borrowing and saving decisions and
represent his preferences as maximizing the expected net value of his firm
measured at the valuation date implicit in the principal's time-preference index

Principars Decision Problem:
T

maximize

^^(s^a^;/) ^ E[x|a^] - f

Y. E^s^y)

d0{yj\^^),

T

subjectto

U\s^,^^,f])^

r

where'

i7,^i(s^,aj y^_i)

_

X! ^A*0rX«Xyr-i))^^(yrl^r) ^ ^ '

T

= f. E[<(^.(y.X«.(y.-i))]^^(yrl^r'yr-i)Note that the independence between future performance and past actions implies
that the agent's incentives for action choices only depend on the performance

^ Observe that ^^i(s^,a^ | y^_^) is the agent's expected future utiHty at date t- 1 given future
contract s^, future action strategy a^, and performance history y^_^.
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history and not on the action history.^ This condition also implies that the
incentive constraint need only consider "local" changes in actions, i.e.,

Additive separability of preferences across time implies that in thQ first-best
case, compensation as well as action choices are independent of the performance history.^ This is not the case in the second-best solution.
Proposition 25.4 (Lambert 1983, Prop. 1-3)
Assume the principal is risk neutral, the agent has TA-ED preferences,
MLRP holds for each period, and the first-order approach to incentives is
valid. The optimal second-best compensation plan satisfies the following
first-order conditions:

where

with

M(*Xy,)) ^

,,

"...

///y^_i) > 0, Vy^_i, r = l , . . . , r .

For r=2 (the case Lambert (1983) analyzes), we have

and

M^(s^(y^,y^) = A + ii^L(y^\a^ + ju^(y^)L(y^\a^(y^)).

Observe that with MLRP, Si is increasing inyi and S2 is increasing in3;2- The
fact that //i > 0 implies that S2 depends on the first-period performance j^^, i.e.,

^ This would still hold if we were to allow for stochastic dependence across periods of the form
^(yt\ S^y^-i) = ^(yt\<^0 ft-O- ^^^ ^^y assumption is that j^^ is independent of past actions a^_j
conditional on y ^^. If that is not the case, we would have to account for "double shirking" in the
incentive constraints (see Section 27.1).
^ The fixed wages and the action choices may, however, depend on time due to differences in
time preferences for the agent and the principal as well as differences in production technology
across periods.
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optimal contracts have memory. Furthermore, it is easy to show that the agent's
conditional expected utility, i.e., ^^( s 2, ^i^, «2(yi) IJ^I) •> i^ ^^ increasing function
ofy^. That is, the second-period incentives are used to reinforce the first-period
incentives. Hence, even though periods are independent and preferences are
time-additive, the intertemporal allocation of compensation is used to mitigate
the trade-off between incentives and risk sharing both within periods and across
periods.
The following proposition is noted in Lambert (1983) and follows directly
from the characterization of the first-order conditions in the above proposition,
but is proved by Rogerson (1985) without relying on the applicability of the
first-order approach - he only assumes that the compensation scheme is interior.
Proposition 25.5 (Rogerson 1985, Prop. 1 and 2)
Assume the principal is risk neutral and the agent has TA-ED preferences.
For any optimal contract with an interior compensation scheme, the following relations hold between compensations at different dates.
(a) The unconditional expected marginal cost of agent utility is the same
for all periods, i.e.,^^

k•_ M/s/y,)) J 0 ( y j a , )

=2,

V/ = 1,..., T.

(25.11)

(b) For any date t performance history, y^, the marginal cost of agent
utility at date t is equal to the expected marginal cost of agent utility in
all future periods conditional on the performance history y^, i.e.,

m'0))

= r M(^,(y,))^^(yja^,y,), Vr = ^ + i,...,r. (25.12)

(c) If ^Xy^) depends onj;^ fors < t, thens^y^) withT> t also depends on

The compensation scheme is constructed so that, at any date t, the expected
marginal cost of agent utility is the same across all future periods, both for the
unconditional expectation and the expectation conditional on y^. That is, the
principal smooths the cost of agent utility across periods. This suggests that the
optimal long-term contract smooths the agent's compensation over time. To

^^ Recall that M^s^ ^ EJu\s^, so that Mf^s^ = E^ du~^{v)ldv for v = u^s^ is the marginal cost of
agent utility for the compensation s^.
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minimize the cost of the incentive risk imposed on the agent, the principal
spreads the incentive risk based on the earlier period performances over as many
future periods as possible, i.e., optimal contracts have memory. For example,
suppose r = 2 and that there is no second-period incentive problem (i.e., //2(yi)
= 0). In that case, the second-period compensation will depend on the firstperiod performance (and not on the performance in the second period) in such
a way that the agent's marginal utility of consumption is the same in both
periods. That is, the agent obtains perfect consumption smoothing over the two
periods. The basic reason here is that the agent's compensation must vary with
y^ in order to motivate his choice ofa^. The risk premium required to compensate for the incentive risk based ony^ can be reduced if the agent "shares his risk
with himself across periods.^^ However, as we shall see in Section 25.3.2, the
agent does not obtain perfect consumption smoothing if there are non-trivial
incentive problems in all periods. The reason is that the principal can reduce the
cost of agent utility by shifting utility levels across periods without affecting
incentives, whereas shifting compensation levels across periods affects incentives (see Proposition 25.9 and Christensen and Frimor (1998) for further details
of the trade-offs involved in the optimal intertemporal allocation of compensation).
The following proposition relates the expected compensation across periods.
It follows almost immediately from Proposition 25.5 and Jensen's inequality.
Proposition 25.6 (Rogerson 1985, Prop. 3)
Suppose the agent has TA-ED preferences, and his utility for date t consumption can be represented by Uf{c^ = S^u(Cf) for some function u(-), with
S^_i = RSf}^ Further suppose that M^-) is convex (concave). For any optimal contract with an interior compensation scheme, the following relations
hold between compensation levels at different dates.
(a) The unconditional expected compensation is decreasing (increasing)
through time, i.e.,
/

s,{y)d0iy,\2i)

> (<) f

s/y^) J 0 ( y j a ^ ) ,

VT = ? + l,..., T.

^^ Of course, if there is a second-period incentive problem and it was possible to make the firstperiod compensation a function of both j^^ and 3^2? then it would be optimal to do so.
^^ The assumption that the time-preference index satisfies E^_^l E^ = Ris critical (to avoid unbounded or corner solutions) for a risk-neutral principal and an agent with AC preferences, but
it is not crucial for an agent with TA preferences (see Section 25.4).
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(b) For any performance history at date t,y ^, the compensation at date t is
higher (lower) than the expected compensation in all future periods
conditional on the performance history y^, i.e.,^^
^,(y,) ^ (^) r ^,(y,)^^(yja^,y,),

Vr = ^ + 1,..., 7.

If M/-) is linear, i.e., uji^c^ = S^ ln(c^ + b), the weak inequalities hold as
equalities.
In the HARA class of utility functions (see Appendix 17C), M{-) is convex with
the exponential utility function, and with u{c) = [ac + Z?]^"^^7(a - 1) for a < 1,
implying that the expected compensation is decreasing over time. On the other
hand, M{-) is concave for a > 1, implying that the expected compensation is
increasing over time. Keep in mind that if the likelihood ratio is linear, then
M{') convex (concave) implies that c(-) is concave (convex).

25.3.2 Agent Access to Personal Banking
If the agent has access to the financial markets, his consumption need not equal
his compensation in each period, i.e., his consumption at date t'lsc^^ s^^ R^^.^
- /^ where /^_i is his savings (or end of period wealth) at date t -\ and R is the
riskless return. Observe that this implies that the value of the agent's source of
consumption is equal to the net value of his consumption plus terminal wealth,
i.e.,

t=\

t=\

where /j^is the agent's terminal wealth measured in date Tdollars. In this analysis we assume that the agent has no desire to hold terminal wealth, and that he
must repay any outstanding debt at date T. Hence, Cj^ = Sj^ + R^^_i and /j^ = 0.
We also assume that the principal and agent can commit to a long-term contract
and that the agent has TA-ED preferences.
In the basic Rogerson model, the principal can borrow and save at a rate R.
That is, the principal and agent can borrow or save at the same rate. The principal is risk neutral and he evaluates the agency in terms of its net value at the
valuation date implicit in his time-preference index S^.

The weak inequality holds as a strict inequality if 0(y^| a^,y^) is non-degenerate.
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The introduction of borrowing and saving opportunities for the agent introduces an indeterminancy in the principal's decision problem in that there are an
indefinite number of compensation schemes that solve his problem. Let w{y j)
denote the net value of the agent's compensation for the performance history
y^, i.e.,
T

t=\

Any borrowing and saving strategy has zero net value. Hence, any two compensation schemes that have the same net values for any performance history y ^
can be used to implement the same consumption strategies.
Proposition 25.7
Let (s^,?^) represent an optimal compensation scheme and an optimal
saving strategy with associated consumption strategy c^. Then any other
compensation scheme s ^ that has the same net value for any performance
history y j^, is also optimal. In particular, a compensation scheme equal to c ^
is optimal.
Proof: Given compensation scheme s^, let >vXy r) denote the net value of the
compensation received subsequent to date t for the realized performance history
y^, i.e.,

and, similarly, let w(yj) represent the net value for compensation scheme s ^
Since w(yj) = w(yj) for any y^ and

W(y^) = E ^ r ^ r ( y r ) + ^ 0 T) ^
it follows that w0j) - w0j) is independent of the performance history from
date t + l until date T. Hence, using backward induction starting from 7 - 1, it
is straightforward to show that there exists a savings strategy /^that implements
c ^ with the compensation scheme s ^. Since (s^J^) and (s ^Jj,) have the same
consumption strategies, the optimal action strategy for s^ remains incentive
compatible for s^. Hence, since the two compensation schemes have the same
expected net value to the principal, s ^ is also an optimal compensation scheme.
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Finally, since the value of the agent's compensation is equal to the net value of
his consumption, c^ is also an optimal compensation scheme.
Q.E.D.
To eliminate the indeterminancy in the principal's decision problem, we can,
without loss of generality, assume the compensation contract is such that the
agent has no incentive to borrow or save. This is very different from exogenously precluding the agent from borrowing and saving, since the no borrowing
and saving constraint on the compensation scheme is generally binding. A
necessary and sufficient condition that ensures the compensation scheme is such
that the agent has no incentive to borrow or save is that for any date t his marginal utility of current consumption is equal to his conditional expected marginal utility of consumption for the following date, i.e.,^"^
«;(*Xy.)) = r

i?«;,(s,.,(y,.,))J0(y,.,|a,.„y,).

(25.13)

That is, the agent gQtsperfect consumption smoothing when he can borrow and
save. Note that this also implies that the compensation scheme has memory.
Comparing (25.12) to (25.13) and using Jensen's inequality, Rogerson
(1985) demonstrates that for any optimal contract with the agent exogenously
precluded from borrowing and saving, the agent would never want to borrow
from one period to the next, but would strictly prefer to save if there is a nontrivial incentive problem in the following period.
Proposition 25.8 (Rogerson 1985, Prop. 4)
Assume the agent has TA-ED preferences. Given the optimal contract with
the agent exogenously precluded from borrowing and saving,
(a) the agent would not prefer to borrow from one period to the next, even
if it were possible;
(b) if the conditional probability distribution for the agent's compensation
in the following period is non-degenerate, then the agent would strictly
prefer to save from the current period to the next.
The proposition demonstrates that unless the incentive problem in the following
period is trivial, saving constraint (25.13) is binding. However, the solution is
unchanged if it is replaced with the following weaker constraint, which ensures
that the agent has no incentive to save:

^^ Of course, this also implies that the agent's marginal utility of current consumption is equal
to his conditional expected marginal utility of consumption at all future dates.
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u'As,iy)) > j _ i?M;,(s,,,(y,,,))J0(y,,,|a,,„y,).

(25.13')

The fact that this constraint would be binding implies that the principal would
strictly prefer to be able to exogenously preclude the agent from saving (thereby
removing binding constraint (25.13') from his problem). It may seem reasonable to assume that the principal can restrict the agent's borrowing possibilities,
but it is not appealing to assume he can restrict the agent's saving opportunities
(unless the agent is at a remote site with perishable outcomes). Hence, multiperiod agency models with multiple consumption dates and time-additive preferences must allow the agent to save in order to get results that do not rely on
restrictions on the agent's saving. Of course, as noted earlier, restriction of
borrowing and saving is not an issue if a model assumes the agent has ^ C preferences (see Sections 25.2.1 and 25.2.2).
To understand why the optimal contract without agent access to banking
creates an incentive to save, assume the contrary. That is, assume the optimal
contract is such that (25.13) holds even if it is not imposed. Christensen and
Frimor (1998) demonstrate that such a contract cannot be optimal since there
would exist a variation in the compensation scheme (equivalent to forcing the
agent to borrow on personal account) that either facilitates improved risk sharing with no change in incentives or improves the second-period action choice
with no change in the cost of risk.
Proposition 25.9 (Christensen and Frimor 1998, Lemma 6)
Assume the agent has TA-ED preferences. Let z be an interior optimal
contract without personal access to banking. If the conditional probability
distribution for ^^^^(y ^^^) given y ^ is non-degenerate, ^^+i(y ^+i) is increasing
inj;^^!, and MLRP holds,^^ then there exists a variation in the compensation
scheme of the form, for ^ > 0,

that either makes the incentive compatibility constraint non-binding (for
discrete action spaces) or increases a^^^ (for convex action spaces).

^^ It is sufficient that s^^-^(y^^-^) is increasing in the HkeHhood ratio between the induced action,
a^^i, and lower cost actions.
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Reducing the compensation at date ^ + 1 increases the agent's date ^ + 1 marginal
utilities and, thus, makes it less costly to induce incentives. Hence, an optimal
contract must leave the agent with an incentive to save.^^
With agent access to banking, the principal's opportunities to allocate compensation across periods so that it equals the agent's consumption in each period
is limited by the fact that the agent can (partly) undo that allocation by unobservable borrowing and saving on a personal account and, thereby, change the
incentives for action choices (as demonstrated in Proposition 25.9). Hence, providing the agent with access to banking affects not only the optimal allocation
of compensation across periods but also the incentives for action choices.
The multi-period hurdle model introduced in Section 25.5 and Appendix
25 A illustrates the impact of the agent's access to banking. Particularly note the
model formulated in Table 25A.2(b) and the numerical example in Table
25A.4(b). The principal's expected payoff is distinctly lower if the agent has
access to banking, and there is a distinct difference in the induced actions. The
model is a two-period model in which the agent can save (or borrow) from the
first to the second period. Access to banking reduces the induced second-period
actions, while the induced first-period action increases, reflecting the fact that
access to banking increases the cost to the principal of inducing second-period
actions.

25.4 MULTI-PERIOD Z^A^ MODEL
In this section we introduce a multi-period version of the Z^'A^ model (see Chapter 20). That is, the contracts are restricted to be linear functions of the performance measures, the agent's utility function is exponential with either ^C-^'C or
TA-EC preferences. The monetary costs of effort are strictly convex, and the
performance measures are linear functions of the agent's effort, with normally
distributed noise. The key benefit of these assumptions is that they result in
relatively simple mean-variance representations of the agent's certainty equivalent. These representations yield closed form expressions for the optimal contract and actions, which in turn facilitate comparative statics.
To simplify the discussion, we assume that the consumption planning horizon T equals the contract termination date 7, unless explicitly assumed otherwise.

^^ The variation in Proposition 25.9 does not affect the expected compensation cost for fixed
action choices. Furthermore, if the agent has no incentive to save or borrow, a marginal variation
does not change the agent's conditional expected utility either.
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25.4.1 The Agent's Preferences and Compensation
We consider two types of exponential utility functions introduced in (25.2).
Both are effort cost {EC) models, but one is time-additive {TA) with respect to
period-by-period net consumption, whereas the other is expressed in terms of
aggregate net consumption {AC). More specifically, the two EC models are:^^

TA: u\c^,^^)

Y.

^t^^v[-r{Ct-T<M))]

t=o

AC: u\c^,^^

r
^
= - exp - r J ]

^t(^t~^M))

t=o

where S^"" and S^ are time-preference indices. In this analysis we allow for three
generalizations compared to the prior analysis. First, there is consumption at the
contracting date ^ = 0 (but there is no effort cost at that date, i.e., KQ = 0)}^
Second, the rate of change in the time-preference indices may be time-dependent, i.e., yS^"" = SIIJE^ andyff^ = S^JE^ may be time-dependent. Hence, the term
structure of interest rates may be non-flat, but we continue to assume deterministic interest rates. Third, we allow for the fact that the agent's time-preference index may differ from the market's with TA preferences, i.e., yS^"" ^ ^^ for
at least some dates t. If the agent's time-preference is the same as the market's,
i.e., P^ = Pf for all dates t, "flat" consumption smoothing is obtained. In fact, if
compensation is deterministic, then the agent's consumption will be absolutely
flat even if the compensation varies (deterministically) from period to period.
Smoothing does not occur with ^ C preferences, but assuming P^"" = P^ is essential, since otherwise the solution to the agent's consumption decision problem
is unbounded, i.e., he will choose to go infinitely long in consumption in one
period and infinitely short in another.
Consumption, compensation, and effort costs are measured in the nominal
dollars of the period in which they occur. Under ^C, multiplying the nominal
dollars at date t by S^ can be interpreted as converting them to a common mea-

^^ Accounting papers that have used AC-EC preferences in multi-period LEN models include
Indjejikian andNanda (1999), Christensen, Feltham, and §abac (2003, 2005), and Christensen,
Feltham, Hofmann, and §abac (2004). Multi-period L£'A^ models with TA-EC preferences are
used in Dutta and Reichelstein (1999, 2003) as well as in Christensen, Feltham, Hofmann, and
§abac (2004). Preliminary analysis of aL^'A^model with 7^4-£'Cpreferences with agent-specific
time preferences was provided to us by Christian Hofmann.
^^ We could have introduced consumption at / = 0 in the earlier models without changing any of
the substantive results. In the current analysis, having consumption at the contracting date simplifies the representation of the agent's expected utility.
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sure that can be added. For example, with a flat term structure of interest rates,
E^ = P^ converts nominal date t dollars into date 0 dollars, whereas E^ = R^~^
converts date t dollars into date 7 dollars (in both cases, E^JE^ = p). Models
that assume ^ C with a zero interest rate can be interpreted as having made this
conversion rather than using nominal dollars.
Access to borrowing and saving is not an issue with ^ C preferences, but it
is with TA. Hence, while we assume that the agent can borrow and save, its role
is only significant with TA. Our main focus in this section is the nature of the
consumption smoothing with TA, and how non-zero interest rates affect the
agent's risk premium for the two types of preferences.
As in Chapter 20, we consider a setting with multiple tasks and multiple
performance measures each period. The agent's action in period ^ = 1,..., Tis
an m^x 1 vector a^ e M^\ and at date ^ = 1, ..., 7, a vector of ^^ (contractible)
performance measures, represented by y^, is publicly reported. We assume in
this chapter that periods are technologically and stochastically independent so
that the report at date t is only influenced by the action taken in period t, and an
n^x\ random noise vector 8^ which is independent of the noise vector in the
other periods, i.e., Cov(8^,8^) = 0 for ^ ^ T. The noise vector is normally distributed with a zero mean vector and Sin^xn^ covariance matrix S^ which is independent of the agent's actions. Furthermore, as in Chapter 20 we assume that
the performance measures are scaled such that each performance measure has
a unit variance. The mean vector of y^ is M^a^, where M^ is an n^xm^ matrix of
performance measure sensitivities such that we can write y^ as
y, = M,a, + 8„ for all ^ = 1,2,..., T
As in the standard single-period Z£7V model, we restrict the compensation paid
at each date ^ to be a linear function of the performance measures reported up
to date t, i.e.,
t

where v^^ is the n^xl vector of incentive rates in date t compensation for the
performance measures reported at date r < t, with v^^ denoted v^. We assume the
principal and the agent can borrow and save at the market rates of interest which
are reflected in the valuation index E^. Hence, since the value of the agent's
compensation is a linear function of his period-by-period compensation, i.e.,

t=0
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that value is also a linear function of the performance measures reported up to
date T and the timing of compensation is flexible.
Proposition 25.7 establishes that the optimal contract is not unique, unless
we restrict the timing. That is, the principal's and agent's preferences are not
affected by whether a given compensation s^ is paid at date t or {EJE^s^ is paid
at date T. TO obtain uniqueness, we assume, without loss of generality, that at
each date ^ > 1 the agent is paid a variable wage v/y^ depending on the performance measures reported at that date only. A fixed wage/is paid at the contract
date, ^ = 0. Hence,
*o = /

s^y) = StiYt) = v/y„

for all t = 1, ..., T.

25.4.2 The Agent's Choices
With AC preferences, the agent is clearly indifferent with respect to how his
consumption is inter-temporally allocated, as long as it has the same net value.
This is not the case with time-additive preferences! In this subsection, we first
derive the agent's optimal consumption plan for exogenous actions and incentive rates, anticipating that future actions and incentive rates are not dependent
on the reported performance measures.
The Agent's Consumption Plan with Time-additive Preferences
To understand the implications of agent borrowing and saving, and differences
between the rates of change in the market's and the agent's time-preference
indices,yff^ = E^JE^dindji^ = E^^^IE^, it is useful to consider the agent's optimal
consumption plan if his only source of funds is an initial bank balance B^ (or
riskless investments with an NPV of ^Q). In this analysis, B^ = R^_^{B^_^ - c^_^
is the pre-consumption bank balance at date t, with R^_^ = yff^_j, andyff^^ = EfE^
is the price of a zero coupon bond at date t that pays one dollar at date r}^ Of
course, if the term structure of interest rates is flat, thenyff^^ = ^~\ Furthermore,

A,

1 - E )».

^ = 0,1,...,7-1,

(25.14)

T = t+\

is an annuity factor that specifies the amount per period that can be paid from
date t through date 7 by investing one dollar in the market at date t.
With no uncertainty, the agent's consumption plan at date ^ = 0,..., 7 - 1 can
be expressed as c ^ = (c^,..., Cj), and his decision problem can be expressed as

^^ See Section 6.1.3 in Volume I for further analyses of zero-coupon prices.
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T = t

subject to budget constraint
Ct ^Pt^uCt^i + •••• ^PTt^T^B,,

(25.15b)

whereyff^^ = E^IE^, and Vj^{B^ is the agent's maximum remaining utility given
the current bank balance B^ (which we refer to as the agent's value function at
date i). The optimal consumption decision and the value function are summarized in the following proposition, and the proof is provided in Appendix 25B.
Proposition 25.10
Given an initial bank balance of ^Q and no other source of funds, the agent's
optimal consumption choice and valuation function for date ^ = 0,1,..., Tare
cJ'=A,B,^Q^

(25.16a)

= 4 ( 5 , + «,),
VJ\B:)

= -S;A;'exp[-rAXB,

(25.16b)
+ CO,)],

(25.16c)

where B^ = R^_^B^_^ - c^.^, ^ = 1,..., T,

Q, - 1 {Inmip,-] - A, ^ A.ln[A?/AJ},
^

i=t+\

and

ifA" = P, for all t, then
c, = AQBQ

(25.17a)

= Afi„

(25.17b)

F/^(5,) = -5,%-'exp[-rJ,5J.

(25.17c)

The following aspects of the optimal consumption plan are noteworthy. First,
the bank balance is used to buy an annuity and this is the only component of
consumption if the agent and the market have the same relative time prefer-
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ences. Interestingly, the agent's consumption is constant in this latter case even
if the interest rates deterministically vary across periods. The key is that with
constant consumption, the marginal utility for consumption in each period is the
same except for the differences in the time-preference index E^, and the relative
difference across periods corresponds to the relative marginal cost of borrowing
or saving in order to shift consumption from one period to another.
Second, if the agent's relative time preference differs from the market's,
then the agent will vary his consumption over time to take advantage of the
time-preference differences. The expression Q^^ represents the net effect of the
inter-temporal trades. The ratioyff^^/yff^^ represents the agent's relative preference
for shifting consumption from date t to date T and ln(fi^pfi^^)/r, the first term of
Q^f, is the amount of that shift. The change in date T consumption is positive
(negative) if the ratio is greater (less) than one. The second term ofQ^^ reflects
the NPV at date t of the increases in future consumption (due to the first terms)
multiplied by the annuity factor A^. If that NPV is positive (negative) then the
agent reduces or increase his annuity to finance his inter-temporal trades.
Third, (25.16) provides two different representations of the agent's consumption choice. The first, (25.16a), takes advantage of the fact that the consumption plan is deterministic. The basic annuity is generated by the initial
bank balance, and Q^ is the net effect of the gross increase in date t consumption due to inter-temporal trades minus the change in the annuity used to finance
all such trades. The second representation, (25.16b), uses the annuity that can
be acquired with the bank balance at date t and then adjusts for the change required by shifts in consumption from date t into future periods. As demonstrated below, this approach can be used when stochastic events cause changes in the
bank balance and the date t value of other sources of funds for consumption.
Fourth, the magnitude of the agent's net inter-temporal trading is independent of his bank balance and the consumption of his bank balance is independent
of his time-preference - it depends on the market's time preference as refiected
in the annuity factor. That is, there is a separation between the consumption
generated by the agent's bank balance (or any other source of funds) and the
consumption generated by the inter-temporal trading due to differences between
his time preference and that of the market. As we demonstrate below, this
separation implies that the agent's action choices and the principal's contract
choice are not affected by the agent' s time preference, even though those preferences affect his consumption choices.
The agent' s consumption planning horizon T can extend beyond the agent's
contract or even his expected life, refiecting his preference to leave an endowment to his heirs. This allows for the possibility that the agent's consumption
planning horizon T is infinite, resulting in an annuity factor that does not vary
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with time if there is a flat term structure of interest rates (i.e., yf^ ^ (1 + 0 ^ for all
ty}'
-1

A^= A^ = lim

Hr'

= l-fi = ifi, foralU.

We now extend the above result to settings in which the agent receives risky
compensation and incurs effort costs. The agent's certainty equivalent plays a
major role in the analysis. It consists of his current bank balance plus terms
reflecting the agent's future compensation, future effort costs, and future risk
premia. The future effort costs and risk premia are known with certainty, but
future expectations with respect to subsequent compensation will vary with the
information received. Consequently, the certainty equivalent is a random variable, and the consumption annuity that is implemented each period varies with
the information received.
The agent's consumption decision problem is solved as a dynamic programming problem starting at date 7, and solving it recursively backwards to the initial consumption date 0. The value function at date t for the dynamic programming problem is V^^{CE^^) with the subscript t denoting all the information
available to the agent before he chooses his date t consumption, and CE^^
denoting the digQwi's post-compensation, pre-consumption certainty equivalent
at date t measured in date t dollars (as specified below).^^ The value function
represents the maximum conditional expected utility the agent can obtain until
the horizon Thy choosing an optimal consumption plan for dates t until 7, i.e.,
Vj\CEr)

- max - E,[ J ] 5^exp[-r(c^- K (a^))]],

subject to the agent's budget constraints, where the subscript on the expectation
denotes that it is calculated conditional on all information available to the agent
at date ^. In particular, ^^(Spa^;/) = Fo^^(C£'o^^) represents the agent's optimal expected utility at the contracting date 0 given the contract offered by the
principal and the anticipated actions.

^^ As is always the case with infinite horizon problems, we must ensure that the appropriate
transversality conditions are satisfied.
^^ With technological and stochastic independence, a sufficient statistic for the information with
respect to future actions is the agent's current bank balance (in addition to the anticipated nonstochastic incentive rates v^^^). However, we use the more general notation, since the procedure
described here also applies to the more general settings with technological and stochastic dependence in Chapter 26 as well as with renegotiation in Chapter 28.
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The agQnf s pre-consumption bank balance at date t after receiving his date
t compensation and paying his period t personal costs is
B, ^ Rt-i{B,_^ - nc,_^) +s,-K, = nc, + 4

for ^ = 0,1,2,..., 7, (25.18)

where nc^ = c^ - K^ represents the agent's net consumption at date t (with B_^ =
nc_i = 0). The agent's bank balance is the amount available to the agent at date
t for current net consumption or for saving for future consumption. Current net
consumption can be greater than the current bank balance, with a negative
balance representing borrowing against future compensation. Hence, the
agent's only "effective" budget constraint is ncj^ < B^.
At the terminal date 7, the agent' s certainty equivalent is his remaining bank
balance, i.e., CE^^ = B^, and the agent's (or his heirs') optimal net consumption
choice is ^c/^ = 5 ^ Hence, V^XCE^^) = - S^Qxpi-rCE^"^). At all preceding
dates ^ = 0,..., r - 1, the agent's consumption decision problem after y^ has been
reported is
V,'\CE,'') = max { - S; exp(- rnc^ + E,[ F.ff (CE^:l)]}.

(25.19)

This representation of the agent's consumption decision problem is known as
the Bellman equation. The optimal net consumption plan is solved inductively
by nc/^"^ = nc^'^iCE^'^), where nc^'^iCE^'^) denotes the solution to the Bellman
equation.
The following proposition characterizes the agent's net consumption choice,
as well as specifying the terms that make up his certainty equivalent. Let W^ =
Sf.^yg,,^, =^, +/],W,,,^ndK,^ Sf^^yg,,/c, = /c, +yg,i:,,i represent the NPV, at date
t, of current and future compensation and effort costs, respectively.
Proposition 25.11^^
Assume TA-EC preferences. Given the incentive contract offered by the
principal and the agent's anticipated sequence of actions, the agent's optimal net consumption plan for ^ = 0,1,..., 7, and hispre-consumption certainty equivalent, nominal wealth risk premium, and expected utility for t = 0,
1,..., r , are
«c/'^=J,(C^/-^+«;,),

(25.20a)

^^ This proposition (and its proof) holds for the more general L£'A^model with both technological
and stochastic dependence across periods that we consider in Chapter 26, as well as for the LEN
model with renegotiation in Chapter 28.
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RPJ' = y^ E

>S«'-^.Var,_,[E,[W,]],

VJXCED = - E,^AMp[-

rAACEj^ + «.)]•
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(25.20c)
(25.20d)

The proof is provided in Appendix 25B. Expression (25.20a) is the same as
(25.16b) in Proposition 25.10, except that the funds available for consumption
are represented by the agent's certainty equivalent, not just his bank balance.
The motivation for the form of (25.20a) is the same as for (25.16b) - see the discussion of Proposition 25.10. Furthermore, if yff/ = yf^ V T > t, then co^ = 0, and
(25.20a) simplifies to
nci"^ -A,CE^^,

(25.20a')

which corresponds to (25.17b). Observe that it is net consumption nc^ that is
proportional to the certainty equivalent, not gross consumption c^.
The certainty equivalent is specified in (25.20b), and includes W^, K^, and
RPI, which are described above, in addition to B^. The NPV of the agent's personal costs, Kf, is not a random variable, whereas W^ is random, due to incentive
compensation based on noisy performance measures. In particular, given the
technological and stochastic independence assumptions,

= Var,[^,,i] = v',i2,,iV,,i,

(25.21a)

which implies that the agent's nominal wealth risk premium is

RPJ' = V2 E PMr^X^r-

(25.21b)

A key feature of the TA result is that current net consumption equals the amount
that would be paid by two annuities. One varies deterministically over time
reflecting inter-temporal trades with the market. The other varies stochastically
over time, reflecting the risk-adjusted value to the agent of the future random
stream of compensation less the NPV of the future deterministic stream of effort
costs. Since the certainty equivalent at date t depends on the compensation
received at date t, the annuity will change randomly from period to period as
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uncertainty about current compensation is resolved. Expressions (25.20c) and
(25.20d) can be interpreted as either applying the risk aversion parameter r to
a measure of random nominal date t consumption, or as applying a nominal
wealth risk aversion parameter, f^ = rA^, to a measure of nominal date t
"wealth" (as measured by the agent's certainty equivalent).
As in Proposition 25.10, a striking feature of these results is that the agent's
risk premium and his nominal wealth risk aversion do not depend on his personal time-preference index. That index affects his deterministic personal intertemporal trading in the capital market,^^ but it does not affect how he smooths
his random compensation over his consumption horizon. Note that his nominal
wealth risk aversion, f^ , increases over time (unless he has an infinite consumption horizon) reflecting the fact that there are fewer periods over which he
can smooth compensation risk. Irrespective of the shape of the term structure
of interest rates, there is "flat" smoothing of his compensation and effort costs.
Increasing market interest rates also increases his nominal wealth risk aversion,
reflecting the fact that it becomes more costly to borrow against future compensation.
The Agent ^s Consumption Plan with Aggregate Consumption Preferences
As noted earlier, with ^C-preferences, the agent and the market must have the
same time-preference index, S^. It converts nominal date t dollars into some
common (valuation date) dollars. The risk aversion parameter r is measured
relative to the common dollars, so that changing the valuation date would require a change in the risk aversion measure.
We let Vf^(CEf^) represent the agent's maximum conditional expected
utility at date t for consumption at ^, ^ + 1,..., 7, given the information available
to the agent before he chooses his date t consumption, i.e.,
Vf^iCEn

= max-E,[exp[-r5:5,(c,-K(a,))]],

subject to the agent's budget constraints. In this case the Bellman equation
takes the form
Vf'iCEf^

= max {exp[- rS,nc,] E,[ V,if(CEff,)]}.

^^ Note that this "side-trading" not only affects the agent's net consumption but also the agent's
certainty equivalent through the bank balance. However, the agent's certainty equivalent at the
contracting date is independent of the agent's personal time-preference, since BQ = 0.
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The conjecture for the value function is again of the same form as the periodspecific utility function, i.e.,
Vf%CEf^) = - g,Qxp[-rh,S,CEf%

t = 0, l, ..., T,

for time-dependent constants g^ and h^ with gr = hj^ = 1, and the conjecture for
the certainty equivalent is chosen consistently (given normally distributed future
certainty equivalents),
CEf" = nc, + A{E.[C£/.f] - V2rh,^,E,^,Y^r,[CEff,]},

? = 0, 1, ..., T- 1.

If we choose g, = /z, = 1 for all dates t, the Bellman equation is satisfied for any
net consumption choice, since
Vf%CEf'') = -exp[-r5',CE/^]
= -exp[-r£',(«c,+A{E,[C£,-!f] ->/2r/?,.,5',,,Var,[C£,-!f]})]
= exp[-r5,«c,]E,[F,ff(CE/,0].
Hence, the optimal net consumption plan is indeterminate, and we may, without
loss of generality, assume that net consumption at date t equals the agent's compensation less the effort costs for period t.
The following proposition parallels Proposition 25.11 with the key difference that the risk aversion parameter with respect to nominal date t wealth now
is equal to f^ = rS^ as opposed to r^ = rA^ with Z4-preferences.
Proposition 25.12
Assume AC-EC preferences. Given the incentive contract offered by the
principal and the agent's anticipated sequence of actions, the agent's optimal net consumption plan for ^ = 0,1,..., 7, and hispre-consumption certainty equivalent, nominal wealth risk premium, and expected utility for t = 0,
1,..., r,are:'4
ncf^ = s,- K,,
CEf^ = B, + j3,E,[W,^, - K,^,] - RPf',

(25.22a)
(25.22b)

^'^ If nCf, CEf^, and RPf^ are measured in common dollars, while B^, s^, and K^ are measured in
nominal dollars, then (25.22) becomes: (a) ncf^ = S^St - K^); (b) CEf^ = S^B^ + E^[S^^^(W^^i K,^,)] - RPf^; (c)RPf^ = YirYarlE.^.E.^.lW,^,]] +RP,t^; and(d) Vf^CEf"^) = - Qxp[-rCEf%
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RPf^ = V2 E P,rEy^x,_,[E,[W,]-\,

(25.22c)

T = t+\

Vf\CEf) = - exp[- rE,CEf%

(25.22d)

With^C-preferences, the agent can simply consume his current compensation
without regard for his current certainty equivalent. Expressions (25.22c) and
(25.22d) can be interpreted as either applying the risk aversion r to a measure
of wealth expressed in common valuation-date dollars, or applying the nominal
wealth risk aversion, f^ = rS^, to a measure of wealth expressed in nominal
date t dollars.
Observe that the basic risk aversion parameter r is assumed to be constant
across time, but the nominal wealth risk aversion, f^ , is decreasing over time,
whereas the nominal wealth risk aversion for Z4-preferences, f^ , is increasing
over time if the time-horizon T is finite, but it is constant if 7 ^ 00. The former
occurs because the time-preference index used to restate nominal dollars in
common valuation-date dollars reflects the time-value of money and, hence,
decreases over time. However, note that the nominal risk premia (and the
certainty equivalents) in the TA and AC cases only differ due to the nominal
wealth risk aversion parameters being different in the two cases, i.e.,
RP; = V2 E

A,^;Var,_,[E,[^J],

/ = TA, AC.

(25.23)

The Agent^s Action Choices
We now consider the action choices at the start of each period for an exogenous
contract. The fact that the noise vectors are normally distributed and additive
implies that the agent's actions do not influence his risk premium under either
TA or AC. Hence, the agent chooses a^^^ (at date t) so as to maximize

Given technological and stochastic independence across periods, and separable
effort costs 7c^+i(a^^i) = V2 a^^^ a^^^, the first-order condition with respect to a^^^ is
a,.i = M;,IV,,I , for all t = 0,..., T- 1.

(25.24)

Of course, since only the risk premia differ for TA mid AC, the induced actions
are the same.
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25.4.3 The Principars Contract Choice
The principal's expected gross payoff from actions taken in period t is represented by b/a^, for ^ = 1, 2, ..., 7. This payoff is expressed in date t dollars
irrespective of when the outcome is realized. That is, the timing of the payoff
is immaterial (other than making the adjustment for the time-value of money)
given that we assume that it is not contractible. Of course, if the payoff or any
part of the payoff is contractible, then it is also included among the performance
measures, with explicit recognition of the timing of the reports.
The principal is assumed to be risk neutral with time-preference index S^ =
yff^o, i.e., the zero-coupon prices at date ^ = 0. The net present value at date t =
0 of the principal's expected future net payoffs is
T

UP(Sj.,Kj.,rj) = TTo - EQ[WOI

where TT^^Y.

I^M^r

t=\

Since the fixed wage/paid at date 0 does not affect the agent's decisions and
only serves to directly increase his certainty equivalent, the principal chooses
/ t o be just sufficient to induce the agent to accept the contract that is offered.
The agent's reservation wage does not have any substantive effect on the analysis, so we let it be equal to zero.^^ Hence, in selecting the contract offered at t
= 0, the principal seeks to maximize
^^(s^,a^,;/) = TUo - {Ko + RPo).

i = TA, AC,

i.e., the NPV at date ^ = 0 of his expected gross payoffs minus the sum of the
NPVs of the agent's effort costs and risk premia.
In a first-best setting, the agent is paid a fixed wage, so that there is no risk
premium. Hence, in this setting we have
T
t= \

and the first-best actions are characterized by
a* = b„
^^ Note that even though the agent's time-preference index may differ from the market's with TApreferences, the agent's certainty equivalent at the contracting date is independent of the agent's
personal time-preferences. Hence, the agent's reservation wages Sf"" do not affect the agent's
"side-trading" in the market.
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which is equivalent to the single-period Z£7V model in Chapter 20 (see 20.9b).
However, in the second-best setting, we must recognize the risk premium. Substituting the risk premium for ^ = 0 from (25.23) and action choices (25.24) into
the principal's objective function, we get the following unconstrained decision
problem expressed in terms of the incentive rates:
UP{%^,^^,r,) =n,-{K,

+ RPl}

t=\

i : Ao [b/M/V, - >/2 V;Q; ' V J ,

/ = A, M,

t=\

where Q/ = [M^M/ + r / S j " \
actions are

Hence, the second-best incentive rates and

v/^ = Q/M,b„
a/^ = M/Q/M,b„

/ = TA, AC,
/ = TA, AC,

(25.25a)
(25.25b)

which are equivalent to the single-period Z£7V model result in Chapter 20 (see
20.13).
Identical Periods
Several papers that examine dynamic LEN models focus on settings in which
the periods are assumed to be identical (i.e., b^ = b, M^ = M, and S^ = S). Many
of these papers also assume the interest rate equals zero and the agent has AC
preferences, so that the agent's and principal's time-preference index E^ equals
1 and the agent's nominal wealth risk aversion ff^ equals r for all t. In that
case, if there is technological and stochastic independence, then Ql is constant
across periods, resulting in constant incentives and actions. However, these
papers typically assume a lack of stochastic independence and are interested in
how correlated performance measures affect the sequence of actions. We consider these types of settings in Chapters 26, 27, and 28.
Observe that the zero interest rate assumption implies that all amounts are
measured in common valuation-date dollars. They are not identical when measured in nominal dollars. Now assume, to the contrary, that the periods are
identical when measured in nominal dollars, and interest rates are positive. As
noted earlier, positive interest rates imply that S^ and f^ are decreasing over
time, whileyl^ and f^ are increasing (if Tis finite) or constant (if t is infinite).
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Hence, if there is a single performance measure and action in each period, then
Q/^, af^, and vf^ increase over time, while Q/^, a^^, and v/^ decrease (or are
constant) over time if T is finite (or infinite). Of course, the reason for the differences is that greater risk aversion makes it more costly to use strong incentives, and that, in turn, makes it optimal to use weaker incentives which induce
less effort.

25.5 JAGENTS VERSUS ONE
In the preceding analysis we have exogenously assumed that the principal hires
a single agent to operate his production system for Tperiods. We now compare
those results with the results from hiring a new agent each period. Obviously,
if there are significant "change-over" costs (e.g., training costs), it will be beneficial to hire a single agent for 7periods. In the following analysis, we assume
the change-over costs are zero, and continue to assume technological and stochastic independence. All agents have the same utility functions and the same
market opportunity in each period, represented by a net reservation wage of si"
(wage minus effort costs). They also have the opportunity to borrow and save.
Consequently, we assume, without loss of generality, that all of the compensation for the agent in period t is paid at date t based on report y^, and is represented by ^Xy.).
The form of the agents' utility functions affects whether there is a benefit
to changing agents at the end of each period. In particular, a key issue is
whether there are wealth effects. There are no wealth effects if the agent has
either AC-EC or TA-EC preferences with exponential utility functions. However, there are wealth effects if the agent has either ^C-£D or TA-ED preferences (see (25.1)), even if the utility for consumption is exponential.

25.5.1 Exponential EC Utility Functions
Section 25.2.1 considers ^ C preferences represented by an exponential utility
function defined over aggregate consumption minus personal effort costs measured in common valuation-date dollars (see (25.3)). The optimal contract for
a single agent is characterized (see (25.5)) as a sequence of compensation contracts in which s^ is a function of j;^, independent of all other reports and compensation levels.^^ Hence, it immediately follows that the results for the
principal would be the same whether one agent or 7 agents are hired. This point

^^ This point is also illustrated by the analysis in Section 19.2.2, which considers a sequence of
problems in which the outcome for each problem is binary.
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is reinforced by our analysis of the multi-period LEN model with AC-EC
preferences (Section 25.4).
The issue is more subtle if the agent has T^-^'C preferences, with technological and stochastic independence. The lack of a wealth effect in the second
period action choice implies that the optimal incremental compensation associated with 372 in inducing ^2 will be the same whether it is a new or an old agent
making the action choice. The key issue is whether the incremental first-period
contract is the same whether the first-period agent will be retained or released
at the end of the first period. Since the agent can borrow or save, we can view
the first-period contract as making payments at both date 1 and date 2 based on
y^. These amounts will not affect the agent's second-period action choice if the
second-period compensation is an additively separable function ofj^^ and3;2We do not formally consider optimal contracts with TA preferences. However, there is no wealth effect, and the following proposition establishes that
hiring one agent for two periods is equivalent to changing agents at the end of
the first period. This assumes, of course, that the effort costs are additively
separable across periods.
Proposition 25.13^^
If the reporting system is technologically and stochastically independent,
and the agents are identical, with either ^C-^'C or T^-^'C preferences represented by exponential utility functions, then the principal is indifferent between hiring a single agent for two periods or hiring a new agent at the start
of each period.

25.5.2 ED Utility Functions
In this section, we consider^C-^'Z) and TA-ED (see Sections 25.2.2 and 25.3.2).
The ordering of the principal's expected payoffs is very similar for ^ C and TA
preferences, given the form of separability between the agents' utility for consumption and effort. However, the ED models produce very different results
than the EC models. In the analysis that follows we use a two-period hurdle
model to illustrate the benefit of interim versus terminal reporting, the costs of

^^ We do not present a proof here, because the result follows from the analysis in Section 28.1
based on Fudenberg, Holmstrom, and Milgrom (1990). In that analysis we consider long-term
contracts versus a sequence of short-term contracts. Fudenberg et al. (1990, Theorem 5) show
that if there is equal access to borrowing and saving, the agent has exponential 7^4-£'C preferences, and the technology is history-independent (which includes the independent periods case),
then there is an optimal long-term contract in which the compensation function is a sequence of
compensation contracts in which s^ is a function of j^^, independent of all other reports and compensation levels (see Proposition 28 A. 1). Of course, with TA preferences equal access to borrowing and saving is a crucial assumption.
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not being able to exogenously preclude borrowing and saving by the agents, the
benefit of employing two workers instead of one, and the benefit of retaining a
worker if he obtains a bad first-period outcome and replacing him if he obtains
a good first-period outcome.
To understand some of the results reported below it is important to realize
that agent wealth has a significant effect on the cost of providing incentives in
ED models. This holds even if the utility for consumption is negative exponential, and it stands in contrast to EC exponential utility functions (as in the LEN
model) for which there is no wealth effect. We comment further on the wealth
effect after introducing the hurdle model.
The Basic Elements of the Two-period Hurdle Model
In each of the two identical periods, ^ = 1,2, there is a binary outcome x^e X^^
{x^,x^}, a hurdle /z^ e [0,1 ], and an action a^ e ^^ = [0,1 ], with x^ = Xg if, and only
if, a^ > hf. The prior distribution for both hurdles is uniform, and they are
independently distributed, so that ^(x^|a^) = a^ and (p(xi,X2\ai,a2) = (p(xi\ai)x
Vi^iWi)' The reservation wage for both agents in each period is s"", and the
interest rate is zero.
The outcomes are publicly reported and contractible. We consider both terminal and interim reporting systems. The terminal reporting system only issues
reports at ^ = 2, whereas the interim reporting system reports the outcome at the
end of each period, i.e., j;^ = x^, ^ = 1,2.
Let / = 1,2, denote the agent. Agent / = 1 is either hired for the first period
or both periods, whereas agent / =2 is either hired for the second period or not
at all. With ^ C preferences, we let c^ represent agent fs total consumption for
the two periods, whereas with TA preferences, c^ = {c^^.c^^, where c^^ is agent fs
consumption in period t. The agent's actions are a^ = {a^^.a^^, where a^^ is agent
fs effort in period t (which is zero if he is not hired in that period).
Agent fs utility function takes either of the two following forms:
AC-ED\ u^c^,^^ = ln(c,) - aj(l

- a,^) - aj{\

TA-ED: ^/,(^„a,) = ln(c,,) + ln(c,2) - a,,/(I-a,,)

- a^X
-

ajil-a^).

The compensation paid to the agent by the principal is denoted s, with appropriate subscripts to indicate, where necessary, the agent, the period, and the reports. If an agent works for the principal in a given period, then the agent's consumption equals his compensation (assuming he is not motivated to borrow or
save). The principal may pay the agent in a period in which he does not work,
but in that case the agent's consumption equals his compensation plus his reservation wage ofs"".
To understand the previously mentioned wealth effect in ED models, consider a one-period hurdle model in which the agent's utility for compensation
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and effort is u{s,a) = ln(s + b) - a/(l - a), where b is the agent's initial wealth.
As in the basic model, a is the probability that outcome x^ occurs instead of x^.
Assume the agent's reservation wage is s"", so that the agent's reservation utility
is ln(s'' + b). The outcome is contractible and the principal chooses the actions
to be induced and the compensation Sg and s^^ to be paid if x^ or x^ occur, respectively. These choices must be such that the agent will accept the contract and
select the desired action, i.e., aln(6'^ + Z?) +(1 - a)ln(si^ + b) -al{\ - a)>\n{s'' +b)
and \n{Sg + b) - ln(6'^ + b) = 1/(1 - of. Figure 25.2 provides a numerical example
which varies the agent's wealth while holding the induced action a constant at
.4 and assuming the reservation wage is s"" = .5. Observe that as the agent's
wealth increases the spread between Sg and s^^ increases, with a significant
increase in the former and a slight decrease in the latter.^^ Consequently, there
is a significant increase in the expected compensation cost, aSg + (I - a)si^ (due
to the increased risk). This illustrates the fact that with ED models, it is more
costly to motivate a wealthy agent than a poor agent.
60 n

Costs
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40
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s.

.^^
Expected compensation

20 ^
10
0^
-10
2

Wealth

Figure 25.2: Impact of wealth on compensation cost,
(a = .4and^^ = .5).

^^ The marginal utility \l{s+b) is much more sensitive to changes in s for small b than for large
b.
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Tables 25 A. 1 and 25A.2 in Appendix 25 A provide formulations of the principal's problem for a series of settings that vary with respect to the form of the
agent's preferences, the timing of the reports, agent access to borrowing and
saving, and the number of agents hired. Solutions to the numerical examples are
summarized in Tables 25A.3 and 25A.4.
Comparing cases (a) and (b) reveals that with a single agent, the principal
receives a higher expected payoff with interim reporting than with terminal
reporting (21.761 vs. 21.526 with^C, and 21.718 vs. 20.710 with TA). With
terminal reporting, the AC model is effectively the same as a simultaneous
choice multi-task model (see Chapter 20). Since the periods are identical, the
induced actions are the same and the compensation is symmetric, i.e., a^ = ^2
and Sgi^ = Sj^g. This also occurs with TA preferences. With interim reporting, the
second-period action varies with the reported result for the first-period even
though the outcomes for the two periods are independently distributed. The^C
case illustrates some of the analysis in Section 25.2.2. In particular, consistent
with Proposition 25.3(c), under interim reporting, the induced second-period
effort is greater if the first-period outcome is bad instead of good, i.e., ^2^ =
.2901 > a2g = .0066. This is due to the wealth effect discussed above - a good
report in the first period increases the agent's perceived wealth, whereas a bad
report decreases it. Hence, stronger, more costly, incentives are required in the
second period if the first-period outcome is good instead of bad. The tailoring
of second-period incentives to the agent's interim wealth information is beneficial to the principal, and results in more induced first-period effort (e.g., a^
equals .2290 under terminal reporting, and .2666 under interim reporting).
The above phenomena also occurs with TA preferences, independent of
whether the agent can borrow or save. In both Tables 25A.4(a) and (b), the
induced effort in both periods and the principal's expected payoff are all greater
if the agent cannot borrow or save. That is, the principal benefits from having
greater control over the agent.
Comparing cases (a) and (c) reveals that using two agents dominates using
a single agent when there is terminal reporting. Under AC the two agents are
offered the same contracts, and produce the same results. Under TA, the two
agents receive the same contracts in substance, but the contracts differ in form
since one receives s"" from another source in the first period, while the other
agent receives it in the second period. The benefit of replacing the first agent
in the second period again derives from the wealth effect discussed above. At
the end of the first-period the first agent's expected compensation from the firstperiod contract under ^ C is .2737x5.275 + .7263x.368 = 1.711, which is
distinctly greater than the .500 the second agent has received from an external
source. Since the first agent has more expected wealth it is more expensive to
hire him for the second period than it is to hire the second agent. A similar
result occurs under TA. We assume the principal can pay compensation over
two periods even though the agent only provides effort in one period. Hence,
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the first agent's expected wealth from the first-period contract is 1.063 + (5.580
- 1.0)x.2807 + (.808 - 1.000)x.7193 = 2.487, which is distinctly greater than
the wage of 1.000 the second agent received from an external source.
The wealth effect is revealed even more starkly when we compare case (d)
to either (b) or (c). In (d) and (b) there is interim reporting, so that at the end of
the first period the agent and principal know whether the agent will be compensated for a good or a bad first-period outcome. Based on the contract in (c), the
first agent's wealth given a good outcome is 1.063 + (5.580 - 1.000) = 5.643
and given a bad outcome it is 1.063 + (.808 - 1.000) = .871. The former is
greater than the second agent's 1.000, while the latter is less. Hence, it is
cheaper to hire the second agent in the second period given a good first-period
outcome, but it is cheaper to rehire the first agent if he is poor due to a bad firstperiod outcome. Hence, contingent replacement (with an expected payoff of
22.350) dominates both unconditional retention (21.718 in case (b)) or unconditional replacement (2.192 in case (c)).

25.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Performance measures, such as accounting earnings, are often correlated across
periods and are often influenced by at least some of the actions taken in prior
periods, as well as the current period. However, in this initial chapter on multiperiod incentives we have assumed stochastic and technological independence.
This has allowed us to focus on the characterization of the optimal contracts and
the agent's consumption and action choices in a basic model with period-specific, independent performance measures and four different types of agent
preferences {TA-EC, AC-EC, TA-ED, d^nd AC-ED).
The analysis based on time-additive {TA) preferences has highlighted the
importance of recognizing that agents can typically borrow and save, so that the
timing of their consumption can differ from the timing of their compensation.
Therefore, it is not necessary to have smooth compensation in order to have
smooth consumption.
The analysis based on effort disutility {ED) preferences has highlighted that
there can be wealth effects such that the principal prefers to hire poor agents or
retain agents who had poor performance reports (due to random factors beyond
their control).
We briefly considered the timing of the performance reports and established
that early reporting is preferred if the agent has TA preferences, whereas timing
is irrelevant if the agent has A C-EC preferences. This issue is explored in more
depth in the next chapter.
Throughout the chapter we assumed full commitment. The agent could not
leave at the end of the first period and the principal could not fire him.
Furthermore, they cannot renegotiate their contract at the end of the first period
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even though they might find it beneficial to do so at that time. We defer the
analysis of the impact of contract renegotiation until Chapter 28.

APPENDIX 25A: Two-period Hurdle Model Examples
Table 25A.1
Two-period Hurdle Model with AC Agent Preferences

(a) Principars

Single-agenty Terminal Reporting

U^^ = maximize

Problem:

a^ [(2Xg - Sg^a2 + (x^ + x^ - Sg^)(l - ^2)]

a6[0,l]

'"'''"'"

+ (1 - «i)[(x, + x^ - s,^)a, + (2x, - sj(l

- a,)l

subject to
a,[ln(sja2

+ ln(^^^)(l - ^2)] +

(l-a,)[ln(s^g)a2

+ ln(6'^^)(l - (22)] - ai/(l - a^ - ^2/(1 - a^ > ln(26'''),
Hsgg)ci2 + ln(^^^)(l - a^) - Hsbg)^2 - l n ( ^ J ( l - ^2)= W ' a,)\
\n{Sgg)a, - \n{Sgj;)a, + ln(^^^)(l - a,) - \n{sj{\
(b) PrincipaVs Single-agent, Interim Reporting

- a,) = 1/(1 - a^f.

Problem:

l/^ = maximize a^ [(2Xg - Sg^a2g + (x^ + x^ - ^^^)(1 - ^2^)]
VVV^..
subject to

+ (1 _ «^)[(^^ + X, - s,^)a,, + (2x, - 5 J ( l - a,,)l

« i [ln('^gg)«2g + ln("^g6)(l - «2g) - «2g/(l - «2g)] + ( 1 - « i ) [ln('y6g)«26

+ ln("^J(l - ajb) - a2b/(l - ajt)] - a/Cl - a^) >
Hsgg)a2g + Hsgi,)(i - Ozg) - Hsi,g)a2b - Hsbb)(^" «26)
- 02/(1 - a2g) + QjJil - ajb) = 1/(1 - aif,
Hsgg) - Hsgt) = 1/(1 - «2g)^

Hsbg) - Hsbb) = 1/(1 - a2bf-

His"),
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(c) Principars Two-agent, Terminal Reporting Problem:
(identical one-period problems are solved for each agent)
Lf^ = 2x maximize (x^ ~ ^g)^ + fe ~ ^b)(^~ ^)?
a e [0,1], Sg,si^

subject to
ln(^^ + s')a + ln(^^ + ^^(1 - a) - al{\ - a) > \n{2s%
\n{Sg + s') - \n{s^ + s') = 1/(1 - af.

(d) PrincipaVs Conditional Employment, Interim Reporting Problem:
U^^ = maximize a^ [(x^ - s^) + ViU^^] + (1 - ^i)[(x^ + x^ - Sj^^a^j,
ai,a2^6[0,l]

^'^^'^^

H2x,-sJ{\-a,,)l

subject to
a^\n{Sg + s') + (1 - a^)[ln(s^g)a2t + ln(^J(l - ^2z,)]
- a^/(l - ^i) - (1 - ^i) V ( l - ^2z,) ^ ln(2^"),
ln(^^ + ^0 - ln(^^^)a2^ - ln(^ J ( l - ^2^) + ^2^/(1 - ^2^) = 1/(1 - a^)\
ln(sj

-ln(sj

= 1/(1-^2^)1

Table 25A.2
Two-period Hurdle Model with TA Agent Preferences
(* indicates constraints that apply if the agent can borrow and save)

(a) Principars Single-agent, Terminal Reporting Problem:
If^ = maximize a^ [(Xg - s^) + (Xg - Sg^a2 + (x^ - ^^^)(1 - a^]
(3^(32 6 [0,1]

..^.r V-..-..
subject to

+ (1 _ a;)[{x, - s,) + (x, - sja,

+ (x, - sj{\ - a,)}
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In(^i) + ai{\n{Sgg)a2 + ln(5yj)(l-a2)] + (l-ai)[ln(^Ag)a2
+ ln(5jj)(l - aj)] - ai/(l - a^) -ajil

- Oj) > 21n(i'"),

\n{Sgg)a2 + ln(s^j)(l - aj) " ln(^6g)a2 " ln(^M)(l" ^i) = W " «l)^
a, [\n(sj - \n(s^]
Sgft)] +
+ ((1
l - a-i )a,)[ln(sj
[ l n ( 5 A g 7 - ln(sj] = 1/(1 - a2)',
*

1/si - «! [a2/^„. + (1 - a2ysA - (1 - aj) [aj/^^ + (1 - a2)/-^M] = 0-

(b) Principal's Single-agent, Interim Reporting Problem:
U'^ = maximize
^ig'^ib

a^ [(x^ - s^^) + (x^ - Sgg)a2g + (x^ - Sg^)(l - a2g)]
+ (1 -flfi)[(xi,- s^t,) + (x^ - sja2i, + (xi, - sjil

- a2t,)],

subject to
«i [Hsig) + Hsgg)a2g + Hsgb)(i - a2g) - a2g/(l " «2g)]
+ (1 - ai)[ln(si4) + Mst^a2b + H^bbX^ " ^ib) " «2A/(1 " «2A)]
-ai/(l-ai)>21n(5''),
[Hsig) + lii(5gg)a2g + In(5g4)(l-a2g) - 02/(1-aj^)]
- [In('yiA) + Hsbg)a2b + ln("^M)(l -

«2A)

-

«2A/(1

ln(^g^)-ln(5g,) = l/(l-a2,)^
ln(^,^) - ln(5J =l/(l-a2,)^
*

l/^lg-«2Ag-(l-«2g)/^g*=0,

*

l/'^iA - a2b/si,g - ( 1 - a2A)/'yAA = 0-

(c) Principal's Two-agent, Terminal Reporting Problem:
U[^ = maximize
subject to

- ^1 + (x^ - s^ja^ + (x^ - Sj)(l - aj),

" «2A)] = 1/(1 - «i)^
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In(^i) + ln(^^ + s')a, + ln(^^ + s'){\ - a,) - a,l{\ - a,) > 2ln(s'X
\n(s^+s')-ln(s,+s')
*
Up

=

l/(l-a,)\

1/^1 - a, % + s') - (1 - a,)/(s^ + s') = 0.

= maximize

- ^i + (Xg - s^a2 + (x^ - s^{\-

a^),

subject to
\n{s^ + s"") + \n{s^a2 + \n{sj^{\ - a^) - (22/(1 - a^) > 2ln(s''),
Hsg)-ln(s,)
*

=

l/(l-a2)\

1/(^1 + s') - a^lSg - (1 - a^ys^ = 0.

(d) PrincipaVs Conditional Employment, Interim Reporting

Problem:

l/^ = maximize a^ [(Xg - s^g) + (Up - S2g)]
+ (1 _ ^^) [(^^ _ s^^) + (x^ - si,^)a,i, + (X, - 5 J ( 1 - a,,)l
subject to
«i Msig) + Hsig + s")] + (1 - ai) [ln(^i4) + Hsi,g)a2h + ln(^ J ( l - aj^)
- 024/(1 - Oj^)] - ai/(l - Oi) > 21n(^°),
[ln(^ig) + ln(^2g + ^'')] - [ln(si^) + 111(^4^)024 + l n ( 5 j ( l - a 2 4 )
-024/(1-024)] = 1/(1-aO^
HSbg) - HSbb) = 1/(1 - «2A)^

*

l/"^iA - [aiJsi,^ + (1 - a24)/^AA] = 0.
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Table 25A.3
Two-period AC Hurdle Model Examples
Model Parameters:

x = 20,x^ = lOj^^"" = .5.

(a) Single Agent with Terminal Reporting:
If^ = 21.526
a^=a2 = .2290
s^g
= 10.713
~ 5.747
^gb ~ ^bg
%
= .780

(b) Single Agent with Interim Reporting:
a, = .2666
Sgg = 15.490
Ojg = .0066
^g4 = 5.623
OjA = .2901
^4g = 5.394
s,, = .742

t / ' = 21.761

(c) Two Agents with Terminal Reporting:
l/^ = 2x 11.026 = 22.052
Oi = 02 = .2737
s,g + 8" = 5.275 + .500 = 5.775
s„ +S'' = 0.368 + .500 = .868

(d) Contingent Replacement with Interim Reporting:
l/^ = 22.185
«! = .2875
Sg+s" = 5.592 + 0.500 = 6.092
021, = -2937
s^g = 5.306
% = .715

Table 25A.4
Two-period TA Hurdle Model Examples
(the numbers in brackets assume the agent cannot borrow or save)
Model Parameters:

x = 20, Xi, = 10, s° = 1.

(a) Single Agent with Terminal Reporting: l/^ =20.710 (21.519)

a, = .2374 (.3203)
02 = .2274 (.3203)

^1 = 1.100(2.443)
Sgg = 11.002(7.184)
Sg,= 5.271(3.698)
s,^= 5.271(3.698)
s,, = .670( .209)
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(b) Single Agent with Interimt Reporting: ^^' = 21.718
a, = .3801 (.3785)
Sig= 3.159 (3.543)
Si4 = .879 (1.598)
a2g = .1238 (.1404)
s^^ = 10.574 (9.774)
a^t = .3020 (.3699)
Sgi, = 2.874 (2.526)
s,^ = 5.044 (3.798)
s,, = .648 ( .306)

(21.947)

(c) Two Agents with Terminal Reporting:
«! = .2807

(.3405)

aj = .2807

(.3405)

L'," = 10.596 (10.881)
t / " = 21.192 (21.762)
Si = 1.063
(1.762)
S2g + s'' =5.580
(4.334)
S2i,+s'' = .808
(0.435)
S i + s " =1.063
(1-762)
^2^ =5.580
(4.334)
S21, = .808
( .435)

(d) Contingent Replacement with Interim Reporting: U'^ = 22.350 (22.565)
a, = .4154 (.4161)
(3.362)
5ig = 3.356
5i4= .823
a2i, = .3090 (.3804)
(1.543)
S2g + s° = 3.356 (3.362)
5,g =4.874
(3.620)
sth = .600
( .268)

APPENDIX 25B: Proofs
Lemma 25.B1

co, - R,.,co,., = U;'ln[A-VA-i]r

Proof:

T = t+\

+ ^i?,_:A-iln[A-VA-i]

1 E
T = t+\

A.{ln[()e.?/A.)/(A.-i/A.-i)]} + -Aln[A-VA-i]
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1^-1

ln[A-VA-i] = -^t

ln[A-VA-i].
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Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 25.10
The first-order condition for c^ in the agent's problem (25.15) is
5;r;g;exp[-rcJ=i;g,,
(25.B1)
which imphes
c, = 1 {HP^ip,,-] - ln[i /(rS;)]},
where X is the muhipher for the budget constraint. Substitute (25.B1) for all x
into (25.15b):
E p,^{\nmip,,]

- ln[2/(r£';)]} = B„

and solve for - \n[XI{rS^)\
- ln[2/(r£';)] = A,{rB, - ^

p.lniP^ip,-]}.

(25.B2)

Substituting (25.B2) into (25.B1) for ? = 0 yields (25.16a). Similarly, solving
for an arbitrary date t and setting x = t yields (25.16b). IfP" = P^\/ x > t, then
HPrVJ^r,] = 0, V T > ?, and we obtain (25.17a) and (25.17b).
Substituting the agent's optimal consumption choices into (25.15a) yields
the agent's value function. Note that the agent's "asset" balance at date r can
be written as
B^ + a, = R,_i(l -yl,_i)(5.-i + »T-I) + »T " KiOJ^-i

= R,_,(i -A_,)(B,_, + co,_,) + U;nn[p,yp,_,],
r

where the second equality follows from Lemma 25.B1. Since A^R^_^{A^_^ l)A^_^ = A^_^, the preceding implies, for x> t,
AXB, + CO,) =A_,(B,_, + CO,.,) + ^ln[A-VA-i]
r

= AXB, + oj^ ^ Un[p:/pj.
r

Substituting this into the value function yields
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T=t

T=t

= -S^A]'Qxp[-rA^(B^+

co)l

which is (25.16c).

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 25.11
To solve the dynamic programming problem (25.19) we conjecture a specific
form of the value function and the certainty equivalent, and then verify that the
conjecture is a solution to the problem. The conjectured form of the value function is:
V,'\CE,'^) = - g,E^Q^^\-rHCEj^

+ g,)],

/ = 0, ..., T, (25.B3)

with time-dependent constants g^, /z^, and q^ with g^^h^^X and q^^ 0.
The certainty equivalent at date ^ +1 is conjectured to be a linear function
of y^ (which is normally distributed) and the risk aversion parameter for the
value function F^Jf (*) is r/z^^^, so that the conjectured date t certainty equivalent
is
CEl' = nc, + A{E.[C£',ri] - V2rh,^,N&r,[CE!^,]}, t = 0,..., T- 1, (25.B4)
with CE^^ = ncj^ = B^. Note that the discounting on the right-hand side occurs
to ensure that everything is measured in nominal date t dollars.
Using (25.B3) and (25.B4), we can write the Bellman equation (25.19) as
V^\CE^^) = max { - ^ ; e x p ( - rnc;)

- g,^,E,:,c^^[-rh,^,{R,{CEl^

- nc,) + q,^,)]}, (25.B5)

and the first-order condition for the optimal consumption choice is
ncr-ncnCEr)

-

^'''^'
CE^ - ^^^A^/A) ^ M g . . / ^ . . )
r(l . R,h,^,)
1 . R,h,^,
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Observe that (25.B3) implies that h^ and h^^^ must satisfy
h, 1 - R,Kx
to be consistent with our conjecture. As in Proposition 25.10 this is satisfied by
h, = A-

We now conjecture that the two other coefficients are also the same as in Proposition 25.10 and prove that they satisfy the Bellman equation.
Substitute nc^ = h^CE^^ + q^, g^ = A~^, h^ = A^, and q^ = co^ into the righthand side of (25.B5) to obtain
-£';exp[-rJXC^/^+«>,)]
- A ; \ £',!,exp[ -r/t,,,(i?XC£/' -A,iCEl'

+ «,)) + «,.i)]

= -£';exp[-r4(C£/^+c»,)]
- ^;,\£',!iexp[-r^,(C£'/'^ +«.)] expM,,i(i?rCO, - oi,,^)]
= - {SI' + A ; \ 5,:, A7A) exp[- rAXCEj' + «,)]
= - £ ' ; 4 - > e x p [ - r 4 ( C £ / ^ + cw,)].
The first equality rearranges terms and uses the fact that A^^^R^(l-A^) = A^.
Then the second equality uses Lemma 25.Al, and the third equality uses E^"" =
SHi PI" and 1 + A^^^ Ifi^ = A~\ The result satisfies the conjectured form of the
left-hand side of the Bellman equation.
Finally, we derive the agent's certainty equivalent. It is given inductively
by (25.20b) with initial condition CE/^ = B^. It includes the NPV at date t of
current and future compensation and effort costs, represented by W^ = IL^^^P^^s^
^ s^ ^ A^^+i and K^ = H^^^fi^^K^ " T^t ^ Pt^t+i^ respectively. In addition, the
certainty equivalent includes the nominal weath risk premium represented by
RP^^, and specified in (25.20c)
The specification of the certainty equivalent in (25.20b) follows by induction using (25.B4) and (25.20b). That is, assume it holds for date ^ +1 and then
show it holds for date t, i.e.,
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CEJ' = nc, + pA^iB,^, + A.iE,.: [W,^, - K,^,] - RP,l^ ]
- '/2r/t,,Var,[5,., + A.iE..i[^..2 " ^ . J " ^/'Jf ]}
= B, + A{E,[*,.: - K,.i + A.i[^,.2 - K,^2] - RP'I ]

where the second equaHty follows from the law of iterated expectations, i.e.,
E^[E^+i [ • ]] = E^[ • ], and the assumption that future effort costs are non-stochastic.
Q.E.D
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CHAPTER 26
TIMING AND CORRELATION OF REPORTS IN
A MULTI-PERIOD LEN MODEL

This is the second of four chapters that examine multi-period principal-agent
models. As in Chapter 25, we assume the principal and the agent can commit
to a long-term contract without subsequent renegotiation. The key innovation
in this chapter is that we relax the Chapter 25 assumptions that the performance
reports are stochastically and technologically independent.
The impact of correlated noise is examined in depth using a multi-period
Z^'A^ model. ^ This model is a relatively straightforward extension to the multiperiod Z£7Vmodel introduced in Section 25.4. We establish that the timing of
performance measure reports is irrelevant if the agent has exponential AC-EC
(aggregate-consumption/effort cost) preferences, but early reporting can have
strictly positive value to the principal if the agent has exponential TA-EC (timeadditive/effort cost) preferences. The key, of course, is whether early reporting
permits the agent to more fully smooth his consumption. Interestingly, the
results differ for action-informative reports (those influenced by the agent's actions) versus reports that are "purely insurance" informative (i.e., they are not
influenced by the agent's productive acts but are correlated with the noise in
action-informative reports). Early reporting of the former is generally valuable
to the principal, whereas it is not valuable to report the latter before the insured
action-informative report is issued. The analysis also considers how the interperiod correlation of the reports affects the principal's expected net payoff.
Section 26.2 explores the impact of report characteristics in a two-period
setting, other than timing, on the principal's expected utility and his preference
for two versus a single agent. These characteristics include the level of correlation between reports, the sensitivity of the reports, and the aggregation of reports.

^ Much of the analysis in this chapter is based on Christensen, Feltham, Hofmann, and §abac
(2004) (CFHS).
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26.1 IMPACT OF CORRELATED REPORTS IN A
MULTI-PERIOD LEN MODEL
In Section 25.4 we considered aZ^'A^model in which there are 7technologically
and stochastically independent periods. We now extend that model by allowing
the noise in one report to be correlated with the noise in other reports, so the stochastic independence assumption no longer holds.
The analysis in Chapter 20 considers the impact of correlation in a singleperiod LEN model, and many of the results in that chapter can be extended to
the multi-period model considered here. We leave that to the reader and focus
on the implications of correlation among signals released at different dates.
Inter-period correlation implies that the agent's uncertainty about the noise in
future reports is reduced as correlated reports are issued. There are two key
issues to be examined. First, if we hold the correlations fixed, how does the
timing of the reports affect the agent's consumption and action choices, the contract offered by the principal, and the principal's expected utility? Second, if
we hold the timing of reports fixed, what impact does the level of correlation
have?

26.1.1 Impact of Report Timing on the Agent's Utility
with Exogenous Incentive Rates
While our analysis in this section emphasizes the relaxation of the stochastic
independence assumption, we also relax the technological independence assumption. In particular, the general form of the/^ performance measure is

y,- = y^ M. a + £*,-,
where a^ is the m^xl vector of actions taken at the start of period T, M^^ is the 1 x
m^ matrix of sensitivities for the/^ performance measure with respect to the
actions a^ in period T, t. is the date of the latest action that impacts yp and ^ ~
N(0,1) is the noise in the/^ performance measure. The reports issued at date t
are represented by the vector y^, which consists of all yj such thaty e J^. Similarly, the reports issued up through date t are represented by y^, which includes
allj;^ such thaty E J^ = J^u ... u J^? Conversely, the reports issued subsequent
to date t are represented by y^^^, which includes allj;^ such thaty e J^^^ = J^^i u
... u Jj^.

^ We assume date 1 is the earliest report date. CFHS consider both pre- and post-contract reports
at date 0, but for simpHcity we exclude these types of reports from the current analysis.
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Proposition 25.7 demonstrates that if the agent has access to personal banking, then the timing of the payment of compensation is not important as long as
the net present value for any complete performance history is unchanged.^ For
example, paying s^ at date t or paying sjji^^ at date 7does not affect the agent's
consumption and action choices nor his expected utility. Of course, the compensation at date t must be measurable with respect to the information available
at that date. Since our focus in this section is on the impact of report timing, we
assume without loss generality that the fixed wage is paid at date ^ = 0, and the
incentive wages are all paid at the consumption horizon, i.e.,
^0 =/;

s, = 0,

for all t = 1, ...,7-1;

^^.(y^) = J ] "^jyj-

This allows us to change the report date of a given report without affecting the
timing of compensation. Note that, since there are no intermediate payments,
the NPV of the agent's remaining compensation as of date t is given by
W, = yg,, W^, for any T>t,
with Wj^ =

(26.1)

Sj^(yj).

The Agent's Choices
As noted in Section 25.4, the characterization of the agent's consumption
choices, certainty equivalents, and expected utility provided by Propositions
25.11 and 25.12 also apply to the settings considered here. However, the
characterization of the agent's action choices and the principal's contract
choices (see (25.24) and (25.25)) are only applicable to settings in which there
is technological and stochastic independence. Nonetheless, the pre-consumption certainty equivalent used to characterize the agent's action choices can be
readily extended to the current setting.
Section 25.4 considered time-varying interest rates and differences between
the agent' s and market's time-preference index. That analysis demonstrated that
the consumption choice issues raised by these factors have little impact on the
agent's action choice and the principal's contract choice. Hence, since action
choices and contract choices are of central focus in this chapter, we simplify the
analysis by assuming a flat term structure of interest rates that also characterizes
the agent's time preference, i.e., yS^"" =fi^=fifor all t andyff^^ = fi^~\
The agent selects his actions at each date so as to maximize his certainty
equivalent given his information at that date. His pre-consumption certainty

^ Proposition 25.7 is stated for time-additive preferences but, obviously, it also holds for aggregate consumption preferences.
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equivalent has four components. Three are the same for both AC and TA preferences: the current bank balance {B), the expected value of the NPV of future
compensation, E^[ H^^^^ ], and the NPV of future effort costs, K^^i."^ The fourth is
the NPV of the risk premia associated with future compensation risk, RPf^ or
RP^^. The risk premium differs between the two types of preferences because
of the difference in the relation between consumption and compensation in the
two settings. More specifically, the agent's certainty equivalent at dates ^ = 0,
1,..., T- 1, for preferences / = AC, TA, are (see (25.20) and (25.22)):
CE; =B,^P

{^W,.,]

- K,^,} - RPi,

(26.2)

and his compensation risk premium is (see (25.23)):
RP; = •/2 E

r

^>ar,_, [ E , [ r j ] ,

(26.3)

T=t+\

with f^ = rS^ and f^ = rA^ representing the nominal wealth risk aversions
under the two types of preferences. Recall from Section 25.4 that S^ is the
agent's time-preference index under AC preferences, and in this chapter we
assume it has a ratio S^^JS^ equal to the market discount rate fi. On the other
hand, with TA preferences we use the annuity factoryl^ = [1 + yf + ... + yff^"^]"\
The bank balance and effort cost components are precisely the same as in
Section 25.4. However, the other two components of the agent's certainty
equivalent are more complex. The expected NPV of future compensation can
be expressed as

E.[^.J =r'-'Y. E 4 E ^jh^h + E.[f,]] .
T=l JEJ^

^ h=\

(26.4)

'

Calculating the expectation of W^^^ is straightforward in Chapter 25 because
technological and stochastic independence imply that the incentive wage attributable to the reports at each date T depends only on a^ and e^j e J^, and E^[^]
= 0forall7eJ„T = ^ + l,...,r.
Now consider the agent's action choices at the start of period ^ + 1. Again
we have a situation in which the agent's actions do not affect the compensation
attributable to the noise terms. Hence, they do not impact the compensation risk
premium under either TA or AC, nor do they impact the conditional expectation
of the future noise terms. Furthermore, we assume the current action does not

"^ It is assumed that future effort costs are non-stochastic. This is justified in the LEN model we
consider here, but it may not be justified if we allow non-linear contracts (see Chapter 27).
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affect the cost of future actions, and the cost for period ^ +1 is /c^^i(a^+i) =
/4a^a^^i. Hence, given the incentive rates v^^^,..., Vj^, the agent chooses a^^^ to
maximize E^[H^^^i] -/c^^i(a^+i). The first-order condition is

^.^-r'-'j:

EV.M;,.

(26.5)

Obviously, (25.24) is a special case in which technological independence implies My^^i = 0 for ally e J^, T > ^ + 1.^ Without that independence, the agent's
action choice at any given date is influenced by the incentive rates for all future
reports affected by the current action. The discounting reflects that incentive
wages are paid at date 7, whereas the effort costs are paid at date ^ + 1.
Report Timing
Consider a change in the timing of report j;^ holding the incentive rate for that
report constant. In particular, assume that tj > ^., so that it is technically feasible
to issue the report one date earlier, i.e., at tj-\. In that casey shifts from being
a member of the set J^ to being a member of set ./^ _ ^. Note from (26.4) and
(26.5) that the timing of report j;^ does not affect the expected NPV of future
compensation nor the action choice.
Now consider the impact of a change in the timing of report yj on the
agent's consumption choice and compensation risk premium. Recall that W^^^
is the NPV at date ^ + 1 of the compensation that will be paid at date T. Those
payments will depend on the reports issued at each date. Hence, since the
reports are affected by random noise, W^^^ is a random variable. The following
lemma establishes that the conditional variance of W^^^ given the information at
date t is not affected by the timing of the reports subsequent to date t.
Lemma 26.1
For any given date ^ = 0, ...,7- 1,
Var,[r,J=;g^<^-'-»Var,[fF,]=;g^<^-'-»i: Var,_,[E,[r,]], (26.6)
T = t+\

and Var^[H^^+i] is not changed ifj; is reported at date T> t, instead of date t.

^ The difference in the discounting reflects that in this chapter all incentive wages are paid at T.
^ The first equality follows directly from (26.1), and the second equality follows from the fact
that we can write Wj as
(continued...)
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The lemma demonstrates that the conditional compensation variance at any
given date t can be written as a sum of variances for the subsequent dates each
measuring the amount of uncertainty resolved at that date. Timing affects when
uncertainty is resolved, but not the total. This directly implies that the timing of
a report is irrelevant if the agent has AC preferences. Note from (26.1), (26.3)
and (26.6) that the agent's risk premium with^Cpreferences can be written as

T = t+\

Hence, the agent's compensation risk premium at date t is the discounted nominal wealth risk premium for the conditional compensation variance given the
information at date t and, therefore, is not affected by the timing of the reports
subsequent to date t. Of course, this is due to the fact that the timing of consumption has no impact on the agent's expected utility in this case - we may
assume without loss of generality that the agent only consumes at date T.
On the other hand, consumption smoothing occurs under TA preferences,
and earlier reporting may facilitate more smoothing. Therefore, it is not surprising that the following proposition establishes that, for any exogenous set of performance measures, incentive rates, and induced actions, issuing a report earlier
will not reduce, and may increase the agent's certainty equivalent under TA.
The increase occurs if earlier reporting permits the agent to reduce his compensation risk premium by smoothing random compensation over more periods.
We state the following proposition in terms of issuing a report one period
earlier. This can be applied iteratively to consider any arbitrary reporting date
that is feasible.

(...continued)
E

{MWr]-'E,_,[W,]}

+E,[fF,],

T = t+l

and the fact that M^ ^ E^[Wj^] is a martingale with independent increments, i.e.,
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Proposition 26.1
Consider a reporting structure rj that generates a set of reports J = JQU J^u
... u Jj^, where the set J^ is issued at date T, with exogenous incentive rates v^
= (vy)ye/and induced actions a^ = (a^,..., aj). Let//''represent an alternative
"early" reporting system in which report h e J is issued at date t^ = t^-l > t^^
instead of 4. Given the exogenous incentive rates, the change in the agent's
ex ante certainty equivalent is
ACEf(fj^,fj)=0,
ACElXn'.n) - RPl\n) -

RPl\t)

= 'Arfi^f~''A^A^^YsiY^[E'[Wj.]]

> 0,

where E.^ is the expectation at t, given early reporting of 3;^.
e

Three of the four components of the agent's ex ante certainty equivalent (BQ,
are unaffected by early reporting. The only component that
may change is his ex ante compensation risk premium. Lemma 26.1 implies
directly that RPQ^ is also unchanged. However, RPQ"^ is strictly reduced with
early reporting if, and only if, Var [E^[W ]] > 0. Note that
EQ[WQ\, and KQ),

e

e

''e

That is, the ex ante risk premium is a constant times a weighted sum of the compensation uncertainty resolved at each date with weights A^ = P^'^A^. Lemma
26.1 establishes that an equally weighted sum is independent of timing, but
since the weights A^ are increasing over time, early resolution of compensation
uncertainty is valuable with TA preferences, i.e., reduces the compensation risk
premium.^ That is, early reporting ofy^^ has positive value if it provides new
information about future compensation that is not provided by y^ .

26.1.2 Impact of Report Timing on the PrincipaPs Optimal
Expected Net Payoff
Now consider the optimal incentive rates. The principal selects the contract and
induced actions that maximize his expected utility subject to the requirement

^ For example, the additional compensation uncertainty resolved at t^ with rj"" (relative to rj) is
A, .
VarJE;[fF^]] = V a r J E [fF^]] - Var;[Ef [fF^]], and ^ , - A, = f''A
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that the contract is acceptable to the agent and the induced actions are incentive
compatible (i.e., satisfy (26.5)). The contract is represented by s^ = (/, v^)
which consists of the initial fixed wage/and incentive rates v^ = {v^j^jikdl are
applied to the set of reports Jin the periods they are issued. By setting/so that
the first constraint is an equality, the principal's problem can be expressed solely as a function of the incentive rates and induced actions:
^(v^,;/) = TTo - {K, + RPI }, / = TA, AQ

(26 J)

T

where

^o ^ X! y^'V^n
t=\

t=\

and b^ is a vector of payoffs to the principal per unit of effort in each action at
date t. First-order condition (26.5) can then be used to express the principal's
problem strictly in terms of the incentive rates v^.
The first-order condition for incentive rate Vp given i = AC, TA, is
E ^ ' [ b / - a/]V^a, = V2fi'Yl p'-' r;aVar,_,[E,[r,]]/av,.

(26.8)

Using (26.5), the left-hand side of (26.8) is

?=1

= E >S'[b/ -r'

E E

V,M..]^^-'M;,

(26.9)

which implies that the impact of increasing Vj on the principal's gross payoff is
independent of the other incentive rates. On the other hand, the impact of
increasing v, on the agent's effort cost and the risk premium on the right-hand
side are potentially affected by the incentive rates for both prior and subsequent
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reports. The precise form depends on the structure of the sensitivities and the
underlying correlations. Examples are provided below.
Action and Insurance Informativeness
In this chapter, all actions are costly to the agent and all influence at least one
performance measure. However, an action may not be beneficial to the principal. We use the following definitions in referring to actions and performance
measures (similar terms are used in Chapter 20).
Definition
An action a^^ (the f^ element of a^) is productive if b^^ > 0 and is window
dressing if bf^ = 0.
A report j;^ is action informative with respect to a^^ if M^^^ ^ 0, and it is
not action informative if M^^ = 0 for all t. The report is insurance informative if Cov[^, Sj^ ^ 0 for some report j;^/ that is informative with respect to
some productive action, and it is not insurance informative if Cov[^, ^ ] =
0 for all action informative reports j ; ^ . Finally, a report impurely insurance
informative if it is not action informative, but it is insurance informative
with respect to some action informative report.
Recall that tj represents the date report j;^ is issued. If report j;^ is action informative, then we let t. represent the latest period in_which an action influencing
that report is taken. Report date ^^ cannot precede t.. If report j;^ is purely insurance informative, then t. = 0, and there is no restriction on the timing of the
report.

26.1.3 A Single Action with Multiple Consumption Dates
We now introduce a setting in which there is a single productive action a, an
action informative report;;^, and a purely insurance informative report;;^. We
initially focus on the impact of the timing of the reports. Then we consider
changes in the level of correlation and the impact of window dressing.
The Basic Model
The productive action a is assumed to be taken at the start of the first period.
Hence, date 1 is the earliest date at which j;^ = M^a + e^ can be reported. The
purely insurance informative report isj;^ = e^. The noise in the two reports have
unit variance and correlation/). Let v^ and v^ represent the incentive rates for the
two reports expressed in date T = 3 dollars. Hence, the ex ante variance of the
NPV of the agent's compensation is
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An information system that reports y^ at date t^ andj;^ at date t^ is represented by
f]''\ e.g., ff^ reports y^ at date 2 andj;^ at date 1.
In the analysis we assume the agent's time-preference index is E^ = ji^ The
timing is irrelevant, if the agent has AC preferences. In that case, with exogenous incentive rates, the agent's risk premium is
RPfi.n\Va,^'d = V2rp'Y2ir,[W,] = '/2ry?'^[v/ + 2pv,v, + v,^]
for all reporting systems.
Impact of Report Timing with TA Preferences and Exogenous Incentives
Report timing has an effect if the agent has TA preferences. In that case, with
exogenous incentive rates, the agent's risk premium is
RP',\n) = /2r,gH^iVarJ[Ef[^3]] ^ A,Yar:![E^[W,]]

^A^Yar^W,]},

where the conditional variances obviously depend on the timing, and the
weights, A^ = ji^A^, applied to these variances are such that A^ < A^^^ and A^ = I.
Table 26.1 (panel A) summarizes RPQ^ (rj) for the feasible timing of reports from
date 1 to date 3.
To illustrate these calculations, consider systems rj^^ and rj^^. With system
rj^^ both reports are reported at ^ = 2, i.e., all uncertainty about the agent's final
compensation W^ = v^y^ + v^y^ is resolved at ^ = 2. Hence, Varo^^[Ei^[H^3]] and
Var2^^ [^^3] are both equal to zero (where the superscripts represent the information system). On the other hand, E2^[W^] = W^ and given that no information
is reported until ^ = 2, the conditional variance at ^ = 1 is equal to the prior variance of ^3, i.e., Vari22[Ef [^3]] = v / + Ipv^v, + v^. The multiple, 'Arji^A^,
applied to this variance reflects the agent's risk aversion, that the agent's incentive wages are paid at ^ = 3, and that the agent smooths his consumption as an
annuity from t ^2 and onwards. Note that, for all systems in which both reports
are reported simultaneously the agent's ex ante risk premium has the same structure - the only difference is the applied weights A^ =fi^'^A^reflecting the number of remaining periods over which the agent can smooth his compensation
risk. Of course, since bothyff^"^ midA^ are increasing with the reporting date t,
the agent's ex ante risk premium is lower for earlier reporting dates.
With system rj^^ the action informative report;;^ is reported at ^ = 2, whereas
the insurance informative report is reported one period earlier aXt = I. In this
case, uncertainty can be resolved at both t = I and t = 2, whereas no uncertainty
is resolved at the final date t = 3, i.e., Var2^^ [W^] = 0. The uncertainty resolved
at ^ = 1 is determined by the uncertainty in the conditional expectation att = I,
E^^[^3], as viewed from ^ = 0. Using the rules for conditional expectations of
normally distributed variables, we get that
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E ' ' [^3] = v,M, + v,y, + pv,y, = v,M, + (v, + pvjy,,
and, hence, Var^^^ [ Ef [ ^^3 ]] = (v, + yo vj^. Similarly, since the posterior variance
of 3;^ given 3;^ is equal to (1 -p^), the remaining uncertainty resolved at ^ = 2 is
Var^^^ [E2^^ [^3]] = v/(l -p^). The agent's ex ante risk premium is obtained by
a weighted sum of these variances with weights reflecting the number of
remaining periods over which the agent can smooth the compensation risk
resolved at each date.

TABLE 26.1
Risk Premia for Single Action, Multiple Reporting Date Example,
with Time-additive Preferences
Panel A

Panel B

v^ and v^ are exogenous
ri'':

y2r/^' { v / + 2pv,v, + v/ }

v^ is optimal given v^
V2r/^' {v/(l -p') }

ri'':

y2r/^' {^,(v, + pvf

+ v/(l -p') }

V^rp' {v/(l -p') }

n'':

V2rp' {A,{v, + /,vj^ + v/(l -p') }

V2rp' {v/(l -/j^) }

t]'':

>/2r;?^ {^,(v/ + 2pv,v, + v,^) }

'Ar;?^ {^,v/(l -/j^) }

//'': V2rP'{A,(v,+pvf

+A,v,\l-p')}

V2rp'{A,vX\-p')}

V': V2rp'{A,{v^^pv^-'

+^,v,^(l V ) } '/2r;?M^iMi/^2y + (l V)]"'vJ }

The optimal insurance ratio is vjv^ = -p for all systems with t^ < t^,
whereas with t^ > t^ it is vjv^ = -pA^ [A^ p + A^(l- p^)]'^.

Impact of Report Timing with TA Preferences and Optimal Insurance Rates
Consider system rj^\ If the incentive rates are such that v^ = ~ yov^, then the
insurance informative report;;^ reported at ^ = 1 does not resolve any uncertainty
about the agent's incentive wages, i.e., Varo^^ [E^^^ [^3]] = 0- This is due to the
fact that in this case W^ =Va(ya ~ Pyd^ ^^^ the fact that3;^ and3;^ - py^ are inde-
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pendent, i.e, Covo(y„ W^ = 0. Hence, the agent's ex ante risk premium is the
same whether;;^ is reported at ^ = 1 or ^ = 2. In fact, in this case the contract is
as if it is written strictly in terms of the second of two stochastically independent
sufficient performance statistics (see Section 27.2.1), i.e.,/i = y^ and/2 = ya ~
py^. Similarly, if the incentive rates are such that v^ = - pv^, there is again no
difference in the agent's ex ante risk premium whether;;^ is reported before or
at the same date as 3;^. In this case, the two stochastically independent sufficient
performance statistics are/^ = y^ and/2 = yi ~ pya- The key difference between
the two settings is that in the former the first statistic is neither insurance informative about the second statistic nor action informative, whereas both statistics
are action informative in the latter. This implies that it is optimal to set v^ =
-pv^ in the former setting (since/^ = y^ is pure noise), whereas v^ = - pv^ will
not be optimal in the latter (since it is optimal to use non-zero incentive rates on
both action informative statistics).
Panel B of Table 26.1 summarizes the compensation risk premium for each
of the reporting alternatives when the insurance rate v^ is chosen optimally given
an exogenous incentive rate v^. The results are striking. If the pure insurance
information y^ is reported no later than the action informative report, then v^ =
- pv^ and the timing of the insurance report is irrelevant. On the other hand, the
compensation risk premium is greater if the action informative report is delayed,
i.e., it is reported at date 2 or 3 instead of date 1. Furthermore, the compensation risk premium is greater the further the insurance informative report is delayed beyond the action informative report date (e.g., RPQ^TJ^^) > RPQ^(rj^^) >
Of course, the key to these results is that although;;^ is not informative about
the agent's action, it is informative about the noise in the action informative
report. Hence, y^ is strictly used to remove noise in the action informative
report, and the uninsurable noise is e^- p e^ (compare to Proposition 20.5 for the
comparable result in a single-period setting). The insurance informative report
is not informative about the uninsurable noise and, hence, it is not valuable to
have that information early. However, if 3;^ is reported after 3;^, then the agent
cannot distinguish between the insurable and uninsurable components of 3;^
when it is reported. In that case, the agent's consumption choice based on 3;^
is affected by insurable noise and, therefore, his consumption smoothing is less
efficient - the delay of insurance informative information is costly.
Comparative Statics
We now hold the reporting system constant (using rf^) and consider the impact
of the level of correlation. We use the fact that it is optimal to set v^ ^ - pv^a")
and from (26.5) the induced action is
a=/^\M,,

(26.10)
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where the discount factor reflects the fact that the effort cost is in date 1 dollars
and the incentive rate is in date 3 dollars. The principal's objective is to select
the incentive rate v^ so as to maximize

= P[bp'v,M, - >/20?^v,MJ^] - V2rP'A,vXl -p\

(26.11)

The first-order condition yields
hM
(26.12)
and substituting (26.12) into (26.11) provides

mv^,n'')

1
=Pi;—

2

b'Ml
•

(26.13)

Ml^rA.il-p')

Note that the expected net payoff is smaller for rf'^ and ff\ for all T.
It follows immediately from (26.13) that the principal's optimal expected
net payoff is increasing in his payoff Z? per unit of agent effort, the sensitivity M^
of the performance measure per unit of agent effort, and the square of the correlation p^ between the action informative and insurance informative report.
None of these comparative statics are surprising. The value of the insurance report is zero if it is uncorrected with the action informative report, and its usefulness in "removing" incentive risk is the same for positive and negative correlation - there is merely a difference in the sign of the insurance rate.
Timeliness versus Precision
There is often a trade-off between obtaining an earlier report and the preciseness
of that report. In our model, in which reports have unit variance, the preciseness
of an action informative report is represented by its sensitivity to the agent's
action. To illustrate this trade-off, we consider a single-action setting in which
the principal chooses between systems //^ and rf, which generate action informative reportsj^i ^ M^a ^ s^ and3;2 = M ^ + ^2? ^^dates t^ and t2>ti, respectively.
The systems have the same cost, but M^ < M^, i.e., the first is less precise than
the second.
Let Vi and v^ represent the incentive rates for the two systems, measured in
date r = ^2 dollars. Hence, the ex ante risk premium for system r\\j = 1,2, and
preferences / = AC, TA, are RPQ(fj^) = Vifi^^'^ f^^v^, where T = tj is the report
date.
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The principal's gross payoff per unit of effort and the agent's effort cost are
b and Via^, measured in date 1 dollars. Consequently, given Vp the induced action with system rj^ is a^ =fi^~^^j^j • The optimal incentive rate and optimal net
payoff to the principal, for system rj\j = 1,2, and agent preferences i = TA,AC,
are
v/ = bMj[/]^(RM/ +

R'fJ)y\

UP\f]') = V2(bMj)^[RM/ +R'fjY\
Given our earlier results, it is not surprising that, given M^ < M2,
,r .
1 f^^^l
,r 1
1
b^^l
If^^irf) = ±
^— > UP^^{rj') = A
2 RM2 +r
2 RMf +r
That is, with ^ C preferences, report timing is immaterial and, hence, the principal strictly prefers the later system if it generates a more precise (i.e., sensitive)
report.
On the other hand, with TA preferences, ceteris paribus, earlier action informative reports are preferred to later reports to facilitate consumption smoothing,
but more precise reports are preferred to less precise reports because of the reduced risk premium. More specifically,
IJP^^rj^) - lF^\r]') =
2 RM^ + rR^'A^

if, and only if,

^l
^

Ml

-

^
> 0,
^ RM^ + rR^'A^

t-t ^U
> /? '^ 'i ^

^,

The preceding analysis compares an early, less precise report to a later, more
precise report. A related question is whether there is value to having both
reports. In particular, is it valuable to issue a preliminary report even though it
contains measurement errors or estimates that create noise in the first report
which will be corrected in the second? We do not formally analyze this setting,
but CFHS establish that it will be valuable with both ^ C and TA agent preferences to have both reports if3;2 is not a sufficient statistic for (y 1,3^2) with respect
to a (i.e.. Ml ^ pM^. However, if M^ = pM^, then the first report has no incremental value if the agent has ^ C preferences, but has positive incremental value
if he has TA preferences. Again, the key to these results is that the early report
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facilitates additional consumption smoothing if the agent has TA preferences,
but there is no value to consumption smoothing if he has AC preferences.

26.1.4 Multiple Actions and Consumption Dates
We now examine some settings with multiple actions, multiple consumption
dates, and multiple performance reports. The reports have correlated noise, so
that all reports potentially play an insurance role with respect to the noise in the
other reports. We assume that a single agent is hired for two periods and provides productive effort, a^ and ^2, in periods 1 and 2, respectively. The expected
gross payoffs to the principal from the agent's actions are b^a^ and Z?2^2? measured in date 1 and date 2 dollars, respectively.
There are two action informative reports, j^^ ^ M^^a^ ^ s^ ^^^yi " ^2^2 +
£2, where the noise terms s^ and £2 have zero means and unit variances with
Cov[£*i,£2] = P' We consider three reporting systems.
Interim reporting (rj^^): yi ^ndy2 are issued at dates 1 and 2, respectively.
Disaggregate terminal reporting (ff^)'. hoihyi and3^2 are issued at date 2.
Aggregate terminal reporting (rf'): aggregate report 3; ^y^ +3^2 is issued at
date 2.
Our analysis of terminal reporting can be viewed as representative of settings
in which the agent takes a sequence of actions between reports. Accounting
reports for a month or a year often provide only summary data when issued,
although a monthly report could contain daily or weekly details.
Table 26.2 summarizes the agent's ex ante certainty equivalent and risk
premium, given preferences i = TA,AC, his induced actions a^ and ^2 given the
incentive rates v^ and V2, the principal's choice of incentive rates, and his
optimal expected net payoff for each of the three reporting systems. Note that
the incentive compensation, v^y^ and V2JF2? is expressed in date 2 dollars for all
cases. Hence, if the first report is issued at date 1 and the incentive compensation is paid at that time, then the incentive compensation in date 1 dollars is
fiv^yi. On the other hand, since the timing of the actions is held constant, we
assume that the expected gross payoffs, b^a^ and Z?2^2? ^s well as the agent's
corresponding personal costs, Via^ and V2a2, are expressed in date 1 and date 2
dollars.
The agent' s certainty equivalent reflects his expected compensation, his cost
of effort, and his risk premium, which is influenced by the correlation between
the two components of the agent's incentive compensation. The risk premium
is not influenced by the action choices, so that the agent's choice ofa^ and ^2
depends only on v^ and V2, respectively. There is a time-value adjustment since
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the effort cost and resulting expected compensation are measured in different
dollars. Let the weighted average of the agent's date-specific risk aversion
parameters be defined as r ^ = jiflp^ + ^2(1 ~P^) •> ^^^ i = AC, TA.
Recall that with^Cpreferences f^ = ryff and Pj = rji^. Hence,yffri = r2
^ ^Ac ^j,g equal, which implies that the actions, incentive rates, and the
principal's expected net payoff are/^rec/^'e/y the same for interim {rf^) and disaggregate terminal reporting (ff^). This, of course, is merely another illustration
of the fact that the timing of reports is irrelevant if the agent has ^ C preferences.
The forms of the various elements are almost identical for rf^ and rf, but the
latter problem is constrained to apply the same incentive rate to the two performance reports. Hence, the latter cannot be greater than, and may be strictly
less than, the former.
While report timing does not matter with AC preferences, it does matter
with TA preferences. In that case,
r^ = r[l +p] ' < r

< r2 = r.

Hence, interim reporting strictly dominates disaggregate terminal reporting if
there is non-zero correlation. Of course, for the reasons discussed above, disaggregate reporting dominates aggregate reporting.

TABLE 26.2
Multiple Actions and Consumption Dates

Agent's Ex Ante Certainty Equivalent and Action Choices:
CEiifj) -PWv,M,,a,

- V2al\ ^p\v,M,,a,

«! =ySViMii,

flfj

- V^al^ -

= V2M22.

Principal's Optimal Expected Net Payoff:
U'Xn) =P[b,a, - Via^] + p^b^a^ - 'Aaj] - RP^(t])
=

V2[J3v,(^)b,M,,^J3\(r])b,M,,].

Risk Premia and Optimal Incentive Choice:

RPM.
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{pPrif

I
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P ^2^22^2

/^^l^ll'^2
^ ^ n

+ ^2 )(^2^2 + ^2 ) J

y2J3'fy2(Upl

1

{PMl,^rl){Ml^^r^)

PMl,^Ml^^r^2{\^p)

The Impact of Correlation
Figure 26.1 illustrates the impact of the correlation/) on the principal's expected
net payoff for the three reporting systems, given that the agent has TA preferences. In each example, M^^ = M22 = M = I and r = I. The key differences are
with respect to the diversity of the principal's gross payoffs. In graph (a) the
payoffs are identical, with b^ =Z?2 " t> = 10, and all amounts are measured in the
same dollars, so that the interest rate is zero (i.e., R = fi = I). We refer to this
as the identical periods case.^ At the other extreme is graph (c) in which only
the first action is productive, with b^ = 20 and Z?2 " 0- We assume the interest
rate is positive, with 7? = 1.10, but the key characteristic is that the second action
influences one of the performance measures but is not productive.^ As in
Feltham and Xie (1994), and Chapter 20, we refer to this as the window dressing
case. Graph (b) is an intermediate case in which b^ ^ \5 and Z?2 " 5, with R =
1.10.

^ The periods are nominally identical if b, = b2 = b and R> \.
^ We assume that the manager is hired for two periods even though his actions in one of the
periods have no incremental impact on the principal's payoff.
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(b) Intermediate case:
fti = 15,Z)2 = 5,i? = 1.10

(a) Identical periods:
^ = 10,^2 = 10, i? = l
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(c) Window dressing:
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Figure 26.1: Impact of performance measure correlation with interim (//^^),
disaggregate {rf^), and aggregate {rf) reporting.
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The following observations are noteworthy. First, interim reporting dominates
both disaggregate and aggregate terminal reporting in all three graphs. This
reflects the fact that, with TA preferences, interim reporting facilitates greater
consumption smoothing.
Second, disaggregate terminal reporting dominates aggregate terminal
reporting in graphs (b) and (c), but not in (a). Aggregate reporting constrains
the incentive rates for the two reports to be equal, whereas disaggregate reporting does not. The equality constraint is not binding in the identical periods case,
so that aggregate reporting achieves the same payoff as disaggregate reporting.
However, in graphs (b) and (c) the equality constraint is binding, i.e., it is optimal to set different incentive rates for the two reports. In effect, the single aggregate performance measure is congruent with the principal's preferences in
(a), but not in (b) and (c).
Third, the payoff from the aggregate reporting system is monotonically
decreasing \np in all three graphs. However, while this also applies to the other
two systems in graph (a) and for interim reporting in graph (b), it does not apply
to disaggregate reporting in either graphs (b) or (c), or to interim reporting in
graph (c). With aggregate reporting the single report is used exclusively for
providing effort incentives - there is no insurance. Furthermore, the variance
of the NPV of compensation is increasing in the correlation. This implies that
the agent's risk premium, which must be paid by the principal, is increasing in
p. However, when there are two separate reports, y^ can be used to provide
incentives for the agent's choice of action a^ and insurance for the incentive risk
associated with y2. Conversely, y2 can be used to provide incentives for the
agent's choice of action ^2 and insurance for the incentive risk associated with
y^. The insurance roles are enhanced by the informativeness of one report with
respect to the other, as represented hy p^. In graph (c), the second action is not
productive, so thatj^^ only plays an incentive role, while 3;2 oi^ly plays an insurance role. Hence, the payoffs for interim and disaggregate reporting are "U"
shaped in that graph.
In graph (b), the second action provides a positive, but relatively small, benefit to the principal. Hence, while y2 has an incentive role, it is small relative
to its insurance role. These two roles are complementary for negative values of
yo, resulting in a payoff that is decreasing \np foxp < 0. On the other hand, the
two roles are conflicting for positive values of p. For disaggregate terminal
reporting in graph (b) it is optimal to set V2 < 0 for/) > .65, to obtain the insurance benefit (at the expense of forgoing the incentive benefit). Hence, the payoff is increasing \np foxp e (.65,1).
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26.2 TWO AGENTS VERSUS ONE
In Section 25.5 we considered whether the principal would prefer to hire one or
two agents. Proposition 25.13 establishes that, with independence, the principal
is indifferent between hiring one or two agents if the agents \I3YQ AC-EC or TAEC preferences. Hence, in our two-period LEN model, with either AC or TA
preferences, the principal is indifferent between hiring one or two agents ifp =
0. We now consider the optimal contract and the principal's optimal net payoff
if the principal contracts with two agents using the interim reporting system tj^^
(from the preceding section) in settings in which/) ^ 0. Then we compare those
results to the optimal single-agent contract discussed above. ^^
Contracting with Two Agents Using Interim Reporting
Recall that the interim reporting system rj^^ issues y^ at date 1 and3;2 ^t date 2.
Given full commitment, we assume that the principal can contract with both
agents at date 0. The first agent is hired to work for the principal in the first
period and then leave, while the second agent is hired to work in the second
period and can work elsewhere in the first period. The compensation for both
agents can depend ony^ and3;2? ^^^ it can be paid by the principal at dates 0, 1,
or 2 (of course, any report contingent payment cannot be made until after the
report is issued).
Both reports have an incentive role and an insurance role. If two agents are
hired, then these roles can be separated. That is, y^ can be used to motivate the
first agent's choice ofa^ and to provide insurance for the second agent's incentive risk, while 3;2 ^^^ be used to motivate the second agent's action choice and
to provide insurance for the first agent's incentive risk.
More specifically, in the two-agent case, the f^ agent, / = 1,2, takes action
a^in period /and receives a fixed wage/^o at ^ = 0 and incentive compensation
^/ " ^/iJ^i + ^/2>^2 at ^ = 2. Table 26.3 presents the agents' certainty equivalents,
their action choices, the principal's optimal incentive contracts for the two
agents, and the principal's expected net payoff
If the agents have ^ C preferences, then ySr^ = f2 = r"^^ = fi^r. Consequently, the relative insurance rates are V12/V11 = V21/V22 = -p- That is, they
equal the negative of the correlation, which is the standard single-period result
for a setting in which one of the performance measures is purely insurance
informative. Furthermore, as we have seen in our prior analysis, the timing of
reports is irrelevant with AC preferences.

^^ We focus on interim reporting since that system provides agent-specific reports if two agents
are hired.
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TABLE 26.3
Two Actions and Two Agents

Ex Ante Certainty Equivalents and Risk Premia:
/ = 1:

CEi, (tj) = /3\,M,,a,

/ = 2:

CEl, {ri) = J3\,,M,^ a, + J3\,,M,,a,
where RP^W')

Action Choices:

+ /3\,M,, a, - p 'Aa,^ -

= V^W'Kiv,, ^pv^f

RPiM,

- J3' Vaa/ -

RP^,

+P'f^vi(l

-p')].

a^ = fivi^M^^, ^2 = V22M22.

Principal's Optimal Expected Net Payoff:
U'P(tj) = /3[b,a, - V2a,'] +/3'[b,a, - ¥20,'] - RP'M

"

RPM-

Optimal Incentive and Insurance Clioices:

Vjiiv'^)

= —62^22,

D2^Mi

V2,ifl'^)lv22irj'^)

+

= -p,

f^(l-p').

If the agents have TA preferences, then ySr^ < r ^^ < r2 ? with strict inequalities ifyo ^ 0 oryo ^ ±1, respectively. Consequently, ifyo ^ 0, the absolute value
of the first agent's insurance ratio | V12/V221 is less than \-pl whereas the second
agent's insurance ratio V21/V22 equals -p. Hence, the two contracts are not
identical even if the payoffs, effort costs, and performance measure sensitivities
are identical. The key difference is that the first agent's insurance informative
report is issued after his action informative report has been issued, whereas the
reverse applies to the second agent. Hence, the first agent receives his action
informative report at date 1 and can therefore smooth his incentive compensation over two dates (although he cannot distinguish between the insurable and
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uninsurable components ofj^^ at date 1). The second agent's incentive risk consists only of the uninsurable component of his action informative report, i.e., 3;2
- py^, andj^i is not informative about this risk. Hence, the second agent cannot
smooth incentive risk over the two dates.^^
One or Two Agents?
Figure 26.2 extends the example in Figure 26.1 to demonstrate how the correlation/) affects the principal's expected net payoff from hiring two agents instead
of one, when there is interim reporting and the agents have TA preferences.^^
As in Figure 26.1, M^^ = M22 = M = I and r = 1, and the three graphs differ in
their diversity of payoffs to the principal: (a) b^ = b2 = b = 10 and R = I; (h) b^
= 15, Z?2 = 5, and 7? = 1.10; and (c) Z?i = 20, Z?2 = 0, andT? = 1.10.
As it appears from Figure 26.1, the principal's optimal expected net payoff
from the single-agent contract is monotonically decreasing with the correlation
p. This also applies to the two-agent contract for negative values of p, but
changes radically for positive values of p. In fact, in the two-agent case, we see
that the principal's optimal expected net payoff is "U" shaped and can be described as increasing withyo^, which is a measure of the informativeness of one
report with respect to the other. This latter result follows from the fact that, with
two agents, if the correlation is positive, V12 and V21 can be given negative values
so as to provide insurance for the incentive risk created by positive incentive
values for v^ and V22. Hence, it is not surprising that contracting with two
agents dominates contracting with a single agent if the correlation is positive,
and that the benefit from doing so increases as p gets closer to one.
Proposition 25.13 demonstrates for optimal contracts that the principal is
indifferent between contracting with one or two agents if the periods are independent and the agents have either AC-EC or TA-EC exponential preferences.
This result also applies to our Z£7V model. To see this, observe that ifp = 0,
then we obtain from Tables 26.2 and 26.3

Rb.M..

V2W')

= V22(rj'') = _ ^ ^ ,
M22 + ^2

^^ Compare to the results in Table 26.1.
^^ The graphs for y4C preferences are very similar.

V2i(;/^^ )= 0,
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(a) Identical periods:
b, = 10,^2 = 10,i? = l
120
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(b) Intermediate case:
b, = 15,Z>2 = 5,7? = 1.10
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(c) Window dressing:
180^ b^ =20,^2 = 0,7^ = 1.10
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Figure 26.2: Two agents versus a single agent with interim reporting {rj^^).
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and

UP{rj'^) = U^P{rj'^) = Vil

Hence, U^(rj^^) and U^^(rj^^) either intersect or are tangent atyo = 0. As illustrated
by graph (c), tangency occurs in the window dressing case. The following summarizes the results illustrated by the graphs in Figure 26.2.^^
Proposition 26.2
With interim reporting, there exists a cutoff yo such that the principal's optimal expected net payoff U^(rj^^), from hiring one agent for both periods, is
strictly greater than the optimal expected net payoff if^irj^^), from hiring
two agents (one for each period) if, and only if, p e (p,0), where
(a) yo = - 1 in the identical periods case,^"^
(b) yo e (- 1,0) in the intermediate case,
(c) yo = 0 in the window dressing case.
When the correlation is negative and contracting with one agent is strictly preferred to contracting with two agents, the benefit derives from the fact that the
insurance for the risk associated with one performance measure can be treated
as a "free" by-product of the effort incentives associated with the other performance measure. With two agents, each performance measure must be used
twice, and, if there is negative correlation, the two-agent contract only dominates the single-agent contract if the correlation is very negative and both agents
are positively, but differentially productive.
In case (c), it is optimal to hire two agents but provide no incentives for the
second agent. This avoids the cost of window dressing while still using y2 to
insure the first agent against his first-period incentive risk.
In case (b), the benefits of hiring a single agent when there is negative correlation are similar to case (a). However, since the periods are not identical,
there is a set of very negative values of yo for which it is optimal to hire two
agents so that the second agent (who is the least productive agent) can be given
a small incentive commensurate with his productivity (i.e., by setting V22 small)
^^ Although Figure 26.2 is based on exponential TA-EC, the same results holds for exponential
AC-EC preferences.
^'^ Christensen, Feltham, and §abac (2003) examine this case and demonstrate that it results in
a preference for two agents if the reports are positively correlated and a preference for one agent
if the reports are negatively correlated.
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and yet the first agent is appropriately insured (by setting Vi2 large \fp is very
negative).
A Caveat
The preceding analysis assumes that only linear contracts are feasible, and
shows how contracting with two agents may facilitate separation between the
incentive and insurance roles of correlated reports. In Chapter 27 we consider
single-agent contracts in which the second-period incentive rate is a linear function of the first-period performance report. This leads to random variations in
the agent's certainty equivalent at the end of the first period, and provides indirect first-period effort incentives due to the correlated reports. With this type
of contract, positive correlation strengthens the indirect incentives and, of
course, these indirect first-period incentives are only obtained, if a single agent
is hired for both years. In Chapter 28, we consider inter-period renegotiation of
contracts. In that setting, we show that it may be impossible to sustain a secondperiod incentive rate that depends on the first-period report. Hence, in that setting, the choice of one versus two agents is similar to the analysis above (see
Section 28.4).

26.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Action-informative performance measures can only be reported after the action
has been taken. Incentives based on those measures derive from the fact that the
agent anticipates the impact of his actions on the future performance measures
and the resulting compensation. From an action incentive perspective, the
timing of the report is immaterial, i.e., delays in reporting do not affect the
action incentives. However, in a multi-period setting, the agent chooses the
timing of his consumption as well as his action choices, and the timing of the
performance reports will affect the extent to which he can smooth consumption.
This is not relevant if the agent has ^C-^'C preferences, but delays in reporting
can be costly if the agent has T^-^'C preferences.
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CHAPTER 27
FULL COMMITMENT CONTRACTS WITH
INTERDEPENDENT PERIODS

This is the third of four chapters that examine multi-period principal-agent
models. As in Chapters 25 and 26, we assume the principal and the agent can
commit to a long-term contract without subsequent renegotiation. In this chapter, as in Chapter 26, we relax the Chapter 25 assumptions that the performance
reports are stochastically and technologically independent. The key innovations
pertain to the exploration of the impact of transforming performance measures
to achieve stochastic independence, characterization of optimal non-linear contracts, creation of indirect covariance incentives by allowing the second-period
incentive rates to vary with the first-period performance reports, the use of effort
cost risk insurance and risk-premium risk insurance, and the consideration of
productivity information.
We begin in Section 27.1 by examining some basic issues in sequential
choice. To explore these issues, in Section 27.1.1 we formulate a two-period
model that is a special case of the basic model introduced in Section 25.1. This
model is less general than the basic model, but it is sufficiently general to encompass both stochastic and technological interdependence. A key point in this
section is that one must be careful in specifying the incentive compatibility constraints when the agent makes sequential choices. Of particular concern is the
potential for "double shirking," which refers to the agent's strategy in the
second period if he deviates from the planned action in the first period. The
deviation takes him "off the equilibrium path," and, to be a sequential equilibrium, the incentive constraints must be such that they reflect his rational response if he finds himself on that path.
Section 27.1.2 briefly describes three special cases in which there is stochastic interdependence, so that the first-period reports are informative about
both the first-period action and about future random events. The three types of
random events are: additive noise, payoff productivity, and performance productivity.
Chapter 26 examines the correlated additive noise case within aZ£7Vmodel.
Section 27.2 introduces transformations of the normally distributed performance
measures such that the revised representations continue to be normally distributed, but are stochastically independent. The revised measures are referred to
as stochastically independent sufficient performance statistics. In Section
27.2.1, the transformation merely orthogonalizes the noise terms, whereas in
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Section 27.2.2 the transformation normalizes the statistics so that they have zero
means. While creating stochastically independent statistics can simplify the
analysis, the transformation generally creates technological interdependence.
As illustrated using a simple two-period Z£7Vmodel in Section 27.2.1, orthogonalizing two technologically independent, stochastically correlated measures
produces two stochastically independent but technologically interdependent performance statistics. If the linear contract is expressed in terms of the original
measures, then the induced first-period action depends entirely on the firstperiod incentive rate. However, with the statistics, the induced first-period
action depends directly on the first-period incentive rate and indirectly on the
second-period incentive rate.
Section 27.2.1 examines two examples. The first is an auto-regressive process that is technologically and stochastically interdependent. It is noteworthy
that, in this case, orthogonalization provides statistics that are both stochastically and technologically independent. The second example is a stock price
process, for which the orthogonalized statistics are excess returns. These returns
are stochastically independent, but they are not likely to be technologically independent.
Orthogonalized statistics work well in the Z£7V model in which the actions
do not vary with the information received. However, if the actions vary with the
information received, it is useful to normalize as well as to orthogonalize the
performance measures. The normalization process described in Section 27.2.2
requires the use of the principal's conjectures with respect to the agent's actions,
including the principal's conjecture with respect to how the agent's actions will
vary with the information received, given the contract between the principal and
the agent.
In the Z^'A^ model, the optimally induced actions are independent of prior
information - they are constants. This is, in part, a result of the fact the LEN
contract is constrained to be linear. Section 27.3 considers a model in which the
preferences and performance measures are the same as in the LEN model, but
the contract need not be linear. Section 27.3.1 explores the nature of the optimal contract (when the form of the contract is not constrained). Key features
of the optimal contract include second-period incentives that vary with the firstperiod performance report, effort-cost risk insurance, and an additional indirect
first-period covariance incentive not present in the Z£7V model.
The characterization of the optimal contract is complex, and does not lend
itself to comparative statics. Section 27.3.2 considers a more tractable contract
that permits inducement of actions that vary with the information received. The
linearity constraint of the Z^'A^ contract is relaxed by allowing the second-period
incentive rate to be a linear function of the first-period performance statistic.
In addition, the second-period "fixed" wage can vary with the first-period performance statistic so as to compensate the agent for his second-period effort cost
and risk premium, conditional on the first-period report. This approach pro-
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vides effort-cost risk insurance and risk-premium risk insurance. This is called
a g£7V contract. Varying the second-period incentive rate with the first-period
report affects the first-period effort choice through an indirect covariance
incentive. Interestingly, contrary to the LEN contract, positive correlation between periods is desirable with a QEN contract because of the indirect firstperiod covariance incentives it provides.
Section 27.4 considers two settings in which the first-period report is informative about the second-period productivity (i.e., the rate of output per unit of
effort in the second period). Section 27.4.1 again uses the QEN contract in a
setting with Z^'A^model preferences and performance statistics (which are orthogonalized and normalized). In this case, varying the second-period incentive
rate with the first-period report again affects the first-period effort choice
through an indirect covariance incentive, but also allows the principal to directly
affect the second-period effort choice, so that it is more efficient. However,
these effects do not always go in the same direction.
Section 27.4.2 analyzes a two-period hurdle model in which the first-period
outcome is contractible and informative about the hurdle in the second period.
A key feature of this model is that the first-period action affects the informativeness of the first-period outcome about the second-period hurdle. Hence, the
optimal first-period action is chosen both for its direct effect on the first-period
outcome and for the informativeness about the second-period hurdle.

27.1 BASIC ISSUES IN SEQUENTIAL CHOICE
In Chapter 25 we formulate a multi-period incentive model, and then simplify
the analysis by assuming technological and stochastic independence of both the
performance reports and the principal's gross payoffs. In this section we examine some implications of technological and stochastic interdependence. For
simplicity, much of our analysis is done within the context of a two-period setting.

27.1.1 A Two-period Model with Interdependent Periods
We assume a risk neutral principal hires a risk and effort averse agent to take
actions a^ = (ai,a2) in periods one and two. There is no private information
(except that the principal does not observe the agent's actions), and the public
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(and contractible) reports issued at date ^ = 1,2, are denoted y^ e Y^. The pubHc
reports may include the principal's gross payoffs, but not necessarily.^
The principal is assumed to maximize the NPV of the net cash flows from
his firm's operations, where the NPV is computed using the market discount
factor per period of yff. The gross payoff (e.g., cash from operations prior to
deducting the agent's compensation) is represented by x, and is measured in date
t ^2 dollars. The agent's gross compensation is paid at ^ = 2, and is denoted
•^(5^2)' where y2 = (yi, y^ is the contractible information available at date t ^2.
At date 0, the agent accepts or rejects the compensation contract offered by
the principal. If he accepts, then the agent chooses his first-period action. At
date ^ = 1 the first-period performance report is issued, and the agent chooses
his date t = \ consumption c^ (measured in date t ^ \ dollars), followed by
selection of his second-period action. The agent's date t ^ 2 consumption C2
equals his compensation minus the debt plus interest used to finance his date t
= 1 consumption. That is, C2 = s - Rc^, where R = ^~^.
The agent's utility for his consumption and actions is represented by
u%C2,^2)'> where C2 = (ci,C2). He is unconcerned about the principal's gross
payoff unless it is part of his performance report and it influences his compensation. The agent chooses his actions sequentially (with no prior commitment).
Hence, for a given incentive contract we solve for his induced consumption and
actions by starting with his second-period action choice given the compensation
contract accepted by the agent, his first-period action, the date t = I report, and
the agent's date t = I consumption choice.
The first-period report can be influenced by the agent's first-period action.
Hence, we represent his prior first-period report beliefs by the distribution function 0(yi I a^). At the start of the second period, the agent knows his first-period
action and the date t = I report. Hence, his posterior belief with respect to the
second-period report that will result from his second-period action can depend
on Yi and a^, as well as a2. We represent that belief by the conditional distribution function cP(y21yi,a^, ^2).
The Agent ^s Induced Consumption and Action Choices
At date t ^ 1, the agent chooses his first-period consumption and his secondperiod action given his first-period action and the date t ^ \ report. These
choices are represented by c^iy^.a^ and a2(yi?^i)? which satisfy
(ci(yi,ai),«2(yi.ai)) e argmax^iX*,Ci,a2|yi,ai),

Vy^ e Y^, a^ e A^, (27.1)

^ The contract is signed at date 0. We could readily extend the model to include a post-contract
report at date 0 (before the first action is taken), but for simplicity we exclude this type of report
from the current analysis. See Christensen et al. (2004) for analysis of settings with both pre- and
post-contract reports at date 0.
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u\c^,s{y^,y^-Rc^,^^,^^)d0{y^\y^,^^,^^.

When the agent selects his first-period action, he anticipates that his first-period
consumption and second-period action will be consistent with (27.1). That is,
a^ e argmax U^Xs^k^),

where

U^\s,ix,)^

f U,\s,c,(y,,a,%a2(yi,^i)\yi,^i)

(27.2)

d0(y,\a,).

We specify the principal's problem shortly. The actions and consumption
induced by the optimal contract can be represented by a| and (ci(yi),al(yi)) =
(ci(yi,a|), «2(yi?^l)) ~ this is the equilibrium consumption/action path. In
specifying the incentive constraints in the principal's problem we must be
careful to recognize that, if the agent deviates from a| in the first period by
selecting a^, he will take his best response (<:^i(yi,ai),a2(y2?^i)) in the second. If
(Ci(yi,ai),a2(y2?^i)) ^ (^i(yi)?^2(yi))? then we refer to this as double shirking.
Let {2i\,al,c\,cl) represent the agent strategy the principal would like to
induce. To ensure that the contract s induces this strategy, the incentive constraints should take the following form:
(^l(yi), «l(yi)) ^ argmax^r(^,ci,a2|yi,a|)

Vy^ e Y^,

aj" e argmax U^is, a^).

(27.r)
(27.2 0

The key point is that (27.2') considers the agent's optimal date t ^ \ response
to any choice of a^ ^ a|.
If double shirking is not an issue,^ then the initial incentive constraint can
be expressed as
a l e argmax f U^,{sA(yi\(il(yi)\yi.^i)

dO(y,\^,).

(21.2")

^ For example, if the first-order conditions for the agent's incentive compatibiHty constraints are
sufficient to represent the incentive compatibiHty constraints, then it is straightforward to show
that double shirking is not a problem.
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The PrincipaFs Problem
The agent is not directly concerned with the principal's gross payoff, but that
payoff will affect the principal's contract choice. We assume full commitment
on the part of the principal, so he chooses the contract ^ at ^ = 0, and makes no
further choices. Of course, in choosing s, the principal is implicitly choosing
the agent's induced strategy. Therefore, we depict the principal as choosing
(s,ai,a2?^i)? and express his decision problem as
^^(s^) = maximize [
V it it. r.
s,
a

subject to

JY.

[

[x - s(y^,y2)] d0(y2,x\y^,a^,a2(yi)) d0(y^\a^%
JY.XX

U^is.a,) > U\ (27.1), and (27.2),

where ^ ^ is the agent's two-period reservation utility.

27.1.2 Stochastic Interdependence
The following discussion briefly describes some stochastic interdependencies,
without characterizing the optimal contracts and agent strategies. Characterizations for some of the examples are explored in more detail later in the chapter.
Learning about Noise
The simplest interdependency to consider is one in which the gross payoff and
the reports are jointly normally distributed as follows:
X = b^ai + b2a2 + s^,
y, = M,a,+ 8„

^ = 1,2,

(27.3a)
(27.3b)

where the noise terms for the performance measures, 8^ and 82, have zero means,
unit variances, and are correlated. The outcome noise, e^, may have a nonzero
but action-independent mean, and an arbitrary variance/correlation structure.
This type of structure is assumed in LEN models, which we explore in
Sections 25.4 and 26.1. The fact that the principal is risk neutral and the agent's
compensation is not affected by the payoff x (unless it is included in the set of
performance measures that are used), implies that the payoff noise e^ is immaterial. In Section 25.4 we assumed 8^ and 82 are uncorrelated (i.e., there is stochastic independence), so that 8^ = y^ - M^ a^ is uninformative about 82. In
Section 27.2, on the other hand, we assume 8^ and 82 are correlated. As a result,
81 = yi - Ml a^ is informative about 82, e.g., if the correlation is positive then the
posterior mean of 82 increases (decreases) if y^ > (<) M^ai, and the posterior
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variance of 82 decreases by an amount that is independent of the realized value
of 81.

In the Z£7Vmodel, in which 5 is a linear function of y^ and y2 (i.e., s =f +
^lYi + ^25^2)? ^iid the preferences are such that there is no wealth effect, the
induced second-period actions are independent of the date t = I report given the
incentive contract. Furthermore, the optimal second-period incentive rate is
independent of y^ However, the principal will choose different first- and
second-period incentive rates if there is a change in the correlation between 8^
and 82. With exponential utility, this change is driven entirely by the fact that
the correlation affects the agent's incentive risk premium, for which he must be
compensated. If a change in the correlation reduces (increases) the risk premium, then (loosely speaking) the principal will choose stronger (weaker)
incentive rates.
Learning about Payoff Productivity
In the preceding analysis, we refer to e^, 8^, and 82 as noise, since they are
additive and do not affect the marginal impact of the agent's actions on either
the principal's expectedpayoff or the agent's expected performance. The situation changes, for example, if
X = e;ai + e2'a2,
y, = M,a,+ 8„

^ = 1,2,

(27.4a)
(27.4b)

where B^ and 82 are random productivity parameters with means b^ and b2.
Feltham, Indjejikian, and Nanda (2005) use a structure similar to (27.4).^
In this setting, 8^ and 82 are again additive noise, so that the issues that arise in
the Z£7Vmodel examined in Section 27.2 also arise here. The key difference in
this model is that we have replaced e^ with two vectors B^ and 82, which are
multiplied by the agent's actions at dates t = I and 2. This multiplicative form
implies that the marginal effects of the agent's actions are now random. That
randomness is not of direct importance to the principal given that he is risk
neutral. However, it is important if 8^ and 82 are correlated, since the expected
marginal impact of the second-period action on the principal's payoff varies
with the date t = I report. For example, if they are positively correlated, then

^ They consider two types of information about payoff productivity. One is similar to the model
described here. In this model, they refer to y^ as a "dual purpose" measure because it is informative about both x and y2. In their other model, they assume 8^ and 82 are uncorrelated, but there
is another first-period report that is informative about x, but not about y2. They demonstrate that,
with renegotiation, there exist conditions under which the dual purpose report dominates two
special purpose reports. The key to those results is the existence of indirect first-period incentives, which are more powerful if the dual purpose measures are used.
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the principal will want to induce increased (decreased) second-period effort if
Yi > (<) Ml a^ That is, if linear contracts are used, then V2 will be an increasing
function of y^, whereas V2 is constant in the additive noise case.
Learning about Performance Productivity
While the principal is concerned with the impact of the agent's actions on the
principal's payoff, the agent will be concerned about the impact of his actions
on his own performance. The first-period performance report is informative
about the expected marginal second-period performance if
y, = 0,a„

^ = 1,2,

(27.5)

for which 0^ and ©2 are correlated random matrices with means M^ and M2.
While this model might yield interesting results, it is less tractable than the
Z^'A^ model considered in Section 27.2 or even the payoff productivity model
described above. The key aspect of the model is that if the random performance
productivity is positively correlated, then a given incentive rate will induce
more (less) second-period effort if y^ > (<) M^ap This may make it optimal to
reduce (increase) V2 to partially offset these effects. However, since we are not
aware of any analyses of this type of setting, the above comments must be
viewed as speculative.

27.2 STOCHASTICALLY INDEPENDENT SUFFICIENT
PERFORMANCE STATISTICS
In the "learning about noise" example discussed above (see (27.1.2)), the reports
are stochastically interdependent, but technologically independent. As noted,
the induced actions in the Z^'A^ model are independent of prior reports. However, with optimal (non-linear) contracts, the second-period incentives are likely to depend on prior performance so as to efficiently induce the first-period action. We demonstrate that, in a two-period model, benefits from varying the
second-period incentives with first-period performance can be achieved within
a modified Z^'A^model. While the resulting compensation is not normally distributed from a date 0 perspective, tractability can be achieved by transforming the
performance measures.
In the "learning about productivity" example, the first-period performance
measure is informative about second-period productivity. This creates another
reason for varying the second-period incentives with first-period performance.
In this section, we demonstrate that, if the noise terms are jointly normally
distributed, then the reports can always be transformed so that the revised reports (statistics) provide the same information, are stochastically independent,
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and are jointly normally distributed (in equilibrium). We refer to these representations as stochastically independent sufficient performance statistics. First,
we merely orthogonalize the performance measures so as to obtain stochastically independent statistics. These work well in aZ£7Vmodel in which the optimal actions are independent of the prior information. Then we both orthogonalize and normalize the performance measures so as to obtain stochastically
independent statistics with zero means. These are useful in contracts that induce
the agent to choose actions that vary with the information received.

27.2.1 Orthogonalization: Achieving Stochastic Independence
Consider a sequence of reports y^, ..., y^^ and actions a^, ..., a^^ for which
t

y.= EM,,a, + 8„

(27.6)

and the noise terms e^, ..., 8j^ are jointly normally distributed with zero means
and unit variances. The noise terms may be correlated, but they can be "orthogonalized."
The new information provided by 8^ at date t given the noise history t^_^ =
(8i,...,8^_i) can be represented as:
6i = 8i,

5, ^ 8, - E[8,| 8^_J,

foralU = 2,..., T.

(27.7a)

That is, the new information at date t is the difference between 8^ and its orthogonal projection on the linear subspace spanned by the prior noise terms.
Hence, the orthogonalized noise terms 6^,..., 6j^ are uncorrelated such that their
posterior variances equal their prior variances. Furthermore, since the noise
terms 8^,..., 8j^ are simultaneously normally distributed, we can apply the results
for normal distributions in Volume I, Section 3.1.3, to calculate the posterior
mean of 8^ given the noise history as a linear function of z^_^, i.e.,"^
E[8,| 8^_J = E,!i8^_p

for all t = 2,..., T.

(27 Jh)

where E^^^ is a matrix representing the covariance between 8^ and z^_^ multiplied by the inverse covariance matrix for 8^_j. Hence, the orthogonalized
noise terms are simultaneously and independently normally distributed with
prior (and posterior) mean zero.

^ Note that there is no intercept term since the noise terms have zero prior means.
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We can apply the same linear transformation to the reports and construct
stochastically independent sufficient performance statistics, i.e.,
Zi ^ Yi.

It^yt-

^t-ih-i'

for all t = 2,..., T.

(27.8a)

If the induced actions do not depend on prior reports, i.e., they are deterministic,
then these statistics are also simultaneously and independently normally distributed. Furthermore, the transformation is invertible, such that the statistics (x^,
..., x^) are equivalent to the reports (yi,..., y^) and, therefore, also a sufficient statistic (see Volume I, Section 3.1.4).
Note that the statistics can be written as
X, = E M,a, - E,!,E[y,_, | a,_J + 5,.

(27.8b)

Hence, the noise terms for the statistics are the orthogonalized noise terms, and
their prior variances are equal to their posterior variances which in turn are
equal to the posterior variances of noise terms 8^, i.e., the following equalities
hold:
Var[xJ=Var[6J=Var[6j6^_J
= Var[8,-E[8,| v J ] =Var[8,|8^_J.

(27.9)

It also follows from (27.8) that, even if action a^, T<t, does not affect the report
y^, it will affect the statistic x^ if it affects prior reports which are correlated with
y^. Hence, if contracts are written in terms of the statistics, there will be indirect
incentives for prior actions, if they affect reports that are correlated with later
reports. We illustrate these issues in the following two subsections.
A Simple Correlated Noise Example
To illustrate the use of the independent sufficient performance statistics we
return to the simple two-period "learning about noise" example in the preceding
section. Recall that the performance measures are technologically independent
and stochastically interdependent, with
y, = M,a,+ 8„

^ = 1,2.

If E^^ = Cov(8^,8^), ^, T = 1,2, then the linear transformation is given by £2^1 =
1^21^11^ and, hence, the statistics are
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where

61 ~ N(o,i:iO,

82 ~ N(o,i:22 - T.,,i:,\'i:,,\

Cov(6„6,) = o, ^ ^ r = i,2.

From the above structure we see that in the "learning about noise" example,
reports that are stochastically interdependent and technologically independent
are replaced with statistics that are stochastically independent but technologically dependent.
To illustrate these differences, consider the LEN model with exponential
AC-EC preferences and assume, for simplicity, that there is only a single task
and a single performance measure in each period, and that there is no discounting. If the reports have unit variances, then £2^1 = p, where p is the correlation
between e^ and 62, and the variance of/2 is 1 - p^. The linear contract can be
written in terms of the reports y^ and y2, or in terms of the statistics Xi and X2->
i.e.,

Syiyi.yi) = / + ^lyi + ^23^2, or

sj^xi^xi) ^fx + ^i/i + ^2/2-

The two approaches give the principal the same optimal expected utility (since
one is an invertible transformation of the other). Nonetheless, the form of the
agent's certainty equivalent at date 1 givenjv^^ versus/i, and given the first- and
second-period actions a^ and ^2, differs as follows:^
CEl{y^,a^,a^
CEI{XV^V^2)

= v^[M^a^ + p{y^ - M^a^)] - K^{a^
^ ^2 [^2^2 ~ P^\^\\

-Virv^i}-p^),

"^2(^2) ~ ^^^^^2(1 ~/^^)-

The first-order conditions for the second-period actions are
T^ii^i) = ^2^2 and /C2(^2^ = V2M2,
respectively, which yields the same action choices if, and only if, V2 = V2.
On the other hand, the two types of contracts differ in their representation
of both the agent's ex ante risk premium and his first-period action choice. The
ex ante risk premium differs because the two incentive wages are correlated

^ Although the timing of payments is immaterial in this setting, we implicitly assume in the calculation of the date 1 certainty equivalents that the fixed wage and the first-period incentive wage
and effort cost have been paid.
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with Sy, whereas they are uncorrelated with s^. For given incentive rates, the two
ex ante risk premia are
Rpy = V2r[v^ + v^ + 2pv,v,];

RP^ = V2r[v^ + v^(l -p')].

Clearly, if the correlation is positive, the risk premium is higher with Sy than
with s^ if the same incentive rates are applied in both types of contracts, i.e., v^
= v^, t = 1,2. However, while identical incentive rates will induce the same
second-period effort, the induced first-period effort will be lower with s^ than
with 5^, i.e., the first-period incentive constraints differ
CEQ(a^) = f+ v^M^a^ + v^M^al - K^{a^ - K^ial) - RPQ ^
CE^ia^) = f^ + v^M^a^ + v^lM^aj -pM^a^] - K^(a^) - K^ial) - RP^ ,
and the induced first-period actions are
K{(a{) = v^Mi and K{(aO = [v^ - pv2]M^.
With the contract Sy, the induced effort levels are determined by the sensitivities
and the incentive rates for the reports they affect directly, i.e., af = v^M^. With
the contract s^, there is a direct incentive for the first-period effort, v^M^, as well
as an indirect "posterior mean" incentive, -pv2M^, due to the fact that the firstperiod effort also affects the mean of the second-period statistic. This orthogonalization incentive is negative for positive correlation and, thus, less firstperiod effort is induced if the same incentive rates are applied in the two types
of contracts.
If the two types of contracts induce the same actions, the relation between
the incentive rates must be
Vi = Vi - PV)2\

V2 = ^ 2 .

Substituting these incentive rates into the ex ante risk premium for Sy, we get
RPl = V2r[(v, -pv^f

+ v^ + 2p(v, - pv2)v2] = V2r[v^ + D|(1 -p^)] = RPl

Hence, inducing the same actions is equally costly to the principal (in terms of
the risk premium he must pay to the agent) and, therefore, the principal is indifferent between which type of contract is used. The key difference is that the
impact of inter-period correlation of the incentive wages with Sy is substituted
with indirect incentives with s^-di difference in form but not in content!
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Technological Interdependence
In Section 27.1.2, the basic models have stochastic interdependence and technological independence, e.g., y2 is only influenced by a2, and not by a^ The
transformation introduced above results in stochastic independence and technological interdependence. We now consider an example in which the reports are
stochastically and technologically interdependent, and a transformation yields
statistics that are both stochastically and technologically independent.
An Auto-regressive Process
We define the performance measures as following an auto-regressive process
if there exist exogenous vectors of weights \^ for all ^ = 1, ..., 7 and T = 1,...,
t-\, such that
y, = M„a, + E >^iy. + ?.

(27.10)

where the noise terms (^i, ..., (^j^ are independently, normally distributed with
zero means. Obviously, the following transformation yields fully independent
performance measures, and the analyses discussed in Chapter 25 can be applied:
t-\

Observe that a random walk is a special case of (27.10) in which X^^ is an identity matrix if T = ^ - 1, and zero otherwise. In that case, the changes in the performance measures, i.e., Xt "Yt ~ Y^-i? is a stochastically independent sufficient
statistic, if (^1,..., (^j^are independently distributed.
A Price Process
If a firm's shares are publicly traded, then stock or option grants are frequently
used as incentive devices for the CEO and others in top management. In this
case, the principal is effectively using the change in the stock price or the return
on the stock as the performance measure, and the price change is a proxy for the
information received by investors during the period.
To illustrate this type of performance measure, assume the prices at dates
^ = 0, 1, and 2, represented by P^, P^, and P2, equal the NPV of the expected
gross payoff X (with discount factor yff). The initial price PQ is based on the principal's (investors') prior beliefs at date 0. In this case y^ and y2 represent noncontractible reports received by investors at dates 1 and 2. Hence, the prices are
PQ

=fi^E[x\k.,d,l
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=yffE[x|yi,apa2],
=E[x|yi,y2,ai,a2(yi)]'

where a^ and a^ ^re the principal's conjectures with respect to the agent's firstperiod action and the agent's second-period action strategy (assuming the agent
observes y^ before he selects 212).
The changes in prices,

A(y,)-Po = ^^o + [A(yi)-^PoL
P2(yi,y2) - ^i(yi) = ' A ( y i ) + [^2(yi,y2) -

RP,(y,)l

reflect the "normal returns" (where i = R - I) plus "excess returns" due to the
incremental information (good or bad) received during the period. Note that the
changes in prices are positively correlated (for a deterministic "normal return")
due to the "normal return" on the beginning-of-period stock price. However,
by construction, the "excess returns" in the two periods,
Xi=Pi(yi)-RPo,
X2=P2(yi,y2)-RPi(yi%
will be uncorrelated. It is unlikely that the price change (or the "excess return")
will be a sufficient performance statistic for the non-contractible information
received by investors. As in Chapter 21, this is because the incremental information is aggregated based on what it reveals about x, not what it reveals about
the agent's actions.
Furthermore, while "excess returns" are stochastically independent, they
need not be technologically independent. Of course, they will be technologically independent if the underlying incremental information is technologically
independent. However, that seems unlikely since the actions taken in any given
period typically have a mix of short- and long-run effects.

27.2.2 Normalization: Obtaining Zero-mean Statistics
Consider again the sequence of reports y^,..., y^^ and actions a^,..., a^^in (27.6)
for which the noise terms 8^, ..., 8j^ are jointly normally distributed with zero
means and unit variances. Assume now that the agent's induced actions may
depend on prior reports, i.e., the actions are random from an ex ante perspective.
We can again construct statistics as in (27.8). These statistics will be uncorrelated, since they are based on orthogonal projections, but they may not be nor-
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mally distributed due to random means and, therefore, not stochastically independent.^ However, we can "mean-adjust" the statistics based on the principal's conjecture of the agent's actions such that, in equilibrium, the normalized statistics are independently and jointly normally distributed with zero
means.
The agent knows the actions he has chosen, but the principal must base his
beliefs on his conjectures with respect to the past actions. Let a^ = ^/y?-i) ^^~
present the conjectured choice for period t given the reports received. In equilibrium, the conjectures equal the agent's choices, but contracts must be based
on the principal's conjectures.
The mean-adjusted statistics are constructed (using the same linear transformation) as follows:
Vi - Xi - M,,k, = Mn[ai - a j + 6^,

(27.11a)

V.-Z.-[EM,a^-E,!,E[y^_,lVj]
= i2 M J a , - a j - E,!,[E[y,_, | v J - E[y,_, | V J ] + 6 , (27.11b)
T=\

In equilibrium, the conjectured actions are equal to the agent's actual actions,
and the conjectured noise history is equal to the actual noise history. Hence,
from the perspective of the principal the statistics,

are jointly and independently normally distributed with zero means, and
Var[v|/,]=Var[6J=Var[8,|v,].
However, at date ^ - 1 the agent may consider choosing a^ ^ a^. Moreover, he
knows his past actions and, therefore, also the noise history,
T

s. = y. - E M,,a,'

^ = i,...,^-i.

h=l

^ Normality is only obtained if the induced actions are linear functions of the prior reports. This
will be the case in the QEN modoi considered below, but not for optimal contracts.
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Hence, given his information at date ^ - 1, the statistic reported at date t is normally distributed with mean

E M J a , - a j - E,!,[E[y,_, | a,_J - E[y,_, | ^ j ]
and variance Var [ BJ 8 ^_ J . Note that the principal and the agent have the same
posterior variance while their posterior means may differ due to differences in
conjectured and actual actions. Of course, the latter affects the agent's incentive
constraints, while the principal's expected utility is calculated on the presumption that the agent in fact chooses the conjectured actions.
From the perspective of the principal, the prior as well as the posterior
distributions of the statistics are jointly normally distributed with mean zero,
and the conditional distributions of one-period-ahead statistics are also normally
distributed (even though conjectured and actual actions depend on the report
history). Thus, we can use the results in Volume I, Section 3.1.3, to calculate
the posterior mean and variance of the statistics given the report and conjectured
action histories. The key point for our purposes is the fact that v|/^ (like x^) is an
invertible linear transformation of the initial performance measure.
A Simple Correlated Noise Example
To illustrate the use of normalized stochastically independent sufficient performance statistics consider the simple two-period "learning about noise" example
in the preceding section, i.e.,
y, = M,a,+ 8„

^ = 1,2,

with E^^ = Cov(8^, 8^), ^, T = 1,2. Using (27.8) and (27.11), the normalized statistics are
v|/i = M i ( a i - a^) + 6 i ,

^2 - M2(a2 - a^) - i:,j:,\'M,{^,

b, ~ N(0,i:,0,

5^ ~ N(0,i:22 - T.,j:,\'i:,,\

- a^) + 6^,

Cov(6„6,) = O, ^ ^ r = l, 2.

Note that from t\iQ perspective of the principal, i.e., with a^ = a^, the statistics
are both stochastically and technologically independent with zero mean, but
from the perspective of the agent ih^y are technologically interdependent (since
his first-period action a^ influences both v|/i and \^^. Note also that the reports
and the statistics are equivalent since the statistics are invertible linear transformations of the reports (given the conjectured actions), i.e.,
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+M2a2.

In analyses in which actions may depend on the report histories, it can be useful
to mean-adjust the statistics by the impact of the conjectured actions. In equilibrium (i.e., from the principal's perspective) this adjustment preserves the joint
normality of the statistics since the statistics merely equal the normally distributed noise terms. Of course, while, in equilibrium, the agent's action choices
equal the principal's conjectures, the agent considers other actions when making
his choices.
In the Z£7V model, the incentive rates with orthogonalized and normalized
statistics are the same as when orthogonalized statistics are used. Hence, their
relation to the incentive rates based on the performance measures is again v^ =
Di - pv2, V2 = ^2. Of course, with the performance measures or the orthogonalized statistics the fixed payment must include - {v^ E [jv^J + V2E [3;2]} plus compensation for the agent's cost of effort and his risk premium. The first term is
not required with a normalized statistic since it has mean zero.

27.3 INFORMATION CONTINGENT ACTIONS
A noteworthy feature of the standard Z£7V model is that the induced actions are
independent of the information received. Various aspects of the model's assumptions contribute to that fact. For example, AC-EC preferences ensure that
there are no wealth effects. The normally distributed performance measures
with fixed coefficients and additive noise ensure that the information does not
affect the agent's beliefs about the marginal impact of his actions on his performance. Also, the information does not affect the principal's beliefs about the
marginal impact of the agent's actions on the principal's payoffs. Constraining
the agent's compensation contract to be a linear function (with non-random coefficients) of the performance statistics also implies that the marginal impact of
the agent's action on his certainty equivalent is independent of prior information. In particular, linear contracts rule out the use of contracts in which the
coefficients vary with the information reported.
In this section, we retain the payoff function, performance measure, and
preference assumptions of the Z£7V model, but we relax the linearity constraint
on the compensation contract. In Section 27.3.1 we explore the first-order
characterization of an optimal contract. The contract characterization is complex, but it does reveal that it is optimal to vary the second-period incentives
with the first-period report in order to induce an additional indirect first-period
covariance incentive not present in the LEN model. The induced information
contingent second-period action creates effort-cost risk on the part of the agent,
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but that risk is perfectly insured by the risk neutral principal. This leads us to
introduce what we call a "Q^TV contract." It uses an incentive contract similar
to the Z£7V contract, but allows the second-period incentive rate to vary linearly
with the first-period report and it allows the second-period "fixed" compensation to equal the second-period effort cost and the second-period risk premium
conditional on the first-period report. The QEN contract is shown to strictly
dominate the LEN contract and, more importantly, to significantly affect the
comparative statics with respect to the inter-period correlation of the performance measures.

27.3.1 Optimal Contracts
As stated in the preceding introduction, the underlying structure of the model
considered in this and the following section is essentially the same as in the LEN
model. In particular, we assume, in both sections, that the agent has exponential
AC-EC preferences, there is a single task and a single performance measure in
each period with unit variance, and there is no discounting.
Performance Statistics and Likelihood Ratios
Given the agent's action choices {a^,a2) and the principal's conjecture {d^, d^),
the performance statistics are
^1 = M^{a^ - d^) + d^
and

^2 " M(^2 " ^2) "/^M(^i " ^1) + ^2?

(llAldi)
(27.12b)

where 6^ = e^, d^ = s^ - ps^.
Let the two prior distributions given the agent's actual and conjectured
actions be represented by cP(^i | ^1, ^1) and cP(^21
6/1,6/1 ^a^^ a^y ), and the latter is
also the posterior distribution. Increasing a^ increases the mean of ^1, but decreases the mean of ^2 if/> > 0. Let 5(^1, ^2) represent the compensation contract
and let a2(^i?^i) represent the agent's second-period action strategy.
In this section we use a first-order approach to characterize the optimal contract. As noted later, if we assume the first-order approach is applicable, then
there is no double-shirking, so 6/2 can be written as «2(^i)- ^^ equilibrium, a^ = d^
fort = 1,2, and ^^ and ^2 both have zero means independently of the equilibrium action choices. Let cP^(^i) = N(0,1) and ^^^(^2) = N(0,1 -p^) denote the
equilibrium distributions. Hence, in equilibrium, the likelihood ratios are:

LaS¥,)-

.

^ =M^^,

(27.13a)
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= - - T ^ '

(27.13b)

= ^ I ^ .

(27.13c)

In (27.13), we express, for example, cP^ ( ^ ^ k p ^ p ^ i ' ^ i ) ^^ ^ a ^ ^ i l ^ p ^ i )
when (21 = d^ and ^2 = ^2 • Similar notation is used elsewhere in this section.
Optimal Contract
The principal's decision problem is to select the agent's compensation contract
^(^1,^2) ^^^ induced effort (al,a^) that maximize the principal's_expected net
payoff, subject to providing the agent with his reservation utility U^ and incentive compatibility for the actions to be induced.
The principal's equilibrium expected net payoff is
UP{s\alal)

= f

f

[b,al + b^a^iy/,) - ^ ^ 1 , ^ 2 ) ]
X d0\if/2)

d0\yj,).

The agent's expected utility at dates 0 and 1, given the compensation function
s\ the principal' s equilibrium conj ectures (a/, al), and the agent's action choices
{a^,a^, are
Uo\s\a^,ala2,aJ)

= [

U^\s\a^,ala2(ii/i),aJ(ii/i)\ii/i)
X

U^\s\a^,al,a2,al{ii/^)

d0(ii/i\ai,al),

| ^1) = - f exp[-r{5^(^i,^2) - ^i(^i) - ^2(^2)}]
X

d0{\i/2\a^,al,a2,a2\\i/i)).

The agent's equilibrium participation constraint is
U^\s\alal)> U\

(27.14a)
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Under the assumption that the incentive constraints can be represented by the
agent's first-order conditions, those constraints are (given that the principal
seeks to induce a} and a^yJ' ^
dU^\s\alali\l/,)

\ \i/,)ldaj, = - f exp[-r{s\i//i,i//2)

rK^(a,\yf,)) + L^liyy,) ] d0\yf,)
dUo\s\alaJ)/dai
rxM)

=- [

f exp[-r{s\i//i,i//2)

= 0,

- Ki(a/) - KJWCV/I))}]

V yf„

(27.14b)

- Ki(a/) - K2(a2\if/J)}]

+ L„^(v/,) + L^{,y,^) ] d0\v2) d<P\Vr) = 0. (27.14c)

The Lagrangian for the principal's contract choice problem is
a = UP{s\ala^) -X[U^\s\alal)

- U""]

- f jUiiWi) dUi(s\a'l,a^(ii/i) \ \i/^lda2 d0\\i/^

- fi^ dU^{s^,al,a])lda^,

where A, jUiiWi)^ ^^^ Mi ^^e multipliers. Differentiating Sf with respect to s, for
each (^1, ^2) for which the contract pays more than a lower bound on compensation, results in the following characterization of the optimal contract:^

^ The likelihood ratio in the first-order condition for ^2 occurs because the distribution function
0(y/2\ai,a},a2,a^(y/i)) has mean M2{(a2 - aKWi)) ~ P(^i ~ ^i^)} with variance 1 -p^, which
implies
d0^^(y/2\a^,a^\a2,a2\y/i)) = d0(y/2\a^,a^\a2,aX¥i))
X [^2 - M2{(a2 - aKwd) -p(«i " «;)}] M / ( l

-p')

= d0\y/2)L^i,y/^),
in equilibrium. A similar approach is used in the first-order condition for a^
^ Observe that dividing through by Qxp[rK^(a})] removes a} from the first-order condition.
Hence, the optimal choice of ^2 is independent of a^, implying that double-shirking is not an issue
here.
^ We assume there is a lower bound on the agent's compensation so as to avoid the Mirrlees
problem (see Section 17.3.3). However, for simplicity, we do not explicitly introduce the lower
bound into the notation.
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^ ^ 1 . ^ 2 ) = {^i(^i^) +^2(«2^(^i))} + ^ l n [ G ( ^ i , ^ 2 ) ] '

where

(27.15a)

G(^i,^2) = r{A + id^g^{al,\i/^) + MiL^J^Wi)
+ M2(¥i)g2(^2\¥iX¥2)}^

(27.15b)

Effort-cost Risk Insurance
A noteworthy aspect of the optimal contract is that the agent is compensated for
his conjectured effort cost, contingent on the first-period report. If ^2 varies
with ^1, then that creates what we call effort-cost risk. In equilibrium, contract
(27.15) provides the agent with insurance against that risk, so that it is borne by
the risk neutral principal and not the risk averse agent.
Given this insurance, the agent's equilibrium realized utility for {y/^, y/^) can
be represented by
u\¥\^¥2)

^ - e x p [ - r { 5 ^ ( ^ i , ^ 2 ) - ^i(^/) - ^2(«2^(^i))}]
= - G(^i,^2)"^-

Independent Periods
From (27.13b) it follows that L^^y/^) =0 if the two reports y^ 3ndy2 are uncorrelated, i.e.,yO = 0. We know from Section 25.2.1 that, with exponential^C-^'C
preferences, p = 0 implies that the optimal contract can be written as a sum of
two single-period contracts, and the second-period action is independent of the
first-period report.
Proposition 27.1
Assume the agent has exponential ^C-^'C preferences and the contracts are
written on the stochastically independent sufficient statistics in (27.12). If
p =0, then a2(^i) is independent of y/^ and there exist multipliers 1 ^ and ju ^
for ^ = 1,2, such that
s(¥u¥2) = *i(^i) + ^2(^2),
where s^y/,) = K,{a}) + 7ln[r{A^ + ii,gt{a},y/;)}\
and a / is the agent's equilibrium action choice.

(27.16a)
t = 1,2,

(27.16b)
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To reconcile (27.16) with (27.15) we note that G{\i/i,\i/^ can always be expressed as the product of G^{\i/^ and (^2(^1, ^2)? where
G'i(^i) ^r{X^

+ /7igi(aiVi)}.

(27.17a)

= r{X^ G^(if/^) + jUiL^^(W2) + M2(¥i)g2(^K¥iX¥2)}^Gi(¥iX

(27.17b)

for any arbitrary A^ ^ 0? >^i " XI\rXr^, //^ = iJi^\rXj\.
Ifyo = 0, then Z^ (^2) " 0, a^{\i/^ = a^, and //2(^i) " /^2 ^i(^i)' resulting in^^
^'2(^1,^2) ^ ^ { ^ 2 + / ^ 2 ^ 2 ( ^ 2 . ^ 2 ) } .

which is independent of ^^^^
The compensation function is increasing and concave in ^^, and the agent's
action choice for period ^ = 1,2 can be characterized by^^

<(aj) =

where

-^v-^M^^ ^ = 1.2,
rE[u]]

(27.18)

uj(if/,) = -[r{X^ + /^, gX^/, ^,)} ] "^

^^ To prove that ^IC^i) = <^h ^^^ MiiWi) = M2 ^i(^i)' ^^^ ^^^ conjecture that the optimal compensation function is additively separable in y/^ and ^2? ^^^ then verify that there is a contract of this
type which satisfies the first-order conditions for the principal's decision problem. Clearly, the
point-wise first-order conditions for the compensation function are satisfied ifjU2(y/i) = JU2 Gi(y/i),
and additive separability of the compensation function with exponential AC-EC preferences
implies that the agent's second-period effort choice is independent of ^^. Verification of the firstorder conditions for the principal's choice of induced actions is also straightforward.
^^ It may seem strange that the second-period incentive constraint multiplier /i2(^i) varies with
y/^ in the independent periods case. This occurs because the first-period compensation affects the
scale of the incentive constraint. Hence, the variation in /i2(^i) merely represents a scale adjustment in the multipliers.
^^ Substituting the optimal contract into first-order condition (27.14b) and taking advantage of
the independence allows us to restate (27.14b) as
-E[uiU2[rK2 +^2^2]] = " E[wi] {E[w2]rK:2 +£[^2^2]}
= - E[wJ {E[u2]rK2 + Cov(w2,^2)} = 0,
where the covariance term refiects the fact that the statistic has been normalized so that E [^2] =
0. Dividing by - E[wJ and - rE[w2], and adding K2 to both sides yields (27.18) for t = 2.
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The compensation contract s} has two components. The first {K^Q})) compen^
sates the agent for the cost of his conjectured effort, while the second (ln[r {X^
+ l^tSt{'^}->¥t))^l^) provides effort incentives. The likelihood ratio L^ (if/) is an
increasing linear function of ^^, which implies that ln[r {A^ + MtSti^hWt)}] is
an increasing concave function of y/^. Since increasing the agent's effort increases the mean of ^^ and does not affect the variance, it follows that increasing
a^ increases the agent's utility from his compensation, and that is traded off
against the increased cost of effort. A linear compensation function with incentive rate
V, = -Cov(^//,^,)/{rE[^/;]}
would induce the same action, but would impose more incentive risk.
Stochastic

Interdependence

Ifp ^ 0,5(^1, ^2)? G(^i? Wi)^ ^^^ u\\i/^, ^2) = " ^(^1? ¥2)'^ ^re strictly non-separable functions and a2(^i) varies with y/^ (except possibly in knife-edge cases),
even though the two statistics are independently distributed. The optimal contract is characterized by (27.15a). As noted earlier, this contract compensates
the agent for the conjectured cost of his effort in each period, conditional on the
information at the date the action is chosen. Hence, the agent is insured by the
principal against "effort-cost risk."
To provide insight into the factors influencing the agent's equilibrium effort
choice, note that the agent's equilibrium realized utility can be decomposed as
^ V i . ^ 2 ) = - ^1^1)^2(^1,^2),
where

(27.19)

^1 V i ) ^ f ^/^(^i,^2)<^^^(^2),
t,
,
u\¥v¥2)
uKWi^Wi) ^ - — 7
•
^i(^i)

Assume without joss of generality that the agent's reservation utility is equal to
minus one, i.e., U^ = - 1, corresponding to a reservation wage equal to zero.
We can then interpret the function i//(-) as a measure of the agent's period t
equilibrium realized utility, ^ = 1,2, since
f ul{yj,,yj,)d0\yj,)

and

[ ul(y/,)d0\y/,)

=-1,

= -I.

V^^,

(27.20a)

(27.20b)
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In other words, the decomposition is as if the agent has zero reservation wage
in each period, but note that the realized utility in the second period, ul, may
depend on both ^2 ^nd ^ ^ Substituting the agent's equilibrium utility for the
optimal contract in (27.15) into the first-order condition (27.14b) for the secondperiod action, and rearranging terms so that K2 is on the left-hand side yields:

^i^iiWi))

=

-Coy(ulif/21
r(l-/)

^1).

(27.21a)

The expression for induced second-period action in (27.21a) has the same structure as in the independence case (see (27.18)). The induced second-period action is determined by its direct impact on the second-period performance statistic as reflected in the likelihood ratio L^ {y/^ = M2 ^2^(1 " P^)^ ^^^ the likelihood
ratio's covariance with the agent's second-period utility, u^. The key difference
is that the agent's second-period utility in the interdependence case depends on
the reported first-period statistic and, thus, the induced action will vary with the
first-period report. Note that the agent's first-period utility, u^, has no impact
on the agent's second-period effort choice. Hence, a linear compensation function for the second period with incentive rate
Cov(^/^,^2l^l)
^2(^1) =

r(l-/)

would induce the same second-period effort choices contingent on the firstperiod report. This type of variation in second-period effort choices does not
occur in the Z£7V model. However, in the next section we introduce an extension to the LEN contract, called the QEN contract, in which we allow the
second-period incentive rate to depend linearly on the first-period report.
Using (27.20a) we can restate the first-order condition (27.14c) for the firstperiod action as

[

uKy,,)[rKM)

^L (yj,) + ql{yj,)-\d0\yj,)

= 0,

pM,
where

^KWi) = Coy(u^, ^21 ^1)

Using (27.20b), and rearranging terms yields:
Kl{al) = —I M^Coy(ul,y/i)
r

- E[q^] + Coy(ul,q^)

(27.21b)
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The induced first-period action is influenced by three types of incentives. First,
it is influenced by its direct impact on the first-period performance statistic, M^,
and the covariance between the first-period performance statistic and his firstperiod utility (as determined by the optimal compensation contract and the conjectured actions). Note that, if the two periods are stochastically independent,
i.e.,yO = 0, then ql = 0, and, thus, the first-period action is only influenced by the
direct first-period incentive.
However, ifp ^ 0, the induced first-period action is influenced by two additional indirect incentives as reflected by the last two terms in (27.2 lb). Both are
due to the impact of the first-period action on the second-period performance
statistic as reflected in the likelihood ratio Z^ (^2) ^ ~ P^iWiK^ ~P^)- In order
to better understand how this likelihood ratio affects the agent's first-period effort choice, suppose Coy(u^, ^21 ^1) is a constant independent of ^^ This would
be the case, if the set of feasible compensation functions were restricted to being
the set of additively separable functions of ^^ and ^2- In this setting the induced
second-period action would be independent of ^^ (see (27.23a)), and ^2^(^i)
would be a constant independent of ^^ Consequently, the last term in (27.23b)
would equal zero, and (27.23b) would simplify to

<(^i)

.
1r
.
.
pM.
'^^ = —\M^ Coy(u{, y/^) - Coy(uJ, ^2)
1-/

(27.21bO

Therefore, in this setting, the induced first-period action would be determined
by the covariances between the likelihood ratios L^ (i//^) and L^ {y/^ and the
first- and second-period utilities, respectively. Since Coy(u^,ii/2) > 0,^^ the
orthogonalization incentive reflected by the last term is negative (positive) if yo
> 0 (yo < 0). A linear compensation function with constant incentive rates,
Cov( i/{, i//^)
^1 =

.

Cov(i/25 ^2)
^2 =

:—.

r(l-/)
would induce the same first- and second-period effort choices (compare to Section 27.2.1):
Kl(a,^) = (v, -pv2)M,,

K^(a2^) = v^M^.

In summary, if the compensation function is restricted to be additively separable
with respect to the two performance statistics, then the direct incentive and the
first indirQctposterior mean incentive (reflected by the middle term in (27.23b))

This follows from (27.23a) using that «2(!/^i) = <^2 ^ 0, and the fact that K2 > 0.
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are similar to those in a Z£7V model that is based on the performance statistics.
However, the optimal compensation function characterized in (27.15) is not
additively separable in the two performance statistics, i.e., the agent's secondperiod utility varies non-trivially with the first-period statistic ^^ and, thus, there
is a second indirect first-period incentive reflected in (27.2 lb) by the third term,
CoY{ul,ql). This term is non-zero only '\fCoY{ul,\i/2 \ ^i) varies with ^^ and,
thus, only if the second-period action varies with y/^. If the variation in ul with
respect to ^^ is chosen such that Coy(ul,q^) > 0, then the principal obtains an
additionalpositive indirect first-period covariance incentive. This additional indirect covariance incentive is not present in the Z£7V model (even if it is formulated in terms of the performance statistics).
This raises the question: why is it optimal for the principal to write a
compensation contract that is not additively separable in the two stochastically
independent performance statistics? Is it because it is optimal to induce variation in the agent's second-period effort choice, or is it because it creates indirect
first-period effort incentives? Although it is hard to tell from the characterization of the optimal contract, the former does not seem to be substantive - the
exponential utility function is characterized by no wealth effects, variation in
second-period actions increases the agent's expected second-period effort costs
(since -K(a2) is convex) for which he must be compensated, and the expected
marginal gross payoff to the principal from the second-period effort is independent of the first-period report. Hence, the likely explanation is that it provides an indirect covariance incentive for the first-period effort choice. That
then raises a question as to whether this is a first- or a second-order effect,
merely reflecting a "fine-tuning" of the contract. Unfortunately, the answers to
these questions are not immediately provided by the above characterizations of
the optimal contract.
The next section considers what we call a QEN contract. It is designed to
mimic some of the key characteristics of the optimal contract discussed above
and, therefore, it more closely approximates an optimal contract than does a
LEN contract. This is accomplished by using a constant first-period incentive
rate D^, a second-period incentive rate ^2(^1) that varies linearly with i//^, compensation for the conjectured cost of the agent's second-period effort that is
contingent on i/z^, plus compensation for the agent's second-period risk premium
that is also contingent on ^^ The model is sufficiently tractable to facilitate
comparative statics that explicitly quantify the impact of the indirect covariance
incentive for the first-period effort choice.

27.3.2 A | 2 ^ ^ Contract of Indirect Covariance Incentives
In the standard Z£7V model, the contract is constrained to be a linear function of
the performance measures. Hence, the second-period incentive rates and induced actions are independent of the specific information reported at the end of
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the first period. However, the preceding analysis establishes that in a setting
with the LEN model preferences and performance measures, the optimal contract is not linear and induces second-period actions that vary with the firstperiod performance report. Unfortunately, the characterization of the optimal
contract is complex.
In this section we again consider a setting with Z£7V model preferences and
performance measures. To facilitate our analysis, the form of the contract is
again constrained, but in this section the linear contract is extended to permit the
second-period incentive rate to vary linearly with the first-period report. ^"^ This
leads to random variations in the second-period effort cost and the secondperiod risk premium. Furthermore, as in the optimal contract, the contract in
this section includes "effort-cost risk insurance," and we also explicitly include
"risk-premium risk insurance." Since the insurance payments are quadratic
functions of the first-period report, we refer to this as a Q^TV contract.
The Preferences and Performance Measures
We assume that a single agent with exponential ^C-^'C preferences, and a reservation wage of zero, is hired at date zero to take actions a^,a2^ M in periods 1
and 2 at a personal cost of Vi{al + a^ expressed in date 2 dollars. The contractible information consists of two performance reports,
y,-M,a,

+ €,, t = l,2,

where e^ ~ N(0,1) and Cov(£*i, f^) = P- The reports are issued at dates 1 and 2,
respectively, and are represented in the compensation contract by the stochastically independent sufficient statistics given in (27.12):
^1 = M^(a^ - d^) +S^
and

^2 " M(^2 " ^2(^1)) ~ P^ii^i

" ^1) + ^2?

(27.22a)
(27.22b)

where S^ = e^, 62 = e^2 ~ P^i^ ^^^ ^1 ^^^ ^2(^1) ^^^ ^^^ principal's conjectures
with respect to the agent's actions. Observe that while the second-period action
is independent of the first-period report (or statistic) in the Z£7V model, the QEN
model allows the principal to induce second-period actions that vary with the
information reported at the end of the first-period. In equilibrium, a^ = d^ and
^2(^1) " ^2(^1)' ^^ ^^^^ f^^^ ^^^ perspective of the principal, the performance

^'^ The introduction of the variation of the second-period incentive rate with the first-period performance measure was initially motivated by the introduction of productivity information in
Feltham, Indjejikian, and Nanda (2005). We explore the impact of productivity information in
Section 27.4. In this section we establish that the variation is valuable even if there is no productivity information.
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statistics are independently and jointly normally distributed with zero means,
i.e.,
^1 = £*! ^ N(0,1), ^2 = ^2 - yo^i - N(0,1 -yo^), and Cov(^i,^2) = 0- (27.23)
The principal is risk neutral, and we simplify the analysis by assuming zero
interest rates (or, equivalently, all cash flows are expressed in date 2 dollars).
The QEN Contract
The QEN contract is constrained to take the following form:
s{¥i->¥2) =/i + ^1^1 ^fiiWi) + ^2(^1)^2-

(27.24a)

The Z£7V contract is a special case in which ^(^1) and ^2(^1) are constrained to
be independent of ^^ In a g£7V contract we allow V2 and^ to vary with the firstperiod performance report. However, the variation in the second-period incentive rate is constrained to take the following linear form:
^2(^1) = ^ + yWi'

(27.24b)

For expositional reasons, we divide the "fixed" payment into two components.
The first component, denoted/, is independent of ^^ and compensates the agent
for the principal's conjecture with respect to the agent's first-period effort and
his first-period risk premium, i.e.,
f = Vial + Virvl

(27.24c)

The second component, denoted7^(^i), compensates the agent for the principal's
conjecture with respect to the agent's second-period effort costs and his secondperiod risk premium, conditional on the first-period report, i.e.,
/^(v/i) = V2a^{^,,f + V2rv,{^,d\^ -p')-

(27.24d)

Insurance
If the second-period incentive rate varies with ^1, i.e., 7 ^ 0, then the secondperiod effort-cost and the second-period risk premium will vary with y/^. The
principal could make a fixed payment to compensate the agent for these costs,
but that would require paying the expected effort cost and the expected risk premium, plus a premium to compensate the agent for bearing the effort-cost risk
and his risk-premium risk. Imposing these risks on the risk averse agent serves
no useful purpose. It is more efficient if they are borne by the risk neutral principal. Hence, the g£7Vcontract provides insurance, in the form of/(^i), so that
the expected compensation paid by the principal equals the agent's expected
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effort cost and expected risk premium. This is consistent with the optimal contract, which clearly has effort-cost risk insurance.
The Agenfs Certainty Equivalent and Action Choices
Given the agent's first-period action choice a^ and the first-period statistic ^i,
the agent's date 1 certainty equivalent with respect to the second-period compensation (based on contract (27.24) and second-period action choice a^) is^^
CE^{il/^,a^,a2,d^,d^{il/^)

= (?^ + 7^i)[^2(^2 - ^2(^1)) " / ^ M ( ^ i - ^1)]

-V2[al-a,{yj,fl

(27.25)

The second-period compensation paid to the agent depends on the principal's
conjectures with respect to the agent's actions. The agent can choose whatever
action he prefers. Hence, his expected net incentive compensation reflects the
potential difference between the agent's choice of a^ and ^2 compared to the
principal's conjectured values. Observe that, in equilibrium, the induced effort
equals the conjectured effort, so that the effort costs minus the effort-cost insurance equals zero. Since the second-period risk premium is not influenced by the
action choice, the risk premium minus the risk premium insurance does not
appear - the difference is zero.
Differentiating (27.25) with respect to ^2, provides the following characterization of the agent's second-period effort choice:
diiWi) = (^"2 + 7^1)^2.

(27.26)

Recognizing that, in equilibrium, d^iif/^) = «2(^i)? yields the agent's optimal
certainty equivalent at date 1, with respect to the second-period compensation:
CEl(ii/^,a^,d^) = - (v^ + yii/i)pM^[a^ - a J .

(27.27)

From (27.27) we compute the agent's ex ante certainty equivalent with respect
to the first-period compensation and effort cost plus the second-period certainty
equivalent (27.27):^'''"

^^ Given ij/^, s(y/i, (//2) is a linear function of (//2, which is normally distributed. Hence, with exponential y4C-£'C preferences, the certainty equivalent takes the standard mean-variance structure.
^^ Expression (27.27) is a linear function of y/^ so that the certainty equivalent again takes the
standard mean-variance form.
^^ Note that there is no double shirking issue in this setting, since the agent's second-period
action choice in (27.26) does not depend on his first-period action (given the first-period statistic).
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CE^iai^d^) = ViMi[ai - d^] - (Vj + yM^lai - d^])pMi[ai
- Viia^ - df] + Virv^ - 'Arlv,

- ypM,[a,

Evaluation

- d^]
- aj}l

(27.28)

Differentiating with respect to a^, and then setting d^ = a^, yields
a^ = [DI - V2P + rv^yp]M^.

(27.29)

Impact ofy on the Action Induced by a QEN Contract
Observe that, in (27.29), a^ is the result of three sources of incentives. The first
(PiM^ is the direct incentive resulting from the application of the first-period
incentive rate to the first-period performance statistic, which has a mean that is
increasing in a^. The second {-v^pM^ is an indirect posterior mean incentive
resulting from the impact ofa^ ony^ which in turn affects the calculation of ^2
through an increase in the posterior mean of3^2 (for positive correlation). These
two effects also occur in the Z^'A^ model if it is written in terms of the performance statistics (see Section 27.2.2).
The third component {rv^ yp^d is an indirect incentive that arises from the
covariance between D^^I and the agent's date 1 certainty equivalent if the agent
takes a first-period action other than the action conjectured by the principal (see
(27.27)). The date 0 variance using that certainty equivalent is
Var[Di^i + CEl(if/i,ai) \ a{\ = v^ - Iv^ypM^Ya^ - ^ J + {ypM^Ya^ - ^ J }
Hence, CEQ{a^ takes the form specified in (27.28). The derivative of the variance with respect to a^ is -Iv^ypM^ + 2{ypM^[ai - ^ J } , which, in equilibrium, equals -Iv^ypM^ Hence, both the covariance and variance terms are
affected by the agent's action choice, but only the marginal impact of the firstperiod action on the covariance is non-zero in equilibrium (i.e., from the agent's
action choice perspective).
Assuming that v^ > 0, observe that the sign of the indirect covariance incentive is the same as the sign ofyp. Therefore, it equals zero if either yoxp equal
zero. Furthermore, the Q^TVmodel induces the same actions as the Z£7Vmodel
if 7 = 0.
In the standard LEN model (based directly on the reports y^ and y^), the
incentive compensation in the first and second periods are correlated if yo ^ 0.
However, the incentive compensations (excluding the second-period "fixed"
wage) are also correlated in the ig£7Vmodel if 7 ^ 0, even ifyo = 0. Nonetheless,
there is no indirect incentive effect on the first-period action choice in that case.
To see this, observe that (27.27) implies that, in equilibrium (i.e., ^2 = d^i}!/^),
the agent's date 1 certainty equivalent is equal to zero ifyo = 0. Hence, while the
incentive compensation in the two periods are correlated, the correlation between the first-period compensation and CE} equals zero. The key to this result
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is the principal's use of risk-premium risk insurance in the agent's secondperiod compensation. In particular, while the second-period incentive compensation has a risk premium that varies with y/^, the risk-premium risk insurance
in^(^i), as its name implies, precisely offsets the variation in the second-period
risk premium. It is also important here that y/^ only impacts the second-period
compensation through ^2(^1), whereas ^^ also affects beliefs about ^2 if/^ ^ 0Hence, the indirect covariance incentive in (27.29) only occurs if both sources
of covariance exist.
The g£7Vcontract is equivalent to the Z^'A^contract if 7 = 0. We now establish that, if the principal is constrained to offer a g£7V contract, then it is optimal
for him to choose 7 ^ 0 ifp ^ 0.
Principars Contract Choice
The principal's g£7Vcontract choice parameters are D^, D^, and y. He chooses
those parameters so as to maximize the following ex ante expected net payoff:
UP{v^,v^,y) = b^a^ + Z?2E[a2(^i) | a j - {Via^ + y2E[a2(^i)^ | ^1]}
-V2r{v^^E[(v,

^yyf,f(l-p')\a,]}.

(27.30)

Substituting the equilibrium induced actions from (27.26) and (27.29), and the
equilibrium distributions (27.23) into (27.30), and then differentiating with respect to Di, ^2, and 7, yields the following characterization of the optimal QEN
contract.
Proposition 27.2
In the QEN model described above, the optimal incentive rate parameters
are characterized by the following first-order conditions:^^
« ; = l{(b,M,)[Mi

+ r(l -p')] + (b,M,)pM,'}{Urfp},

v^ = ^{(b2M,)[M,\l+ry^py
^

+ r] - (b,M,)rp},

(27.31a)
(27.31b)

[rv\pM,][b,-a^]

f =

,

(27.31c)

M2 + r ( l - / j 2 )

^^ The first-order condition for y is necessary but not sufficient in this setting. The principal's
expected utiHty for optimal incentive rates Vi and O2 for a fixed y is not a concave function of 7.
Hence, the optimal contract can only be found numerically.
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where

D ^ [M^(\ + ry^pf + r][M/ + r(l -p^)] + ryO^Ml

The expression for y^ in (27.3 Ic) can be viewed as determining the level of y at
which the marginal cost of increasing y equals its marginal benefit. The numerator equals the marginal first-period net benefit of an increase in y, whereas y
times the denominator equals the marginal second-period cost of an increase in
y. More specifically, the first term in the numerator is the marginal impact of
y on al (see (27.29)), while the second term is the principal's marginal gross
payoff minus the agent's marginal cost of an increase in a^. The latter is positive if less than first-best effort is induced. We assume rM^ is positive, and v^
is positive unless the first-period performance measure is primarily used for
insurance purposes. ^^ Therefore, the sign of the numerator and, hence, the sign
of 7^, is the same as the sign of yo, so that their product is positive.
The denominator reflects the fact that increasing y increases the variability
of the second-period effort and payoff. The payoff is a linear function of ^i, so
there is no change in the expected second-period gross payoff. However, the
second-period effort cost and risk premium are affected because they are quadratic functions of ^^ They are the two components of the denominator.
The expressions in (27.3 la&b) are complex, so that it is difficult to develop
insights from comparative statics. Consequently, we use numerical examples.
Figure 27.1 illustrates the impact of the performance measure correlation on
the principal's expected net payoff for a setting in which the periods are identical, with bi = b2 = b = 10, Ml = M2 = M = I, and r = I. We compare the results that occur with a LEN contract (in which y is exogenously constrained to
equal zero) to a Q^TV contract (in which y is chosen so as to maximize the principal's expected payoff). Figure 27.1 also plots the optimal choice of 7 in the
QEN contract.
With the LEN contract, increasing the correlation results in a reduction in
the principal's expected payoff. The key here is that the riskiness of the contract (and, hence, the risk premium paid to the agent) increases as p increases.^^

^^ Interestingly, if the contract is written in terms of the performance measures y^, then in a
window-dressing case with b^ = 0, the first-period performance measure is used strictly for insuring the agent's second-period incentive risk, and v^ is negative if p > 0 (see, for example,
Christensen et al., 2004). However, if the contract is written in terms of the performance statistics
(//^, then the insurance role is handled by the orthogonalization used in computing 11/2. This creates
positive indirect first-period incentives if p < 0, and, hence, v\ is negative in order to offset the
indirect first-period incentive (since a^ is costly and provides no benefit). This is reflected in the
term - p o^ M^ > 0 in (27.29). In the following discussion, we assume that v\[b^ - ci\]> 0.
^^ This is most easily seen for the equivalent contract expressed in terms of the performance
measures (see Section 26.1.4).
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This is consistent with the results for the LEN model in the preceding chapter
(see Figure 26.1).^^
Optimal 'f

Principal's expected net payoff

QEN mo&Qly
y

20

-1

-0.5

0
Correlation p

0.5

Figure 27.1: Impact of performance measure correlation in LEN and
ig£7V models for identical periods case.
The difference between the results for the QEN contract and the LEN contract
is striking! The payoffs are identical if the performance measures are uncorrelated {p = 0), since that results in the principal choosing y^ = 0 in the QEN
contract. However, if the two performance measures are correlated (positively
or negatively) it is optimal in the QEN contract for the principal to choose y^
^ 0, and this yields distinctly higher expected net payoffs than the Z£7V contract
(especially forp > 0). Furthermore, while the principal's payoff is again decreasing inp if it is negative, his payoff is increasing inp if it is positive (except
for very low values ofp). This may seem counterintuitive and warrants further
exploration.
As discussed above, setting y ^ 0 creates an indirect first-period incentive
effect ifp ^ 0 (see (27.29)). Since that is the only role of y in the basic QEN

^^ Note that we use exponential AC-EC preferences in Figure 27.1, whereas exponential TA-EC
preferences are used in Figure 26.1.
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model, it is always possible to set y so that the indirect incentive effect rv^ypM^
is positive (i.e., y^ andyo have the same sign as shown in Figure 27.1). Increased
first-period effort results in an increase in the expected first-period payoff and
the first-period effort cost. Since the induced effort is less than first-best, the
marginal net benefit from increased effort (i.e., bi - a^) is strictly positive. The
marginal net benefit times the marginal effect of y on a^ is rvlpMi[bi - a^].
Due to the interaction of the two sources of covariance discussed above, the
marginal net benefit from increasing y is increasing inp ifp is positive. On the
other hand, ifp is negative, then y^ is negative (so thatyoy^ > 0) and increasing
p decreases rv^y"^ pM^?^ Consequently, the principal's expected payoff with the
optimal g£7V contract is "U"-shaped, as depicted in Figure 27.1. Of course,
since first-best is obtained in the Z£7V model for the identical periods case if p
= - 1, first-best is also obtained in the ig£7V model with y^ = 0.

27.4 LEARNING ABOUT EFFORT PRODUCTIVITY
In the preceding section, the correlation between payoffs in the two periods is
attributable to the correlation of random factors that create additive noise in the
performance measure. Those random factors do not influence the impact of
effort on either the principal's payoff or the measure of the agent's performance.
In this section we consider two settings in which the rate of second-period productivity is random and the first-period report is informative about that rate.
The first productivity model, which we call the QEN-P model has Z^'A^ model
preferences and performance measures, a g£7V contract (see Section 27.3.2),
and correlation between the first-period performance measure and the secondperiod productivity. It is based on one of the models in Feltham, Indjejikian,
and Nanda (2005). The second productivity model is a multi-period extension
of the hurdle model that has been used throughout this volume. It has elements
that are similar to Hirao (1993). Both are two-period models.
As in the Z£7V model, the noise in the performance reports is additive and
correlated. However, unlike the Z£7Vmodel, the noise in the first-period performance measure is correlated with the productivity of effort in the second period.
This creates a direct demand to vary the agent's second-period action with the
first-period performance. Hence, we use the QEN contract introduced in Section 27.3.2 to implement that variation. Furthermore, to simplify the analysis,
we assume the QEN-P model performance reports do not include the principal's
payoff.
In the multi-period hurdle model we assume the principal's payoff in each
period is contractible and these payoffs are the only performance measures. As

Note from (27.31) that v\ > 0 in the identical periods case.
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in previous hurdle models, we do not constrain the form of the contracts and,
therefore, consider optimal contracts.

27.4.1

AQEN-PMoAt\

The QEN-P model is the same as the basic ig£7Vmodel in Section 27.3.2 except
that the noise in the first-period performance measure is correlated with the
productivity of effort in the second period. The principal's payoff and the performance measures are as described in the "learning about payoff productivity"
example in Section 27.1.2, i.e.,
X ^ OiQi + ^2^2?
y, = M,a, + £*„

^ = 1,2,

(27.32a)
(27.32b)

where 9^ and 62 are normally distributed productivity parameters with means b^
and Z?2? i-G-? ^t ~ N(Z?^,cr^), and s^ ~ N(0,1) and Cov(£*i, s^) = Py. We assume the
first-period report is informative about the second-period productivity as reflected by Cov(£*i, ^2) " Pe^' Note that risk neutrality of the principal implies that the
other covariances are irrelevant, and that the basic ig£7V model is a special case
of the QEN-P model in which yo^, = 0. As in the basic g£7V model, the compensation contract is based on the statistics given in (27.12):

and

^1 = M^{a^ - ^j) + ^1

(27.33a)

^2 " M ( ^ 2 " ^2(^1)) "/^jM(^i " ^1) + ^2?

(27.33b)

where 6^ = e^, d^^ s^- PyS^, and, thus, Cov(^i,^2) " Pe^The agent's first- and second-period action choices take the same form as
in (27.29) and (27.26), but with Py replacing p. Observe that, since the principal's payoff is not contractible, p^ has no direct effect on the agent's decision
problem. As the following analysis demonstrates, the only impact of yo^, on the
agent is through the principal's choice of 7. In section 27.3.2 we established
that the g£7V contract with 7 ^ 0 dominates the Z£7V contract because of the indirect first-period covariance incentives it provides. Now, withyo^, ^ 0, we have
another important reason for setting 7 ^ 0. For example, if yo^, > 0, then for the
purposes of improving the second-period expected payoff, the principal will
want to set 7 > 0, so that the induced second-period action is an increasing function of E [ ^21 ^1 ] • This may be consistent with or contrary to the use of 7 ^ 0 so
as to provide indirect first-period covariance incentives for inducing a more efficient first-period effort.
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First-best Contract
Before deriving the optimal second-best contract it is useful to consider the optimal first-best contract. In the first-best setting, the agent's marginal costs are
equal to a^ and ^2 and the principal's marginal benefits (given the information
at the time the actions are chosen) are ^[9{\ = b^ and E[^2 \¥i] ^ ^2 ^ Pe^¥iHence, the first-best action choices are
a^ = bi

and

«2*(^i) ^ ^2

^Pe^¥i-

Obviously, the first-best second-period action varies with ^1, which implies that
the second-period effort cost, /4a2*(^i)^ " ^^(^2 ^ Pe^ ¥\f'-> is a random variable
from the perspective of date 0. The agent could be paid a fixed wage that is
specified at date 0 and compensates him for his anticipated second-period effort
cost, but that would require paying him for both the expected effort cost and a
premium to compensate him for his effort-cost risk. That risk serves no useful
purpose and is insurable by the risk neutral principal.^^ Hence, the first-best
compensation contract pays the agent
s\yj,) = V2[b^ + (Z?2 +Pe(^¥iy]
if he takes the first-best actions. As a result, the agent's realized net consumption is constant at zero.
The principal's first-best expected net payoff is

Note that the principal's expected net payoff is increasing in the quality of the
productivity information as measured by (p^ a)^. The quality of the productivity
information is increasing in the prior variability in the second-period productivity of effort (a^) and the "preciseness" (yo/) of the first-period information
about the second-period productivity of effort.
Principars Contract Choice
Now consider the principal's choice of the second-best incentive contract parameters Di, v^, and y in the QEN-P model. He chooses those parameters so as to
maximize the following ex ante expected net payoff:

^^ Note that while this is optimal for £'C-preferences, the first-best compensation is a constant
with £'Z)-preferences even though the agent's second-period effort varies with the first-period
statistic. The reason is that with £'Z)-preferences cash compensation cannot be used to insure the
effort disutility risk.
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(27.34)

Substituting the equilibrium induced actions from (27.26) and (27.29), and the
equilibrium distributions (27.23) into (27.34), and then differentiating with respect to Di, V2, and 7, yields the following characterization of the optimal incentive contract.
Proposition 27.3
In the QEN-P model described above, the optimal incentive rate parameters
are characterized by the following first-order conditions i^"^
v,^ = ^{(b,M,)[Mi

+ r(l -/)/)] + (b,M,)p^M,'} {l^ry%},

^2 = ^{(b2M2)[M,\Ury^p^f
^^ ^ [rvlp^M,][b,-a^]

Ml^r{\-pl)
where

^

+ r] - (b,M,)rp^},
p,oM,

(27.35a)
(27.35b)
^^^^^^^

ul^riX-p])

D ^ \M^{\ + ry^p^f + r][M2' + r(l -yo/)] + rp^M^.

Observe that the first two first-order conditions are precisely the same as in the
basic ig£7Vmodel (see 27.3 la&b). The key difference occurs in (27.35c), which
has a second term which is non-zero if yo^, ^ 0. In both components of 7^, the denominator times y^ is equal to the marginal expected second-period effort cost
and risk premium resulting from an increase in y. As discussed in Section
27.3.2, the numerator in the first component of (27.35c) is the marginal impact
of y on a^ times the marginal impact of a^ on the difference between the principal's first-period payoff minus the agent's first-period effort cost. It is equal
to zero if the two performance measures are uncorrelated.
The numerator of the second component of 7^ equals the marginal impact
of 7 on the expected second-period payoff to the principal. This is increasing
in the covariance between the first-period report and the marginal payoff productivity of second-period effort. If both Py and p^ equal zero, then 7^ equals
zero and the optimal incentive rates are characterized by (27.35a) and (27.35b)

^^ As in the basic g£'A^model the first-order condition for y is necessary but not sufficient in this
setting.
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and they are the same as in the Z£7Vmodel with independent periods, i.e., vl =
b,Mf(M,^ + r) and v^ = b^M^I^M^ + r).
Interestingly, if yo^ = 0 andyo^, ^ 0, then y^ = PQGM2I{M2 + r), but this does
not impact v} or ^2 since y is always multiplied by yo^ in (27.35a&b). Hence,
if the performance measures are uncorrected, then the expected second-period
effort is the same as in the independent periods case, but the induced secondperiod effort varies around that mean so as to match it with the productivity
information provided by the first-period performance measure. Furthermore,
in this setting, the principal's expected net payoff is a linear increasing function
of the quality of the productivity information, (pocrf, and, thus, independent of
the sign of the correlation between the first-period report and the second-period
productivity (as in the first-best setting). The sign of this correlation only affects the sign of y^, but not its absolute value.
The results are subtle when bothyo^ andyo^, are non-zero. In this setting, the
optimal y is determined both by the productivity information and the impact of
y on the covariance incentive effect on the first-period action. In (27.35c), the
first expression reflects the first-period indirect covariance incentive effect and
its sign is the same as the sign ofpy ifvi(bi - a^) > 0, whereas the second expression reflects the productivity effect and its sign is the same as the sign ofp^.
If PQ and Py are both positive (or both negative), then both effects call for a
positive (negative) slope y in the second-period incentive rate. On the other
hand, ifpy is positive and p^ is negative, the productivity information calls for
a negative slope, whereas the indirect first-period covariance incentive calls for
a positive slope (such that v^ypyM^ is positive). In this case, the desired direct
second-period incentive and the indirect first-period incentive work in opposite
directions. We use the following language to distinguish between these cases.
Definition
The information system provides congruent correlations if p^ mid Py are
both positive or both negative. Otherwise, the information system is said
to provide incongruent correlations.
Figures 27.2(a) and (b) depict the principal's expected net payoff and his
optimal choice of y, respectively, as functions ofPy for five values ofp^: 0, ±/4,
and ±1. The Po = 0 case is the same as in Figure 27.1.
If the information system provides congruent correlations, the productivity
information and the first-period indirect covariance incentive work in the same
direction in the determination of the optimal slope y^ Hence, the principal's
expected payoff is substantially greater using the g£7V contract compared to the
LEN contract. Note also that these gains are increasing in the quality of the
productivity information, {peo)^.
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Figure 27.2(a): Impact of performance measure correlation in LEN, QEN,
and QEN-P models with varying productivity information
{po) for identical periods case.
The situation changes when the correlations are incongruent. Consider Figure
27.2(b), which depicts the impact on y of varying/)^ from - 1 to + 1 for fixed yo^,.
For yo^, = - /4 and values of yo^ between - 1 and 0, the correlations are congruent,
and the desired incentives are implemented with y^ < 0. Incongruence occurs
for yo^ between 0 and +1. To understand what is happening in this region it is
useful to recall that the action choices are characterized by^^
(27.36a)
(27.36b)
We focus on two choice variables in these expressions, v^ and y. For a^, v^ is the
direct incentive, while rv^ypyM^ is the indirect incentive of interest. For ^2,
yy/iM^ is the direct incentive of interest. When the correlations are incongruent
the principal has three basic choices with respect to these two parameters.

^^ These equations are derived in (27.26) and (27.29).
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Figure 27.2(b): Impact of performance measure correlation in LEl^, QEN,
and QEN-P models with varying productivity information
{po) for identical periods case.
In the first option, the principal chooses y so that it has the same sign as Py. This
results in positive direct and indirect first-period incentives with v^ > 0, but
induces the "incorrect" use of ^^ in setting the second-period incentive rate.
That is, it induces high (low) second-period production when productivity is
low (high).
In the second and third options, the principal chooses y so that it has the
same sign as p^. This "correctly" induces high (low) second-period production
when productivity is high (low). The second and third options differ with respect to the two types of first-period incentives. Under the second option, v^ is
positive, which provides positive direct incentives, but negative indirect incentives. Under the third option, v^ is negative, which provides negative direct incentives, but positive indirect incentives.
Now return to our example with pg ^ -Vi and Py increasing from 0 to + 1.
^orpy E (0, .2), the indirect first-period incentives are relatively insignificant, so
that y is negative and v^ is positive. That is, the direct first- and second-period
incentives are "correct," while the indirect first-period incentive is "incorrect."
At Py ~ .2, y equals zero, which is the point at which the LEN mid g£7V contracts
are identical - the expected payoffs in Figure 27.2(a) are tangent at this point.
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For yo^ e (.2, .3) it is optimal to set y > 0 and v^ > 0, so that the direct and indirect
first-period incentives are "correct," at the expense of "incorrect" second-period
incentives. That "incorrectness" is relatively small since y is close to zero.
However, it becomes more significant asyo^ increases. Consequently, dXpy ~ .3
it becomes optimal to make a significant shift in approach. In particular, for yo^
e (.3,1] it is optimal to set y < 0 and v^ < 0. This provides "correct" indirect
first- and direct second-period incentives, at the expense of "incorrect" direct
first-period incentives. The expected payoff reaches its minimum at the point
of discontinuity in y\ i.e., atyo^ ~ 3?^
Similar patterns are observed for the other values of pg in Figure 27.2.
However, note that, if the quality of the of the productivity information, {pooY,
is sufficiently high (as illustrated by yo^, = ± 1), then the first option with "incorrect" direct second-period incentives is never used (i.e., y^ always has the same
sign as pg). The discontinuities in y^ reflect the shifts between the second and
the third options.
In the QEN-P model, the Q^TV contract uniformly dominates the Z£7V contract for all values of pg andyo^. However, while having yo^, ^ 0 implies that ^^
provides productivity information, such informativeness is not necessarily valuable. As illustrated in Figure 27.2(a), zero productivity information (i.e., pg =
0) may or may not be preferred to having p^ ^ 0. The cases, in which productivity information destroys value, are characterized by incongruent correlations,
and significant conflicting objectives in the determination of y^
Note that for all values of yo^,, first-best is attained for yo^ = - 1. In this case
there is no second-period incentive risk. Therefore, the first-best second-period
actions a^Wi) ^^^ be induced at the first-best expected cost using
v^ -bJM^,

y -peolM^,

(see (27.36b)). Moreover, if the first-period incentive rate v^ is equal to zero,
then there is no first-period risk premium, and the induced first-period action is
(see (27.36a) withyo^ = ~ 1)

Hence, the first-best first-period action a^ = b^ is induced at first-best cost in the
identical periods case, i.e., b^ = Z?2 and M^ = M2, irrespectively of the quality of
the productivity information, {pooY.

26

In a region around p^ = .3 the principal's expected net payoff has two local optima as a
function of 7. The discontinuity point for / corresponds to the level ofpy where the global optimum changes from one to the other local optimum. Note that even though there is a discontinuity
in y\ the principal's optimal expected net payoff is continuous (but may not be differentiable).
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It is also striking that close to first-best is obtained fox Py close to + 1, irrespectively of whether the correlations are congruent or not. As withyo^ = - 1,
there is no second-period risk premium. The first-period action is primarily
induced through the first-period indirect covariance incentive using a high slope
y and a low direct first-period incentive. Actually, foryo^ = + 1, y^ is numerically
higher than the value that implements first-best second-period actions. This is
optimal in order to induce the first-period action with a numerically lower direct
first-period incentive and, thus, a lower first-period risk premium.

27.4.2 A Hurdle Model of Productivity Information
In this section we consider a two-period hurdle model in a setting similar to
Hirao (1993). We assume the principal's gross payoffs, denoted b^x^ and Z?2-^2?
are contractible and period specific. These are the only performance measures,
and they are influenced by a common rmidom productivity factor 9. Hence, x^
provides pre-decision productivity information with respect to the second-period
action. A key characteristic of the model in this section is that the first-period
action affects the information about 9. Hence, in choosing the level of firstperiod effort to be induced, the principal considers both the value and the information content of the first-period payoff In the following analysis we consider
a simple model in which learning about the productivity of effort helps make
better decisions without increasing the costs of inducing actions.
The Basic Elements of the Two-period Hurdle Model
In each of the two periods, t ^ 1,2, there is a binary outcome x^e X^^ {^g->^b)
with payoff b^x^ to the principal, a hurdle h^ e [0,1], and an action a^e A^ ^
[0,1], with Xf = Xg if, and only if, a^ > h^. The prior distribution for both hurdles
is uniform, but they may be correlated. We consider the extreme setting in
which the hurdle is the same in both periods, i.e., h^ = /z2, and compare it to a
benchmark setting in which the two hurdles are independent.
The principal is risk neutral, the agent has exponential ^C-^'C preferences,
and the interest rate is equal to zero. In numerical examples we use the following data:
K^a^) = aj{\ - a^); r = Vi; c"" = 0; x^ = 20, x^ = 10; b^ = b2 = 1.
Independent Hurdles
We first consider the benchmark setting in which the hurdles are independent.
Given our specification of the agent's utility function, there exists an optimal
contract on the form s{x^,x^ = Si(xi) + 52fe)? where s^x^) can be found by solving a single-period problem (see Section 25.2.1), i.e.,
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The optimal single-period contract for the numerical example is shown in Table
27.1, where si denotes the optimal compensation for payoff / in period t, i = g,
b and t = 1,2.

UfislaJ)
12.439

4.009

•'/ft

a/

-0.199

0.387

Table 27.1: Optimal single-period contract with independent
hurdles.
Same Hurdle in both Periods
Now consider the setting in which the hurdle is the same in both periods, i.e.,
hi = h2 = h. In this setting, the second-period beliefs about the hurdle are
1

for h E [0,aj,

0

for /z e [^p 1],

(p(h\x.,ai) = \
(27.37)
0
^(/z|xi^,ai)

for /z e [0,aj,
for h E [a.,I].

I - a,
That is, if the good payoff is observed in the first period, the hurdle is less than
the first-period action, whereas if the bad payoff is observed, the hurdle is above
the first-period action. This information is useful for the choice of the secondperiod action. Note that the information about the hurdle depends on both the
first-periodpayoff and the first-period action and, thus, the optimal choice of the
first-period action may be affected by its role of providing useful pre-decision
productivity information for the second-period action. For example, the firstperiod payoff provides no information about the hurdle if the first-period action
is either a^ = 0 or a^ = 1, but it does provide information about the hurdle ifa^
e(0,l).
No Direct First-period Incentive Problem
To provide a simple illustration of this point consider a setting in which the
first-period payoff has no direct value to the principal, i.e., b^ = 0, and the agent
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has no disutility for first-period effort, i.e., Ki{a^ = 0 for all a^?^ Hence, there
is no direct first-period incentive problem, and the only role for the first-period
action is to generate useful information about the hurdle before the secondperiod action is taken.
In this setting, the first-best contract is such that the first-period action is set
equal to the first-best hurdle for the second period, and the agent is paid to jump
that hurdle in the second period if he is successful in the first. That is, a2 = a^
if Xi = Xg, and a2 = 0 if x^ = x^, where
a^ E argmax [b2X - K2(a)]a + 62-^z>(^ -a) - c"".
Furthermore, ^*(x^) = c"" + K2{al) and ^*(x^) = c"". Interestingly, the first-best
result can be obtained if a^ is contractible, even if ^2 is not. This is accomplished by paying the first-best wage if the second-period payoff is consistent
with the first (and a^ = a^):
s\x^g,X2g)

= Sgg =C' + K2{al\

s\x^g,X2b)

= P.

S {Xii^,X2g) = S (Xi^,X2^) = S^^ = C ,

where P is sufficiently negative. Hence, the difference in compensation for
good and bad payoffs is s^^ - s^^ = K2{al).
Even if neither action is contractible, the optimal contract is still such that
the first-period action is equal to the hurdle the principal wants the agent to clear
in the second period given a good first-period payoff. Furthermore, the form of
the optimal contract is similar to the optimal contract when a^ is contractible.
In particular,

s (Xig^X2g) = Sgg\ s {Xig,X2i^) = P', s {Xii^,X2g) = s (Xi^,X2^) = ^^^; (27.38a)
a^(xig) = al

and

ali^ib) = 0-

(27.38b)

Of course, due to the moral hazard problem, the compensation and induced actions differ from those in the preceding case.
Even though there is no direct incentive problem in the first period in this
setting, there may be an induced moral hazard problem for the first-period
action, since the optimal second-period action may depend on bothx^ and a^ and
the agent takes that into account when selecting his first-period action. The

^^ Note that the model in this setting is similar to the delegated information acquisition model in
Section 22.6.
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general form of the incentive constraint for the first-period action is given in
(27.2) and for the second-period action in (27.1). The key in formulating these
incentive constraints is that the first-period action affects the information that
can be inferred from the first-period payoff and, thus, "shirking" in the first
period may affect the optimal action strategy in the second.
Given the payments in the second-best contract and the form of the posterior
beliefs in (27.37), it is particularly simple to characterize the agent's optimal
second-period response function in this example, i.e.,
a^ix^.d^ = d^, a^ix^^.d^ = 0, \/d^EA^.

(27.39)

That is, if the good first-period payoff is obtained, the hurdle is below d^, and
to avoid the risk of a penalty for a bad payoff following a good payoff, the agent
has to jump at least as high in the second period as in the first period, and there
is no reason to jump any higher. If the bad first-period payoff is obtained, there
is no premium to the agent for clearing the hurdle, so he does not jump in the
second period.^^
Given the agent's optimal second-period response function, the first-period
incentive constraint can be formulated as
a^ e argmax d^u'^(s ,d^,d^) + (I - d^)u'^(s^^,d^,0)
(27.40)
= argmax -d^Qxp[-r(s

-K^(d^))] - (1 - d^)Qxp[-rs^^].

Note that this incentive constraint is similar to the incentive constraint for a
single-period problem with no information about the hurdle except that there is
no effort cost for the "bad" payoff. The first-order condition for this incentive
constraint is

r
This implies that the difference between the compensation levels is larger than
in the first-best setting. Of course, this is due to the induced moral hazard problem for ai caused by the agent's optimal second-period response to (xi,ai).

^^ Note that the agent's conditional expected utility is not differentiable at «2(-^J ,d^) = dy Hence,
the first-order approach is not applicable and, therefore, the double shirking problem must be
explicitly recognized. In fact, in this model it is the double shirking problem that creates the
induced moral hazard problem in the first period.
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Table 27.2 shows the optimal contract for the numerical example with no
direct first-period incentive problem, i.e., b^ = 0, K^ia^) = 0?^ Since the only
role of the first-period action in this example is to generate information about
the hurdle before the second-period action is taken, this contract is directly comparable to the optimal single-period contract with independent hurdles shown
in Table 27.1. Note that the information generated by the first-period action is
valuable to the principal since his expected utility goes up from 12.439 to
14.887, and that the agent jumps substantially higher in the second period given
a good first-period payoff than he does when he must jump for both first-period
payoffs with no information about the hurdle in the second period.
UP(sW)
14.887

3.116

Sgb

Shg

P

-1.25

-1.25

a}

aKxig,al)

0.65

0.646

^iV^lb^^l)

0

Table 27.2: Optimal contract with same hurdle in both periods and b^ = 0,
Z?2 = 1, and7Ci(ai) = 0.

Incentive Problems in both Periods
We now return to the setting in which there are incentive problems in both
periods. Consider a contract of the type that is optimal when there is no direct
incentive problem in the first period. That is, the agent is induced to select a
first-period action equal to the hurdle induced in the second period. This is accomplished by paying s^g if good payoffs occur in the both periods, 6*^^ if a bad
payoff occurs in the first period (independent of the second period result), and
Sgi^ = P if a good payoff in the first period is followed by a bad payoff in the
second period. Given this contract form, the second-period response function
is again given by (27.39), but the incentive constraint on the first-period action
(27.40) is now replaced with
a. E argmax d.u'^(s ,d.,d.) +
= argmax - d^Qxp[-r(s

(l-d.)u'^(s..,d.,0)

- K^(d^) - K2(d^))]

^1

- (1 - d^)Qxp[-r(s^^ - K^(d^))l

(27Al)

The first-order condition is

^'^ The first-best choice of a^ is a* .698 with an expected utiHty to the principal of 15.367 and
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Sgg - s^^ = K^ia^) + ^ln(l + r^iKC^i) + K^ia^)]) - -\n{\ - r(l - ^iXC^i)).
In this case there is a direct as well as an induced moral hazard problem for the
first-period action and, therefore, there is a larger spread between the two compensation levels than when there is no direct first-period incentive problem.
The key source of the value of learning in this model is that the agent need
not incur effort in the second period if he has a bad payoff in the first period,
implying the hurdle is higher than his first-period effort. Of course, the benefit
goes to the principal who can reduce his compensation cost. To illustrate this
benefit consider the setting with independent hurdles. Table 27.1 reports that,
in the independent payoff setting, the optimal effort in each period is .387 and
the total payoff for two periods is 2 x 12.439 = 24.878. Now assume that the
hurdles are the same in each period and the agent is offered the cost-minimizing
contract for inducing a^ = ^2(-^ig) " -387. As reported in Table 27.3, learning
permits the principal to increase his expected two-period payoff to 25.875, i.e.,
the value of learning is 0.997 if the principal merely induces the same actions.
\uP(s,a)

^gg

25.875 5.193

Sgb

Sbg

^bb

Oj

«2(-^lg,«l)

«2(-^16,«l)

P

-.24

-.24

0.39

0.387

0

Table 27.3: Cost-minimizing contract to induce a^ = ^2(-^ig) = .387
when the hurdle is the same in each period, b^ = b2 = I,
and Ki(ai) = K2{a^.
Of course, given the cost reduction, it is now optimal for the principal to induce
more effort. Taking into account that the first-period action affects the information in the first-period payoff about the hurdle, it is optimal to increase the
first-period action induced as shown by the contract in Table 27.4.^^ Increasing
the first-period action increases the value of learning by .164, so that the total
value of learning is 1.161.
UP{sW)
27.039

6.309

p

-.29

^bb

al

-.29

0.429

^K^igM)
0.429

al{x^j^,al)
0

Table 27.4: Optimal contract with the same hurdle in each period,
Z?2 = 1, and7Ci(ai) = K2{a^.

^^ We use the term "optimal" somewhat loosely here. Table 27.7 reports the optimal contract of
the form considered in this analysis, i.e., s^^ > Sj^g = ^^^ > s^j^ = P, so that a^(xig,a}) = a} and
al(xijj,a}) = 0. While this is the optimal contract in the numerical example considered, we have
not provided a general proof that the optimal contract is of this form (although this seems likely
to be the case).
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In this particular example, the learning effect increases the optimal first-period
action. However, it is easy to construct examples in which the learning effect
would have the opposite impact on the first-period action. This would occur,
for example, in a setting in which the effort costs in the second period are sufficiently higher than in the first period. Hence, the key insight from this example
is that learning affects the optimal first-period action choice to provide "optimal" pre-decision information for the second-period action.

27.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The last three chapters have examined a variety of multi-period models in which
we have assumed that the principal and the agent are able to make binding commitments not to deviate from the terms of the initial contract. In the next chapter we examine the impact of renegotiation on several of the models previously
considered under the assumption of full commitment. The discussion is an extension of the Chapter 24 discussion of renegotiation in a single-period model.
However, we avoid many of the issues raised in that earlier chapter by assuming
that renegotiation can only take place after a report date, and before the forthcoming action is taken.
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CHAPTER 28
INTER-PERIOD CONTRACT RENEGOTIATION

Chapter 24 considers a single-period setting in which the initial contract is
renegotiated after the agent has taken his action, but before the outcome has
been reported. From an ex ante perspective (i.e., at the time of the initial contract), permitting renegotiation can be beneficial if it takes place after the principal receives non-contractible information about the agent's action.^ However,
in a setting in which all signals are directly contractible, the principal is generally better off ex ante if he can exclude the possibility of future renegotiation
(even though both parties may prefer to renegotiate ex post). On the other hand,
while renegotiation is generally ex ante inefficient, it may be difficult (or impossible) for the principal and the agent to commit themselves not to engage in ex
post mutually beneficial renegotiation.
Chapters 25,26, and 27 consider multi-period models in which it is assumed
that full commitment is possible, i.e., renegotiation can be precluded. This
chapter also considers multi-period models, but assumes full commitment is not
feasible. More specifically, we assume that the principal and agent cannot
preclude inter-period renegotiation of a long-term contract (i.e., at the end of a
period). However, we do assume they can preclude intra-period renegotiation
(i.e., prior to the end of a period). We also exogenously exclude contracts in
which the agent randomizes over actions.
Section 28.1 considers a set of sufficient conditions under which a sequence
of short-term contracts can provide the same expected utilities to the principal
and the agent as can an efficient long-term contract with no renegotiation. One
of the key conditions is that at the beginning of each period the future technological opportunities are common knowledge, i.e., conditional on public information the agent's past unobservable actions do not have any impact on the distribution of future outcomes and performance measures.
Section 28.2 examines the impact of inter-period renegotiation in a twoperiod model with exponential AC-EC preferences, normally distributed performance measures, and payoff functions similar to the Z£7Vand QEN-P models
in Chapter 27. The performance measures may be correlated across periods, and
actions may have long-term effects on outcomes as well as on performance

^ In that setting, renegotiation facilitates implicit contracting on the otherwise non-contractible
information.
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measures, i.e., future technological opportunities are not common knowledge.
The performance measures are transformed into stochastically independent performance statistics, which may be technologically interdependent (from the
agent's perspective). Furthermore, the first measure (or statistic) may be informative about the productivity of the second-period action.
Initially, a first-order approach is used to characterize the optimal renegotiation-proof contract. In renegotiating the second-period contract, the principal
solves a one-period problem using the information available at the start of the
second period. In choosing the first-period contract the principal takes the solution to the second-period problem as given, rather than determining the two contracts simultaneously (as in the full-commitment setting). Nonetheless, as with
full commitment, the induced first-period action with renegotiation is shown to
be the result of up to three types of incentives. First, there is a direct incentive
that applies in all settings. Second, there is an indirect "posterior-mean" incentive which applies if the performance measures are correlated, and is due to the
impact of the first-period action on the second-period statistic. Third, there is
an indirect "covariance" incentive that applies if the second-period contract
varies with the first-period performance measure. Contrary to the full-commitment setting, the latter incentive only applies if the first-period performance
measure is informative about the productivity of the second-period action.
As in Chapter 27, after characterizing the optimal contracts, we characterize
the optimal linear contracts.^ In this setting the contract for period t is restricted
to being a linear function of the performance measure for period t. However,
due to renegotiation, the second-period "fixed wage" and incentive rate vary
with the first-period performance measure if it is informative about the productivity of the second-period action and the performance measures are correlated.
This approach implicitly produces contracts similar to the QEN-P contracts in
Chapter 27.
The correlation between the two performance measures plays a central role
in determining the difference in payoffs and first-period actions given renegotiation versus full commitment. To explore these differences, we provide comparative statics for a setting in which the two periods are identical. If the first-period
performance measure is uninformative about the productivity of the secondperiod action, the contract with renegotiation will be a renegotiation-proof Z£7V
contract, i.e., the indirect first-period covariance incentive in the full-commitment setting cannot be sustained with renegotiation. In the setting with productivity information, the correlations between the two performance measures and
between the first-period performance measure and the second-period productiv-

^ Our model is similar to the dual purpose model in Feltham et al (2005). They also consider
a setting in which information about the marginal productivity of second-period effort is provided
by a separate report. The dual purpose report can be preferred to the special purpose report if
there is renegotiation. However, the latter clearly dominates if there is full commitment.
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ity are defined to be congruent (incongruent) if they have the same signs (different signs). If they are congruent, then the payoff is very similar with full commitment and renegotiation, but if they are incongruent, then full commitment
clearly dominates renegotiation. In this latter case, full commitment allows the
principal to make much more effective use of the indirect incentives.
In Section 28.2 we assume the principal and the agent can commit not to
"break" the employment relation, even though they cannot commit not to renegotiate the terms of the contract. In Section 28.3 we continue to assume that the
principal is committed to the employment relation, but the agent can always
leave after the compensation at the end of the first period has been settled. We
demonstrate that in this latter setting, the principal can use deferred compensation to obtain the same result as if the agent could commit not to leave.
In Section 28.4 we introduce the possibility of replacing the initial agent at
the end of the first period. Key issues in this setting include whether either the
agent or principal incur "switching costs" if the agent chooses to leave or is
replaced. The sign and magnitude of the indirect incentives are also important.
Switching costs can provide incentives for the principal and agent not to break
a commitment to continue the employment relation. The principal can also use
deferred compensation to induce the agent to continue. If the indirect incentives
are positive (sufficiently negative), then the principal will prefer that the first
agent stays (leaves) at the end of the first period.

28.1 REPLICATING A LONG-TERM CONTRACT BY
A SEQUENCE OF SHORT-TERM CONTRACTS
Based on Fudenberg, Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990) (FHM) this section identifies a set of sufficient conditions under which a series of short-term contracts
can replicate an efficient long-term contract.
An obvious advantage of a long-term contract is that it may expand the
agent's ability to smooth consumption over time if he has no access to banking.
FHM do not view consumption smoothing as a major reason for long-term contracts and, therefore, they assume that the agent can borrow and save on the
same terms as the principal. In that setting, if at all dates of potential renegotiation the principal and the agent share the same beliefs about future outcomes
and performance measures, there are no gains to long-term contracts. That is,
long-term contracts only serve to prevent renegotiation under asymmetric information. In particular, the following four conditions are sufficient for a series of
short-term contracts to emulate an efficient long-term contract: at the start of
each period,
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(i)

the preferences of the principal and the agent over future action and
compensation plans are common knowledge,

(ii) future technological opportunities are common knowledge,
(iii) the compensation in the period can be made contingent on all information shared by the principal and the agent, and
(iv) the efficient utility frontier given any history is downward sloping.
The precise meanings of these conditions are developed more fully in the subsequent discussion. Conditions (i) and (ii) are information conditions. They
rule out any form of adverse selection at the dates at which contracts are renegotiated. Adverse selection may not only be due to exogenous private signals
received by the agent, but also due to unobserved actions taken by the agent
such as effort choices and personal borrowing and saving. If the agent's borrowing and saving and, thus, his wealth, are unobservable to the principal, condition (i) rules out preferences where the agent's wealth affects his preferences,
i.e., effectively, the agent's preferences must be negative exponential with a
monetary cost of effort. Otherwise, the agent's wealth process must be known
to the principal. Condition (ii) rules out cases in which the agent's prior actions
affect the distribution of future outcomes (given the information shared by the
principal and the agent). In those cases, a long-term contract is valuable because it awaits the arrival of additional performance information, while a renegotiated contract would not include that information - past actions are already
taken at the date of renegotiation and, therefore, there is no value to including
such information in the renegotiated contract.^
Condition (iii) requires all joint information to be contractible at the date of
occurrence (i.e., without delay) so as to avoid the loss of incentive risk reduction

^ The example in Section 27.2.1 in which the performance measures are given by an auto-regressive process illustrates a setting where condition (ii) is met even though periods are not independent. The key in that example is that the performance measures y^ can be transformed into equivalent performance statistics which are both stochastically and technologically independent. Stated
differently, given y^ the agent's prior actions do not affect the distribution of future performance
measures. On the other hand, if the normalized performance statistics are technologically interdependent (from the agent's perspective) condition (ii) is not met. In that setting, the long-term contract awaits the arrival of additional information in the future performance measures about prior
actions. In the two-period model of Section 27.3.1, this is reflected by the likelihood ratio
L^ (^21 *) • A renegotiated contract for the second period will not include this likelihood ratio (see
Section 28.2.2).
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opportunities under short-term contracting."^ Condition (iv) ensures that given
any history, the agent can be offered the same level of future expected utility
using an efficient long-term contract as using any feasible, incentive compatible
long-term contract. This condition is met if the agent's preferences are additively or multiplicatively separable over time.

28.1.1 Basic Elements of the FHM Model
We use the same basic notation as in Chapters 25-27. In their analysis, FHM
assume that the principal and agent both have unrestricted access to riskless
borrowing and saving at discount rate fi. The principal is risk neutral and evaluates an outcome/compensation stream in terms of its net present value. The
agent's utility is a function of his consumption and actions over the 7 periods,
plus possibly his utility of terminal wealth, i/^( c ^, a ^,w^). Observe that his terminal wealth Wj can be computed from initial wealth, w^, and the consumption
and compensation plans c^ and s^:

t=\

where R = yff"\ Observe that u%-) need not be time-additive - FHM treat such
functions as special cases.
We simplify the FHM model slightly by assuming that the agent receives
no private information although his consumption (and personal borrowing and
saving) as well as his actions may be private information. Public and contractible information, y^, is reported at the end of period t, and it includes the outcome Xf. At the end of period t, the principal only knows the history of publicly
reported information and compensation, cof = (y ^, s^), whereas the agent knows
his past actions, consumption, compensation, and the publicly observed information, co,^ = (a^,c^,s^,y^).
Efficient Strategies
The agent's action and consumption strategies are denoted a = { a/co^'']) } and
c = {clco^%a^,y^,s^)}, and the compensation plan is ^ = { s0^) }.
Definition
(a) A long-term contract consists of the triple z = (s, a, c), and it is incentive
compatible if z induces the agent to implement (a,c). The agent's and

"^ In Section 24.3 we considered a setting in which joint information is not directly contractible.
In that setting renegotiation may dominate a commitment to a long-term contract, since renegotiation may facilitate implicit contracting on otherwise non-contractible joint information.
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principal's expected utilities from a long-term contract are denoted
U^iz) and ^{z), respectively.
(b) A long-term contract is efficient if there is no other incentive compatible long-term contract that both parties weakly prefer and at least one
strictly prefers.
(c) An efficient long-term contract that guarantees the principal zero expected utility (net present value) is called optimal.

The FHM setting can be viewed as one in which the agent chooses the contract
and the principal merely acts as a competitive risk-sharer, i.e., he will accept any
contract that has a non-negative net present value.^
Note that with equal access to borrowing and saving the agent and principal
are indifferent between two compensation plans s and s' that differ in the
amounts paid at various contingencies/dates but have the same net present
values along every complete path y ^ (see Proposition 25.7). Consequently, the
timing of the compensation does not matter if it is adjusted to provide the same
net present value.
Common Knowledge Assumptions
Throughout their analysis, FHM use the assumption that future technological
opportunities are common knowledge.
Common Knowledge of Technology Assumption: The history of public information is sufficient to determine how period f s actions will affect future
outcomes and public reports, i.e.,
(p(yt\^t-\^^t^yt-\)

^v(ytWpyt-\)'

This assumption is, for example, satisfied, if periods are independent, i.e., the
public information in period t only depends on the action taken in that period,
(p(yt\^t-\^^t^yt-\)

= (p(yt\^t)-

More generally, it is satisfied if the public information includes all the relevant
information about the inter-period dependencies. Appendix 28A briefly comments on FHM's common knowledge of technology assumption.

^ FHM state that ''Our focus on optimal contracts is motivated by the idea that competition in
the market for agents will force the principal to offer the agent the best zero profit contract. "
This assumes, of course, that the agent is a monopoHst with respect to his skills, rather than the
principal being a monopolist with respect to his production technology.
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Let a^^p s^^p and c^^^ represent action, compensation, and consumption
plans that will be implemented subsequent to period t and let Q^{coj') be the set
of agent histories co^ that are consistent with the public history cof. The following assumption implies that the action and consumption history, a ^ and c ^, does
not influence the agent's preference with respect to his future action strategies
and the contract specifying future compensation. Hence, the principal knows
the agent's preferences with respect to future contracts based on the public
history cof.
Common Knowledge of Preferences Assumption: For all t and any two
future action/compensation plans (a^^^,s^^j) and (a^^j,s^^j),

e{0,i3;«)},

Vcof,

whereF,,i«,a^^i,s^^i)
= maximize E[U%CJ.,^J.,WJ.^^(CJ.,SJ))

\ co^,i^^^,s^^^,c^^^]

represents the maximal expected utility that the agent can obtain by choosing an optimal future consumption plan c^^p given history co^ and future
action/compensation plans (a^^^, s^^^).
Given the common knowledge of technology assumption, the common knowledge of preferences assumption is satisfied if current wealth is common knowledge^ and the agent's utility function in the time dimension is either:
(i) additively separable,
T

(ii) multiplicatively separable,
T

i/^(c^,a^,w^) =

n ^k^p^)\u^,^{w^).

^ Common knowledge of wealth or consumption does not imply that it is contractible information
- it merely implies that the principal can base his renegotiation on this information.
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Even if wealth is not common knowledge, the common knowledge of preferences assumption is met if there are no wealth effects on preferences, i.e., (ii) combined with exponential ^C-^'C preferences (see Section 25.1),
Utict^a^) = - exp{ - rS,{c, - a,) }

Uj^,^(wj) = - exp{ - rSj^Wj^ },

where S^ is a time-preference index with SJS^_^ = yff, ^ = 2,..., 7. Below we comment on a setting with time-additive exponential utility.
Renegotiation^
FHM assume that the principal and agent cannot commit to a long-term contract.
Instead, a long-term contract serves as a point from which the parties can mutually agree to a new contract that will apply to the remaining periods (subject
to future renegotiation). Let T! represent the initial contract and let z^^j represent a renegotiated contract at the end of period t} The renegotiated contract
cannot change the past, but it can change the future.
Definition
For a given history (jo% a renegotiated contract z^^j is incentive compatible
if, given the compensation plan s ^^^, the agent prefers the action/consumption plan (a^^i ,c^^i) to any other action/consumption plan. A long-term
contract z^ is sequentially incentive compatible if for every t and every
history cof, z^^j is incentive compatible. The set of sequentially incentive
compatible long-term contracts is denoted SIC.
Sequential incentive compatibility means that the agent is willing, at each date
t, to follow the instructions in T! no matter what history has occurred up to that
date.

^ In their Section 3, FHM provide two examples that illustrate how "adverse selection" prevents
short-term contracts from emulating optimal long-term contracts.
Example 1: The opportunity to renegotiate the contract after the agent has taken his action
and before all uncertainty has been resolved can destroy the incentive effects of the optimal
"long-term" contract. (Also see Chapter 24.)
Example 2: If there is consumption both before the action is taken and subsequent to the
realization of the outcome, then the opportunity to renegotiate the contract before taking the
action, but after the initial consumption has occurred, can have a negative effect on the
agent's incentives.
^ Note that renegotiation can only occur at the end of periods after all uncertainty about the
consequences of the period's action has been resolved. This is a critical assumption (see Chapter
24).
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Since the principal cannot observe co^'', he generally cannot tell how the
agent values the contract z^, nor how he himself would value that contract if he
had the agent's information. Therefore, renegotiation will typically take place
under asymmetric information about the value of alternative options. However,
when technology and preferences are common knowledge, there is no essential
information asymmetry in the bargaining process. For every history col" and
everypairof sequentially incentive compatible contracts z^^j and z^^j we have
{ col' 6 QXwf) I U\zl,

\wn > U\zlx

{ col' 6 QXwf) I V{zl,

\wn > U'Xzl, \co;) }e{0,

\ 0 } e { 0, Q^con },
Q^iwH }.

The first implies that cof is sufficient for the principal to infer how the agent
ranks incentive compatible renegotiated contracts for any history cof. By contrast, the second is equivalent to assuming that cof is sufficient for the principal
to know the expected net present value to him of each incentive compatible
renegotiated contract since contracts that give all future profits to the agent in
exchange for a fixed rental fee will provide the requisite calibration.
We now characterize the principal and agent utility levels that can be
achieved given a particular history at date t. The utility possibility set conditional on history cof is the set of feasible payoff pairs to the principal and agent:
UPS(cof) = {{UP, W) I 3 z^^i e SIC,
such that UP = UP{oof,z^^^) and W = U\oof,z^^^)}.
ThQ principal's utility frontier conditional on cof is characterized by the function
UPF{W\oof) -maximize UP, subject to {UP, W) e UPS(cof).
The efficient utilityfrontier conditional on cof is the set of undominated feasible
payoff pairs:
EF{oof) ^ {{UP,W) E UPS(cof) I a {UP\W) E UPS{oof\
such that {UP\ W) > (UP, W) and {UP\ W) ^ (UP, W) }.
Definition
Given cof, a renegotiated contract z^^^ is efficient if z^^^ e SIC and if the
payoffs from z^^^ are on the efficient frontier EF{cof).
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Decreasing Utility Frontier Assumption: For every history co^, the function
UPF(U'' I co^"") is strictly decreasing in V.
This condition effectively states that the efficient frontier coincides with the
principal's utility frontier. This implies that one can replace any incentive compatible contract with an efficient contract without altering the agent's payoff
(see Figure 28.1). Thus, the full range of agent incentives can be provided within the set of efficient contracts.
Non-decreasing Utility Frontier

Decreasing Utility Frontier

EF{co,^)

Figure 28.1: Non-decreasing and decreasing utility frontiers.
Proposition 28.1 (FHM, Theorem 1)
If agent consumption (or wealth) is observable, then the decreasing utility
frontier condition is satisfied when either of the following two conditions
holds:
(a) Preferences are additively separable over time and UT^I{W^ is increasing, continuous and unbounded below.
(b) Preferences are multiplicatively separable over time, each u^c^.a^) is
positive, the function Uj^^i(wj^ is increasing and continuous, and either
Uj^^i(wj) is negative and unbounded below (e.g., negative exponential)
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or it is positive and has a greatest lower bound of zero (e.g., square
root).'
The proof is essentially the same as the proof that the participation constraint is
binding in single-period models with additive or multiplicative separability
between consumption and effort. For example, consider case (a). Take any
sequentially incentive compatible long-term contract z^^^. Construct a new
contract that subtracts k units of utility from the expected utility of z^^^ along
every complete history. The new contract preserves incentives, but it decreases
the agent's expected utility, whereas the principal's expected utility increases
proving that the principal's utility frontier is decreasing.

28.1.2 Main Results
A long-term contract can only be emulated by a sequence of short-term contracts if it is immune to renegotiation. In this section we review FHM's sufficient conditions for a long-term contract to be renegotiation-proof However,
before doing so we introduce FHM's concept of sequential efficiency.
Definition
A long-term contract z is sequentially efficient if it is efficient for every
history co^.
Sequential efficiency is a strong requirement, and y ^ does not generally provide
sufficient contractible information to maintain the payoffs on the efficient frontier in all contingencies co^. However, the following proposition identifies a set
of conditions for which this is assured if the agent does not have access to financial markets.
Proposition 28.2 (FHM, Theorem 2)
Assume contractibility of y^, a finite contracting horizon, no access to
financial markets, common knowledge of technology and preferences, and
a decreasing utility frontier. Then for any efficient long-term contract, there
is a corresponding sequentially efficient long-term contract providing the
same initial expected utility levels.
The proof is by construction.^^ Let z be a long-term efficient contract. If it is
not sequentially efficient, then for some history col", there exists a renegotiated

^ This precludes Uj^^ from being a log utility function.
^^ The logic is the same as the one used to argue that ex ante optimality implies ex post optimality
in complete markets.
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contract z^^^ that is strictly Pareto preferred and does not change the prior
incentives. Furthermore, given the decreasing utility frontier, this contract can
be modified so that it has the same incentives and makes the agent indifferent
between the revised contract and z. Hence, we can construct a sequentially efficient contract that is Pareto preferred to z by making these substitutions for each
history co^ for which a Pareto preferred contract exists.
Now we consider settings in which the agent does have access to financial
markets. We also go beyond efficiency and focus on efficient contracts that
yield a zero expected return to the principal.
Definition
A sequentially efficient long-term contract which gives the principal zero
expected net present value {U^ = 0) conditional on any history co^ is called
sequentially optimal.
A sequentially optimal long-term contract has the feature that if the agent and
the principal were to terminate their contract at any time and start negotiating
for a new long-term contract immediately afterwards, the old contract would be
accepted anew. Working backwards from date 7, it is then clear that a sequentially optimal long-term contract signed at date 0 can be decomposed into a
sequence of short-term contracts negotiated at the beginning of each period and
only specifying payments and plans for that period. By adding an access to
financial markets assumption to Proposition 28.2, sequential optimality follows
from sequential efficiency by a simple rearrangement of payments.
Proposition 28.3 (FHM, Theorem 3)
Assume contractibility of y^, a finite contracting period, equal access to
financial markets, common knowledge of technology and preferences, and
decreasing utility frontier. If there is an optimal long-term contract, then
there is a sequentially optimal contract, which can be implemented via a sequence of short-term contracts.
Proof: Let z be an optimal, sequentially efficient long-term contract, which
implies U^iz) = 0. Now modify the timing of payments to make expected profits zero from each node (history) co^'' onwards (the finiteness of the contract
implies no payments are made subsequent to date 7):

Stift) = ^tift) + E Tr'[x.-s,]

¥ti.^p'^t

x=t+\

y^t^^t+v^t+i
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By common knowledge, the right-hand side varies with y ^ only, so this construction is possible. For every complete history co^'', the present value of the
agent's compensation is the same under s as under s, so the contract z =(a,c,s)
is incentive compatible. By construction, the principal's expected profits are
zero from each "node" onwards, so the contract is sequentially optimal. The
change effectively pays the entire incremental return to the agent due to outcome y^ given y ^ at the end of period t.
Q.E.D.
Time-additive Exponential Utility
In general, if the principal cannot observe the agent's wealth (or consumption),
then the agent's preferences will not be common knowledge and, therefore, a
commitment to a long-term contract will be of value. However, FHM suggest
that unobserved wealth is not an empirically significant reason for long-term
contracts. To demonstrate this, they consider exponential TA-EC preferences
(see Section 25.1), which neutralizes wealth effects and, thereby, suggests that
for other utility functions, wealth is likely to have only a secondary effect.^^
Time-additive Exponential Utility (TA-EC) Assumption: The agent's utility
function is
u%Cj.,^j.,Wj) = - J ] yg^exp[-r(c^-7c(a^))],
nT+\

^—-exp[-r(l-y3)w^],
where the last term reflects an assumption that after retirement at date T the
agent (or his beneficiaries) lives an infinite life consuming the interest from his
wealth at retirement.
Proposition 28.4 (FHM, Theorem 4)
Assume y ^ is verifiable, a finite contracting horizon, equal access to financial markets, common knowledge of technology, and exponential TA-EC
preferences. Then the agent's preferences will be common knowledge, and
the utility frontier will be decreasing.

^^ The utility for wealth at /+1 in the FHM model is equivalent to extending the consumption
horizon to infinity in the exponential TA-EC preferences introduced in Section 25.1. Furthermore, the exponential y4C-£'C preferences introduced in Section 25.1 yield effectively the same
results.
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28.2 INTERDEPENDENT PERIODS WITH JOINT
COMMITMENT TO EMPLOYMENT
The previous section identifies conditions under which there is no loss from
inter-period renegotiation. For example, there is no loss if the agent has exponential TA-EC preferences with access to financial markets or he has exponential ^C-^'C preferences (see Chapter 25), and there is both technological and
stochastic independence across periods. The following sections explore the
impact of technological and stochastic dependence across periods.
We assume that, at the start of each period, it is feasible for a principal to
hire either the same agent or a different agent, and it is feasible for the agent to
accept employment from either the same principal or a different principal. If the
principal prefers to hire the same agent for all periods, then the contract(s) between the principal and the agent will be affected by both their preferences and
the commitments they can make. Commitment limitations can take a variety of
forms. For example, the principal may not be able to commit to rehiring the
agent at the start of each period, and the agent may not be able to commit to
staying with the firm in future periods. Furthermore, even if both can commit
to a long-term employment relation, they may not be able to preclude renegotiating the terms of the initial contract at some future date.
We initially assume that, ex ante, the principal prefers a long-term employment relation with one agent, and he can either commit to that relation or his ex
post preferences are such that he will not change agents. The latter can occur,
for example, if the principal would incur significant switching costs if he hired
a different agent. We further assume the agent can commit to not leave, or he
has significant switching costs that would deter him from leaving. In this section, we assume that once an initial contract is signed, both parties are committed to the employment relation for the full duration of the contract, but the principal can change the terms of the contract if the agent agrees.
Throughout the analysis in the remainder of this chapter we assume the
agent has exponential AC-EC preferences (with a zero riskless interest rate).
This prevents wealth effects and consumption smoothing concerns.^^

28.2.1 Performance Measure and Payoff Characteristics
Our analysis is based on a two-period setting with normally distributed performance measures and payoff functions similar to the LEN and QEN-P models in
Chapter 27. More specifically, we assume the performance measures and the
principal's payoffs can be represented by

^^ Christensen, Feltham, Hofmann, and §abac (2004) examine the time-additive case in a LEN
setting with renegotiation.
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3^2 ^ ^ 2 1 ^ 1 + ^ 2 2 ^ 2 + ^2?

x^ = ^1^1 + ^2^2 + ^x^?

^ = 1,2.

The performance measures are scaled to have unit variances and correlation/)7'
the productivity parameters, 0^, are normally distributed with mean E[^J = 4?
^ = 1,2, and the covariance between the first-period report j^^ and the productivity of second-period effort is Cov [y^, O2] = Po a. This setting is identical to the
QEN-P model in Section 27.4.1 except that we allow the first-period action to
have an impact on the second-period report. We assume the principal's payoffs
are not observable until after the termination of the contract.
As in Chapter 27 we use stochastically independent sufficient performance
statistics to characterize the optimal contracts. Given the agent's action choices
a = (^1, a^ and the principal' s conj ecture a = (a^, a^), the performance statistics
are
^1 = Mi(^i ~ ^1) + ^1
and

^2 " [Ml ~Py^nM^i ~ ^\) + ^iii^i

(28.1a)
~ ^2) ^ ^2?

(28.1b)

where d^ = s^, and ^2 " ^2 " Py^iLet s\ W^xW2 ^ M represent the agent's aggregate compensation function
and let a2- '^i^^i " ^2 represent the agent's second-period action strategy,
where W^ is the set of possible date t performance statistics and A^ is the set of
possible period t actions. The prior distributions for the performance statistics
i/Zi and ^2 given the agent's actual and conjectured actions are represented by
<P(if/i 1^1,^1) and cP(^21 ^? ^)? ^nd the latter is also the posterior distribution. In
equilibrium, a^ = d^ for t = 1,2, and, thus, i/Zi and ^2 both have zero means
independently of the equilibrium action choices. Let ^^(^1) = N(0,1) and
^KWi) " N(0,1 -Py) denote the equilibrium distributions. Hence, the equilibrium likelihood ratios are:

V^i)-

., ,

La (^¥2) ^ ^ ^ ^
'
^\W2)

-^n¥,.

- ^ ^ I-Pl

(28.2a)

(28.2c)
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In (28.2), we express, for example, 0^ (^^ I ^•> ^) ^^ ^a (^21 ^) when a^ = d^ and

28.2.2 Optimal Renegotiation-proof Contracts
While the performance measures and agent preferences are assumed to have
characteristics similar to those in the Z^'A^and QEN-P models in Chapter 27, the
contracts considered in this chapter differ due to renegotiation at ^ = 1. In
addition, we initially characterize the optimal contract (without restricting its
form) using a "first-order approach" similar to the full-commitment analysis in
Section 27.3.1. Later we examine the impact of renegotiation in settings in
which contracts are constrained to have the same structure as the LEN or QEN-P
contracts considered in Section 27.3.2.
At date 0, the principal and agent sign an initial two-period compensation
contract s\ The agent then takes his first action a^. At ^ = 1, the first report j^^
is issued, after which the principal can offer the agent a revised contract s^. If
the initial contract is such that the principal does not prefer to revise it at date
1, then the initial contract is defined to be renegotiation-proof
Inter-period Renegotiation
Let z^ = {sia(,a2} represent the initial contract signed at ^ = 0, plus the conjectured actions a(mid ^2 • ^i " ^2 used in computing the performance statistics
i/Zi and ^2-^^

We assume this contract is incentive compatible, so that the conjectured
actions are implemented if the agent believes that s^ will be implemented. Consequently, at ^ = 1, after the first-period effort cost has been incurred and the
first-period report has been issued, the agent's expected utility from continuing
with the initial contract is
UiXzil//,)

= - f

exp[-r{5Vi,^2)

-^2(«2Vl))}]^^(^2|4«2Vl))-

The corresponding certainty equivalent is
r
Ait = 1, after the first-period report ^^ has been issued, the principal can propose replacing z^ with z^(^i) = {s\if/i),al,al(if/i)}, where ^^(^1): 1^2 " ^ r e -

^^ Assuming that the incentive compatibiHty constraints can be represented by their first-order
conditions impHes that there is no "double shirking," so that an incentive compatible secondperiod action can be expressed as a function of y/^ alone.
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presents the revised compensation contract offered by the principal after ^^ is
issued 3tt = 1, and «^(^i) e A2 is the revised conjectured second-period action.
If the agent rejects the principal's revision, he takes second-period action a2(^i)
and is paid sXi//, y/^) at ^ = 2, whereas he takes action a2^(^i) and is paid s\\i/i,\i/^
if he accepts the principal's proposed revision.
At ^ = 1, the principal chooses the revised contract z^(^i) that maximizes his
expected payoff given the report j^^ (or xj/^ and conjectured first-period action
a/, subject to the revision being acceptable to the agent, and inducing the agent
to implement action a2^(^i).
The principal's decision problem at the renegotiation stage given an initial
contract s\ conjectured action al, and the issuance of first-period statistic y/^ is
stated as follows i^"^
maximize U/'(s^,al,a2,ii/i)
s^,a2

= (Z?2 +Pecnf/i)a2 - f 5^1.^2) ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ) ,

subjectto

-f

Qxp[-r{s\ii/i,ii/2)-K2(a2)}]d0\ii/2)

-f

exp[-r{5%i,^2)-^2(^2)}]
x[rK^(a2) ^ L^(^yj^)]d0\yj2)

^^(^1,^2) ^ CE,(z\ii/,) + s,
where

V^2,

(28.3a)

> UJi//.), (28.3b)

= 0,

(28.3c)
(28.3d)

^ ( ^ i ) = Ui(ziy/^).

This decision problem is a "standard single-period problem" in which the
agent's reservation certainty equivalent is CE^(ziy/^), and the lower bound on
the agent's compensation is CEi(ziy/^) + s}^ Using a "first-order" approach

^^ Informulating the principal's renegotiation problem we use that a^ = d^ such that the distribution of ^2 is independent of the agent's actual or conjectured first-period action. We also renormalize the second-period performance statistic using the second-period action to be induced such
that ^2 = ^2- ^^ addition, the payoff and cost of the first-period action are omitted - at / = 1, they
can no longer be affected by the principal or the agent.
^^ The lower bound is introduced to avoid the Mirrlees problem (see Section 17.3.3). Statingthis
bound relative to the agent's certainty equivalent is not standard, but it significantly simplifies
our subsequent analysis by ensuring that the principal's decision problem at the renegotiation
(continued...)
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yields the following characterization of the optimal renegotiated second-period
contract and induced action.
Proposition 28.5^^
Given initial contract ^ and performance statistic y/^, the optimal renegotiated second-period contract and effort choice are characterized by
s\yj,,yj,) = CE,{s\yj,) + s,\yj,,yj,\
/C2(«2(^i)) -

where

^'\

al{yj,) = a',{yj,\

Coviu^^yj^W,),

(28.4a)
(28.4b)

^/2(^i,^2) ^ - exp[ -r{52'(^i,^2) - ^2(«2(^i))}],

(28.5a)

^2(^1,^2) = ^2(«2(^i)) + - ln[G2(^i,^2)],
r
GiiWi^Wi) ^ ^{^2(^1) + /^2(^i)^2K(^i).^2)}.

(28.5b)

giia^iWiX ¥2) = ^^2 («2 (^1)) + L^^(¥2) •

(28.5c)
(28.5d)

Since there are no wealth effects with exponential ^C-^'C preferences, the size
of the agent's reservation certainty equivalent has no impact on either the
variable component of an optimal renegotiated contract or the induced secondperiod action - it only affects the agent's "fixed wage." Hence, in characterizing the optimal renegotiated second-period contract it is useful to focus on the
optimal contract and action when the second-period certainty equivalent is zero,
which are denoted S2 and a2. We refer to this as problemP2{\i/^}^
To see how renegotiation affects the induced second-period action, compare
(28.4b) to (27.21a). Given the agent's equilibrium second-period utility U2{'),
the characterization of the agent's induced second-period action is the same as
with full commitment. The key difference is that with renegotiation, the agent's
equilibrium second-period utility, U2{\i/i, 11/2), is determined as the solution to the
principal's expost single-periodproblemP2''(^i)? whereas with full commitment
it is determined as part of an ex ante two-period problem. In particular, note
that the likelihood ratio L^ {y/j) affects the equilibrium second-period utility with
full commitment, but not with renegotiation (compare (27.17) to (28.5)). At the

^^ (...continued)
stage is homogeneous of degree one in the agent's reservation certainty equivalent.
^^ The proof is in Appendix 28B.
^^ See Appendix 28B for the formulation and the solution to this problem.
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renegotiation stage, the first-period action has been taken and, hence, is not
controllable when determining the renegotiated contract.
Optimal Renegotiation-proof Contracts
The agent rationally anticipates the principal's proposed contract revision at t
= 1 when he decides whether to accept the initial contract and when he chooses
his first-period action. Of course, there is no revision aXt = I if the initial contract is consistent with (28.4). In that case, the initial contract is defined to be
renegotiation-proof. Moreover, for any initial contract that results in a revision
3tt = l, there is an alternative initial contract that yields the same results but
does not require any revision. Hence, as in Chapter 24, we can, without loss of
generality, restrict our attention to renegotiation-proof contracts.
Proposition 28.6 Renegotiation-proof Contracts
If there is an optimal initial contract z^ which results in revised contract z^,
then there is an optimal solution to the principal's ex ante decision problem
with the same actions and payoffs in which z^ is the initial as well as the
final contract. Moreover, an initial contract z^ is renegotiation-proof if, and
only if,

where S2{\i/^\ W^^ R and «2''(^i) ^ ^2 ^^e as specified in (28.5).
Given the restriction to renegotiation-proof contracts, it is useful to divide the
compensation into two components of the form 5(^1,^2) " '^i(^i) + ^liWi^Wi)^
where s^ is paid at ^ = 1 (prior to renegotiation) and S2 is paid at ^ = 2. The principal's decision problem is solved by backward induction. The first step is
to solveP2(Wi) to determine 82(11/1, ^2) ^^^^liWi)- The principal then solves the
ex ante decision problem in Table 28.1^^ to obtain the optimal first-period compensation ^1(^1) and action a^, which are characterized in the following proposition.
Proposition 28.7
For an optimal renegotiation-proof contract, the optimal first-period compensation contract and induced action given the anticipated renegotiation
3tt = I are characterized by
s[(v/i)=Ki(aO+-ln[Gi(v/,)],
r

(28.6a)

^^ We assume without loss of generality that the agent's ex ante reservation certainty equivalent
is equal to zero.
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M„COV(M[,V/,)

- £[^^1 + Cov(M[,g°)

r L

where

(28.6b)

GjCf^i) ^r{X^+ l^ilgMlWi) + ?2(f^i)]},

(28.7a)

gMlWi) - '-«/(«[) + y v ^ i ) ,

(28.7b)

q^(yy,) ^ Cow(u,\yf,\yy,) ^"

" / ' ,

(28.7c)

< ( ^ 0 - - exp[-r{s[(^0 - K,(aO}].

(28.7d)

The principal's ex ante decision problem in Table 28.1 is equivalent to a standard single-period problem except for the term q2(Wi) defined in (28.7). That
term is equal to zero, if M21 = PyM^^, which is satisfied if the reports j^^ and3;2 ^^e
both technologically and stochastically independent (i.e., M21 = 0 andpy = 0),
or they follow a first-order auto-regressive process with weight/)^ (which yields
independent periods in terms of the statistics, see Section 27.2.1). Hence, in
these settings, the principal's ex ante decision problem separates into two independent single-period problems. Of course, this merely reconfirms the analysis
in Section 28.1 showing that a long-term contract can be replicated by a sequence of short-term contracts in settings in which periods are independent and
the agent has exponential utility with effort costs.
Observe that the characterizations of the agent's induced first-period action
with full commitment, (see (27.21b)) versus renegotiation (see (28.6b)) are the
same except that ql is used in the former and q2 in the latter. Again, the key
difference is that with renegotiation, q2 is determined in the principal's ex post
single-period problem P2(Wi)^ whereas q^ is determined as part of an ex ante
two-period problem with full commitment. As with full commitment the induced first-period action with renegotiation is the result of three types of incentives: a direct first-period incentive, an indirect "posterior-mean" incentive due
to the impact ofa^ on the second-period statistic, and an indirect "covariance"
incentive if ^2"" varies with the first-period report.
Since i/Zi and ^2 ^^e independent, expression (28.7c) implies that q2 only
varies with ^^ ifu2 varies with ^1, which also implies that «2''(^i) varies with ^^
(see (28.4b)). Under full commitment, it is optimal to obtain the indirect covariance incentive by inducing the second-period effort to vary with ^1, independent
of whether ^^ is informative about second-period productivity O2, or not. This
changes when we consider the renegotiation setting.
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Table 28.1
Principal's Ex Ante Decision Problem

(a) maximize U^{si,ai\s2,a2) = b^ai - f

Si{xi/^d0\xi/i),

subject to
(b) r r u^{\i/^,a;)[-u^{\i/^,\i/2)}d0\\i/2)d0{\i/^\a;)

= [ u^(if/^,a^) d0(if/^\a^) > - 1,

(c) f

f u^(if/^,a^)[-u^(if/^,if/2)]
x[r/c;(ai) + ^a,(^i) +

(d) 5i(^i) > 6;,

L^(^yj^)]d0\yj2)d0{yj,\a,)

V^i,

where u^(y/i,a^) ^ -Qxp[-r{s^(ii/^) - K^(a^)}l

The participation constraint (28.3b) for the decision problem ^2(^1) implies (assuming it is binding for each y/^):
(e)

f u^(y/„y/2)d0\y/2) = -I,

V^^,

from which the equality in (b) follows. The incentive compatibility constraint (28.3c) for the
decision problem ^2(^1) ^^^ (^) imply that
(f)

I

u^(y/„y/2)L^(^y/2)d0\y/2)=rKl(a^(y/,)X

V^^.

From (28.2) we obtain ^^(^2) " ^a^^i^ V^ii ~ Py^\\\l^22^ which, together with (e) and (f),
provide the first equality in (c).
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No Productivity Information
We first assume the first-period report is not informative about the productivity
of the second-period action, i.Q.,pQ = 0. This results in the following corollary.
Corollary
Ifp^ = 0, then the optimal renegotiation-proof contract and induced actions
are characterized as follows.
siWi^Wi) = *[(^i) + s^iWiX

^liWi) = ^2,

<(aD = - M^^Coy{u[,ii/^) - ^ 2 '
r

(28.8a)
(28.8b)

Since if/^ is independent of both ^2 ^nd 62, it is pure noise in the second-period
problem P2''(^i) and does not affect the optimal renegotiated second-period contract Z2(Wi)' III other words, renegotiation-proof contracts are characterized by
a compensation function that is an additively separable function of ^^ and ^2?
and a second-period action choice that is independent of the first-period report.
In the full-commitment setting, the optimal contract is not additively separable and the first-period action is characterized by (27.21b), which includes the
indirect covariance incentive associated with Coy(ul,q^). However, with renegotiation, there is no covariance incentive since q2 = rK2(^2)[Py^n ~ ^ 2 i ] /
M22 is a constant and, thus, Cov(i/[,^20 " 0- This is the principal's optimal
choice ex post, even though it is not optimal ex ante, and with renegotiation the
principal cannot commit to make the optimal ex ante choice.
Productivity Information
Now we assume the first-period report is informative about the second-period
effort productivity, i.e., p^ ^ 0. In this setting, the optimal second-period
contract Z2(Wi) varies with the first-period report in order to take advantage of
the productivity information. Clearly, the contract Z2(Wi) is such that «2''(^i) is
an increasing (decreasing) function of ^1, if yo^, > 0 (yo^, < 0). This creates a covariance between u^ and q2 which affects the induced first-period effort (see
(28.7b)). With renegotiation, the latter effect is ignored by the principal when
selecting the second-period contract, whereas it is taken into consideration when
choosing the optimal full-commitment contract (e.g., see the QEN-P model in
Section 27.4.1). That is, with renegotiation and productivity information, there
is a non-trivial covariance incentive in (28.7b), i.e., Coy(ui,q2) ^ 0, but it is a
by-product and not part of the second-period contract choice. On the other
hand, the variation in q2 with respect to ^^ affects the principal's ex ante choice
of the first-period contract. This raises a question as to whether the indirect
first-period covariance incentive is positive or negative.
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It follows from (28.6b) that the covariance incentive has a positive impact
on the induced first-period action if, and only if, CoY{u{,q2) > 0 (since 7Ci(-) is
convex). Using (28.7c) and (28.4b), we obtain
r(p M - M )
^zCv'i) = -^^-^
K^ia^iv^,)).

(28.9)

Since KJC •) is convex, it follows that q2(f/'i) is an increasing function of the firstperiod report if, and only if,
5«2(V^l)

[p^M,,-M,,]>0.

(28.10)

In order to examine this relation, we generalize the definition of congruent
correlations from Section 27.4.1 in order to recognize the potential impact of the
first-period action on the second-period performance measure.
Definition
The information system provides congruent correlations ifyo^, and yO^M^^ M21 are both positive or both negative. Otherwise, the information system
is said to provide incongruent correlations.
Since «2''(^i) is an increasing function of ^^ if, and only if, p^ > 0, it follows that
q2(Wi) is an increasing function of ^^ if, and only if, the information system provides congruent correlations. Note also from (28.7a) that congruent correlations
imply that ^/[(^i) is an increasing function of ^1, since both L^ (if/^) and q2(Wi)
are increasing functions of ^^ Hence, the covariance incentive has a positive
impact on the first-period action, if the information system provides congruent
correlations. However, if the correlations are incongruent, the situation is more
subtle. In this case q2(Wi) is a decreasing function of ^1, but ^/[(^i) may be an
increasing, decreasing, or non-monotonic function of ^^ (since L^ (if/^) is a
linear increasing function of ^1, but q2(Wi) is decreasing). Therefore, the covariance incentive may have an ambiguous impact on the first-period action,
depending on, for example, the quality of the productivity information, (poof,
and the correlation of the performance measures, Py. Interestingly, it may be
optimal for the principal to choose a decreasing first-period compensation function merely to induce a significant positive covariance incentive (see the QEN-P
model in Section 27.4.1 for further discussion).
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28.2.3 Endogenous QEN-P MoAt\s of Inter-period
Renegotiation
In this section we assume the principal is restricted to offering a linear contract
at ^ = 0, but can renegotiate a revised linear contract ait = I. From an ex ante
perspective, this process results endogenously in a contract that is equivalent to
a renegotiation-proof g£7V-P contract if there is productivity information, i.e.,
The performance measures are represented by the performance statistics in
(28.1). The initial contract has the form
AWi^Wi) =f + ^iVi + ^2V2,

(28.11a)

where/^ is the fixed wage, and vl and V2 are the initial incentive rates. The renegotiation offer ditt =1 has the form
*'(f^i,f^2) =f(Wi)

+ v,\if,,)if,„

(28.11b)

where the "second-period fixed wage,"/^(^i), and the second-period incentive
rate, t)^(^i), both may depend on the first-period report.
The outcome of the renegotiation encounter can be formulated as in the preceding section. That is, the optimal solution to the principal's renegotiation
problem can be written as (in 28.4a):
^ V i , ^ 2 ) = CE,{z\yj,) + s',{yj,,yj,\

a^{yj,) = a^(iff,l

(28.12)

where CE^(zi y/^ is the agent's certainty equivalent for the contract in place, and
^liWi) " {'^2'(^i)?^2'(^i)} is the optimal solution to a pre-contract information
single-period problem in which the compensation contract is restricted to being
a linear function of ^2 ^^^ the agent has a reservation wage equal to zero. Since
the conditional expected second-period effort productivity equals E[^2l ^il "
Z?2 + Pe^¥i-> the contract Z2{W\) is characterized by
^2(^1,^2) -fiiWx)
where

+ ^2(^1)^2,

«2(^i) - ^22^2(^1),

^liWi) " ^2 ^ y''¥\->
-o
^2^22
^2 = —^
Y'
^22 + ^(1-/^3;)
f2\Wi) = y^iaKWi)?

Pe^'^ii
.
^ ^ ~~2
T'
^22 + ^(1-/^3;)
+ 'Ml

-p')[vK¥i)?-

(28.13a)
(28.13b)
/o«l^^
(28.13c)

(28.13d)
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We have not restricted the form of the functions^''(^i) and V2{\i/^ as we did in
the QEN-P model with full commitment. With renegotiation, the linear secondperiod incentive rate and the quadratic fixed wage covering effort-cost and risk
premium risk insurance arise endogenously!
Note also that, ifp^ = 0, the contract Z2''(^i) is independent of the first-period
report, i.e., the second-period fixed wage and incentive rate are constants,^''(^i)
=f2 and V2(if/i) = V2. Furthermore, the agent's date t = I certainty equivalent,
CE^(zi ^1) is a linear function of ^^ Hence, the optimal compensation contract
for the principal's renegotiation problem in (28.12) is an ex ante linear function
of if/i and ^2 ^nd, thus, it can be offered as the initial contract. In this case, we
can, without loss of generality, restrict the analysis to linear renegotiation-proof
contracts.
On the other hand, ifp^ ^ 0, there is no linear renegotiation-proof contract.
In this case, the slope on the second-period incentive rate is non-zero (y"" ^ 0)
and, thus, both the second-period incentive rate and the second-period action
depend on the first-period report. Hence, any initial linear contract (as in
(28.11a)) will be renegotiated! The agent's date t = I certainty equivalent,
CEi(zi ^1) is a linear function of ^^ (since the initial contract is linear). Hence,
we can, without loss of generality, restrict the analysis to contracts of the form
^(^1,^2) =fi + ^1^1 ^fiiWi)

+ ^2(^1)^2,

(28.14)

where^''(^i) and V2(ii/i) are determined in (28.13). Note that this is the same as
the QEN-P contract in which the second-period fixed wage provides effort-cost
and risk premium risk insurance and is a quadratic function of the first-period
report. Furthermore, note that even though a QEN-P contract cannot be offered
as the initial contract (given the linear contract restriction), we can perform the
analysis as if it could be offered as the initial contract, and it is renegotiationproof if, and only if, it has the form as in (28.14).
Proposition 28.8 Renegotiation-proof LEN and QEN-P Contracts
Assume the information is given by the performance statistics in (28.1), and
the principal is restricted to offering linear contracts given the information
at each date.
(a) IfpQ = 0, then we can restrict the analysis to renegotiation-proof Z^'A^
contracts.
(b) Ifp^ ^ 0, then we can restrict the analysis to renegotiation-proof g£7V-P
contracts.
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Renegotiation-proof
Contracts
Renegotiation fixes the second-period contract to be as characterized by (28.13).
Hence, we begin by characterizing the agent's first-period action choice given
an arbitrary first-period incentive rate v^ and second-period contract parameters V2
and y"". While the parameter values with renegotiation versus full-commitment
setting differ, the form of the agent's first-period decision problem is the same.
Hence, the induced first-period action is^^
a, = o,M„ - [ o 7 - ro,7°][y5,M„ - M,,].

(28.15)

As with full commitment (see 27.29), the induced first-period action is the result
of three types of incentives: a direct first-period incentive (viM^i); a posteriormean incentive ( - Vj [PyM^^ - M21]) resulting from the impact of a^ on the
posterior mean of ^2? ^^^ ^^ indirect covariance incentive (rv^ y"" [PyM^^ - M21]).
Observe that in Chapter 27 we assume that M21 = 0, so that the posterior-mean
incentive only has PyM^^, which is an indirect incentive reflecting the fact that
^2 is orthogonalized and, hence, a^ affects j^^ at the rate M^^ andyi affects the
posterior mean of ^2 ^t the rate -py. In this chapter we also have a direct
second-period mean effect because a^ affects both 372 and ^2 ^t the rate M21.
The key difference between the full commitment and renegotiation settings
is that in the former the principal simultaneously selects all three contract
parameters D^, D^, and y from an ex ante perspective, whereas in the latter, V2
and y"" are the solution to his ex post single-period problem as given in (28.14).
Consequently, with renegotiation only the first-period incentive rate v^ is
determined ex ante, but, of course, it is chosen to take into consideration the
interaction with the second-period contract.
Given contract parameters D^, VJ , and y"", the principal's expected net payoff can be expressed as^^
U%v,,v,'y)

= b,a, + b2E[a^(y,,)\a,]

- {V2a', + V2E[a^2{Wxf\a,'\}

- V2r{vl + E [ ( D 7 + 7 > 0 ' ( 1
= b,[v,M,'

- v^\pyM,, -M2O] - V2[v,M,' - V2\pyMn

" ^ 2 i ) f - y-rvl

+ b2^[a^2(^Wi)] - ^/2E[<(^i)'] - /2rE[(D-% 7 > 0 ' ( 1 ' Py)l

^'^ See (27.27) - (27.29) and recognize the impact of a^ on3^2^ i-^-^ Mi^^ This is similar to (27.30) in the full-commitment setting.

-p^)\a,]}

(28.16)
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where M^ = M^^ + ry"" [pyM^^ - M21 ] is an "adjusted first-period sensitivity" reflecting the direct first-period incentive as well as the indirect covariance incentive. Since the second-period action is independent of D^, the first-order condition for (28.16) with respect to the first-period incentive rate provides the following result.
Proposition 28.9
In the QEN-P model with renegotiation and the joint commitment to
employment described above, the optimal incentive rate parameters are
given by
.

^ < + O2M1 (/J^Mji-- ^ 2 1 )

'1

(28.17a)

{M°f + r
—0

Vj

v° 1

b^Mjj

(28.17b)

Ml^^r{\-p\)
Pe^^ii

(28.17c)

M22 +r{\-p])

Comparison between Renegotiation and Full Commitment
Under full commitment the three parameters are determined simultaneously.
Hence, the first-order conditions that characterize the optimal full-commitment
QEN-P model parameters (see, for example, (27.35)) are more complex than
the characterization of the sequentially determined, optimal renegotiation-proof
parameters in (28.17).
First consider 7, which is the slope of D2 with respect to ^^ With renegotiation this parameter is chosen, as reflected in (28.17c), solely to correlate the
induced second-period effort with its productivity. This same term appears in
the specification of the full-commitment parameter, but there is also another
term in that case (see, for example, (27.35c)). The other term reflects the fact
that y affects the first-period indirect covariance incentive and this can be taken
into consideration if there is full commitment. In fact, as reflected in (27.29)
and (27.31c), this role exists even if there is no productivity information, i.e.,
PQ = 0. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 27.1, the indirect covariance incentives can provide significant benefits to the principal (if Py > 0). However, they
cannot be sustained with renegotiation.
Next consider V2, which is the expected second-period incentive rate. With
renegotiation (see 28.17b), this solely reflects the expected second-period productivity Z?2- However, as discussed in Section 27.4.1 and illustrated in (27.29),
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this parameter also has an indirect effect on the induced first-period action if the
two performance measures are correlated (i.e., Py ^ 0). Hence, with full-commitment, ^2 is modified to take this indirect first-period incentive into consideration. In addition, it is modified to take into consideration the direct impact
ofai on ^2 ^s reflected by M21. To illustrate this, differentiate the principal's
expected payoff (which has the same form as (28.16)) with respect to v^ and
solve for v^ given the full-commitment values of D^ and 7:^^

(28.18)

Ml^^r(\-p\)^{p^M,,-M^,f '
where

MI = M^^ + ry^[pyM^^ - M21].

Observe that the first term in the numerator and the first two terms in the denominator of (28.18) are the same as in (28.17b). They are equivalent to the
terms in the optimal incentive rate for a single-period problem based on the
posterior variance for the second-period performance measure. The additional
terms in the numerator and denominator in (28.18) reflect the fact that if yoM^^
- M21 > 0, then increasing D^ reduces the induced first-period effort which
reduces the first-period payoff minus the first-period effort cost (but does not
affect the first-period risk premium). In particular, from (28.15) we obtain
2

The first two terms appear in the numerator of (28.18), while the last term
appears in the denominator, since we are solving for V2.
The impact of V2 on the first-period effort stems from two factors. First, the
performance statistics are orthogonalized, so the posterior mean of ^2 depends
on y^, which in turn is influenced by a^; the net rate of impact is -pyM^^
Second, a^ has a direct impact on the mean of ^2 ^t the rate M21. The sum of
these two effects can be positive or negative and, thus, the renegotiated rate V2
can be less than or greater than the full-commitment rate V2 ^^ In any case, V)2
is not as efficient as ^2 , '\ip M^^ - M21 ^ 0.

^^ This characterization is equivalent to (27.35b) except for the impact of a^ on the mean of the
second-period report, Mj^.
^^ This relation depends also on the slope of the second-period incentive rate and the first-period
incentive rate.
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Renegotiation-proof g£7V-P contracts achieve the same optimal solution as
full-commitment QEN-P contracts if PyM^^ - M^x = 0 (since V2 has no impact
on the first-period action), and the indirect covariance incentive is also equal to
zero irrespectively of the slope y. Note that even if the performance reports are
uncorrelated, i.Q.,Py = 0, there is a loss to renegotiation if the first-period action
has a long-term impact, i.e., M21 ^ 0. Hence, no loss due to renegotiation
requires either both stochastic and technological independence in the performance measures, or a first-order auto-regressive process for the performance
measures with weight Py.

28.2.4 Comparative Statics Given Identical Periods
In order to provide some basic comparative statics, we focus on the identical
periods case (i.e., b^ = b2 = b, M^^ = M22 = M, and M21 = 0).^^ As noted above,
the loss due to renegotiation derives from the fact that the second-period incentive rate parameters y"" and V2 rnay differ from their full-commitment values, 7^
and V2 , respectively. Hence, we begin by exploring the difference between Vj
versus Vj , followed by y"" versus y\ Of course, these differences affect the
principal's ex ante choice of the first-period incentive rate.
Expected Second-period Incentive Rate
Consider first the expected second-period incentive rate. For the identical
periods case, its full-commitment and renegotiated values are (see (27.35b) and
(28.17b))

[{M^f^r][M^^r{\-pl)]^rplM^
bM

(28.19b)

M^^r{\-p')
where M = M{\ + ry'py). Hence, the ratio between the two can be expressed
as

^' In numerical examples, we assume that b = 10, M = 1, and r = 1 (which is consistent with the
numerical examples in Sections 113.1 and 27.4.1).
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«iV

(M Y + r - rp

—0

V2

(My + r + r

^

M'+r(l-pl)
and, thus, Vj > Vj , if, and only if,

-Py<

^

-•

(28.20)

Note that this condition is independent of both the informativeness of j^^ about
O2 and the variability of the second-period incentive rate, i.e., p^ and 7. Of
course, since Vj (but not Vj) depends on y\ the difference between the two
depends on 7^ (which depends on the productivity information yo^,). This leads
to the following proposition.
Proposition 28.10
Assume identical periods, i.e., b^ = 62 = b, M^^ = M22 = M, and M21 = 0. In
the QEN-P model, the following relations hold between the expected
second-period incentive rate with renegotiation and with full commitment:
(a)

V2 > V2

ifPy>0;

(b) V2 < V2

if-l<p^<0;

(c)

if Py = 0 or - 1.

V2

= V2

In case (c) there is no difference between renegotiation and full commitment.
The performance measures are independent if yo^ = 0, and there are no indirect
first-period incentives (see (28.15)). First-best is obtained if yo^ = - 1 . In cases
(a) and (b), the principal's choice of the expected second-period incentive rate
with renegotiation fails to reflect the indirect first-period incentive it creates,
i.e., the second term in (28.15), - V2 PyM. If Py > 0, a negative indirect firstperiod incentive is induced, but with renegotiation V2 is not modified to reflect
this indirect first-period incentive and, therefore, the second-period incentive
rate is "too high" with renegotiation. On the other hand, if yo^ < 0, a positive
indirect first-period incentive is induced, but is not reflected in V2 and, therefore, the second-period incentive rate is "too low" with renegotiation.
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Variability of the Second-period Incentive Rate
Now consider the slope y of the second-period incentive rate. Its full-commitment and renegotiated values are (see (27.35c) and (28.17c))
y^ =

'^y

+

M^^r{\-pl)

'-^

,

(28.21a)

M^^r{\-pl)
PQOM

(28.21b)

M^^r{\-p;)
To simplify the discussion of the differences between y^ and y"", we first consider
the case with no productivity information, and subsequently consider the case
with productivity information.
Full-commitment versus Renegotiation-proof QEN Contracts with No
Productivity Information
If there is no productivity information (p^ = 0), then, with renegotiation, y"" =0
(which implies the renegotiation-proof g£7Vcontract reduces to a renegotiationproof Z^TVcontract).^"^ However, with full commitment, y^ is non-zero (ifyo^ is
not equal to zero or minus one) and has the same sign as Py in order to provide
positive indirect first-period covariance incentives (see also Figure 27.1).^^ The
correlation between the two performance measures, Py, has a significant effect
on the principal's expected payoff, the first-period incentive rate, and the induced first-period action. Figures 28.2(a) and (b) illustrate these effects for the
optimal full-commitment and the renegotiation-proof QEN contracts. Figure
28.2(a) also includes the payoff for the full-commitment Z£7V contract (to help
explain the difference in payoff between the two other contracts).
Figure 28.2(a) has two key features. First, the three types of contracts produce very similar payoffs if the performance measures are negatively correlated.
Second, the payoffs are dramatically different if the performance measures are
positively correlated. We focus on the latter.
Indirect covariance incentives are a major source of the difference in payoffs between the full-commitment and the renegotiation-proof g£7V contracts.
Full commitment results in y^ ^ 0 and renegotiation results in y"" = 0, which

^'^ If the principal offered a g£'A^ contract at the initial stage, the resulting contract will be aLEN
contract. The optimal solution to the principal's ex post second-period problem has a constant
second-period incentive rate that is independent of the first-period performance, and the agent's
t = \ certainty equivalent for the initial contract is a linear function of the first-period performance
(see (27.27)).
^^ This follows from the fact that v} > 0, and a} is less than the first-best effort b.
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implies that there are indirect covariance incentives with full commitment but
not with renegotiation. The payoff from a full-commitment QEN contract
increases significantly as the correlation Py becomes more positive since that
yields stronger indirect covariance incentives. The fact that y^ ^ 0 is a major
source of the difference is illustrated in Figure 28.2(a) by the fact that the fullcommitment payoff is not increasing with more positive correlation if y^ is
constrained to equal zero (i.e., if it is a full-commitment Z£7V contract).
Principal's expected payoff

Full commitment: QENy^

Full commitment: LEN

-0.5

0
Correlation/?

0.5

Figure 28.2(a): Impact of performance measure correlation in renegotiationproof and full-commitment QEN and LEN contracts for identical
periods case with no productivity information.
However, note that the indirect covariance incentive is not the only source of the
difference in payoffs between the full-commitment and the renegotiation-proof
QEN contracts. This is illustrated in Figure 28.2(a) by the fact that the renegotiation-proof payoff decreases more than the full-commitment Z£7Vpay off as the
positive correlation increases. In order to understand the difference in payoff
between a full-commitment and a renegotiation-proof Z£7V contract, consider
the optimal first-period incentive rate given the expected second-period incentive rate (with y set equal to zero - see (28.17a))
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M[b + v^pM]
-,
•

^i^'^i) =

(28.22)

M'^ + r
In a full-commitment L£'JV contract (see (27.31b)),
Z7M[M2+r(l-fl)]
v^^"" =
^—^^
,
[ M 2 + r][M^+ r{\-pl)]
^rp]M'^
whereas in a renegotiation-proof contract (see (28.17b))
-o ^

(28.23)

bM

M'^r{\-pl)
Note that the relation between D^^^ and V2 is the same as between vl and V2
given in Proposition 28.10. Substituting these relations into (28.22) yields the
following results.
Proposition 28.11
Assume identical periods, i.e., b^ = 62 = b, M^^ = M22 = M, and M21 = 0. In
the Z£7V model, the following relations hold between the second- and firstperiod incentive rates with renegotiation versus full commitment:
(a) ?7/> 02"^^^, and D[ > D^^^

ifpy>0;

(b) V2 < ^i^""^ and v{ > D^^^

if - Kyo^ < 0;

(c) V2 = ^i^""^ and v{ = D^^^

ifyo^ = 0 or - 1.

The relations between the second-period incentive rates are (as in Proposition
28.10) due to the fact that the principal's choice of the second-period incentive
rate with renegotiation does not reflect the indirect posterior-mean incentive it
creates, i.e., renegotiation leads to less efficient indirect first-period incentives
whether the correlation is positive or negative. This is recognized by the principal at the initial contracting stage and, therefore, it is optimal for him to increase
the direct first-period incentives by choosing D[ > of^^ whenever/)^ is not equal
to zero or minus one.
However, note that while V2 > (<) V2^^ implies that the induced secondperiod action with renegotiation is higher (lower) than the induced secondperiod action with full commitment, D[ > v^^^ does not imply that the induced
first-period action is higher with renegotiation than with full commitment. This
is due to the fact that the induced first-period action depends upon both direct
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and indirect incentives, and both types of incentives are affected by renegotiation. It follows from (28.15) and (28.22) that the induced first-period action is
_
_
M[Mb - rv^pA
a, = v^(v^)M- v^PyM=
^.
M^ + r
Furthermore, it follows from Proposition 28.11 that o^^^yo^ < V2Py for all Py
(with a strict inequality forPy different from zero and minus one). This provides
the following result.^^
Corollary
Consider the setting in Proposition 28.11. The following relations hold in
the Z£7V model between the induced first-period action with renegotiation
versus full commitment:
(a) a[ < a^^^

if Py ^ 0 andyo^ ^ - 1;

(b) al-a^^""

ifyO^ = 0 o r - l .

Hence, even though the direct incentive is higher with renegotiation than with
full commitment, i.e., v{ > of^^, the increased direct incentive is not sufficient
to fully offset the less efficient indirect posterior-mean incentive.^^ The negative effect of renegotiation in the Z^'A^ model withyo ^ 0 (or - 1) is discussed
extensively in the accounting and economics literature.^^
Now consider the comparison between the optimal first-period incentive
rates with renegotiation and in the full commitment QEN contract. Again, the
principal recognizes that with renegotiation, the second-period incentive rate
parameters will lead to "less efficient" indirect first-period incentives whether
the correlation is positive or negative. Ceteris paribus, this will lead the principal to increase the first-period incentive rate (in order to increase the direct firstperiod incentives). However, note also that the indirect first-period covariance
incentive in the full commitment Q^TVcontract, i.e., ry^PyMv^, is increasing in
the first-period incentive rate (since y^ has the same sign as Py > 0). That

^^ Here we use the fact that a[^^ > 0 (since af^^ = a|^^ in the identical periods setting).
^^ See also Indjejikian andNanda (1999) and Christensen, Feltham, and §abac (2003,2005). The
latter papers express the compensation contract in terms of the correlated performance measures
y^ and 3^2 instead of the stochastically independent performance statistics ^^ and ^2- In this (equivalent) formulation there is no indirect posterior-mean incentive and renegotiation results in a
reduction of the first-period incentive rate.
^^ For example, in the accounting literature, see Indjejikian and Nanda (1999), Christensen et al.
(2004, 2005)
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covariance incentive is not present with renegotiation and, thus, ceteris paribus
this effect decreases the first-period incentive rate with renegotiation relative to
the full-commitment QEN contract. In our numerical example, the former of
these two opposite effects dominates as illustrated in Figure 28.2(b). Note that
even though v{>vl for all performance measure correlations, the induced firstperiod action in the full-commitment QEN contract is higher than the induced
first-period action in the renegotiation-proof contract. Of particular note is the
fact that as a positive performance measure correlation increases, the induced
first-period action also increases in the full-commitment Q^TVcontract, whereas
the induced first-period action decreases in the renegotiation-proof contract for
all performance measure correlations.

^ ^ v^ : Renegotiation-proof 2^7V

-0.5

0
Correlation/?

0.5

Figure 28.2(b): Impact on first-period incentive rates and induced actions
of performance measure correlation in full-commitment and
renegotiation-proof QEN contracts for identical periods case
with no productivity information.
Full-commitment versus Renegotiation-proof QEN-P Contracts with
Productivity Information
As discussed in Section 27.3.1, if there is productivity information (i.e., p^ ^ 0)
and full commitment, the choice of the slope y reflects the fact that it affects
both the indirect first-period covariance incentive and the correlation between
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the induced second-period effort and its productivity. With renegotiation, on
the other hand, the optimal renegotiation-proof level of y only reflects the latter
relation. Hence, the full-commitment contract dominates the renegotiationproof contract.
As illustrated in Figure 28.3(a), the size of the difference in the principal's
expected payoff is affected by bothyo^ andyo^,. In particular, the difference in the
principal's expected payoff from a full-commitment versus a renegotiationproof contract is small if the correlations are congruent, but can be large if they
are incongruent. For example, the expected payoffs are almost identical ifpQ =
/4 or + /4, but they differ significantly ifp^
Yi or + Vi. In the
latter cases, the expected payoffs with renegotiation are even substantially lower
than if there is no productivity information (p^ = 0), i.e., with a renegotiationproof Z£7V contract.
Principal's expected payoff
FC QEN-P: 'A
RP QEN: 0
FC QEN-P: -Yi
-

RP QEN-P: Vi
RP QEN-P: -Yi

..-.:-^/"' /

Correlation/?
Figure 28.3(a): Impact of performance measure correlation in fullcommitment and renegotiation-proof QEN-P contracts with
varying productivity information (pg) for identical periods case.
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Optimal y
6

FC QEN-P: Vi

FC QEN-P: -Vi

RP QEN-P: 1/2

RP QEN-P: -^2^..

4
2
0
-2
-4

-6H

-1

-0.5

0
Correlation/?

0.5

Figure 28.3(b): Impact on optimal slope of the second-period incentive
rate of performance measure correlation in full-commitment and
renegotiation-proof QEN-P contracts with varying productivity
information {pg) for identical periods case.

To understand these relations see Figures 28.3(b) and (c). Figure 28.3(b) depicts
the optimal slope y with renegotiation and full commitment. In a renegotiationproof contract, y"" has the same sign as p^ so that the second-period incentive rate
and the resulting induced second-period effort are high if the second-period productivity 62 is high. Note from (28.21b) that y"" only depends onpg midpy and,
thus, is independent of the sign of Py and the first-period incentive rate. This,
however, ignores the indirect first-period covariance incentive created by 7 ^ 0,
i.e., rM[vi] [yPy]. The key elements of the indirect covariance incentive are the
first-period incentive rate, and the slope times the performance measure correlation, i.e., Vi and ypy, respectively. With full commitment these elements can be
chosen simultaneously but with renegotiation, the slope y"" is independent of the
sign of Py as well as of the first-period incentive rate. From (28.21) it follows
that

rv\plM[b-al]
TPy -y Py

M^^r(\-p])

(28.24)
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The induced first-period action with full commitment is less than the first-best
first-period action, i.e., al < b. Hence, the relation between this element of the
indirect covariance incentive with full commitment versus renegotiation is
determined by the sign of D/. This provides the following result.
Proposition 28.12
Assume identical periods, i.e., b^ = b2 = b, M^^ = M22 = M, and M21 = 0. In
the QEN-P model, the following relations hold between the slope times the
performance measure correlation with renegotiation versus full commitment
(for/)^^0, -1):
(a) With renegotiation, the slope has the same sign as pg, i.e., y'^pg > 0.
(b) If the correlations are congruent {pyPg > 0), then:
vl vl y^py, fpy > 0, and fp^ < y^p^.
(c) If the correlations are incongruent {pyPg < 0), then:
0 > Pyy"", andyo^y"" > p^yHf, and only if, v^ < 0.
If the correlations are congruent, the "correct" second-period action variability,
i.e., ypg > 0, induces a positive indirect covariance incentive with a positive
first-period incentive rate, i.e., rM[vi][ypy] > 0. Hence, the first-period incentive rates and the indirect covariance incentives are all positive with both full
commitment and renegotiation. However, the determination of the optimal slope
with renegotiation fails to reflect the positive indirect covariance incentive and,
thus, the covariance incentive is less efficient with renegotiation, i.e., 0 < y'^Py
< y^Py. As illustrated in Figure 28.3(c) foryo^, = /4,^^ the less efficient indirect
covariance incentive with renegotiation (for Py > 0) is partly mitigated by increasing the first-period incentive rate, i.e., D[ > v^ but a[ < a^.
The results are more subtle if the correlations are incongruent. In this case,
the "correct" second-period action variability implies that ypy is negative. If Py
is large (i.e., close to one or minus one), a positive first-period incentive rate
would imply a large and negative indirect covariance incentive. Hence, as discussed for the full commitment setting in Section 27.4.1, it may be optimal to
use a negative direct first-period incentive, i.e., v} < 0, in order to maintain the
"correct" second-period action variability and provide large and positive indirect covariance incentives. It then follows from (28.24) and (a) that 0 > Pyy"" >
p y^ (see Figure 28.3(b)). On the other hand, as the performance measure corre-

The graph forp^ = - V^ is virtually a mirror image of Figure 28.3(c).
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lation gets closer to zero, the impact of ypy on the indirect covariance incentive
gets smaller, ceteris paribus. Hence, with full commitment there is a point yo^'
at which the first-period incentive rate makes a discrete jump to being positive.
At this point, it is optimal either to switch to using an "incorrect" second-period
action variability {ypg < 0) to maintain a positive indirect covariance incentives,
or to using a smaller "correct" second-period action variability although this
yields a negative indirect covariance incentive (depending on the parameter
values).^^ However, with renegotiation the principal cannot commit to using an
"incorrect" or low second-period action variability and, therefore, close to point
Py the first-period incentive rate increases continuously and becomes positive
as Py approaches zero. The principal's lack of ability to simultaneously control
the sign and magnitudes of the first-period incentive rate and the slope can be
very costly as illustrated in Figure 28.3(a) for performance measure correlations
close to the discontinuity points/)^'. As illustrated in Figure 28.3(c) a significant
part of that loss is due to a lower induced first-period effort.
a^ : Full commitment QEN-P

a{: Renegotiation-proof QEN-P
v{: Renegotiation-proof QEN-P

Correlation/?
Figure 28.3(c): Impact on first-period incentive rates and induced actions
of performance measure correlation in full-commitment and
renegotiation-proof QEN-P contracts for identical periods case
with productivity information: p^ = Vi.

See the discussion of Figure 27.2(b) for further discussion of these discontinuities.
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28.3 INTERDEPENDENT PERIODS WITH NO AGENT
COMMITMENT TO STAY
In the previous section we assumed that once the initial contract is signed, both
the agent and the principal are committed to the employment relation for the full
duration of the contract (although the principal can change the terms of the contract if the agent agrees). In this section, we consider a setting in which there
are no switching costs for the agent and he can accept employment from a different principal at the end of the first period. However, we assume the principal
wants to induce the initial agent to stay for both periods, for example, due to
high switching costs for the principal.
The Incentive for the Agent to Act Strategically and then Leave
Without loss of generality, the agent's reservation wage is assumed to be zero
in each period. Of course, the agent cannot leave before settling the contract for
the first period. Therefore, the initial compensation contract is divided into two
period-specific components, i.e.,

where s^ is paid to the agent before he can leave at date t. Note that, if the initial
contract is renegotiation-proof, and the second-period contract is the solution
to the principal's basic second-period problem P2''(^i)? i-^., ^2(^1? ¥2) " ^liWi^ ¥2)^
then it may appear at first glance that the agent has no ex post incentive to leave
at the end of the first period. The second-period contract Z2(¥i) " i^iiWi)^
^liWi)} gives the agent a certainty equivalent equal to zero, which is what he
can get from alternative employment. However, this assertion presumes that the
agent will not act strategically when he selects his first-period action. The key
question is whether he can be better off by choosing a first-period action different than the principal's conjecture and then leave at the end of the first-period
- a so-called "take-the-money-and-run" strategy (see Baron and Besanko, 1987,
and Christensen, Feltham, and §abac, 2003).
The benefit from acting strategically is due to the indirect first-period incentives created by the second-period contract Z2(Wi)' These incentives occur
because the agent's first-period action affects the posterior mean of the secondperiod statistic, and it affects the covariance between the agent's first-period
utility and his second-period certainty equivalent. However, they only influence
the agent's first-period action choice if he plans to stay - they are irrelevant if
he plans to leave.
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More specifically, if the agent plans to stay for the second period for all ^i,
then the first-order condition for his first-period action choice is given by (see
(28.6b)):

r

M,,CoN{u{,yj,) - E[^21 + CoN{u{,q^)

(28.25)

Suppose the principal offers the agent the optimal contract z'^ based on the problem in Table 28.1 - which assumes the agent will not leave. Now consider
whether the agent will benefit from acting strategically and leaving for some
first-period reports W{. Let UQ{a^,z\ W{) represent the agent's ex ante expected
utility if he accepts contract z\ takes action a^, and leaves if ^^ eW{. If the
agent leaves (i.e., ^^ e !F/), then he receives a second-period wage of C2 = 0,
whereas he receives 82(11/1,11/2) if he stays.
If the agent takes the conjectured action a[, then he receives his reservation
utility of - 1 whether he stays or leaves, since staying means the solution to the
problem in Table 28.1 is implemented and leaving results in him receiving the
reservation wage c^ = 0. To provide insight into the benefits of acting strategically, we consider the case in which the agent chooses the first-period action al
that is optimal if he plans to leave for all first-period reports, i.e., ¥( = W^ and
a/eargmax ^o(ai,z^,!Fi) = - I exp[-r{5[(^i) -

K(ai)}]d0(if/i\ai,ai).

To determine whether al differs from a[, we take the derivative of the agent's
ex ante expected utility with respect to a^ evaluated at a^ = a{'?^
= - rKlia';) + M„Cov(M[,y/i).

Hence, it follows from (28.25) that

dU{a[,z\W,)

^0 «

£[^2°] - Cov(u^,q^) * 0.

da^

^^ See the proof of Proposition 28.7 in Appendix 28B for the derivation of the first-order condition (28.6). The derivative of the agent's ex ante expected utiHty is exactly the same as in that
proof except that the term q2{W\) (which reflects the indirect first-period incentives in Table
28.1(b)) is not present if the agent plans to leave.
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That is, the agent has an ex ante incentive to deviate from a{ except in knifeedge cases in which £[^2""] " Cov(i/[,^2'')For example, in the no productivity information case, q2 = r7C2(^2')[/^jMi
- M2J/M22, which is a constant. Hence, Coy(ui,q2) = 0 and E[q2] =
Cov{u{,q2) if, and only if, M21 = PyM^^. Ifp^M^^ >(<) M21, then the conjectured
action a{ is not incentive compatible and the agent has an incentive to increase
(decrease) his first-period action relative to that conjecture and then leave at the
end of the first period !^^
Given that z'' induces the agent to act strategically and leave, the key question is whether the agent's total compensation can be reallocated over the two
periods, such that he has no incentive to act strategically and leave. Observe
that, loosely speaking, the agent is motivated to leave (stay) if, after the firstperiod report is issued, he anticipates low (high) second-period compensation.
Hence, while deferred compensation can be effective, it must be carefully
designed both to induce the conjectured first-period action, and to induce the
agent to stay for all first-period reports.
Given exponential^C-^'Cpreferences, deferring a fixed wage to the second
period, i.e.,

has no impact on the agent's second-period action choice and the agent's ex
ante expected utility if he stays for both periods. Moreover, if the agent takes
the conjectured first-period action, the conditional certainty equivalent of the
second-period contract is independent of the first-period report. However, deferring the payment of ^ to the end of the second period reduces the certainty
equivalent of the first-period contract and, thus, deviating from the conjectured
first-period action and leaving for some first-period reports becomes less attractive to the agent, ex ante. In fact, if the deferred compensation is sufficiently
high, the agent's ex ante expected utility is higher if he takes the conjectured
first-period action than if he deviates and follows an optimal "leave strategy"
depending on the first-period report. Determining the minimum deferred compensation which makes the conjectured first-period action incentive compatible
even if the agent can leave after the first period is complex for optimal contracts.
Therefore, we limit our analysis to how it can be determined for renegotiationproof Q^TV-P contracts.

^^ This argument presumes that the agent leaves after the first period no matter what the firstperiod report is going to be. However, the agent may not want to leave ex post for all first-period
reports, if he takes a first-period action different from the conjectured action. On the other hand,
allowing for this possibility makes a deviation from the conjectured first-period action even more
attractive to the agent.
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Renegotiation-proof Contracts with No Productivity Information and
Deferred Compensation
First consider the setting in which there is renegotiation with no productivity
information. In this case, the second-period contract is independent of the firstperiod report. Hence, the agent will either stay for all y/^ or leave for all ^^
Let z'^ represent the principal's optimal renegotiation-proof contract if the
agent can commit not to leave, and let 6 represent the compensation deferred
from the first to the second period. Given that contract and deferral, the agent's
maximum total certainty equivalent if he plans to leave, i.e., Wl = W^, is^^
C£'o*(z^,!Fi,^) = maximize/i'^ + v^M^^la^ -a^] - Via^ - Viriplf - S
= v{M,,[a{- a{] - V2[(a{y - « ) ' ] - S,
where
and

a{ = v{M,,
a{ = v{M,, - v^ [PyM,, - M^,].

(28.26a)
(28.26b)
(28.26c)

That is, the optimal "leave action" is based on the first-period direct incentives,
whereas the optimal "stay action" is based on both the first-period direct and indirect incentives. Of course, the principal has set the direct incentives D[ under
the assumption the agent will stay. The deferred compensation required to
induce the agent to stay, i.e., to ensure that CEQ(Z'^, ^\->S) < CEl{z'^,0,5) = 0, is
characterized in the following proposition (see also Christensen, Feltham, and
§abac, 2003, Prop. 3).
Proposition 28.13
Given that there is no productivity information, the optimal renegotiationproof contract z'^ will be implemented if, and only if, there is deferred compensation wittf"^
S > d'^v{M,,[a{-a{}

- V2[{a{f - {a{f}

= V2{v^'[pyM,, - M,,-\f > 0.

' ' a{ is characterized by (28.15) if we let / = 0, a n d / ' = Viia^f + V2r{v[f.
^^ Inserting (28.26b) and (28.26c) into the first expression yields

Expanding and collecting tenns yields (28.27).

(28.27)
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That is, the agent has no incentive to act strategically in the first period (with the
intention of leaving after the first period) if the deferred compensation is greater
than or equal to d\ which is the difference in the expected incentive compensation minus the difference in effort costs. This amount is equal to one half the
square of the indirect first-period incentive.
If the deferred compensation is less than d\ then CEQ{Z\ W^,5) > 0. Moreover, the agent' s ex post certainty equivalent of the second-period contract given
the optimal first-period deviation a{ and the first-period report ^^ is negative
(see, for example, (27.27) with y = 0):
C£'i(^i,a/,z;^) =S - V2 [PyM^^ - M2^][ai-a[]
<S^-v,'[p^M,,-M,,][ai-an
= - Vid' < 0.
Hence, for ^ < ^'^ the agent has both an ex ante incentive to deviate from the
conjectured first-period action and an ex post incentive to leave given the optimal first-period deviation, i.e., 6"^ is the minimum deferred compensation which
makes the renegotiation-proof contract z'' sequentially incentive compatible
even if the agent can leave after the first period.
Renegotiation-proof Contracts with Productivity Information and
Deferred Compensation
In this section we specify renegotiation-proof period-specific compensation contracts which induce the same actions as the renegotiation-proof Q^TV-P contract
in Proposition 28.9, pays the agent the same total compensation, and induces the
agent to stay for all first-period reports. Let the two-period contract, represented
by {z\5), be of the form
*i(^i) = / i ' + ^ i > i - ^,

^2(^1,^2) = ^ ^fiiWi)

+ ^2(^1)^2-

(28.28)

Clearly, the contract is renegotiation-proof, and the agent' s total certainty equivalent is equal to his reservation wage of zero, independent of ^, if he takes the
conjectured first-period action a{ and stays for both periods.
Now assume the agent acts strategically and takes action a^ ^ a{ with the
intent of possibly leaving at the end of the first period, and assume [PyM^^ M21] ^ 0. If report ^^ is received and the agent leaves, then his second-period
certainty equivalent equals zero. On the other hand, if he stays, it is (see, for
example, (27.27))

CEM,a,,z\d)

= S - (v,' ^yy,)[pM,,-M,,][a,-a[l

(28.29a)
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Therefore, for any first-period action a^ ^ a{ and deferral 6, there exists a performance statistic for which the agent is indifferent between leaving and staying, i.e.,
yj{{a,,d)-d{y^[p^M,,-M,,}[a,-a{}Y

" ^I'y''

(28.29b)

Consequently, the set of first-period statistics for which it is ex post optimal for
the agent to leave, given a^, 6, and z\ is
r (-~^[(a„^))

ify°[y9,M, - M , , ] [ a , - a n < 0 ,

^{ia„z\d) -

(28.30)
i (KK'5),~)

if7°b,M„-M,,]K-an>0.

Let Wl{ai,z\d) denote its complement. The agent's ex ante expected utility,
given a^.S, 3ndz\ with an optimal ex post "leave strategy," is
US(a,,z:d)

(28.31)

+ S- (V2 + 7 > i ) [PyM,, - M,,][a, - < ] ) ] d0(ii/,\a,,aOj .
The agent's optimal first-period action given contract (z^,^) is
ai(d) e argmaxUSia^.z^S).

(28.32)

Using our basic identical-periods example withyo^ = .25, Figures 28.4(a) and (b)
show foryo^, = Vi andyo^, = -/4, respectively, the agent's optimal first-period
action (on the secondary axis), his certainty equivalent, and the probability that
he leaves after the first period.^^

^^ Appendix 28B gives details of how to calculate the agent's ex ante expected utility in (28.31).
The maximization problem in (28.32) must be solved by a numerical method, since the agent's
ex ante utility is not necessarily a concave function of a^ when 5 is small.
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1
1.5
Deferral d
Figure 28.4(a): Impact of deferral on induced first-period action, agent's
certainty equivalent, and leave probability for basic identical-periods
QEN-P contract with/? = .25, andyo^, = Vi.
In each case there exists a finite deferral d'' such that for all deferrals d > d\ the
contract (z^,^) in (28.28) induces the agent to take al(d) = a{, and stay for all ^i,
where a{ is the agent's optimal action given z'' and a binding commitment to
stay for the second period. Moreover, there is a discrete jump in induced firstperiod action at d\ In Figure 28.4(a), the induced first-period action with d <
d'' is equal to the optimal first-period action given that the agent leaves for all
^1, i.e., a{{§) = v{M^^ (= 5.01), and the leave probability is significant. On the
other hand, in Figure 28.4(b), the induced first-period action with 6 < d"^ is
greater than v{M^^ (= 3.56), but the leave probability is very small.^^

^^ All examples we have done show that there is a finite deferral d'^ such that for all d > d\ the
contract {z\d) in (28.28) induces a[{d) = a[. However, we have not been able to explicitly characterize this level of deferral.
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Certainty equivalent (Yl)
Induced action (Y2)
Leave probability (Y1)

Deferral d
Figure 28.4(b): Impact of deferral on induced first-period action, agent's
certainty equivalent, and leave probability for basic identical-periods
ig£7V-P contract with yo^ = .25, andyo^, = -Vi.

28.4 ONE VERSUS TWO AGENTS WITH
INTERDEPENDENT PERIODS
In the previous section we assumed that once the initial contract is signed, the
principal is committed to the employment relation for the full duration of the
contract (although he can change the terms of the contract if the agent agrees).
In this section we examine the principal's preferences for one versus two agents.
and examine his ability to commit to either retaining or replacing the first agent.
The latter depends crucially on whether it is costly to switch agents. These
switching costs could be job search costs incurred by the first agent for which
he must be compensated if his employment is terminated.^^ In addition, it can
include training costs incurred by the principal when he hires a new agent.

^^ Inclusion of compensation for these costs is part of the initial contract, given the requirement
that it induces the agent to accept the contract.
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Note that the second-period contract that the principal would offer to a new
agent at the beginning of the second period is exactly the same as the secondperiod contract the principal would offer to the first agent at the renegotiation
stage, i.e., the optimal solution to the principal's basic second-period problem,
Z2{W\)' Hence, the principal's basic preferences for retaining or replacing the
first agent depend on whether the indirect first-period incentives created by the
second-period contract (if the first agent is retained) are beneficial to the principal or not, i.e., increase or decrease the induced first-period action. The principal's ex post incentive to retain or replace the first agent depends, of course, on
the principal's switching costs. We first examine the case with zero switching
costs, and then we examine the case with strictly positive switching costs. Both
cases are examined within the QEN-P model.
Zero Switching Costs
Note from (28.15) that for a given direct first-period incentive rate D^, the total
incremental effect of the two indirect first-period incentives is
ia,{v,) - - D7 [p^M,, -M,,]^

rv,y^[PyM,, - M,,].

(28.33)

Clearly, there are no indirect incentives if PyM^^ = M21 (i.e., the independent
periods case) and the principal is indifferent between retaining and replacing the
first agent. If PyM^^ ^ M21, then there is an indirect posterior-mean incentive,
which is independent of D^ and if y"" ^ 0, then there is also an indirect covariance
incentive, which does depend on v^. If there is no productivity information, then
y"" = 0 and the principal prefers to retain the first agent if, and only if, PyM^^ <
M21. In that case, the first agent will provide more first-period effort at the same
risk premium if he expects to stay for both periods than if he expects to be
replaced after the first period.^^ On the other hand, if there is productivity information, then y"" ^ 0 and both types of indirect first-period incentives exist. In
that case, the principal's preference for retaining or replacing the first agent is
less obvious. However, if PyM^^ < M21 andyo^, < 0 (implying that y"" < 0), both
types of indirect first-period incentives are positive for all positive first-period
incentive rates, i.e., the principal prefers to retain the first agent.
The optimal first-period incentive rate is D[ if the first agent is retained for
both periods, whereas the optimal first-period incentive rate is

^^ We assume that u^"" > 0. If y^"" =0 (as in a window dressing case with /?2 = 0), the principal
is indifferent between retaining and replacing the agent. Compare to the analysis of full-commitment L£'A^ contracts in Section 26.2.
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MI^

+r

if the first agent is to be replaced after the first period. Clearly, if the total of the
indirect first-period incentive is positive given v^, i.e., iai{vi) > 0, then the
principal prefers to retain the first agent (because offering one agent the twoagent contract will induce more first-period effort at the same risk premium).
On the other hand, if ia^{v{) is negative, the principal prefers to switch agents.
However, iai{vi) may be negative while iai{v{) is positive and, in that case, the
tradeoff is more complicated. The key in this case is that even though ia^{v^)
is negative, it may be possible to adjust the first-period incentive rate and, thus,
change the indirect first-period covariance incentive, such that the principal gets
a higher net-payoff from retaining the first agent as opposed to replacing him.
Of course, this can only occur if iai{v{) is positive.
We illustrate these results in Figure 28.5 for the identical periods case with
b^=b2 = b = 10, Mil =M22=M= X.M^^ = 0, r = 1, andyo^ = -Vi. WithyO^<0,
the correlations are congruent and both types of indirect first-period incentives
are positive for all positive first-period incentive rates. Thus, in this region the
principal prefers to pay the first agent a positive direct first-period incentive and
retain him for both periods. Note that because the indirect first-period incentive
is positive, it is optimal for the principal to use a lower first-period direct incentive than would be the case if the first agent is expected to be replaced at the end
of the first period.
In this example (with M21 = 0 andyo^, = - /4), the correlations are incongruent
if yo^ > 0 and both types of indirect first-period incentives are negative for all
positive first-period incentive rates. On the other hand, if the first-period incentive rate is negative, then the indirect covariance incentive is positive, while the
indirect posterior-mean incentive continues to be negative. If the correlation is
high, i.e., Py>Py\ then it is optimal to use a negative first-period incentive and
retain the first agent to obtain a large positive indirect covariance incentive. On
the other hand, for moderate levels of positive correlation, i.e., Py e (0,Py) it is
optimal to use a positive first-period direct incentive and replace the first agent
at the end of the first-period, thereby avoiding the negative indirect first-period
incentive.
Figure 28.5 includes a plot of the optimal indirect incentive for both the
one-agent and two-agent contracts. For yo^ e (0,Py) the indirect incentive for the
optimal one-agent contract /^i(t>[) is negative and, thus, it is clearly optimal to
replace the first agent. On the other hand, for Py e (Py,l], iai(v[) is positive
while iai(vi) is negative. Two agents are preferred to one agent for Py e
{Py.Py'), while it is optimal to retain the first agent forPy>Py - even though
iai(vi) is negative, it is only optimal to adjust the first-period incentive rate
sufficiently to make one agent preferred to two agents for p > p''.
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Proposition 28.14
Assume renegotiation-proof QEN-P contracts with no switching costs for
the principal. The following relations hold for the principal' s preference for
retaining or replacing the first agent with an identical agent after the first
period:
(a) If there is no productivity information, then one agent is preferred to
two agents if, and only if, PyM^^<M^^.
(b) If there is productivity information, then one agent is preferred to two
agents \iia^(pl^ > 0 (which, for example, is the case withyO^M^^ < M21
3ndp0< 0).
(c) If there is productivity information, then two agents are preferred to one
agent if/^^(D/) < 0.

Principal's payoff: one agent
Principal's payoff: two agents
Indirect incentive: one agent
Indirect incentive: two agents x .^

Correlation/}
Figure 28.5: One versus two agents in renegotiation-proof g£7V-P
contracts for identical periods case with Po = - V2.
Strictly Positive Switching Costs
The preceding analysis assumes that the principal can costlessly replace the first
agent after the first period with an identical agent. This implies that ex post the
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principal is indifferent between retaining or replacing the first agent - one agent
is as good as any other agent. However, that is not the case if the principal incurs a switching cost if he replaces the first agent: ex post the principal has an
incentive to retain the first agent even though his ex ante preferences are to
replace the first agent (due to negative indirect first-period incentives).
If the principal can make an ex ante commitment to replace the first agent
after the first period, strictly positive switching costs pose no problems. In this
case, the gain from avoiding negative indirect first-period incentives if the first
agent is retained must be compared to the cost of switching agents after the first
period. However, if the principal cannot commit to switching agents, the first
agent will anticipate the principal's ex post incentive to retain him for the
second period and, therefore, his first-period action will recognize the indirect
first-period incentives created by the second-period contract.^^
Proposition 28.15
Assume renegotiation-proof g£7V-P contracts with strictly positive switching costs for the principal. If the principal cannot commit to switching
agents after the first period, then the first agent is retained for both periods
(by paying sufficient deferred compensation).

28.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Perhaps the most noteable aspect of the analysis in this and the previous chapter
is the fact that if incentives are based on stochastically independent performance
statistics, then there are potentially three types of incentives for the agent' s firstperiod action choice. First, there is a direct first-period incentive if the firstperiod action influences the first-period performance measure. Second, there
is an indirect posterior-mean incentive if the first-period action influences the
first-period performance measure which is correlated with the second-period
performance measure, or if the first-period action directly influences the secondperiod performance measure. Third, there is an indirect covariance incentive if

^^ If the agent does not incur switching costs and there is no deferred compensation, then the
agent might take a first-period action, a/, with the intention of leaving after the first period.
However, these incentives are recognized by the principal and, therefore, the second-period contract offered by the principal at / = 1 will be acceptable to the first agent given the conjectured
first-period action a/. Hence, if there are strictly positive switching costs, the principal can retain
the first agent, but this is inconsistent with the agent's ex ante intention to leave after the first
period. That is, if there are strictly positive switching costs for the principal, there is no equilibrium in which the principal does not pay deferred compensation and replaces the first agent after
the first period (see also Christensen, Feltham, and §abac, 2003, Prop. 1).
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the first-period performance measure is correlated with the marginal productivity of the second-period effort.
A key difference between full commitment (Chapter 27) and renegotiation
(this chapter) is that all three types of incentives are present in the former
whether there is productivity information or not, while the indirect covariance
incentive can only be sustained in the latter if there is productivity information.
The indirect incentives create incentives for the agent to act strategically
when he takes his first-period action anticipating that he may wish to leave after
the first period. However, deferred compensation can be used to eliminate the
incentives to act strategically.
The indirect incentives can be positive or negative. If they are positive with
a two-agent contract, the principal will prefer to hire the same agent for both
periods. If they are negative (with a two-agent contract), the principal may
prefer to terminate the first agent at the end of the first period unless there are
sufficiently large switching costs.
Our analysis and results may depend significantly on the fact we assume the
performance measures are normally distributed and the agent has exponential
^C-^'C preferences (which prevents wealth effects and removes incentives for
consumption smoothing). Normal distributions and the lack of wealth effects
are the key assumption underlying our result that the renegotiation-proof
second-period contract is independent of the first-period performance (except
for possible productivity information). This result would not hold even with
exponential AC-ED preferences (see, for example, the analysis of one versus
two agents in Chapter 25 with ^C-£D preferences). The wealth effects would
also be avoided if the agent has exponential TA-EC preferences, but would
create a demand for consumption smoothing. Of course, if we allow the agent
to borrow and save, the consumption smoothing issue will likely have only a
limited effect (see, for example, the analysis in Chapters 25 and 26). Interestingly, the timing of reports is irrelevant if there is full commitment and the agent
has exponential ^C-^'C preferences, but the timing is not irrelevant when there
is renegotiation. For example, in the model considered in this chapter, the firstperiod performance measure would become significantly less useful if it was not
issued until the end of the second period and renegotiation continued to occur
at the end of the first period. This latter result occurs because of what is often
called the Fudenberg and Tirole (1990) problem, which we discussed in Section
24.1. Observe that the timing issues that arise with renegotiation also apply if
there are exponential T^-^'C preferences and differ significantly from the timing
issues that arise with TA-EC preferences with full commitment.
With full commitment more informative performance measures are generally preferred. There is a growing literature showing that this may not be the case
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when there is renegotiation."^^ The key in these cases is that less informative
first-period performance measures may result in the principal offering a secondperiod that is more closely aligned with an optimal second-period contract from
an ex ante perspective. That is, if the principal chooses a more informative
information system, and if he cannot commit not to renegotiate, then he shoots
himself in the foot!

APPENDIX 28A: FHM PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
ASSUMPTIONS
FHM use the following common knowledge oftechnology assumption throughout their analysis:
(p(yt\^t-\^^t^yt-\)

^viytWh-i)^

i.e., the history of public information is sufficient to determine how period ^s
actions will affect future outcomes and public reports. In the latter part of their
paper they introduce the following more restrictive assumptions.
History-independent Technology:
(Pt(yt\ S,-py,-i,^.) = (PtiytW^^ t = i,..., T.
Stationary Technology:
Vt(yt\ ^t-\'>yt-\'>^t) = (p(ytW^-> t = i,..., r.
Proposition 28A.1 (FHM, Theorem 5)
Assume y^ is contractible, a finite contracting horizon, equal access to
financial markets, a history-independent technology, exponential TA-EC
preferences, and existence of an optimal long-term contract. Then there is
an optimal contract for which
(a) current actions and compensation do not depend on past performance:

(b) the principal's expected net profit in every period is zero; and

^^ See, for example, Indjejikian andNanda (1999), Christensen, Feltham, and §abac (2005), and
Feltham, Indjejikian and Nanda (2005).
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(c) action and compensation plans are identical to those in the optimal
contract that would be offered in the "one-period problem" in which the
agent retires at the end of the period and the available technology is that
of periods.

Corollary
Given the same assumptions as in Proposition 28A. 1, but with a stationary
technology, there is an optimal contract such that «Xy?-i) " ^i ^^^ ^t(yt) "
s^iy^. Thus, the net present value of the agent's total compensation when
he retires with history cof is

t= \

The optimal contract requires no "memory," and the ability to provide optimal
incentives in this model is not enhanced by having the agent write a long-term
contract (or have a long-term relationship) with the principal. FHM emphasize
that these "one-period contracts" are not the same as those which would be
optimal if the agent lived for only one period - even when the agent works for
only one period, he lives (and consumes) for an infinite number of periods.
Conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 28 A. 1 hold even if the agent has a finite
life, but condition (c) does not hold because the agent's preferences over
contracts depend on the length of his remaining life.
Small Discount Rates
If yf is close to one, then the agent can spread variations in compensation in one
period over many periods, so that his consumption becomes almost constant.
Hence, he becomes almost risk neutral and can achieve a result close to firstbest. FHM provide a result for the case in which T^ oo and they never allow the
agent to borrow (to avoid the possibility of infinite negative debt), i.e., w^ > 0.
Proposition 28A.2 (FHM, Theorem 6)
Assume y ^ = x ^ is contractible, the contracting horizon is infinite, the agent
can save but not borrow (and can consume the minimum possible level of
x), a stationary technology, and exponential TA-EC preferences. Let the
principal pay the agent ^X-^^) " ^t ^^ every period. Then, for every £* > 0,
there exists a discount rateyff(£*) < 1, such that the agent can ensure himself
a utility level i/(c*, a*) - e for all fi > fi(e), where a* is the first-best action
andc* = E[x|a*].
The proof constructs a strategy which guarantees, with high probability, that the
agent is able to consume approximately the mean output in every period after
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a finite number of periods. The strategy specifies that the agent chooses an efficient effort level and consumes close to the expected output unless his wealth
falls below a critical level in which case he consumes the minimum output.
This result is related to the literature on "folk theorems" in infinitely repeated
principal-agent models, see Dutta and Radner (1994) for a review.

APPENDIX 28B: PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS
Proof of Proposition 28.5:
Let P2''(^i) represent the principal's problem (28.3) for the special case in which
CE^{z{\i/^ = 0 and, hence, the reservation utility at ^ = 1 is U^ (i//^) = -I. The
solution to that problem is represented by the contract Z2(Wi) " {^liWi)^ ^liWi)} •
The Lagrangian for P2(Wi) (^^ which we do not explicitly introduce the
lower bound in the notation) is
a = (Z?2 +P0CJii/i)a2 - f s\xi/,,xi/2)d0\xi/2)

-MXWI)

{ f exp[-r{5^(^i,^2)-^2(^2)}]^^V2) + U

- r ( ^ i ) I Qxp[-r{s'(ii/,,ii/2) - K2(a2)}][rK^(a2) +

L^(ii/^)]d0\ii/2).

Differentiating the Lagrangian for the basic second-period problem P2(Wi) with
respect to the agent's compensation yields
- d0%ii/2) + rl^ii//,) Qxp[-r{s^(ii/,,ii/2) -K2(a^(ii/i))}] ^ ^ V 2 ) +
rju^(il/,)Qxp[-r{s^(il/,,il/2)-K2(a^(il/i))}][rK^^^^

+ L^ (il/^)]d0^11/2) =0.

Hence,
^2(^1,^2) =^2K(^i)) + -^^[r{^2(¥i)
r

+/^2(^i)[^^2K(^i)) + L

(ii/^)]}l
2

which is restated in (28.5b) using g2 and G2 (as defined in (28.5d) and (28.5c)).
For the reasons discussed in the text, the optimal contract with a reservation certainty equivalent CEi(z\if/i) ^ 0 is equal to (28.4a).
Substituting (28.5a) and (28.4a) into (28.3c) provides
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E[u^\il/,]rK^ + E[u^il/,\il/,]M,,/(l -p^) = 0.

Then, since E[u21 ^ J = - 1 , E[^21 ¥i\ " 0? ^^^ ^[^iWi I ^il " Coy(u2, ^21 ^1) ^^^
Q.E.D.
solving for 7C2 yields (28.4b).
Proof of Proposition 28.7:
We represent the participation and incentive compatibility constraints (b) and
(c) in Table 28.1 in their simplified versions (by using the fact that Z2(Wi) is a
solution to P2(Wi)foreach if/^). Then, forming the Lagrangian for the problem
in Table 28.1, using multipliers 1^ and ju^ for (b) and (c), respectively, and differentiating with respect to the first-period compensation for each ^^ yields firstorder condition (28.6a) for the optimal first-period compensation function.
Define (28.7d) to be the agent's first-period equilibrium utility. Substituting
(28.6a) back into (b) yields (28.6b) as the first-order condition for the agent's
first-period action (using that E [ ^^ ] =0 and that the participation constraint is
binding such that E[i/[] = - 1).
Characterization of (28.31):
Note that the agent's ex ante expected utility in (28.31) is determined as the sum
of "truncated" expected utilities of two linear contracts. Using the same technique as in Appendix 3 A of Volume I it is straightforward to prove the following result, which can be used to calculate this type of expected utilities.
Lemma 28B.1
Assume x ~N(//,cr^), and let B <^ M. Then
- r exp[-r(a +yffx)] JN(//,cr^)
J B

= -exp[-r(a+yg// - V2rfa^)]?Yob (y e B'J%
where 3; ~ N(// -rfio^.o^).
Hence, the truncated expected utility can be calculated as the corresponding
"standard" expected utility of a linear contract times a mean-adjusted probability. Note that the mean-adjustment only depends on the slope of the linear contract - the higher the slope, the lower the adjusted mean.
Recall that UQ{ai,z\ W^) and UQ{ai,z\ 0) denote the agent's ex ante expected
utility, given contract z\ if he takes action a^, and leaves or stays for all ^1,
respectively. That is,
US(a^,z', W^)^-

I exp[ -r(/i'^ + v{\i/^ - Via^ - 6'] d0{\i/^\a^,a{),
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+7>i)[yO^Mi - M2,][a, - a',])]d0(if/,\a,Xi%

which, of course, can also be written in terms of certainty equivalents. Using
Lemma 28B.1 we can write the agent's ex ante expected utility in (28.31) as
US(a,,z:d) = US(a,,z:W,)?Yoh(yj E W{{a,,z\S)\ a.Jeave)
+ U^M.^\0)Vxoh{y, e ^((a.^z^S); a,,stay\

(28B.1)

where the distributions for the normally distributed random variables yi andj;^
depend on whether we are using the "leave-contract" or the "stay-contract."
Let^(ai) = [PyM^^ - M2i][ai - a{\ Note that the slope of the "leave-contract" is Pi = v{ while the slope of the "stay-contract" is y^X^i) = ^i ~ y^'^i^i)Hence,
Prob(y^ e W{{a,,z\S\ a.Jeave) = \

^ dl^{M,, [a, - a{} - rv[, 1),

JW^{a^,z ,3)

Prob(y^ e Wl{ai,z\d)', a^.stay)
=j
J¥^ia^,z

^d^(M,,

[a, - an - r [of - fK(a,)], 1).

,3)

Note from (28.39) that the sign of y''K(ai) determines the integration bounds.
Moreover, if y''K{a^ > (<) 0, then yj has a lower (higher) mean than y^. This
implies that
Prob(y/ e W{{a^,z\d)\ a^Jeave) + Prob(y^ e W^ia^^z^^^S); a^.stay) < 1.
Hence, the agent's ex ante expected utility in (28B. 1) is not a "simple" weighted
average of the "leave" and "stay" expected utilities.
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PARTH
CONTRACTING WITH MULTIPLE
AGENTS IN SEsfGLE-PERIOD SETTINGS

CHAPTER 29
CONTRACTING WITH MULTIPLE
PRODUCTIVE AGENTS

Up to this point, our discussion of contracting has focused on settings in which
there is one principal (possibly acting on behalf of investors) and one agent. In
this and the following chapter, we move to settings in which there are multiple
agents. The models in this area are diverse, but we limit our discussion to a few
basic issues. In this chapter, we consider settings in which there are multiple
productive agents, while Chapter 30 considers settings in which there is a single
productive agent, and a non-productive agent who is hired by the principal
merely to monitor the productive agent.
In Section 29.1 we consider a partnership setting in which the contracting
parties are both agents and principals. This is an extension of our Chapter 4
discussion of risk sharing in partnerships. In that earlier discussion we assumed
that the partners had no direct preferences with respect to their action choices
- their preferences in that setting depend only on their share of the firm's outcome. Furthermore, if all partners had HARA utility functions with identical
risk cautiousness and homogeneous beliefs, then the efficient risk sharing
contract gives each partner a linear share of the firm's aggregate outcome and
they have the same preferences over action choices. The form of the efficient
contract changes significantly if the partners have direct preferences with
respect to their actions, e.g., disutility for effort. We briefly explore the form
of the efficient contract in a setting in which each partner is risk and effort
averse. A key issue in this setting is whether the partnership contract is based
solely on the firm's aggregate outcome, or whether there are partner-specific
performance measures, such as a partner-specific component of the firm's
outcome. As pointed out by Holmstrom (1982), a key issue in the first setting
is what has been termed the "budget balancing" constraint, i.e., any reduction
in one partner's share necessarily results in an increase in some other partner's
share. This constraint is much less significant if there are partner-specific
performance measures.
Most of the analysis in this chapter considers settings in which a principal
(who does not take a costly action) contracts with multiple risk and effort averse
agents. Obviously, if the principal is risk neutral and agents generate independent outcomes and performance measures, then the principal can separately
solve the incentive contracting problem for each agent. This changes somewhat
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if the principal is risk averse, since then it is optimal for the principal to share
risks with the agents, as well as impose risk on them for incentive purposes. We
briefly characterize the optimal contract with a risk averse principal and independent agents, and then assume in the remainder of the chapter that the
principal is risk neutral.
Multi-agent issues arise even if the principal is risk neutral, provided the
agents' performance measures are not independent. A key feature of these settings is that an agent's compensation is a function of performance measures that
are influenced by both agents' actions. This raises some interesting incentive
compatibility issues, which are explored in Section 29.2. The principal's problem can be described as selecting an optimal strategy in a game in which he
moves first (specifying the terms of the agents' compensation contact) and the
agents then play either a simultaneous or sequential move game among themselves. In anticipating the outcome of the game, the principal must consider
how his choices will affect the choices made by the agents. Those choices are
assumed to be a Nash equilibrium in the second-stage game, and if there are
multiple Nash equilibria in that game, then the principal must predict which
equilibrium the agents will choose.
In Section 29.3 we shift from assuming contracting is centralized to also
considering decentralized contracting. Under centralized contracting, the principal contracts directly with both agents. On the other hand, with decentralized
contracting, the organization is hierarchical. The principal acts on behalf of the
owners, the first agent is a branch manager, and the second manager is a branch
worker. Only the latter two take productive actions. The principal offers the
branch manager a contract that specifies how the branch compensation pool will
be determined. The branch manager then offers the branch worker a contract
that species the worker's share of the branch compensation pool. To avoid the
subgame issues explored in Section 29.2, we assume in Section 29.3 that the
outcomes from the effort of the two agents are stochastically independent.
Section 29.3.1 establishes that decentralized contracting provides the same
result as centralized contracting if the agents do not have direct preferences with
respect to their actions. On the other hand. Section 29.3.2 demonstrates that
decentralized contracting is less efficient than centralized contracting if the
agents have direct effort preferences. These incentives create incentive risk.
The loss of efficiency occurs because the manager allocates the compensation
risk between the two agents, thereby reducing each agent's effort incentives.
Initially, we assume disaggregate performance measures are available for
both contracts. In Section 29.3.3 we assume only an aggregate performance
measure is available. Then, in Section 29.3.4, we assume the branch compensation pool must be based on an aggregate performance measure, whereas disaggregate information is available for contracting at the branch level. We
establish that centralized contracting is strictly preferred if it is based on disaggregate performance measures. However, decentralized contracting is pre-
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ferred to centralized contracting if the former permits the use of disaggregate
information in the worker's contract, whereas the latter limits it to aggregate
information.
An alternative interpretation of the centralized versus decentralized contracting analysis is to view it as a comparison of full- versus limited-commitment contracting.^ Under full-commitment contracting the principal fully
specifies the contract with each agent and the agents make binding commitments not to collude, i.e., not to make mutually agreeable changes in how their
aggregate compensation is allocated between them. Under limited commitment,
the "no reallocation" commitment is not enforceable. The changes they will
make in that setting will yield the same results as decentralized contracting.
In Section 29.4 we explore a multi-agent model similar to the model in
Demski and Sappington (1984). In this model, the agents have correlated precontract information and separate contractible outcomes. Section 29.4.1
provides first- and second-best benchmark contracts in which agent fs contract
depends only on his outcome. Section 29.4.2 then explores the benefits and problems associated with contracts that use messages and outcomes from both
agents in contracting with each agent. Two versions of the principal's problem
are considered. The first identifies the optimal contract given truthtelling constraints in which one agent is induced to tell the truth if he believes the other
agent is truthful. The second finds the optimal contract given truthtelling constraints in which telling the truth is a dominant strategy (i.e., preferred no matter
what the other agent says.
An important part of the analysis in Section 29.4.2 is the demonstration that
in settings with correlated information, the agents may be able to engage in
coordinated strategies that are beneficial to them, but detrimental to the principal. As demonstrated near the end of the section, the principal can use asymmetric contracts to mitigate the negative effects of coordinated agent strategies.

29.1 PARTNERSHIPS AMONG AGENTS
In this section we consider a partnership consisting of two agents.

29.1.1 Basic Partnership Model
The firm's aggregate gross outcome is represented hyxeX<^M. It is assumed
to be contractible, and any additional contractible performance measures are
represented hyyeY. The vector of actions taken by the agents is represented
by a = (^1,^2)? where a^ e A^ is agent fs action, / = 1,2, and the probability

This approach is discussed by Feltham and Hofmann (2005a).
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distribution function for the outcome and performance measures is 0{x,y\di).
Agent fs compensation function is c^x^y), and economic feasibility requires that
c^{x,y) + C2{x,y) < x for allj;. Observe that the latter allows the partners to throw
some of the outcome away (e.g., give it to charity).
The agents are risk and effort averse, and agent fs utility function is
u^{c^,a^, i = 1,2. In characterizing the efficient partnership contracts, we maximize a weighted sum of the agents' expected utility levels subject to two sets
of constraints. First, the agents' actions are not contractible and, hence, the
choice of actions and compensation for both agents are subject to incentive constraints. Second, the compensation payments must be economically feasible.
Hence, the partnership problem takes the following basic form.
Partnership Decision Problem:
maximize l^ U^{c^, a) + X2 ^2'(^2? ^)?

(29.1)

c, a

subject to

L^f(ci,a) > Ui{ciX^\^^2))^

^ ^1 ^^1?
(29.2)

^2^(c2,a) > U^ic^Xai.a^)). V a^ e A^,
Ci(x,y) + C2(x,y) < x,
where

V x e X, 3; e 7,

(29.3)

^,^(c„ ^) ^ f f u,\c fx,y), a) d0{x,y \ a).
X Y

First-best Contract
Assume that the agents' utility functions are additively separable, i.e., u^{Ci,a^
= Ui(c^) - Vi{a^, and consider the setting in which3; reveals a. In that case, c^x^y)
can be separated into a first-best risk sharing contract based on x, and a penalty
contract based on y. (Whether agent / pays his penalty to a third party - e.g.,
charity - or the other agent is immaterial here, since the penalty is merely a
threat that never has to be imposed.) Let Ci(x) and C2(x) = x - Ci(x) represent the
risk-sharing components of the contracts. Differentiating (29.1) with respect to
Ci(x) yields the following characterization of the efficient risk sharing contract:
u'(cAx))
Ai
—^ ^
= —.
u^{x-c^{x))
i^

(29.4)

This is, of course, equivalent to efficient risk-sharing condition (4.9), and the
other efficient risk-sharing results in Chapter 4 also apply here.
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For example, if both agents have logarithmic utility (with no fixed components), then (see Table 4.1)

^rw

X.

(29.5)

-X.

K ^ ^2

As in (4.18), we can express agent fs utility as a function of x and a{.
w^x.a^ = In

Vi(a^) = ln(x) + In
^1 ^ ^ 2

1.
V/(^/)

^1 ^ ^ 2

(29.6)

~ ln(x) - v,(a,).
From (29.6) we derive a partnership utility function
w^(x,a) = liWi(x,ai) + >l2^2(-^?^2)

(29.7)

~ (1^ + >l2)ln(x) - liVi(ai) - X2V2{a^.
Hence, the first-best actions can be characterized as

a* e argmax {X^ + X^) f ln(x) JcP(x| a) - X^v^{a^) - X2V2(a2). (29.8)

In subsequent discussions we assume the action space is convex, with^^ e [0,1],
and for most of the analysis we further assume the optimal action choices are
characterized by the first-order conditions. Consequently, a* is characterized by
X,dU,\cia)/da,

+ X2dU^(c;,a)/da, = 0,

i = 1,2.

(29.9)

With additively separable logarithmic utility this becomes
(X, + A2) rin(x) J0^.(x|a*) =X,v/(a,''X

i = 1,2.

(29.10)

29.1.2 Second-best Contract Based on Aggregate Outcome
We now consider the setting in whichx is the only contractible information, i.e.,
a is not contractible and Y = 0. Agent fs personal action choice is assumed to
be characterized by the following first-order condition:
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dU^{Ci,2i)ldai = 0,

i- 1,2.

Evaluation
(29.11)

Hence, with additively separable logarithmic utility functions, the first-best
sharing rule will induce partner / to select action a^ such that
|ln(x)J^„.(x|at) =v/(a;).

(29.11')

Compare the first-best and personal action choices implied by (29.10) and
(29.1 r ) . In the first-best case, it is recognized that while an action is personally
costly to one partner, the resulting outcome has value to both partners. However, in the personal-choice case, a partner chooses his action based only on the
value of the outcome to him, and his personal action cost. Hence, the effort
levels in the personal-choice case will be distinctly lower than in the first-best
case. We refer to this as the'Tree-rider" problem - each agent chooses to
provide less effort than would be beneficial to the partnership, even though they
would prefer to agree to have each provide more effort.
Independent Two-agent Hurdle Model
To illustrate the preceding comments we consider a two-agent hurdle model in
which each agent has two possible observable outcome levels, represented by
X^ = {x^^,x^^}, x^g > x^^. More specifically, the agents face two independent uncertain uniformly distributed hurdles h^ e [0,1 ], (p(h^) = 1, for / = 1,2, which, if
cleared, yield the good outcomes. Hence, the outcome probability for agent /
given a^ and h^ is

The agents do not directly observe their hurdles h^ either before or after the fact,
and the prior outcome probabilities are ^(x^^ | a) = a^, and ^(x^^ | a) = 1 - a^. We
assume that the possible outcomes are the same for the two agents, i.e., x^g = X2g
and Xi^ = X2h, so that there are three possible aggregate outcome levels, i.e., X =
{x^,x^,x^}, wherex^ = 2x^^, x ^ = x^^ + x^^, andx^ = 2x^^. The individual outcome
probabilities are assumed to be independent so that ^(x^|a) = (I - ai)(l - a^),
^(x^|a) = ^1(1 - a^) + (1 - ^1)^2? ^nd ^(x^|a) = a^a2. The agents are risk and
effort averse with additive preferences and compensation utility i/^c^) = In(c^),
for c^ > 0, and effort disutility v^{a^ = yaj{\ - a^, where 7 > 0 is a scaling
parameter.
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The agents (who are identical) are given equal weight, e.g., A^ = ^2 " 1Hence, the first-best sharing rule is c^{x) = Vix, and the first-best effort a* is
such that ai = ^2*, with a^* characterized by
2{(l-a;)[ln(x^) -ln(x,)] +a;[ln(x^) -ln(x^)]} = v/Ca,').

(29.12)

On the other hand, the actions a^ in the personal-choice setting are a Nash equilibrium in which al = al, with a} characterized by
(1 - aj)[ln(x^) - ln(x,)] + a/[ln(x^) - ln(x^)] = v/Ca/).

(29.13)

We illustrate these results with an example in which y = .2 and the possible outcomes are x^^ = 40, and x^^ = 20. In this case the first-best action is .466 while
the personal action choice is only .269. Of course, the reason is that with
personal choice, each partner only gets half the outcome while incurring the full
cost of their personal effort. As a consequence, while an agent's first-best
expected utility is 3.174 it drops to 3.132 if each agent implements his personal
action choice. (These amounts are summarized later in Table 29.1.)
Second-best Contract
A question arises as to whether the first-best risk sharing contract and the induced personal choice actions a^ constitute a second-best solution. In particular,
are the partners better off if they agree to "give away" some of their "low" outcomes (making them even lower) if the probability of these outcomes would be
significantly increased by exerting "low" effort?
Holmstrom (1982) explores this issue first in a setting in which there is
outcome certainty and then in a setting with uncertainty in which the "Mirrlees
condition" holds. Holmstrom demonstrates that the first-best result can be
achieved in the certainty setting, provided it is possible to commit to a penalty
on all agents (i.e., give some of the aggregate outcome away) if the outcome is
less than first-best.^ The key here is that individual agents are deterred from
shirking by ensuring that the decrease in their utility due to the reduced outcome
is greater than the reduction in their disutility for effort. That is, the penalty
threat removes the "free-rider" problem when there is individual choice.
A similar result can be achieved in the uncertainty setting if there is moving
support such that less than first-best effort has a positive probability of yielding
an aggregate outcome that has zero probability of occurring with first-best effort

^ Holmstrom (1982) initially assumes strict "budget balancing" (i.e., the agents' total compensation must equal the aggregate outcome), and demonstrates that, even under certainty, the firstbest cannot be achieved if this condition is imposed.
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(assuming the outcome can be reduced such that an agent's utility is very low).^
The Mirrlees Problem, which is discussed in Section 17.3.3, applies if there is
constant support. Holmstrom demonstrates that, given this condition, one can
obtain a result arbitrarily close to the first-best result by committing to a severe
penalty for outcomes that have a low probability of occurrence if every agent
exerts first-best effort, but for which the probability increases significantly if
any agent exerts less effort.
We assume that the conditions sufficient for implementing the first-best
result do not hold, and that is the case in our hurdle model. If a penalty 6 is
imposed on x^ in the basic hurdle model (with effort cost function v^a^ =
yaj{\ - a)), then the induced effort will increase for both agents. This has the
positive effect of increasing the probability of x^, but has the negative effect of
reducing the agents' compensation if x^ occurs (since they will now share x^ 5) and they will incur a higher disutility for effort. In our numerical examples,
the negative effects outweigh the positive effects, implying that it is not beneficial to introduce a penalty in this setting.
The situation potentially changes when we introduce a "setup cost" TC > 0
into the agent's disutility for effort, i.e., v^a^ =K + ya^/il - a^ if a^ e (0,1] and
0 if a^ = 0. The setup cost can be such that in the individual choice setting, with
efficient risk sharing, each agent chooses zero effort, even though they would
choose positive effort in the first-best setting. Introducing a penalty can then
induce individual choice of positive effort for which the benefits exceed the
costs. The second-best penalty S^ > 0, and second-best action a^ > 0 constitute
a Nash equilibrium if the following two conditions hold:
[1 - a ; ] [ l n ( x j - ln(x,-^t)] ^ a}[\n{x^) - ln(xj] = v;{a^\
[a}f\n{x^) + 2a}[\-an\<x^)
-K- ya}l{\-a})

+
> ajlnixj

(29.14a)

[\-a}f\<x,-d^)
+ [I - al]ln(x^-d^).

(29.14b)

Condition (29.14a) is the "local" incentive compatibility constraint corresponding to (29.11), while (29.14b) is the "global" incentive compatibility constraint stating that any individual partner does not prefer deviating to providing
zero effort (and, thus, save the setup cost as well as the variable effort cost).
To illustrate this setting again let y = .2, x^g = 40, and x^^ = 20, and assume
the setup cost is TC = .05. The first-best action is the same as with no setup cost,
i.e., aj = .466, but each partner's first-best expected utility is reduced by the
setup cost, i.e., U^(^*) = 3.124 (which is higher than the expected utility with

^ See Section 18.2 for a formal discussion of the role of moving support in permitting the implementation of first-best in a single agent problem. The approach is similar here.
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zero effort for both partners, ^^(0) = 2.996). If there is no penalty, i.e., ^ = 0,
then there is no action a > 0 that satisfies both (29.14a) and (29.14b), implying
that a = 0 is the only Nash equilibrium in the individual-choice setting with d
= 0. However, allowing S to be positive, the second-best solution satisfying
(29.14) is ^^ = 4.725, and aj = .333 with second-best expected utility ^,(a^^^)
= 3.048. Of course, the expected utility is lower than first-best, but still higher
than with zero effort.
The so-called "budget-breaking mechanism" assumes that the two partners
commit to give away some of the low outcome and, ex ante, this is an efficient
thing to do in the individual choice setting to ensure that each partner provides
positive effort. However, both partners have an incentive to renege on that commitment ex post and, thus, there is a question whether the commitment can be
enforced. If the partners anticipate that the commitment cannot be imposed,
then we are back in the inefficient solution in which no partner provides any
effort. In Section 29.1.4 we introduce a third party, called a general partner or
principal, who effectively works as a "budget-breaking mechanism" in the sense
that the agents' aggregate compensation does not have to be equal to or less than
the aggregate outcome.

29.1.3 Second-best Contract Based on Disaggregate,
Independent Outcomes
An obvious way to reduce the incentive problems that occur with second-best
contracts based on the aggregate outcome is to obtain additional performance
measures. Partner-specific measures, such as partner-specific outcomes are likely to be particularly useful. If these measures are used, then the sharing rule
serves to provide incentives for influencing the partners' individual action
choices, as well as to share risk.
We assume the two agents generate independent outcomes, x^ e X^ and the
outcome sets are finite. Hence, ^(x^ | a^) is the probability of outcome x^, and
(p(xi,X21 a) = (p(xi I a^(p{x2 \ a^). The performance measure consists of the two outcomes, i.e., y = (xi,X2). Since x = x^ + X2, the aggregate outcome is now redundant, and we can express the sharing rules solely in terms of 3;, c^(y). The optimal sharing rules and actions are solutions to the partnership decision problem
in (29.1) - (29.3). We assume the incentive compatibility constraints (29.2) can
be characterized by the following first-order conditions:
dU,\c,,ii)/da, = 0,

i = 1,2.

(29.15)

Under these conditions, the optimal sharing rules for implementing a given
action pair a can be determined by differentiating the Lagrangian by c^(y), which
yields
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ul{c,{y))

2,+//,L,(^,|a,),

i = \,2,yyeY,

(29.16)

where //^ is the incentive constraint multipHer for agent /, ^{y) is the economic
feasibiHty multipHer for each pair of outcomes j ; , and the likelihood ratio is

(pfx.\a)
Assuming ^{y) > 0 for allj; (i.e., the partners do not give any outcome away),
it follows from (29.16) that
2V 2W7 ^ _i

m

IV II V ^

yyeY.

(29.17)

Observe that (29.17) and c^{y) + C2(y) = x imply that if the partners are identical
(i.e., same preferences, same beliefs, and same induced actions, with^i = X2 ^^^
jdi = JU2), then the two partners each receive half of the aggregate outcome if
they have the same outcomes, i.e., Ci(xi,X2) = C2(xi,X2) = Vix if x^ = X2^ Furthermore, (29.17) implies that the partner with the outcome with the highest likelihood ratio receives the highest share of the aggregate outcome, i.e., c^{x^,x^ >
c^ix^.x^ if Zi(xi I a^ > L^ix^ \ a^.
To illustrate this result, we again consider our basic hurdle model in which
x^^ = 40, x^^ = 20, 7 = .20, and K = 0. The likelihood ratios are
Z,(x,g I a,) = 1 ,
a.

Z,(x„ I a,) = - — ^ .
1 - a.

(29.18)

Table 29.1 summarizes the contracts and results for the first-best case, the
second-best case with contracting on aggregate outcome, and the second-best
case with contracting on the disaggregate outcomes. This table also includes
contracts which include a general partner, who is introduced in Section 29.1.4.
The relevant rows in this section are those in which the general partner is
designated as "none".
Not surprisingly, the disaggregate outcome contract is preferred to the
second-best aggregate outcome contract, but is not as desirable as first-best.

^ Note that this may not hold for A^ ^ ^2- ^^ that setting, the share of the aggregate outcome may
depend on x, i.e., the efficient linear risk sharing contract (with HARA-utility) may not apply
even for identical outcomes for the two partners.
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The key to the first relation is that instead of merely receiving x^ = /4(40 + 20)
= 30 if there is a good and a bad outcome, greater effort can be induced by
paying a partner more than 30 if he has a good outcome when the other partner
has a bad outcome, but paying him less than 30 if the outcomes are reversed.
That is, in order to mitigate the free-rider problem, the two agents effectively
make a "bet" in which agent 2 makes a "side-payment" of 5.507 to agent 1 if
good/bad occurs, with the reverse if bad/good occurs.
Panel A: First-best contracts
*

u:

general partner

"^iff

<^1M

Cli

none

40

30

20

0.466

3.174

risk neutral

29.194

29.194

29.194

0.46

3.204

risk averse

39.475

29.931

20.386

0.466

3.175

Panel B: Second-best contracts with aggregate outcome
general partner

•^1//

^IM

ClL

a/

none

40

30

20

0.269

^;
3.132

risk neutral

42.653

30.684

18.716

0.326

3.138

risk averse

40.38

30.223

19.712

0.283

3.133

Panel C: Second-best contracts with disaggregate outcomes
general partner

•^igg

^igb

^ibg

none

40

35.507

24.493

20

0.392

^'
3.158

risk neutral

36.563

36.563

22.033

22.033

0.372

3.162

risk averse

39.759

35.57

24.285

20.17

0.392

3.159

^Ibb

a^

Table 29.1: Optimal partnership contracts in the basic hurdle model
with independent outcomes.

29.1.4 Second-best Contract with a General Partner
The partners face two issues in their partnership: the sharing of risk and the
inducement of effort. Due to the economic feasibility requirements, they cannot
pay each other a bonus for two good outcomes. The only option they have for
increasing individual incentives is to commit to penalize each other if they both
receive bad outcomes. However, as discussed above, such penalties may not be
efficient.
Of course, if they can contract with a general partner (who does not contribute to the firm's outcome), then they can mitigate both the risk sharing and
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incentive issues. The former is mitigated merely by introducing a third party
with whom to share risks. This effect is seen most clearly if we compare the
first-best result with and without a risk-neutral general partner. Without the
general partner, the risk-averse agents must share the outcome risk, but they will
avoid all of that risk if they contract with a risk-neutral general partner (and they
can credibly commit to a specific action).
Interestingly, in the second-best setting, introducing a general partner can
result in either a decrease or an increase in induced effort. The risk borne by the
original partners, whom we now refer to as agents, will induce their second-best
level of effort. If the risk-sharing benefit dominates, then introducing a general
partner will reduce the agents' risk and reduce their induced effort. On the other
hand, there is a "free-rider problem" in that when an agent chooses his action,
he only considers the expected utility of his share of the outcome relative to his
disutility for effort. This can be mitigated by imposing more incentive risk
through giving the agents more than their outcome for good outcomes and less
than their outcome for bad outcomes.
We provide a general formulation of the partnership problem and then
illustrate the mitigation of the free-rider problem in the hurdle model. Introducing the general partner into partnership problem (29.1)-(29.3) is relatively
straightforward (if the subgame issues discussed in the next section do not
arise). The general partner is effectively a principal, so we represent his preferences with a utility function if{7r), where TT = x - c^ - C2 is the general
partner's return from the firm. Consequently, his expected utility, given return
function n{x,y) = x - [c^{x,y) + C2{x,y)\ is
UP{c,di) ^ f f u^ix-

[c^(x,y) +

c^(x,y)])d0(x,y\a).

X Y

Let U^ represent the general partner's expected utility if he does not join the
agents' partnership. We then modify the partnership problem by replacing the
economic feasibility requirement (29.3) with a general partner participation
constraint,
UP{c,2i)> U^.

(29.30

Contracting on Aggregate Outcome
First consider the setting in which only the aggregate outcome x is contractible,
and X is a finite set for which (p{x \ a) is the probability of outcome x given
actions a. Assume that agent fs utility function is additively separable and incentive constraint (29.2) can be represented by the first-order condition (29.11).
It then follows that differentiating the Lagrangian by c^x) yields
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uP'{7t{x)) _ A , + / / , A ( ^ | a )
u-icfx))

i = h2,

XP

,
L,(x\a) ^ ^
(p(x I a)

where

(29.19)

(29.20)

and 1^ is the multiplier on the principal's participation constraint (29.3'). Condition (29.19) then implies
^^

=

^

^ '

, Vj; e 7.

(29.21)

Not surprisingly, i(1^2\) implies that if the agents are identical, then for every
aggregate outcome level x, they receive equal compensation. There is no basis
for distinguishing one agent from the other, so they share the incentive risk
equally. However, unlike the setting in which the agents are the only partners,
identical agents do not receive /4x. For example, if the agents are identical, w]th
X^ = ^2, ^1 = ^2? ^iid u^(c^) = In(c^), and the general partner is risk neutral with U^
= 0, then (29.19) implies that an agent's compensation depends on the likelihood of X and not its dollar amount, i.e.,
clx)= ' ^^ ''
XP

\

(29.22)

That is, the agent bears only incentive risk.
Of course, if the principal is risk averse, then the agent continues to share
in the outcome risk as well as bearing incentive risk. For example, assume the
principal has initial wealth w, with i/^(7r) = ln(w + n) and U^ = ln(w), then
c^(x) =

^ ^

^ '

(w + X - C2(x)),

(29.23)

F +1^ + //jZj(x|a)

with a similar expression for C2(x). Effectively, the general partner adds his
wealth to the outcome to be shared and then each agent receives a share that
reflects his multipliers^ (as in Table 4.1) plus an adjustment for the likelihood
of the outcome. Expression (29.23) depicts the first agent and the general partner as sharing the outcome risk minus the second agent's compensation.
Now return to our hurdle model. The likelihood ratios for the three aggregate outcomes are
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A-fe|a) = —, A<XM|a) = —-^
^—
^ ,
a.
a^{\-a^ + {X-a^a^

A-fe|a)

1 ~ ^/

Table 29.1 reports the results for the basic hurdle model with no general partner,
a risk-neutral general partner, and a risk-averse general partner (with w = e, so
that ln(w) = 1).
The first-best effort and utility increase with the addition of a general partner, reflecting a pure risk-sharing benefit, which is greatest if the general partner
is risk neutral. In the second-best setting with contracting based on the aggregate outcome, we observe that introducing a risk-neutral general partner results
in more risk being imposed on the agents (compensation for two good outcomes
increases from 40.000 to 42.653, while the compensation for two bad outcomes
decreases from 20.000 to 18.716), thereby inducing increased effort, which is
beneficial in this setting. As illustrated in Table 29.1, the changes are qualitatively similar, but less dramatic if the general partner is risk averse.
Contracting on Disaggregate Outcome
We consider agent contracting on the disaggregate outcomes in Section 29.1.3.
Adding a general partner to that setting has an interesting effect. First observe
that (29.16) is replaced with an expression similar to (29.19):

u-jniy)) _J^^f^M^^a)^
u;{c.{y))

/ = 1,2,

(29.24)

XP

which implies that (29.17) holds. The latter implies that identical agents receive
identical compensation if their outcomes have the same likelihood ratio.
Furthermore, if the general partner is risk neutral, then u^^n) = 1 and
(29.24) implies that c^fy) varies only with x^, i.e., it is independent of the other
agent's outcome, so that it can be expressed as c^(x^). One can view this setting
as equivalent to one in which the agents sign separate partnership contracts with
the risk-neutral general partner. The first agent's contract is illustrated in Table
29.1. Interestingly, the introduction of a risk neutral partner reduces the induced
effort from 0.392 to 0.372, but increases the agent's expected utility from 3.158
to 3.162. That is, without the general partner, the outcome risk induces more
effort than if the outcome risk can be shared.
As illustrated in Table 29.1, the effect on the agents' actions and their
expected utility is similar, but less pronounced, if the general partner is risk
averse. More notable is the fact that with a risk-averse general partner, the compensation of the first agent now varies with the outcome of the second agent.
This is implied by (29.24). To see this, assume u^(7r) = ln(w + TT) and u^{c^,a^
= In(c^) - v^^/), / = 1,2. In this setting, (29.24) is
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_ A. + //.Z.(x.|a.)

cfy)

i- 1,2,

(29.25)

which implies
c,(y) =

X. + ju^LAx. \a.)

'

' ' " '

(w + X, + X2 - c,(x)),

(29.26)

which is very similar to (29.23). Here we can interpret the first agent's compensation as a share of the general partner's wealth plus the agent's gross outcome
and the net outcome from the second agent. The agent's share varies only with
the likelihood of his outcome.

29.2 BASIC PRINCIPAL/MULTI-AGENT MODEL
The preceding analysis began with a partnership between two agents and then
considered the value of adding a general partner who could absorb some of the
outcome risk. The general partner is effectively a principal, and we now assume
a risk-neutral principal offers the contracts to the agents. As discussed in Chapter 18, varying who offers the contract does not change the fundamental characteristics of the optimal contract, but assuming it is a risk-neutral principal who
offers has three advantages. First, this assumption is common in the principalagent literature. Second, this perspective facilitates consideration of a model in
which the principal receives the outcome x e Xwhich may not be contractible.
More specifically, the contractible performance measures are represented by j ;
e 7, and y may not include x. Third, risk-sharing issues are set aside and the
principal/multi-agent perspective facilitates discussion of incentive issues, including issues that arise in the agents' post-contract acceptance subgame. We
ignored the subgame issues in the preceding section, but they can arise there as
well.

29.2.1 The PrincipaPs Problem
The vector of actions taken by the agents is again represented by a = (^1,^2)?
where a^ e A^ is agent fs action, / = 1,2, and the probability distribution function for the outcome and performance measures is <P(x,y \ a). Agent fs compensation function is c^(y) and the risk-neutral principal's net payoff is TT = x - c^ C2. The agents are strictly risk and effort averse, with preferences represented
by ul'{c^,a), which we assume to be additively se_parable, i.e., ul'{c^,a) = u^(c^)
- Vi{a), i = 1,2. Agent fs reservation utility is U.,i = 1,2.
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We can interpret the principal and agents as playing a sequential game in
which the principal acts as a Stackleberg leader by offering contracts to the two
agents. The agents then decide whether to participate. If they accept the contracts, they participate in a simultaneous play subgame in which they choose
and implement their actions. Finally, the principal receives the firm's outcome
and pays the agents in accordance with the accepted contracts, based on the
reported performance measures. In formulating the principal's problem it is
straightforward to specify the objective function and agents' participation constraints. However, the incentive compatibility constraints in the agents' subgame are more subtle. The following provides a succinct statement of the problem.
Principars Decision Problem:
maximize
c, a

subjectto

UP{C, a) = H {x-c^{y)- c^{y)) d0(x,y\ a),

(29.27)

'^ '^
Y X

^,^(c,a) - I ^/,V.(y),a.) J0(y|a) > U.,

i = 1,2,

(29.28)

Y

Incentive compatibility constraints:

(29.29)

^i^(ci,a) > U^\cUd^,a2)),

V d^ eA^,

^/(C2,a) > ^^(02,(^1,^2)),

V d^ eA^,

There does not exist any other action pair a such that:

^i^(ci,a) > U^\c^Xa^.a^)\
U2XC2, a) > U2XC2,(d^,d^)),

V d^ e A^,
V ^2 e A^.

The first two incentive compatibility constraints ensure that neither agent will
prefer to select a different action if they think the other agent will select the
action specified by the principal, i.e., the specified actions constitute a Nash
equilibrium in the second-stage subgame played by the two agents. In some settings, that may be all that is required. However, the principal must also be certain that there does not exist another Nash equilibrium in the agents' subgame
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which both agents prefer. Observe that this specification presumes that an agent
will not "defect" from an equilibrium if he is no better off, i.e., he puts the
principal's welfare ahead of the welfare of the other agent. Unfortunately, the
complexity of the incentive compatibility constraints often makes it difficult to
characterize the optimal contract.
The above formulation assumes that the agents can make a binding commitment to the principal that they will not make a mutually agreeable side-contract
to reallocate their aggregate compensation, i.e., they cannot collude with respect
to how they will share their aggregate compensation.^ Furthermore, the above
formulation assumes the principal cannot introduce messages, which effectively
expands the agents' action choices and the information upon which the contract
can be based. We later briefly explore this variation in the model.

29.2.2 Independent Performance Measures
The simplest multi-agent setting is one in which the performance measures are
independently distributed, i.e., cP(y|a) = 0{y^\a^0{y2\a2), where j;^ is the
performance measure reported for agent /, / = 1,2. The set of possible reports
Y^ is assumed to be finite, so that (piy^ \ a^ is the probability of report;;^. Furthermore, we again assume the action space is convex (with A^ = [0,1 ]), and the
basic incentive compatibility constraints can be characterized by the following
first-order condition
dUXCi,2i)lda, = 0,

i- 1,2,

(29.30)

which is essentially the same as (29.15).
Under these conditions, the optimal compensation contract for implementing a given action pair a can be characterized by differentiating the Lagrangian
by c^(y), which yields
^

uXciy))

A,+//,A.(y,|a,),

/ = 1,2,

(29.31)

where X^ and //^ are the participation and incentive constraint multipliers for
agent /,^ and

^ Section 29.3 considers decentralized contracting. It is essentially equivalent to centralized contracting with collusion by the agents. Also see Chapter 30 for a discussion of collusion between
a productive agent and a monitor.
^ Observe that (29.31) is very similar to (29.19), but with if'^l and/l^ is exogenously set equal
to one. The former follows from the assumption of principal risk neutrality, and the latter occurs
(continued...)
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Condition (29.31) implies that, as in the partnership setting, the optimal contract
for agent / depends only on the report for that agent - it is independent of the
report for the other agent. That is, the optimal contract is the same as would be
offered to a single agent - there are no multi-agent effects. Hence, all the
single-agent results derived in earlier chapters apply here.

29.2.3 Contracting with Agents with Correlated Outcomes
In Chapter 18 we examined the use of multiple performance measures, including
measures that are not influenced by the agent's actions, such as the performance
of other firms in the same industry. The latter type of performance measure has
no value if it is the only performance measure. However, such a performance
measure can be valuable if it supplements a performance measure (such as the
outcome) that is infiuenced by the agent's action and the noise in the two measures are correlated. For example, using the performance of other firms in the
industry as a relative performance measure is valuable if some of the uncertain
factors affecting the principal's and competitors' outcomes are the same.
Implicitly, our analysis in Chapter 18 assumes that the characteristics of the
relative performance measure are not influenced by the agent's contract and
actions. That may be a reasonable assumption if the relative performance measure is based on reports from other flrms. However, the assumption may not
hold if the principal contracts with two agents and uses both reports in compensating each agent. An obvious problem arises if the two agents explicitly or
implicitly collude. To understand the general nature of this threat, consider a
two-agent setting in which the performance measures for the two agents are
positively correlated (they are influenced by similar uncontrollable events).
Further assume that if the principal believes there will be no collusion, then (see
Proposition 18.13) this results in a compensation contract in which one agent's
compensation increases with his reported performance, but decreases with the
other agent's report. That is, an agent is paid higher compensation for good
reports in "bad times" than in "good times," where the report of the other agent
is evidence with respect to whether it is "bad" or "good" times. The key issue
is that such a contract may create incentives for the agents to collude and put in
minimal effort - they will both have bad reports but will not be penalized

^ (...continued)
since t/(;r,a) is now in the objective function. Conversely, agent /'s multiplier X^ has changed
from being exogenously specified in the objective function to being endogenously associated with
agent /'s participation constraint.
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because it will appear as if the two bad reports are merely due to "bad times."
Hence, the identification of an optimal contract is a complex issue when there
is potential collusion.
Demski and Sappington (1984) (DS84) provide an insightful analysis of a
setting of this latter type. Rather than examining a "standard" two-agent problem, they consider a setting in which each agent has pre-contract information,
and their pre-contract information is correlated. We illustrate most of the key
insights from their analysis using our hurdle model, with no pre-contract information.

29.2.4 Two-agent Model with Perfectly Correlated Hurdles
We again consider a two-agent hurdle model and assume the performance measures consist of the disaggregate output measures, i.e., j;^ = x^ e J^ = {^ig^^w} ^^d
X = Xi + X2. However, unlike the model in Section 29.1 A, we now assume the
heights of the two hurdles are perfectly correlated. More specifically, the agents
face a common, uncertain uniformly distributed hurdle h e [0,1], (p{h) = 1,
which, if cleared, yields the good outcome. Hence, the outcome probability for
agent / given a^ and h is

f

l

if a. > /z,

0
if a.<h.
The principal and agents do not directly observe /z, either before or after the fact,
and the prior outcome probability is ^(x^^| a^) = a^. Hence, the likelihood ratios
for agent fs two possible outcomes are the same as in (29.18), and the optimal
contract based solely on the agent's own outcomes is characterized in (29.22)
and illustrated by the risk-neutral general partner case in Panel C of Table 29.1.
This is the second-best result given independent contracting. However, with
correlated hurdles the principal may be better off if he offers contracts in which
the compensation of one or both of the agents is a function of both agents' outcomes.
A First-best Relative Performance Contract
To explore this issue, assume that the principal and agent 1 conjecture that agent
2 will implement action d^. This implies that the joint distribution for the two
agents' outcomes given action a^ is
(p{xig,X2g\ai,d2) = minimi,^2),
(p(xii^,X2g\ai,d2) = max{0,a2 - (2i},

(p{xi^,X2}j\ai,d2) = 1 -max{ai,a2},
(p(xig,X2b\ai,d2) = max{0,ai - ^2).
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Observe that if both agents are induced to take the same actions, then the probabilities in the second row are both zero. This fact raises a question as to
whether the principal can achieve the first-best result by paying the first-best
wage (for the first-best action a*) if the agents have identical outcomes and
severely penalizing an agent if he obtains a bad outcome when the other agent
obtains a good outcome, i.e.,
Cigg = Citt = c- ^ exp[ ^ + ya^liX - a,*)],

/ = 1,2,
(29.32)

with some appropriate specification of c^^^ and C2bgObserve that, with identical agents, if both select the first-best effort level,
then they both receive the first-best wage with certainty. An agent will be punished (with a sufficiently small compensation £ > 0) if he selects a lower effort
level and obtains a bad outcome when the other agent receives a good outcome.
This threat is sufficient to deter either agent from unilaterally selecting less than
the first-best effort level if the difference in expected utility, i.e.,
{[ 1 - a; + a,] ln(c;) + [a; - a,] ln(c*) - ya,/(l - a^)} - U.
(29.33)
= ya^liX - a^) - yaj{\ - a^) - [a^ - a,] {ln(c;) - ln(c*)},
is negative for all a^ e [0,a^*]. This condition is clearly satisfied if c* is chosen
sufficiently close to zero (and, therefore, ln(c*) is sufficiently negative). Of
course, to ensure that the first two incentive constraints in (29.29) are satisfied,
we must also ensure that agent / will not unilaterally put in more effort than a^*.
This is ensured for the first agent if
(a^ - ^1*) {ln(ci^^) - ln(c;)} - ya,/(l - a^ + ya^'/(l - a^) < 0,
y a,e[a;M

(29.34)

Since the left-hand side of (29.34) is a concave function of a^, differentiating
with respect to a^ and evaluating it at a^ = a* establishes that (29.34) holds if
ln(c,^,) - ln(c;) < v/(a;) = Kl " «!*)"',

(29.35)

i.e., the maximum marginal increase in expected utility from putting in slightly
more effort is equal to the marginal disutility of effort, v/(a*). The "off-equilibrium" compensation c^^^ is not particularly significant here, but it is significant when we consider subgame issues.
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Examining the Subgame
The preceding analysis establishes that the agents' first-best actions constitute
a Nash equilibrium in the agents' subgame. Now the question is whether there
is another Nash equilibrium that would be preferred by the two agents. The obvious alternative to consider is an agreement between the two agents to both
provide zero effort. With perfect correlation, the outcomes will be either both
good or both bad. Hence, while the probability of two bad outcomes is now
increased to one and the probability of two good outcomes is reduced to zero,
the agents receive, nevertheless, the first-best wage with certainty. Since zero
effort is much less costly than first-best effort, it is obvious that both agents will
be strictly better off if they both provide zero effort instead of first-best effort.
The question remaining is whether zero effort by both agents is a Nash
equilibrium, i.e., will either agent defect from their agreement to provide zero
effort? Consider agent 1. He will defect from the zero effort agreement with
the second agent if there exists an effort level a^ e (0,1 ] such that
a, {ln(c,,,) - ln(c;)} - ya,l{\ - a,) > 0.

(29.36)

Since the left-hand side of (29.36) is a concave function of a^, differentiating
with respect to a^ and evaluating at a^ = 0 establishes that (29.36) holds if
ln(c,^,)-ln(c;)>v/(0)=y,

(29.37)

i.e., the marginal increase in expected utility is higher than the marginal disutility of effort at zero effort. Obviously, there exists a compensation level c^^^
such that both (29.34) and (29.36) are satisfied. This implies that there exists a
first-best contract, with off-equilibrium compensation c^y^, fory ^ k, for which
the first-best effort levels are a Nash equilibrium in the agents' subgame, while
the zero effort levels are not.
Applying the same argument to other pairs of equal effort levels between
zero and a^* establishes that if c^^^ is chosen such that (29.34) holds as an equality, then there is no other Nash equilibrium in the agents' subgame that is preferred by both agents. Consequently, there is no "subgame problem" for the
principal if he carefully chooses the off-equilibrium compensation.
Again consider the basic hurdle model in which x^^ = 40, x^^ =_20, and v^^,)
= ya^/il - a) with y = .2. Assume agent fs reservation utility is U. = 0. In this
case, the first-best effort and wage are a* = .8345 and c* = 2.7405. The firstbest result is a Nash equilibrium if c^^^ = c^^^ = c^* = 2.7405 and c^^^ = C2^^ =
.00001, and the subgame problem is avoided by letting
c,,t = C2,, = exp[ln(c;) + Kl " « ; ) ' ] = 4,048.5.
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Interestingly, to avoid inducing the agents to collusively select less than the
first-best effort, they must be offered a very large bonus for obtaining a good
outcome when the other agent obtains a bad outcome.
Subgame Problem Induced by a Setup Cost
The lack of a subgame problem in the basic hurdle model (with perfectly correlated hurdles) is attributable to the fact that the marginal disutility of effort is
increasing in the effort level. Hence, setting c^^^ at the maximum amount, for
which the first-best action is a Nash equilibrium, is sufficient to induce defection from any Nash equilibrium consisting of a pair of smaller effort levels.
However, introducing a non-convexity into the disutility function can result in
a subgame problem.
For example, assume agent fs disutility function has a setup cost of TC, and
assume the first-best effort a^ is strictly positive, so that the first-best wage is
c^ = Qxp[U. + K + ya^ l{\ -ai)\

i = 1,2.

As in the basic model, the first-best effort levels constitute a Nash equilibrium
in the agents' subgame if the contract is such that

Cibg = C2gb = c\

(29.38)
c^g^ = C2bg = exp[ln(c;) + v/(a,')l

with £ sufficiently close to zero.
In the subgame created by the preceding contract, the agents again prefer
to jointly choose zero effort instead of first-best effort. However, with a sufficiently large setup cost, the zero effort levels now constitute a Nash equilibrium.
More specifically, the following condition is sufficient for the first agent not to
defect from the zero effort agreement with the second agent:
K>a,{ln(c,g,) - ln(c;)} - v ^ l

^ a,e (0,1].

(29.39)

Substituting for c^^^ from (29.38) establishes that (29.39) holds if
K > a,v;{al) - v,{a,\

y a, E (0,1 ].

(29.40)

Observe that, given the convexity of Vi(ai), the right-hand side of (29.40) is
maximized at a^ = a*. Hence, the zero effort agreement is a Nash equilibrium
(and the first-best result cannot be implemented using relative performance
measures) if
K> a^vlia^) -v,(a^).

(29Al)
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For example, if TC = 2, the first-best action and compensation are a^ = .6677 and
c* = 11.0434. Consequently,
^i^ii^i)

~ ^li^i) " .8073 <7c = 2,

which implies the principal has a subgame problem, since the zero effort agreement between the two agents is a Nash equilibrium.
Differential Contracts
What can the principal do in this setting? The simplest approach is to use individual contracts in which agent f s contract depends only on x^. However, it
is possible to achieve a better result by using contracts that make partial use of
the relative performance information and avoid the subgame problem. For
example, one approach, similar to the one suggested by DS84, is to use an
individual contract with one agent and a relative performance contract with the
other.
The following provides a formulation of the two-agent hurdle model problem in which an individual contract C2 =feg?<^2Z7)is used for the second agent
and a relative performance contract c^ = (ci^^,Ci^^,Ci^^,Ci^^) is used for the first
agent. We assume both agents are induced to provide the same level of effort,
denoted a. The first agent can be induced to provide a at the "first-best" wage
for that action if his outcome matches the second agent's action, and Q if it is
less. More specifically, for_a given action a e (0,1 ], the first agent's contract
is Cigg = c^jjjj = Ci(a) = exp[U^ + K + yal{\ - a)], c^^^ = c*, andc^^^ arbitrarily set
equal to c^^^.
Given this structure, the principal's decision problem is (assuming there is
an interior solution for which a e (0,1))
maximize

[x^g + X2g - C2g]a + [x^^ + X2t - ^2^(1 - a)
- e x p [ ^ + K + ya/(l - a)],

subject to

ln(c2g)a + ln(c2^)(l - a) - K - yal{\ - a) > U^,
\n{c2g)-\n{c2,)-yl{\-a)\
ln(c2^)<

^,

where the second constraint is the "local" incentive compatibility constraint, and
the third constraint ensures that the second agent does not provide zero effort
(and, thus, does not incur the setup cost K).
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The optimal interior contract based on our basic example with a setup cost
of 7c = 2 is shown in Table 29.2. The principal's expected payoff decreased to
40.5741 from the first-best payoff of 44.6205, even though the induced effort
has increased to .7597 as opposed to the first-best effort level of .6677.
More effort is induced with the differential contract due to the setup cost of
effort. The second incentive constraint (the third constraint in the principal's
problem) ensures that the second agent will not choose zero effort and thereby
avoid the setup cost. This constraint is binding, implying Jhat if only local
shirking was of concern, then C2^ would be set less than U^ and less effort
would be induced. However, the marginal costof inducing more effort is
reduced given that C2^ is restricted to be equal to U^.
V^lg^^lg)

V^lb^^lg)

{X\g,X2b)

(XjjjXjj)

^\jk

13.9079

c

13.9079

13.9079

^2jk

31.9736

31.9736

1

1

1

Table 29.2: Optimal interior two-agent contract with individual contracting for agent 2 (a = .7597 and If = 40.5741).
Inducing more than First-best Effort
The preceding analysis demonstrates that it is possible for the principal to deal
with the "subgame problem" by using limited relative performance evaluation
(as suggested by the DS84 analysis). On the other hand, it is so costly to the
principal since he must compensate the second agent for his incentive risk.
The proposed use of a differential contract stemmed from the fact that while
contracts could be offered for which the first-best actions and results are a Nash
equilibrium in the agents' subgame, the setup cost K resulted in zero effort being
a preferred Nash equilibrium in their subgame. An alternative approach is to
use the first type of contract, but to motivate more than the first-best level of
effort. If that effort level is sufficiently high, zero effort will not be a Nash
equilibrium in the agents' subgame.
Recall that zero effort is a preferred Nash equilibrium in the agent's subgame for the "first-best" contract if condition (29.41) holds. The right-hand side
of (29.41) is increasing in a^. Hence, there exists an action a^ > a such that
K = a^v{(ai^) - Vi(a^).
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Now consider the following contract (in which a^ is slightly greater than a^y
Cigg = Citt = C/VX
Cibg = C2gb = £%

^ = 1,2,

(29.42)
c^gb = C2bg = exp[ln(c;(a^)) + v/(a^)].

Using the same arguments as in the first-best case, it follows that both agents
providing a^ is a Nash equilibrium in the agent's subgame. Furthermore, both
agents providing zero effort is not a Nash equilibrium in the agent's subgame.
Clearly, even though the agents are paid the first-best wage for the induced
action, i.e., c*(a^), the net payoff to the principal is less than in the first-best case
because "too much" costly effort is provided.
In our example, with K = 2,a^ = .7597, which significantly exceeds the firstbest effort level a* = .6677 and is approximately equal to the optimal effort
using the differentiated contract. Obviously, the payment of c*(a^) to implement
a^ (close to a^) is more beneficial to the principal than the differentiated contracts, since the second agent must be paid a risk premium in the differentiated
contract case. The principal's payoff from the first-best contract is 44.6205,
from implementing a^ paying c*(a^) it is 42.5741, and the optimal differentiated
contract yields 40.5741.
The preceding analysis demonstrates that in contracting with multiple
agents, "subgame problems" may or may not exist and, if they do exist, then
there are several ways for the principal to adjust the contracts such that there is
no "subgame problem." Independent contracting with both agents and independent contracting with one agent and a relative performance evaluation contract with the other agent always does the job, but as illustrated by our hurdle
model example there may be cheaper ways of dealing with a subgame problem.

29.3 HIERARCHICAL AGENCIES WITH
DECENTRALIZED CONTRACTING
The preceding analysis and much of the remaining analysis in Chapters 29 and
30 assume the principal (representing the owners of the firm) directly specifies
the contracts offered to all agents. We now briefly consider settings in which
there is a principal and two levels of agents. The principal contracts directly
with the first agent, who subsequently contracts with the second agent. This is
representative of a decentralized firm in which the principal is the CEO (acting

^ The induced level of effort must be strictly higher than a/, such that the maximum "utility
bonus" gives the agents strict incentives to unilaterally deviate from a collusion with zero effort
for both agents.
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on behalf of the firm's owners), the first agent is a branch manager, and the
second agent is a worker at the branch. Alternatively, our model can be viewed
as representative of a decentralized partnership in which the principal is the
senior head office partner (representing all other partners), the first agent is the
managing partner of a local office, and the second agent is a junior partner in the
local office. We assume the CEO or senior partner have no direct contact with
the worker or junior partner and have no direct control or knowledge of the
worker's or junior partner's contract that is implemented.^
The gross payoff to the principal from the branch's operations is represented
by X. The principal does not take any actions that directly affect the branch's
payoff. However, the actions of the branch manager and his worker, denoted
a^ and ^2, respectively, with a = {a^.a^, do influence the branch's gross payoff,
as represented by the distribution function 0{x \ a). The contractible information
available to the principal and the branch manager is y^, and total branch compensation pool is ^(yi). The information available for contracting between the
branch manager and his worker is y2 and the compensation paid to the worker
is C2(y2). Hence, the principal's net share of the branch's gross payoff is Co(x,yi)
= X - s(y^ and the branch manager's net consumption is Ci{yi,y^ = s(yi) Note that, given the branch compensation pool function s('), decentralized
contracting between the branch manager and his worker is similar to the partnership settings examined in Sections 29.1.2 and 29.1.3 without a general partner.
The branch manager offers his worker a contract that both shares the risk in the
branch compensation pool and provides the manager and worker with effort
incentives. Hence, decentralized contracting induces a free-rider problem due
to the budget-balancing constraint Ci(yi,y2) + C2(y2) = -^Cyi)- Interestingly, we
can view decentralized contracting as the "flip-side" of introducing a general
partner. The key difference is that in the hierarchy, the principal can endogenously choose the total branch compensation pool to mitigate the free-rider
problem (instead of being limited to sharing the gross payoff x).

29.3.1 Efficient Contract Delegation
The simplest case to consider is a geographically disbursed partnership similar
to that examined in Chapter 4 and Section 29.1. In this setting, the principal and
the two local partners are all risk averse, and they have no direct preferences
with respect to their actions.

^ The results for decentralized contracting are the same as those obtained in a limited-commitment setting in which the agents can collude to make side-payments contingent on their performance reports. These side-contracts effectively reallocate the agents' aggregate consumption. See,
for example, Feltham and Hofmann (2005a) for this approach to the analysis.
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We assume the utility functions for the three partners depend only on their
consumption and are represented by u^c^ = - exp [ - r^c^], i = 0,1,2, which belongs to the HARA class with identical risk cautiousness (equal to zero). Agent
/ has reservation utility U. = - exp[-r^c^''], / = 1,2.
Assume Yi = y2 = •^, i.e., the outcome is the only contractible information
and it is reported to all partners at date 1. At date 0, the principal contracts with
the local manager, who in turn contracts with the worker. The two agents then
take their actions so as to maximize their expected utilities. At date 1, the outcome X is realized, the principal pays s(x) to the first agent, who in turn pays
C2(x) to the second agent.
From Chapter 4, we know that the first-best partnership contract is linear,
i.e., c,\x) =f^ + v/x, i = 0,1,2, with v,* = rjr„ i = 0,1,2,/o* = - (/i* +//), and
/; = - l l n ( E [ e x p [ - r , v ; x ] | a ] ) +cA

/ = 1,2,

where r^ = [TQ"^ + r{^ + r2^ ] "^ That is, the partners share the output risk in proportion to their risk tolerances r^"\
The following describes a sequential contracting process that results in the
first-best partnership contract. In the first stage, the principal offers the manager
a contract that leaves the principal with his efficient share of the output, i.e.,
S(x) = g + VX,

where g = -fj and v = I - vj.
In the second stage, the manager offers the worker the optimal contract for
sharing s(x). From the analysis in Chapter 4, it follows directly that this contract
will be a linear function of ^(x), and will take the following form:
Cli^) =f2 + V25(X),
with V2 = ^12/^2 ^iid

fi = -—ln(E[exp[-r2V25(x)]]) + c^,
To

where ri2 = [r{^ + ^2"^] "^
The net result of these two contracts is
Cli^) =f2 + V2 { -/o* + (1 - Vo)x} =/2* + V2*X,

and

Ci(x) = s(x) - C2(x) =fi* + v*x.
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That is, the principal can achieve first-best risk sharing with the two agents if
he retains his first-best share and contracts with the manager to allocate the remainder between himself and the worker. Of course, this assumes that the risk
aversion and reservation utility of the second agent are common knowledge to
the principal and first agent.
Recall, from Chapter 4, that the three partners have congruent, and efficient,
preferences among the alternative actions. Key factors in this result are that the
agent's have no direct preferences with respect to their actions, and their utility
functions for consumption belong to the HARA class with identical risk cautiousness.

29.3.2 Inefficient Contract Delegation
Now assume that the actions are directly costly to the agents and are non-contractible. This implies that the optimal partnership contract does not merely
share the outcome risk, but must also impose incentive risk. To focus on the
distortions created by incentive risk in decentralized contracts, we assume the
principal is risk neutral. Hence, he would bear all the risk if the agents had no
direct preferences with respect to their actions. Furthermore, to simplify the
analysis we adopt a Z£7V model approach (which was introduced in Chapter 19
and used in several subsequent chapters). That is, the contracts are restricted to
be linear, the agents have exponential utilities with effort costs, and the
performance measures are normally distributed.^
The principal is risk neutral, so that his utility function is UQ{C^ = CQ. Agent
fs utility function is u^ic^^a^) = - exp[ - ri(Ci - Viaf)], i = 1,2.
Independent Agents - Optimal Centralized Linear Contracts
The simplest case to consider is one in which the payoffs from the two agents
are contractible and independently distributed. That is, x = {x^,x^ is contractible, X, = b^a^ + £*, s^ ~ N(0,cr^^), and COY{S^,S^ = 0.
If the principal can contract directly with each agent on the basis of x^ and
X2, then the optimal second-best linear contract and action for agent / is^^
cJOO ^fi^ ^ v/x,,
where

v} = bf[bf + r,a^^] -\

(29 A3)

^ Note that the Hnear contract restriction makes it impossible to use large penalties for low outcomes in order to avoid the free-rider problem as discussed in Section 29.1.2.
^^ This solution is adapted from (20.13).
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and the fixed cost is such that the agent's expected utility is equal to his reservation utility.^^ The induced effort is a} = b^v}.
A key feature of the optimal centralized contract is that, due to the independence assumption, each agent's compensation is independent of the other
agent's payoff.^^ That is, there is no risk sharing between the agents. The risk
neutral principal bears all the risk except for the incentive risk imposed on the
agents. ^^
The principal's expected net payoff with disaggregate reporting (represented by ri^) and centralized contracting is
UP\ff) = b,al + b^al - {V2(aiy + 'Aia^f
^V2rMfo^^r,{ylfo,'}.

(29.44)

where the incentive rates are as characterized in (29.43), and a} = b^vj, i = 1,2.
Independent Agents - Decentralized Contracts
Now consider the same setting but assume the principal offers the following
compensation pool contract to the manager:
^ ( X ) = g + DiXi + D2X2,

where v^ and V2 are the variable compensation pool rates. The manager then
offers the following contract to the worker:
^2(X) =/2 + V21X1 + V22X2,
where V22 is the worker's incentive rate and V21 is his risk-sharing rate with
respect to the compensation pool risk associated with the manager's output.

^^ In this setting,/;^ = V2{a}f + V2r^{v}fG^ - vjbfaj + cf. In the subsequent discussion we omit
the details regarding the fixed costs. In general, the fixed wage compensates the agent for his
effort cost, his risk premium due to incentive risk, and his reservation wage, and it is decreased
by the agent's expected incentive wage.
^^ The subgame issues discussed in Section 29.2.3 and illustrated in Section 29.2.4 would occur
in the current setting if the payoffs (which are used as performance measures) were correlated.
We avoid those issues by assuming the payoffs are stochastically independent. This simplifies
the analysis, but without removing the key risk sharing issues that are the focus of the analysis
in this section.
^^ Note that the centralized setting considered here is equivalent to the setting with a general risk
neutral partner examined in Section 29.1.4 (except we now imposed the L£'A^ conditions).
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The manager' s and worker's certainty equivalents, given their action choice
and their conjecture with respect to the other agent's action (denoted by a "hat")
are:
CE^{a^,a^) -g-f^

{v^ - V2i)b^a^ + (^2 - V22)62^2 " '/^^i^
- V2r,{(v, - v^.fa^

+ (D2 - V22)V2'},

- Vir^ {vl^ol + V2^2^i}•

(29.45a)

(29.45b)

Differentiating with respect to the actions yields the following characterizations
of the agents' action choices:
^i^=^(^i-V2i),

(29.46a)

a^ = Z?2V22.

(29.46b)

Given rational expectations, d^ = a^ and d^ = a}. Substituting (29.46) into the
certainty equivalent (29.45b) and setting^ such that CE2 = C2 provides^. Substituting (29.46) a n d ^ into (29.45a) provides an unconstrained manager decision problem in terms of his choice of contract parameters V21 and V22, given v^
and D2, and g:
maximize CE^ = g + ^it^ii^i

~ ^21) + ^i^i^^ii

- Vib^iv^ - V2if - V2r^{{v^ - V2ifG^ + (V2 - V22f(ji}
- V2b2^V^2 - '/2^2 {V2'l^l' + V2'2 (7^} ' C^.

{29Al)

Differentiating {29Al) provides first-order conditions that characterize the
manager's optimal decentralized contract choice, from which we derive the decentralized incentive rates for the two agents:
vl=v,H,„

H,,=[b,'^r,<j^]Q„

vi=n,H,„

H,,=r,o^Q„

v4 = n^H,^, H,, = r,aiQ„
V2I = V2H22, H22 = [bl + r^(J^]Q2.

Q,-[bl^{r,^r,)o^y\

(29.48a)
(29.48b)

Q, - [Z>| + (r, + r,)ai]-\

(29.48c)
(29.48d)
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Observe that if the principal offers the manager a contract in which g ^f^ +^^,
Di = v/, and V2 = vl, then the optimal centralized contracts could be implemented
by the manager. However, {29 Al) implies that the manager will not choose to
do so. In particular, observe that v/^ < D^, v/2 > 0, V21 > 0 and V22 < t)2- These
results imply that, in the decentralized contract, the manager and worker share
each other's risks, whereas that does not occur in the optimal centralized
contract. Furthermore, since some of each agent's risk is shifted to the other
agent, this reduces the action incentives for each agent. Hence, in this setting,
decentralized contracting leads to a loss of efficiency relative to centralized contracting. The fundamental cause is that when allowed to contract among themselves, the agents will share the incentive risk which the risk neutral principal
would prefer to impose on them.^"^
In the preceding discussion we have interpreted the setting as one in which
contracting with the worker is delegated to the manager because the principal
does not have direct contact with the worker. Interestingly, similar results occur
if the principal directly contracts with both agents, but he cannot preclude them
from renegotiating these contracts before they take their actions. In this case,
if ^(yi) is the sum of the two individual centralized contracts, then renegotiation
yields the same result as decentralized contracting if the initial contract provides
the worker with his reservation utility and the manager has the bargaining power
in the renegotiation.
In Chapter 30 we consider collusion between a worker and a monitor. Collusion involves side-payments between the players, and we can interpret renegotiation as a form of collusion. Hence, decentralized contracting, centralized
contracting with renegotiation between agents, and centralized contracting with
collusion by the agents are effectively the same.^^
The Principars Contract Choice
The preceding analysis has treated ^(x) as exogenous. To demonstrate the loss
of efficiency due to delegation we only needed to consider the manager's contract choice if ^(x) equals the sum of the agent's optimal centralized contracts.
However, that will not be the principal's optimal choice given the anticipated
response of the manager.
The principal's contract choice problem is
UP\ff) = maximize b,a^ + b^a^ - {'A^alf + 'A^a^f

^^ Of course, this phenomenon is exactly the same as identified in the partnership setting without
a general partner in section 29.1.3.
^^ Feltham and Hofmann (2005a) consider contract characteristics in a similar model and point
out the equivalence of decentralized contracting and centralized contracting with collusion.
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+ V2r,[{vKfa^ + (v,yV/] + '/2r,[(v,i)V,^ + (v2i)V/]},

(29.49)

where the incentive rates are functions of D^ and V2 as specified by (29.48), and
^} " ^1 ^r Differentiating with respect to v^ and V2 yields the first-order conditions characterizing the optimal choice of these two contract parameters:
v,i = blH,,[H',,{bl + r,G,') + r^G^H^.YK
^2 = biH22[H^2{bl + r2G^) + r,G^H^2y''

(29.50a)
(29.50b)

Under centralized contracting, each agent receives all the variable compensation
associated with his output (represented by v}x^. Under decentralized contracting, v^x^ represents the total variable compensation associated with agent fs
output. He only receives a fraction H^^ e (0,1), so there is a free-rider problem
(the other agent receives a fraction 1 - H^^. In particular, agent Vs incentive rate
is v | = H^^v], which is strictly less than the variable compensation pool rate vj.
The following proposition summarizes the fact that it is optimal for the principal
to partially, but not fully, mitigate the loss of production due to the free-rider
problem, by setting vj > v/, but such that v | < v/. These results follow directly
from comparing (29.43) to (29.50). For example,^^
v}-b^[b^^r,GfY'
> v| = v}H, = bf[bf + r,Gf + r^G^HpH^r\

i = 1,2,7 ^ i-

Proposition 29.1
The decentralized Z£7Vhierarchy with independent agents and disaggregate
information has the following properties relative to a centralized Z£7V hierarchy.
(a) Decentralization is costly to the principal.
(b) Decentralization reduces effort incentives: af = b^vl < a} = b^vj.
(c) Decentralization increases branch compensation pool risk: vj > v}.

^^ The proof that v} > v} is somewhat more tedious.
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29.3.3 Centralized versus Decentralized Contracting with an
Aggregate Performance Measure
Now consider the same setting as above, but assume that y^ = y2 = x = x^ + X2
is the only performance measure (represented by rf), and let a^ = a^ + G2. The
optimal second-best incentive rate for agent / with centralized contracting is
v; -b^[b^ ^r,o^X\

(29.51)

The induced effort is a] = b^v}, and the principal's expected net payoff is
UP\f) = b,al + b^al - {V2(alf + 'Aia^f
^y2r,(vlfa'^r,(v^fa'},

(29.52)

where the incentive rates are as characterized in (29.51).
The key difference between this contract and the contract based on disaggregate reporting is the noise in the performance measure. The aggregate noise
exceeds the noise of the agent-specific payoff, so that the incentive rate for each
agent is lower under aggregate reporting.
Now consider decentralized contracting and assume the manager is offered
a compensation pool s(x) = g + vx. The manager offers the worker the linear
contract C2 = ^ + V2X. This induces a^ = bi(v - V2) and ^2 = Z?2V2. Substituting
these expressions into the worker's certainty equivalent to obtain^ and substituting the results into the manager's certainty equivalent provides the manager's
unconstrained decision problem in terms of his choice of contract parameters V2,
given v:
maximize CE^ = g + v[bi(v - V2) + blv2\ - Vib^iv - v^
- 'Ablvl - V2r,(v - v^fa^ - 'Ar^vWTaking the derivative with respect to v^ yields the first-order conditions
v\ = D - v | = x)\bl + r20^^\bl + bl + (ri + r^oW

(29.53a)

v| = x)\bl + r^o^^\bl + bl + (ri + r^o^Y\

(29.53b)

The principal's optimal net payoff in this setting is
U^\n^) = maximize [b,a^ + b^a^] - [Viialf + Viia^f
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^V2r,{v}fG'^r,{vlfG^},

(29.54)

where a} = b^vf and vf is a function of D as characterized in (29.53).
Observe that if the manager and worker have identical risk aversion (i.e., r^
= r2=r) and identical productivity (i.e., b^ = b2 = b), then vf^ = v^ = Viv. Hence,
if the two agents are identical, then decentralized contracting obtains the same
result as centralized contracting if D = v/ + v^}^ However, decentralized contracting is inefficient (except in knife-edge cases) if the manager and worker
differ in their risk aversion or productivity.

29.3.4 Disaggregate Local Information
In our preceding analysis we assume the contractible information is the same for
centralized and decentralized contracting. As a result, centralized contracting
weakly dominates decentralized contracting and, if there is incentive risk, the
dominance is strict except in some special cases. However, a common argument
in favor of delegation is that lower level managers have local information not
available to senior management. To illustrate the benefits of local information,
we consider an example comparing centralized contracting based on an aggregate report x = x^ + X2 versus decentralized contracting in a setting in which y^
= X and y2 = x.^^ That is, the principal only receives a report of the branch's
aggregate output, but the two agents can contract on a disaggregate report x =
In the latter case, the principal offers the manager s(x) = g + vx, and the
manager, in turn, offers the worker C2(x) = ^ + V21X1 + V22X2. Hence, the manager receives ^^(x) =f + v^x^ + V12X2, where/^ = g -f, v^ = v - V21, and V12 =
V - V22. The manager's contract choice is very similar to his choice with disaggregate reporting and decentralized contracting (see (29.48)), but with v^ =
V2 = V, i.e.,

v/i = vHii, v/2 = ^Hu^

V22 = VII22, V21 = ^Hii-

(29.55)

^^ Note that, if the two agents are identical, the optimal compensation to each of the agents with
decentralization will be one half of the branch compensation pool even with optimal contracts,
i.e., c/(x) = y2s(x). Hence, if the branch compensation pool is chosen as the sum of the optimal
centralized compensation to each of the agents (which would also be identical), i.e., s(x) = c/(x)
+ c|(x), then the centralized solution will be implemented. That is, there is no loss to decentralization even with optimal contracts if the agents are identical.
^^ See Feltham and Hofmann (2005b) for analysis of the impact of alternative reporting systems
in limited commitment, multi-agent settings. They consider how the distribution of information
affects the effectiveness of centralized versus decentralized contracting, and full- versus limitedcommitment contracting.
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The induced actions are al = b^v^i and a} = Z?2V22, and the principal's optimal
expected net payoff is
UPi(rj'^-) = maximize b,a} + b^a} - {Viia^f

+ Viia^f

V

+ '/2r, [(vhfd,'

+ (v,y V / ] + y2r,[(v,\f<j,'

+ (v|,)V/]}.

(29.56)

Figure 29.1 plots the principal's optimal payoffs with centralized contracting
based on both disaggregate and aggregate reporting, as well as decentralized
contracting based on aggregate reporting to the principal, but disaggregate reporting to the agents. We assume that, for exogenous reasons, the agents cannot
communicate their disaggregate information to the principal. In this example,
each agent takes a single action, they have identical risk aversion (r^ = r2 = I),
and they have identical payoff noise (a^ = G2 = 50). However, the productivity
of the worker (Z?2) is varied from 10 to 20, while holding the total productivity
constant at 20 (i.e., b^ = 20 - b^).
Principal's expected net payoff
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Decentralized contracts - disaggregate info
Centralized contracts - disaggregate info
Centralized contracts - aggregate info
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Figure 29.1: Centralized versus decentralized contracting with a more
informative branch manager.
The principal's expected net payoff is uniformly larger with centralized contracting if it is based on disaggregate information. However, decentralized contracting with disaggregate agent information dominates centralized contracting
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if it is based solely on aggregate information. Observe that the latter difference
decreases as b^ and Z?2 diverge even though both payoffs are increasing. That is,
using the better informed local manager to contract with the worker is strictly
valuable, and that value is largest when the two agents are identical. Table 29.3
depicts the contract differences for the settings in which (a) b^ Z?2 = 10and(b)
b^=0 and Z?2 = 20.

Centralized contracts
with aggregate
(disaggregate) reports
bi

h

Vl

.667
(a) 10 10 (.667)
(b)

0

20

0
(0)

V2

JJ

Decentralized contracts
with a more informed manager

Vn

Vl2

V21

V22

JJ

.667
(.667)

66.67
0.77 0.255 0.255 0.766 56.79
(44.44)

.889
(.889)

177.78
0.48
(158.02)

0.1

0.477 0.858 159.74

Table 29.3: Value of delegating to a more informed branch manager.
In case (a), the agents are identical and their contracts are symmetric. With
decentralized contracting using disaggregate information, the manager is able
to use stronger effort incentives for both himself and the worker, and at the same
time reduce the incentive risk since, for example v^ is applied to x^, whereas v^
is applied to x. The incentive rates in the centralized contracts are essentially
the same with disaggregate and aggregate information, but the risk premium is
much less in the former since v^ and V2 are applied to x^ andx2, respectively, instead of to x.
In case (b), the centralized contract is effective because the principal can
limit the imposition of incentive risk to the productive agent and impose zero
risk on the non-productive agent. Nonetheless, decentralization using disaggregate information is slightly more effective. In this case, x^ is pure noise and the
manager is non-productive. The manager and worker equally share the risk associated with the pure noise, and the manager bears a small a fraction of the risk
associated with the worker's output X2.
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29.4 MULTIPLE AGENTS WITH PRE-CONTRACT
INFORMATION
As noted earlier, our analysis of the basic principal-agent model is similar to the
Demski and Sappington (1984) (DS84) analysis of a model in which there is a
risk neutral principal and two weakly risk averse, strictly effort averse agents,
each with private pre-contract information. Their analysis can be interpreted as
an extension of the single-agent, pre-contract information model in which the
uniformed principal moves first (see Chapter 23). We briefly describe the DS84
model and explore some of the analysis, particularly focusing on insights that
are not provided by the discussion of the basic principal-agent model in Section
29.2.
Each agent operates his own technology, and the contractible outcome from
one agent's technology is independent of the action taken by the other, i.e., there
are no interactive (synergistic) effects. Hence, the principal always has the option of contracting with each agent on the basis of his own outcome, in which
case the form of the optimal contract is the same as in a single-agent setting.
However, the setting is such that the uncontrollable events influencing the
agents' outcomes are correlated. This implies that the outcome of one agent is
informative about the uncontrollable events influencing the outcome of the other
agent. Hence, it may be optimal to write contracts in which the compensation
of one agent depends on the outcomes for both agents.
The outcome for agent / is denoted x^ e J^ = [0,oo), / = 1,2, and it is represented as a function of his action, a^ e A^ e [0,oo), and an agent-specific uncertain state of nature, 9^ e 0^ = {9^^,9^^}, i.e., x^ = x^{a^,9^. We assume A:^(-,-) is
increasing and concave in a^ and the outcome is zero if effort is zero, independent of the state, i.e., x^{0,9^ = 0, V 9^ e 0^. For positive effort, the outcome is
greater in the high state than in the low state, i.e., Jc^a^, 9^^ < jc^(a^, ^^/^), V a^ > 0.
The joint probability for the two states is represented by (p{9), where 9 =
(^1, ^2)? ^iid the marginal probability of state 9^p / = 1,2,7 = /, /z, isp^ = (p{9^ = 90.
The two states are assumed to be positively correlated so that the conditional
probabilities are such that ^(^2A I ^ih) ^ Vi^ih I ^i/)- ^^ Section 29.2 we focused on
settings in which outcomes are perfectly correlated, but in this section we allow
the correlations to be imperfect.
There is a single consumption date and agent fs compensation function is
cf. X^xX2^ Q, which recognizes that both outcomes can be used in contracting
with a given agent. The principal is assumed to be risk neutral, while each agent
has an additively separable utility function u^{c^,a^ = u^{c^ - v^{a^ such that an
agent is weakly risk averse, i.e., u- > 0 and u-' < 0, and_strictly effort averse,
i.e., v/ > 0 and v/' > 0. Agent fs reservation utility is U..
Agent / is assumed to observe 9^ prior to contracting and selecting his action. Hence, this is a setting in which the agents have perfect pre-contract infor-
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mation with respect to their own outcome (but not the state or outcome for the
other agent). The agents know the amount of disutility they must incur to provide a given outcome, and we represent that disutility by
7c,(x„6>,) ^ v,(a,=A:,"^(x,,6>,)).
The previous assumptions imply that 7c^(-) is increasing and strictly convex inx^,
with7c,(x,,6>,,)>7c,(x„6>,;,).
We know from our analysis in Chapter 23 that there is no value to communication when the agent has perfect information about his contractible outcome. ^^ However, it is useful to use truth-telling to refer to the selection of the
outcome that the principal chooses to induce for the state observed by the agent.
The principal is assumed to have all the bargaining power. Hence, he offers a
menu of contracts to each agent, and we can invoke the Revelation Principle.

29.4.1 Independent Contracts
First-best Independent Contracts
As a benchmark, consider the setting in which 9^ is contractible information
(and, hence, the first-best result can be achieved in each state). The first-best
contract has the following characteristics for each agent / = 1,2, where c^J and
x^j represent agent fs compensation and outcome in state 9y,j = /,/z. It is
straightforward to obtain the following characterization of the first-best contract.
Proposition 29.2
In the setting described above, contractible information about the state 9
permits achievement of the following first-best results.
(a) No rents: Agent/receives a payment that depends on his state (because
his effort is state dependent) that is just sufficient to cover his reservation utility plus his disutility for effort:
^/fey) = U. + Kixl,9^),

fory = /,/z.

(b) Efficientproduction: Agent f s marginal utility for compensation equals
his marginal disutility for increasing the outcome he produces:

^^ An agent does not have completely perfect information in that he does not know the other
agent's state or outcome. However, the perfect information implication of no value of communication applies since his outcome is directly controlled by the agent given his information. The
other agent's outcome is independent of his action.
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^//(c,•*) = dK,{xl,9,^ldx,, fory = /, /z.
(c) The outcome is higher in the high productivity state:

Second-best Independent Contracts
As another benchmark DS84 consider the optimal independent contracts, i.e.,
agent fs compensation depends only on x^, in a setting in which 9^ is not contractible information. The agent will produce a specific outcome for each state.
The principal must choose the state-contingent outcome plan he wants to induce
using an outcome-contingent compensation. Letx^ = (x^^,x^/^) represent the statecontingent production plan for agent /, and let c^ = (<^//,<^/A) represent the outcome-contingent compensation, where Cy is the amount paid to agent / if x^y is
produced, 7 = /, h. (A severe penalty is imposed if the agent produces an outcome other than x^^ or x^^^.)
The principal's decision problem for agent / is as follows.
Principars Independent Contracting Problem PI:
maximize [x,^ - c^^lp^^ + [x^^ - c^^lp^^,
x,.,c.

subject to u,{c,) - K,{Xy,e,) > U.,
^i(<^ij) - ^ii^ip^ij) ^ u,{c,j^ - K,(x,^,e,),

j = /,/z,
j,k = /, h.

The first constraint ensures that the agent will accept the state-contingent contract for both states (i.e., there are two participation constraints), whereas the
second constraint ensures that the agent will "truthfully report" his state. The
characteristics of the solution to this problem are essentially the same as those
in Chapter 23.
Proposition 29.3 (DS84, Finding 1)
The optimal independent contract has the following properties.

(a) If the agent is in the low productivity state, he receives no rent,

and his production is not Pareto efficient, i.e.,
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(b) If the agent is in the high productivity state, he receives a positive rent
and is indifferent between providing the low or high productivity outcome,

and his production is Pareto efficient, i.e.,

(c) The output is again higher in the high productivity state, i.e.,

As noted in Chapter 23, the inducement of less than Pareto efficient production
in the low state is used to reduce the rent paid in the high state. The payment
of information rent to the agent with high productivity makes the asymmetric
information setting undesirable from the principal's perspective.

29.4.2 Contracting on the other Agent's Outcome
Now consider the setting in which the contract for agent 1 can be based on both
Xi andx2 under the assumption that X2 reveals O2. We consider two formulations
of the principal's decision problem, and in each case focus on the problem for
agent 1 - the problem for agent 2 is the same. In the first, the principal is assumed to induce agent 1 to tell the truth under the assumption that the agent
believes that X2 truthfully reveals O2. Let Xy represent the outcome chosen by
agent 1 if he observes Oy and let Cy^ represent agent I's compensation if he
reports Oy andx2 reveals 62^.
Principars Relative Performance Measure Problem P2a:
maximize

Y.

subject to

Y.

TEilh)

E

[-^i; ' ^yA Vi^ip ^iX

M^ijr) (P(^2r I ^ij) - ^li^ip ^ij) ^ U.,

fory = /, /z,
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The optimal solution for this problem is similar to the solution for PI. The key
difference is that Ui(cy) is replaced with Ui(cy) ^(^2/1 ^ly) + ^li^yh) Vi^ih I ^i;)? ^^^
we obtain c^^^> c^^^ and c^^^> c^^^.
Problem P2a presumes that agent 1 believes that agent 2 will truthfully
reveal his type. Given that belief, agent 1 is induced to truthfully reveal his
type. Now we consider the problem in which agent 1 is induced to tell the truth
even if agent 2 lies. This is referred to as inducing agent 1 to truthfully reveal
his information as a dominant strategy.
Principars Dominant Truthful Reporting Problem P2b:
maximize

subject to

Y.

Y

Y

[-^v " ^y^ Vi^ip ^iX

^li^yr) Vi^ir I ^y) ' ^li^y^ ^y) ^ U.,

fory = /, /z,

TE{j,h}

Observe that Problems P2a and P2b differ only in their incentive compatibility
constraints. In P2a we use the expectation for 62^ given Oy, whereas in P2b we
consider ^2/and 62^ separately. Consequently, the solution to Problem P2b is a
feasible contract for Problem P2a (but the reverse does not necessarily hold).
The relative performance contract is risky to the agent - he does not know
which state the other agent has observed. If the states are uncorrected, it is obvious that there is no benefit from including agent 2's state in determining agent
I's compensation. However, if the states are correlated, we know that (xi,^2)
is more ^-informative than x^ and the principal can benefit from including O2 in
agent I's contract.
If the agent is risk neutral, then O2 can be used to achieve the first-best
result.
Proposition 29.4 (DS84, Prop. 1)
Assume that 0^ and O2 are imperfectly correlated, agent 1 observes 0^, but
not ^2? before contracting, and agent 1 is risk neutral. Then the principal
can achieve the full information efficient solution for agent 1.
Proof: The result for agent 1 is achieved if we set Cy^ such that it solves P2b for
Xi*,i.e.,
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CyM02^\0r) + cy,cp{9,,\9,) = c;,
^IJr - %

where

^ ^Ikr - ^Ikp

j\k,T

j = /,/z,
= /, /Z,

(29.57)
(29.58)

K^^J = K^(x^\,ey).

The inequalities in (29.58) can be satisfied by selecting two numbers S^ < S^
such that

and then setting the compensation such that c^^^ = c^^j + dpj = /, h. Substituting
for Ci^^ and c^/^^into the equalities in (29.57) provides a system of two equations
in two unknowns which is readily solved if 0^ and O2 are positively correlated.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 1
Under the conditions assumed in Proposition 29.4, the agents prefer to have
uncorrelated states (so that they can obtain positive rents).
Corollary 2
Under the conditions assumed in Proposition 29.4 and positively correlated
states, agent 1 is no better off than if he is uninformed (i.e., zero rents).
If the agents are risk averse, the principal must compensate them for any risk
due to varying the contract with the other agent's state. DS84 focus on incentive schemes in which truthtelling is a dominant strategy, i.e.. Problem P2b, and
obtain the following result for agent 1 (as the representative agent).
Proposition 29.5 (DS84, Prop. 2)
Assume 0^ and O2 are imperfectly and positively correlated, agent 1 observes Oi, but not O2, before contracting, and agent 1 is strictly risk averse.
Then, among all incentive schemes in which truth-telling is a dominant
strategy, the contract most preferred by the principal has the following properties:
(a) If agent 1 observes Oy, he will receive no rents and his marginal rate of
substitution between compensation c and output x is strictly less than
unity.
(b) If agent 1 observes 0^^, he may receive rents and his marginal rate of
substitution between compensation c and output x is exactly unity.
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(c) Agent 1 will face a lottery regardless of his private information.
(d) Agent 1 will be induced to produce more if he observes ^^^ than if he
observes 9y.
(e) Agent 1 will receive greater compensation if agent 2's state is 62^ than
ifitis/92/,.
DS84 prove the above characterization of the optimal contract by applying the
usual Kuhn-Tucker analysis to Problem P2b. They note that, as in the independent contract, the binding constraints are the contract acceptance constraint
for Oy and the incentive constraints to truthfully report O^^.
Observe the strong similarities between the result in Proposition 29.5, which
uses O2 in motivating agent 1, and Proposition 29.2, which does not use O2. The
principal gains from using 62 in contracting with agent 1. These gains stem
from using compensation lotteries based on O2 that permit the principal to
reduce the agent's information rents when he observes Oi^.
Corollary 3
The principal strictly prefers a contract based on (xi,^2) to one based only
onxp
This corollary follows from condition (c) in Proposition 29.5, which establishes
that the optimal contract (in which truth-telling is a dominant strategy) involves
using lotteries based on O2.
Subgame Undominated Equilibria
We have interpreted the preceding analysis in terms of contracting on (xi,^2)
under the assumption that 62 is contractible information. However, DS84 interpret the analysis in terms of contracting on (xi,X2). These are equivalent if both
agents select output levels that reveal their state.
Requiring truth-telling to be a dominant strategy is not restrictive if the
agents are risk neutral - the first-best is achieved. However, requiring truthtelling to be a dominant strategy in Proposition 29.5 is restrictive. The optimal
solution to Problem P2 would not generally satisfy this condition if 62 is contractible information. However, requiring truth-telling to be a dominant strategy
when 62 is not contractible (and is replaced by X2) has the advantage of ensuring
that the agents will "tell the truth" when they play their "subgame."
To understand this point, observe that the multi-agent model can be viewed
as a two-stage game. In the first stage, the principal is a Stackleberg leader who
sets the terms of the second-stage game by offering a menu of contracts to each
agent, where the menu for agent / is {z,-^ = (x,^,c,^^,0, z,-^ = (x,;„c,;,^,c,J} and,
for example, Cy^ = Ci(xy,X2^). In the second-stage game, the agents make simul-
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taneous moves in which each agent selects from the menu offered to him and
then takes an action (that provides the outcome specified by his menu choice).
Since compensation now depends onx = {x^.x^, the outcome to agent 1 depends
on both his own choice and the choice of agent 2. The principal must be careful
in specifying the agents' simultaneous play game. There may be multiple equilibria in that game, and the equilibrium the principal would prefer may not be
the equilibrium the agents will choose.
Each contract is essentially determined by the output that is produced, so we
describe each player's strategy in terms of the outcome he chooses given the
state he has observed. Each agent has four possible strategies, a^: {^//,^/^} ^
{x^^.x^i^}. Let a = («i,«2) denote the pair of strategies for the two agents. Agent
1 's expected utility given strategy pair a is

+ u,(c,(a,(ey),a2(e2h)))(p(02h\0y).
Definition
(a) A pair of strategies a are a (Nash) equilibrium if for agent 1 (and similarly for agent 2):
a^{e^j) e argmax U^(x^,a2,0^j), j = /,/z.

(b) Equilibrium a in the agents' subgame is subgame undominated if there
does not exist another equilibrium a such that both agents weakly prefer their expected utilities for a than for a, given every 9^ and 62, and
there is at least one strict inequality.
(c) Equilibrium a in the agents' subgame is subgame dominated if it is not
subgame undominated.
A key result is that it is not sufficient to merely require truth-telling to be an
optimal response given that the other agent is telling the truth.
Proposition 29.6 (DS84, Prop. 3)
Suppose the conditions in Proposition 29.5 hold, and consider the optimal
incentive scheme in which truth-telling for each agent is constrained (only)
to be an equilibrium response to truth-telling by the other agent (i.e., the
solution to P2a). The resulting truth-telling equilibrium is subgame dominated. In particular, both agents prefer the equilibrium in which they claim
to have always observed 9^^ and 62^.
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The proof is constructed by first applying the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to Problem P2a to characterize its optimal solution. It is then demonstrated that given
this contract, it is optimal for agent 1 to always (i.e., for both ^^^and 9^^ choose
Xi^if he believes that agent 2 always chooses X2/. The converse also applies, so
that both are better off if they always produce the outcome associated with low
productivity. Hence, a myopic focus on truth-telling will not suffice when one
recognizes that the agents will rationally play their subgame, taking the actions
which they prefer rather than those that the principal prefers.
DS84 provide insight into the optimal menu of truth-inducing contracts that
avoid the subgame domination problem. The key here is to offer one agent a
menu for which truth-telling is a dominant strategy, and then to offer the other
agent a menu that is optimal given that the first agent's state is contractible
information.
Proposition 29.7 (DS84, Prop. 4)
Among all incentive schemes which guarantee that the equilibrium in which
both agents tell the truth is subgame undominated, the one preferred by the
principal is the one in which one agent is induced to report truthfully as a
dominant strategy (with the scheme described in Proposition 29.5) and the
other agent is induced to report truthfully as an equilibrium response to
truth-telling by the first agent (with the scheme described in the proof of
Proposition 29.6).
An interesting aspect of this solution to the principal's problem is that even if
two agents face identical problems, it is not optimal to offer them the same contract. One is given stronger incentives (more rents) to tell the truth so the information from his actions can be reliably used in contracting with the other agent
(who will receive less rents). Of course, this is essentially the same result we
obtained with the basic principal-agent model with multiple agents (see Section
29.2.4.

29.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
An unstated assumption in the last result is that we (and DS84) have only considered what is called direct mechanisms. In particular, we have only considered mechanisms in which the message space is restricted to be the set of possible types. In single-agent settings in which the Revelation Principle applies,
there always exists an optimal solution which induces truth-telling using a direct
mechanism. However, in multi-agent settings there can be gains from expanding the message space, i.e., specifying a contract that depends on specified possible statements beyond what the agents have observed. These mechanisms are
generally complex, sometimes involving infinite message spaces. Hence, we
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do not explore indirect mechanisms in detail, and merely refer the reader to
papers that discuss these mechanisms, such as Ma (1988), Ma, Moore, and
Tumbull (1988), Demski, Sappington, and Spiller (1988), and Glover (1994).
Examples of indirect mechanisms are provided in the following chapter.
Limited-commitment contracting due to either decentralization or collusion
in multi-agent settings is similar to inter-period renegotiation in a multi-period
setting (see Chapter 28). The latter involves end-of-period contract renegotiation between the principal and the agent, whereas the former involves "secondstage" negotiation between the two agents. Exploration of the differences and
similarities is potentially interesting. For example, in Chapter 28 we derived
many of the results in terms of orthogonalized and normalized performance statistics which result in one direct and two types of indirect incentives. The use
of a similar approach in the multi-agent setting could be interesting.
At the end of Chapter 28 we compared the results from hiring two agents
(one for each period) versus one agent for both periods. In the two agent analysis we ignored the possibility of agent collusion. Is such collusion possible? If
so, how does the timing sequence affect the results?
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CHAPTER 30
CONTRACTING WITH A PRODUCTIVE AGENT
AND A MONITOR

The preceding chapter focuses on settings in which all agents are productive.
In this chapter we consider some settings in which there is an agent who is not
directly productive, but is hired by the principal to monitor a productive agent.
The monitor can represent a supervisor, an internal auditor, or an external auditor. A supervisor and an internal auditor are employees of the principal's firm
and, hence, their compensation can vary with performance measures in much
the same way as the compensation of a productive agent. Institutional restrictions typically preclude paying external auditors performance contingent compensation. Instead, their incentives come from the threat of litigation and the
resulting penalties, or from reputation effects.
In general, monitoring may pertain to verifying the content of reports issued
by a privately informed productive agent (which is the classical role of an auditor) or to observing the activities and consequences of productive agents (which
is the classical role of a supervisor). The simple models we consider can be
given either interpretation. We refer to the productive agent as the "worker"
and the non-productive agent as the "monitor."
In each model considered in this chapter, we assume the worker has precontract private information (as in Chapter 23 and Section 29.4). Consequently,
he has the potential to earn "information rents" that are costly to the principal
and result in the principal inducing less than efficient (i.e., first-best) worker
effort. In Section 29.3, those rents and inefficiency are reduced by using relative performance measures for two productive agents. In this chapter, the
worker's rents and inefficiency are reduced by using information provided by
the monitor.
In Section 30.1, the model is similar to Demski and Sappington (1989)
(DS89). In this model, the worker knows his "state", which affects both the cost
of his effort and the probability of the outcome from his effort. The monitor
expends costly effort to acquire information about what the worker knows. The
principal offers the worker and monitor contracts that motivate them both to
work and to induce the monitor to report truthfully. The subgame issues that
arose in Chapter 29 with two productive agents also arise here and indirect
mechanisms are again used to deal with those subgame issues. Of course, these
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mechanisms differ somewhat because they focus on inducing truthful reporting
by the monitor.
In Section 30.2, the model is similar to Kofman and Lawarree (1993) (KL).
In this model, the worker's information is perfect and the monitor's imperfect
information is costless. The principal offers contracts to induce worker effort
and to induce truthful reporting by the monitor. The monitor does not expend
costly effort, so the subgame issues that arise in Section 30.1 do not occur here.
However, in this model, we assume the worker and monitor can collude. In particular, the worker can bribe the monitor to lie and issue reports that avoid the
imposition of penalties on the worker. We identify conditions under which the
ability to collude (a) destroys the value of a collusive monitor (relative to an
exogenously truthful monitor), (b) partially reduces that value, and (c) has no
impact on the monitor's value.
Finally, in Section 30.4.2 we extend the prior analysis by considering the
use of a costly, truthful external monitor to partially counter the negative effects
of collusion between the worker and a costless internal monitor.

30.1 CONTRACTING WITH AN INFORMED WORKER
AND A COSTLY MONITOR
As in DS89, the model in this section focuses on the subgame issues that arise
in a setting in which a productive worker expends effort to increase the principal's payoff and the monitor expends effort to obtain information about the
worker's pre-contract information.

30.1.1 The Basic Worker Model
A risk neutral principal owns a technology that will produce one of two possible
outcomes, x^ > x^, at date 1.^ The probability of generating the good outcome
is an increasing function of the worker's action a^e A^ = [0,1 ].
The Worker
The worker is risk neutral with respect to the compensation c^ he receives from
the principal, minus a cost K^ that he incurs in providing action a^, i.e.,

^ DS89 develop the outcome in their model in terms of a direct cost incurred by the principal.
To maintain coherence with the analyses in Section 29.3, we represent their model using outcome
X.
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The worker's effort cost, represented by K^(a^,0), varies with both his effort
level a^ and his "state" 9 e 0. For each state, the worker's cost is increasing
and convex with respect to his effort, i.e., K^Xa^,9) = dK^(a^,0)/da^ > 0 and
At date 0 (the contract date) the state is known to the worker, but not to the
principal. More specifically, at date 0, the principal believes the worker's state
can be one of A^possible values, i.e., 0 = {O^, ..., ^^}, and assigns probability
Pj to state Oj.
In addition to influencing the worker's effort cost, his state influences his
belief with respect to the likelihood of generating the good outcome given each
effort level. The conditional probability that the good outcome x^ will occur
given the worker's action and state ^ e 0 is denoted (p(a^, 9). DS89 assume that
(p{a^,9) and (pXa^,9) = d(p{a^,9)lda^ are both positive and increasing in 9, and
Vaai'^w^) ^ 0- That is, more effort increases the probability of the good outcome, but at a decreasing rate.
Furthermore, both the first and second derivatives of the agent's cost function with respect to his action are smaller for higher numbered states. Hence,
the form of ^ and K^ are such that higher 9 connotes higher productivity, in the
sense that the outcome lottery is more favorable and the worker's direct cost is
lower. The worker' s reservation utility, denoted U^, is assumed to be independent of the state (and, thus, we may assume it is equal to zero without loss of
generality).
The First-best Worker Contract
The principal is assumed to be risk neutral with respect to his net payoff, which
equals his gross payoff minus the compensation he pays to his agents. In our
basic model, the worker is the only agent, so that the principal's net payoff is
n ^x - c^.
In the first-best setting, the principal can contract on the agent's action and the
state that is known to the agent when he takes that action. There is no need to
have the compensation vary with the outcome. Hence, the first-best action and
the first-best compensation can be represented as functions of the state.
Let a^ and c^* represent the optimal action and compensation given that 9j
is observed, and let
^/ ^ ^gVi^j^^j) + •^z,[l - Vi^j^^j)] - ^wi^j^^j) - U^,

j = 1, ...,A^,

i.e., the first-best expected net payoff to the principal for 9j (given that the agent
is paid for the cost of his effort and his reservation wage).
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Proposition 30.1
Under the assumed conditions, the first-best contract is characterized as
follows (fory = 1,...,A0.
(a) Efficient production:

[x^ - x^](pXci/,Oj) = K^X^/,OJ).

(b) No rents:^

^[cCla/^O^] = U^ + /cia/,^,).

(c) Increasing effort:

a^ < a2 < ... < %.

(d) Increasing payoffs:

TT* < 7r2* < ... < %.

In this setting the agent does not earn any information rents and the optimal action is efficient, i.e., it maximizes the principal's net payoff.
At the time of contracting (date 0), the principal's expected net payoff is
N
7=1

Second-best Worker Contract
Now assume a^ and 9 are not contractible, but the worker's compensation can
be contingent on the gross outcome x (which is contractible). Initially, we
ignore the possibility of communication by the worker, and let c^^ and c^^ represent the worker's compensation for the good and bad outcomes, respectively,
and let aj represent the induced action if the agent has observed 9j. To choose
the optimal compensation contract the principal solves the following "secondbest worker" problem.
PrincipaVs SBW Problem:
N

W = maximize
{«w'^w}

7= 1

subject to

2

Y.Pj{\^^g " ^wjgM^p^j) + l^b ' c^jbM^ ' Vi^p^j)]}^
E[cJaj,Oj] - K^(aj,Oj) > U^,

ally,

This condition is expressed in terms of the expected compensation:
E[c*Ia/,Oj] = c^(p(a/,Oj)

+ c^-, [ 1 - (p(a/,Oj)].

Due to the worker's risk neutrality, there are an infinite number of pairs (c^Jg, c^p) that will satisfy
this condition.
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aj E argmax ElcJa^^Oj] - Kj^a^,9), ally,
where

E[c^|a,,^^.] ^ c^jg(p{aj,e^ + c^j^[l - (p{aj,e)l

Three important characteristics of the solution to the above problem are provided below.
Proposition 30.2
Under the assumed conditions, the second-best contract is characterized as
follows (fory = 1,..., A^.
(a) Inefficiency: aJ < aJ, with strict inequality fory < N.
(b) Rents: Elc^aJ^Oj] > U^ + K^(aJ,Oj), with strict inequality for7> 1.
(c) Reduced expected payoff: W <n^.
These are standard results in agency models with pre-contract information (e.g.,
see Chapter 23).
Worker Reports the State
The worker knows the state 9 at the time of contracting. He could issue a message m^ at the time of contracting and the principal could offer the worker a
compensation contract in which the payoff contingent compensation varies with
the worker's message. If the message is unverified, then Proposition 23.5 implies that the worker's message will have no value,^ i.e., it does not affect his
compensation and the principal's expected payoff equals n\
On the other hand, if the principal can costlessly verify the worker's message, then the first-best result can be obtained, i.e., the principal's expected payoff equals 77*. This is achieved by setting the worker's compensation for the
good and bad outcomes, given 9p equal to c^^ " ^g~ ^y* + U^ and c^lj = x^ n^ + U^ (i.e., essentially sell the firm to the worker at the price n^).

30.1.2 Contracting with a Worker and a Fully Informable
Monitor
We now consider the possibility that a second employee, called the monitor,
observes the state and makes a report to the principal regarding his observation.

^ With only two outcomes, and the assumptions made with regard to cp, we have a setting in
which the spanning condition in Chapter 23 is satisfied (see Section 23.3).
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Initially, we assume the monitor does not incur any cost in observing the state,
and then we assume he only observes the state if he incurs a monitoring cost.
The monitor is risk neutral and there is a lower bound c^ on the compensation
he can receive.
Costless Information Acquisition
To provide insight into the fundamental role of a monitor, we consider a setting
in which the monitor is hired for other purposes (so that his reservation utility U^
equals zero) and observes ^ as a costless by-product of his other work. The
principal can offer a contract to the monitor that does not vary with the message
he sends, but does require him to report what he observes. The monitor has no
incentive to lie. If, as is common in the agency literature, we assume that the
monitor acts in the best interests of the principal unless he has personal incentives to do otherwise, then the monitor will report truthfully. The principal can
then offer a contract to the worker in which the worker's compensation varies
with the outcome and the state reported by the monitor. The result is equivalent
to having a verified report of the state and, hence, the first-best result can be
achieved.
Costly Information Acquisition
We now consider a model in which the monitor can observe the state, but only
if he incurs a personal cost K^. In this setting, DS89 refer to the monitor (called
the "boss") and the worker as being "informationally balanced."
Assume that the worker and monitor simultaneously issue messages to the
principal giving the state they claim to have observed. Their compensation contracts can be represented by c^yj^ and c^yj^ if the payoff is x^, / = g,Z?, the worker
reports m^ = Op and the monitor reports m^ = 9j^.
Observe that the worker's first-best action and truthful reporting by both the
worker and the monitor are a Nash equilibrium in the worker and monitor subgame if they receive the following compensation (again assuming U =0):
|x,.-

^u^^ ifj

= k,

^wijk

ifj * k.
1 "^m'

ifj = k,

'- £m,

ifj * k.

^mijk

In these contracts, the worker's and monitor'sminimum compensation levels
are less than their reservation utility, i.e., c^ < U^ and c^ < 0. Payment of these
minimum levels penalizes the two agents if their reports do not match. The
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penalties are never imposed, and the result is the same as for costless verification of the worker's report, except that a cost K^ is incurred.
Unfortunately, the above contract induces many subgame Nash equilibria
for which the worker and monitor are better off than in the equilibrium that
yields the principal's first-best result (minus K^. The choice most beneficial to
the worker is for both the worker and the monitor to report that the state is 9^,
for the worker to take the first-best action aj if he has observed 9p and for the
monitor not to work. The worker benefits from only "paying" the principal n^
- U^ for "ownership" of the payoff, instead ofn^ - U^. The monitor, on the
other hand, benefits from being paid K^ + U^ even though he has not incurred
the cost K^.
An Indirect Mechanism
DS89 provide what is often called an "indirect mechanism" for dealing with the
subgame problem described above. The key here is to deter the monitor from
shirking (i.e., not incurring the cost K^ by inducing the informed worker to
"blow the whistle" if he knows the monitor is lying. DS89 accomplish this by
having the principal offer a contract which specifies the following sequence of
events and payoffs.
1. The monitor announces his observation of ^ - let 9j^ be the state he
reports.
2. The principal gives the worker (who has observed 9^ the option of:
(a) accept - the monitor receives c^ = K^ and the worker receives cj]^ =

(b) reject - the monitor receives c^ and the worker receives U^ from
working elsewhere;
(c) counterpropose - the monitor Receives c^ and the worker receives
Cy^ik = ^i -^k + ^ik - ^k + ^.v' if payoff X, occurs.
The worker will accept if y = k. The counterproposal involves a "side-bet"
between the worker and the principal with respect to the outcome given the
monitor' s reported state. In this side-bet, the worker makes an up front payment
d^ and receives % if outcome x^ occurs. The parameters 6^ and % are set such
that the counterproposal is strictly preferred if, and only if, the worker knows
9^ > 9k, and quits if 9j < 9^.
The preceding mechanism permits implementation of the first-best solution
(at a cost K^) as a unique equilibrium in the worker-monitor subgame. Rejection
and counterproposals are never observed in this game. They are off-equilibrium
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strategies. The monitor is motivated to acquire information and report truthfully
because he faces the threat that the worker will "blow the whistle" on him.
If the monitor is not hired, then the principal's expected payoff is n\
whereas it increases to 77* if the monitor is hired. Of course, it will not be optimal to hire the monitor unless

n'-W>K^.
That is, the benefit must exceed the cost.

30.1.3 Contracting with a Worker and a Partially Informable
Monitor
The preceding analysis assumes the monitor can observe the state. Now consider a setting in which the monitor can only be partially informed about the
state.
Costless Partial Information Acquisition
To understand the potential role of a partially informed monitor we consider a
setting in which the monitor observes a signal;;/^ e 7, where Fpartitions 0 such
that ifOj E y^ and Oj^ e y^, theny > kifh> I That is, the monitor's signals have
the same ordering as the states but he has less detailed information than the
worker. For example, DS89 consider an example in which A^ = 4 and the set of
possible signals the monitor can acquire is 7 = {y^ = {^1,^2}? 3^//" {^35^4} }•
That is, the monitor observes whether the worker has observed one of the two
"low" states or one of the two "high" states.
In the following discussion it is useful to let J = {1,..., A^} represent the set
of possible states and to let J;^ = {j^J^+l,...j'^},
where 0. and 0.^ are the
worst and best possible states in y^.
If the monitor's information is costless, then he has no incentive not to
acquire the information and no incentive to lie about what he observed. In that
case, if there are Mpossible signals the monitor may receive, then the principal
can be viewed as solving M separate 5SH^ problems in which J^^ is the set of
possible states for each problem / z e { l , . . . , M } . In problem SBW^, the prior
probability of statey is replaced by the monitor's posterior probability

Pj(yh) = \

io,
and

Ph= Y. Pj-

ifyCJ,,
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The solutions to the principal's M5SH^problems (which are identified with the
superscript ^) are characterized by the following proposition.
Proposition 30.3
Under the assumed conditions, the second-best contracts, given the monitor's signals are truthfully reported, have the following characteristics (for
7 = 1,..., A^and h = \,...,M) relative to the 5SH^ problem with no monitor
and to first-best.
(a) Less inefficiency:

aj < af < aj,

with equality fory = Nand af = af forj = j ^ , h = 1,..., M
(b) Lower rents:

E[cJ|a;,^^.] > E[c^%Ke^] > U^ + K(af,e^),

with equality fory = 1 and E[cJ|a/,^^.] = U^ + Kj^af.Of),

(c) Increased expected payoff: iP <lP < If.
The key here is that the principal's SB WprohlQm is now divided into Msmaller
5SH^problems. The induced production is efficient for the best state in each of
the smaller problems, and no rents are paid for the worst state in each of the
smaller problems. In addition, the inefficiencies and rents are reduced for each
intermediate state within a smaller problem.
Costly Partial Information Acquisition
The setting in Section 30.1.2, in which the monitor is fully informable, can be
viewed as a special case of the partially informable monitor. The key difference
is that if the monitor is not fully informable, then the first-best result cannot be
achieved even though the fully informed worker is optimally induced to truthfully report the state he has observed. The best that can be achieved with the
partially informed monitor is the optimal result that is obtained with exogenously supplied partial information (i.e., the results characterized in Proposition
30.3) minus the monitor's information cost K^.
Truthful reporting by the worker and monitor, with implementation ofaf if
the worker has observed Op is a Nash equilibrium in the worker-monitor subgame if they report simultaneously and are penalized if their reports are inconsistent. That is, the worker and monitor receive c^ and c^ if m^ = Oj ^ m^ = y^.
On the other hand, if they are consistent, the monitor is compensated for his
costs (i.e., c^ = K^) and the agent receives payoff contingent compensation cjj.
However, we again have a setting in which there are multiple Nash equilibria in the worker-monitor subgame. The monitor will prefer to not acquire any
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information (thus avoiding the cost K^ and report j^^, while the worker reports
O^eyi. That is, both the worker and the monitor will claim they have received
the worse possible news.
An Indirect Mechanism
In an approach similar to the approach in the fully informable monitor case,
truthful reporting by the worker and the monitor can be induced by using a
"whistle blowing" mechanism such as the following.
1. The monitor announces his observation ofj;^.
2. The principal gives the worker (who has observed 9^ the option of:
(a) accept - the monitor receives cj = K^ and the worker receives cJ^^ if
payoff x^ is realized;
(b) reject - the monitor receives c^ and the worker receives U^ (from
working elsewhere);
(c) counterpropose - the monitor receives c^ and the worker receives
Cy^ih = c^ih - 4 + ^ijh if payoff X, occurs.
The worker accepts if 6j e y^, quits if ^y < 9. , and counterposes if ^y > 9..

30.2 CONTRACTING WITH A PRODUCTIVE AGENT
AND A COLLUSIVE MONITOR
Coordination and collusion by agents are always potential problems in multiagent settings. In the models examined in the preceding section we considered
the use of indirect ("whistle blowing") mechanisms to avoid coordinated actions
that would implement Nash equilibria in the agents' subgame that differ from
the Nash equilibrium preferred by the principal. In that section, as in Chapter
29, we implicitly assume that the agents cannot collude. For example, the
worker cannot bribe the monitor to lie. In this section we refer to the monitor
as collusive if collusion between the worker and the monitor is possible. Collusion does not take place in these settings since we assume the principal offers
a collusion-proof contract. However, collusiveness is costly since the principal's expected payoff from a collusion-proof contract is less than for a contract
with an exogenously truthful monitor.
We consider two types of collusion-proof contracts. The first involves rewards for "whistle blowing" and the second involves the use of penalties based
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on information provided by a costly, truthful external monitor. However, the
reward mechanism in this section differs from the indirect mechanism considered in Section 30.1.
Interestingly, there are conditions under which the reward mechanism is
ineffective, partially effective, and fully effective. If it is ineffective and an
external monitor is too costly to use, then the collusive monitor has no value,
i.e., the worker's contract is the same as his contract with no monitor. If the
reward mechanism is fully effective, the worker's contract is the same as his
contract when the costless monitor is exogenously truthful and the monitor's
contract has a net expected cost of zero. Key factors affecting the effectiveness
of the reward mechanism are the set of feasible lies the monitor can tell, the
existence of "type II errors" in the monitor's information system, and the restrictiveness of the monitor's limited liability.
Section 30.2.1 describes the basic model and examines the no monitor and
perfect monitor benchmark settings. This is followed in Section 30.2.2 with the
benchmark case in which the costless monitor is exogenously motivated not to
collude and, therefore, to always report truthfully. Collusion is introduced in
Section 30.2.3 and the reward mechanism is used to provide a collusion-proof
contract. Finally, the use of a costly, truthful external monitor is examined in
Section 30.2.4.

30.2.1 The Basic Model
As in Section 30.1, the principal contracts with a worker and a monitor."^ They
are all risk neutral, the worker hdiS pre-contract information, and the contracts
with the worker and monitor are constrained by limited liability (i.e., lower
bounds of c^ and c^ on their compensation). Unlike the model in Section 30.1,
the worker has perfect information about the output from his productive action
and the monitor's information is costless.
The Worker
The worker can produce any outcome x > 0 at a personal cost K^(X,OJ) = /4(x OjY if X > Oj and zero otherwise, where Oj e {O^, 62) is a binary state known to
the worker prior to contracting. That is, the worker chooses the output to produce and incurs a personal cost if x > 9p but can costlessly dispose of excess
output if 9j > X.
The principal's prior probability that the agent has observed state 9^ is represented hy p. This is the low productivity state, i.e., 9^ < 9^, and the differ-

^ Our model has a number of components that are similar to components of the model examined
by Kofman and Lawarree (1993) (KL).
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ence in productivity in the two states is represented by zf = ^2 " ^i- We assume
A<\.
The worker's compensation and personal cost are represented by c^ and K^,
respectively. He is risk neutral, so that his utility is U^(C^,K^) = C^ - K^. The
worker's compensation is scaled so that his reservation utility is ^ ^ = 0 and c^
< 0 is the minimum he can be paid.^
If a monitor is not hired, then the principal's net payoff is TT = x - c^.
A Perfect Monitor
We now consider two benchmark cases, which we refer to as the perfect and no
monitor cases. In the perfect monitor case, the information system, denoted ;/*,
costlessly reveals the state and the monitor truthfully reports this information to
the principal.
The monitor's report of ^^ combined with the outcome x (which is assumed
to be contractible) permits implementation of the first-best contract. The contract consists of outcome/state contingent payments c j = (cj^, CJ2) and outcomes
X* = (x *, X2), where xJ is the output to be produced if the worker's productivity
parameter is Oj. The worker receives c^ if his output is not consistent with the
state.
With a perfect monitor, the effort levels are efficient, and the worker receives no information rent, i.e.,
x/ = 1 + Op and

c^j = K^(XJ\OJ) = V2,

j

=1,2.

Hence, the principal's first-best expected payoff is
77(;/*) =p[x', - Ci*] + (1 -p)[x2

- C2] = Vi + 02 -pA.

No Monitor
In the no monitor case, the information system, denoted rj'', is uninfomative
about the state, so that the monitor has nothing to report. In this setting, the
principal contracts with the worker strictly on the basis of the outcome. Since
the worker has perfect information about the outcome that will be generated by
his action, the optimal contract specifies an outcome for each state and the compensation that will be paid for each outcome. Let Xj denote the outcome to be
produced if the worker has observed 9j and let c^j denote the compensation paid
to the worker if he produces Xj. He is paid c^ if he produces any other output.
The principal's expected payoff is

^ The minimum compensation is measured relative to the reservation wage, which is normaHzed
to zero (e.g., a constant has been deducted). Hence, c^ < 0 does not mean the minimum wage is
Hterally negative. Instead, it measures the minimum wage relative to the worker's reservation
wage.
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nm=p{x,"-c:,^Hi-p)Vx,^-c„n.
To be acceptable to the worker in both states the contract must be such that

c^j>K^{xj,9^ = j
[ 0,

7 = 1,2.
otherwise,

And to induce the desired output in each state (which is equivalent to truthful
reporting of the state by the worker), the contract must be such that
^w\ ~ ^w(-^l?^l) - ^w2 ~ ^w(-^2?^l)?

and

c^2 - T^yMiA) ^ c^i ' T^wi^iA)-

As we have seen in other models with pre-contract information (see Chapter
23), the optimal contract (c'',x'',a'') has the following characteristics.
(a) In the low productivity state, the outcome is less than efficient and the
worker is compensated for his effort:
x,^<x; = 1+^1, and c:, = KJX.^A)

< 'Z^-

(b) In the high productivity state, the outcome is efficient and the worker
receives positive information rent:

x; = x; = 1 + e,, c = 'A + [K^x.^A) - ^>i^^2)].
The worker's net payoff (i.e., information rent) if he observes O2 and produces
X2 is c^2 ~ ^w(^2^^2) " [^w(^i^^1) " ^w(^i^^2)]? which is the difference in the cost
of providing x^ if the agent has observed O2 instead of O^. The principal's expected payoff is
nitj") =p{x^ - K„(x^A)} + (1 -p){'/2 + O2 - [K(X^A)

- KjxO,8^)]}.(30.1)

Differentiating with respect to x^ provides the first-order condition
e^+p + (l -p)(l -Alp),

ifp>A,
(30.2)

0^ + p,

ifp <A.

Hence, x^ is an increasing, continuous function ofp, with dxjdp = Alp ifp>
zf, and dx^ldp = 1 ifp < A.
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30.2.2 A Costless, Truthful, Imperfect Monitor
In this section we consider a setting in which the monitor's information system
fj is costless and imperfectly informative about the state. The system generates
one of two signals,;;^ or j;^, and is characterized by rj = (^I/,^IA,^2/?^2A)? where
qjj^ is the conditional probability that the monitor observes signal j;^ given that
the worker has observed Op forj = 1,2 and k = ^,h. We assume the signals are
labeled such that q^^ > q^f^ = I - q^^ ^2A ^ ^2/ " 1 " ^2A? ^^^ ^ih ^ ^ihThe worker's contract specifies two possible output levels, x = (xi,X2), and
induces him to produce Xj if he has observed Opj = 1,2. As in Kofman and
Lawarree (1993) (KL), the principal only asks the monitor to obtain and report
his information if the worker chooses the low-productivity output x^.^ Hence,
the compensation contract can be represented by c = (c^^, c^2? O? where c^j is the
base pay given production of output Xpj = 1,2, and Cw is a penalty that is imposed on the worker if he produces x^ and the monitor reports y^. In this latter
case, the worker's net compensation is c^i - C^, and we assume that this amount
cannot be less than c^.^
Characterizing the Optimal Contract
In this setting the monitor is already employed by the firm, he incurs no cost in
obtaining his information, and he requires no motivation to report his information truthfully. The principal must choose the output the worker is to produce
given the state observed, and then he must choose a compensation contract that
induces the worker to implement the desired production plan. The compensation paid to the worker will consist of his base pay given the output produced
plus the expected penalty, which will only occur if the monitor's information
system makes a type II error (i.e., the principal incorrectly rejects the worker's
claim that his output is low because he has a bad state).
Let c.. denote the worker's expected compensation if his productivity is 9j
and he produces output x^, so that

The probability of the high report;;^ is more likely with the high state O2, i.e., ^2A
> qih. Therefore, c^^ > c^^.

^ We could have the monitor always report his information, but in this model there is no benefit
to issuing the report if the worker produces x^.
^ Our formulation differs slightly from the KL model. They assume there is a maximum penalty
^max ^^^ ^^^ i^g imposed, whereas we assume that there is a minimum level of compensation c_^
that can be paid.
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Principars Problem with a Costless, Truthful^ Imperfect Monitor:
maximize p[x^ ~ <^ii] + (1 ~p)[^2 ~ ^wiX

(30.3)

subject to (a) c^^ - KJ^X^.O^ >0,
(b) c,2 - ^ w f e ^ 2 ) ^ 0 .
(C) Cji - /C^(Xi,6>i) > C^2 -

T^yMlAX

(d) C^2 - ^wfe,^2) ^ ^12 " ^w(-^l'^2),

Constraints (a) and (b) ensure that the worker will accept the contract, whether
he has observed 9^ or ^2- Constraints (c) and (d) ensure that the worker will
produce Xp if he has observed 9pj = 1,2. The final constraints recognize the
worker's limited liability.
The optimal production plan again involves producing the first-best output
for the high productivity state, and setting the worker's compensation in the low
productivity state equal to the cost of the effort expended (plus the expected cost
of the type II errors), i.e., x^ = X2 and cj^ = K^(XI, 9^ + qi^Cw- On the other hand,
the output in the low productivity state may be different from the first-best output and the information rent can be equal to or greater than zero.
The Use of Penalties to Reduce Information Rents
The principal wants to induce the first-best output X2 ^ 92 ^ \'\r\ the high productivity state, for which the agent's cost is KJ^X2, 92) = Vi. If he seeks to induce
output Xi in the low productivity state, then the principal must compensate the
worker for his expected cost KJ^^,9^ + ^i/^C? ^nd he must ensure that the
worker will not under-produce in the high productivity state (i.e., produce x^
after observing 9^. If there is no monitor, then the latter is accomplished by
paying information rent, i.e., c^2 ^ ^w{^2->(^2) + ^^^^? where
rent = c^^ - /c^(xi,^2) = K(^IA)

'

^i^iA)-

With the costless, truthful monitor, the information rent for ^2 is reduced by the
agent's expected penalty, i.e., ^2AC? increased by the expected cost of the type
II errors when he has observed 9^, i.e., ^i/^C? but recall that ^2A > (jfih • Hence, the
information rent to ensure that the worker will not under-produce in the high
productivity state is
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K^(XIA)

+ ^IAC -

^2AC

-
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^wi^iA)-

In fact, if the rent is non-positive, i.e.,
^2/.C ^ ^w(-^i.6>i) + ^ I A C - ^w(-^i.^2).

(30.4)

then (xi,X2*) can be induced without paying information rent, i.e., c^2 " ^wfe*? ^2)Clearly, there is no reason to impose larger penalties than necessary. Hence,
setting (30.4) to be an equality and solving for Cw yields
C = [^i^u^i)

- T<wi^iA)V[q2h - ^ihl

(30.5)

Substituting (30.5) into (30.3) implies
CM

= T^l^iA)

+ ^IA[^W(-^I,6>I) - T<A^iA)V[q2h - qih\

= [^ih^wi^i^^i) - qihT<A^iA)V[q2h - qihl
and

c^i - C = - [^2Aw(-^i,6>i) - qu^wi^i.^iWiqih

(30.6)
' ^ihl

(30.7)

The latter is restricted to be greater than or equal to c^. Hence, x^ and X2 can be
induced with zero information rent if, and only if,
- [q2^K^(x^,e^) - quK^(xi,02)]/[q2h ' qih\ ^ Q-w

(30.8)

Proposition 30.4
Assume the contract is based on the outcome and a truthful ex post report
from system rj. Output (xi,X2*) can be induced with zero information rent
if, and only if, (30.8) is satisfied. Furthermore, there exists a threshold
minimum compensation level
c: = - V2[q2, - q,A\ -Afy[q2,

- q,,l

(30.9)

such that the first-best result can be obtained if, and only if, c^ < c^.
Iff] is such that (x *,X2*) cannot be induced without paying information rent, then
there exist threshold output levels x({fj) e (^1,^2) ^^^ x('{fj) > O2 such that
(xi,X2*) can be induced without paying information rent if, and only if, x^ <
Xi '{fj) or Xi > x('{fj). These thresholds reflect two options that could potentially
be used to deter the high productivity worker from choosing the low output
without paying information rent. First, if the low output x^ < 62, then KJ^X^, O2)
= /4[max{0,Xi - ^2}]^ " 0 and, hence, the deterrence is based solely on the
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expected penalty ^2AC- ^^ that case, the threshold x/(;/) is determined by (see
(30.8)):
^2//c^(x;,6>i) = -c^[q2h - qihl

(30.10a)

Secondly, if the low output x^ > Q^, then KJ^^.Q^ > 0, and the deterrence is
based both on the expected penalty ^2AC ^^^^ a positive effort cost of producing
the low output, i.e., the threshold x/'(^) is determined implicitly by the following condition:^
q^.K^ixC,e;) - q^,K^{x(',6^) = - c^[q2h ' qihl

(30.10b)

It may not be optimal for the principal to choose the low output such that the
information rent is zero - information rents for the high productivity worker
must be compared to output inefficiencies for the low productivity worker. Of
course, if x^* < x{(rj) orx^* > x/', then first-best is obtained. However, if x^* e
(x/(;/),x/'(^))? it niay be optimal to induce x^ e (x/(;/),x/'(^))? and in this case
there are both information rents and output inefficiencies.
The Impact of Information Quality on the Principars Expected Payoff
To explore the impact of information quality, we consider two special cases in
which the information quality is represented by a single parameter q.
(a) Asymmetric system (no type II errors): The first system {rj'') is characterized by ^1^ = 1, q^i^ = 0, ^ 2 / " 1 " ^? aiid ^2A " q-> with ^ e (0,1 ]. It is representative of a performance report in which the monitor may make a type I error and
erroneously accept a claim by the worker that his low output is due to poor uncontrollable events (the low state) rather than low effort, i.e., ^ 2 / " 1 " ^ ^ 0- On
the other hand, the monitor does not make type II errors, i.e., he will not report
that the worker has a good state if it is poor. The type II errors may be avoided
because, if the monitor's initial evidence indicates that the state is good when
it is in fact poor, the worker will provide the monitor with additional evidence
so as to avoid being incorrectly penalized.

^ Given the form of the cost functions, the left-hand side of (30.8) is a convex quadratic function
and (30.10b) has at most two roots larger than O2, x('^ < x/^'. Hence, the information rent is zero,
if Xi > x/^' or Xi e \02^^\a\ I^^ the discussion above we focus on the bigger root x/^'. For some
information systems, there is no solution to (30.10b), implying that the information rent is zero
for all Xi > ^2? such that first-best is obtained (since x^* = 1 + Q^> Q^.
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Figure 30.1: Asymmetric infonnation system.
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Figure 30.1 illustrates/ for system rj'', the impact of ^ e [0,1 ] on (a) the principal's payoff, (b) the worker's output x^ with low productivity, and (c) the
worker's information rent. In each case the perfect and no monitor cases are
provided as benchmarks. Increasing q represents a reduction in the probability
of a type I error. Observe that both graphs (a) and (b) depict the fact that the
perfect monitor result can be obtained with values of q strictly less than one.
Substituting the rf'' probabilities into (30.9) yields
c^^ = -V2[\ -q -(l-Afyq.

(30.11)

w

Observe that c^' is an increasing function of ^. Hence, the higher the information quality, the less severe is the penalty necessary to implement first-best.
Inverting (30.11) yields the following result.
Proposition 30.5
Assume the contract is based on the outcome and a truthful ex post report
from system rj''. With c^ < 0, there exists a threshold information quality
level
qa, = [ l - ( l - z f ) 2 ] / [ i - 2 c j ,

(30.12)

such that the first-best is achieved if, and only if, ^ > q"".
System /Z"" is characterized by q and Figure 30.1 depicts three thresholds, q'",q "
and q'. The threshold outcomes x( and x(' defined in (30.10) are depicted in
(b). For all qe{0,q"'), the optimal low productivity outcome x} e (x/,x/') and,
hence, there are both output inefficiency and information rent. Increasing the
information quality, increases the principal's expected payoff by reducing both
output inefficiency and information rent. For q > q'", there is no information
rent, and increasing information quality increases the principal's expected
payoff strictly by reducing output inefficiency. As noted above there are two
options for deterring the high productivity worker from choosing the low output
without paying information rent. One option is to set x^ < 62 and depend solely
on the threat of a penalty to deter the high productivity worker from producing
Xp The second option is to set x^ > O2 and to use the effort cost plus the threat
of a penalty to deter the high productivity worker from producing x^.
In the region q e [q"\q"), the first option is adopted, i.e., the optimal low
productivity outcome x/ is equal to the lower threshold outcome x{. Atq = q'\
it is optimal to switch to the other option with x/ = x/'. At ^", the threshold x/'
is strictly greater than x/. Hence, the optimal low productivity output x/ is a

The parameter values for these figures are/> = .2, 6^ = .8, 62 = 1.5, and c^ = -.05.
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discontinuous function of ^ at ^ " q"- Nonetheless, the principal's payoff is a
continuous function of ^ (although it may not be differentiable at ^ = q").
As the information quality increases, the threshold x/' decreases (since the
expected penalties become more effective). The first-best is obtained at the
information quality q for which x(' = x*, i.e., at ^ = ^' = q""'. Increasing the
information quality q beyond this point has no impact on the principal's expected payoff, since, for ^ e (^', 1 ], x/(;/) = x* > x{'}^
(b) Symmetric system (both type I and type II errors): The second system,
which is examined by KL, is denoted rj' and is characterized by q^^ = qih^ ^ ^^^
^ih " ^2/ " 1 ~ ^? with q E [Vi,!]. It can be viewed as representative of imperfectly correlated relative performance information. The worker's state tends to
be high (low) when the states for other workers are high (low). This system
results in both type I and type II errors.
Substituting the probabilities for rj' into (30.9) yields
4 ' =-V2[l-q-qil-Af]/[2q-l].

(30.13)

Inverting (30.13) again provides a threshold value for q.
Proposition 30.6
Assume the contract is based on the outcome and a truthful ex post report
from system rj\ With c^ < 0, there exists a threshold information quality
level
^"=[l-2cJ/[l+(l-z/)^-4cJ,

(30.14)

such that the first-best is achieved if, and only if, ^ > q".
Figure 30.2 depicts (a) the principal's expected payoff, (b) the worker's output
Xi with low productivity, and (c) the worker's information rent with information
system rj\ The graphs for the perfect and no monitor cases are the same as in
Figure 30.1, and the graphs for the truthful monitor using rj' are similar to the
rj'' graphs in Figure 30.1. The nature of the thresholds q\ q'\ and q'" are the
same as in Figure 30.1.
However, in Figure 30.2 we also depict the results for the case where the
monitor is collusive, i.e., he is willing to lie if the worker makes it in his interest
to do so. We discuss the impact of collusion in the next section. Interestingly,
while collusion affects the results for rj\ it does not affect the results for rj''.

^^ For q slightly above q\ there is no solution to (30.10b), such that any x^ > 62 can be induced
without information rent.
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Hence, there is no distinction between a truthful versus a collusive monitor in
Figure 30.1.
(a) Principal's expected payoff
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30.2.3 Collusion and the Reward Mechanism
The analysis in the preceding section can be interpreted as considering settings
in which a monitor is paid a fixed wage and costlessly acquires the information
which he reports truthfully. Now we assume the worker and monitor can collude. In particular, if the worker produces x^ and the monitor observes y^, the
worker can bribe the monitor to report;;^so as to avoid the penalty CwCollusion differs from the subgame issues addressed in Section 29.2. In
particular, in this model, collusion is possible if the worker can reliably commit
to make a side-payment to the monitor to lie about what he has observed, and
the monitor cannot reliably commit to the principal not to accept the side-payment. We refer to a monitor as collusive if there is a potential for collusion.
This potential may not result in side-payments because the principal offers collusion-proof contracts that eliminate the incentives for collusion. Nonetheless,
the potential to collude may be costly to the principal because the collusionproof contracts differ from those that would be offered if side-payments between the worker and monitor were exogenously precluded.
The maximum value of a monitor is the difference between the principal's
first-best expected payoff and his expected payoff with no monitor (see the
discussion of the perfect and no monitor cases in Section 30.2.1). The maximum value may not be achieved either because the monitor's information system is imperfect or because he is collusive. We view collusiveness as costly if
the worker's and monitor's ability to collude reduces the principal's expected
payoff relative to his optimal expected payoff if the monitor is exogenously
truthful.
There are three possibilities. First, the potential to collude may totally destroy a monitor's value, i.e., the principal's expected payoff is the same as with
no monitor. Second, the potential to collude may partially reduce the monitor's
value, i.e., the principal's expected payoff is greater than with no monitor but
less than with an exogenously truthful monitor. Third, the potential to collude
may have zero impact on the monitor's value, i.e., the principal's expected payoff is the same as with an exogenously truthful monitor.
As we demonstrate in the following analysis, there are three factors that significantly affect the loss of value due to monitor collusiveness. First, are the
monitor's possible lies restricted or unrestricted? Second, is the limited liability
of the monitor restrictive or non-restrictive? Third, is the monitor's information
system such that the probability of a type II error is zero or positive?
Settings in which Collusion Reduces Monitor Value
Lying by the monitor is unrestricted if he can report either;;^ or j;^ irrespective
of what he has observed. In contrast, lying is restricted if, for example, the
monitor can report either;;^ or j;^ if he has observed;;^, but he can only report;;^
if he has observed};^. KL assume the monitor's lying is restricted in this man-
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ner. They justify this restriction by assuming that the monitor must provide
evidence with his report. A low report can be issued when he has observed;;/^
merely by withholding evidence, but he cannot provide supporting evidence for
a high report if he has observed;;^.
Potential collusion with unrestricted lying totally destroys the value of a
monitor. On the other hand, as KL demonstrate, potential collusion with restricted lying can result in a partial loss of value. To demonstrate these two
results, we make the following assumptions, which are similar to explicit or implicit assumptions in KL.
Let c^i^ represent the incremental compensation paid by the principal to the
monitor if the worker produces x^, and the monitor reports j;^, ^ = /, /z. The
payment to the monitor is constrained to be greater than or equal to c^. KL implicitly assume c^ = 0, and we make that assumption in this section.
We assume the monitor's information system rj is such that qjj^ > 0, fory =
1,2, and k = ^,h. Hence, it is subject to both type I and type II errors. The symmetric system rj' considered by KL has this property if ^ e (/4,1).
With truthful reporting (i.e., collusion is not possible), the optimal contract
(see Section 30.2.3) offered to the worker consists of two output levels (xi,X2),
two corresponding basic compensation levels (c^i,c^2)? ^^^ ^ penalty Cw that is
imposed if the worker produces x^ and the monitor reports y^. The monitor's
compensation is fixed in that setting.
Now we introduce potential collusion. If the principal ignores the potential
collusion and offers the truthful reporting contract, then the worker can produce
Xi irrespective of the state and avoid the penalty Cw by bribing the monitor to
report};^ even if he has observed};/^. The maximum bribe the worker would be
willing to pay is obviously Cw- As KL point out, the principal can counter the
bribe by paying the monitor a reward c^^^ > Cw if the monitor reports y^ and the
worker has produced x^. In this setting, the monitor receives no other incremental compensation, but for purposes of subsequent analysis we recognize that
the monitor's compensation for a low report, c^^^, could be non-zero.
Observe that the assumed restrictions on lying are important here. The
monitor can only report y^ if he has observed y^, even though he can report y^
independent of what he has observed.
The following formulates the principal's decision problem given the worker's and monitor's potential for collusion, restricted lying by the monitor, nonnegative incremental payments to the monitor, and monitor information that is
subject to both type I and type II errors.
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Principars Problem with Collusion^ Restricted Lying, Non-negative
Monitor Compensation^ and Type II Errors:

maximize p[x, - c^, + qihiC^-c^ih) ' quC^iA + (1 -p)[^2 ' ^,2],(30.15)
subject to

(a) c^i - q^^Cy, - ^w(-^i,6>i) > 0,
(b) c^2 -^wfe,^2)^ 0,

(d) c^i - qihCy, - ^w(-^i,6>i) > c^2 - ^wfe,6>i),

(e) c^2 - T^A^iA) ^ c^i - qihC^ - ^wi^u^i)^

^wl ~ (>w - ^w> ^w2 - ^w> ^w - 0 , C^i/ ^ C^, C^i^ > C^.

Constraints (a) and (b) ensure that the worker will accept the contract, whether
he has observed 0^ or O2. Constraint (c) ensures that the monitor will accept the
principal's proposed change in his contract. Constraints (d) and (e) ensure that
the worker will produce Xp if he has observed Ojj' = 1,2. KL refer to constraint
(f) as the Coalition Incentive Compatibility (CIC) constraint - it ensures that the
worker is not able to avoid the penalty by bribing the monitor to lie. The final
constraints recognize the worker's and monitor's limited liability.
If the monitor is exogenously truthful, then collusion is not a threat. In that
case, the principal can set c^^^ equal to zero and drop the third and fourth constraints. This implies that the principal receives and retains the penalty imposed
on the worker. However, with the threat of collusion and c^ = 0, the optimal
contract has c^^^ = Cw ^^d c^^^ = 0. That is, the penalty imposed on the worker
is received by the principal, but is then transferred to the monitor. Hence, if
there is no other change in the contract, the worker's production choices and
compensation are unchanged and the threat of collusion reduces the principal's
expected payoff hy pq^^Cw- Of course, the principal may be able to reduce the
cost of collusion by reducing the induced output for low productivity and thereby reduce the penalty that is imposed on the worker.
Figure 30.2(a) depicts the principal's loss of payoff due to collusion with
symmetric system rj' and c^ = 0. The basic reason for the difference between
the payoffs with a truthful versus a collusive monitor is the expected payment
made by the principal to the monitor to deter his acceptance of a bribe from the
worker. As depicted in Figures 30.2(b) the low productivity output differs for
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a wide range of values of ^, while there is zero information rent in both cases
with high values of ^.
For values of ^ e {Vi.q'^"), the report of the collusive monitor is ignored, so
that the output and the information rent are equal to the no monitor levels. On
the other hand, for values of ^ e [q'^\ 1), the information rent is equal to zero,
and the induced low productivity output is equal to one of the output thresholds
x/ andx/' determined in (30.10).^^ However, note that while the first-best low
productivity output can be induced with zero information rent for ^ e (^', 1),
both with a truthful and a collusive monitor, this is not optimal for the principal
if the monitor is collusive. Of course, the reason is that the principal has to
transfer the penalties for type II errors to the monitor to avoid collusion, and that
these penalties are increasing in the induced output (see (30.5)).
Observe that in Figures 30.1(a) and 30.2(a) the principal's payoff with a
truthful monitor is strictly greater than with no monitor for all values of ^. On
the other hand, with a collusive monitor and symmetric information there exists
a threshold q'^" such that the monitor has zero value if ^ is less than q'^", and
positive value otherwise. This reflects the fact that the expected payment to the
collusive monitor is equal to

pqihCy, -p{\-q)[K^{x^,e;) - Kj^x^.e^yyiq - \\
If we hold the induced output x^ constant, then this cost is infinite for q^Vi and
decreases to zero as ^ ^ 1. Hence, there is a threshold q'^" e (/4,1) at which the
cost of collusion decreases to the value of a truthful monitor. KL obtain the following results.
Proposition 30.7 (KL, Prop. 1)
Assume the monitor is costless and collusive, his information system is
symmetric, his lies are restricted, and c_^ = 0.
(a) The monitor has positive value if, and only if, q > q'f = 1/(2 -p).
(b) The first-best is not achieved unless the monitor is perfectly informed
(i.e., q = 1), no matter how low c^ is.
Result (a) formalizes our prior discussion. In Figure 30.2(a), q'f = l/(2-p) =
.5556. Result (b) states that the first-best cannot be achieved if ^ e (/4,1). This
follows from the fact that to avoid collusion, the principal transfers any penalty
imposed on the worker to the monitor. The expected cost of that transfer is

^^ For ^ > .87, there is no solution to (30.1 Ob) implying that any Xi> 62 = 1.5 can be induced with
zero information rent.
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positive if there is a positive probability of a type II error, i.e., the worker is
penalized for producing x^ if the monitor reports y^^ even though the worker had
observed O^. As noted above, the expected cost of that transfer also leads the
principal to induce less than first-best output for q close to one.
Total Destruction of Monitor Value
Observe that if there is no restriction on lying, the contract discussed above will
induce the monitor to report;;/^ whenever the worker produces x^. Hence, to
avoid receiving the minimum wage c_^ < 0, the worker will reject the contract if
he observes O^. This is clearly not optimal, and the principal will be better off
if he offers the worker the optimal no monitor contract.
Settings in which Collusion Does not Reduce Monitor Value
We assume the monitor's lying is restricted and consider two special cases in
which collusiveness does not reduce the value of the monitor. In the first case,
the probability of a type II error is equal to zero, and in the second case the
monitor's minimum incremental compensation is significantly negative.
There is no type II error if q^^ = 0, which is the case in the asymmetric
system rj'' introduced above. Observe that in the principal's problem (30.15),
setting q^^ = 0, implies that the expected payment to the monitor is zero, and the
worker's incentive and contract acceptance constraints are the same as in the
truthful monitor setting. We continue to have the monitor's contract acceptance
constraint and the CIC constraint, since they continue to ensure that the worker
cannot bribe the monitor to lie. The key here is that while the threat of a penalty
(which would be transferred to the monitor) motivates the worker, the fact that
there is no type II error implies that the worker is never penalized and the monitor is never rewarded. Hence, the results with a collusive monitor are the same
as with an exogenously truthful monitor. That implies that the truthful monitor
results plotted in Figure 30.1 are also the collusive monitor results.
Now assume that there is a strictly positive probability of a type II error (as
in the symmetric system), but the monitor's minimum compensation c^ is less
than - qihCj^ where Cj is the optimal penalty with a truthful monitor. It is
optimal to offer the monitor a contract which rewards him for reporting y^ if x^
is reported but to also deduct a constant so that the monitor's expected incremental compensation is zero. That is, in this setting, the monitor's optimal compensation is

and the worker's output and compensation are the same as in the truthful monitor setting.
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Proposition 30.8
Assume the monitor is costless and collusive, and his lies are restricted.
Then there is no loss of monitor value (relative to an exogenously truthful
monitor) if either (a) q^^ = 0 or (b) c^< - qi^CFor values of c^ less than zero and greater than - qi^Cw^ collusiveness will cause
a loss in monitor value on the order ofplq^^Cw + £m] (assuming no changes in
output). Table 30.1 illustrates the cost of having c^ less than zero, but greater
than -qihCj' The information system is symmetric and the basic parameter
values are again 0^ = .8, 62 = l.5,p.2,
^ and c^ = - .05. We consider two levels
of information quality: q = .6 and q .9. The last row is the same as the output,
penalty, and payoffs with a costless, truthful monitor since - (1 - ^)Cj > £^, i.e.,
the monitor's limited liability constraint is not binding with the optimal truthful
monitor penalty. The first-best (perfect monitor) result is obtained with q = .9
and c^ = - .06, i.e., there is no cost of collusion and no cost of imperfect information. On the other hand, while there is no cost of collusion with q = .6 and
c^ = -.06, there is a cost of imperfect information - due to inefficient production. The first row is the KL model and represents the maximum cost of collusion.
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Table 30.1: Impact of monitor limited liability on the cost
of collusion.
Note that for both values of q, the output and the penalty are unchanged for a
range of values of c^ below zero. This reflects the fact that if there is slack in
the monitor's acceptance constraint, a marginal reduction in c^ will not change
the induced output or penalty, but only the monitor's base wage (which is equal
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to c^). With q = .9, and c^ = -.05, the monitor's acceptance constraint and his
limited liability constraint are both binding, and a marginal reduction in c^ will
increase the principal's payoff as well as the production and the penalty.

30.2.4 The Use of an External Monitor to Deter Lying
by an Internal Monitor
Monitors can be either employees of the firm, or independent contractors. The
former include "bosses" and "internal auditors," whereas the latter include
external members of the board of directors and external auditors. The initial
agency models that considered the monitoring role of auditors assumed the
principal can write contingent contracts with the auditor. ^^ However, while this
is an appropriate approach if the auditor is an employee of the firm, i.e., an
internal auditor, it is less appropriate for examining the role of external auditors.
They typically are paid a fixed fee, perhaps contingent on the work done, but
not directly contingent on the firm's outcome or other performance measures.
Consequently, more recent agency models of the role and incentives for
external auditors have assumed that their incentives stem from exogenous sources, such as the threat of litigation and reputation effects. ^^ Due to limited time
and space, we do not explore the role of litigation and reputation in motivating
external auditors. Instead, we explore the role of an exogenously motivated,
costly monitor in a setting in which the principal employs an internal monitor
whose collusiveness is costly to the principal.
The Basic Model
Many of the elements of the model in this section are the same as in Section
30.2.3. To provide a setting in which an internal monitor's collusiveness is
costly, we adopt an approach similar to KL and assume the internal monitor has
an information system that is subject to both type I and type II errors, and his
lies are restricted. Furthermore, the internal monitor's minimum incremental
compensation c^ is equal to zero. However, if the principal has evidence of
fraud, he can take the monitor (and the worker) to court, resulting in an aggregate penalty of ^. We treat the size of that penalty as exogenously set by the
court. Also, we do not specify how the penalty would be distributed. The threat
of the penalty is important because of its deterrence of fraud, but, in equilibrium, no fraud is committed so that no penalty is imposed.
Since the internal monitor is costless, we assume he always issues a report
if the worker produces x^. (There is no value to reporting if the worker has produced X2.) The cost of hiring the external monitor is K^ and he is hired with

^^ See, for example, Antle (1982), Baiman et al (1987), and Baiman et al (1991).
'^ See, for example, Chan and Pae (1998), Pae and Yoo (2001), and Narayanan (1994).
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probability y e [0,1 ] if the worker produces x^ and the internal monitor reports
y^. The probability y is chosen by the principal, and he never hires the external
monitor if the internal monitor reports y^.
If the external monitor is hired, he issues a statement that either accepts or
rejects the j;^report issued by the internal monitor. Let d e {0,1} represent the
external monitor's statement, where ^ = 0 is reject and ^ = 1 is accept. The
external monitor never rejects a report ofj^^if the internal monitor has observed
y^, but if he has observed;;/^, the rejection probability is q^ e (0,1 ]. This structure implies that the external monitor does not provide any additional information about the state 9j. He only checks the truthfulness of the internal monitor's
report relative to the information available to him. KL effectively assume that
^g = 1, i.e., the external monitor observes the information received by the internal monitor.
For a given information system;/, we assume the principal can choose between two options in contracting with the worker and a collusive internal monitor. Under the monitor-reward option (see Section 30.2.3), the internal monitor
is paid Cw if he reports y^^ when the worker produces x^. On the other hand,
under the monitor-penalty option, the principal commits to hire the external
monitor with probability y > 0 if the worker produces x^ and the internal monitor
reports y^.
As in the monitor-reward option, the worker's base pay is c^j if he produces
XjJ = 1,2, and a penalty Cw is deducted from his base pay if he produces x^ and
the internal monitor reports j;/^. The penalty is also imposed if the internal monitor reports y^ and the external monitor reveals that this is a lie.
The external monitor is always truthful and receives a fixed fee c^ = K^ if he
is hired. The internal monitor receives no incremental compensation, but he and
the worker are penalized Cf by the courts if the external monitor reveals that the
internal monitor has lied (i.e., colluded with the worker to commit fraud).
The principal must choose between the use of a reward or a penalty. His
optimal payoff from the reward option is provided by the solution to (30.15).
The solution to the following problem provides the principal's optimal payoff
from the penalty option.
Principars Problem with Internal and External Monitors:
maximize p[x^ - c^^ + q^^Cy, - quy^e] + (1 -p)[^2 ' c^il
subject to

(a) c^i - /c^(xi,6>i) - q^^C^ > 0,
(b) c^2 -^wfe,^2) ^ 0,
(c) c^i - /c^(xi,6>i) - q^^Cy, > c^2 - T<1^2A\

(30.16)
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(d) c^2 - T^l^iA)

^ c^i - qihCy, - ^^(-^1,^2),

(f) ^wl - C ^ £w. C ^ 0. ^w2 ^ £w

The first two constraints (a) and (b) ensure that the worker will accept the contract after observing either of the two states. There is no contract acceptance
constraint for the internal monitor since there is no change in his compensation
given that he is induced to report truthfully. The third and fourth constraints (c)
and (d) ensure that the worker will produce Xj if he has observed Ojj' = 1,2 (and
he expects the internal monitor to report truthfully). The fifth constraint (e) is
a CIC constraint. It ensures that, if the worker produces x^ and the monitor observes};/^, the worker and the monitor are jointly better off if the monitor truthfully reports;;/^ instead of lying and reporting;;^. The final constraints (f) ensure
that the worker's limited liability restrictions are satisfied.
The constraints are similar to those in the principal's problem with only the
internal monitor. The key difference is that the CIC constraint now reflects the
fact that truthfully reporting;;^ after producing x^ results in the worker being penalized Cw but avoids the possibility the coalition will be penalized Q and CwThe probability the latter will occur is the probability the external monitor will
be hired times the probability he will uncover the lie.
The fraud penalty Q and the detection probability q^ are exogenous, whereas
the output penalty Cw and the probability of hiring the external monitor y are
endogenous. Obviously, for any penalty C^? the probability of hiring the external monitor will be set so that the CIC constraint holds as an equality, i.e.,
r = U[qe(Cf + Ql

(30.17)

This minimizes the expected cost of the external monitor while inducing truthful
reporting. Consequently, the CIC constraint can be dropped by substituting
(30.17) into the objective function. Now the constraints are the same as in the
truthful reporting case, but the objective function has an additional cost term:
77 =p[x, - C^i + ^i,C - gi^eUlgeiCf

+ C)]] + (1 -P)[^2 ' C^ll (30.18)
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Figure 30.3: Impact of extemal monitor with symmetric information system.
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Figure 30.3 depicts (a) the principal's expected payoff, (b) the low productivity
output level for the monitor reward and penalty options as well as for the truthful monitor, and (c) the probability for an external audit. ^"^ In this example, the
penalty option dominates the reward option except for values of ^ close to one.
In that region, the optimal reward option payoff approaches first-best because
the probability of a type II error shrinks to zero as q goes to one. That occurs
in the penalty option as well, but in that setting, the expected cost of the external
monitor and the CIC constraint are independent of ^ except for its second-order
effect on the worker's penalty C^- Hence, as depicted in (b), the low productivity output is almost constant with the penalty option (but below first-best) for
q close to one.
The probability of hiring the external monitor is depicted in (c). Observe
that, in this example, it is strictly positive and strictly less than one. This probability is increasing in q up to the point q'^^ at which the low productivity output
jumps from the lower outcome threshold x/ to the upper outcome threshold x/'.
For q > q'^^ the external audit probability decreases. As noted above, the external
audit probability y is determined by the CIC constraint as reflected in (30.15).
Hence, the external audit probability is increasing (decreasing) in q if, and only
if, the optimal worker penalty Cw is increasing (decreasing) in q. Note that the
principal's expected payoff is almost constant for q close to one even though the
expected external audit cost conditional on a low internal report, y/c^, is decreasing in q for q> q'^^. However, as q increases, the probability of a low internal
report also increases.
While our model differs slightly from the KL model, the following results
from their Proposition 2 also apply here.
(a) There is a set of parameter values for which it is optimal not to use any
monitor.
(b) There is a set of parameter values for which it optimal to use only the
internal monitor.
(c) If used at all, the external monitor is used with a probability strictly less
than one.
(d) If the external monitor is used, the internal monitor is threatened with
a penalty if he lies and this is sufficient to deter that lie, which implies
he does not receive a bonus for truthfully reporting;;^.

^^ The example uses the symmetric information system rj' with the same parameters as in Figure
30.2. In addition, /c, = .10, ^, = .90, and Cf = -80.
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If monitor information is of poor quality, it is optimal to not use either monitor,
whereas if the monitor information is of high quality, it is optimal to only use
the internal monitor. For middle ranges of monitor information quality, both
monitors are used - in this setting it is less expensive to use the threat of the
external monitor instead of rewards to deter collusion between the worker and
the internal monitor.

30.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our discussion of models involving monitors has been limited. The models in
this area (including the ones we have discussed) are rather idiosyncratic in
character. Hence, it is difficult to identify general results.
It is obviously important to distinguish between models of internal versus
external monitors. The contract between the principal and an internal monitor
is similar to the contract between the principal and a "worker" in that these
contracts are the primary determinants of these agents' incentives. This can also
apply to some external monitors, such as a private security agency. However,
it does not apply to external auditors, who are required to be hired on a fixed fee
basis. The first type of external monitor is hired strictly for the benefit of the
principal. The second type, on the other hand, has a responsibility to third
parties, as well as to the principal. As a result, an external auditor's incentives
are attributable to external forces, such as threats of litigation and loss of reputation (which leads to loss of clients).
In our analysis, we focused on internal monitors, and only introduced an
external monitor in the final model. In that model the external monitor's incentives are exogenous. As mentioned in the chapter, there are a few papers that
explore how the threat of litigation provides monitor incentives, but we have not
included those models in this book.
Models that consider the threat of litigation and loss of reputation are
clearly relevant when considering external auditors. In addition, these threats
may be relevant when examining the incentives of managers, particularly senior
managers. That is, while incentive compensation may be a major determinant
of manager incentives, those incentives will also be influenced by the manager's
personal threat of litigation and the impact of the market for managers. Agency
theory has largely ignored litigation against managers and given only limited
attention to the market for managers. On the other hand, the recent interest in
"corporate governance" has led or will lead to consideration of these issues in
research on management incentives. Ideally, this research will recognize that
a principal optimally considers the existing external (exogenous) incentives
when endogenously determining the internal monitoring of a manager and his
incentive compensation.
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